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Preface 

MY INTEREST in the Buddhist tantras—and in sadhana meditation 
in particular—really began while I was in Oxford studying under 
Professor Alexis Sanderson. It was the inspiration of his research, 

as well as his personal encouragement, that led me one day to a Sanskrit 
manuscript in the Bodleian Library dating from the twelfth or thirteenth 
century, and preserved on palm leaves in a lovely, rounded kutila script. The 
text comprised a collection of some fifty sadhanas—meditation and ritual 
works—all of which were concerned with the practice of Vajrayogini, a 
deity of the highest tantras. With Professor Sanderson's help, and the untir
ing support of Dr. Harunaga Isaacson, I set about the tasks of editing the 
texts and attempting to understand their contents. Without the knowledge 
of these two outstanding scholars, I could hardly have begun to fathom the 
complexity of the Buddhist tantric traditions, let alone begin my doctoral 
thesis. The thesis was completed in 1999 and was entitled Vajrayogini: Her 
Visualisation, Rituals and Forms. This book is an adaptation of that thesis. 

Taken as a whole, the texts in the manuscript form a so-called garland 
of sadhanas (sadhanamdld), which in this case includes praise verses and 
commentarial passages alongside the ritual and meditation manuals of the 
sadhanas themselves. This book focuses upon one Sanskrit sadhana from 
this unique collection, the Vajravarahi Sadhana by Umapatideva. At the 
same time, I hope to give a flavor of the breadth and richness of the other 
works in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. For while they all center upon 
Vajrayogini as the generic deity, they describe many manifestations. Indeed, 
the collection contains over fifty iconographical descriptions, within which 
we can discern about twenty distinct forms of Vajrayogini, some of 
whom—such as Vajravarahi—are significant tantric deities in their own 
right. In fact, although the collection receives the late title Guhyasamaya
sadhanamald (GSS), the Secret Pledge Sadhana Collection, a more suitable 
title might have been the *Vajrayoginisddhanamdld, the Vajrayogini Sadhana 
Collection. I have therefore attempted to draw from all its major works in 
the course of this study and, in the opening chapters, I survey the diverse 
forms and practices of Vajrayogini in India, according to this collection. In 

xix 
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this way, I hope the book will serve a double purpose: examining, from our 
textual evidence, the cult of Vajrayogini in India prior to 1200 C.E. , and 
shedding light on tantric sadhana meditation. 

The decision to base the study upon a single sadhana from the Guhya
samayasddhanamdld was made for several reasons. While scholarly interest 
in the Indian Buddhist tantras has increased in recent years, our knowl
edge of their vast array of texts remains in its infancy and will only improve 
as scholars produce critical editions of surviving texts along with informed 
study based upon them. The difficulty of drawing accurate conclusions 
from the texts currently available is due to the fact that the umbrella term 
"Buddhist tantra" actually covers a bewildering variety of methods, prac
tices, and systems. These competed in India within a highly fertile and 
inventive environment over several centuries. Even contemporary accounts 
in the eleventh to twelfth centuries that describe a range of different sys
tems, such as Abhayakaragupta's encyclopedic Vajravali or Jagaddarpana's 
derivative Kriydsamuccaya, cannot be taken as conclusive evidence for prac
tice on the ground, as those authors themselves struggled with the various 
currents of opinion without necessarily reaching their own conclusions. In 
addition, the meanings of many terms remain obscure and will only come 
to light when a far broader field of reference is available. 

Given this complexity, and the need to clarify so many aspects of tantric 
practice, I chose to focus my study upon a single feature of the whole. Key 
pieces of the overall picture are therefore missing. I give only the briefest 
sketch of the initiations that were the necessary preliminary to sadhana 
practice, and only a hazy description of the place of sadhana in the tantrika's 
overall scheme of spiritual practice. And there are many points where my 
conclusions are at best provisional. Within these limitations, I have 
attempted to highlight those practices that characterize the Indian traditions 
of Vajrayogini. In so doing, I hope to reveal how our particular author 
adapted earlier sources and responded to his own scriptural heritage, absorb
ing new trends and reflecting different developments within the highest 
Buddhist tantras. 

The sadhana that I have edited, translated, and studied here is the 
Vajravarahi Sadhana (GSS11) by Umapatideva, an early-twelfth-century 
author from northeastern India. This work is a fruitful subject because of 
the length, clarity, and excellence of its composition. It was also desirable 
to choose a work from the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection that was as 
yet unpublished, because some primary sources dealing with Vajrayogini 
and Vajravarahi are already available in recent editions, including some 
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studies in European languages. For a long while, the main academic 
accounts of Vajravarahi and Vajrayogini were the iconographical descrip
tions given by Benoytosh Bhattacharyya in The Indian Buddhist Iconogra
phy (1924) and by Marie Therese de Mallmann's Introduction a 
I'Iconographie du Tdntrisme Bouddhique (1975), both of which contain some 
errors (e.g., n. 228). These works draw heavily on Bhattacharyya's edition 
of the Sadhanamald (1925 and 1928), which contains fewer than a dozen 
complete Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi sadhanas, all of which also appear in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld.' More recent studies also focus on selections 
from the Sadhanamald sadhanas, such as the short study of Vajravarahi by 
Mallar Mitra (1999:102-29), which is too brief to be fully comprehensive. 
A beautiful collection of sculptures of the deity from different phases of 
Tibetan art have been published by von Schroeder (1981, 2001); however 
some of his iconographical comments are also erroneous (e.g., n. 83). A few 
other Sanskrit editions of Vajrayogini sadhanas have been published, such 
as the short Vajravdrdhisddhana by Advayavajra (=GSS3) by both Louis 
Finot (1934) and Richard O. Meisezahl (1967), a Trikdyavajrayoginisddhana 
(=»GSS25) by Max Nihom (1992), and a handful of sadhanas from the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld in Dhih (namely, GSS5, GSS10, GSS26, GSS42, 
and GSS43), as shown in the appendix. Published editions of highest tantric 
texts also provide an important resource for a study of Vajrayogini/Vajra
varahi, especially those from the Cakrasarnvara tradition, such as the Yogini-
samcdratantra with both its available Sankrit commentaries, edited by J. S. 
Pandey (1998), and some chapters of the Samvarodayatantra (possibly a later 
Nepalese composition)2 edited and translated by Shin'ichi Tsuda (1974). 

The paucity of publications for the Indie Vajrayogini tradition is in 
stark contrast to the number of Sanskrit manuscripts that must once 
have existed. Bongo Butten no Kenkyu (BBK) catalogs just over a dozen 
Vajrayogini texts not found in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, appearing 
within works such as the Yah skor (BBK: 261) and Yum skor (BBK: 
273-77). commentaries on the Tattvajndnasamsiddhi (BBK: 279-80), the 
Jvalavalivajramdldtantra (BBK: 493-94), as well as the later Nepalese 
Vajravdrdhikalpa in thirty-eight chapters (BBK: 261)—although many 
sadhana materials listed here are also found in our collection (details in 
the appendix). We can deduce the existence of yet more Indian Vajra
yogini sadhanas from the number of translations in the Tibetan canon 
that have no extant Sanskrit original. In an index to the Bka' 'gyur and 
Bstan 'gyur published in 1980, there are about forty-five sadhanas with 
Vajrayogini or Vajravarahi in the title, very few of which have (as yet) 
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been correlated with a Sanskrit original by the compilers of the index.3 

The popularity of the Vajrayogini transmissions in Tibet is remarked 
upon in the Blue Annals (Roerich 1949-53: 390), which states, "The 
majority of tantric yogis in this Land of Snows were especially initiated 
and followed the exposition and meditative practice of the system known 
as [the Six Texts of Vajravarahi] Phag-mo gZhung-drug (p. 390).4 What 
is now known of her practice derives mainly from Tibetan Buddhism, 
in which Vajrayogini (Rdo rje rnal 'byor ma) and Vajravarahi (Rdo rje 
phag mo) are important deities. 

Perhaps the main emphasis on forms of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi (the 
names often seem to be used interchangeably) is found in the bKa' brgyud 
schools. This lineage is traced back to the siddha Tilopa (c. 928-1009), who 
had many visions of the deity, and who passed on oral transmissions to his 
pupil, Naropa (c. 956-1040). Naropa also had many visions of dakini forms, 
the most famous of which is recounted in his life story, dated to the fifteenth 
and sixteenth century,5 in which Vajrayogini appears to him as an ugly old 
hag who startles him into abandoning monastic scholasticism in favor of 
solitary tantric practice. However, this account does not appear in the ear
liest biographies (Peter Alan Roberts, personal communication: 2002).6 

Fig. 1. Ndro-khecari. 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 77, LC 587) 

The form of Vajrayogini especially associated with Naropa in Tibet is 
Nd ro mkha'spyod; "Na ro [pa]'s tradition of the dakini" or "Naro's khe-
cari" (lit., "sky-goer"). This form is discussed below, as it is closest to that 
of Vajravarahi described in the Indian sadhana translated here by 
Umapatideva. 

Several different practices of Vajravarahi/Vajrayogini were transmitted in 
the numerous traditions of the Tibetan bKa' brgyud school, through various 
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teachers; for example, through the translator, Mar pa (Mar pa Chos kyi bio 
gros, 1012-97) into the Mar pa bKa' brgyud, and through Ras chung pa (Ras 
chung rDo rje grags pa, 1084—1161) into the several branches of the Ras 
chung sNyan rgyud, and yet another through Khyung po rnal 'byor, 
founder of the Shangs pa bKa' brgyud (eleventh—twelfth centuries) appar
ently from Niguma (sometimes said to be Naropa's sister). This complex 
matrix of lineages continued in Tibet within the various bKa' brgyud tra
ditions. In the Karma bKa' brgyud, the oral transmission was written down 
in the form of a sadhana by the third Karma pa, Rang byung rdo rje (b. 
1284) (Trungpa 1982:150). However, it is a sadhana by the sixth Karma pa 
(mThong ba don ldan, 1416—53) that serves as the basis for the main textual 
source in this school. This is the instruction text composed in the sixteenth 
century by dPa' bo gTsug lag phreng ba (1504-66).7 Vajravarahi also appears 
in bKa' brgyud versions of the guruyoga, in which the devotee worships his 
guru (in one popular system, Mi la ras pa) while identifying himself as 
Vajravarahi. Examples include the famous "four sessions" guruyoga (Thun 
bzhi'i bla ma'i rnal 'byor) of Mi skyod rdo rje, the eighth Karma pa 
(1507-54), and the Nges don sgron me, a meditation manual by the nine
teenth-century teacher Jam mgon Kong sprul (1977: H9ff.), itself based on 
a sixteenth-century root text, the Lhan cig skyes sbyor khrid by the ninth 
Karma pa (dBang phyug rdo rje, 1556-1603). While Karma bKa' brgyud 
lamas around the world today frequently give the initiation of Vajravarahi, 
they observe a strict code of secrecy in imparting the instructions for her 
actual practice; however, published accounts of some practices within some 
bKa' brgyud schools are now available.8 

Vajrayogini is also an important deity within the Sa skya school. Accord
ing to Lama Jampa Thaye (personal communication: 2002) ,9 her practices 
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were received into the Sa skya tradition in the early twelfth century, during 
the lifetime of Sa chen Kun dga' snying po (1092-1158), first of the "five ven
erable masters" of the Sa skya. Sa chen received from his teachers the initi
ations, textual transmissions, and instructions for three forms of 
Vajrayogini.10 The first is a form derived also from Naropa, and again called 
Nd ro mkha' spyodot "Ndro's khecari"(although it is entirely different from 
the Tilopa-Naropa-Mar pa transmission of Vajravarahi in the bKa' brgyud 
in that the deity has a different iconographical form with a distinct set of 
associated practices). The second is a form derived from the siddha 
Maitripa, known therefore as Maitri Khecari (Mctri mkha'spyod ma; see 
fig. 18). The third is derived from the siddha Indrabhuti, known therefore 
as IndraKhecari{Indra mkha'sypodma;see fig. 6). This form is sometimes 
also known as Indra Vajravarahi, although as a deity in her own right, 
Vajravarahi has received much less attention among Sa skya pas than the 
Khecari lineages.1' 

These three forms are traditionally considered the highest practices 
within a collection of esoteric deity practices known as The Thirteen Golden 
Dharmas ofSa skya (Sa skya'i gser chos hcu gsum), as they are said to lead 
directly to transcendental attainment.12 However, it was Ndro Khecari who 
became the focus of most devotion in the Sa skya tradition, and the prac
tice instructions associated with her sadhana were transmitted in the form 
of eleven yogas drawn from the siddha Naropa's own encounter with Vajra
yogini. The most influential exposition of this system of eleven yogas 
emerged in the sixteenth century; known as The Ultimate Secret Yoga, it is 
a composition by 'Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse dbang phyug (1524-68) on 
the basis of oral instructions received from his master, Tsar chen Bio gsal 
rgya mtsho (1494-1560).13 Since that time, the eleven yogas "have retained 
great importance in the Sa skya spiritual curriculum" (ibid.). The practices 
have retained their esoteric status for Sa skya pas, and are "secret" in as 
much as one may not study or practice them without the requisite initia
tions and transmissions. 

In the eighteenth century, it appears that the Sa skya transmission of 
Ndro Khecari and the eleven yogas entered the dGe lugs tradition. This 
seems to have occurred in the lifetime of the Sa skya master, Ngag dbang 
kun dga' legs pa'i 'byung gnas. His exact dates are unclear, but the next Sa 
skya lineage holder is his pupil, Kun dga' bio gros (1729-83). Ngag dbang 
kun dga' legs pa'i 'byung gnas is in fact the last of the Sa skya lineage hold
ers given in dGe lugs sources (he appears as "Nasarpa" in the list given by 
K. Gyatso 1999: 343-46), and from this point, the dGe lugs lineage prayers 
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reveal their own distinct sequence of transmissions (ibid.). The dGe lugs pa 
had originally focused upon Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi in her role as consort 
to their main deity, Cakrasarnvara, following the teaching of Tsong kha pa 
(1357-1419). Cakrasarnvara was one of the three meditational deities, along 
with Yamantaka and Guhyasamaja, whose systems Tsong kha pa drew 
together as the foundational practices of the dGe lugs school. In this con
text, Tsong kha pa's explanatory text, Illuminating All Hidden Meanings 
(sBas don kun gsal) is apparently the main source on Vajrayogini (K. Gyatso 
1999: xii); and she has actually been described as Tsong kha pa's "innermost 
yidam, kept very secretly in his heart" (Ngawang Dhargyey 1992: 9). This 
claim, however, was probably intended to bolster Vajrayogini's relatively 
recent presence in the dGe lugs pantheon, as the Sa skya tradition of eleven 
yogas was only popularized in the dGe lugs in the twentieth cenutury, by 
Pha bong kha (1878-1941). According to Dreyfus (1998: 246), "Pa-bong-ka 
differed in recommending Vajrayogini as the central meditational deity of 
the Ge-luk tradition. This emphasis is remarkable given the fact that the 
practice of this deity came originally [i.e., as late as the eighteenth century] 
from the Sa-gya tradition and is not included in Dzong-kha-ba's original 
synthesis." The Vajrayogini practice passed on by Pha bong kha and his 
pupil, Kyabje Trijang, focuses on the set of eleven yogas; and despite their 
esoteric, and therefore highly secret, nature—and the absolute prerequisite 
of receiving correct empowerments—explanations of these practices have 
been published and are widely available in English: by Geshe Kelsang 
Gyatso (1991/99), Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey (1992), and Khensur Rin-
poche Lobsang Tharchin (1997).14 

The rNying ma has also drawn the practices of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi 
into its schools. Her presence is read back into the life of Padmasambhava, 
the eighth-century founder of the rNying ma, who is said to have received 
initiation from Vajravarahi herself following his expulsion from the court 
of King Indrabhuti (Dudjom 1991: 469). Other important rNying ma lin
eage holders are also traditionally associated with the deity. For example, 
in the life story of Klong chen Rab 'byams pa (1308-63), as given by Dud
jom Rinpoche (1991), he is said to have received visions of both a white 
Varahl and a blue Vajravarahi, who foretell Klong chen pa's own meeting 
with Padmasambhava {ibid.: 577, 581). It is also Vajravarahi who leads him 
to the discovery of the treasure text (gter ma), Innermost Spirituality of the 
Dakini ((Man ngag) mkha' gro snying tig), the meaning of which is explained 
to him by Yeshe Tsogyel (Ye shes mtsho rgyal) {ibid.: 586). This identifi
cation between Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi and Yeshe Tsogyel is significant— 
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although Yeshe Tsogyel tends to be identified at different times with most 
of the major female deities of the tradition, such as Samantabhadrl and 
Tara (Dowman 1984:12; Klein 1995:17). In the account of Yeshe Tsogyel's 
life, a gter ma discovered in the eighteenth century (and now translated no 
fewer than three times into English), she is at times clearly identified with 
Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi (e.g., Dowman 1984: 38, 85, 178); indeed, her 
sambhogakdya is said to be that of the deity (e.g., Gyelwa Jangchub in Dow
man 1984: 4-5, 224; Klein i99ji: 147; J. Gyatso 1998: 247). The identifica
tion of Yeshe Tsogyel with Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi is also suggested by Rig 
'dzin 'Jigs med gling pa (1730-98), whose Dakki's Grand Secret Talk is 
revealed to him by a "paradigmatic" dakinl, whom J. Gyatso (1998: 247) 
concludes is Yeshe Tsogyel herself.15 Various guruyoga practices within the 
rNying ma also formalize the connection between Yeshe Tsogyel and the 
deity. For example, in 'Jigs med gling pa's mind treasure, the Klong chen 
snying thig, the devotee longs for union with his guru as Padmasambhava, 
while identifying himself (and his state of yearning) with Yeshe Tsogyal in 
the form of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi. In other guruyoga practices, such as 
The Bliss Path of Liberation (Thar pa 'i bde lam), the practitioner identifies 
directly with Vajrayogini, who becomes "the perfect exemplar of such devo
tion" (Rigdzin Shikpo 2002: personal communication).16 

Over and above the deity's ubiquitous involvement in guruyoga medi
tations (a feature, as we have seen, of many Tibetan traditions), her pop
ularity as a main deity in her own right is revealed by the growing number 
of liturgies devoted to her practice in the later rNying ma traditions. Robert 
Mayer (personal communication: 2002) mentions entire ritual cycles 
devoted to Vajravarahi, such as a volume entitled, Union of All Secret 
Dakinis (mKha' 'gro gsang ba kun 'dus kyi chos skor). This was composed 
by the eminent nineteenth-century figure, 'Jams dbyangs mkhyen brtse'i 
dbang po, who believed it to be the "further revelation" (yanggter) of a gter 
ma dating back to the thirteenth century. The original gter ma revelation 
was by the famous female rNying ma gter ston Jo mo sman mo, herself 
deeply connected with Vajravarahi {ibid.; Allione 1984: 209-n). This vol
ume is entirely dedicated to an important form of Vajravarahi in rNying 
ma practice, which is related to the gCod tradition, from Ma gcig lab sgron 
ma (1031-1129) (Allione ibid.: 142-204). Here, the deity takes the wrath
ful black form of (ma cig) KhroslKhro ma nag mo or Krodhakali, also some
times identified as Rudrani/i (Mayer op. cit.). Patrul Rinpoche (1994: 
297-98) describes an iconographical form that, apart from its color, is 
much the same as that of Indradakini (for a full tangka of Krodhakali with 
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retinue, see Himalayan Art, no. 491). In full, however, this is an extremely 
esoteric practice and, in the case of the principal bDud 'joms gter ma cycles 
at least, is regarded as "so secret and powerful that practitioners are often 
advised to either take it as their sole practice, or not seek the initiation at 
all" (Mayer op. cit.). 

Tibetans also recognize a living reincarnation trulku (sprul sku) of 
Vajravarahi (rDo rje phag mo). The first trulku was a pupil of Phyogs las 
mam rgyal (also known as 'Jigs med grags pa and as Chos kyi rgyal mtshan, 
1376-1452), the learned Bo dong Pan chen of the monastery Bo dong E 
(probably a bKa' gdams pa foundation in 1049). A Bo dong pa Monastery 
was subsequently founded at bSam sdings by the side of Yar 'brog mtsho 
(Yamdrog Lake), referred to as Yar 'brog bSam sdings dgon pa, and it was 
here that the trulku of rDo rje phag mo became established (Rigdzin Shikpo 
2002: personal communication). The first abbess is one of the most famous 
incarnations, memorable for escaping from an invasion in 1717/19 of the 
Dzungar Tartars by apparently causing everyone in the monastery to appear 
as a herd of grazing pigs. But later incarnations have also been revered, and 
famed for their connection with Vajravarahi, until the present trulku (b. 
1937/38) who became an eminent official in the Chinese administration 
(Simmer-Brown 2001:185-86; cf. Taring 1970: 167; Willis 1989:104). 

The pervasiveness of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi in Tibet is attested by her 
appearance also within the Tibetan Bon tradition. Peter Alan Roberts (per
sonal communication: 2002) has translated a meditation text by Shar rdza 
bKra shis rgyal mtshan (18 59-1934) that focuses on the development of the 
experience of "the wisdom of bliss and emptiness" (bde stongye shes), with 
"heat" (gtum mo/canddli) as a sign of accomplishment. The work is entitled 
The Inferno of Wisdom (Ye shes medpung)" and draws on Bon compositions 
going back to the eleventh or twelfth century gter ma texts. It describes a 
wrathful, cremation-ground dakinl named Thugs rjes Kun grol ma ("She 
Who Liberates A l l through Compassion") who is clearly a form of Vajra
varahi. She is ruby-red in color, adorned with skulls, and stands on one leg 
in the dancing posture; a black sow's head protrudes from her crown, and 
she brandishes a chopper aloft, holds a skull bowl of fresh blood to her 
heart, and clasps a skull staff in the crook of her left shoulder. The sym
bolism governing her attributes, as well as the metaphysical context of 
emptiness, all appear in typical Vajravarahi sadhanas in the Buddhist tantric 
traditions. 

The practice of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi is not exclusive to Tibet, how
ever. In Nepal, Vajrayogini is popularly worshiped as one of a set of four 
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vdrdhis or yoginis: Guhyes'vari (also worshiped as Prajnaparamita, Nairat
mya, and Agniyogini), Vidyesvarl of Kathmandu, Vajrayogini of Sankhu, 
and Vajrayogini of Pharping (Slusser 1982: 256,327). There are several tem
ples of Vajravarahi and Vajrayogini in the Kathmandu Valley, for example, 
at Chapagaon Grove (ibid.: 325-26, 341), and at the hilltop temple of Phar
ping [ibid.: 331). In Sankhu, Vajrayogini is the tutelary deity of the town, 
and her temple is dedicated to the fierce cremation ground goddess 
"Ugratara Vajrayogini" (Slusser 1982: 72 with n. 141). Here, Vajrayogini is 
also identified with Prajnaparamita, "mother of all tathagatas," and is con
sidered the spouse of Svayambhu or Adibuddha, who is housed in a smaller 
shrine on the same site, while in the Hindu version of the local myth, she 
is identified with Siva's consort, Durga (Zanen 1986: 131). Gellner (1992: 
256) comments that in Nepal, "Vajrayogini seems...to play a role in unit
ing exoteric deities, such as Tara or Kumari and the Eight Mothers, with 
the consorts of the secret tantric deities, viz. Vajravarahi... Jnanadakinl... 
and Nairatmya." Gellner goes on to describe tantric rites of initiation in cur
rent Newar practice that are taken mainly by Vajracarya and Sakya males 
[ibid.: 169—270). Here, "Tantric initiation (diksd) means primarily the ini
tiation of Cakrasarnvara and his consort Vajravarahi" {ibid.: 268). The rites 
of initiation themselves are considered highly esoteric and are guarded with 
secrecy {ibid.: 273-80). Gellner's description—gleaned with difficulty from 
a learned informant—provides a rare insight into the modern-day prac
tices. The first part of the initiation focuses upon Cakrasarnvara, and is 
based on handbooks that follow the twelfth-century exegetical work, the 
Kriydsamuccaya. The second part of the rite focuses on the consort 
Vajravarahi (or "Vajradevl") and is based upon material taken from the 
Samvarodayatantra, but also upon as yet unidentified sources {ibid.: 272). 
Despite drawing from early tantric sources, the rites currently in use in 
Nepal have been substantially altered in the process of taming and adapt
ing them to suit tantric initiates who are householders {ibid.: 30off.). Never
theless, the preeminence of Vajravarahi in the tantric pantheon is retained 
in the modern Newar system. The series of rites that comprise the tantric 
initiation culminates with initiation into the practice of Vajravarahi, thus 
indicating her supreme position within the hierarchy of Newar religious 
practice {ibid.: 280; cf. ibid.: 261-62). 

From this brief overview of the practices of Vajrayogini and Vajravarahi 
outside India, it should be evident that we are dealing with a deity of major 
significance within tantric Buddhism. It is therefore unsurprising to find, 
within the burgeoning of modern publications on the highest tantras, a 
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number of works that also relate to the subject. Some impressive studies on 
the dakini have appeared, such as the detailed monograph by Adelheid Her-
rmann-Pfandt (1992) and valuable explorations by Janet Gyatso (1998) and 
Judith Simmer-Brown (2001). Such studies tend to range also across other 
academic disciplines; notably, the image of the yogini or dakini has inspired 
a large body of crosscultural and feminist theological discourse.18 

My own approach is predominantly textual: I have explored the con
tents of a major Sanskrit source that sheds light on the Indian origins of 
Vajrayogini practice and underpins later traditions. The importance of 
the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld to the study of Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi can 
hardly be overstated. Within this, I have restricted the scope of my work 
to Sanskrit sources (and as I do not know Tibetan, I am greatly indebted 
to others in the few instances where I cite Tibetan texts). My aim has 
been, simply, to represent my sources as faithfully as possible, either by 
translating or summarizing their contents. Although this type of under
taking may itself be prone to, perhaps even determined by, all kinds of sub
jective and cultural interpretation and selectivity by its author, I have tried 
to present the material in a manner that is more descriptive than inter
pretive. For example, my use of the masculine pronoun throughout reflects 
the usage in my source material; this, despite the fact that the practice of 
Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi was—and certainly is—undertaken by women as 
well as men. What I hope emerges here is as accurate a record as I am able 
to give of the early origins of the cult from the textual evidence that 
remains to us. 

I have begun in chapter 1 by locating Vajrayogini within the complex tra
ditions of the Buddhist tantras. I then turn to the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 
itself and explore what is known of its provenance, both of its authors and 
of the tantric sadhana that makes up the bulk of its contents. Chapter 2 
forms a survey of all the different forms of Vajrayogini within the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, and also of the various ritual contexts in which 
these forms are evoked. It therefore gives an overview of the cult in India 
as it emerges from these texts. Chapter 3 is a study of one particular sadhana 
from the collection, the Vajravarahi Sadhana by Umapatideva, which is 
divided into its own distinctive meditation stages and final ritual portion. 
The Sanskrit edition (with notes) and the translation to the sadhana follow 
chapter 3. The appendix gives a list of all sadhanas in the Guhyasamaya
sddhanamdld (with witnesses where I have found them) and a summary of 
their contents. 
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l. Vajrayogini and the Buddhist Tantras 

TH E CULT OF TANTRIC GODDESS, Vajrayogini, flowered in India 
between the tenth and twelfth centuries C . E . at a mature phase of 
the Buddhist tantras. One of the most important sources for her 

practice in India is a collection of sadhanas. A sadhana is a meditation and 
ritual text—literally, a "means of attainment" (sddhanam)—that centers 
upon a chosen deity, in this case, upon Vajrayogini or one of her various 
manifestations. This particular collection was written and preserved in San
skrit and drawn together under the late, collective tide, the Guhyasamaya
sddhanamdld (GSS). It is one of these sadhanas that is edited and translated 
in this book, and that serves as the basis for our exploration of the goddess, 
particularly in her form as Vajravarahi. 

Who is Vajrayogini? The texts refer to her reverentially as a "blessed one" 
(bhagavati), as a "deity" (devata) or "goddess" (devi). She is divine in the 
sense that she embodies enlightenment; and as she is worshiped at the cen
ter of a mandala of other enlightened beings, the supreme focus of devo
tion, she has the status of a buddha. In the opening verse to the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana, the author salutes her as a vajradevi, that is, as a Vajrayana or 
tantric Buddhist (vajra) goddess, and in the final verse prays that all beings 
may become enlightened like her, that is, that they may attain "the state of 
the glorious vajra goddess" (s'rivajradevipadavi). 

The Buddhist Tantric Systems 

Tantric Buddhism is the wing of the Mahayana that revolves around 
mantra as a path or "way," and that is known therefore as the Mantrayana 
or Mantranaya, or as the Vajrayana after one of its primary symbols, the 
vajra. A pithy definition of tantra is elusive.19 Vaisnavism, Saivism, and 
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other Indian religions including Buddhism all developed rich tantric tra
ditions, and the term broadly denotes particular types of ritual employed 
within their various deity cults. "Tantra" also refers to the various bodies 
of literature within these traditions: scriptural and exegetical texts that pro
vide instructions for attainments, both spiritual and mundane. One gains 
an idea of the size of the Buddhist tantric tradition alone when one con
siders that it evolved in India for a thousand years (from about the second 
century c.E.), and that this process has continued in Tibet and beyond for 
another thousand. The main production of tantric texts occurred in India 
between about the third and twelfth centuries. Some indication of the 
numbers involved can be gleaned from the sheer quantity of works trans
lated from Sanskrit into Tibetan from the end of this period. The tantric 
portion of the Tibetan canon contains almost five hundred tantric scrip
tures and over three thousand commentarial texts; Isaacson (2001: per
sonal communication) suggests there may exist as many as three thousand 
Buddhist tantric texts in Sanskrit, of which over a quarter—perhaps many 
more—have not been translated into Tibetan or any other language.20 In 
order to locate Vajrayogini and her cult within this vast spiritual corpus, 
it is worth beginning with a brief summary of Buddhist tantric literature. 
But with so many texts to consider, and with such an array of practices and 
methods revealed within them, where is one to begin? The problem of 
how to classify and codify the material has occupied scholars from at least 
the eighth century and does so even today as contemporary scholars con
tinue to propose new ways of approaching and organizing the materials 
(e.g., Linrothe 1999). The result is that there are various systems for cate
gorizing the Buddhist tantras that are by no means standard, and how 
these different classes of texts arose, or came to be known, is something of 
a mystery. 

It seems that one of the earliest classifications of the Buddhist tantras 
occurred in the eighth century by Buddhaguhya, who recognized only two 
classes, kriydtantras andyogatantras (Mimaki 1994:122, n. 17). The subject-
matter of some tantras, however, was neither principally kriyd (kriyapra-
dhdna), nor principally yoga (yogapradhdna), but seemed to combine "both" 
(ubhaya); these were termed ubhayatantras, and later, carydtantras (Isaac
son 1998). It is this threefold classification—kriya-, carya-, and yoga
tantras—to which an eighth-century scholar/practitioner, Vilasavajra, 
confidently refers. Of these classes, the earliest tantric texts are found within 
the kriyatantras ("action tantras"), which appeared between at least the 
third century, when they are known to have been translated into Chinese 
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(Hodge 1994: 74-76), and at least the sixth century. The so-called carya-
tantras ("performance tantras") were current from at least the mid seventh 
with the emergence of its root text, the Vairocandbhisambodhi {ibid.: 6$ff.) 
Despite their status as "tantras," religious teachings supposedly revealed by 
the historical Buddha, these classes hold essentially ritual manuals and 
dhdranis concerned with supernatural, desiderative attainments {siddhis), 
such as locating treasure, alchemy, flying, invisibility, forcing access to heav
enly realms, warding off evils, and so on; they make little reference to sote-
riological goals. Sanderson (1994b: 97 n. 1) comments on the enduring 
popularity of the kriya- and caryatantras, even among translators of later 
soteriological tantras (such as Amoghavajra, d. 774), as well as their con
tinuing importance in apotropaic rituals in Newar, Tibetan, and Japanese 
Buddhism. The fascination with siddhis of various types remains in later 
tantric literature, as the study of Vajrayogini will show. 

By distinguishing the kriyatantras (or the kriya- and caryatantras) from 
the yogatantras, the eighth-century scholars were in fact pointing to the 
emergence of a new kind of tantra that had entered the Buddhist arena, 
probably from the late seventh century (Hodge op.cit.: 65—66, 58). The root 
text of the yogatantra is the Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha (STTS), and like 
the caryatantras, it centers on the supreme buddha, Vairocana. However, 
it reveals an important shift in emphasis. This is the first work in which 
tantric methodologies, such as rites of consecration, mantras, and mandalas, 
were directly aligned to soteriological as well as to desiderative goals. The 
significance of bringing a liberationist slant to bear on tantric methods was 
not lost upon commentators, who were clearly aware of the need to bring 
traditional Buddhist values into the tantric field. Vilasavajra, for example, 
wrote a commentary based on the Vajradhatumandala of the STTS, in 
which he set out "to encode and interpret tantric ritual in Mahayanist doc
trinal terms" (Tribe 1994: 4).21 Portions of yogatantra text are probably the 
oldest incorporated into the literature of Vajrayogini. 

Even within Vilasavajra's exegesis, however, there was other liberationist 
material that did not fit easily into the yogatantra category, a fact he seems 
to have recognized by designating his root text, the Ndmasamgiti, a 
"mahayoga" or "great tantra" (Tribe 1997:128, nn. 11,18, and 20). Indeed, 
new kinds of texts with marked differences in subject matter were begin
ning to emerge, and these were soon to be contrasted with the yogatantras 
and given the new designation "yoginltantras." Within the soteriological 
tantric realm these two terms—yogatantra and yoginitantra—seem to refer 
to the two main divisions of Buddhist tantras, and commentators frequently 
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pair them together as the "yoga- and yoginitantras."22 Thus, the common
est classification of tantric texts in India was probably fourfold: kriya-, 
carya-, yoga-, and yoginitantras (Isaacson 1998). 

The yoginltantra class is characterized by the appearance of a new Buddha 
at the center of its mandalas, namely Aksobhya and his manifestations, 
supreme enlightened beings who belong to the vajra ("diamond" or "thun
derbolt") family of deities. These deities are wrathful in appearance with a 
startling affinity for places of death and impurity, the cremation grounds; 
they also manifest a vivid sexual symbolism.23 One of the key cults within 
this class is based on the tantric deity Hevajra and was probably emerging 
around or after the tenth century.24 In the Hevajratantra, Hevajra is seen 
to be a heruka form, that is, a type of wild enlightened being who dwells in 
cremation grounds with a retinue of cremation-ground deities and spirits. 
Other yoginltantra systems, probably roughly contemporary with the 
Hevajratantra, also center on this type of heruka deity: Cakrasarnvara, 
Candamaharosana, Buddhakapala, Mahamayahva, and Kalacakra are all 
heruka forms who appear as lords of their own mandalas. Their appearance, 
accoutrements, and behavior all relate to practices that ascetics undertook 
while dwelling in cremation grounds. These are the kapalika observances, 
or observances based on the skull (kapalah, kapalam), chief tool and sym
bol for yogins of this kind. The heruka lord is also worshiped in embrace 
with his consort, while the retinue of male and female deities in his mandala 
may also be in sexual union. 

The principle of s'akti begins to emerge in these texts as a potency man
ifesting in powerful female deities. It comes to the fore through the figure 
of the female consorts and the many types of goddesses, witches, or female 
spirits—yoginis and dakinis—who haunt the wilds and live in the crema
tion grounds. As s'akti is increasingly emphasized, texts tend to redefine tra
ditional Mahayana soteriology in the language of erotico-yogic techniques 
and mahamudra (p. 91). Thus, as one tantra explains: "The Mahayana is 
mahamudra, and yoginis bring magical power."25 It is these texts that form 
the direct basis for the cult of Vajrayogini. Within the yoginitantras we see 
a growing preoccupation with the yogini, or enlightened female deity. In 
some mandalas she is worshiped as the chief deity within a predominantly 
female mandala, even though she is still in embrace with a male partner 
(e.g., see ch. 2). Eventually, cults emerged in which the male consorts dis
appeared entirely from view, leaving the female deity to be worshiped alone 
at the center of a new mandala. Often the form of the mandala is preserved 
exactly as it was before, except that the male deities have simply been 
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removed. This is typical of the mandalas described in the sadhanas of the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. Our study of the Vajravarahi mandala in 
Umapatideva's Vajravarahi Sadhana will show that it is modeled exactly 
upon that of Cakrasarnvara, except that in Vajravarahl's mandala all the 
male gods of Cakrasamvara's mandala have disappeared, leaving the god
desses without consorts, and supreme. 

Our summary so far of the tantric systems has shown the cult of Vajra
yogini to be firmly grounded within the yoginltantra class. But this classi
fication is more complex than I have made out. On the one hand, there were 
already texts akin to the yoginitantras well before the maturing of the 
Heruka cults in the ninth and tenth centuries; the Sarvabuddhasamdyoga-
ddkinijdlasamvara is one such "proto-yoginltantra" that is known to have 
been in existence in the mid-eighth century (Sanderson 1995).26 Here, the 
lords of the mandalas are heruka-type, esoteric deities, in sexual union with 
consorts and surrounded by retinues of female dakinis. This tantra was still 
in use in Tibet in the eleventh century, "no doubt because of its evident kin
ship with the later yoginitantras" (ibid.). On the other hand, there were 
texts that sat uncomfortably within the yogatantra system, but that were not 
so markedly different that they fell naturally into the yoginltantra classifi
cation. This gave rise to another tantra class known as the "yogottara," lit
erally that which is "higher than the yoga [class]." 

Isaacson (op.cit.) suggests the term "yogottaratantra" was a later designa
tion. Certainly when Vilasavajra refers to the Guhyasamdjatantra, and to 
other texts that were later named as "yogottara," such as the Vajrabhairava-
tantra and the Mdydjdlatantra, he seems to be unaware of any such class 
(Tribe 1994: 5). This stratum of tantric literature arose about a century after 
the yogatantras, and its root text, the Guhyasamdjatantra, was codified and 
translated into Tibetan in the eighth century (Matsunaga 1972; Snellgrove 
1987:183). The introduction of this extra "yogottara" classification seems to 
reflect the fact that in the course of its evolution, the Guhyasamaja system 
(including its exegetical literature) came to be seen as sufficiently different 
from the older yogatantras—and certainly superior to it—to require a dif
ferent label (Isaacson op.cit). As in the yoginitantras, the mandalas of the 
Guhyasamaja (or Samaja) tradition are presided over by Aksobhya and by 
vajra-family deities, who are often both wrathful and erotic in character. 
Since the tantras of the yogini class were deemed superior even to those of 
the yogottara, Isaacson suggests that they probably received the additional 
designation "yoganiruttaratantras," literally: "tantras of the highest (nirut-
tara) [division] of the yoga [class]" (translation by Sanderson 1994b: 98 n. 1). 
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Even this fivefold classification of kriya-, carya-, yoga-, yogottara-, and 
yoginitantras (the system almost ubiquitously expounded in our secondary 
literature) was not necessarily a widely accepted solution by scholars/prac-
titioners of the day. Mimaki (1994) lists seven different classifications from 
various Indian exegetes and tantras, without even touching on the fourfold 
schema described above as possibly the most common (i.e., kriya-, carya-, 
yoga-, and yoginitantras). Atis'a, for example, writing in the early mid-
eleventh century, sought to clarify works that strayed between the yoga and 
yogottara camps by inserting between them two more tantra classes—updya-
("means"), and ubhaya- ("dual")—thus presenting a new sevenfold classi
fication of tantras. 

In Tibet, the classification of texts likewise presents a complex picture 
(Mimaki 1994: 121). Among the gSar ma pa schools, there is the famous 
system of Bu ston (1290—1346), which preserves the divisions of the kriya-
(bya ba'i rgyud), carya- (spyodpa'i rgyud), and yoga- (rnal 'byorgyi rgyud), 
but which classes those of the yogottara- and yoginitantras together as the 
anuttaratantra, or "ultimate tantra" (rnal 'byor bla na med pa'i rgyud). This 
fourth class is itself subdivided into father (phargyud), mother (margyud), 
and nondual tantras (gnyis med rgyud). Mother tantras, or wisdom tantras 
(yeshes rgyud) are further analyzed into seven groups, one of which (itself 
with five subdivisions) comprises tantras connected with Heruka (Tsuda 
1974: 28). The classification of the rNying ma tantric canon is based on a 
ninefold system of classification, in which such categories as mahayoga 
(noted above) re-emerge as a distinct group (Germano 1994: 241-51 with n. 
114, Williams and Tribe 2000: 203). 

Complicated as the divisions and subdivisions of the tantric corpus are, 
they have been made more so by mistranslations in use in the West. 
Sanderson (1993) has pointed out that the term anuttarayogatantra found 
in some secondary sources does not occur in Sanskrit enumerations of the 
different classes of tantras and is likely to derive from an incorrect back-
formation from the Tibetan rnal 'byor bla medkyi rgyudor "yoganiruttara-
tantras." (This refers to the class of Sanskrit works whose translations in 
the Tohoku catalogue are nos. 360—441, also termed rnal 'byor ma'i rgyud 
or "yoginltantra"; Sanderson 1994b: 98 n. 1). The term "yoganuttara-
tantras" (sometimes applied by secondary authors to yoganiruttara-
tantras) is also not attested in Sanskrit sources (Isaacson 2001: personal 
communication). 

Within this vast and complex body of tantric literature, the practices of 
Vajrayogini belong to the most developed phase of the yoginitantras. Vajra-
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yogini literature is unlike other systems within that class, however, in that 
it generally lacks its own tantras. It draws instead upon the scriptural texts 
of the Cakrasarnvara cult: the Samvara-, or Samvaratantras.27 Sanderson 
(1995) summarizes the Samvara corpus as follows: 

The root text (miilatantram) is the Laghusamvaratantra, also 
called Herukdbhidhdna- or Cakrasamvaratantra (BBK: 251). The 
text does not survive in its entirety; lost portions are accessible 
only through the early eleventh-century Tibetan translation, lem
mata in tenth-century Sanskrit commentaries, and in secondary 
texts such as the Abhidhdnottaratantra. 

The Abhidhdnottaratantra (BBK: 254). Its relationship with 
the Cakrasamvaratantra is that of explanatory tantra (*vydkhyd-
tantram) to root text (miilatantram), according to Buddhaguhya's 
terminology. 

Vajraddkatantra (BBK: 255). 
Samvarodayatantra (BBK: 256). 
Ddkdrnavatantra (BBK: 255). 
Yoginisamcdratantra (BBK: 258). 
Herukdbhyudaya (not surviving in Sanskrit). 
Caturyoginisamputa (BBK: 259). 

It is scriptures such as these—in particular, the Yoginisamcdratantra, 
Samvarodayatantra, and Abhidhdnottaratantra—that inform the sadhanas 
of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. One sadhana in the collection (GSS70) 
is based upon a unique Vajravarahi scriptural source, the Vdrdhyabhyu-
dayatantra, itself apparently extracted from the Abhidhdnottaratantra 
(Sanderson 2001a). In another, there is even a reference to the Laksdbhi-
dhdnd* (sometimes identified with the Khasamatantra), which is a mythi
cal work, supposedly vast and authoritative in ten thousand verses, and 
allegedly the source from which the Cakrasamvaratantra itself was extracted 
(Tsuda 1974: 33). The same legendary authority is claimed in the Yoginisam
cdratantra following its description of the body mandala, a core Cakra
sarnvara practice taken over with very little adaptation in Umapatideva's 
Vajravarahi Sadhana. 

The Vajrayogini tradition does not simply graft itself onto the scriptural 
rootstock of Cakrasarnvara; it borrows equally freely from the Cakrasarnvara 
tradition of commentary and exegesis. We will see how the authors of the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld rely on the liturgical and commentarial texts at 
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their disposal, and how they are able to adapt them for the worship of 
Vajrayogini. This is most evident in the ritual portion of the sadhana, as 
described in chapter 3. 

The Guhyasamayasadhanamala and Its Authors 

The most direct sources for our study of Vajrayogini are the sadhanas of the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld (GSS). This is a group of some forty-six San
skrit works drawn together as a collection centering upon Vajrayogini and 
her manifestations. Fifteen of its works claim the authorship of named indi
viduals, and it is to them that we now turn in order to gain some insight 
into the date of the compositions and the context in which they were writ
ten. Table 1 shows a list of our authors and the works attributed to them. 
Since in some cases an author's influence upon an unattributed work may 
be inferred, authorship of almost half the texts in the collection can be 
firmly or loosely established (details are supplied in the appendix). 

Establishing the dates of these authors is a thorny subject. I tentatively 
summarize the dates discussed here on the time chart (table 2). Various life 
histories survive, chiefly in Tibetan, although informed by a hagiographi-
cal and sometimes sectarian agenda (Tatz 1987: 696). Among key sources 
on this subject is the famous Legends of the Eighty-Four Mahdsiddhas 
(Grubthob brgyadcu rtsabzhi'i lorgyus, hereafter Legends), which supplies 
accounts of the lives of Indrabhuti, Laksmlnkara, Luyipada, Sahara, and the 
slightly younger author Virupa. 2 9 More information on their lineages, and 
episodes from their lives, can be gleaned from the Blue Annals (Debther 
sNgonpo), written by 'Gos Lotsawa (Locchawa) (1392-1481), and the History 
of Buddhism in India by Taranatha (1575-?), but neither of these works can 
be relied upon for accurate dating. Scholars have often attempted to date 
authors according to the testimony of transmission lineages, a risky enter
prise that Kvaerne describes as "methodological error" (1977: 6). Illustra
tive of the problem is Dowman's attempt to date the mahdsiddhas using 
traditional Buddhist scholarship, according to which there are no fewer 
than three kings of Oddiyana called Indrabhuti (1985: 232ft; cf. Dudjom 
1991: 441,458-59, 485-87): Indrabhuti the Great, who may be as early as the 
seventh century (642 C.E . according to the Chinese Tang Annals), an inter
mediate Indrabhuti, possibly of the eighth century (although apparently 
not recognized by Taranatha, Dowman ibid.: n.233), and Indrabhuti the 
Younger, of the late ninth century. Davidson (2002), however, comments 
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that even pinpointing three Indrabhutis is "surely an underestimate" and 
points to "the tendency for traditional apologists and modern scholars to 
amalgamate the various personalities into one grand persona." Dowman 
(op. cit.) also puts forward three possible candidates for Indrabhuti's sister, 
Laksmlnkara, including a nun of similar name; however, even if we agree 
that this same Laksmihkara is the author of our Laksmisddhana (GSS24), 
the only certainty we can have is that she was no later than the Tibetan 
translator of the text, who was known to have lived 1059-1109.30 Virupa, tra
ditionally the pupil of Laksminkara (BlueAnnals: 390), is just as elusive, and 
may have lived as early as the eighth century (Taranatha History: 197) or 
as late as the eleventh century, when he supposedly taught Maitripada 
(also called Advayavajra) and Mar pa the translator (Blue Annals: 390). 
Similar problems beset the dating of the Mahasiddha Luyipada. Kvaerne 
(1977: 5-6), for example, hesitantly cites Taranatha (History: 311), accord
ing to whom "Lui" was a contemporary of Maitri (Advayavajra) in the 
eleventh century, and notes that in one tradition, Luyipada's guru was 
Saraha, who may have flourished in the eleventh century or earlier (see 
also Dasgupta 1946: 6). Davidson (1991: n. 24) notes that Luyipada's Sri-
Bhagavadabhisamaya was translated into Tibetan in the first part of the 
eleventh century, "apparently the earliest attested practice of the 
Cakrasarnvara" in the Tibetan canon. However, Sa skya legends assert that 
Luyipada was a scribe at the court of Dharmapala in the late eighth cen
tury (Dowman 1985: 37). The dating of Sahara is even more problematic. 
He appears as an early teacher in several genealogical traditions (Dowman 
ibid.: 65; Kvaerne 1977: 6), but also as a teacher to later authors such as 
Vanaratna in the fifteenth century. Dowman therefore posits a line of teach
ers called Sahara, the only merit of which is that it echoes the legend of 
Sahara's immortality, according to which he would still be teaching today. 
Another of Sahara's pupils is said to be Advayavajra, whose dates have been 
discussed at length by Tatz (1987: 697) and shown to be tied to the reign 
of King Neyapala in the eleventh century (1007-85).31 Sahara also apparently 
initiated Vibhuticandra into the sixfold yoga system (sadangayogah) (Blue 
Annals: 727). Stearns (1996:127-71) places Vibhuticandra in the later twelfth 
to early thirteenth centuries at the time of the Moslem invasions. 
Vibhuticandra would thus be the youngest author in our collection. 

Some of the younger contributors to the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld are 
slightly easier to place because they admit their debt to earlier authors. One 
such is Sakyaraksita, whose Flower Cluster of Clear Understanding (Abhi-
samayamanjari GSS5) draws heavily on the Clear Understanding of Heruka 
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(Herukdbhisamaya) by Luyipada. Apart from the similarity of his title, 
Sakyaraksita refers twice to Luyipada's work, commenting on Luyipada's 
method for establishing the vajra ground {vajrabhumi, K20V2) and knowl
edge circle (jndnacakra, K2iv6), and referring to it for an in-depth treatment 
of Vajravarahi's thirty-seven-deity mandala.32 Sakyaraksita adds that this 
was taught "by my teacher in the Vajravall," which reveals that his guru was 
Abhayakaragupta, abbot of the monastic university Vikramas'ila during the 
reign of King Ramapala (c. 1084-1126/1130).33 If Sakyaraksita was a younger 
contemporary of Abhayakaragupta, he would probably have flourished in 
the mid-twelfth century. 

Our study of Umapatideva's Vajravarahi Sadhana (GSS11) will show that 
it shares much in common with Sakyaraksita's work, in both its subject 
matter and use of sources. Fortunately, Umapatideva's lineage and dates are 
on slightly firmer ground, and these place him in the same generation as 
Sakyaraksita, perhaps as an older contemporary. The colophon to the 
Tibetan translation describes him as "one who has the lineage of the instruc
tions of Virupa, s'rl Umapatidatta" (Tib 49.7), and the dates of the transla
tors link him fairly securely to the same period as Abhayakaragupta. The 
translators of Umapatideva's two known texts in the bsTan-'gyur are 
Vagis'varagupta and Rwa Chos rab.34 Rwa Chos rab was active in India and 
Nepal in at least the first quarter of the twelfth century, and was a pupil of 
the Nepalese pandit Samantas'rl; Samantas'rl himself flourished in the early 
to mid-twelfth century and received the Kalacakra teachings from Abhaya
karagupta (Blue Annals: j6o-6v, cf. ibid.: 756, 789J.35 Thus, the translation 
of Umapatideva's works would seem to belong to the early to mid-twelfth 
century, and may even have been contemporary with the author. If Uma-
patideva was of the same generation as Samantas'rl (whom he is unlikely to 
have postdated, since his translator was a pupil of the latter), he may also 
have been a pupil of Abhayakaragupta's. 

In the absence of much reliable evidence for dating the authors of the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, we must look for other clues as to their origins. 
First, it seems that several authors in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld are asso
ciated with the early dissemination of tantric lineages. Indrabhuti, for exam
ple, is traditionally known as "the first tdntrika" and was credited with 
initiating several tantric lineages, including the yogottara, Hevajra, and 
Cakrasarnvara traditions (Blue Annals: 869; Dudjom 1991: 485, 462; Dow
man 1985: 233; SM vol. 2: xxxi). Luyipada is particularly associated with the 
Cakrasarnvara system, on the basis of which he is traditionally known as the 
original guru" (ddiguru) of the mahamudra (Dowman 1985: 37). Accord-
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ing to the Tibetan tradition, he is one of three main transmitters of the 
Cakrasarnvara system along with Ghantapada and Krsnapada [Blue Annals: 
389; Dawa-Samdup 1919: 9; Jackson 1994: 125). Sahara is also associated 
with the spread of mahamudra, according to the evidence of the Guhya
samayasddhanamdld (see chapter 2), and is an important transmitter of the 
Sadahgayoga discipline (Padma gar dbang, cited Stearns 1996: 140). One 
tradition putatively connects Sahara with the origins of the Trikaya-vajra-
yogini tradition through his lineal descendant Krsnacarya (Dowman 1985: 
320; 7.19), although Benard (1994:12-13) prefers to credit Laksmlnkara. In 
Tibet, Virupa was regarded as the "first lama or ddiguru" of the Sa skya sect 
(Dowman 1985: 52; Dudjom 1991: 853). The fact that the Guhyasamaya
sddhanamdld opens with two texts, one attributed to Indrabhuti (or else
where to Sahara; see GSSi in the appendix) and an almost identical work 
to Luyipada, is significant. It asserts the antiquity of the collection, and 
hence its authenticity. Similarly, Indrabhuti's authorship implies that the 
geographical source of the teachings is Oddiyana, the very homeland of 
esoteric spiritual revelation, as many tantric colophons testify.36 The text 
itself (GSSi=GSS2) reveals an East Indian influence, with its clear exchange 
of the consonants v for b in its mantroddhdra. 

The fame of our later authors rests upon their scholarly transmission of 
the tantric teachings. The Blue Annals (pp. 841, 866, 976) refers to Advaya-
vajra's transmission of mahamudra, and associates him particularly with 
compositions of the amanasikdra class (e.g., ibid.: 842); it is in a text of this 
class, the *Siddha-Amndya, that Advayavajra's quest for a vision of Vajra
yogini is described, and in which he is requested by his guru, Sahara, to 
return to academic life to commit his new understanding to writing. 3 7 

Advayavajra is one of the younger adepts who were working in the envi
ronment of the monastic universities in northeast India. These were cen
ters of Mahayana and tantric learning established under the Pala dynasties 
of Bihar and Bengal (760—1142 C.E. ) , which flourished until their destruc
tion by the Moslem invaders between 1197 and 1207 (Dutt 1962: 380). The 
five outstanding foundations were: Vikramas'ila, founded—according to 
Tibetan sources—under Dharmapala (770-810 C.E. , ibid: 359); Odantapura 
and Somapura (also "Somapurl') under Devapala (c. 810-59 C .E . , ibid.: 
373-74); Jagaddala in Varendra (north Bengal), which probably flourished 
under Ramapala (1077-1120); and the oldest establishment, Nalanda, which 
had been sponsored at the end of Gupta rule by Harsa (606-47 C.E . ) . 
Although less cultivated by Pala kings, Nalanda remained a prestigious seat of 
Mahayana philosophy, and at its peak, Chinese sources state that it catered 
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to several thousand students, offering as many as one hundred lectures, 
tutorials, or debates a day on topics both brahmanical and Buddhist {ibid.: 
333- Misra 1998 I: 24iff). Vikramas'ila was the most renowned monastic 
universitiy in the Pala period, with Abhayakaragupta at its head, and its var
ious "schools" (samsthdh) conferring various posts, honors, and "degrees," 
such as dvdrapdla (gatekeeper), pandita, or mahdpandita {ibid: 360-63 fol
lowing Tibetan accounts). 

The reference to the academic milieu in the *Siddha-Amndya is inter
esting because it illustrates the contrast between the life of Advayavajra, the 
yogin-pandit working within the monastic universities, and the supposed 
source of his learning, the illiterate adept and mountain-dwelling huntsman 
Sahara. Although our younger authors may have lived and worked in the 
intellectually charged milieu of the monastic universities, their sadhana 
texts reflect the culture of the earliest proponents of the systems. They lay 
down prescriptions to practice in wild, solitary places void of people, and 
it is this aspect of their own practice that is most attractive to legend. In 
many accounts, historical narrative breaks into mythic motif precisely at the 
point when the monk rejects formal academia in favor of tantric yogic prac
tice. For example, the story of Advayavajra in the *Siddha-Amndya (p. 11) 
first describes his formal training in grammar and orthodox (nontantric) 
Buddhist disciplines at monastic universities such as Vikramas'ila; it then 
recounts his tantric studies (possibly under Naropa) at Nalanda, but only 
finally launches him on his higher tantric career when he leaves the monas
tic life and sets out on his magical journey to seek Vajrayogini, prompted 
by a voice in a dream. In Tibetan accounts, Advayavajra was expelled from 
the monastery for keeping liquor and a woman in his cell (Tatz 1987: 
700-701). The same motif of expulsion is found in the account of Virupa's 
life. According to the Legends (Dowman 1985: 43-52), this mahasiddha first 
became a monk of Somapura monastery, but despite his initiation into the 
practice of sow-faced Vajravarahi, he failed to see her even in a dream until, 
after twelve years, in a depressed state, he threw his rosary into the toilet. 
He attained mahamudra after another twelve years. Virupa's subsequent 
expulsion from Somapura (for eating pigeon pie) was accompanied by var
ious miracles, such as walking on water and holding back the sun in a ploy 
to avoid settling his tab at the local tavern. 

The distinction between the two lifestyles—formal academic versus wan
dering yogic—may not have been so marked in practice. The wandering life 
was an integral part of the monastic experience. Practitioners would move 
between universities in pursuit of various teachers, and periods of retreat and 
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prior service (purvasevd) were also an essential part of formal training. The 
perceived dichotomy may have been a natural advertising ploy for the tech
niques to be espoused, and a crystallization of the ideal of the solitary tantric 
yogin. This is an ideal firmly embedded in the Indian traditions. The Bud
dha's going forth is an important role model for any would-be Buddhist 
saint, and the inflation of this motif to actual expulsion from a monastery 
is one that provides a useful exegetical comment upon tantric praxis; it is 
precisely from their antinomian propensities that the practices of the high
est tantras draw their power. The texts themselves seem to envisage both 
lifestyles. At their most extreme, they advocate a type of yogic existence 
that transcends ritual observances, such as rites of the mandala, or obla
tions with mantras (see the first upades'ah in GSS32, appendix), but at the 
same time, they envisage a ritual specialist capable of performing numbers 
of such rites, not just for his own sake, but on behalf of others (see, for 
example, ch. 3 §39). 

In pursuit of either lifestyle, it seems it was not altogether necessary for 
the practitioner to be an ordained member of the Buddhist sangha. The 
higher tantric initiations (ch. 3), which include the empowerments for sex
ual praxis, were also open to householders. This is implicit in one of the 
erotico-yogic texts in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld that refers to the 
"[householder's] own house" (svagrhe) as one possible meditation site 
(GSS34, appendix). Umapatideva himself, author of the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana, may have been a layman, as well as an initiate into the lineage of 
Virupa. His name means "lord of Uma," that is, Siva, while ordination into 
Buddhist orders would ordinarily have endowed him with a Buddhist name. 
If he were a lay scholar, it would seem that Umapatideva still had access to 
the scriptural and exegetical sources available to those working in the 
monastic environment, judging by the extent of the redaction in the 
Vajravarahi Sadhana. 

This situation did not lie comfortably with some members of the monas
tic community, however. In her study of tantric antinomianism, Onians 
(2002: 292-93) comments that, "The tension between tantric monks and 
householders must reflect a time when tantric practitioners were found 
both in and outside monasteries, and the Sangha was compelled to reassert 
its primacy...." Thus, the Kriydsamuccaya (f.3-2ff; Gellner 1992: 295) cites 
many tantric references to support the claim that a tantric teacher 
(vajrdcdryah) should be a monk, although the fact that it opens with a 
lengthy discussion on the matter raises the possibility of his not being so. 
Indeed, in his Vajrdcdryalaksanavidhi, Jagaddarpana states that a tantric 
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teacher may be of three types: monk, novice, or householder (following the 
Samvardrnavatantrd), but he asserts the superiority of the teacher who is 
ordained by adding that, should all three be found together, the house
holder should not be worshiped, for this would be disrespectful to the Three 
Jewels.38 Another tantric exegete prescribes certain "beginners" rites and 
observances (ddikarma) for the householder practitioner (grhapatibodhi-
sattvah),^ suggesting, perhaps, that the qualifications of the lay practitioner 
were inferior to those of a monk. However, Isaacson (1999: personal com
munication) points out that the qualifications of the lay practitioner were 
not necessarily inferior to those of a monk, and that Jagaddarpana's open
ing discussion does not reveal his final position on the matter. Indeed, it 
may even have been the case that practitioners who had taken the 
bhikmsamvara were sometimes forbidden or discouraged from the actual 
performance of transgressive practices. 

With their emphasis on solitary practice, the sadhanas themselves give 
no indication as to how they would be practiced within a monastic routine. 
This is particularly pertinent where the sadhana involves sexual practices 
that would infringe the monastic vow of celibacy (brahmacaryam). In tack
ling this issue, exegetes tended to argue that the tantric observances incor
porate and surpass, rather than negate or contradict, earlier vows of 
celibacy:40 "[In taking tantric initiation] will he not then be guilty of aban
doning his earlier vows [of celibacy] ? No, for each subsequent observance 
transcends the preceding, just as the lay devotee becomes a novice and the 
novice a monk. When a person has become a monk is there the absence of 
the vows he took as a lay devotee, etc.? [Of course not.]" Jagaddarpana 
(Onians op. cit.) actually redefines brahmacarya, so that for a nontantric 
monk it still refers to celibacy; but for a monk who has taken highest ini
tiation (and whom he therefore understands to be spiritually superior), it 
refers to the retention of semen in the course of yogic sexual practices. How
ever, the attitudes of tantric authors on this matter are complex, as Onians 
makes clear {op. cit.: 268-71): Atis'a, for example, has—with justification— 
been interpreted as insisting that for those who held full monastic ordina
tion, the language of sexual yoga was open only to symbolic interpretation 
and was otherwise incompatible with monastic rule; and yet his conclu
sions are far more subtle than this and clearly depend upon the context in 
which celibates may perform the higher initiations and upon a rigorous 
application of the qualifications that would permit a monk to bypass or 
transcend his monastic precepts—crucially, the degree of insight with which 
sexual praxis is imbued. Such sophisticated apologetics are a reflection of 
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the difficulty that must have arisen in bringing tantric practices within the 
monastic fold. Indeed, there are accounts of iconoclasm among Sthavira-
vadins unable to tolerate deities such as Cakrasarnvara at Vajrasana (Bodh-
gaya), which Taranatha himself recorded (1990: 279): 

In a temple of Vajrasana there was then a large silver image of 
Heruka and many treatises on tantra. Some of the Sravaka Sen-
dhavas ["Siddhas"] of Singa island (Ceylon) and other places said 
that they were composed by Mara. So they burnt these and smashed 
the image into pieces and used the pieces as ordinary money. 

But on these issues, the new tantric orthodoxy was clear, as the hagiog-
raphy of Abhayakaragupta testifies (Blue Annals: 1046; Willson 2000: 
397-98). Painting the picture of an exemplary abbot-scholar of traditional 
Buddhist hue, the lifestory of Abhayakaragupta describes his initial reluc
tance to embrace the new teachings, as he declines to welcome a woman into 
his monastic cell. When the woman turns out to be none other than Vajra
yogini in disguise, the monk sees the error of his ways, but finds that he has 
lost the opportunity ever to gain union with her in his lifetime. He is com
pensated with the promise that if he composed a "great number of com
mentaries on profound tantras and many rites of mandalas," he would soon 
become "a fortunate one"—a challenge he appears to have accepted. 

Sadhana Collections 

Having examined the Indian milieu in which Umapatideva's Vajravarahi 
Sadhana was written, it is time to look more closely at the compilation of 
the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld itself. According to the approximate dating 
of their authors, some texts in the collection are possibly as old as the ninth 
century, but perhaps only date from the eleventh century, while others are 
later still, dating from the twelfth century. The collection closes toward the 
end of the twelfth century with the work of an author who was probably a 
living contemporary, Vibhuticandra (GSS43). Its upper date is fixed by the 
oldest surviving manuscript (K), which Sanderson (1995: personal com
munication) suggests is from the twelfth to thirteenth centuries. This date 
would be roughly contemporary with the earliest manuscript of another 
sadhana collection, the Sddhanasatapancdsikd, which dates from 1165 C.E . 
(Cambridge add. 1686). The Guhyasamayasddhanamdld receives its title only 
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later; the name is found in the Devanagari manuscript (D) alone, in which 
the title of the last work in the collection (Dakini-guhyasamaya-sddhanamdld-
tantrardja) seems to serve as the basis for the collective title Sri-Guhyasamaya-
tantra. 

The processes by which sadhanas were compiled into recognizable col
lections has been studied by Buhnemann (1994), who suggests that schol
ars were engaged in collecting such works from the eleventh century on. 
Buhnemann discusses four sadhana collections in all, basing her work on 
the four collections that Bu ston (1290-1364) drew into his catalog of the 
bsTan 'gyur (summarized in table 3):41 

1. The One Hundred and Fifty Sadhanas (*Sddhanas'atapancdsikd, 
sGrub thabs brgya danglnga bcu),41 consisting of about this num
ber of sadhanas. 

2. The Hundred Sadhanas (*Sadhanasataka, sGrub thabs brgya rtsa), 
which contains about ninety-three sadhanas. 

3. The Ocean of Sadhanas (*Sddhanasdgara in Bu ston's catalog), 
also called the Collection of Sadhanas (Sddhanasamuccaya in the 
Peking edition P4221-4466), and the Garland of Sadhanas 
{Sadhanamald in the colophon of some Sanskrit manuscripts), 
consisting of a large collection of 242 sadhanas. 

4. The *Devdntaravisvasddhana collection, which appears in the 
Peking edition as an appendix to the second collection, the 
*Sddhanasataka. 

It is from these collections that Bhattacharyya (1925/28) produced his 
edition of the so-called Sadhanamald, accidentally conflating the largest 
collection of 242 sadhanas (*Sddhanasdgara) with the collection of 150 
sadhanas (*Sddhanasatapancds'ikd).4} 

What does Buhnemann's survey of the sadhana collections reveal about 
the manner and date of their compilation? Buhnemann shows that there are 
problems in fixing the contents of these collections since the Sanskrit man
uscripts do not agree between themselves, either in the sequence in which 
sadhanas appear or in the number of sadhanas they contain, and the Tibetan 
translations do not seem to accord with the Sanskrit "originals." The com
pilation of substantial numbers of sadhanas, or the addition of other collec-



tions to them, seems to coincide with the appearance of a title for the col
lection as a whole. This may have encouraged closure, as in the case of the 
*Sddhanasatapancdsikd, which received its title only once it had collected its 
one hundred and fifty works {ibid. 1994: n). Similarly, Buhnemann hints that 
Bu ston's third collection may have received its title *Sddhanasdgara in the 
later recensions preserved in Tibetan from its final portion of texts, entitled 
Devdntarasddhanasdgara {ibid. 1994:12). In some collections, the colophon 
to each individual sadhana also gives the collective title, but again this prac
tice is not standard {ibid. 1994:11-12). Such irregularities in a title's appear
ance in related recensions, and in the title itself, suggest that collective titles 
were a later feature of the sadhana compilations. Their introduction (possi
bly coupled with efforts to "round up" the collections to grandiose figures 
that then serve as collective titles) gives the impression that the sadhana col
lection was emerging as a genre in its own right. The datings given by 
Buhnemann indicate that the earliest translations into Tibetan of whole col
lections were made in the later eleventh century and around the turn of the 
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twelfth century and continued into the thirteenth century (and beyond), 
that is, in the period when the monastic universities under the Pala dynas
ties were at their height. Records of the Sanskrit manuscripts confirm this 
picture. Comparing the evidence of the manuscript collections with the dates 
of likely authors, it is clear that the time between the composition of a 
sadhana and its subsequent inclusion in a collection was often brief and that 
translation into Tibetan was also a rapid process. 

These conclusions confirm what has been gathered of the Guhyasamaya
sddhanamdld collection. There are, however, notable differences. The 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld is far smaller, containing only forty-six works. 
Moreover, it seems to have been relatively stable. Only one sadhana (GSS8) 
is omitted in the later recension of the collection represented by the 
devanagari manuscript, a sadhana that is anyway repeated identically later 
in the collection (GSS39). The Guhyasamayasddhanamdld was not trans
lated into Tibetan, although some of its sadhanas appear in the bsTan 'gyur 
as part of other collections (details are given in notes to the appendix). 
Remarkable is that all forty-six sadhanas of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 
focus upon Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi. Other sadhana collections, apart from 
being much larger, are more diverse. They include sadhanas relating to var
ious deities, sometimes arranged accordingly in groups inside the compila
tion. There are, for example, groups of sadhanas within the so-called 
Sadhanamald that focus on other female deities (ch. 2), but not one of these 
has been preserved as a separate collection in its own right. 

The reason the Guhyasamayasadhanamdld remained a discrete collection 
and was not absorbed into another collection is unknown. Perhaps as a 
grouping it was too large to be placed inside another collection, or perhaps 
it had its own pretensions to reach a desirable "fifty." Another suggestion 
is that this collection—with its single-minded concern with Vajrayogini 
and its "contemporary" nature—may have been the initiative of a single 
scholar. This impression is heightened by its internal organization. The col
lection begins with traditional-style mandalas of the Cakrasarnvara tradi
tion adapted to the female deity Vajravarahi. There follows a gradual shift 
toward mandalas exhibiting a more fully kdpdlika character, a trend that is 
further developed in the "skeleton arch" (karankatorana) sadhanas, which 
reject the temple-palace structure of the mandala altogether. Within this 
overall structure, the works seem to have been carefully, if approximately, 
grouped according to particular manifestations of Vajrayo eini, and to the 
type of work in question. These groupings may be roughly broken down 
as follows, with some sadhanas appearing in this list more than once where 
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different groupings overlap (the various forms of Vajrayogini are discussed 
in chapter 2, and the sadhanas are described individually in the appendix): 

GSSi=<GSS2 
The first two sadhanas in the collection deal primarily with the hog-
headed ardhaparyanka-pose Vajravarahi, and are attributed to the pres
tigious figures Indrabhuti and Luyipada. 

GSS2, GSS3, GSS4, GSS5 
The next manifestation is of Vajravarahi in her classic warrior-stance 
form. She appears by herself (GSS2, GSS4), in her fivefold mandala 
(GSS3), and finally in the foil thirty-seven-fold mandala (GSS5). 

GSS3, GSS 4, GSSs (GSS11, GSS16) 
The third sadhana (GSS3) is by another eminent figure, Advayavajra. It 
is the first in a group of essentially Cakrasamvara-based works, all simi
lar in their exposition of the warrior-stance Vajravarahi within a mandala 
based on the temple palace. A l l sadhanas in this group salute Vajravarahi 
in their opening reverence. Umapatideva's Vajravarahi Sadhana (GSS11) 
is also of this type. An interesting sadhana that belongs in part to the 
Advayavajra group and in part to the Sahara-related texts, is the sadhana 
of the thirteenfold Vajradakini Vajravarahi (GSS16). 

GSS6, GSS7 
The next group is of two sadhanas redacted from the Abhidhdnottara
tantra, the first presenting a six-armed, seated manifestation of 
Vajravarahi in embrace with her consort within a thirteenfold mandala 
(GSS6), the second a twelve-armed ardhaparyanka-pose Vajravarahi in 
a forty-one-fold mandala (GSS7). 

GSS8=»GSS39, GSS13, GSS14, GSS41 
The oblation ritual (homavidhih) that follows is one of a more dispersed 
group of oblation rituals in the collection. 

GSS10, GSS43 
There follow some distinctive, erotic practices of Vajrayogini, notably 
VajravilasinI (GSS10), who is also the subject of a stotra (stotram) or praise 
work (GSS43). 

GSS12, GSSi7=GSS45 
Similarly amorous are the "raised-foot" (urdhvapdda-) pose deities, first the 
red Vajravarahi (GSS12), and then the white Vajrayogini (GSSi7«=GSS45). 
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GSS15, GSS18, GSS38 
Next comes the red hog-headed "Vajraghona" manifestation of Vajra-
varahi (GSS15, GSS18), possibly related to a white manifestation of the 
same deity (GSS5, GSS38). 

GSS19 
The next section of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld deals primarily with 
magical erotic forms of Vajrayogini, such as a two-armed Vajrayogini at 
the center of a fivefold mandala (GSS19). 

GSS20, GSS24, GSS25, GSS26, GSS27, GSS3»=GSS9 
Another magico-yogic manifestation is the striking, self-decapitated 
Trikayavajrayogini ("Chinnamasta") in sadhanas GSS20, GSS24, and 
GSS25, and in verse works related to Virupa, GSS26 and GSS27. This 
form is related to the deity to be visualized in GSS9<=*GSS30. 

GSS21, GSS22, GSS23 
Another such group is that of the flying Vidyadhari Vajrayogini forms 
of the Sahara school. 

*GSS28? , G S S 2 9 , G S S 3 0 , G S S 3 1 , G S S 3 9 

Next, the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld contains a collection of repeated 
works that are almost identical to those transcribed earlier in the GSS, 
but with minor differences. This section includes: *GSS28 (»GSSi9?), 
GSS29 (-GSS4), GSS30 (=GSS9), GSS31 (-GSS3), and GSS39 (=GSS8). 

GSS32, GSS33, GSS34, GSS35 
The collection then provides three svddhisthdna-method sadhanas 
(GSS32, GSS33, and GSS34), the internalized nature of which is also 
reflected in a rare four-armed form of warrior-stance Vajrayogini 
(GSS35). 

GSS36, GSS37, GSS38 
Some unusual Vajrayogini forms follow, such as the yellow Vajrayogini 
in falling-turtle pose (GSS36), and two white warrior-stance Vajrayogini 
forms, GSS37 and GSS38. 

GSS42, GSS43 
There are two Vajrayogini stotras in the collection grouped together. 

GSS40, GSS46 
Finally, there are two commentarial works. 
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While these groupings are not entirely even, they are marked enough to 
suggest a conscious arrangement of the materials. What is even more strik
ing is that this arrangement is complemented by the internal structure of 
the Abhisamayamanjariby Sakyaraksita (GSS5). Sakyaraksita's work begins 
with classic sadhana meditations on Vajravarahi's thirty-seven-fold mandala, 
after which it becomes a compendium of alternative visualizations of the 
deity in her different manifestations (see appendix). The catalog of visual
izations supplied in the Abhisamayamanjari mirrors the sequence of the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection as a whole, so that the classic warrior-
stance Vajravarahi of the first part of the work is followed by the 
urdhvapdda-posc Vajrayogini, Vajraghona, the two-armed Vajrayogini, and 
the Trikayavajrayogini forms. Thus, it looks as if the Abhisamayamanjari 
may have been used as a blueprint for the arrangement of sadhanas by the 
compiler of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. 

Tantric Sadhana 

The importance of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection to the Vajra
yogini tradition, and its uniqueness as a collection, have now been estab
lished. However, the decision to edit and translate the Vajravarahi Sadhana 
by Umapatideva (GSSn) still requires some explanation. Not only are there 
many sadhanas in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld deserving of attention, but 
tantric literature in general is vast, and sadhana itself forms only one genre 
within it. What, then, is the significance of the sadhana within the tantras? 
And what is of particular interest in Umapatideva's Vajravarahi Sadhana! 

A sadhana is a progressive sequence of meditative and ritual procedures 
that focus upon a particular deity or set of deities. It is a relatively late addi
tion to the tantric corpus. The first embryonic sadhanas appeared only in 
the eighth century with the yogatantras, and their form was still not stan
dardized by the time of the Hevajratantra. Perhaps one of the earliest ref
erences to sadhana practices appears in the yogatantra scripture, the 
Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra, which recounts "a sadhana taught by 
Sakyanatha" (p. 132 9b). The meditation is to be done "with the method of 
generation" (p. 130 8a: utpattikramena), and it is described as "the highest 
deity yoga" (devatdyogam... uttamam). Despite the inclusion of material not 
generally found in later sadhanas, it clearly sets out the key features of a 
mature sadhana, all of which will be seen as distinct stages in the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana (GSSn) studied here in chapter 3. Thus, it includes the usual 
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preliminaries, the construction of a circle of protection, the accumulations 
of merit and wisdom, pujd, and the merging of the mandala in space with 
the mandala in the heart.44 The eighth-century commentator Buddhaguhya 
recognized the sadhana material in the Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra as 
distinct from the rest of the tantra, describing it as an "introduction" (gleng 
gzhi = niddna) to "the actual text" (mdo bshad) dealing with mandalas (Sko-
rupski 1983: xxvii). Another yogatantra commentator, Vilasavajra, also 
approaches the topic in his Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini. In adhikara IV, 
Vilasavajra produces his own proto-sadhana, which includes key prelimi
nary meditations and the generation of deities within a mandala, but which 
lacks other established features of the later sadhana, such as developed stages 
of generating oneself as the deity, or the merging of the pledge and knowl
edge forms of deities (Tribe 1994; 1997:115-17,123-25). 

The eighth century also saw the emergence of the Guhyasamdjatantra 
(GST), and the beginnings of the exegetical schools based upon it. This 
tantra begins to systematize the components of deity practice. It distin
guishes a fourfold sequence of meditations as a prelude to ritual undertak
ings (e.g., G S T ch. 12, w. 60—65) that it refers to as: (1) service (sevd); (2) 
auxiliary attainment (upasddhanam); (3) attainment (sddhanam); and (4) 
great attainment (mahdsddhanam).i'i These cover introductory and prelim
inary meditations (in the first and second stages), with the "urging" 
(codanam) and summoning of the deity, and its final visualization (in the 
third and fourth stages). A related schema in the Guhyasamdjatantra, also 
in four stages, focuses just upon the generation of the deity. This is the "[set 
of] four vajras" (vajracatuska), which corresponds in yoginitantra texts to 
the sequence of five awakenings. The Guhyasamdjatantra also distinguishes 
a stage of "generation" (utpatti), from a stage of "completion" (utpannal 
nispanna) (e.g., G S T ch. 18, v. 84; see Wayman 1977: 23), an important 
classification that we will see in the mature sadhanas of the yoginitantra. The 
two stages or methods (kramah), the generation stage (utpattikramah) and 
the completion stage (utpannakramah, nispannakramah), were elaborated 
upon in the two schools of Guhyasamaja exegesis, each of which produced 
its own texts based on the classification.46 

The period of yogottara systematization took place in the ninth to tenth 
centuries in the setting of the great monastic universities (Mimaki and 
Tomabechi 1994: ix), a period that coincided with the emergence of the new 
yoginitantras. The highest tantra scriptures develop the deity meditations 
into sadhana-type practices that bear much the same form as the mature 
sadhana (e.g., Hevajratantra, devatdpatala 1.3 and Samvarodayatantra, 
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sriherukodayanirdesapatala ch. 13). The four stages of the yogottara system 
(sevd, etc.) are still current—both implicitly in a fourfold structure of the 
sadhana-type passages, and explicitly through direct reference (e.g., 
HT1.1.25; A D U T ch. 14: 3ijff). It is also notable that the internal structure 
of these tantras may demonstrate the same sequence of meditative and rit
ual events as those we will see in our study of a mature sadhana. The 
Samvarodayatantra, for example, begins with the methods of generating 
the deity and his wider mandala, followed by the ritual practices grounded 
in that self-generation.47 The structure of the Hevajratantra is similar and 
also mirrors the composition of a sadhana.48 The scriptural sources of the 
yoginitantras therefore draw closely on the methods of the sadhana, and 
may be seen as products of existing praxis that cultivated sadhana or 
sadhana-type techniques. Without an understanding of these stages within 
the sadhana practice, the intended meaning of the tantras is lost. 

At the same time, this period saw important developments in the form 
and structure of the sadhana itself. Such developments were doubtless stim
ulated by the new trends of the highest tantras and perhaps also reflected the 
need to clarify the practices outlined in the scriptures. Thus, features of the 
sadhana already evident in the yogatantra corpus underwent gradual defini
tion. The process is detectable in certain sets of sadhanas in the Sddhanamdld 
collection, such as the sizable collections of sadhanas grouped around man
ifestations of Avalokitesvara (SM6 to SM42) and Manjus'ri (SM44 to SM84). 
Here one sees how the peaceful cults of princely cakravartin-style bod-
hisattvas are increasingly permeated by tantric elements, such as the preem
inence of the guru, the use of transgressive substances, erotic and wrathful 
Saiva-based iconography, erotico-yogic praxis, and cremation-ground motifs. 
The method of generating the deity is also refined, and evolves into the series 
of five awakenings found in the mature sadhanas, to be followed by the 
merging of its pledge and knowledge forms. By the time of the yoginitantra 
sadhanas of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, the form of the tantric sadhana 
was well established, and yet our study of the collection will reveal that the 
genre was still developing. In response to developments in the yoginitantra 
scriptures, some sadhanas will be seen to introduce cremation-ground 
(kdpdlika) features within the standard format of the sadhana, and others to 
reject mainstream formats altogether. 

The sadhana is significant within tantric literature as a whole in that it 
mirrors and clarifies developments in content and method. As a genre it is 
particularly flexible, because its form may be easily adapted to cater to 
changing currents and trends in praxis. In this way, the sadhana is able to 
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elaborate and develop tantric practices that are lacking or marginal in the 
scriptural material itself. This is particularly pertinent in the cult of Vajra-
yogini/Vajravarahl, which has no scriptural corpus of its own, but borrows 
from the scriptural tradition of Cakrasamvara. One reason Umapatideva's 
Vajravdrdhl Sadhana is a useful subject for analysis is that it highlights the 
processes of redaction by which new tantric techniques were adapted from 
existing ones—that is, how the author borrows from scriptural and exeget-
ical sources concerning the Cakrasamvara mandala and its rituals, and 
alters them to describe the Vajravarahl mandala and its rituals. Since 
sadhanas are not tied to a particular scriptural source, we will see that dif
ferent works in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld draw on different parts of 
the Buddhist (and Saiva) traditions and produce a range of forms and prac
tices of Vajrayogini. 

Above all, sadhanas are manuals of practice; they are the "means of 
attainment" (sddhanam) whereby the goals of the highest tantras may be 
realized. Their prescriptions encompass a range of meditation techniques 
and ritual procedures, the length and complexity of which suggest a full-
time commitment to the practices. As shown earlier, little in the sadhana 
suggests the practitioner's broader lifestyle. His daily routine is indicated 
only by general injunctions that are embedded into the sadhana itself, 
namely, to rise early, to wash, to perform the sadhana in a solitary place pre
ceded by certain preliminary rites, to repeat it three or four times a day, and 
to perform various external rites on the basis of this meditation. Sadhana 
texts also say little of the previous spiritual practice that has prepared the 
practitioner for taking up the sadhana or of the initiations that have qual
ified him to do so. Such preliminaries are so fundamental to the tantric sys
tem that they are usually taken for granted by the author of a sadhana, 
whose audience is understood to be made up exclusively of initiates into 
the cult. As one sadhana in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld puts it, the prac
titioner should be someone "who has an undivided attitude of devotion 
toward his teacher and the Buddha, who has firmly seized the will to 
enlightenment, [and] who has correctly obtained initiation."4 9 The topic of 
initiation or consecration is a vast and complex one; it is discussed briefly 
in our study of the sadhana at the point when the meditator visualizes his 
own consecration by celestial deities, a process that mirrors the types of 
consecrations employed by tantric teachers in their initiatory empower
ment of pupils. It is only after such inititations have taken place that cer
tain practices may be undertaken, indeed, that the sddhaka becomes obliged 
to fulfil his vows to practice. 
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The role of the guru in this process is, of course, central. It is upon his 
authority alone that the tantric systems depend. It is the teacher who trans
mits teachings, authorizes praxis, and performs the initiations that qualify 
pupils to identify themselves with their chosen deity in the practice of deity 
yoga. The importance of understanding the guru to "be" the Buddha (that 
is, the central deity of the particular tantric cult), the benefits of worship
ing him, and the evils of transgressing his instructions, are therefore favorite 
themes in tantric literature and often appear in frame verses to sadhana 
texts, for example:50 

The guru is the Buddha, the guru is the Dharma, and the guru 
is the Sangha. The guru is the glorious Vajradhara; in this life 
only the guru is the means [to awakening]. Therefore, someone 
wishing to attain the state of buddhahood should please the guru. 

The post-initiatory observances are known as the observances of the pledge 
or samaya (samaydcdrah)^ Their supreme importance to the newly conse
crated yogin is often emphasized by the texts with the insistence that the 
samaya be "protected." The yogin does this by practicing it faithfully, and 
by maintaining a strict code of secrecy. Reminders that the practices are 
secret (guhya) and solemn injunctions to secrecy are therefore common, 
especially when the texts invert traditional ethical norms by prescribing 
transgressive disciplines, such as sexual yoga. This leads us back to the cen-
trality of the guru, who is the source of teachings that may well remain 
purely oral. The first sadhana in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld is itself 
described as the "Oral Teaching of Vajrayogini" (Vajrayoginlmukhdgama), 
and its secret practices are said to go from "ear to ear, mouth to mouth." 
The sadhana includes a description of a parvapujd in which the yogin is to 
worship a young virgin and, while naked, make transgressive offerings of 
sexual fluids to the deity; it then enjoins secrecy, and reminds the yogin that 
if he wants to obtain siddhi, he must preserve the samaya. In a Vajraghona 
puja (GSS18), midnight offerings include incense made of powdered human 
flesh, following which the text states that "this is not to be told to any
one."52 Secrecy preserved and enhanced the efficacy of the teachings, and 
was understood to be the crucial context for their practice, the essential 
ingredient that gave the antinomian cults of esoteric Buddhism their power. 
It was (and still is) of crucial importance to the practices of Vajra-
yogini/Vajravarahl, who is described in one text as "mother of the guhyakas 
[lit: 'those with secrets,' i.e., initiates]" (n. 75). 
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Following his initiation into a sadhana practice, the pupil would next 
undertake a prolonged period of mantra recitation, which forms a prepara
tory foundation for undertaking the sadhana itself. This is referred to as 
"prior service" (purvasevd). Without this bedrock it is said that the sadhaka 
"would stun, damage, and harm himself" (mKhas grub rje: 275—79). The 
number of mantra recitations required varies according to different sys
tems. For example, in the Hevajra system (HT1.10.25ab) there are to be one 
hundred thousand for the lord of the mandala and ten thousand for the 
mandala retinue; similar numbers are given in the Vajrdvall for the 
Kalacakra texts, while in the Samvara system, there are said to be both 
medium and brief periods of service (mKhas grub rje ibid).™ 

Since authors of sadhanas say little about the preparation and training 
undergone by a sadhaka prior to his undertaking the practice, they assume 
that he has already acquired the necessary meditative, ritual, and con
ceptual skills. This most important meditative tool is the technique of 
visualization meditation. This demands that the practitioner be able to 
visualize the object of meditation, located either in space in front of him 
or at the center of his own body. Texts state that he should "see" (pasyet, 
avalokayet, ikseta) the object of meditation "very clearly" (GSS11 v.17: 
vispastataram) and unwaveringly (SM123: 254); he should "contemplate" 
(vi-cintayet), "imagine" (vi-bhdvayet), "meditate upon" (dhydydt), or "be 
convinced of (adhimuncet) it. The manner of producing the visualized 
object in the mind is described as the arising or generation (utpattih) of 
the object and usually begins with a mantra syllable representing the 
essence or source of the object to be visualized. This is known as its seed 
(bijam) or seed-syllable (bijdksaram), and it has both an aural dimension, 
such as the sound of the mantra syllable hum, and a visual dimension as 
the written form of that syllable, §, seen with the mind. The seed-syllable 
then undergoes an imaginative transformation into the object for which 
it is the more essential symbol, which is expressed in Sanskrit as the object 
being "produced" or "born" (-ja, -bhuta, -nispanna), or—where there is 
a whole sequence of such visualizations—by their "evolution," "develop
ment," or "transformation" (parindmena) into the final object.54 The visu
alized forms are understood to be made of light; they are vibrant, 
incandescent, pellucid, and yet as insubstantial as any other simile for 
emptiness. They scintillate with the emission and retraction of light rays 
that function as powerful agents of the meditation, acting to remove igno
rance and impurities, destroy obstacles, give succor to beings, or praise or 
coerce deities.55 

http://HT1.10.25ab
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The locus of the visualization is significant because it differs according 
to different rites, and plays an important part in the classification of the 
sadhana. The deity may be visualized "in space" (khadhdtau) in front of 
the meditator, as in the preliminary puja, or be generated within an exter
nal ritual object, such as a mandala diagram drawn upon the ground or 
upon the meditator's own hand. The process of generating objects of med
itation is at its most elaborate in the section that deals with the yogin's gen
eration of himself as the deity. Here the generation is located at the center 
of the yogin's own body, inducing in him the conviction that he "is" the 
deity. The sadhana is therefore a "means of attainment" because it is a tool 
for the transformation of the mundane into the the transcendental. 

The application of the self-generation method at this stage generally clas
sifies the sadhana as a generation-stage practice (utpattikramah, see ch. 3). 
In a self-generation sadhana, the subject of prescription changes in mid-
course. The mundane personage of the practitioner who begins the prac
tice is designated variously as the sadhaka, the yogin, the mantrin (literally, 
"the possessor of mantra"), or by some traditional laudatory epithet 
acknowledging that he is "a skilful one" (vicaksanah), wise (budhah), or 
learned in mantric lore (mantravit). In the course of the self-generation, 
the meditator acquires the transcendental identity of the chosen deity. The 
new agent is described as "one conjoined with the deity" (devatdyuktavdn), 
the practitioner of "deity yoga" (devatdyogah). He is the "yogin-as-deity" or, 
as in the context of our Vajravarahi visualization, the "yogin-as-goddess." 

Another means of transforming a mundane object into a transcendental 
one is by symbolically equating one with the other. This is termed, literally, 
a "purification" (visuddhih). The correspondence is made on the firm under
standing or conviction (adhimoksah, niscayah) of the mundane object "as" 
the supramundane counterpart. The yogin understands that the true essence 
or inherent nature (svabhdvah) of the mundane element is ontologically 
equivalent to that of the supramundane, because both are empty (sunya). 
The mundane is "purified" through the practitioner's realization that 
emptiness pervades both sides of the equation. For example, a practice well 
attested in yogottara and yoginitantra sources is the purification of the yogin's 
entire pyschophysical being as a preliminary to undertaking the sadhana. 
Here, each of his five skandhas, his sense organs and the five elements in 
the body, are correlated imaginatively with a particular buddha, bodhi-
sattva, or buddha-consort. The visuddhi is more than a means of imbuing 
an object with a symbolic value to an object, although a complex web of 
symbolic relationships may be implied, connecting together different levels 
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of reality. It is rather a "purifying correspondence" that associates the mun
dane with the supramundane on the basis of emptiness, and thereby 
purifies the former. As Sferra (1999) notes, in his discussion of the topic, 
the term vis'uddhi mdicztts on one hand "pureness," Buddha nature itself, 
"the ever shining and pure condition that is always present in all things 
On the other hand, the term indicates purification and therefore a process 
or a means." 

In addition to the sadhaka's skill in visualization and meditation tech
niques, he is expected to be a ritual specialist. Tantric ritual in general 
revolves around the methods of the sadhana, which provide the means and 
the rationale for rites, both on private and public levels. In the sphere of 
private practice, rituals of worship and propitiation are generally prescribed 
following the main body of the sadhana, and we will see how, according 
to the highest tantric systems, they can be undertaken only on the basis of 
deity yoga. The transformation of the sadhaka into the deity during the 
course of the sadhana is therefore the necessary preliminary to all other rit
ual acts whatsoever, and it is really the transcendental deity itself—in this 
case, Vajrayogini—who performs the rituals, and not the (unenlightened) 
practitioner. In the public arena, the transformative tools of sadhana med
itation are just as crucial. For example, rites of consecration (pratisthd) 
play a key part in communal practice, as all objects for religious use must 
be consecrated, from buildings such as monasteries and stupas, to objects 
such as statues of deities, painted images, the cloth on which those images 
are drawn, religious texts and manuals, initiation vases, ritual implements, 
and so on. In order to undertake the rites of consecration, the tantric offi
ciant must first have generated himself as the deity by means of the 
sadhana, and then, in his transcendental persona, must set about trans
forming the mundane object into a receptacle for the deity to enter, recre
ating it as the locus in which the deity becomes present and established 
(pratisthita). In this process, the tools of sadhana meditation are employed 
to generate the form of the deity within the object, to infuse it with supra-
mundane wisdom, and then to initiate it according to the tantric system 
of initiations. In her detailed study of the consecration of images and stupas 
in tantric Buddhism, Bentor traces the elements of these complex public 
rites, and shows how they are in themselves a "special application" of the 
basic transformative ritual" that is the sadhana (1996: especially 1-13; 

Tanemura 2002). 

The transformative influence of the sadhana is intended to permeate the 
sadhaka's entire life. Rites are sometimes distinguished according to whether 
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they are "outer" (*bdhyakriyd) or "inner" (adhydtmayogah) (e.g., mKhas 
grub rje: 219), and it is clear that the different elements of the sadhana cover 
both planes. On an outer level, sadhana prescriptions govern bodily actions 
and speech, as when the yogin performs his morning ablutions or prepares 
a suitable site for the meditation through mantra recitation. On an inter
nal level, we have seen how mental, imaginal, and experiential faculties all 
come into play in visualization meditation to create the conviction of new 
transcendental reality. But the rites and meditations of the sadhana cannot 
really be so clearly divided. External ritual actions also play an important 
part in the yogin's internal world, as the visualization meditations them
selves also include bodily movements such as hand gesture (mudrd), verbal 
utterance (mantrah), or the complex mental activity of preparing and visu
alizing offerings to deities. In some meditations, the inner world the yogin 
has conjured up in the course of the sadhana is itself treated as if it were an 
"external" object and subjected to meditative practices that seek to inter
nalize it even further, integrating it within his experience on less and less 
conceptual levels. Note, for example, the increasingly subtle meditations 
prescribed within the context of yogic meditations, practices such as the 
contemplation of iconic and aniconic forms of deities and "drops" that are 
perceived within the yogin's own "veins" (nddis) and "body centers" (cakras) 
(ch. 3). Looked at another way, the internal world that is created through 
the practice of deity yoga must also be externalized and made to imbue all 
the yogin's outer actions in his daily life. This happens at the end of the 
sadhana, when the sadhaka is instructed to keep the internal convictions 
produced through his visualization meditation and to maintain an awareness 
of himself with the form and nature of Vajravarahi while he goes about his 
everyday business. In this way, his whole life becomes a meditative ritual. 
The inner and outer levels are thoroughly interwoven and interconnected, 
and come together to forge the practitioner's conviction that he is the deity 
on all levels of his being: on the external planes of his bodily and verbal 
action, on the internal planes of thought process and existential conviction, 
and on the subtle experiential dimensions beyond conceptualization. The 
method is thus perfectly allied to the goal of unification with the deity, or 
"deity yoga." 

The same methodology is reflected in the structure of the sadhana. It 
begins with a series of preparations that allow the sadhaka to assimilate 
himself to the outer and inner character of his chosen deity, and intensifies 
as he imagines himself reborn as Vajravarahi and infused with her wisdom. 
Since the sadhana is to be performed at least once daily, it results in a 
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spiraling circularity. It establishes and reestablishes the yogin in a form that 
he already believes himself to possess. The significance of the sadhana within 
tantric literature therefore lies in the fact that it is the basic tool of all tantric 
praxis; it supplies the means with which the practitioner is to recreate 
ordinary reality as transcendental reality, and thus to achieve his—or her— 
ultimate aim. 





2. The Cult of Vajrayogini in India 

THE SADHANAS of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld present a rich and 
varied picture of the Vajrayogini cult in India between the tenth and 
twelfth centuries. In this chapter, we will take a closer look at the 

tantric practices that underpin the cult, focusing first on the influence of 
nondual Saivism. We then turn to the emergence of Vajrayogini within the 
broader context of other female deity cults, and also of Vajravarahi, who 
comes to be seen as one of Vajrayogini's chief manifestations. The rest of 
the chapter is really a survey of the forms of Vajrayogini that appear in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection. These are gleaned from the sections 
in the sadhanas that deal with the generation—or more usually, self-
generation—of the deity and describe her iconographical form and the set
ting in which she is to be visualized. Of the forty-six works extant in the 
collection, thirty-seven prescribe a visualization, or in some cases, several 
visualizations of the goddess, and so overall we find about fifty separate 
iconographical descriptions. In this way, drawing from the Guhyasamaya
sddhanamdld alone, we find almost twenty distinct forms of Vajrayogini. 

Although the sadhanas of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld undoubtedly 
include the main forms of the goddess, variations were constanly emerging 
as the cult developed. A full survey of all of these would entail not just wider 
investigation of Sanskrit sources than I have managed, but a study of both 
written and artistic sources for the cult in Nepal, Tibet, and Mongolia; 
there are also the fascinating but largely unplumbed riches of the Tangut 
empire, which developed a strong Buddhist identity during its two-hundred-
and-fifty-year existence (982—1229) at a time contemporary with the cult of 
Vajrayogini in India. Among their conquests the Tanguts counted the city 
of Khara Khoto (c. 1030), from which many fine tangkas remain (e.g., plates 
2, 3, and 11). 

35 
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Within the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, we find that the commonest sub
ject is the red, two-armed warrior-stance Vajravarahl (fig. 27) . 5 6 It is this 
form that is the focus of Umapatideva's Vajravdrdhi Sddhana, and in our 
study of that sadhana in chapter 3, we explore in depth the visualizations 
and meditations associated with her and her mandala, and the various 
mantras and rites prescribed for her practice. In the survey of the forms and 
manifestations that follows, we find that Vajravarahl even assumes some
thing of the generic status of Vajrayogini, as she herself takes on a number 
of different forms. However, the different forms of the goddess are also 
quite distinct in a number of ways. Although I distinguish them here on 
the grounds of iconographical differences, a truer method of differentiat
ing the forms would be on the basis of the different mantras (often based 
on the Vajrayogini root mantra), which—-following Saiva models—authors 
took great care to preserve. Following the iconographical descriptions of 
each form, I therefore give a brief account of the associated mantras and rit
uals; this also mirrors the structure of the sadhanas themselves. 

Where possible, I have tried to find artistic representations to illustrate 
the various forms of the deity. In the case of some sadhanas, it has been pos
sible to draw on a set of wooden block prints that were commissioned in 
Mongolia in 1810 in connection with an empowerment ceremony given by 
the fourth Panchen Lama, bsTan pa'i nyi ma phyogs las rnam rgyal 
(1781-1854) (Tachikawa et al. 1995: 7; Willson and Brauen 2 0 0 0 : xvii). The 
textual basis for the Mongolian icons of Vajrayogini is a compilation of 
sadhanas that the fourth Panchen Lama produced especially for the empow
erment ritual, known in brief as the Rin than. The basis for the Rin lhan is 
a cycle of over three hundred Tibetan sadhanas compiled in the early sev
enteenth century by Taranatha (1575-1634), and commonly known as the 
Rin 'byung brgya rtsa. Taranatha himself was drawing on translations of 
Sanskrit sadhanas that reach back to the time of the Guhyasamayasddhana-
mdld; indeed some of the forms of Vajrayogini in our collection are also 
described in the Tibetan texts of the Rin lhan, the fourth chapter of which 
is devoted to this deity.57 

The woodblocks were produced from the textual descriptions of the Rin 
lhan. The set consists of over five hundred miniature images of deities with 
their mantras, for use during initiations or as an aid to visualization. They 
have now been published at least three times, in different forms, and under 
different titles:58 (1) as a set of prints from original woodblocks (Tachikawa 
et al. 1995); (2) as set of line drawings based on the woodblock prints, but 
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altered in some standard details; commissioned by Lokesh Chandra, and 
appearing in his various publications as part of the so-called "Narthang Pan
theon" (between 1959 and 1988);59 and (3) as a set of color prints, perhaps dat
ing to around 1850, shown to have been carefully painted to the drawings of 
the woodblocks, and somewhat embellished (Willson and Brauen 2000). 

To illustrate forms of Vajrayogini from the Guhyasamayasddhanandld, 
I draw on the set of woodblock prints commissioned by Lokesh Chandra. 
I am also able to reproduce in color the painted versions of several Mon
golian icons in plate 10. Where no Mongolian icon is available (and where 
I have found no other artistic source), I have commissioned an original line 
drawing in a similar style by a contemporary English Buddhist artist, 
Dharmacari Aloka. His line-drawings are careful conjectural reconstruc
tions drawn according to the Sanskrit text, which we have conceived as an 
aid to the reader in imagining the forms of the deity described but with no 
claim to "authenticity" beyond that. Indeed, the Mongolian icons them
selves are late Tibetan reconstructions in the style of their time and shed no 
light upon how these forms may have been conceived originally by the 
Indian authors of our texts. 

The Influence ofNondual Saivism 

A formative influence upon the Vajrayogini cult was that of nondual 
Saivism. Pioneering research in this area by Sanderson (1993,1994b, 1995, 
2001b) has shown the highest Buddhist tantras to be startlingly reliant upon 
nondual Saiva sources; so much so that it amounts to no less than what he 
calls "pious plagiarism" (1995). Sanderson (2001b) estimates that in theroot 
text of the Cakrasamvara tradition, the Laghusamvaratantra, "long passages, 
amounting to some two hundred verses, nearly a third of the whole, can be 
seen to have been redacted from Saiva originals," which—since this part of the 
Saiva canon is itself only partly preserved—must indicate an impressive debt. 

The Saiva cults that leave their imprint most strongly upon the higher 
and highest Buddhist tantras are those belonging to the mantrapitha or 
seat of mantras," and the vidydpitha or "seat of vidyas," both of which are 

divisions within that stream of Saiva dispensation termed the mantramirga, 
or "path of mantras" (Sanderson 1988: 668ff.).60 Worship within the 
mantrapitha was of a type of Siva called a "bhairava" ("terrible"), a wrath
ful, cremation-ground form of the god in union with an equally terrible 
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consort, such as Svacchandabhairava (or Aghora) and his consort, Aghore-
s'vari. The cremation-ground elements are even more in evidence in the 
Vidyapitha, where they relate principally to esoteric cults based upon fem
inine power (s'aktih) such as those of the Trika and the Krama. The Trika 
focuses on three goddesses, Para, Apara, and Parapara, who have subordi
nate consorts in bhairava forms and retinues of male and female deities. 
The Krama cults manifest fierce forms of the goddess Kali. In one of the 
highest forms of nondual Saivism, the goddess is worshiped within a 
mandala of twelve identical Kalis; she appears alone without any consort, 
indeed, stamping upon the corpse of Bhairava, or wearing parts of his dis
membered body for her ornaments {ibid.: 674-75).61 The Vidyapitha per
ceived itself as related but superior to the mantrapitha, just as the Buddhist 
yoginitantras perceived themselves as related but superior to the yogottara-
tantras. It is from the Vidyapitha tradition that the yoginitantras drew most 
heavily. 

Sanderson has pointed to a number of ways in which the Buddhist 
tantra is indebted to the Saiva tradition (1988: 678-79; 1994b; 1995; 2001b), 
and what follows is a brief summary of his findings with just a few exam
ples. First, the Buddhist tantra borrows on the textual level. One way it 
does this is to draw on Saiva scriptural titles, with little or no adaptation 
to the new Buddhist context. For example, the Buddhist title Yogini-
samcdratantra points directly to the Saiva chapter title Yoginisamcara (in 
the Kali-centered Jayadrathaydmalatantra). Another Buddhist tantra title, 
Sarvabuddhasamdyogaddkinijdlasamvara, is closely influenced by the titles 
of two Saiva works, the Sarvavirasamdyoga and the Yoginijdlasamvara, 
while the Buddhist Hevajraddkinijdlasamvara again draws on the Saiva 
title Yoginijdlasamvara. 

As well as relying on Saiva nomenclature, great portions of text are 
drawn wholesale from Saiva sources. For example, Sanderson (ibid., espe
cially 2001b) has shown that the root Cakrasamvara scripture draws directly 
on Saiva sources in the chapter teaching how to identify and distinguish 
members of the various families; thus the Laghusamvaratantra (ch. 19) 
describes the characteristics of a class of yoginis known as "lamas" by draw
ing directly on the Saiva Siddhayoges'varimata (ch. 29), and on the same 
theme the root text (chs. 15-17) draws directly from the third satka of the 
Jayadrathaydmalatantra [Yoginisamcdra section, the Samaydcdracestd-
vidhdnapatala, w. 116—48); it also incorporates portions from Trika texts 
such as the Nisisamcdra and the Tantrasadbhdva. The so-called explana
tory tantra to the root text, the Abhidhdnottaratantra (ch. 43), has drawn 
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directly on the Picumata-Brahmaydmalatantra (ch. 85) for the rules 
(samayas) that bind initiates; the Samvarodayatantra (ch. 15) draws also 
upon the Picumata (ch. 4) for the classification of skull bowls. As one may 
expect from such a heavy reliance upon the Saiva texts, apart from the 
stunning number of parallel verses, there is also a high degree of overlap 
in stylistic convention and stereotypical expression, such as the common 
introduction: "Next I will explain..." (athdtah sampravaksydmi...). In these 
ways, the Saiva texts serve not just to provide concrete materials on vari
ous topics, but become structural models for the new Buddhist composi
tions. This affected even the most unique element of any tantric practice, 
the mantra, which may not only be written down according to Saiva con
ventions for preserving mantras intact, but are themselves in the style of 
the Saiva vidyapitha {ibid. 2001b: n. 52). A clear example of Buddhist recy
cling and adaptation of a Saiva mantra is found in the Guhyavdjravildsini-
sddhana (GSS10) discussed below. 

Second, the Buddhist tantras have taken their wrathful and erotic ori
entation from Saiva praxis. The terrifying, cremation-ground character of 
the higher Buddhist tantras has its roots in Saiva mythology. According to 
the myth (described variously in the Puranas), the original skull observance 
(kdpdlavratam), or "great observance" (mahdvratam), was the result of a 
quarrel between Brahma and the Vedic form of Siva, Rudra. When Rudra 
ends the matter by plucking off Brahma's head, he finds he has commited 
the heinous crime of slaying a brahmin (brahmahatyd). He is then forced 
to undergo a period of extreme penance in which he lives in exile from soci
ety, dwells in cremation grounds (sites of the greatest impurity), smears 
himself with ashes of the dead, and begs for food using a bowl made of a 
human skull. Orthodox Dharmasastra (as mirrored by the myth) states that 
brahmin-slayers can only expiate their offence through a period of twelve 
years in exile, by inhabiting cremation grounds and by carrying a skull bowl 
(kapdlam) and skull staff (khatvdrigah) when begging food. Manu, for exam
ple, states that "A priest-killer should build a hut in the forest and live there 
for twelve years to purify himself, eating food that he has begged for and 
using the skull of a corpse as his flag" (n.73, trans. Doniger 1991). The 
mythical role model of the penance of Rudra became the direct inspiration 
for early ascetic cults in the atimdrga ("outer path") stream of Saivism, such 
as the Pas'upatas (dating from the second century) and in particular their 
more extreme offshoot, the Lakulas (Sanderson 1988: 664-66). Lakula as
cetics adopted the outer appearance and behavior of Rudra as part of a pro
gressive series of practices aimed at complete immersion in the god. Skull 
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observances were also adopted by ascetics in the mantramarga stream of 
Saivism, who moved away from the liberationist goals of the atimarga, 
choosing instead to aim for the acquisition of supernatural power (bhogah). 
They wore bone ornaments and carried the skull staff of kdpdlika obser
vance, but modeled themselves instead upon terrifying cremation-ground 
ectypes of Siva, whom they worshiped with impure substances such as alco
hol, blood, and sexual fluids obtained from intercourse with a consort in 
orgiastic rites (ibid.: 66J-J\). 

The Buddhist initiate into the esoteric cults of the yoginitantras likewise 
performed a skull observance, known as the "vow of the observance of 
heroes" (viracarydvrata), or the vajra (i.e., "Vajrayanist") skull observance 
(vajrakdpdlikacarydvratam).61 As in the Saiva tradition, this was based on the 
practitioner's inner identification with his chosen deity and involved wor
ship of the god with impure substances. In Abhayakaragupta's description 
of the "vajra skull observance" (Sanderson 1994b: 91, 98 n. 2), the male 
practitioner wears the attributes of the Buddhist deity Cakrasamvara. He 
adorns himself with a garland of skulls, a tiger skin as lower garment, a 
brahmanical thread made of sinews or human hair, a headdress, a garland, 
a vajra, armlets, anklets, and little bells, and he visualizes his consort as 
Vajravarahl. While the Buddhist observance, like the Saiva counterpart, 
also brings the promise of supernatural attainment (siddhih), the goal is 
ultimately that of enlightenment. 

Another feature of the Vajrayogini cult that owes its origin to non-
dualistic Saiva developments is its emphasis on the worship of female deities. 
In the vidyapitha traditions of Saivism, the cremation-ground cults center 
on families of "mothers" (see p. 43): classes of wild yoginis who drink blood, 
wear skull ornaments, and are enticed by impure offerings of bodily and sex
ual excretions (Sanderson 1988: 67off.). In this context, the central god
desses of the Trika rise above their male consorts in status to become the 
chief deities of the mandala, while esoteric forms of Kali emerge entirely 
from the embrace of their consorts. As a sign of her supremacy, Kali sub
jugates her former consort by trampling him underfoot. We will see Vajra
yogini and Vajravarahl rise above the male forms in the same way in the 
Buddhist tradition, and with the same iconographical symbolism. Within 
the highest Buddhist tantras, however, the iconographical borrowings take 
an unexpected turn, as it is not the deities of outmoded Buddhist systems 
that are trodden down, but the Saiva gods themselves. Thus, while the 
motif of subjugation is another example of the Buddhist reliance upon Saiva 
norms, it clearly expresses the Buddhist superiority over those norms. 
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Transgressive Discipline (vamacarah) 

As in the esoteric Saiva systems, kdpdlika and sexual practices in the Bud
dhist tantras are grounded upon a metaphysics of nonduality. Its purpose 
is to counter the ordinary, conventional dualism of the mind that naturally 
perceives aspects of the world as either "pure" or "impure." By shattering 
these instinctive responses, kdpdlika practices radically challenge the unen
lightened dualistic tendencies of the mind, attacking the innate dichotomy 
of subject and object and forcing it to break through to the experience of 
a nondual reality. In both nondual systems, the underlying method is that 
of "transgressive discipline" or "conduct of the left" (vamacarah). 

The "left" (vdma) in vdmdcdra refers to the left hand, which in Indian 
society is reserved for impure bodily functions and signifies impurity. The 
rites of the highest tantras, however, specifically prescribe the use of the left 
hand. This forms a powerful contradiction of cultural norms that rely on 
the use of the right hand to maintain purity. Use of the left hand, especially 
within a ritual context, was from an orthodox standpoint, nothing short of 
socioreligious iconoclasm. Because orthodox brahmanical society relied 
upon the strictest preservation of purity, transgressive discipline set out to 
undermine sanctified distinctions between pure and impure wherever pos
sible, embracing deeply felt taboos and relishing contact with sources of 
the greatest impurity. Thus, by taking place in cremation grounds, and 
requiring ornaments of human bone, kdpdlika observances place the prac
titioner in contact with that gravest source of impurity: death. Many high
est tantric rites also involve the use of impure substances such as alcohol and 
bodily fluids, either for drinking or for washing. Sexual regulations, tradi
tionally essential to the preservation of class and caste structures, are also 
overturned. Texts that prescribe sexual yogic practices often recommend the 
use of consorts from the most taboo groups such as close relatives, or 
untouchable and contaminated classes—a fact reflected in the names of 
goddess consorts such as Saundini, a female from the liquor-selling caste 
(GSS11 v. 5ii). The ideal consort is erotically provocative. Abhayakaragupta 
states that, if possible, a consort should be young and beautiful, as well as 
an initiate {samayini; lit: "holder of the pledge").6' Sanderson (1995) has 
commented on the difference between the two tantric traditions, stating 
that "If there is a significant difference between the iconographies of the 
rival systems, it is that the Buddhist is more explicitly erotic than the 
Saiva.... In internalising the image of Saivism, the Buddhist has exagger
ated it." Transgressive discipline is central to the practices and iconography 
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of Vajrayogini. She is to be visualized within a cremation ground, naked but 
for ornaments of bone, and not only sexually empassioned, but "streaming" 
with blood (n. 382); a provocative juxtaposition given the traditional pre
scriptions that strictly separate intercourse and menstruation (e.g., Manu, 
4.40-42). 

Within the context of the ordained Buddhist sangha, prescriptions for 
sexual practices were (if possible) even more radical in that they required a 
deliberate, yet legitimate, inversion of the celibate monastic code. In this 
way, transgressive discipline not only overturns embedded cultural norms, 
it intentionally challenges the fundamental ethical and doctrinal tenets of 
Buddhism. Rather than eradicating the "poisons" (klesas) of lust (rdgah) 
and wrath (dvesah), as traditional Buddhism would have it, the yogin is to 
use his passions as a means of eradicating all defilements. The highest tantras 
explain this type of practice as operating through a "homeopathic cure" 
(Snellgrove's translation of viparitausadhikalpandt, HT2.2.47); it works on 
the same analogy as the curing of poison with another dose of poison, of 
flatulence by eating beans, of burns by heat, and so on (HT2.2.46-49). In 
the same way, the poison of passion is said to be cured by passion 
(HT2.2.5iab). In fact, "By whatever sin [ordinary] beings go to lower realms, 
by that same 'sin' a yogin quickly attains success."64 

The first work in the Guhyasamayasddhandmdld ends with some typical 
tantric verses in praise of vdmdcdra. These begin with a pun on the word 
vdma (left)Ivdmd (woman); they then describe how socioreligious norms 
governing religious rituals and commensalism are to be broken, and instinc
tive notions of impurity put aside. The passage ends with a reminder that 
the "cure" worked by vdmdcdra functions on the metaphysical plane 
through the principle of nondualism:65 

(v. 4) The entire universe, the three worlds including the ani
mate and inanimate, have arisen from the left (vdma-) (or: have 
arisen from woman, vdma-). The yogin whose discipline is always 
transgressive should step out with his left foot in front [when 
starting to walk], he should make offerings with the left hand,— 

(v. 5) gratify deities and eat food with the left. The observance 
of five classes [namely, the four classes plus "untouchables"] is 
considered to be as one class. 

(v. 6) One should abandon [notions of] "to be eaten" or "not 
to be eaten" [with regard to solid substances], and "to be drunk" 
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[or "not to be drunk" with regard to liquids], [and all] inhibition 
and shame. The yogin is free of all conceptualizations and has put 
aside all dualities, for he should dwell like a lion with the "assem
blies of the net of yoginis" (yoginijdlasamvaraih). 

The Emergence of Vajrayogini 

These developments in the nondual Saiva and highest Buddhist tantras 
provided the fertile soil in which the cults of female deities took root. The 
ctemation grounds and mountainous wilds in which the deities of the 
higher tantras dwelt were the locus of powerful female spirits such as yoginis 
and dakinis and other classes of demonic female (which in Saivism included 
sdkinis, yaksinls, and rdksasis).66 Dakinis are protean, flying, witchlike 
beings.67 Their association with tantric practice had been longstanding— 
Sircar (1948:105), for example, cites an early fifth-century Vaisnava inscrip
tion in a temple in Mandasor that describes "a terrible abode, full of 
dakinis." The aim of much tantric yogic practice was to access the power 
of these terrible spirits by delighting them with the transgressive offerings, 
including offerings of sexual fluids, and inducing them to serve the yogin's 
own interests. On the yogini cults of the nondual Saiva Trika, Sanderson 
(1988: 671) writes, "The goal of the initiate was to force or entice these 
yoginis to gather before him and receive him into their band (yoginiganah), 
sharing with him their miraculous powers and esoteric knowledge." 
Although the goddesses generally inhabited the power seats (pitbas) asso
ciated with the cremation grounds, they were also believed to possess 
women "and thereby to enter into the most intimate contact with their 
devotees" (ibid.). Human or divine, s'aktis were divided into recognizable 
classes and families, the predominant being those of the eight families of 
the "mothers" (mdtr/mdtrkd), namely Brahml (or Brahmani), Rudrani (or 
MahesVari), Kaumari, Vaisnavi, Varahl, Indrani (or Aindri), Camunda, and 
Mahalaksmi (Sanderson 1998: 672; Heilijgers-Seelen 1994:102). 

In Buddhist sources, the taming of these powerful forces is a major theme 
of the legendary accounts of tantric adepts or siddhas. Mahasiddha Kambala, 
for example, confronted a whole assembly of dakini witches, forcing them 
to spew up the fragments of his woolen blanket, which they had cunningly 
stolen—and then eaten (Dudjom 1991: 486-87; Dowman 1985:180-83). l n 

common with the Saiva s'dkta traditions, female spirits were particularly asso
ciated with the semimythical Oddiyana, a place name traditionally related 



to the word dakini, and thus to flight.68 Oddiyana is described in the Leg
ends as a kingdom divided into two halves, Sambhala and Lahkapuri, each 
having two hundred and fifty thousand towns. King Indrabhuti ruled Sam
bhala, while Lankapuri was under the dominion of King Jalendra who mar
ried Indrabhuti's sister, Laksmihkara. As for its geographical location, on 
the authority of the Buddha himself (as reported in the Blue Annals: 361), 
the kingdom of Indrabhuti is located "in the northern quarter, in s'ri Vajra-
sthana Oddiyana."69 According to the legendary tales, dakinis make many 
magical appearances in Oddiyana. In one version of Ghantapada's life, the 
adept travels to this land through divine intervention, where he encounters 
a female swineherd who becomes his instructress and later transpires to be 
none other than Vajravarahi herself (Dowman 1985: 273). Because yoginis 
were believed to take human form in this way, they were considered to be 
ideal consorts for yogins engaged in sexual yogic practice. Large portions of 
the redaction from Saiva sources in the Cakrasamvara corpus concern the 
signs by which adepts may recognize and communicate with females belong
ing to one or other of the yogini or dakini families.70 Because the vajra fam
ily is that to which the heruka forms of the yoginitantras belong, the human 
consorts of the vajra class were particularly valued. The Hevajratantra 
(HT1.6.8—9) recommends a girl from the vajra family (vajrakanyd) as the 
ideal consort (failing which, the text adds, one may be taken from the fam
ily of one's chosen deity, or from some other family). 

The way in which Buddhist yoginis are differentiated from female spir
its of other tantric systems is by the characteristic tag vajra, the distin
guishing mark of nondual Vajrayana Buddhism. They thus become known 
as vajra-yogims and tvz/ra-dakinis. A commentarial text in the Guhya-
samayasadhanamald opens by explaining the word vajra in vajrayogini in just 
these terms: "[The word] vajra serves to exclude (nirakaranam) the yoginis 
of the heretics and so forth."71 The term vajrayogini was thus generic and 
denoted females—human or divine—who were analyzed in tantric texts 
by character and appearance into their various classes and families. As a 
solo deity, Vajrayogini is the vajra-yogini par excellence, "leader of the 
yogini hordes."72 That she, too, has a generic quality emerges from the texts 
of the Guhyasamayasadhanamald. The great majority of sadhanas begin 
with a salutation to Vajrayogini, or name Vajrayogini in a benedictory verse 
or introductory statement. However, less than a third of the forms subse
quently described in the visualization are actually named "Vajrayogini." 
We will see that most receive a different appellation and prove to be icono-
graphically distinct. 
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Before we move on to look at the different forms of Vajrayogini, it is 
important to note that her cult is but one of many female deity cults within 
the highest Buddhist tantras. Other vajra-yoginis had also emerged, cen
tering on female figures drawn from both exoteric and esoteric traditions. 
Some had been important female buddhas or bodhisattvas in their own 
right, or had appeared as relatively minor goddesses in their mandalas but 
had now taken on tantric forms and become the focus of tantric worship. 
Others had been consorts to major male deities and had gradually risen in 
status to occupy the center of tantric mandalas, with their male consort 
expelled. Many of the characteristics we find in the cult of Vajrayogini are 
also found among such deities. They, too, draw upon the stock of tantric— 
often Saiva-imported—imagery and method that existed within the high
est Buddhist tantras; and within their individual cults, they also manifest 
in different ways, rich with varying iconographical forms and siddhi-related 
rites. There is a great deal of overlap between some of these manifestations 
and the forms of Vajrayogini. 

A plethora of tantric forms, for example, center on the well-known fig
ure of Tara, and these in themselves provide ample evidence for the abun
dance of female deity cults in India. Indeed, tantric manifestations of Tara 
have so many forms that they would need a whole book to themselves. One 
such is Vajratara, subject of a handful of lengthy sadhanas (e.g., SM93—97), 
including one by Ratnakaras'anti (SM110) who has a number different 
forms. Another is Jahguli (SM117-22), famous for protecting from snakebite 
(e.g., SM118 p. 247) and invoked during the construction of monasteries 
(Tanemura 2002: 67 n. 1), perhaps for this reason. Yet another is Ugratara 
or "Fierce Tara" (also known as Tara of "Great China," Mahacinatara 
SM100-102), whom we have already noted shares a temple with Vajra
yogini in Sankhu, Nepal. There is also the irresistible Kurukulla (SM171-90; 
Beyer 1978: 301-10). Red in color, and poised to shoot a bow and arrow 
made of flowers, she is particularly associated with rites of love and subju
gation, characteristics we will also see among the forms of Vajrayogini. Two 
of Tara's former attendants (in her peaceful Khadiravani-Tara form) also 
rise to prominence in the tantric traditions as central deities in their own 
right, and both illustrate once again the way in which their tantric practices 
overlap with those of Vajrayogini. Ekajata is represented by only five 
sadhanas in the Sddhanamdld (SM123-27), but these describe about the 
same number of forms, including an extremely fierce manifestation with 
twenty-four arms and twelve heads; this sadhana ends with the visualiza
tion of a classic two-armed form of Vajrayogini at one's heart—red, fierce, 
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and dancing in the ardhaparyatika pose (SM123 p. 259). Of even more obvi
ous significance to the cult of Vajravarahl is the goddess MaricI who has six
teen sadhanas in the Sddhanamdld (SM132-47), and one in the 
Nispannayogdvali (no. 17). Within this small but diverse collection, over 
half a dozen forms of MaricI emerge, with multiplicities of heads, arms, 
and legs. Like most forms of Vajravarahl, MaricI is also presided over by 
Vairocana, but her most striking similarity with Vajravarahl is the hog motif 
that permeates her iconography. She has a chariot drawn by seven hogs (so 
that she is frequently compared to Surya, the Indian sun god, whose char
iot is drawn by seven horses), and several of her subsidiary heads may be 
hogs' heads. Even in her single-headed form she said to "have the form of 
a hog" (SM141 p. 289: sukararupd-). She also has four attendants who are 
all hog-headed, one of whom is called "Hog-Face," Varahamukhl. The ter
rifying presence of the hog's head, in both cases, does not preclude the god
dess' association with erotic forms of practice. Maricl's attributes include a 
branch of an Asoka tree, as well as the bow and flowery arrow, and a hook 
and noose, all of which indicate the mode of attraction and love (and by 
association, the power to subjugate and bring others under one's control). 
Although she has many characteristics of a cremation-ground deity, Maricl's 
sadhanas usually state that she is to be visualized within a caitya (two more 
of her attributes are a needle and thread, part of a monk's domestic pos
sessions), which is possibly why so many early statues of MaricI remain 
from the Buddhist monastic sites of India.73 Plate 5 depicts a fairly late 
Tibetan statue of a goddess identified by von Schroeder (2001: 1054) as 
MaricI ('Od zer can ma). She has a single hog's head and four arms, iden
tical, in fact, to our hog-headed, four-armed form of Vajravarahl called 
Vajraghona, who also holds a vajra and hook (right) and a skull bowl and 
noose (left), with a staff tucked into her left shoulder. 

Many other examples of female deity cults could also be given, all bear
ing strong resemblances to that of Vajrayogini. Nairatmya, like Vajravarahl, 
is another example of a consort to a preeminent heruka deity, in this case, 
Hevajra. She emerges in her own right as the heroine of her own mandala 
based on Hevajra lines, as a handful of sadhanas in the Sddhandmdld and 
Nispannayogdvali testify.74 Her form, while blue in color and without a hog's 
head, is very similar to that of the ardhaparyanka Vajravarahl. A wonderful 
illustration of a blue dakini in this pose is the early thangka from Khara 
Khoto in plate 3 (Nairatmya has the blue, earth-touching Buddha Aksobhya 
on her headdress, indicating that she belongs to the vajra family). Vajra-
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yogini also has connections with another Aksobhya-family heruka, called 
Mahamaya. The tradition of Mahamaya emphasizes the transcendence of the 
feminine principle in an unusual manner. Despite being a male deity, his 
name is feminine in gender, and he is referred to as "the mother of all 
guhyakas." His consort is Buddhadakinl—"dakini of the Buddha(s)"—and 
he is worshiped in embrace with her at the center of a mandala of four dakinis 
(who also appear elsewhere within a mandala of a wrathful black form of 
Vajravarahl).75 Vajrayogini herself appears in one instance as Buddhadakinl 
within the Trikaya Vajrayogini sadhanas, and her main mantra includes the 
invocation of the mantra deity, Sarvabuddhadakini. This epithet is in itself 
telling. While it is not the name of any independent form of Vajrayogini, 
according to the Indian sources I have seen, it clearly asserts that—at least 
within the Vajrayogini cult—Vajrayogini is understood to be the "dakini of 
all buddhas"; that is, she is the supreme manifestation of a Buddhist dakini, 
the preeminent vajra-yogini, and the summation of all tantric female deities. 

The Emergence of Vajravarahl 

The most common form of Vajrayogini in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 
is Vajravarahl. Hailed as Vajrayogini in the salutation of most of the 
Vajravarahl sadhanas, Vajravarahl is regarded as essentially the same as 
Vajrayogini; that is, as a vajra-yogini: "from inside that [dharmodayd] arises 
the goddess Varahi who is Vajrayogini [or: Varahi who is a vajra-yogini]."76 

Vajravarahi's name means "vajra-hog" {vardhah is a hog or boar), or "Bud-
dhist"-Varahi. Her origins lie in the brahmanical goddess, Varahi, who was 
widely worshiped as one of the seven or eight mothers (mdtrkds); indeed, 
she is still worshiped as such in Nepal, although clearly distinguished from 
the Buddhist goddess, Vajravarahl (Gellner 1992: 96, Bautze-Picron 2000). 
Usually portrayed with the single face of a hog or a boar, the brahmanical 
Varahi is the female counterpart of Varaha, Visnu's avatara as a boar. She 
is often four-armed, holding hook or goad (left), noose (right), and ham
mer or mace and spear, and she is pot-bellied, fierce and powerful, invoked 
to destroy enemies (Biihnemann 200oi: 120-21; Donaldson 1995: 158ft".). 
The Buddhist deity inherits her wrathful character and, just as Varahi with 
her gruesome head, is intended to inspire terror in her enemies, so 
Vajravarahi's character is fierce and wrathful. 

Like Varahi, Vajravarahl does not always appear with a hog's head, but 
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in one of the commonest forms of Vajravarahl, a snarling hog's head 
attached sideways to the right of her head can be seen. Fearsome animal-
headed forms are traditionally associated with protection, and this seems to 
be the purpose of the characteristic hog's head in Vajravarahi's iconogra
phy. None of the Sanskrit sadhanas add anything more on its significance 
or symbolism, although the pig is traditionally associated in Buddhism with 
the root poison of ignorance (mohah), and Tibetan literature reads Vajra
varahi's hog's head as the sublimation of that passion (e.g., Simmer-Brown 
2001:142). I have seen only one passing reference in Sanskrit sources in this 
connection: a goddess, Pramoha ("Deluder"), appears in an early yogini-
type mandala who is said to have the face of the "primal boar" (i.e., Visnu 
as Varaha) with a "deluding gaze." Even here, however, the text's empha
sis is upon her wrathful character.77 Wrathful tantric deities are said to be 
"fearful to fear itself—or "dangerous to danger itself" (e.g., HT2.5.8: 
bhayasydpi bhayanakam)—and thus their wrath is understood to be an 
expression of their great compassion. Vajravarahl, in common with other 
tantric deities, is described as "terrifying (bhisand) with anger [which is in 
fact displayed out of] compassion (karundkrodha)."n 

The hog-faced goddess seems to have entered Buddhist scripture in the 
yogatantras. In the Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha (ch. 6: 60), Varahi is 
named as one of the Saiva all-mothers (sarvamdtrs) located in the hell 
regions, who upon her conversion to the Buddhist mandala by Vajrapani 
assumes the name Vajramukhl ("Vajra Face"). In the yoginitantras, a hog-
faced goddess "Varahi" appears in Heruka mandalas as one of many atten
dant goddesses, such as those surrounding the Yamari forms in the 
Krsnayamdritantra and commentary. As we have seen above, she is also one 
of a set of hog-faced attendants to Marici, along with the hog-faced 
Vart(t)ali, who is another form of the brahmanical Varahi and also associ
ated with protection (Buhnemann op. tit.: 152—54). Vajravarahl assumes 
greater importance in the mandalas when she becomes the consort of the 
central Heruka manifestation; and in this role, her iconography changes. 
She appears in the Hevajratantra at the end of its proto-sadhana (HT1.3) 
as the "wisdom" (prajnd) consort of an alternative form of Hevajra with four 
arms. Here she is described as having the same form as her lord, that is, blue 
in color, and holding the skull bowl and vajra in her free hands (HT1.3.17), 
but without any mention of a hog's head. She is also described as an alter
native consort to Hevajra in a couple of mandalas in the Nispannayogdvali^ 
But Vajravarahl really takes center stage within the Heruka mandalas only 
when she is taken up as consort to Cakrasamvara. The tantric systems cen-
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tered on Cakrasamvara worship him as a blue, Heruka, Bhairava-type deity 
with twelve arms, who holds Vajravarahl in embrace (plate n). Here the 
goddess assumes her own distinctive form, once again without any hog's 
head. She is red, two-armed, and maddened with lust. In her right hand she 
holds a vajra, and in her left she raises aloft a skull bowl overflowing with 
blood, which she pours into the open mouth of her lord so that he may 
drink. Vajravarahl remains the consort of Cakrasamvara when he manifests 
in other guises, such as the form of Vajrasattva-Jnanadaka at the center of 
the Satcakravartimandala from the Abhidhdnottaratantra, in which the 
central couple is surrounded by five daka-buddhas. Here she is named var
iously Jnanadakini, Jnanadhatvlsvarl, or Vajravarahl {Nispannayogdvali: 
79). Her iconographic form tends to change in response to the form 
assumed by Cakrasamvara. For example, when she appears as consort of 
the six-armed Saptaksara manifestation of Cakrasamvara, she likewise has 
six arms and nearly identical attributes, except that she holds a bow and 
arrow where Cakrasamvara holds a flayed human skin (SM251: 491). In yet 
another tantric tradition, Vajravarahl is consort to the Heruka form of 
Hayagriva. 

As the yogini cults took root, Vajravarahl becomes the leader of the 
mandala in her own right. Our survey of mandalas in the Guhyasamaya-
sddhanamdld shows her to be the central deity, both in embrace with Cakra
samvara, and more commonly as a "solitary heroine" (ekavird) without any 
consort. Here we find that Vajravarahi is capable of manifesting a number 
of different forms, and that she assumes something of the generic quality 
associated with Vajrayogini. In Vijayavajra's Vajrayoginisddhana (GSS35), 
for example, Vajravarahl is the subject of the salutation, while Vajrayogini 
is actually the deity of the visualization. Elsewhere, a commentator states 
that all dakinis are born in the Varahi family.80 Despite the richness of its 
iconography, the Guhyasamayasddhanamdldis by no means exhaustive, and 
there were doubtless many variations of Vajravarahl in other works of tantric 
literature and art. (For example, an eighteenth-century Nepalese tangka 
shows a rare image of Vajravarahl with six arms and four variously colored 
hogs' heads attached to her central human face; Kreiger 1999, plate 22.) 
One of the most classic forms of Vajravarahl is that described in the 
Vajravarahi Sddhana by Umapatideva (GSS11), the subject of our study in 
chapter 3. This sadhana centers on the warrior-stance form of Vajravarahl 
with no hog's head. Both wrathful and erotic in character, she stands in the 
center of a retinue of yoginis within a thirty-seven-fold mandala. 
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Dancing-Pose (ardhaparyanka) Vajravarahi 

One of the main manifestations of Vajrayogini is as Vajravarahl in the half-
paryanka (ardhaparyanka) pose. This is the posture in which she stands 
upon her left leg, deeply flexed, and bends her right leg so that the sole of 
her foot rests upon her left thigh. She is dancing the wild tdndava dance of 
Siva at the end of the aeon. Dance (ndtyam) plays a large part within clas
sical Indian notions of dramatic art, and Buddhist tantric deities (follow
ing Saiva norms) are often said to be equipped with the nine dramatic 
sentiments {rasas)." Vajravarahi appears with this form in the two opening 
sadhanas of the Guhyasamayasadhanamald, in two very similar texts, both 
ascribed to key tantric authorities. The Oral Tradition of Vajrayogini (Vajra-
yoginimukhdgama GSSi) is ascribed to Indrabhuti (and elsewhere to Sahara, 
see appendix), and the Vajrayoginisddhana (GSS2) to Luyipada. Drawing 
on this older material, the Abhisamayamahjari (GSS5 Sed p. 152, Yjyjrj) 
also includes the form, as do two of the self-consecration (svddhisthdna) 
sadhanas (GSS32 Kio6n, GSS34 Kii2r6).82 

In the West, the dancing image is perhaps the best known iconograph
ical form of Vajravarahl. In fact, B. Bhattacharyya (1924/1985:156) was so 
misled by its prevalence as to state that Vajravarahl and Vajrayogini are sep
arate goddesses with individual stances: the ardhaparyanka pose for 
Vajravarahi, and the warrior (dlidhah) stance for Vajrayogini—although 
the Guhyasamayasadhanamald sadhanas clearly show that both poses are 
used for both deities (and that the distinction between the two forms is 
anyway not so simple). Rather confusingly, von Schroeder invents the des
ignation, "Vas'ya Vajravarahl" for ardhaparyanka forms of Vajravarahi 
holding the chopper, although this is without any valid textual basis.83 

Examples of the dancing Vajravarahi are reproduced here in plates 1,4, and 
8, and others are published elsewhere.84 A couple of very similar versions 
of this form also appear among the Mongolian icons (fig. 3 below), based 
on two almost identical sadhanas in the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa (Willson and 
Brauen 2000: 257-58, 259). The first is the "two-faced Vajravarahi in the 
dPyal tradition" (rDo rje phag mo zhal gnyis ma dpyal lugs) whose right 
hand holds the chopper facing outward;85 the second is the form of 
Vajravarahl associated with Indrabhuti, "[two-]faced Varahi, Indra[bhuti]'s 
dakini" (Phag mo zhal gnyis ma Indra mkha 'spyod), whose right hand holds 
the chopper facing inward. The latter is one of a set of three dakinis (mKha' 
spyod skor gsum = khecari cycle) comprising the forms of Vajrayogini 
associated with Naropa, Maitrlpa, and Indrabhuti.86 Both forms of the 
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It is this form of Vajravarahi that demonstrates her name, "Vajra Hog" or 
"Vajra Boar," since her distinguishing feature is the small hog's or boar's face 
that protudes from the right of her head as her eponymous characteristic. As 
if to emphasize the terrifying nature of the hog's head, our texts add that her 
main face is "angry." She brandishes a vajra chopper aloft in her right hand, 
and in the left she holds a skull bowl to her heart. Her other attributes are the 
tantric bone ornaments typical of a cremation-ground goddess known as the 
sect marks, or signs of observance (mudrds; see ch. 3). Here (in GSSi=GSS2) 
she wears five mudras: a chaplet, earrings, necklace, armlets, and girdle, all of 
bone found in a cremation ground. As leader of a mandala (in GSS34), she 
wears the sixth mudra also from a cremation ground: ash. There is no men
tion of a skull staff or corpse throne in any of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 
sources—although these do appear in some artistic representations of the 
goddess.87 The influence of esoteric Saivism is evident in the five skulls upon 
Vajravarahi's headdress, which are described as the "five Brahmas."88 

Despite her wrathful nature, the iconography of the goddess is also 
overtly erotic. She is red like the China rose, "lovely with fresh youth," and 
with "charming plump arms and feet."89 The letters of her mantra are to be 
visualized within a dharmodayd that is located inside the goddess's sex; it is 
ted in color, blazing, full to the brim with syllables, and whirling around 
like a potter's wheel."90 This visualization is externalized in a rite prescribed 

by Indrabhuti (GSSi K8or5) that mirrors the vision of the whirling mantra 
syllables. The yogin draws the dharmodayd onto a stainless vessel containing 
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a paste of saffron and vermilion powder, inside which the mantra is written 
letter by letter. By the side of this he places a "swirl of bliss" (nandydvartah), 
makes both traditional and transgressive offerings, and then performs the 
worship of a young virgin (kumdri), the kumdripujd. The only other pre
scription in this text is that the rite is to be conducted on parvan days, here 
the tenth day of the lunar month." Another text in the Guhyasamaya-
sddhanamdld (GSS33) adds that the worship of the kumdri may be per
formed either "internally" (imaginatively) or externally:92 

On the tenth or eighth night of the light or dark [phase of the 
moon], he should always worship a virgin (kumdrim), imagined 
to be [Vajrayogini under the synonym] Suruyogini. Internally 
(svdntar) he should worship her at his side, externally (bdhye) [he 
should worship her] at the center within a mandala (cakra-) drawn 
[on the ground]. [He should worship her] according to the pledge 
(samvare) of the Cakrasamvara [mandala of] heroes and hero
ines. He should worship [her] with whatever foods and delicacies 
[he can], also with [edibles] of the best to be licked and sucked. 

The goddess's main mantra—the "utterance" mantra (japamantrah) or 
root mantra (miilamantrah)—is a combination of the main mantras for the 
warrior-stance Vajravarahi (p. 179). Thus it includes the name elements 
Vajravairocani (from the heart mantra) and SarvabuddhadakinI and 
Vajravarnani (from the auxiliary heart mantra): 

om om om 
sarvabuddhaddkiniye vajravarnnaniye vajrabairocaniye 

hum hum hum phatphatphat svdhd 

In order to preserve the mantra in its correct form, some Buddhist authors 
adopted the Saiva practice of transcribing the mantra in code within the text 
and then giving instructions for the letter-by-letter "extraction" (uddhdrah) 
of each of its syllables.93 This method is adopted by our two opening 
sadhanas, and accredited to a scriptural source, the Samvardrnavatantra. 
The text first describes the drawing of a prastdra, or "spread"; this is a dia
gram split into individual cells, the number of which is described (possibly 
intentionally) in rather cryptic terms (n. 95). These begin with a single cell 
at the bottom, three above that, five above that, and so on to thirteen, which 
forms the shape of an inverted triangle (as shown in table 4). The text 
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explains that the letters of the alphabet are to be written into each cell. 
Thus, we find that the prastdra echoes the visualization of the mantra 
described above, as it takes the inverted triangular "E" shape of the dharmo
dayd, or woman's sex, filled with "whirling" syllables. The author then 
explains where each syllable of the mantra is to be found by providing a 
cipher known as the "extraction of the mantra" (mantroddharah). First, the 
text explains, the mantrin must find the letter in the cell above the "tha" 
(itself found on the second line). This turns out to be ~3> ("o"), which he 
must "adorn" with a dot ° within a semicircle " to form the nasal ending, 
thus producing 3P (om), the first syllable of the mantra; he should do this 
three times. Continuing in this way, the text explains how to "extract" the 
whole mantra from the diagram:94 

Further, I shall teach the performance of the supreme rite of the 
extraction of mantras (mantroddhdra-). The lovely triangular 
mandala is produced from the vajrdralli known as the origin of 
existents (dharmodayd), also as the woman's sex. On it he should 
write in sequence the eight sound-groups (vargas) according to 
their division into vowels and consonants. The arrangement of 
the cells (kosthah) [in the diagram] is to be done sequentially 
according to the teaching [by dividing them up as follows:] one 
[cell at the bottom], three [cells above that], five, seven, [and] nine 
[cells respectively above that], and eleven [cells on the topmost 
line].95 Beginning with [the letter] a [in line one at the bottom, 
the yogin should draw in] the syllables [of the alphabet] on all 
sides up to and including [the letter] ha, in a clockwise direc
tion, as described in the Samvardrnavatantra. 

[The method of extracting the mantra is as follows:] He should 
form the letter above tha "three times" (trigunitam), adorned 
with dot and semicircle [i.e., om om om], etc. 

The mantra as extracted: GSS mantra: 
om om om om om om 
sarvabuddhaddkiniye sarvabuddhaddkiniye 
bajravarnnaniye vajravarnaniye 
bajrabairocaniye^ vajravairocaniye 
hum hum hum hum hum hum 
phat phat phat svdhd phat phat phat svdhd 
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Table 4. Root mantra of Vajrayogini 
(The key for the extraction of the mantra of Vajrayogini) 

Twelve-Armed Vajravarahi in Dancing Pose 

Another dancing, \\Ai-paryanka pose form of Vajravarahi appears in the 
Sadhana of the Twelve-Armed Vajravarahi (Dvddasabhujavajravarahi-
sddhana GSS7), redacted from the VarahyabhyudayatantralAbhidhanottara-
tantra (see the appendix). This solitary heroine is modeled upon 
twelve-armed Cakrasamvara and occupies the center of a mandala also based 
upon a Cakrasamvara model.9 7 

As may be expected, twelve-armed Vajravarahi takes on many of the 
iconographical features of her former consort (plate 11) . 5 8 There are, how
ever, notable differences. Discarding Cakrasamvara's ax and skull bowl, she 
makes the flame mudra (jvaldmudra) at her forehead; she holds the vajra 
and bell in the gesture of embrace, revolving them in the "lotus-turning" 
gesture (kamaldvartamudra), and also replaces his trident with a hook or 

file:////Ai-paryanka
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goad (ankus'ah/vajrdnkus'ah). Her four faces, like his, take on the colors asso
ciated with the cardinal directions—black (east), green (north), red (west), 
and yellow (south)—but her eastern face assumes a form that is male on one 
side of its central axis and female on the other (ardhandrisvari).'" Upon her 
headdress she wears Cakrasamvara's distinguishing sickle moon, and a dou
ble vajra at the center of the chaplet of skulls and vajras. In keeping with 
her position as leader of the mandala, she wears all six signs of observance 
(mudrds). Her hair flies loose and she is "mad with lust." She is depicted 
according to these prescriptions in figure 4, trampling the corpses of 
Bhairava and Kalaratri.1 0 0 

Fig. 4. Twelve-armed Vajravarahi 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka 

Table 5. Attributes of Twelve-armed Vajravarahi 

Cakrasamvara Vajravarahi 

Hands Right Left Right Left 

1st pair Elephant skin Elephant skin Human skin Human skin 

2nd pair Vajra Bell Vajra Bell 

3rd pair Drum Staff Drum Skull and staff? 

4th pair Ax Skull-bowl Flame gesture Flame gesture 

Chopper Noose Chopper Noose 

6th pair Trident Brahma's head Hook Brahma's head 
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Having visualized himself as twelve-armed Vajravarahi, the yogin then 
generates her mandala. This contains forty-one goddesses, the same deities 
as those in the thirty-seven-fold mandala, but with the addition of the four 
mothers, Mamaki, Locana, Pandaravasini, and Tara. A Tibetan painting of 
the mandala, based upon the Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra (though with some 
variations in the artistic depiction of the deities), is shown in plate 13. Because 
the text of GSS7 is both curtailed and corrupt (see appendix), I draw upon 
the Abhidhdnottaratantra and the reconstructed text of the Vdrdhyabhyu
dayatantra (w. 55-85) in the following summary of the practice. 

On the four petals surrounding the central deity, the practitioner visu
alizes the goddesses—Dakini, etc.—but with fierce, therianthropic forms. 
Dakini (on the eastern petal) has a lion's face, Lama (north) the face of a 
hog, Khandaroha (west), that of an elephant, and Rupini (south), that of 
a horse. These goddesses are protean (vis'varupini-) kdpdlika deities, with 
three eyes and loose hair, and are seen naked, dancing in the ardhaparyanka 
pose, with Bhairava and Kalaratri beneath their feet. They hold skull and 
staff in two of their four arms, and the head [of Brahma] and a chopper 
in the other pair. On each intermediate petal rests an ornate white vase, 
topped by a skull bowl containing the nectars, "semen, etc." (bodhicittddi-
bhdjanam). 

Around the central lotus in the cardinal directions are four multicolored 
lotuses. Upon these reside the four mothers: Mamaki, Locana, Tara, and 
Pandaravasini. Mamaki, on the eastern lotus, is the presiding lady (kules-
vari) of the vajra (Aksobhya) family, and has three colors (i.e., three faces 
of three colors): black, white, and red. Locana, to the North, ptesides over 
the karma (Amoghasiddhi) family, with faces of green, white, and red. Tara, 
on the western lotus, is head of the padma (Amitabha) family; her faces are 
red, yellow, and green. Pandaravasini, to the south, is leader of the sasVata 
(Vairocana) family, with white, blue, and red faces. The mothers are naked, 
wearing only a garland of heads, and all the skull and bone ornaments, 
including—as leaders in their own right—the sixth mudra of smeared ash. 
Underfoot, they dance upon the four maras. They have six arms, and among 
their attributes, they hold the particular emblem (cihnam) of their family: 
the vajra, double vajra, red lotus, and wheel respectively. These emblems 
are probably clasped to their hearts, above a skull bowl held in the oppo
site hand. In another pair of hands they hold a head and either a damaru 
or a bell (the texts ate all corrupt at this point, and the details in plate 13 are 
not very clear); with the final pair, they wield a vajra and chopper, while 
the staff is tucked into the crook of their left arms. 
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The four lotuses upon which the mothers stand each have six petals, and 
upon those the meditator sees a further six goddesses. These twenty-four 
deities are exactly those of the wheels of body, speech, and mind in the 
thirty-seven-deity mandala of Vajravarahi (as described in the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana). Just as in that visualization, the goddesses are understood to 
reside in the sacred sites (pithas), so here the six petals of each lotus are to 
be understood to be those twenty-four sites. The practioner is to install 
(nyaset) each goddess upon each petal in turn. Assuming this visualization 
proceeds counterclockwise (see n. 441), the sequence is that given in figure 
5, and the correlations with the sites the same as table 23 below. All these 
deities exhibit a typical kdpdlika iconography as they dance, naked but for 
the five mudras, upon the backs of corpses. Like theif mandala leader, they 
are also "half-male, half-female" (ardhanaris'vari), their two sides (perhaps 
just their faces) variously visualized as white and green (on the eastern lotus), 
black and yellow (on the northern lotus), red and yellow (on the western 
lotus), and yellow and red (on the southern lotus). In their four arms they 
brandish a bowl and staff, with a damaru and their familial attribute. The 
visualization of this part of the mandala is only complete when the medi
tator sees each of the four lotuses rimmed with the appropriate attribute: a 
ring of vajras in the east, of wheels (?) in the north, lotuses in the west, and 
double vajras (?) in the south;10' and in the intermediate directions ("in the 
corners") a double vajra. The central lotus is also surrounded by its own 
ring, here of vajras, and this whole part of the mandala (the central lotus 
plus the four surrounding lotuses) are finally protected by a ring of corpses 
and vajras. In plate 13 (a key for which is given on figure 5) these outer rims 
are shown only with empty white circumferences. 

The deities of the outer mandala are similar in type. They are also bitonal: 
Kakasya, black and red; Ulukasya, green and red; Svanasya, yellow and grey; 
and Sukarasya, green and blue. In addition to the usual kdpdlika iconogra
phy, they are to be visualized as "dwarfish in shape and squint-eyed" (K42r6; 
vdmandkardh kekards ca; cf. Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra v. 74c). In the corners 
of the outer mandala stand Yamadadhi, YamadutI, Yamadamstrini, and 
Yamamathani, but assuming terrible animal-headed forms of the buffalo, 
ass, camel, and horse respectively. All the outer deities wield skull bowls and 
the heads of Brahma (left) and choppers and damarus (right), with staves 
tucked into the crooks of the left arms. 

The rites and meditations that follow are very similar to those described 
for the thirty-seven-deity mandala in the Vajravarahi Sadhana. Thus, 
having completed the visualization of the mandala, the yogin imagines 
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himself worshiping all the deities with the traditional (nonesoteric) offer
ings. He also contemplates the mandala as his own body, using the same 
sets of correlations for the body mandala as described in chapter 3 below. 
Our text expands the visuddhis to include the elements {dhdtus), skandhas, 
and sense organs and fields {dyatanas), which introduces male deities into 
the contemplation (see table 9), while the Abhidhanottaratantra/Vdrdhya-
bhyudayatantra also adds the equation of the mind with Aksobhyavajra, 
speech with Amitabhavajra, and body with Vairocana. The Vdrdhyabhyu-
dayatantra gives in full the instructions (only hinted at in GSS7) for the 
melding of the pledge and knowledge circles, the consecration, and the 
chanting of mantras for all the deities of the mandala. It also adds the con
templation of the mandala as the thirty-seven bodhipdksikadharmas. A l l 
these are as described below in the Vajravarahi Sadhana (§2zff.). 

Fig. 5. Vdrdhyabhyudaya mandala 

EAST 
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Six-Armed Vajravarahi with Consort 

In one sadhana of the Guhyasamayasadhanamald, Vajravarahi is visualized 
in union with Cakrasamvara, but as the main deity of a thirteenfold 
mandala. This is "Red Vajravarahl" of the Raktavajravdrdhisddhana (GSS6), 
another work in the collection to be redacted from the Abhidhdnottaratantra 
(patala 33/35, see the appendix).102 Iconographically the sadhana is inter
esting, as it reverses the usual conventions for deities in union, and clearly 
states that it is Vajravarahi—the female partner—who sits in the medita
tion posture holding het consort in the gesture of embrace. The text reads 
as follows:103 

And now I will teach the supreme sadhana of [Vajra-]varahi: 
Through the practice of the generation stage (utpattikrama-
yogena), [the practitioner] should visualize, as himself, a body that 
is as bright as twelve suns, [red] like vermilion powder, [and red] 
like the bandhilka flower and the China rose. [Vajravarahi should 
be visualized] with three heads and six arms. [She should be seen] 
replete with all [the bone] ornaments, sitting firmly (su-J in the 
sattvaparyanka [with the right foot placed on the left thigh and 
the left foot on the right thigh], with a garland of skulls as her 
headdress, her hair strewn about [her], [and] as beautiful. [She 
should be seen] with a vajra and bell [in her crossed arms, held 
behind her consort's back], pressed against by the [kiss of the] 
lower [lip] of her consort. [She is visualized] holding a bow and 
arrow, [and] is poised [with the bowstring] drawn back to her ear; 
[she is seen] holding a skull bowl [in one hand] and a staff 
[lodged in the crook of the same arm] [and] is intent upon draw
ing in with a hook. She is [visualized] in the center of a red lotus, 
as one who grants all desires. 

The deities are illustrated figure 6, with the female deity facing the viewer, 
and the male held in her lap. Traditional precedents for this in Tibetan art 
are extremely rare, although just such a reversal of iconographical norms is 
also found in the Mongolian icons (IWS/T 88, LC 598) based on the 
Tibetan text.104 
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Fig. 6. Six-armed Vajravarahi 
with consort 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka 

om s'rivajravdrdhi ah vam 
hum hum phat svdhd 

The mandala is of a very different type from those discussed earlier. Eight 
retinue goddesses (Vajraguhyottama, etc.) are installed around Vajravarahi 
and her consort on the eight petals of the central lotus; the cardinal god
desses counterclockwise, and the intermediate goddesses clockwise 
(K39V2-6). Each is seated upon a corpse throne, with a male consort who 
holds them in the gesture of embrace with a vajra and bell. They are visu
alized as red in color, with three faces, three eyes, and six arms; their hair 
hangs loose, and they wear all the usual bone ornaments. In their six arms, 
they bear a vajra and bell, a skull bowl and staff", and a hook and noose, 
which they shake up and down with a threatening gesture. Four more god
desses (Vajrajvalottama, etc.) are visualized at the gates with the same form, 
although possibly with only two arms, holding a noose and a vajra (the text 
is ambiguous). Installed in each corner of the outer mandala is a primed bow 
and arrow, traditionally the weapon of the love god, Kama. 

The deities in embrace, and their attributes symbolic of love and attrac
tion, indicate the erotic mode of the sadhana. There is no mention of wrath
ful or terrifying characteristics, only of the compassionate, wish-fulfilling 
nature of the deities. In this respect, Red Vajravarahi conforms more closely 
to the sensual Vajravilasini forms described below, and shares with them an 
iconographical association with the erotic Saiva goddess of the Srividya cult, 
Tripurasundari (below). The sadhana ends with the recitation of mantras for 
all the female mandala deities. Red Vajravarahi's mantra is unusual in that it 
includes the vocative of the single mantra deity, Vajravarahi (om srivajravdrdhi 
&h vam hum hum phat svdhd). The mantras of the retinue follow suit, with 
die name of each goddess inserted between a string of mantra syllables; these 
i n c l u d e ^ hum vam hoh, syllables notable for their power to attract.105 
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visualized as an armor goddesss within the armoring section of the Abhi-
samayamanjari (GSS5 K21V5, see ch. 3). She has three faces (red, blue, and 
green), and her six arms hold a chopper, Brahma's head, and hook (right), 
and a skull bowl, staff, and noose (left), as shown in the Mongolian icons 
(plate 10a and fig. 30). 

The other six-armed manifestation appears in the Sadhana of the 
Thirteenfold Vajraddkini Vajravarahi (Trayodasdtmikavajraddkinivajra-
vdrdhisddhana GSS16). Here it seems that the armor goddess has developed 
into a "terrible leader, thirteenfold in nature."106 Following the preparations 
for the sadhana, VajradakinI Vajravarahi is self-generated from vam through 
the series of awakenings; she is self-visualized in a form that is both kdpdlika 
in character, and passionate. 

Fig. 8. Six-armed 
Vajraddkini Vajravarahi. 
Drawn according to 
the Sanskrit text by 
Dhammacari Aloka. 
Cf plate 10a. 

om vajravairocaniye 
hum hum phat svdhd 

She is seen adorned with all six mudras, a headdress, and a garland of wet 
skulls, blazing like the fire at the end of the eon, and trampling underfoot 
Bhairava and Kalaratri (named here Sambhu and Camunda). Her erotic 
nature is evident in her red color, her slim waist and firm breasts, and her 
fanged face, which is only "slightly snarling" (isaddamstrakardlinim). Her 
attributes are those of the armor goddess, except that she has only one face 
and substitutes a vajra (the usual attribute of warrior-stance Vajravarahi) for 
the chopper, and an ax for Brahma's head.107 The source for this sadhana is 
once again the Abhidhdnottaratantra.™ 
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Vajradakini Vajravarahi is said to be "thirteenfold" in nature because she 
is a reflex of the thirteen-syllabled heart mantra. The yogin first visualizes 
her as the syllable vam. He then emanates a thirteenfold mandala from the 
thirteen syllables of Vajravarahi's mantra: om va-jra-vai-ro-ca-ni-ye hum 
hum phat sva-ha™ Having created the mandala in this way, he begins to 
generate the iconographic form of Vajravarahi through the five awaken
ings, with a vajra empowered by the syllable vam at her heart. Rays issue 
from this vam, and through them the surrounding syllables of the mandala 
are "urged" or "impelled" (K77 v.6: samcodita-) to transform into the 
dakinis of the mandala retinue. The names of these dakinis reflect their 
man trie origins, thus the syllable om gives rise to Pranav^vajradakini 
(pranava = om), the syllable vam, to V d̂avavajradakinl, the syllable jam to 
/ramitavajradakini, and so on (see fig. 9). The stages of this fairly complex 
sadhana, and the subsequent rituals, are summarized in the appendix. 

The mandala retinue is described in some detail (GSS16 K78ri-79r2). It 
begins first of all with the four dakinis who are installed counterclockwise 
on the petals of the central lotus. They are visualized with one face, four 
arms, three eyes, and wearing all the tantric ornaments. They stand upon 
corpses in the dancing ardhaparyanka pose, naked with loose hair, their 
bodies sensuous, "with full breasts, celestial forms, captivating, their faces 
[only] a little furrowed, [and] amorous with [their] sidelong glances."110 In 
their right hands, they hold a vajra and damaru, in their left, a staff and a 
bowl filled with blood. On the intermediate petals are ornamental vases 
topped with a skull bowl, which are filled with the nectars, including semen 
(bodhicittam), first menstrual blood (svayambhukusumam), urine (vajram-
bu), and human feces (mahabhahajam). 

At the outer gates are eight more dakinis. In the catdinal directions 
(installed counterclockwise) four dakinis are visualized dancing upon a 
"lotus moon" (padmacandre) and declaring their transcendence of male 
deities of other religions by trampling the corpses of Indra, Yaksa (Kubera), 
Jala (Varuna), and Yama respectively. They hold the same attributes as the 
dakinis of the inner mandala, only substituting different implements for the 
damaru, such as a hook (in the east) or a noose (in the north); the text for 
the other attributes is cotrupt (K78VI-2). They wear the five mudras and 
are also three-eyed, slim-waisted, and adorned with garlands of heads. Their 
hair stands upright (urdhvakes'a-) and they are described in erotic tetms, as 
"naked, with huge vaginas, overcome with lust."111 At the corners of the 
outer mandala (installed clockwise) are four wrathful dakinis, also upon 
lotus moons and trampling corpses in the dancing pose. They ate described 
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in similar terms, both as kdpdlika deities and as goddesses with sensuous and 

erotic forms. A l l the vajra-dakinis of the mandala are said to have their 

hearts filled with innate bliss (sahajdnanda-). 

Fig- 9- Mandala ofVajraddkini Vajravarahi 

EAST 

Central pericarp 

1. Six-armed 
Vajradakini Vajravarahi 

Cardinal petals 

1. Pranavavajradakinl (white) 
3- VadavavajradakinI (green) 
4- Jramitavajradakini (yellow) 
5- Vairanivajradakini (blue) 

Outer mandala (gates) 

6. RosanlvajradakinI (blue) 
7. Capalavajradakini (green) 
8. Nlharivajradakinl (red) 
9. Yemalavajradakinl (yellow) 

Outer mandala (corners) 

10. Humkarivajradakini (white) 
11. Humnadivajradakini (blue) 
12. PhatanivajradakinI (yellow) 
13. SvakarivajradakinI (red) 
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Red Vajraghona Vajravarahi 

Vajraghona Vajravarahi is another warrior-stance manifestation whose prac
tice is prescribed in several works in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, the 
Sddhana for [Gaining] Siddhi in All Things {Sarvdrthasiddhisddhana GSS15), 
the Vajravarahi Rite {Vajravdrahikalpa GSS18), and two alternative visual
izations in the Ahhisamayamanjari {GSS5).112 Vajraghona means "vajra snout"; 
ghond is a (hog's) snout, and is thus a rough synonym of Vajravarahi mean
ing "vajra hog." This ferocious, therianthropic goddess has only the single face 
of a snarling hog, with three eyes and a terrifying frown; she is, in fact, iden
tical to the Tibetan statue in plate 5. There is a scriptural source for the hog-
headed deity in the Krsnayamdritantra. Here, Vajravarahi/Varahi (the vajra-
prefix is often dropped) is named as one of four outer goddesses in the 
mandalas of the god Yamari (installed counterclockwise: Vajra-Carcika, 
Vajra-Varahi, Vajra-Sarasvati, and Vajra-Gauri); Vajravarahi is to be visual
ized as "three-headed, six-armed, a hog, having a vajra in her hand, very 
blue.""3 The commentator, Kumaracandra, glosses ghondm as "having a hog's 
face" (ghondm iti sukaramukhim), and the goddess' mantra includes the voca
tives "You with the vajra snout! You with the lovely snout!" In the Yamari 
mandala described by Kumaracandra, a three-faced Vajravarahi also appears 
in which the central face is again that of the hog.1'4 

From our available sources, however, the justification for calling this man
ifestation Vajraghona is slim. One of our texts eschews the term vajraghona 
altogether (GSS15), and another uses it only as an adjective, placing it within 
a string of adjectival (bahuvrihi) qualifications (GSS18). The Krsnayamdri-
tantra demonstrates the general fluidity in Sanskrit between qualifications and 
epithets by using the term both adjectivally, and nominally as the vocative 
in the mantra. Nevertheless, in the Ahhisamayamanjari (GSS5 Sed p. 149, 
K34r-v), Vajraghona is clearly used as a proper noun, as it describes the visu
alization of the goddess as the "glorious Vajraghona method," and the asso
ciated rituals as the "Vajraghona Sadhana.""5 The Ahhisamayamanjari 
possibly shows a more developed version of the manifestation, in part because 
it promotes the adjective to nominal form, and also because it presents an 
alternative visualization of a second Vajraghona form, as described below. In 
a Nepalese sketchbook possibly dating back to the eighteenth century, the 
artist depicts a form of "Vajraghona" (holding a trident skull staff, instead of 
a hook) (Buhnemann: 2003). The Tibetan text of the Rin 'hyung brgya rtsa, 
however, depicts a form identical with that in our sadhanas, and takes the 
deity's appellation from the title of the Sarvdrthasiddhisddhana (GSS15), 
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referring to her as "Accomplishing (Arthasiddhi)Varahi" (Phagmo don grub 
ma) (WiUson and Brauen 2000: 259. See plate 10c). 

In the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld sadha.nas, the series of awakenings that 
generates Vajraghona/Vajravarahl begins with a red triangular dharmodayd 
at the navel. Inside this, a blazing red hrim is visualized at the center of a 
red, round-leafed lotus, resting (in GSS15) upon a sun disk placed upon a 
corpse. Vajravarahi is self-visualized as the transformation of all this, stand
ing in the warrior stance, also upon a lotus, corpse, and sun disk. She is four-
armed and holds in her right hand a vajra and hook, and in her left, a skull 
bowl with staff, and a noose with a threatening gesture of the forefinger. 
She is bright red in color, while the yellow hair of her head streaks upward, 
standing on end. She has a dwarfish potbelly, and her tongue lolls as she 
laughs a laugh that is "unbearable to all evil beings." (Laughter and wrath 
are connected in tantric iconography, as laughter is one of the means 
whereby deities spread terror.) She is visualized wearing the five mudras 
and a garland of heads, and is otherwise naked.116 She is depicted in this way, 
without any bone ornaments, in the Mongolian icons (see fig. 10 and plate 
10c). She is also drawn in an unusual stance, in which her outstretched right 
leg turns to rest upon its heel, with the toes pointing upward, while her head 
looks to her right. The Tibetan text explains this as "trampling on the three 
worlds in dlidha (right leg extended) in the manner of a wrestler's throw 
(gyadkyi dor stabs kyisf (Willson and Brauen ibid.)."7 

Fig. 10. Arthasadhana Varahi. 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 80, LC 590). Cf. plate ioc. 

Heart mantra: 
om hrim hum hrim hram (in GSS5); 
om hum hrim ham (in GSS18) 

Auxiliary heart mantra: 
om vajravarahi dvesaya sarvadustdn 
hrim (or hrih) svdhd 

When he has completed the self-visualization, the yogin is to recite the 
ttiantras (for which the exact prescriptions vary). The heart mantra (given in 
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two of our three texts) is composed entirely of mantra syllables {bijas), includ
ing the heart syllable hrih {om hrim hum hrim hram in GSS5; om hum hrim 
ham in GSS18). The auxiliary heart mantra also diverges from that of the 
main Vajrayogini/Vajravarahi tradition in its use of an imperative for van
quishing obstacles, of the sort familiar in £<z/r rituals (om vajravdrdhi dvesaya 
sarvadustdn hrim svdhd)."6 The mantras for both rites that follow appear with 
some variants, but are similar to the heart mantra in that they consist of strings 
of syllables (ah hrim hum, ham, hih, and phet/phem). 

The rituals are to be performed by the sadhaka who has generated him
self as Vajraghona for the attainment of siddhi and has performed one hun
dred thousand recitations of the mantras. The wrathful character of the 
goddess is reflected in a desiderative worship that includes incense made 
from powdered human flesh, which is offered in front of an image of the 
goddess on a cloth for twenty-one days, and a nighttime bali offering (see 
ch. 3) made "for the purpose of quelling all maras."119 For this practice, the 
utmost secrecy is enjoined and, indeed, is the precondition upon which 
"the vajrayoginis (or VajrayoginI) will empower [him]."120 

White Vajraghona Vajravdrdhi 

An alternative form of Vajraghona Vajravarahi is taught in the Ahhisamaya-
manjari (GSS5 Sed p. 149, K34.V5). According to this transmission, she is 
generated at the heart (rather than the navel), upon a red lotus. First, a sun 
disk is produced from dm. Upon this stands a red five-pointed vajra, empow
ered by a white hrih that transforms into the goddess. Since the color of a 
deity is usually a reflex of the seed-syllable, this form of Vajraghona is pre
sumably white. She stands upon a lotus that is uniquely striped red and 
white, trampling in warrior stance "a sleeping man [symbolic] of igno
rance." In her heart is a replica red vajra on a sun disk, also presided over 
by a white hrih on a sun disk. The text states that in other respects she is 
like the previous manifestation of red Vajraghona (i.e., a therianthropic 
goddess with four arms). Unusually, however, this form of Vajraghona is 
empowered by Aksobhya, enthroned upon a multicolored lotus.121 

That we are dealing with a white form of Vajraghona is perhaps con
firmed by her similarity to a white form of Vajravarahi, who appears in 
another sadhana in the collection. We will see that the generation, self-
visualizaton, and ritual prescriptions for each are strikingly similar. 
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White Vajravarahi 

The practice of "Noble White Vajravarahi" is prescribed in the sadhana of 
that name {Aryas'uklavajravdrdhisddhana GSS38). This is the only other form 
of white Vajravarahi in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld and one in which the 
process of generation is very similar to that of white Vajraghona. (A much 
fuller account of this form—or one very similar, with identical rites—is 
described in SM218-20; see appendix for details.) White Vajravarahi is self-
generated upon a sun disk (produced from am) and from a white hrih that 
transforms first into a five-pointed vajra and then into Vajravarahi. She also 
carries a white hrih on a sun disk at her heart and is presided over by 
Aksobhya—apart from white Vajraghona, the only form of Vajrayogini in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld to bear this buddha as the seal.'22 White Vajravarahi 
shares the explicitly wrathful character of the Vajraghona manifestations. The 
text describes itself as a "fierce" sadhana, and the deity is said to bring fear to 
gods, antigods, and men. There are some differences, however, between the 
two forms. For example, white Vajravarahi is generated following an empti
ness meditation, and is thus produced from emptiness rather than at the navel. 
Most notably, there is no mention of a hog's head in the iconography of white 
Vajravarahi. She is self-visualized in the warrior stance, naked but for the five 
mudras, and wearing a curious garland consisting of a row of skulls between 
two rows of vajras (although SM218 describes it rather as a garland worn on 
the headdress). She is two-armed and carries a vajra in her right and a skull staff 
in her left, with no skull bowl. Worship both before and after the self-
visualization is performed by "Pracanda etc.," which, judging from the fuller 
descriptions of SM218 (p. 427), refers to the presence of the twenty-four god
desses of the sites, within the mandala circles of mind, speech, and body.123 
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The similarities between white Vajraghona and white Vajravarahi are 
also borne out on a ritual level. Thejapain both cases consists of the recita
tion of a white syllable hrih that is visualized in garland form as a "mantra 
rosary" (mantramdld). In a yogic meditation (described in slightly more 
detail in the Abhisamayamanjari GSS5 and SM218), the self-generated 
yogin-goddess sees a white hrih syllable at the navel and imagines it revolv
ing through him, exiting through the mouth and entering again at the navel. 
As it enters the navel, the mantramdld brings him the [mundane] power of 
all the arts and sciences as well as the mass of [supramundane] qualities of 
the buddhas. According to the Abhisamayamanjari:124 

Next on his navel he should see a (white) hrih on a red and white 
sun disk placed on a multicolored lotus. He should send forth 
from the opening of his mouth a mantra garland of that [sylla
ble hrih] in the form of a string of beads, white [in color, and] 
whirling like (-yogena) a wheel. Having obtained skill in medi
cine, astronomy, writing, and the sciences and arts by means of 
the jewel mantra of the many-faceted (gunagana) buddha, he 
should contemplate [this mantra garland], which burns all the 
ignorance of oneself and others, entering the opening of his navel. 
He should recite the mantra, avoiding the fault of doing it too 
fast [or too slow]. The mantra is hrih. When he wants to arise 
[from the practice], he should make that mantra garland disap
pear into the hrih in his navel, perform worship [balirites, etc.], 
and dwell as he wishes [namely, in the form of the deity]. 

The texts describe further rites using the mantramdld (GSS5 Sed p. 150.8, 
K35r4, SM218 p. 430, and briefly in GSS38 Ki23r2) for the acquisition of 
other siddhis, such as supreme learning, scholarship, powers of oration, invin
cibility in debate, and freedom from fevers and poisons—all of which would 
seem particularly handy in the political arena. For this, the tongue is first 
imagined in the shape of a lotus petal, and on it a flaming white hrih forms 
a garland of fifty beads. So powerful is this practice, that—the texts claim— 
if a piece of chalk is consecrated with this mantra in this way, then the one 
who holds it, be he even a fool, will become a poet. Toward similar ends per
haps, the GSS texts also claim the power of this mantramdld for bending 
another to his will or subjugation (vasyam), although the rather fuller sadhana 
that describes this rite in the Sddhanamdld (SM219—20) states that the purpose 
of this rite is to bring beings into the four truths of the Buddhists (p. 432: 
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sattvdn vasikrtya caturdryasatye avatdrandya...). Here in the rite of subjugation 
(vasyavidhih), the goddess must be visualized as red, and she holds only two 
attributes (i.e., with only two arms), namely, the noose in her left generated 
from hrih, and a hook or goad in her right (GSS5 Sed p. 150.14, K35V1, SM219). 
These attributes are another reminder of this deity's affinity with Vajraghona. 

Two-Armed Vajrayogini in Warrior Stance 

Most of the remaining forms in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection 
appear in the portion of the collection that deals principally with Vajra
yogini manifestations of a magical and often erotic nature (also found, in 
brief, in the same portion of the Abhisamayamanjari). First, we turn to a 
red, reversed warrior-stance form of Vajrayogini, described within a Vajra-
yoginisddhanaattributed to Sahara (GSSi9=SM236), and in the Abhisamaya
manjari (K35V6—36r » GSS28?). A white form of Vajrayogini in reversed 
warrior stance, and holding the same attributes, is also described within a 
corrupt passage in the Oddiydnasvddhisthdnakrama-Vajrayoginisddhana 
(GSS37), details for which are in the appendix. 

Fig. 12. Two-armed 
Vajrayogini in warrior stance. 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka. 

Heart mantra: 
om vajraddkiniye hrim hum phat 
svdhd (GSS5, SM236) 
om sarvasiddhim prayaccha 
hri<m> hum phat svdhd (GSS19) 

Auxiliary heart mantra: 
om vajrayoginiye hum phat svdhd (GSS19, SM236) 
om vajravairocaniye hum phat svdhd (GSS5) 

Root mantra: 
om sarvabuddhaddkiniye om vajravarnaniye om vajravairocaniye 
hum hum hum phat phat phat svdhd 



VAJRAYOGINI 

Here, VajrayoginI is generated upon a multicolored lotus (produced from 
pam). Upon the lotus the yogin visualizes a sun disk (produced from a red 
ram), and upon that, a red syllable hum (GSS19 K83V1). The seed-syllable 
is then imagined transforming into VajrayoginI, who becomes the central 
deity of the usual fivefold mandala. The visualization (which is never 
described as a self-visualization) is of VajrayoginI within terrible cremation 
grounds, where she stands upon a yellow corpse in the reverse warrior 
(pratydlidha) stance (stepping to the right). She is fierce and naked and 
emits intense rays of light. Her color is red, and she is full of fresh youth, 
with large, firm breasts. She has three eyes, which are red, round, and 
rolling, brows that are contracted into a fierce frown, and a fanged mouth, 
with a lolling tongue. Her hair flies loose. She appears as the leader of a five
fold mandala and therefore wears all six mudras, including ash, and is replete 
with tinkling bells and strings of pearls. The Abhisamayamanjari states that 
the goddess should be visualized with red hair flaming and standing on 
end, but adds that sometimes she is visualized with loose hair, and some
times without the corpse throne. Her attributes are a skull bowl "full of 
blood" (GSS5 Sed p. 151, K36ri: vdme raktapurnakapdla^) in her left hand, 
with a staff (in GSS19 only), presumably tucked into the crook of her left 
arm. In her right hand she holds a knife or chopper (kartri) (instead of the 
vajra normally held by warrior-stance forms of Vajravarahi).125 

Fig. 13. Vajra chopper (kartri). 

The chopper (fig. 13) is especially associated with VajrayoginI in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld and symbolizes the "chopping off" of defilements. 
It is mentioned, for example, in the twenty-one-verse stotra (GSS42 v. 8): 
"Homage to you, VajrayoginI! You who hold a skull bowl and staff on your 
left [and] a chopper on your right; who hold emptiness and compassion."126 

The texts enjoin rites of "worship and so on" for this form of the goddess, 
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which are to be conducted in sites such as a cremation ground upon auspi
cious nights of the lunar calendar, namely, the eighth, tenth, fourteenth, 
and fifteenth in the moon's cycle.127 Practice at these auspicious times was 
believed to enhance the power of female spirits such as yoginis and dakinls 
to such an extent that, in the Saiva tradition, the mere mention of their 
names was prohibited: "He should not utter the word ddkini or any other 
[with a similar meaning] during any of the exceptional rituals [such as those 
that are required on parvan days]."'28 The fivefold mandala is indicated by 
a set of offering mantras, which are prescribed for the petals of the central 
lotus in the cardinal directions. The mantras include the request that each 
goddess accept a "vajra flower" (presumably the purified form of an actual 
flower).129 The usual tripartite root mantra for VajrayoginI appears with some 
variants in the three texts, and there are distinctive heart and auxiliary heart 
mantras.130 The texts also supply the mantra for a final bali ritual.1 3 1 

Four-Armed VajrayoginI in Warrior Stance 

A four-armed form of VajrayoginI in warrior stance is found in a single 
sadhana in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld in a section dealing with inter
nalized practices: the VajrayoginI Sadhana in the Tradition oflndrabhiiti, by 
Vijayavajra (Jndrabhutikramena Vajrayoginisddhana GSS35). This sadhana 
takes the self-generation onto a more intensely internal level, as the yogin 
imagines the elements of the visualization within his yogic body. 
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Following the emptiness meditations, the yogin first generates the cos
mos, starting from a white letter a (GSS35 K I I 8 V I : s'ukla akdrdt) that is said 
to have the nature of Causal Vajradhara. Then, from a green hum, he pro
duces a five-pointed double vajra, as the five limbs of his body (head, arms, 
and legs). In the center of that he sees a red inverted triangular syllable e (V) 
transforming into a blood-colored origin of existents (here masculine: 
dharmodayah) marked with vajras at its points, which he understands to be 
his torso. Within the dharmodaya is an eight-petaled lotus wreathed in fire, 
which represents his nine bodily orifices, while the four-petaled pericarp has 
the nature of four channels within the body.132 Vajrayogini is then gener
ated upon a ferociously bright sun disk, as the transformation of a white 
chopper that represents the central channel, Avadhuti. Vajrayogini herself 
is a vibrant, light red ("yellow-red, like blooming saffron"). She is seen as 
sixteen years of age, with delicate youthfulness and a laughing, wrathful 
face. She wears the five mudras and a garland of fifty heads. Standing in the 
warrior stance, she is seen trampling the brahmanical gods, Brahma, Indra, 
Visnu, and Siva, who represent the four kles'as (n. 362). Vairocana crowns 
her headdress. In two of her four arms, Vajrayogini holds the vajra and bell 
in the crossed gesture of embrace, and in the other pair, a chopper (right) 
and a gleaming skull bowl (left), upon which she fixes her gaze as she holds 
it aloft. A skull staff rests in the crook of her left arm. From one of the fol
lowing yogic meditations, it also emerges that the goddess has a red letter 
a at her heart.133 

The rites given for the practice are desiderative in nature and include 
esoteric offerings within an external dharmodaya that has been drawn upon 
the ground with trangressive substances (GSS35 K 1 1 9 V 3 ) , and various other 
rites of worship such as a hand worship and bali offering ( K 1 1 9 V 6 — I 2 0 r ) . 

There is also the ritual of accepting a pupil (Ki2or2—3) and the preparation 
of a protective amulet (vidydvidhih, Ki2or6) based on a thirteen-syllable 
mantra (presumably, the Vajravarahi heart mantra). 

Red Vajravdrdhi with Foot Raised 

The remaining forms of the deity in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld assume 
an increasingly erotic and magically outlandish character, manifestations 
often associated with Oddiyana, home of flying dakinls. One such adopts 
the striking pose "with the foot up" (urdhvapddah). In this stance, Vajra
yogini stands upon her right leg and lifts the left above her head, wrapping 
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her left arm about it to hold it in place, while at the same time drinking from 
the skull bowl she still holds in that arm: "She should be visualized...con
tinuously drinking the stream of blood in the skull bowl, having the pos
ture of embracing her own left foot; [her left foot] is held up with [her] left 
hand, in which is held a skull bowl that is full of red [blood] on the inside 
and is white on the outside."134 

Fig. 15. Red Vajravarahi 
with foot raised. 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka. 
Cf. plates p and 10b. 

Two forms with this pose are represented in the collection. The first 
appears in a Vajrayogini Sadhana from Oddiydna (Oddiydnavinirgatavajra-
yoginisddhana GSSi2=SM225; also found in GSS5) 1 3 5 and is a red manifes
tation of Vajravarahi. Here, Vajravarahi occupies the center of the fivefold 
mandala (as described in chapter 3), and her generation, iconography, and 
mantras all relate to the red warrior-stance forms of Vajravarahi. She is gen
erated from a vajra presided over by vam and is endowed with the usual 
kdpdlika ornamentation, such as the bone girdle and garland of fifty human 
heads. Like the main warrior-stance Vajravarahi, her attributes are a skull 
bowl and vajra, but no staff. 

White Vajrayogini with Foot Raised 

Here, the deity is white in color, and is quite distinct from her red cousin. 
To do the practice, the yogin resorts to a solitary place in the midst of cre
mation grounds, and (selfi)-generates Vajrayogini from a white seed-
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syllable, either hum (GSS45) or ah (GSS17). He sees her standing upon a 
multipetaled lotus and sun disk, trampling underfoot the brahmanical and 
Saiva deities: "She is to be visualized.. .with her foot raised, trampling Sakra 
[= Indra] and Brahma, [and] with her lower foot [trampling] Bhairava and 
Kalaratri."1 3 6 In her right hand is a vajra chopper (vajrakartri), and in her 
left, the skull bowl from which she drinks. The skull staff (khatvdngah) is 
balanced in its usual place upon her left shoulder. Her white body emits an 
intense light, and she inspires extreme terror (in those who oppose her), with 
her fierce facial expression, fangs, and three eyes, which are red, round, and 
rolling. She is seen completely naked, without ornaments, her loose hair and 
large firm breasts emphasizing her erotic and youthful character. Her 
mantras, as well as her iconography, are typical of Vajrayogini. The root, 
heart and auxiliary heart mantras are those supplied for the warrior-stance 

om vajraddkini(ye) hrih hum phat svaha 

om vajrayogini hum phat svaha 
{om vajrayogini hum phat svaha: GSS17) 

om sarvabuddhadakiniye vajravarnaniye vajravairocaniye 
hum hiim hum phat phat phat svaha 
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form of Vajrayogini (above), but the bali mantra is unique, naming the 
mantra-deity, Vajrayogini (instead of Vajradakinl), amid the repetition of 
stuttering mantric syllables.137 

A Mongolian icon illustrates a form of this goddess. According to the 
underpinning Tibetan text, the visualization is of Vajrayogini (who may 
hold either a vajra-marked chopper or a knife); however, the title given the 
form in the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa is "Varahi with Raised Leg" (Phag mo 
gnam 'zabs ma), and Taranatha (with perhaps a suspiciously different 
referent for "Indra") adds "Indra [i.e., Indrabhutij's Dakini Crushing 
Opponents" (Phas rgo jamspa'i indra mkha'spyod ma).'is Although the 
Mongolian title describes this form as a manifestation of Vajravarahi, the 
icon nevertheless provides a satisfactory illustration of our form of Vajra
yogini in the Guhyasamayasddhanamald (fig. 16, plate iod). 

Vajrayogini in the Falling- Turtle Pose 

The combination of intense eroticism and intense terror is found in other 
manifestations; indeed, to the uninitiated, it is the goddess's overwhelming 
lust that would in itself be terrifying. One such form is found in the Sddhana 
of Vajrayogini with the Method of the Falling Turtle (Kurmapatanakramena 
Vajrayoginisddhana GSS36). 
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The sadhana is unusual in our collection in that the deity is not self-
generated but visualized directly in front of the yogin. Before beginning 
the meditation, he should first prepare an image of Vajrayogini "in what
ever way, with whatever form" (as an aid to the visualization). He may 
then generate her meditatively within a red dharmodayd upon a white lotus. 
At the center of the lotus, Vajrayogini appears standing upon the flayed 
skin of Bhairava "with the method of the falling turtle." This seems to be 
a reference to her stance, as it is the pose later prescribed for the yogin 
himself during the midnight bali ritual. She is yellow in color, naked, with 
dishevelled hair, and (only) two eyes, which she fixes upon the sadhaka. 
Her attributes are those of Vajrayogini, the chopper and skull bowl. She 
laughs the terrifying laugh of Siva, and is "terrifying because of her extreme 
desire."135 

Having visualized Vajrayogini as if she were present before his very eyes 
(sdksdd iva), the yogin is then to worship her with transgressive ball offer
ings of yogic substances (yogidravyam).uo The bali mantra is based on the 
mantra deity Vajrayogini, although the following japa mantra is the ten-
syllabled heart mantra of Vajravarahi (om vajravairocaniye svdhd). The text 
then continues with a baUnxuA, again given according to Vajravarahi texts. 
Thus, the yogin is to stand naked upon a hilltop at midnight (GSS36, 
Kinvi: nis'isamaye), with hair flying loose and his gaze directed upward as 
he performs the gestures and mantric utterances that will attract the vajra-
yoginls."" The sadhana outlines the hand gestures (mudrds) and mantras, 
adding that, as he performs them, the yogin is to assume the "falling-turtle" 
pose (kurmapatanapddah).'42 

The final instruction is not that the sadhaka should dwell as the deity 
but that he should continue to visualize her in front of him: "He should 
continually visualize himself embracing Vajrayogini. He should imagine 
her as if she were his wife. Then before long Vajrayogini will empower him. 
Being realized, she fulfills his desired [goal]: of this there is no doubt."143 The 
Mongolian icons illustrate a form of "Tortoise-legged (KurmapddiJVzrahi," 
Phag mo kurma pa dl (IWS/T 85; LC 595). The text from the Rin 'byung 
brgya rtsa, although different from our sadhana in many respects, also 
describes this as an embodiment of a yellow Vajrayogini with a similar 
stance: "Her two legs, in the tortoise posture, trample on black Bhairava, 
who is lying upside down on a white lotus and sun, holding a knife and skull 
and wearing a tigerskin loincloth and a human skin."144 This is depicted in 
figure 17 and on plate ioe. 
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Vidyadhari Vajrayogini 

Another group of sadhanas in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld focuses on 
peaceful, erotic forms of Vajrayogini. These sadhanas abandon the terrify
ing, cremation-ground aspects of Vajrayogini practice and prescribe instead 
beautiful, mountainous abodes. In these works, Vajrayogini is described as 
a vidyddhari, a lovely, celestial maiden. The classical association with 
vidyadharis is of beauty and lovemaking; one poet, for example, paints the 
heavenly damsels writing love letters on birch bark.145 

Fig. 18. Vidyddhari Vajrayogini 
"Maitri-khecari." 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 78, LC 588). Cf. plate 10b. 

The first vidyadhari form appears in the Vajrayogini Sadhana with the 
Vidyddhari Method (Vidyddharikramavajrayoginisadhana GSS21) and the 
Vidyddhari Method Meditation {Vidyddharikramabhdvand GSS22). Here, 
the yogin visualizes himself as a red goddess with her foot raised up 
(urdhvapdda-). She is described in one text as the "garland (mala-) Vidya
dhari Vajrayogini" after the flower garland that he sees balancing on the tip 
of her left hand in the form of a noose. In the palm of the same hand rests 
the skull bowl from which she drinks, fixing her gaze upon it as she does 
so. In her right hand she holds a vajra (and not the chopper otherwise asso
ciated with Vajrayogini forms). There is no skull staff, and the vidyadhari 
is completely naked, being void of all ornaments. She is seen with the bril
liant (fiery) form of destruction at the end of the aeon.146 

The Vajrayogini root mantra appears in only one text (GSS22) and is 
based on the tripartite mantra of Vajrayogini, although the number and 
sequence of the mantra deities seem confused.147 
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Flying Vidyadhari VajrayoginI 

The second vidyadhari in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld is a flying form 
of Vajrayogini, with four three-eyed faces of different colors. She is 
described in the Propitiation Ritual(ArddhanavidhiGSS23) within a med
itation rite (bhdvandvidhih). The text directs the meditator to see her with 
left leg in the raised-foot (urdhvapddah) position, and the other "raised 
sideways" (so that both feet are in the air), her right foot positioned just 
below her right hand brandishing its red five-pointed vajra. As usual, she 
has her gaze fixed on the gleaming skull bowl that she holds in her left 
hand, but there is no mention of a flower garland in the form of a noose. 
Instead, the vidyadhari is ornamented by blossoming red ndgakesa flowers 
(Mesua roxburghii). She seems to be even more erotic than the last. Her 
nature is feminine power (saktih) and innate bliss (sahajdnanda-); her red, 
naked body is fresh and tender, her hair hangs loose, and she is visualized 
laughing a little with her body horripilating.'5 3 Her mantra is a variant of 
Vajrayoginl's tripartite mantra.154 

Fig. 20. Flying Vidyadhari 
Vajrayogini. 
Drawn according to the 
Sanskrit text by 
Dharmacari Aloka. 
Cf. plate p. 

om sarvabuddhaddkiniye 
vajravarnaniye vajravairo-
caniye hum hum hum 
phat phat phat ca svdhd. 

Both vidyadhari forms of VajrayoginI (as well GuhyavajravilasinI, GSS10) 
inhabit a beautiful, mountainous setting. This is most fully described in the 
Arddhanavidhi (GSS23), which begins with a short hagiographical sketch 
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of the mountain-dwelling adept, Sahara. The text describes how Sahara had 
been granted a sadhana by Lokes'vara (the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara) that 
was guaranteed to bring about a vision of Vajrayogini within six months. 
After this time, however, Sahara had still had no vision, and despite redou
bling his efforts and practicing assiduously for twelve years, he failed to see 
her "even in a dream." He became disheartened and was about to lose faith 
in the buddhas and give up completely when the goddess finally appeared 
to him amid the mountainous peaks:155 

Then, in a flash, there was suddenly a direct vision of the god
dess adorned with color, arms, and so on to be described below. 
*[She appeared] between (madhye) the surpassingly captivating, 
most lovely mountains [called] Manobhanga (Destruction of the 
[Defiled]Mind) and Cittavis'rdma (Heart's Repose/Resting-place of 
the Mind) ; [these] had five peaks of different colors, and were 
adorned with gardens in which ndgakesara flowers were bloom
ing in colorful pools. 

*or: [She appeared] in the midst of the surpassingly captivating most 
lovely mountains where the mind comes to rest because of the destruc
tion of the defiled mind. 

It is not clear from this portion of text whether the yogin is to visualize a 
pair of mountains named Manobhanga and Cittavis'rama, or whether the 
description is to be understood adjectivally as the mountain(s) "where the 
mind comes to rest (cittavis'rdma) because of the destruction of the 
[defiled]156 mind (manobhanga)." Of the three other references to the moun
tains in the Arddhanavidhi (GSS23), only one states unambiguously that 
there is indeed "a pair of mountains" (parvatadvaya-), but here there is no 
mention of the names Manobhanga and Cittavisrama.'57 The mountains are 
mentioned also in a few other sources. The Guhyavajravildsinisddhana 
V<oi5io) seems to name them as a pair (though with a possible ambiguity, 
n - 169), and they are also described in the dual in the *Siddha-Amndya 
(except for one occurrence in the singular), where they are located in the 
external world, in Daksinapatha.'58 

Manobhanga is also mentioned in the sadhana of Vajradakini Vajravarahi 
(GSS16), which claims the legendary authority of the Laksdbhidhanatantra: 
On Mount Manobhanga, which is the most essential [place] on earth, on 
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this peak [or: within this dwelling] (tasmin kicte), in a pavilion (-mandape) 
that is the sole resting place of the mind (cittavis'rdma-) for the great-
minded, [is] the terrible...leader Vajravarahi."1" Although the verse does 
not mention the second mountain, Cittavisrama, it suggests that on the 
mountain peak (kutam) there is also a pavilion (mandapah/m) that is the 
"resting place of the mind" (cittavisrama-). A similar kind of beautiful 
dwelling is also the abode of Vidyadhari Vajrayogini (GSS2i), who is to be 
seen "entering a jewel dwelling (kuta-) (i.e., hut) made of masses of [red 
flowers]—Mandarava, As'oka, and Red Coral."160 In all these texts, there is 
a slight ambiguity as to whether kuta means a "peak" (kutam) or a 
"dwelling" (kutah)—a problem that a second scribe attempts to clarify in 
GSS21 by inserting the gloss, "hut" (grham). The same verdant mountain
ous setting, with its fragrant, flower-strewn abode, is also found in the 
Guhyavajravildsinisddhana. This sadhana describes how the yogic partners 
are to meet in a beautiful glade or garden that is full of jewels and red flow
ers and resonant of love (below with n. 179). Both this sadhana and the 
*Siddha-Amndya associate this magical setting with the adept Sahara. Indeed 
the mountain(s) and the delightful dwelling become Sahara's abode, the 
place where he teaches the practice and the place in which a yogin may 
realize Vajrayogini through sexual yoga practice with his consort. 

Vajravildsini Vajravarahi 

Vajravilasini is a peaceful, compassionate form of Vajravarahi. Her name 
Vilasinl suggests "amorous playfulness" and "wanton charm," and she is 
striking for her loving nature and the atmosphere of heightened sexuality 
that pervades her practice. The chief source in the Guhyasamayasddhana-
mdld is the Praise of Vajravildsini by Vibhuticandra (Vajravildsinistotra 
GSS43), although she also appears, with a rather different iconographical 
form, as "Secret Vajravilasini" in the highly erotic Guhyavajravildsini
sddhana by Sahara (GSS10). There is a small class of goddesses, the ten 
vajra-vildsinis, who act as the agents of the consecration in the Abhisamaya-
mahjari (GSS5 K22V1), and perhaps Vajravilasini arose as a generic form of 
this vildsini type. Vajravilasini is also hailed within verses of obeisance in 
the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5 Sed p. 125, K14V3) and in two stotras to 
Trikayavajrayogini by Virupa (GSS26 and GSS27). 1 6 1 
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Fig. 21. Vajravilasini. 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka. 

In Vibhuticandra's praise verses, Vajravilasini is evidently a manifestation 
of Vajravarahi: "O Vajravarahi, you are the refuge of men, nagas (=ahih), 
and gods, [merely] when they are intent on your name!"162 She is in embrace 
with her consort. The verses describe her engaged in lovemaking with 
Cakrasamvara, her eyes almost closed in the bliss of passion: "[You] whose 
lotus-like mouth is kissed by the honey-drinking [bee] who is Samvara, 
whose lotus heart is embraced by his two arms."163 

Vajravilasini holds the usual attributes of Vajravarahi, the skull bowl and 
vajra, but she disdains all other kdpdlika accoutrements. She is adorned 
only with swinging earrings and a pearl necklace. Apart from the threaten
ing gesture with which she holds the vajra, there is nothing wrathful about 
her, and she is addressed as one whose three eyes are red like the early sun, 
intent on removing the suffering of the world—to whom the supplicant 
appeals: "O mother, goddess, look upon me! How can you bear my unbear
able grief?"164 Indeed, through the power of her compassion she is reminis
cent of Avalokitesvara and Tara, saving her devotees from the (eight) terrible 
dangers:'65 

Danger from lions, elephants, fire, snakes, and thieves does not 
come near to one whose mind is intent on you! 

Vajravilasini's character is also intensely sensual, and Vibhuticandra invokes 
many classical references in praise of her beauty, such as the three folds of 
flesh on her belly (trivalih, v.4), her lofty buttocks, and her firm breasts. 
Saiva imagery intensifies the mood of love, as Vibhuticandra hints at the 
amours of Siva, whose wife is "unable to bear the moon on his headdress" 
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[because of her jealous love]. Such references identify VajravilasinI as the 
Buddhist counterpart of Siva's consort in her amorous aspect.'66 

Figure 21 shows VajravilasinI as the (self-visualized) main deity with her 
two-armed consort. The praise verses do not indicate directly whether she 
is seated or standing, but we depict a seated figure because of her similar
ity with Guhyavajravilasini, and also depict her as the main deity, that is, 
with the female form drawn facing the viewer (cf. fig. 6). 

Guhyavajravilasini 

Another highly erotic form of VajravilasinI appears in the Secret VajravilasinI 
Sadhana, the Guhyavajravildsinisddhanaby Sahara (GSS10); a verse-by-verse 
summary is given in the appendix. Although the text refers to her mainly as 
VajravilasinI, I shall use the name Guhyavajravilasani (Secret VajravilasinI) 
after the title of the sadhana and after its opening salutation, in order to dis
tinguish her from the goddess VajravilasinI described previously.167 

The practice of Guhyavajravilasini is related to that of Vidyadhari Vajra
yoginI in a number of ways. The teacher for both is the mountain-dwelling 
adept, Sahara (presumably a member of the wild mountain s'abara tribe):168 

I, Sahara, the [ignorant] mountain-dweller who has no learn
ing at all 
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shall speak a few words (lit., syllables) through the power of 
Lokanatha. 

Both practices are also located in the mountainous setting of Manovibhahga 
and Cittavisrama, here named as the place where Sahara first learned the 
sadhana of GuhyavajravilasinI from his teacher.169 

(v. 4) Having set foot on Manobhanga [and] on the delightful 
mountain [called] Cittavis'rama, abundant with all sorts of jew
els, fragrant with the odor of musk deer, 
(v. 5) in that very lovely place where highly fragrant flowers grow 
(-ds'raye), where the beautiful (sundara-?) mango trees glisten 
[and] the cuckoos coo low, 
(v. 6) in a glade massed full of red [-flowering] as'oka trees, on the 
lunar day of the "Asoka-eighth,"170 this [goddess] Vilasini was 
taught me by the teacher named Karuna. 

Sahara's association with the practice is also attested in the *Siddha-Amndya 
within a hagiography of the tan trie scholar Advayavajra (apparently an ema
nation of Nagarjuna). In this text, we find several themes familiar from the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld texts. Advayavajra (at this point bearing the 
ordained name Maitrlgupta) is prompted by a voice in a dream to leave his 
monastery and to set out, first for Khasarpana, and then for Manobhanga 
and Cittavis'rama in Daksinapatha—the place where he will find the adept 
who will be his preceptor, Sabares'vara. The monk has some trouble locat
ing the mountains, and it is only after a period of Tara worship and the 
intervention of Tara herself that he leaves Udra (Oddiyana) and travels for 
fifteen days to the northwest, reaching the (two) mountains the following 
day.171 Despite making mandalas daily on the mountain (only a single 
mountain is mentioned) and fasting for ten days in meditation upon a rock, 
he fails to achieve a vision of Vajrayogini, managing only to see her in a 
dream. In despair on the tenth day, he is about to cut off his own head when 
Sabara appears before him, consecrates him, and gives him the new name, 
Advayavajra.172 Advayavajra's practice of Vajrayogini is not immediately 
successful. His preceptor orders him to demonstrate how all appearances— 
even the Buddhist precept of nonviolence—are illusory (prdndtipdtamdyd) 
by chopping off the head of his companion, Sagara, and then restoring it. 
Advayavajra has no problem with the first half of the task, but fails dismally 
m the second. Perhaps as a measure of his disappointment in his pupil, 
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Sabara immediately orders Advayavajra to return to his teaching post at the 
university; but Advayavajra, who is now rather unconfident about his cre
dentials, demurs. Sabara, however, reassures him, declaring that the prac
tice of Vajrayogini will always bear fruit in the end. 

A tale with some similarities is recounted by Taranatha in his History 
(pp. 191-95), perhaps suggesting that this story is an adaptation of the 
mythology that surrounds Avalokitesvara. Taranatha's account describes 
the journey of the layman Santivarman, a contemporary of the pretantric 
Dignaga. In response to a dream, the king sends the upasaka to seek the res
idence of Avalokitesvara on Potala mountain, and to request his aid in coun
teracting famine and epidemic in Jambudvipa. Santivarman first reaches the 
temple of s'ri-Dhanyakataka on the island of *Dhanasri, after which he trav
els first underground and then above ground to reach Potala. After even
tually meeting the bodhisattva, Santivarman returns by himself, and while 
he is resting on the way, Avalokitesvara joins him, coming "through the sky" 
to the place that henceforth becomes known as *Khasarpana ("Sky-going"). 
Later, Santivarman makes two further visits to Potala, one of them at the 
behest of monks at Varanasi to solve a textual problem in their scriptures. 

Santivarman's and Advayavajra's stories share several features. Both 
undertake their journeys as a result of a dream, and both journeys are to 
mountainous regions accessible only through magical means. Both travel
ers fail at first to find the mountain and must engage in a period of medi
tation before meeting the deity/adept, but both finally receive a "direct 
vision" on the mountain. Both travelers pass through s'ri-Dhanyakataka 
and Khasarpana, and finally, both are concerned to further the academic 
understanding of the scriptures. The earlier story may have come to inform 
the Advayavajra legend through the association of Sabara with Avalokites'-
vara. Sahara's chosen deity (istadevata) is the eleven-headed, thousand-
armed form of Avalokitesvara called Mahakarunika {Blue Annals p. 1044; 
Dowman 1985: 62). In the Guhyavajravildsinisddhana (GSS10), Sabara is 
taught by his teacher Karuna to visualize himself as Padmanartes'vara, a 
form of the bodhisattva Lokes'vara/Lokanatha (Avalokitesvara), while the 
Arddhanavidhi (GSS23) is said to have to be taught by Lokesvara in Sahara's 
form.173 Sahara's iconography also echoes that of the bodhisattva Avaloki
tesvara. He wears a deerskin, carries a bow and arrow, and resides on a 
mountain. Both fulfill their vow by remaining forever in the world for the 
sake of sentient beings. 

In addition to her shared lineage and location, GuhyavajravilasinI bears 
iconographical resemblances to Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, as well as to 
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Vajravilasini. The first descriptions appear in the preparations to the 
sadhana, in which the partners are directed to wash and adorn themselves 
and, after making love, position themselves in the posture of the deities 
ready for the preliminary meditations and the self-generation (these elabo
rate prescriptions are summarized in the appendix). After evoking the deities 
through a series of awakenings consonant with practice of sexual yoga 
(K47VI ff, w. 38-45), the yogin is ready to visualize his consort as Guhya
vajravilasinI. He sees her as bright red, or perhaps yellow, in color, "clad 
[only] in her own loveliness." She is thus naked, without any ornament 
except the pearl necklace, an asoka flower behind her ear, and an added 
streak of red lac across her forehead.'74 In her right hand she holds aloft a 
vajra chopper in a graceful arc; in her left she holds a noose. She is dizzy 
with the intoxication of love (lold-), and her girdle swings to and fro with 
the movements of her love-play (lildndolitamekhald-). She is visualized mak
ing love to her consort in the following posture: "[seated] with her sex 
placed on the elevation of Padmanarta's "banner" (i.e., penis), in the squat
ting (utkuta) posture,175 giving seductive smiles with flirtatious glances... 
lovely with [her] flowing sex because of the touches of [his] throbbing 
penis. 1 / 6 

The yogin, her consort, does not visualize himself as Cakrasamvara but 
as Padmanarta; that is, as Padmanartes'vara, "Lord of the Dance (nartah)'m 
the Lotus [Family]," the esoteric reflex of Avalokitesvara. His self-
visualization (K48r4, w. 54-63) is given in terms as erotic and explicit as 
that of the goddess. Padmanartesvara is said to embody the beauties of a six
teen-year-old youth; he is a vibrant red and, like his consort, is adorned 
only with an asoka flower behind the ear, a streak (of gold) across his fore
head (K48r6, v. 56c), and a dangling pearl necklace. His attributes are a 
yellow lotus in the left hand and a vajra in the right. His eyes are half closed 
in ecstatic pleasure, as he reclines slightly on his back, his lower left leg 
somewhat contracted, and his right leg stretched out with his consort placed 
between them.177 He visualizes himself "causing Vilasini to dance with his 
penis (guhyavajrena), which is very much in evidence."178 And he embraces 
her again and again, murmuring (kiijita) with pleasure, intensely passion
ate, and entirely absorbed in the "innate" (sahaja-) bliss. 

The deities are shown in figure 22, in which we attempt to depict this 
anatomically challenging pose. We follow the conventions of the Mongo
lian icons in seating the deities upon a lotus, although none is prescribed 
in our text. Since the yogin is to place himself upon a "comfortable seat" 
(K472: sukhdsanasamdsina-), we show them seated upon a deerskin (cf. 
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IWS/T 88, LC 598). According to the text, the practice and the self-
visualization take place "on a mountain or some such place, in a cave, in a 
place [full] of fragrant flowers, in a deserted dwelling, or if one wishes, in 
a garden or an empty wood."179 

The Guhyavajravildsinisddhana is unusual in the Guhyasamayasddhana-
mdld collection in that the sadhaka visualizes himself as the male deity. But 
Vajravilasini is evidently the central deity. She is the first to be described 
as a result of the generation from the consort's sex/dharmodaya, and the 
mantra concealed within the extraction of the mantra (mantroddharah) 
belongs to her and not to the god. The female consort is also given a degree 
of independence from her partner in the worship that follows the conse
cration (K49ri-49V2, w. 68-79). F° r example, each partner worships the 
other's body with offerings of flowers, fruit, and incense (K4 9r4), gives 
the other betel nut, and recites loving verses, exchanging "sweet noth
ings."180 Furthermore, after the erotic rituals have been performed, the text 
describes how the female consort may perform the practice upon the male 
partner (K51V3, w. 119-20). The sadhana's prescriptions for the behavior 
of the consort even continue in a section that covers the contingency of 
no consort being available, when the text describes a method of mastur
bation for each partner separately, combined with the visualization of the 
full sexual act.181 

Sanderson (1999: personal communication) has pointed out that the 
iconographic and man trie form of GuhyavajravilasinI is close to that of the 
Saiva goddess of the Srividya cult, Lalita ("Playful")-Tripurasundari ("Beau
tiful Goddess of the Three Worlds"). Tripurasundari (also called Kames'-
vari, "Lady of Love") is depicted in the main scripture of the cult as red, 
with red garments, garlanded with red flowers, one-faced and four-armed, 
carrying a noose, hook, a bow and five arrows (the five arrows of the love 
god), and seated above lower gods on the body of white Sadas'iva.182 Guhya
vajravilasinI is similar to the Saiva goddess in that she holds a noose, and 
like her, is red in color, of unparalleled beauty, and seductive by nature. 
Their names too are similar, as Tripurasundari's alternative appellation is 
"Lalita," which like "Vilasini" is suggestive of the sport of love. Most telling 
of Tripurasundari's influence, however, is Guhyavajravilasini's mantra sup
plied in the mantra extraction {mantroddharah, GSS10 K52r4, w. 129-32). 
This reveals a distinctive five-syllabled mantra (em hlim rim rum blim), the 
syllables of which are a caique upon the five "arrow" syllables of the Saiva 
goddess, as taught in the Vdmakes'varimata (Sanderson ibid.).m 

The male consorts in the two traditions are also similar in that both are 
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"lords of love," masters, or gods (is'vara-) of sexual pleasure (kdmah, suratah). 
Tripurasundarl perches upon Kames'vara's left thigh, while Vajravilasini 
makes love with Padmanartesvara: "The practitioner is to visualize himself 
in this way as Padmanartesvara, the lord of sexual pleasure, as though he 
were great bliss itself made manifest."184 As a form of Avalokitesvara, Padma-
nartes'vara's connection with the compassionate Vajravilasini goddesses 
seems particularly appropriate, and this is borne out on the mythical level 
by Sahara's association with the practice, discussed earlier. In drawing upon 
the form of Padmanartesvara in this way, Sanderson has suggested that 
the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld sadhana may be using material from the 
lesser-known parts of the Buddhist tradition in order to accommodate new 
Saiva-based elements within the Buddhist tradition. The name "Padmanar
tesvara" itself is, of course, immediately reminiscent of Siva as "Lord of the 
Dance," Nataraja.185 

The soteriological goal of the practice is mahamudra. This is described 
here as one of the magical powers (siddhis) attainable by realizing Guhya-
ajravilasinl: "Having obtained [the siddhis of] subjugation and bringing 
near, paralyzing, slaying, and driving forth, the eye ointment [for invisibil
ity], the preparation of the pill (gudikdsiddhih), and many others, (v. 9) and 
[also] the state of mahamudra, I verbally entreated [Vajravilasini with the 
following words]: 'When a practitioner visualizes you according to this 
method, may you grant him the fruit of that [practice]!'"186 

In the frame verses at the end of the sadhana, the sadhaka is assured that 
all female beings, celestial and human, will become his servants, and that 
after twelve years of constant practice, he will progress to mahamudra and 
become a siddha. In a similar vein, another mahamudra text ends with the 
guarantee that "he will wander about surrounded by women, like a lord of 
elephants [in rut] surrounded by bees."187 According to the methodology of 
mahamudra, women are necessary to the sadhaka because they are his chief 
soteriological tool. In the words of the guru at the time of initiation, "She 
is an excellent ship that serves to cross over the water of the ocean of pas
sion."188 Just as a great herbal medicine that is delicious to the taste strikes 
down an illness, so the "bliss of wisdom and means" (the union of female and 
male) "easily destroys the defilements."189 To this end, no effort is eschewed 
that will heighten sensual experience. Physical beauty, fragrance, and sweet 
words are all employed. As the practices are enjoined at night (four times a 
month on the two fourteenth-nights and eighth-nights, K 4 4 V 6 , v. 2 6 ) , the 
y°gin is instructed to use a lamp so that everything is illuminated, particu-
!arly the details of the body.190 The violent passion that accompanies sexual 
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rapture in classical Indian eroticology is put aside, and the couple are advised 
not to wound each other with their nails, lest they regret it later.19' 

Although the practitioners do everything possible to enhance the sexual 
impulse, it is within a controlled context. The yogin is to make love to his 
consort, "only for as long as his mind is not stirred up."192 An indirect com
ment on his skill in this respect is found in the visualization of the couple's 
consecration, which is granted at the hands of celestial beings including the 
two famous apsarases, Rambha and Tilottama. These nymphs often appear 
in Puranic myths in order to distract advanced sages from their development 
of tapas when it is set to become a threat to the power of the gods. Their 
involvment in the consecration of a Buddhist yogin is a telling inversion of 
the Indian classical tradition. Its object is to prove that the sadhaka is able to 
manipulate the nymphs for his own ends rather than the other way around, 
and thus to demonstrate that his sexual love is under his command.'93 

The yogin's control over his mundane sexuality is achieved by one-
pointed concentration upon the goal of his practice, sahaja bliss: "The mind 
is fickle because of excessive movement; because it is motionless (nis'cdlandt) 
[it becomes] the means (mukham) of enlightenment. His mind set on [the 
bliss of] sahaja (sahajdsaktacetasah), he should make the goddess tremble in 
sexual play."194 In the Hevajra system followed by our author, sahaja bliss 
is understood to be the final stage in a series of four "blisses" or "joys" 
(dnandas). Each bliss arises at a particular "moment" (ksanah), the final, 
highest bliss occurring at the moment said to be free of both passion and 
nonpassion (HT2.3.8: vilaksanam).in The ultimate, sahajabliss is described 
here as that final moment of intensity when he "excites the goddess," but 
retains his own semen:196 

(v. 90) The god and goddess should perform [the sexual move
ments of] churning and swinging (manthdndndolanam)"7 accord
ing to their own mudra (svamudrd). But one should realize that 
sahaja bliss has arisen in the moment of vilaksana. (v. 91) With 
his penis he should excite the goddess, and he should not emit 
his semen. If he emits his semen, how can there be great bliss? 
(v. 92) He should churn the ocean of the vagina through his 
desire for the ambrosia of sahaja, but in such a way that the poi
son (kdlakutam) of passionlessness does not arise. 

In these verses, the classical metaphor of "churning the ocean" is cleverly 
employed to place especial emphasis on the importance of passion. 
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Whereas the devas and asuras churned the ocean of milk to produce both 
the nectar of immortality and mortal poison (kalakutam), in contrast, the 
churning of sexual yoga should avoid the poison (passionlessness) and pro
duce only nectar {sahaja bliss). In an inversion of traditional Buddhist val
ues, tantric sexual yoga is based on the premise that there can be "no greater 
sin than passionlessness": "In short, there is no place for passionlessness in 
a buddha."198 

The erotic practices of the Guhyavajravildsinisddhana describe the process 
whereby sahaja bliss is transmuted into the soteriological goal of maha
mudra. The necessary basis of the yogin's erotic experience—as of all his 
experience—must be that of emptiness. This is a subject treated only cur
sorily here, however.1''9 Instead, the recurring metaphor is of fusion and its 
power to induce the experience of nonduality. Thus, during the first of the 
"nine kinds of sexual play" {navapuspiw. 80-92), the yogin-deity is said to 
"penetrate the body of his lover from head to toe."200 Once a classical love 
simile, the fusion referred to in this context is repeatedly shown to extend 
beyond the lovers' bodies to the macrocosm. The rays from the copulating 
goddess, or from her mantra, are of such intensity that they melt the three 
worlds into a single essence of blood, in the center of which the divine cou
ple is visualized making love.201 

The sexual fusion is related to the yogic fusion of winds and drops. For 
example, during the "pendulum recitation" {doldjdpah, K50V5, w. 102—09) 
the couple is in union, each imagining the five blazing syllables of Vilasini's 
mantra circulating through their bodies. The syllables start on the sex of the 
female consort (vidyd), enter the male via his penis, exit through his nos
tril, enter the vidyd via her nostril, and again pass into her sex. The mantra 
is recited up to five hundred times as it revolves through their united bod
ies, resulting in the fusion of ndda and drop (binduh) within the internal 
bodily channels. This is followed by a repeated "mutual sucking" of the 
male and female sex.202 At the end of the pendulum recitation, the practioner 
imagines the "fusion of their identities" {dtmamelakah, K5ir3, w. 110-14), 
and the three worlds are visualized whirling around like a wheel in the liq
uid form of purified gold "blazing with the flavor of sameness," and cut
ting off the defilements of the world down to the most subtle.203 Only then 
does it become extinguished and dissolve like a rainbow into the ocean of 
space, upon which space itself dissoves into sahaja, "the ocean of awaken-
mg that brings great success."204 The text describing the yogic rituals ends 
with a Madhyamaka-type analysis of emptiness, in which reality is com
pared to dream experience because of its dependence upon causes (KJIVI, 
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w. 115-18). The experience of fusion, it suggests, is the correlative of the wis
dom of sameness: for the yogin who is concentrated on this fact [of non-
duality], and "steady in his continual practice of going to sameness," will 
become a siddha and have the great power of mahamudra.205 

Trikayavajrayogini (Chinnamasta) 

The last manifestation of Vajrayogini to be discussed here is Trikaya
vajrayogini, "triple-bodied Vajrayogini." She is also known as Chinnamasta, 
or Chinnamunda—"She Whose Head Is Severed"—because she is visual
ized holding her own severed head in her hand. In our texts, however, the 
emphasis is not so much upon her severed head as upon her threefold 
nature, that is, Vajrayogini who manifests as three: the central deity plus 
two attendants named after the components of the tripartitite Vajrayogini 
mantra, Vajravairocani (right) and Vajravarnani (left); the central figure as 
a single deity is known as SarvabuddhadakinI (GSS27) or Sribuddhadakinl 
(GSS24). Following Virupa's nomenclatute, I shall therefore refer to this 
triple-bodied manifestation of Vajrayogini as Trikayavajrayogini rather than 
Chinnamasta.206 (See fig. 23 and plate 9.) 
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The Guhyasamayasadhanamdld contains a number of texts that describe 
Trikayavajrayogini. These fall into two groups: 

1. The first group (I) comprises the Laksmisddhana (GSS24), perhaps by 
LaksmI (see the appendix), the Sadhana of Triple-Bodied Vajrayogini 
(Trikayavajrayoginisddhana GSS25), and two praise works {stotras 
GSS26 and GSS27) by Laksml's pupil, Virupa. This group also 
includes two other texts that are closely related to Virupa's sadhana, 
the Vajrayoginisddhana (GSS20=SM232)207 and a portion of the 
Abhisamayamahjari (GSS5 Sed p. 151, rO^rj). 

2. The second group (II) is centered on a text also called the Vajrayogini
sddhana, which appears in three nearly identical versions (GSSo,= 
GSS3<>=SM234). Here the iconographical material is so scant that its 
relationship with Trikayavajrayogini is chiefly indicated by the form 
and arrangment of the offering mantras. 

Table 6. 
Trikayavajrayogini texts in Guhyasamayasadhanamala and Sadhanamala 
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The second group of texts prescribes the generation of the deity at the heart 
upon a multicolored lotus but, as in the first group, within a vibrantly red 
dharmodayd and as a transformation of hrim. There are significant differ
ences between the two sets of sources in the way the central form of Vajra
yogini is then to be visualized. In group I, the texts are economical and 
focus their attention mainly on her stance. She is described as yellow in 
color and naked. Whether she should be seen with bone ornaments is there
fore ambiguous; the (slightly different) text of GSS24 does prescribe them 
(which we follow in figure 23). Her legs are in the warrior (dlidhah) stance 
(GSS24), which Virupa's text does not name but describes, "with her right 
leg stretched out, and the left foot contracted" (GSS25, cf. GSS20, GSS5); 
in his stotras, however, he states that she is in the reverse warrior 
(pratydlidhah) stance. Most strikingly, the goddess is visualized holding "her 
own head, chopped off with her own knife by herself." The left arm hold
ing the head is stretched up to her left, while her right arm holding the 
chopper points down diagonally in line with her outstretched right leg. 
From the goddess's decapitated torso, three streams of blood are seen gush
ing up into the air. The first spurts out of the central bodily channel, 
avadhuti, and flows directly into the mouth of the severed head in her out
stretched hand. Blood from the channel on the left (laland) and the chan
nel on the right (rasand) also streams out and enters the mouths of the two 
yoginis at her sides.208 

The attendent yoginis are named as Vajravarnani to the left side of the 
central figure and Vajravairocani to the right. Vajravarnani is a dark color, 
probably blue (GSS25 etc.: sydmdvarndm), or red (GSS24: raktavarnam), 
and VajravairocanI is yellow. Each steps toward the central goddess, so that 
Vajravarnani to the left stands in the pratyalidha stance, and VajravairocanI 
to the right stands in the alidha stance. Their attributes are the classic skull 
bowl and chopper of Vajrayogini, which they hold so that the chopper is 
on the outside, while the skull bowl is on the inside closest to the central 
figure. The attendant goddesses form mirror images of each other; they are 
naked with loose hair, and "between them, in space," the yogin is to visu
alize "a very terrifying cremation ground" (since the text is truncated, in fig
ure 23 we depict them wearing the bone ornaments, despite no prescriptions 
for this).209 A l l three deities are depicted in the IWS, according to the Rin 
'byung brgya rtsa, in which Vajravarnani is said to be green.210 

In the second group of sources (GSS9»SM234«=GSS3o), there is no men
tion at all of a severed head or of any other distinguishing feature. The fact 
that the goddess is a form of Trikayavajrayogini can only be inferred from 
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the presence of the two attendant goddesses by her side and by the mantras 
that follow. Her generation is described, however, beginning at the heart 
from a multicolored pam that transforms into a multicolored lotus and cul
minating in the goddess Vajrayogini produced from a red hrim and seen 
having the color "dark gold" (kanakasyamdm)—that is, red in color rather 
than yellow.2" 

The ritual component of the practice is a puja. In both groups of sources, 
the worship involves offerings to an external mandala accompanied by an 
unusual sequence of offering mantras. The first sources relate how the yogin 
is to draw a square mandala upon the ground and then generate the god
dess through a sequence that mirrors the awakenings. Thus, a sun disk (a 
circle) is drawn inside the square, and a dharmodayd triangle is drawn on 
top of the circle with the syllable hrim within. The sadhaka may then wor
ship either the seed-syllable or the iconographical form of the goddess, 
which he produces from the seed-syllable "placing [her] down" (dropya) in 
the center of the triangle.212 Having emanated the three goddess inside the 
dharmodayd, he is then to make offerings. 

The offerings proceed with the recitation of offering mantras. These form 
three sets, which are listed almost identically in all our sources, group I and 
group II (see table 7). The mantras for the shorter sadhanas (group II) 
include the color of the goddess to whom the offering is made, as well as 
the vocative mantric element vajrapuspe—"O Vajra Flower!"—suggesting 
that the mantras are to be recited while offering a flower.213 Other works 
prescribe either a fuller worship with traditional offerings or just with guest 
water.214 Our sources also state where on the mandala the offering is to be 
made; that is, to the central goddess, or to the yogini on her left and right, 
so that in the course of the worship, all three goddesses are honored. (The 
allocations in group II, however, seem problematic.213) The worship ends 
with the final recitation of the japa ("utterance") mantra, which is the tri
partite root mantra of Vajrayogini.2'6 

The object of the first set of mantras is to worship the triple nature of 
Trikayavajrayogini. The set opens with the tripartite japa mantra, which 
praises Trikayavajrayogini as three deities in one. Individual offerings are 
then made to her in her three aspects, namely, to the central deity as Sarva
buddhadakini, to the dark lefthand deity Varnani, and to the yellow right-
hand deity Vairocani. Having recited all three sets of offering mantras, 
the yogin may then make a final offering to Trikayavajrayogini (in GSS25 
and in group II), which seems to be another all-embracing mantra to her 
as three-in-one. In this worship, the goddesses are externalizations of the 
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Table 7. Trikayavajrayogini offering mantras 

Offering Mantras Offering Mantras 
Group F Group IF' 

In the center of the dharmodayd: In the center: om sarvabuddhaddkiniye 
japa mantra"1 vajrapuspe svdhd 

Center: om sarvabuddhaddkiniye hum (phat) In front: om (sarva?)buddhaddkiniyellow-
svdhd colored vajrapuspe svdhd 

On the left: om vajravarnaniye hum (phat) tOn the right/southf: om vajravarnani 
svdhd dark-colored vajrapuspe svdhd 

On the right: om vajravairocaniye hum tBehind/westt: om vajravairocani white-
(phat) svdhd colored vajrapuspe svdhd 

Set [Center] om oddiyana vajrapuspe hum svdha om dharmakayavajrapuspe svahd 

[Left] om purnagiri vajrapuspe hum svdhd om sambhogakdyavajrapuspe svdhd 

[Right] om kdmdkhya vajrapuspe hum svdhd om nirmdnakdyavajrapuspe svdhd 

Again in the center: om sirihatta vajrapuspe 
hum svdhd 

In the center: om mahdsukhavajrapuspe svdhd 

set [Center] om dharmakaya vajrapuspe hum om oddiyanavajrapuspe svdhd 
svdhd 

[Left] om sambhogakaya vajrapuspe hum 
svdhd 

om purnagirivajrapuspe svdhd 

[Right] om nirmdnakdya vajrapuspe hum 
svdhd 

om kamarupavajrapuspe svdhd 

Again in the center: om mahdsukhakdya 
vajrapuspe hum svdhd 

In the center: om srihattavajrapuspe svdhd 

(GSS25 only) Again in the center: om namah 
sarvagurubuddhabodhisattvebhyo vajrapuspe 
hiim svdhd 

Again in the center: om namah sarvabuddha-
bodhisattvavajrapuspe svdhd 

\]apa mantra]: om namah sarvabuddhadakini 
om namah sarvavajravarnani om namah 
hrim sarvavairocani hiim hum hum phat phat 
phat svdhd 

\Japa mantra]: om sarvabuddhaddkiniye om 
vajravarnaniye om vajravairocaniye hiim hiim 
hiim phat phat phat svdhd 

file:///Japa
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N O T E S T O T A B L E 7 

i E.g., GSS25 (K92r3) (my numbering): (1) tatra dharmodaydmadhye "omsarvabuddha
ddkiniye"ityadimantrenaprathamam arcayet. tadanu "omsarvabuddhadakini"hum 
phat svdhd' ity anendrgho deyah, vdme "om vajravarnaniye hum phat svdhd"daksine 
"om vajravairocaniye hum phat svdhd" ity arcayet. (2) "om oddiydna vajrapuspe hum 
svdhd," "om purnagiri vajrapuspe hum svdhd," "om kdmdkhya vajrapuspe hum svdhd," 
punar madhye "om sirihatta vajrapuspe hum svdhd. "(3) "om dharmakdya vajrapuspe 
hum svdhd," "om sambhogakaya vajrapuspe bum svdhd," "om nirmdnakdya vajrapuspe 
hum svdhd, "punar madhye "om mahdsukhakdya vajrapuspe hum svdhd. " [Texts 
diverge. GSS25 continues] punar madhye "om namah sarvagurubuddhabodhisattve-
bhyo vajrapuspe hum svdhd. "dhydndt khinno mantramjapet, tatrdyam mantrah, "om 
sarvabuddhaddkiniye svdhd," "om sarvabuddhaddkiniye om vajravarnaniye om vajra
vairocaniye hum hiim hum phat phat phat svdhd." 
• phat] GSS25 only • vdme] GSS25, GSS5; pas'cdd vdmapars've GSS20, tatas tasyaiva 
tadvdmaparsve ca GSS24 • vajrapuspe] GSS25, om. GSS20, GSS24, GSS5 (also in 
the following mantras) • purnagiri] GSS20, GSS5; purnagiri GSS25, GSS24 • 
kdmdkhya] in various mss. it appears as kdmdkhydxnA kdmarilpa • s'irihatta] GSS25, 
GSS20, GSS24; srihatta GSS5 • 
The mantras for the second and third sets of offerings are given in full only in GSS25 
(K92r3). In GSS24 (9OV3), GSS20 (84V6), and GSS5 (K36V6) the mantras are given 
in abbreviated form, e.g., GSS5: om <oddiydm>(mS2^purnagirikdmdkhyds'rihatta 
<dharma>(mS2^sambhoganirmdnamahdsukhakdydkhydridm pratyekam caturthyan-
tam ndma vidarbhya omkdrddisvdhantena pujayitvd piirvavat. This japa mantra 
differs slightly in the different texts for groups I and II. 

ii In group II (GSS9 K4jr.2, GSS30 Kio2r3, SM234 p. 455), the three sets of mantras 
are as follows (my punctuation and numbering): (1) om sarvabuddhaddkiniye vajra
puspe <hum>(SM2i4) svdhd, madhye. agratah om sarvabuddhadakinipitavarna 
vajrapuspe svdhd. daksine om vajravarnani s'ydmavarnd vajrapuspe svdhd. pascime 
om vajravairocani gauravarnd vajrapuspe svdhd. (2) om dharmakayavajrapuspe 
svdhd. om sambhogakdyavajrapuspe svdhd. om nirmdnakdyavajrapuspe svdhd. ma
dhye om mahdsukhavajrapuspe svdhd. (3) om oddiyanavajrapuspe svdhd. om purna
girivajrapuspe svdhd. om kamarupavajrapuspe svdhd. madhye om srihattavajrapuspe 
svdhd. punar madhye om namah sarvabuddhabodhisattvavajrapuspe svdhd. om 
namah sarvabuddhadakini om namah sarvavajravarnani om namah hrim sarva-
vairocani hiim hiim hiim phat phat phat svdhd. 
(1) • °varnani\ GSS30, SM234; "varnana GSS9 • agratah om sarvabuddha0] GSS9; 
agratah om buddha"GSS30, SM234 • vajravarnani] GSS30, SM234; vajravarnana 
GSS9 • om vajravairocani gauravarna\ SM234; gauravarnd om vajravairocani 
GSS9, GSS30 • (3) sarvavairocant] SM234; sarvavairocaniye GSS9, GSS30 

iii This is omitted in GSS24, which begins with the offering mantras to Sarvabuddha
dakini in the center. In GSS25, GSS20, and GSS5 it appears in shorthand with iti 
(sarvabuddhaddkiniye ityadimantrena), which can only refer back to the japa mantra 
given after the visualization in GSS25 and GSS5. In GSS20 the japa mantra is omitted 
after the visualization (it appears instead at the end), and thus there is no referent for 
iti in this sadhana. 
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three central yogic channels or veins in the body, and each represents the 
channel from which she drinks the blood. In the Trikdyavajrayoginistotra 
(GSS27), Vajrayogini is said to be established within each channel in 
turn, and to manifest in each with a particular color 2 1 7 and a particular 
iconography:218 

(v. 2cd) In the central portion of this [dharmodayd-mangle] is the 
syllable hrim, which is described as yellow in color, (v. 3) 
[Trikayavajrayogini] arises from it and is [also] yellow. She is by 
nature (svayam) situated in the avadhiiti, but in laland she is very 
dark, and in rasand she has a white [color]. (v. 4) In the middle 
she is in the pratydlidha stance, naked, and charming in [her] 
yellow [color]. [Thus] the goddess Trikayavajrayogini is estab
lished in the three channels, (v. 5) This [goddess] as a single [god
dess] is called Sarvabuddhadakini. 

Vajrayogini's threefold nature is also extolled in the other Trikdyavajra
yoginistotra (GSS26) in which it becomes the central motif. Thus, she inhab
its sky, earth, and the underworld, and makes the triple world tremble (v. 
4); she is without dissolution or arising but is the agent of both (v. 7). The 
unification of her threefold nature into a single goddess represents the yogic 
goal of great bliss, the result of the conjunction of winds in the central 
channel: "Through the conjuction of laland and rasand, she is avadhiiti, 
great bliss."219 This gives rise to a fourth category, namely, the unified, tran
scendent aspect of the threefold system. For example, Vajrayogini has the 
dot (binduh), the subtle sound (nddah), and the moon segment (kald), (v. 5a) 
and yet she passes beyond them (GSS26 K93VI, v. 6a: bindunddakaldtitd). 
The stotra goes on to identify Vajrayogini with the four moments and blisses 
of the Hevajra system (v. 9cd) and the four bodies of the Buddha (v. 5cd).220 

In the sadhanas, this fourth, transcendent aspect is represented by the uni
lateral mantra offering to the complete mandala, the goddess unified as 
"one-in-three." 

The second set of mantta offerings includes the name of four sites: 
Oddiyana, Purnagiri, Kamakhya (= Kamarupa), and Srihatta (Syllhet in 
modern Bangladesh). This is reminiscent of the body mandala, in which 
the Cakrasamvara/Vajravarahi mandala is understood to comprise twenty-
four sites {pithas) within the three worlds (ch. 3). Of those twenty-four sites, 
however, only Oddiyana appears in the mandala of Trikayavajrayogini; 
indeed, this fourfold set seems to have been unique.221 With the recitation 
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of these offering mantras, the yogin identifies the three goddesses with the 
first three sites, and the central goddess again (presumably as the transcen
dent "fourth") with the fourth site. 

The same procedure is followed for the third set of offering mantras, 
which identify the goddesses with the bodies of the Buddha. Similar cor
relations are seen in the Samvarodayatantra (ch. 4, w. 22cd—27), in which 
the triadic yogic structure is identified with many different external triads, 
including both the triple world and the Buddha's three bodies, and where 
it is said that by realizing the correlation between the outer and inner tri
ads, the yogin attains buddhahood (v. 27cd). 

The goals of the Trikayavajrayogini practice are enumerated chiefly in 
terms of the magical powers (siddhis) accrued. The Lakpnisddhana describes 
the rewards of mantra recitations in the prior service (purvaseva): one lakh 
(one hundred thousand) calms obstructive spirits, two lakhs attract women, 
three lakhs conquer cities, four lakhs attract the king and five lakhs bring 
the practitioner whatever he desires (GSS24 K90v6-9ir, cf. Benard 1994: 
72-74). Liberationist goals are not forgotten, however, and the stotra 
describes the goddess's power of liberating the practitioner "from the bonds 
of the oceans of existence."222 Unusually, liberation is also the stated goal of 
the ball offerings that end the sadhana practices. The bali mantra in the 
Virupa-based Trikayavajrayogini sadhanas (group I) is the only mantra in 
the GSS that states that it is "for enlightenment" (samyaksambodhaye).u> 

The fact that siddhi is not clearly distinguished from liberation in these texts 
is a reflection of Vajrayogini's supramundane status. Siddhi and liberation 
are the same in that both are realized by cleansing the mind of the obscu
rations that give rise to dual appearances. This is demonstrated by the icono-
graphical symbolism of Trikayavajrayoginl's severed head. By chopping off 
her own head and surviving to drink her own blood, the goddess dramati
cally declares that she has transcended the world of dual appearances. 

The motif of self-decapitation runs through other works in the highest 
tantras; indeed, it is not an uncommon theme in Indian mythology in gen
eral.2 2 4 For example, one Tibetan hagiography of Kanhapa/Krsnacarya 
describes how his two pupils, the yoginis Mekhala and Kanakhala, are chal
lenged to cut off their heads in a bid to convert the king. This they happily 
undertake, before dancing headless into space and disappearing into rain
bow light. Taranatha says that their actions started a head-chopping trend 
among dakinis and that as an antidote Vajravarahi herself appeared with a 
severed head among her devotees.225 The princess Laksmlnkara also used the 
device to prove to her father that in becoming the consort of her brother 
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Indrabhuti, she was innocent of an incestous relationship. She chopped off 
her head and walked around the city while white blood flowed from her 
neck, after which the citizens called her Chinnamunda Varahl. 2 2 6 For such 
adepts, the severing of their own heads usually indicates the severing of 
defilements. Thus, Gampopa's final realization comes when he has a dream 
in which his head is cut off and rolls down a hill, symbolizing that his 
"grasping the idea of a self (dtmagrahah) is severed (Benard 1994: 96). 

The *Siddha-Amndya makes the same point, in a rather different fash
ion, when Advayavajra attempts to prove his mastery of appearances by 
temporarily decapitating his friend. He fails because he had not purified his 
mind of conceptualization (*Siddha-Amndya p. 11.26: vikalpasambhiitat-
vdt). Self-decapitation—or the breaking of some other fundamental Bud
dhist precept—therefore represents a moment of crisis. Thus, it is only 
when Advayavajra is about to cut off his head in despair at ever finding his 
guru that Sahara appears (*Siddha-Amndya p. 11.22). Similarly, Naropa's 
guru appears only after he has decided to cut his veins with a razor (Guen-
ther 1963: 36). In the Arddhanavidhi above (GSS23), Sahara's failure leads 
him to doubt the truth of the lord's words, whereupon the goddess finally 
appears and tells him it is his own obscurations that are to blame. When 
Virupa's practice of Vajravarahi was fruitless, he was driven to throwing 
his rosary down the toilet, whereupon Vajravarahi appeared, and set him 
on the path that led him ultimately to enlightenment (Dowman 1985: 
43-52). In these accounts, it is only by reaching a breaking point that the 
yogin breaks through his defilements. By confronting his limitations in that 
crucial moment, he removes his final obscurations and gains access to the 
transcendent realm he has so dearly sought. 

Conclusions 

We have now seen a variety of forms of Vajrayogini and Vajravarahi, all of 
which reflect the kdpdlika and/or s'dkta and yogic concerns of the highest 
Buddhist tantras. It remains to be asked whether we can tell anything of the 
origins and direction of the cult from our survey. Do the various manifes
tations present a dynamic picture of the cult of Vajrayogini in a process of 
evolution and development; or do they instead represent a number of dis
tinct if overlapping sytems, so that it would be more appropriate to talk of 
the Vajrayogini "cults" rather than of a single tradition? 
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The main feature that unifies the many manifestations of Vajrayogini is 
the mantra, which, despite certain variants, revolves around the three epi
thets or mantra-deities, sarvabuddhadakini, vajravarnani, and vajravairo
cani. VajravairocanI is the deity of Vajrayogini's heart mantra, and 
Sarvabuddhadakini and Vajravarnani of her auxiliary heart mantra. The 
three combine in the root mantra: 

om om om 
sarvabuddhaddkiniye vajravarnaniye vajravairocaniye 

hum hum hum phat phat phat svdhd 

None of these mantra deities occurs commonly by itself. In the Trikaya
vajrayogini visualization they are given iconographical form as external 
representations of the three inner channels of the body, but apart from 
this, there is only one other mention of an independent separate goddess 
based on the mantra epithets. This is VajravairocanI, who appears in a 
rather suprising statement in the Abhisamayamanjari in which (having 
just prescribed the visualization of Vajravarahi as a solo deity) the author 
comments, "Furthermore, the goddess VajravairocanI is called Vajra
yogini, and according to the scriptures and the teaching, there are many 
differences in the transmission."227 This seems to reflect the idea that once 
Vajravarahi appears outside her Cakrasamvara-based mandala, she may 
take on a different form (in this instance, that of VajravairocanI) and is 
perceived as a manifestation of the generic deity, Vajrayogini. How, then, 
did this identification between the two goddesses Vajravarahi and Vajra
yogini come about? 

Any attempt to look for the origins of the cult through the textual sources 
on hand can be little more than conjecture. We can, however, see two emer
gent trends at work in the s'dkta cults of the highest Buddhist tantras, and 
these seem to converge within Vajrayogini tradition. One trend is the emer
gence of a Buddhist yoginl (a vajra-yogini) with Vajrayogini herself as the 
generic representative of that group. We have seen this same tendency at 
work in the forms of goddesses who represent particular classes of female, 
as in the attendant goddesses on the four petals, Dakini or Lama, and pos
sibly in the emergence of a single goddess called Vajravilasini. We also 
noticed Vajrayogini appearing as the essentialized form of other female 
deities, such as Ekajata and Buddhadakinl. The other trend is the rise of the 
solitary heroine Vajravarahi. We have seen how Vajravarahi gravitated from 
the outer reaches of Heruka mandalas toward the center, to appear, on 
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occasion, as consort to Hevajra, and then as chief lady in the Cakrasamvara 
system. Finally, as Buddhism absorbed the impact of s'dkta Saivism, Vajra
varahi assumed greater significance still and rose to the position of mandala-
leader within her own all-female mandala. In this context, Vajravarahi 
appropriated the mandala and ritual systems of her former consort, and her 
own cult developed. These two trends converge as Vajravarahi is identified 
with Vajrayogini. The process seems natural enough. As the former con
sort of the deity, Cakrasamvara, Vajravarahi is an outstanding example of 
a vajra-yogini and easily associated with the essentialized form of all vajra-
yoginis, Vajrayogini herself. 

Whatever the factor that drew Vajravarahi into Vajrayoginl's fold, once 
inside, she had a formative influence on the cult. First, she brought several 
different manifestations with her. For example, the dancing ardhaparyanka-
pose form of Vajravarahi with the protruding hog's head may have pre
dated that of Vajravarahi as Cakrasamvara's consort, since she still bears 
her eponymous hog's head, which the consort does not. There also seems 
to be a tradition of the hog-headed forms of Vajravarahi belonging to the 
buddha family of Aksobhya, rather than to the presiding deity of Vajra
varahi in the Cakrasamvara mandala, Vairocana. A Tibetan source states 
that the hog-headed Vajravarahi is presided over by Aksobhya (n. 122); and 
the entirely hog-headed Vajraghona Vajravarahi, a goddess present in the 
mandalas of the Yamari herukas, is also presided over by Aksobhya. As we 
have seen, the Vajraghona form may have been emerging in its own right 
as the popularity of the wider cult grew, and this in itself hints at broader 
trends within the cults of female deity worship in India. Amid their ever-
expanding pantheons, we find another popular hog-headed goddess: Marlci, 
in her many forms. 

The interweaving of the Vajrayogini and Vajravarahi traditions might 
also explain the iconographical difference we noted between the manifes
tations that hold a chopper and those that hold a vajra. In the main, the 
chopper belongs to forms of Vajrayogini, and to the ardhaparyarika-pose 
Vajravarahi. The vajra generally belongs to warrior-stance forms of 
Vajravarahi. The chopper may then be associated with the "older" forms of 
the yogini-type goddess who was later essentialized as Vajrayogini, while the 
vajra may date from Cakrasamvara's embrace of Vajravarahi as his consort. 

The merging of once separate forms may also explain discrepancies 
within the mantras. Not all sadhanas prescribe the tripartite root mantra of 
the Vajrayogini tradition, and there are some exceptional mantras based on 
the mantra deities Vajravarahi, Vajradakini, and Vajrayogini. For example, 
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the mantra deity Vajravarahi is included in the mantra utterance for the 
three forms of Vajravarahi: the Vajraghona forms, the six-armed embrac
ing Vajravarahi, and a warrior-stance Vajravarahi (in GSS2 K11V3). We also 
find the same mantra deities, VajradakinI and Vajrayogini, in mantras relat
ing to the warrior-stance form of Vajrayogini with a chopper, and to both 
the raised-leg-pose goddesses, white Vajrayogini, and red Vajravarahi. It 
seems to be Vajravarahi-as-consort who bequeathed the tripartite root 
mantra to the Vajrayogini tradition. The mantra element Sarvabud
dhadakini appears in the Cakrasamvara texts in the auxiliary heart mantra 
of Vajravarahi (e.g., A D U T ch. 14, p. 288: om sarvabuddhaddkiniye hum 
hum phat svdhd), and the inclusive nature of this epithet sarvabuddhadakini 
("dakini of all the buddhas") is a testimony to Vajravarahi's importance as 
consort to Cakrasamvara and may have been another factor in equating her 
with the generic form of Vajrayogini. The epithet "VajravairocanI" proba
bly arose because in the Cakrasamvara mandala Vajravarahi is assigned to 
the buddha family of Vairocana. I have found no clear directions as to the 
origins of the third epithet, vajravarnani. Although the three mantra epi
thets do not seem to have referred to separate forms of the goddess in the 
first instance, they may have acquired such status over time, as suggested 
by Sakyaraksita's (relatively late) reference above to a solo form of Vajra
varahi called Vajravairocani. The same development seems to have affected 
the epithet sarvabuddhadakini in later traditions. In Indian sources, I have 
not seen an independent goddess called Sarvabuddhadakini attested outside 
the Trikayavajrayogini sadhanas. However, a deity iconographically identi
cal with warrior-stance, chopper-wielding Vajrayogini is referred to, on 
occasion, in Tibetan sources as Sarvabuddhadakini, or Sangs rgyas thams 
cad kyi mkha' 'gro ma (e.g., von Schroeder 1981: plate 111E), although this 
seems rare. In fact, the appellation "Sarvabuddhadakini" may be something 
of a Western usage, perhaps originating in a misreading of the Sddhanamdld 
sadhanas of Trikayavajrayogini.228 

Another feature of the practice of Vajrayogini in India is the tendency 
to associate particular forms of the goddess with charismatic founders of a 
lineage. This seems to have taken hold in Tibet, where there are three main 
transmissions of the goddess. As we have seen, Indrabhuti is associated with 
the transmission of the dancing ardhaparyanka form of Vajravarahi with 
hog's head, Indra-khecari (mKha'spyod); Advayavajra/Maitripa(da) with 
the raised foot (urdhvapddah) form of Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, known in 
Tibet as "Maitrl-khecari"; and finally, Naropa with the classic warrior-
stance form of Vajravarahi, Na-ro-khecarl. 
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Although the transmissions were oral to begin with, we have seen how 
their "textualization" occured very early. In a traditional Buddhist enviro-
ment, this would have little affect on the esoteric nature of the worship and 
the still-primary role of the guru in granting intiation into the practices. 

(This remains true even today. As Lama Jampa Thaye put it [2002: per
sonal communication], "[The practices] remain 'secret' in as much as we 
cannot study or practise them without the requisite initiations and trans
missions—although one may, of course, possess the books." In other quar
ters, with the popular appeal of tantric Buddhism to Westerners and the 
willingness of Tibetan lamas to cater to that, the traditional structures no 
longer hold true. This situation has, of course, provided a rationale or jus
tification for academics, who argue that if such information is to appear in 
the public domain, then it may as well be accurate and subject to the schol
arly methods of the academy.) 

In conclusion, our survey of the Vajrayogini tradition in this chapter has 
revealed the general unity of the cult: Its mantras are relatively stable, and 
most forms of the goddess receive the generic labeling "Vajrayogini." How
ever, it has also indicated the existence of separate currents within the tra
dition, based on its historical roots and the influence of separate teachers. 
The two main streams in the tradition center on the goddesses Vajravarahi 
and Vajrayogini, and it is perhaps unsurprising that some forms in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld have been seen to draw on both these traditions. 
Thus, the raised-foot-pose goddesses manifest as a form of white Vajra
yogini and as a form of red Vajravarahi; the same is true of Vilasini, who 
in one manifestation is related to Vajravarahi and in another to the 
Vidyadhari Vajrayogini; and both traditions are found to merge in the prac
tice of the turtle-stance Vajrayogini. This suggests that such forms are later 
developments in the cult, able to draw upon a mature iconographical stock. 

Is it possible, then, to trace the evolution of the cult from our analysis of 
its contexts? It seems fairly certain that an early stage would be the defini
tion of the solitary heroine (ekavird) within an all-female mandala based on 
the Cakrasamvara system. This may have encouraged the identification of 
Vajravarahi with the generic goddess Vajrayogini and the proliferation of her 
forms in their terrifying and/or erotic aspects. Our analysis of Umapatideva's 
Vajravarahi Sadhana will also shown an increasing cremation-ground ori-
enration within these practices, one of which is taken further still in the 
"skeleton arch" practices (GSS32-34). Here, the tradition seems to draw on 
forms of Vajrayogini that survive in earlier tantric practices, and also from 
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sources that lie outside the main Herukatantra traditions, namely from eso
teric Saivism and perhaps from less influential portions of the Buddhist 
tantras. Finally—or perhaps simultaneously—we see specialist practices 
emerging from within these different streams of the Vajrayogini tradition, 
as in the practices that reject the kdpdlika culture altogether and cultivate the 
erotico-yogic soteriology of mahamudra. 

The impressive number of forms in which Vajrayogini manifests and the 
variety of her practices together reflect the richness and popularity of her 
cult in the land of its birth. According to tradition, of course, such diver
sity simply illustrates the power of the goddess's compassion and her mas
tery of skillful means as she caters to differences in "the character and 
disposition" of beings.22' Seen in this light, and despite all our efforts, any 
study of the goddess could only ever reveal a fraction of her true nature— 
for as the Abhisamayamanjaripoints out, Vajrayogini's manifestations are, 
in reality, infinite:2 3 0 

So one should understand the transmissions of the goddess such 
as these that have come down (dydtd) in the lineage of pupils 
from the teachings of the siddhas to be endless, because of the 
[endless] differences in the dispositions of those to be trained. 
This [work] has described this merely in outline. So (ca) having 
taken up one method among these methods [taught here], one 
should meditate imbued with faith and compassion, unattached, 
following the pledge, [and] free from doubt. One will inevitably 
succeed. 





3. Study of the Vajravarahi Sadhana 

Outline of the Sadhana 

THE Vajravarahi Sadhana by Umapatideva is one of the lengthiest 
sadhanas in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. It comprises nearly eighty 
original Sanskrit verses interspersed with prose portions, much of 

which the author has redacted from elsewhere. The backstay of his work is 
the literature of Cakrasamvara, and it is from this source that Umapatideva 
draws the description of Vajravarahi and her thirty-seven-deity mandala, as 
well as the ritual practices that follow. We will see how Vajravarahl's 
mandala is carefully adapted from the sixty-two-deity mandala of Cakra
samvara, which appears in embryonic form in the Cakrasamvaratantra (e.g., 
chs. 2-3) and in various presentations in its derivative literature, such as the 
Yoginisamcaratantra (e.g., patalas 6-8), the Samvarodayatantra (e.g., chs. 8 
and 13), the Abhidhdnottaratantra (e.g., chs. 9 and 14), and in exegetical lit
erature, such as Luylpada's Herukdbhisamaya. 

The Vajravarahi Sadhana forms a rewarding subject for study, because 
in it the processes and methodology of the sadhana are particularly clear. 
These are highlighted by its distinctive structural framework: it is divided 
into four "meditation stages" {bhdvandkramas), followed by a fifth section 
prescribing various external rites. It finishes with a few verses that form a 
sort of brief appendix, giving additional details of the eight cremation 
grounds. The four meditation stages describe progressively longer medita
tions based on the visualization of Vajravarahi within her mandala. The 
first meditation stage reads as a complete sadhana in itself. It opens and 
closes with the usual frame verses, prescribes the practitioner's preliminary 
actions, and then progresses to the yogin's generation of himself as 
Vajravarahi. Ritual and yogic procedures are then mentioned in brief, and 
it ends, as is standard in a sadhana, with the repetition of the deity's mantra. 
The second meditation stage is brief, as it simply prescribes the visualiza
tion of a fivefold mandala, that is, the central deity, Vajravarahi, on the 
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pericarp of the lotus, surrounded by four more goddesses on the four main 
petals of the pericarp. The third meditation stage increases the mandala to 
include the eight outer goddesses at the gates, thus creating a thirteenfold 
mandala. The fourth meditation stage goes on to supply the goddesses of 
the twenty-four sites (pithas) situated upon the three mandala circles that 
surround the central petal in concentric rings; this brings the mandala to 
its complete thirty-seven-fold form. For each meditation stage, Umapati
deva prescribes the necessary mantras for the attendant goddesses, as well 
as additional mantras for the central deity. Upon completing the mandala, 
meditation stage four also describes the contemplative practices to be 
undertaken upon the basis of the full visualization. The full mandala is 
shown in figure 32 (related to plate 12). 

Umapatideva's neat organization of the details of the practice serves a 
didactic purpose. It enables him to clarify the methods for each visualiza
tion associated with the full mandala, and to offer each stage as a complete 
visualization in itself. Importantly, he is able to distinguish the mantras 
associated with the central deity at each stage. Other authorities on the 
mandala follow the more usual method, which is to prescribe the progres
sive visualization of mandala deities starting at the central pericarp and 
moving outward, thus: mandala leader(s) on lotus pericarp -* goddesses 
on surrounding lotus petals —» goddesses of the twenty-four sites -* outer 
goddesses. 

This is the structure of the sixty-two-fold Cakrasamvara mandala as pre
sented in Luylpada's Herukdbhisamaya; and it is the structure of the other 
complete Vajravarahi mandala in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld collection, 
the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) by Sakyaraksita, which is also closely based 
on Cakrasamvara sources. In this lengthy work (summarized in the appen
dix), the Abhisamayamanjari uses this progressive method to introduce the 
entire sadhana for the generation of the thirty-seven-fold mandala, from 
its preliminary procedures to its closing rites. Only then does it offer alter
native practices. The first alternative describes a fivefold mandala "for those 
wanting a medium-length version" (K33V5: madhyarucis tu...), as in 
Umapatideva's second meditation stage. The Abhisamayamanjari then gives 
the instructions for the visualization of Vajravarahi alone "for those want
ing a short version" (K34T1: samksiptdrthi tu yathoktarupdm bhagavatim eva 
kevaldm bhdvayati), as in Umapatideva's first meditation stage. The struc
tural differences between these two important sadhanas are summarized in 
tabular form in table 8: 
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Table 8. Comparative structure of the Vajravarahi Sadhana and 
Abhisamayamanjari 

Vajravdrdhisadhana (GSSn) 
by Umapatideva 

Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) 
by Sakyaraksita 

meditation stage i sadhana for 
Vajravarahi alone 

sadhana for visualization 
of complete 37-fold mandala 
including ritual practices 

meditation stage 2 5-fold mandala 
(with 4 goddesses on petals) 

sadhana for visualization 
of complete 37-fold mandala 
including ritual practices 

meditation stage 3 13-fold mandala 
(with 8 outer-goddesses) 

meditation stage 4 37-fold mandala 
(with 24 site goddesses 
& contemplations) 

5-fold mandala 
(first alternative) 

ritual practices bali rituals, 
hand pujd, etc. 

single goddess Vajravarahi 
(next alternative) 

verse "appendix" verses describing the 
cremation grounds 

more alternative meditations 
for five other manifestations 
of Vajrayogini 

closing verses closing verses 

Umapatideva's handling of the ritual practices in the fifth section of the 
sadhana also has a didactic effect. It is standard that authors prescribe rit
ual procedures such as external worship at the end of a sadhana, as the 
sadhana is actually a preliminary to the rites—indeed to all activity—that 
the practitioner is to undertake in his new divine form. However, Uma
patideva is particularly careful to separate the rites from the body of the 
sadhana, which enables him to preserve the narrative flow of the four med
itation stages. For example, in the first meditation stage he simply points 
out in passing the moment when the tasting of nectar ritual is to be per
formed (v. 28b), but he reserves the actual procedures for the later section 
that deals specifically with ritual practices (v. 59ffi). In this way, the ritual 
practices as given in Umapatideva's sadhana form a kind of extended 
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"ritual epilogue" to the main body of the work. This structure allows 
Umapatideva to include other rites that may or may not be performed at 
the same time as the sadhana, such as the ball ritual and various external 
worship ceremonies, and it demonstrates that the rites may be performed 
using the visualization of the mandala in any of its four stages. The same 
clarity of exposition is evident in Umapatideva's treatment of other mate
rial that is tangential to the main thrust of the meditation. Thus, he inserts 
the alternative visualization of the circle of protection at the end of the first 
meditation stage (v. 35), and details of the cremation grounds at the very 
close of the sadhana (w. 70—76). 

The lucid structural framework of the Vajravarahi Sadhana is matched 
by an elegance of style. In contrast to the formulaic Sanskrit prose and 
occasional "doggerel" (usually anustubh) of much sadhana literature, 
Umapatideva employs the somewhat more poetic meter upajdti. The first 
meditation stage comprises thirty-five of Umapatideva's own verses with 
additional prose passages redacted from other texts to expand upon the 
terse prescriptions of the verse. For the description of the full mandala in 
the second, third, and fourth meditation stages, Umapatideva draws from 
a stock of source material (discussed below) and thus employs a combina
tion of anustubh and prose. He concludes the sadhana with a return to his 
own verses in upajdti to explain the visualization of the cremation grounds 
and to close his composition with the dedication of merit. Within the clas
sical conventions that mold his verses, Umapatideva sets the prescriptive 
tone of the sadhana in the traditional fashion with the use of optative finite 
verbs applying to the sadhaka ("he should visualize," "he should perform," 
etc.), while his metrical reworking of the older material means that he 
avoids many stock descriptions found elsewhere in the Vajrayogini litera
ture. Nevertheless, in refining familiar phrases (for example, in his descrip
tion of Vajravarahi, w. 19-24), it seems as if he is consciously aiming to 
preserve the flavor of the older passages—no doubt as a mark of respect for 
the tradition he sets out to describe. 



M E D I T A T I O N STAGE I 

Benediction 

i The sadhana opens in traditional fashion with a verse of benediction 
(mangalam). This takes the form of an expression of obeisance and hom
age (namaskdrah) to the chosen deity of the practice (istadevatd) and gives 
voice to the devotion felt by the author. Our author, Umapatideva, begins 
by saluting the lotuslike foot of the vajra goddess, which—in true poetic 
(kdvya) style—suggests both her extraordinary beauty and his inability to 
describe more than a single feature of so awe-inspiring a whole. Hinting per
haps at the goddess's dance, Umapatideva praises the divine qualities of 
such a foot, which is capable of destroying dichotomizing consciousness 
and engendering the realization of emptiness. For comparison, here are the 
benedictory verses to the other major sadhana of Vajravarahi in the Guhya-
samayasddhanamdld, the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5). These include a brief 
namaskdra followed by a prayer (ds'irvddah) for the deity's favor. Once again, 
salient features of the composition are highlighted, in this case, the mani
fold nature of Vajrayogini's forms and her evident compassion:231 

Homage to Vajrayogini, whose nature is emptiness and 
compassion, 

who has manifold forms because of the diverse natures of people, 
who is irradiated by brightness (vais'adya-), because she is 

thoroughly cleansed (sudhdvana) by the nectar (sudhd) of perfect 
enlightenment, 

quiescent (s'antd) though she is [within], without she spreads 
redness because of her affection for the multitude of those to 
be trained. 

Bearing a vajra, a stainless skull bowl, and a skull staff of terrible 
splendor, 

may this blessed Vajravilasini bring you prosperity! 

The composition of a sadhana is a religious undertaking and is therefore 
framed by benedictory verses ar the start, and, in the final verse, with a ded
ication of the merit gained by completing the task. The merit generated by 
the opening expressions of homage serves an immediate practical purpose, 

"3 
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as it is believed to help the author through the mass of demonic obsracles 
eager to obstrucr the progress of any pious endeavor. 

Preliminaries 

v. 2 Umapatideva's second verse describes the necessary preliminaries to the 
sadhana: finding a suitable site in which to practice and sitting down to 
meditate. The verse begins by dictating the type of spot the yogin should 
choose for meditation. The ideal places are wild and solitary, "pleasing to 
the heart" (v. 2c) of a tantric sadhaka because they are "suitable to prac
tice."232 While huts and temples are also listed in other yoginitantra texts, 
this is not typical of the Vajrayogini tradirion. Indeed, on the two occasions 
where indoor dwelling places are mentioned in the Guhyasamayasddhana-
mald (amid more terrifying alternatives), they are said to be deserted; 
Vajrayogini practices clearly follow the most extreme wing of the Buddhist 
tradition.2 3 3 This is in stark contrast to the sutra-type sadhanas (such as 
many in the Sddhanamdld collection) that prefer quiet resorts or temple 
shrines as sites for meditation, "delightful" (manohara) because they are 
beautified with fragrant water and flowers, and free of disturbances such 
as robbers, noise, or thorns.234 

Having chosen the site for his meditation, the yogin then sits himself 
down "on a very comfortable seat, with yogic ease"—Sddhanamdld sources 
speak of soft cushions and tender pillows. 2 3 3 Vajrayogini texts occasionally 
mention two other types of seat. One is "made of a double vajra" (vis'va-
vajramayi-), which suggests a double vajra (fig. 26) drawn or embroidered 
onto a cushion or decorative hanging, or traced upon the ground; the other 
consists of a corpse.236 Once seated, the yogin assumes his meditation pos
ture, probably the traditional cross-legged pose (paryankah/vajra-
paryankah), which seems to be the commonest position prescribed in the 
Sddhanamdld.237 In a passage that lists a number of seated meditation pos
tures, Abhayakaragupta explains the vajraparyanka thus: "Having placed 
the left foot between the right calf and thigh, he should place the right 
[over the left] between the left calf and thigh. This is the vajraparyanka 
[posture]."238 

Far more complex preliminary activities are prescribed elsewhere, and the 
yogin would undoubtedly wish to undertake a number of these before con
tinuing. To start with, he would usually enact rituals for the protection of 
"place, person, and practice," which may involve time-consuming external 
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rites and internal meditations, or simply be accomplished by reciring om 
ah hum."'' 

For the "protection of the place," sadhanas usually prescribe a halt rit
ual, injunctions for which appear later in the Vajravarahi Sadhana (v. 66ffi). 
This can be a very complex rite in which a special propitiatory food offer
ing—a bali—is offered to local spirits, as well as to the deities of the 
mandala. Alternatively, the site may be empowered by the utterance of a 
sequence of mantras performed with the appropriate hand gestures, or 
mudras.240 

The "protection of the person" involves the purification of the practi
tioner's body, speech, and mind. Many sadhanas begin with bodily purifi
cation. The yogin is instructed to rise early (pratar utthaya...), "when the 
night has 'one hour and a half (ardhayama) remaining" (or, according to 
Saiva ritual texts, "within two hours before dawn").241 He is then to wash 
his mouth and perform other ablutions such as going to the toilet (mukha-
s'aucddika-), which he ritualizes by reciting mantras and maintaining the 
conviction that as he washes, he is being consecrated by the buddhas.242 

For the purification of speech (vagvisuddhih), the Abhisamayamanjari 
(GSS5) prescribes a threefold recitation of the syllables of the alphabet. 
The syllables represent the undifferentiated mantric form of the deities. 
They are visualized forming three circles around the meditatot as the three 
circles (cakras) of the mandala (see below), while light rays shine from the 
syllables and transform into a mass of deities who destroy all the obstacles 
impeding the practice. The vdgvis'uddhi, which is referred to several times 
in the Guhyasamayasddhanamald, is derived from Cakrasamvara literature. 
The longest version, although still confusingly terse, is found in the 
Abhisamayamanjari. (The alphabet is shown in plate 16a from ms. K . ) : 2 4 3 

"om a a i i u u r f llue ai 0 au am ah ka khagagha na ca cha ja 
jha ha ta tha da dha na ta tha da dha na pa pha ba bha may a ra 
la va s'a sa sa ha ksa hum hum phat." Having thrice pronounced 
[the syllables of] this row of vowels and consonants [and seen each 
syllable emerging from his mouth as he does so], he should visu
alize [them] as located surrounding him, emitting five[-colored?] 
rays, [and as] having destroyed the mass of obstacles by means of 
the mass of deities of the three cakras that have been emitted 
[from the scintillating syllables (and are then retracted back into 
them)]. This is the purification of speech (vagvisuddhih). 
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The purification of mind—in fact, of body, speech, and mind alto
gether—is achieved with another preparatory ritual found in the higher 
tantras. This is the contemplation of the purifying correspondences (vis'ud-
dhis)—a method of establishing, or reestablishing, the yogin in union with 
the deity. Indeed, one Cakrasamvara text specifically prescribes it as a pre
liminary for a yogin who has lost the awareness of himself as the deity.244 

The purification takes place on the basis that the yogin understands every 
part of his psychophysical being—viz. his five aggregates {skandhas), the 
sense organs with their respective sense fields (dyatanas), and the five ele
ments (dhdtus)—to be ontologically equivalent to the buddhas, because all 
share the nature of empriness. Although this preparatory practice is not 
found in the Vajravarahi Sadhana (possibly because it includes the visual
ization of male deities), it is worth describing here because of its similarity 
to the armoring stage later in the sadhana. Our source is the Abhisamaya
manjari, and is again clearly based upon Cakrasamvara sources. It intro
duces the visualization as follows:245 

He should be firmly convinced (adhimuncet) of the purifying 
correspondence [s] for the skandhas and the rest [of his psy
chophysical being] since (iti) [rites] such as worship [that are 
performed] on the basis of the purified skandhas, etc., are a 
speedy cause of enlightenment. Of these, [the buddhas] Vairo-
cana and so on [i.e., Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, Amoghasiddhi, 
and Vajrasattva (sic)} are firmly understood (nisceydh) as [the 
skandhas,] "form" up to and including "consciousness," by 
virtue of [both the buddhas and the skandhas] being like foam, 
bubbles, rays of light, the plantain plant, [or] illusions, [i.e., 
empty]. Aksobhya [is understood] as tathatd. Alternatively it is 
simply the firm belief in Vairocana and the other deities that 
constitutes the purification of those [skandhas etc.]. 

The text then correlates each buddha individually with the skandhas, and 
describes the iconographical forms they are to assume as the meditator con
templates the correspondences. The buddhas assume a typically tantric 
appearance as they stand in the warrior (dlidhah) stance, with three eyes, 
matted locks, and bearing the five signs of observance (mudrds). They hold 
tantric attributes "gracefully" (salila) in their right hands, and place their 
left "proudly" (sagarva) upon their girdles full of bells. 

Nexr, the meditator correlates his sense organs and sense fields with 
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another set of deities who are the esoteric equivalents of the above: Ksiti-
garbha, Vajrapani, Khagarbha, Lokesvara, Sarvanivaranaviskambhin, and 
Samantabhadra. They are visualized holding an attribute in their right 
hands and a bell in their left. The author also provides alternative names 
that reflect their capacity to destroy the poisons: "Mohavajra because he 
destroys ignorance (mohah), Dvesavajra because he is the enemy of malice 
(dvesah), the three Irsya[vajra], Raga[vajra], and Matsaryavajra because they 
destroy [respectively] envy (irsyd), all clinging (sarvdsangah), and miserli
ness (mdtsaryam), and Aisvaryavajra because he bestows all powers."246 

Finally, the yogin equates the four elements with the four goddesses Patani, 
Marani, Akarsani, and Nartesvari, and the element space with 
Padmajvalini. They also assume a kdpdlika form, and are visualized naked, 
with loose hair, holding tantric attributes in their four arms, while the fifth 
goddess has three faces and six arms. The text states that the goddesses are 
also known as Locana, Mamaki, Pandara, Tara, and Dharmadhatuvajra, 
namely, the traditional consorts of the buddhas and "mothers" of the 
yogatantra systems.247 These correlations and the salient iconographical fea
tures are summarized in table 9. 

One other preparatory rite is worth mentioning, as it illustrates the 
purification of the practitioner's body, speech, and mind through trans-
gressive discipline (vdmacdrah). This is the mantra bath (mantrasndnam), 
which is performed using forbidden substances, such as alcohol, and con
ventionally "disgusting" bodily secretions and fluids. The practice forces the 
yogin to break through his instinctive, dualistic perception of matter as 
either pure or impure, and in so doing the transgressive substances become 
nectars capable of purifying his body, speech, and mind. This practice 
appears almost identically in the first two sadhanas of the Guhyasamaya-
sddhanamdld, attributed to Indrabhuti (GSSi) and Luyipada (GSS2):2 4 8 

Next, in order to purify the body, speech, and mind, he should 
[take] the three (GSS2: four) kinds of divine liquid according to 
their availability, [namely, fomentations from] honey (GSSi: 
mddhvi; GSS2: mrdvikdand mddhvikd), molasses (gaudi), [and] 
flour (paistl) and mix them with the five nectars [namely, semen, 
blood, flesh, urine, and feces] and place them in a chalice. [Then] 
having consecrated [the mixture] with the three-syllabled mantra 
[om ah hum], he should perform a "mantra bath" (mantrasnd
nam) using this liquid on all the major and minor limbs [of the 



Table 9. Contemplation of purifying correspondences (vis'uddhis) 

Skandhas Purifying Deity Color Right Hand(s) Left Hand(s) 

form 
(rupam) 

Vairocana white wheel (aloft) bell (at hip) 

feeling 
(vedana) 

Ratnasambhava 
[VajrasQrya] 

yellow jewel (aloft) bell (at hip) 

cognition 
(samjfia) 

Amitabha 
[Padmanartesvara] 

red red lotus (aloft) bell (at hip) 

volition 
(samskarah) 

Amoghasiddhi 
[Vajraraja] 

green double vajra (aloft) bell (at hip) 

consciousness 
(vijfianam) 

Vajrasattva white vajra (to the heart) bell (at hip) 

suchness 
(tathata) 

Aksobhyavajra 
[s'ri-Herukavajra] 

black earth-touching 
mudra 

bell (at hip) 

Sense Organs and Fields 

eyes Ksitigarbha 
Mohavajra 

white wheel (aloft) bell (at heart) 

ears Vajrapani 
Dvesavajra 

black vajra (at heart) bell (at hip) 

nostrils Khagarbha 
Irsyavajra 

yellow jewel (aloft) bell (at heart) 

face Lokesvara 
Ragavajra 

red red lotus (aloft) bell (at heart) 

whole body Sarvanivarana-
viskambhin 

Matsaryavajra 

dark 
[green] 

double vajra 
(aloft) 

bell (at heart) 

all sense fields Samantabhadra 
Aisvaryavajra 

pure white vajra (at heart) bell (hip) 

Elements 

earth Patani 
Locana 

yellow wheel 
chopper 

skull bowl 
skull staff 

water Marani 
Mamaki 

black vajra 
chopper 

skull bowl 
skull staff 

fire Akarsani 
Pandara 

red lotus 
chopper 

skull bowl 
skull staff 

wind Nartesvari 
Tara 

green sword 
chopper 

skull bowl 
skull staff 

space Padmajvalini 
Dharmadhatuvaj ra 

grey 

3 faces: 
grey, red, 
& white 

goad 
Brahma's 

severed head 
chopper 

skull bowl 
staff 
noose 
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body starting] from the left hand. He should sprinkle the sub
stances to be offered with this same [mixture, i.e., using the ring 
finger (andmikd) and rhumb joined together to flick the sub
stances]. Next, with these mantra syllables, <om vam?> hdmyom, 
hrim mom, hrem hrim, hum hum, phat phat, he should [first] 
purify the thumb [and fingers] of the left hand, [and then] utter 
the triple purification [see below]... 

However brief or complex the preliminary rites are, theif underlying 
purpose is to prepare the yogin for the essential goal of the sadhana—the 
meditator's inner transformation of himself into Vajravarahi through a 
total assimilation of her appearance and character. The preliminaries pave 
the way for this inner process. Her fondness for cremation grounds and 
mountainous haunts is reflected in the lists of possible meditation sites. 
Her iconography is mirrored by the meditator's seat, as she stands above a 
mandala resting upon a crossed vajra (visvavajravedika), and upon a corpse 
throne. Her posture, too, may be imitated by the practitioner, as one bali 
ritual directs him to assume her actual pose, standing upon raised ground 
in warrior stance, naked, with loose hair and eyes raised (GSS31). He may 
also model his appearance upon that of the goddess, either by going naked 
with loosened hair, or by donning red hair band and red clothes in order 
to emulate her color.2 4 9 Practices based on the purifying correspondences 
or upon transgressive discipline prepare the yogin by reaffirming his under
standing of nonduality, and paving the way for his inner identification 
with the deity who is a reflex of that reality. Taken as a whole, the prelim
inaries demonstrate the same objectives as the sadhana: the yogin's ongo
ing attempt to erode his perception of himself as a mundane individual and 
to reconstitute himself as Vajravarahi. In the complex array of preliminary 
procedures, the ancient Indian adage is at play, that "one must become a 
god to worship a god." 2 5 0 

Bodhisattva Preparations 

The next portion of the sadhana lays the spiritual foundations for the 
yogin's transformation into the deity. It follows the career of the Mahayana 
bodhisattva who makes his resolve to attain enlightenment for the sake of 
all sentient beings, and then sets out upon the aeons-long path to attain 
the twin accumulations of merit (punyasambhdrah) and wisdom (jhdna-
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sambharah). The Vajravarahi Sadhana follows the method standard in 
mainstream sadhanas, which is to cultivate a more speedy accumulation of 
merit through the practices of worship and the brahmavihdra meditations, 
and a mote instant accumulation of wisdom through the contemplation of 
emptiness.251 It is to the former that Umapatideva now turns in the fol
lowing verses and prose portions. 

Worship 

. 3 The worship is based on the Mahayana supreme worship (anuttarapujd) 
in seven stages and includes both the visualization of offerings and the 
recitation of verses. The first step is to make abundant offerings to crowds 
of celestial beings. The yogin begins by visualizing a glowing red vam ) 
in his heart, the seed-syllable of Vajravarahi in her most essential form. The 
syllable quivers and shines with an intense spiritual energy and emits light 
rays that stream through all the pores of the meditator's body before 
"drawing down" (dkarsanam) the deities to be worshiped. Rays are a typ
ical tool of a visualization meditation. They are a reflex of the power of 
the deity, capable of pervading the entire universe, purifying it, removing 
its suffering, and nourishing it. Sometimes they take the form of a hook 
or goad (ankusah) that "urges" or "impels" (samVcud) the deities to coop
erate in the ritual. 2 5 2 In the Vajravarahi Sadhana (v. 3d), the rays draw 
down "a mass of buddhas and so on" from their dwelling place in the 
Akanistha heaven, where they reside in a body of enjoyment (sambhoga-
kdyah).1" A characteristic list of the beings to be worshiped includes 
"gurus, buddhas, and bodhisattvas" (e.g., v. 6a: gurvddibhih).254 The prece
dence shown here to the guru is a reminder of his centrality within the 
tantric systems and his supreme significance to the yogin, who views him 
as the chosen deity itself. Some yoginitantra texts, however, supplant even 
the guru by introducing the yoginis at the head of the list (yoginiguru-
buddhabodhisattva-). This is effectively what happens in the worship sec
tion of the Abhisamayamanjari, in which Vajravarahi's entire mandala 
circle is summoned for worship, as well as the teachers and other enlight
ened beings:255 

Then, in the subtle space inside his own heart, he should visu
alize the red syllable vam placed on a sun disk that has [itself] 
been produced from the seed-syllable ram, [and] having driven 
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out [his] inner impurity with rays from that [vam], he should 
draw down the mandala circle of the goddess to be described, 
and the teachers, buddhas, and bodhisattvas by means of [rays 
from the vam syllable] pouring forth from every hair pore [of his 
body], and [then] he should visualize in front [of him] in space 
[the celestial hosts]. 

The divinities are suspended in front of the practitioner in a thronging 
mass, a scene familiar from Mahayana sutras and the earlier tantras. The 
beings fill the entire universe, packing the ten directions of space so abun
dantly that it is said to resemble a sesame pod full of densely packed seeds.256 

The next verse in the Vajravarahi Sadhana instructs the yogin to wor
ship the celestial hosts with imaginary offerings. These billow out like 
clouds from the rays of the seed-syllable in his heart or through the pores 
of his body.2 5 7 Here, in an abbreviated reference, they comprise the five 
offerings (upacdras), which usually refers to flowers, incense, lamps, per
fumed powders, and food—although the exact sequence may alter accord
ing to the class of tantra (mKhas grub rje: 179—83). The worship 
visualization may become more elaborate still as sadhanas prescribe other 
offerings, such as water to drink and water for washing the feet, or other 
traditional sets of offerings, such as the seven jewels (saptaratna) or the 
eight auspicious symbols (astamangala)™ This type of offering is referred 
to as "outer worship" (bdhyapujd) and is distinguished from an "inner wor
ship" (adhydtmapujd) comprising offerings of the five sense organs 
(kdmagunas), which are represented by their respective sense objects: a mir
ror for form or sight, music for sound, incense for smell, food for taste, and 
cloth for touch.2 5 9 

Both outer and inner offerings are prescribed in the worship section of 
the Abhisamayamanjari (elsewhere termed the "secret worship," guhya-
pujd).160 The Abhisamayamanjari employs sixteen variously colored "wor
ship goddesses" (pujddevis) to make the offerings. The first four goddesses 
offer the traditional gift of music and are named after the instrument they 
play: Vina (lute), Vams'a (flute), Mrdahga (tabor), and Muraja (drum). 
The next four goddesses offer song and dance, and their names also reflect 
their actions: Hasya makes the laughing dance gesture (hdsydbhinayah), 
Lasya the dance gesture of love (Idsydbhinayah), and Nrtya ("dance") the 
lotus dance gesture (kamaldbhinayah), while Gita ("song") holds "bell 
metal" (Ikamsikd). The next set comprises Puspa, Dhupa, Dipa, and 
Gandha, who are the eponymous bearers of a flower, incense, lamp, and 
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fragrant powders. The final four goddesses hold offerings representing the 
bodily senses. Adarsa ("mirror") holds a mirror for the sense of sight; Rasa 
("juice") a dish of juice for taste; Spars! ("touch") a cloth (visvavastram) for 
touch; and Dharma ("existent") the dharmodayah or "origin of existents" 
as the object of the sixth sense, mind. 2 6 1 The goddesses also hold other 
tantric ornaments in their remaining arms. These are shown in the table 
below, which summarizes the text of the Abhisamayamanjari.161 

Table 10. Sixteen worship goddesses 

Music Offerings 

4 arms: 
instrument 

vajra & vajra-bell 

Song & Dance Offerings 

4 arms: 
dance gestures 

skull & staff 

Other Traditional Offerings 

4 arms: 
offering & damaru 

skull & staff 

Sense Offerings 

4 arms: 
offering &c 

damaru 

skull & staff 

Vina — lute 
(blue) 

Hasya — dance 
(red) 

Puspa - flower 
(white) 

Adarsa — mirror 
(white) 

Vams'a — flute 
(yellow) 

Lasya — dance 
(blue) 

Dhupa - incense spoon 
(smoky) 

Rasa — dish 
of juice 

(red) 

Mrdanga - tabor 
(red) 

Gita — song 
(yellow) 

Dipa — lamp stick 
(flame-colored) 

Sparsa - cloth 
(green) 

Muraja — drum 
(green) 

Nrtya - dance 
(green) 

Gandha — conch 
shell of powders 

(red) 

Dharma -
dharmodaya 

(dazzling white) 

It is interesting that neither the Vajravarahi Sadhana nor the Abhi
samayamanjari prescribe transgressive offerings at this stage, as do other 
sadhanas in the Guhyasamayasadhanamala. Perhaps our authors saw no 
reason to accommodate tantric norms at this point, since this portion of 
the sadhana represents the Mahayana phase of the spiritual tradition (the 
bodhisattva's accumulation of merit) and is firmly grounded in Mahayana 
models of worship. It is tempting to see Umapatideva's sadhana as transi
tional, offering a practice that retains some traditional features, but in so 
doing, foregoing a complete integration of tantric methods.263 

v. 4c § i, Following the worship of the deities, Umapatideva prescribes the seven-
vy- 5~7- fold "supreme worship" (anuttarapuja) of traditional Mahayana ritual and 

composes verses that were probably intended for recitation (w. 5-7). The 
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seven steps of the puja begin here with "confession of faults." This differs 
from the Mahayana model, which opens with "worship" (pujand), followed 
by "salutation" {vandand, "bowing down to all the buddhas").264 In the 
sadhana, the stage of worship has already been performed (v. 4ab), and so 
Umapatideva omits it, along with the salutation. This is typical of many 
other sadhana writers, who tend to detach these two stages from the seven
fold model. 2 6 5 Without the stages of worship and salutation, Umapatideva 
is forced to add two more stages in order to preserve the sevenfold 
sequence, and he therefore finishes the puja with "resorting to the path" 
and "dedication of one's body." Not all sadhana writers produce such a neat 
solution to the loss of the first two steps in the sequence. The Abhisamaya
manjari (GSS5 Sed p. 128, Ki7r2), for example, follows its elaborate visu
alization of the worship with a salutation in the form of the eight-part 
mantra. It then presents the Mahayana sequence from the third stage (con
fession), but adds, rather vaguely, that two more stages—"going for refuge" 
and "resorting to the path"—are to be done "beforehand" (which make 
seven). Table 11 lays out the Mahayana sequence beside Umapatideva's, 
and gives examples of the sequences adopted in other sadhanas. The par
allels illustrate the amount of variation and inconsistency at this point in 
the sadhana, despite the fact that many authors cite verses very similar to 
those given by Umapatideva. This seems to reveal a certain awkwardness 
in integrating the traditional Mahayana anuttarapujd with the methodol
ogy of the sadhana. 

Brahmavihdra Meditations 

w. The sevenfold puja is followed by the four brahmavihdras, meditations dat-
- I 1 ing back to the earliest Buddhist literature for the cultivation of loving-

kindness (maitri), compassion (karund), sympathetic joy (muditd), and 
equanimity (upefad). These meditations are an established feature of main
stream sadhanas, and although Umapatideva's verse glosses are the only 
ones in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, they are highly typical of sadhana 
literature in general.266 Upon completing these meditations, the sadhaka is 
understood to have fulfilled his accumulation of merit. 
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Development of Wisdom 

v. 12 The bodhisattva's accumulation of wisdom is accomplished in the sadhana 
through a meditation on the causal nature of reality and the emptiness of 
inherent existence. The verse, with its simile of the "moon in water," illus
trates the illusory, dreamlike nature of a mind tainted by dichotomizing 
conceptualization, and points to the philosophy of the Cittamatra/Yoga-
cara.267 The yogin is to reflect upon this through the recitation of the two 
mantras on emptiness. 

(§2) The first mantra (which I term for convenience the "purity mantra") 
expresses the fact that the inherent nature (svabhdvah) of all existents (sarva-
dharmdh) and of the meditator (aham) are ontologically identical in that 
both are empty, and hence "pure": om svabhdvasuddhdh sarvadharmdh om 
svabhdvasuddho 'ham ("All existents [dharmdh] are pure by nature; I am 
pure by nature"). Other sadhanas explain that by understanding all exis
tents to be empty, the object (grdhyam) is purified, while by understand
ing the practitioner to be empty, the subject (grdhakah) is purified.2 6 8 In 
other words, the first task of the meditator is to realize that all existents that 
are objects are merely conceptual constructs: they are "empty" of any mind-
independent reality that may be imputed onto them by the dichotomizing 
or defiled mind, as in the first half of the purity mantra: " A l l existents 
(dharmas) are pure by nature." The second task is to apply the same under
standing to himself, the subject, as in the second half of the purity mantra: 
"I am pure by nature." This leaves the meditator, in traditional Yogacarin 
terms, with nothing but the nondual flow of consciousness, empty of sub
ject and object.269 

A fuller formulation of the purity mantra is sometimes given. This is the 
"triple purification" (trivisuddhih), which asserts the identity of subject and 

t The following is the approximate sequence of the anuttarapujd in Mahayana texts. Crosby 
and Skilton (1995: 10) suggest variations to this structure in their updating of the classic 
study by Dayal (1932: 54—58). Commenting on Santideva's citations in his Siksdsamuccaya 
from the Bhadracarydpranidhdna-gdthd (the final, floating chapter of the Gandavyiihasutra), 
they comment (p. 9): "We can infer from the frequency with which the Bhadracaryd was 
copied and quoted, that this provided, for several centuries at least, a widespread model for 
the Supreme Worship." The antiquity of this practice is attested by the Gandavyuhasutrds 
translation into Chinese in the fourth century c.E., while elements of the anuttarapujd also 
appear in Lokaksema's Ajdtos'atrukaukrtyavinodand, which was translated far earlier, in the 
late second century c.E. The "prayer" (ydcdnd) is the request to the buddhas to remain in 
samsara for the sake of beings. It may be replaced by the awakening of the will to enlight
enment (bodhicittotpdda). 
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object on the basis that they are pure in their inherent nature, pure because 
they are nondual (vajra), and pure because of the practice (yogah):270 

om svabhdvas'uddhdh sarvadharmdh, svabhdvas'uddho 'ham iti. 
om vajrasuddhdh sarvadharmdh, vajrasuddho 'ham iti. 
om yogasuddhdh sarvadharmdh, yogaiuddho 'ham iti. 

Alternatively, the identification may be made on the basis of the pledge 
(samayah) (e.g., GSS5 Sed p. 145, K3or4-5): om samayasuddhdh sarva
dharmdh, samayas'uddho 'ham. 

The second emptiness mantra (which I have termed here the "nonduality 
mantra") is also a standard feature of mainstream sadhanas: om sunyatd-
jndnavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham ("I am identical with the essence [svabhdva] 
of the nondual [vajra] knowledge of emptiness").271 The mantra is explained 
in the Abhisamayamanjari, where it is encompassed within a short visual
ization meditation. This begins with the meditator seeing the external uni
verse and the mandala of deities (which was drawn down previously for the 
puja) dissolving into the "clear light" of emptiness. He then sees himself 
disappearing into clear light. First, he dissolves his whole body into the 
sun disk at his heart that supports the seed-syllable vam (Tf). He then dis
solves the sun disk into the syllable, and the seed-syllable itself from bot
tom to top (the into the half-moon and the half-moon into the final 
dot or "drop" °). As even the final drop dissolves into subtle sound or 
nddah, and the subtle sound fades away into nothing, he is left only with 
emptiness. The meditation is designed to dissolve the yogin's conventional 
perception that there is a difference between the world of objects ("the 
three worlds"), his visualization (the deity mandala), and himself. The text 
then goes on to explain the "nonduality mantra," om sunyatdjndnavajrasva-
bhdvatmako 'ham, breaking down the long Sanskrit compound into its 
grammatical parts. It states that the [meditator's] "knowledge of empti
ness" (s'unyatdjndna) is "nondual" (vajra), because vajra means "indivisible" 
or "nondual" (vajram abhedyam); this is the standard interpretation of vajra 
in the higher tantras.272 The passage reads as follows:273 

He should [first] cause the three worlds and the previous (?) 
mandala wheel, whose nature is just illusion (pratibhdsah), to 
enter clear light (prabhdsvarah) itself. Likewise (ca) [he should 
dissolve himself into emptiness, first dissolving] himself into the 
sun disk [at his heart], that into the vam syllable [on the sun 
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disk], that into the half-moon, that into the drop (binduh), that 
into the subtle sound (nddah). He should even abandon the 
notion of that [subtle sound], having uttered the mantra with the 
recollection of its meaning: 

om sunyatdjndnavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham 
om I am identical with the essence of the nondual (vajra) 

knowledge of emptiness 

The "knowledge of emptiness" (sunyatdjndna) is "nondual" 
(vajra) [indicating a karmadhdraya compound]2 7 4 because of its 
indivisiblity (abhedyatvdt). [When this compound is further 
compounded with -svabhdva, it forms a genitive tatpurusa com
pound, meaning] the essence (svabhdvah) of that [nondual 
knowledge of emptiness]. The meaning [of the bahuvrihi com
pound with -dtmako is]: "I have the nature (-dtmako) of that 
[essence of the nondual knowledge of emptiness]." 

Variations upon this mantra appear in other texts. First, the "knowl
edge" component is sometimes differently defined, as when the mantra is 
the means of contemplating different aspects of reality. In a relatively early 
appearance of the mantra, the meditator is identical with the "essence of 
the dharmadhdtu (om dharmadhdtusvabhdvdtmako 'ham)}1'' Second, the 
grammatical structure of the compound is sometimes subtly altered to read: 
"I am identical (dtmako) with the nondual essence (vajrasvabhdva) of X" 
("'X.-vajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham"), for example: "I am identical with the non-
dual essence of the body, speech, and mind of all yoginis" (om sarvayogini-
kdyavdkcittavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham).176 This must be a relatively early 
version of the mantra, because it is common in the Guhyasamdjatantra, 
especially at the start of chapter 6, where it appears repeatedly in slightly 
different forms but with this same structure.277 

The sequence in which the two emptiness mantras are given in the 
Vajravdrdhi Sddhana is significant. Our author follows the general pattern 
in sadhanas, which is to prescribe the purity mantra followed by the non-
duality mantra. This is because the purification of subject and object (by 
means of the first mantra) leads one to the understanding (expressed by the 
second mantra) that there is simply a nondual consciousness, untainted by 
notions of subject and object. Thus: "Next he should utter the mantra 
'om—All existents are pure by nature. I am pure by nature.' Then he should 
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contemplate emptiness for a while. Having done so he should identify with 
it (ahamkdram utpddya) [through meditating on the mantra] 'om—I am 
identical with the essence of the nondual knowledge of emptiness.'"278 

The Advayavajra-school sadhanas actually treat the purity mantra as an 
explanatory gloss rather than as an individual mantra. The Sanskrit loses 
the opening om for the purity mantra and restructures the sentence to make 
it look like an exegetical frame for the nonduality mantra.279 

sunyatdjndnavajrasvabhdvdh sarvadharmdh— 
om sunyatdjndnavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham 

A l l existents have the essence of the nondual knowledge of 
emptiness— 

"om I am identical with the essence of the nondual knowledge 
of emptiness." 

In some instances, these texts seem to present a third type of mantra alto
gether; one that combines the structure of the purity mantra (the com
parison between "all existents" and "I") with the compound of the 
nonduality mantra ("having the essence of the nondual knowledge of 
emptiness"): "Then [reflecting that?]—all existents are identical (dtmakdh) 
with the essence of the nondual knowledge of emptiness—[one should be] 
meditating on the meaning of the mantra 'om, I am identical with the 
essence of the nondual knowledge of emptiness (om sunyatdjndnavajrasva
bhdvdtmako 'ham),' which summarizes the essential nature of all things."280 

In many sadhanas the "nondual knowledge" is described in terms of the 
yogin's experience of "clear light" (prabhdsvarah) or "radiance/manifesta-
tion" (prakdsah), of his absorption in "innate bliss" (sahajdnandah), or of 
the "fusion of emptiness and radiance" (yuganaddhah).2" Anupamaraksita 
(SM24) explains:282 

He should meditate on the emptiness of all existents. Emptiness 
here is [to be contemplated] as follows: [All] this is just con
sciousness as radiance manifesting itself in various forms, as in 
a dream. There is nothing outside this consciousness. And 
because there is no object outside consciousness, there is no con
sciousness grasping it. So all existents are empty (khasvarupdh). 
Their being devoid of (s'unyatd-) proliferations (prapanca-) is the 
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fact (tattvam) that they are void of all such conceptual elabora
tions (kalpana-) as object (grdhya-) and subject (grdhaka-); that is, 
their ultimate nature (paramarthah). This is what is meant. One 
should reflect that the [whole] world of the animate and inani
mate is of the nature of just nondual (advaita-) bringing forth 
(prakdsa-J. This same emptiness he should make firm [or 
empower] with this mantra: "om—I am identical with the 
essence of the nondual knowledge of emptiness." 

However, the experience of nonduality (in whatever terms it is couched) 
is not the final goal of the sadhana at this point. It is only a stepping stone 
and must itself be transcended by an understanding of emptiness that 
negates even the intrinsic existence of the nondual mind. This is why most 
sadhanas follow the meditations on emptiness with the instruction to 
remain for only a short while in the contemplation of emptiness as non-
duality; the meditator is to remain in the contemplation, but "without 
resting on it [i.e., on emptiness] as an object" (apraththitarupena, aprati-
stharupena).2^ This points to the Madhyamaka-based doctrine of univer
sal nonobjectification (sarvadharmdpratisthdnavdda), which claims that no 
experience should be "objectified" by the mind, that is, treated as an object 
with intrinsic existence—not even the experience of emptiness as nondual 
consciousness or mind. There are many brief references to this doctrine in 
the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, including the well-attested verse: "Homage 
to you whose conceptualization is without discrimination, whose mind 
does not rest [on emptiness as an object] (apratisthitamdnasa), who are 
without remembrance and recollections, without support!"284 

The doctrine of universal nonobjectification arose to counterbalance the 
Yogacara position on emptiness, which some exegetes saw as positing a 
really existent substrate to the mind. 2 8 5 It is this Yogacara-Madhyamaka 
synthesis of the eighth century to which our sadhana writers are heir. 
Santaraksita (c. 680—740 C . E . ) , who, with his pupil Kamalasila (c. 700-750 
c . E . ) , spearheaded the reworking of Yogacara expressions of emptiness, 
outlines this synthesis as follows: "Based on the [standpoint] of mind-only 
one must know the non-existence of external entities. Based on this stand
point [of the lack of intrinsic nature of all dharmas] one must know that 
there is no self at all even in that (which is mind-only). Therefore, those 
who hold the reins of logic while riding in the carriage of the two systems 
[Madhyamika and Yogacara] attain the stage of a true Mahayanist."286 

The effect of universal nonobjectification in the sadhana is to endow a 
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purely relative or provisional value to the experience of emptiness engen
dered by the emptiness meditations. According to the Madhyamaka under
standing of emptiness, even emptiness as the experience of nonduality may 
be (wrongly) taken hold of as a conceptual construct. But in fact, nondual 
consciousness, or nondual mind, is no different from anything else since 
it also lacks intrinsic existence and thus belongs to the realm of conventional 
truth. Seen from this basis, the nondual mind is—like everything else— 
merely illusory. This is the key to the following stages of the sadhana. The 
sadhaka's insight into the dreamlike nature of the nondual mind gives him 
the power to produce or create whatever he chooses, and—crucially—to 
understand that those creations are just as "real" (or "unreal") as anything 
else. In this way, he is able to re-create himself (indeed, the whole world) 
as the deity. 

As the "accumulation of wisdom" in the Vajravdrdhi Sadhana is so brief, 
it omits two features often found in other sadhanas. First, the purpose of 
the emptiness meditations is said to be to abandon the "ordinary idea of 
self (prdkrtdhamkdrah) that derives from epistemological error.287 During 
the self-generation that follows, the yogin will replace his ordinary or mun
dane personality, ego identity, or idea of self (ahamkdrah) with the divine 
ahamkdra of the goddess or deity (devyahamkdrah, devatdhamkdra). The 
emptiness meditations are sometimes likened to the death of the medita
tor, as he dissolves his ordinary self into the dharmakdya.lm He will under
take the following stages of the meditation in the form of an intermediate 
being—for example, as a ndda (an aspect of subtle sound) situated in space 
looking down from above. Only once the site has been meditatively pre
pared for the deity with the construction of the vajra ground and temple 
palace will the yogin gradually transform into the seed-syllable for the ges
tation and birth of the deity (K. Gyatso 1997: 80-88). 

The second point commonly made is that the experience of emptiness 
is not only nonconceptual but blissful. The yogin must therefore make a 
conscious effort to rouse himself from the meditation, spurred on by his 
altruistic motivation. The early yogatantra sadhana of Vilasavajra states 
that, while the yogin is absorbed in meditation on the purified dharma-
dhdtu, he is separated from the actions that bring welfare to all beings; he 
continues with the next stage of the sadhana only because of the force of 
the previously formed bodhisatrva vow in his mental continuum. 2 8 9 In 
tantric sadhanas the bodhisattva vow is commonly formulated in terms of 
the deity's ahamkdra. It voices the sadhaka's aspiration to "become" the 
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deity and to make the whole world have her form. Although couched in 
the language of deity yoga, such prescriptions end the accumulations of 
merit and wisdom in a manner befitting a full-fledged Mahayana bodhi-
sattva, of whom it is said (albeit poetically) that he foregoes his entry into 
nirvana for the benefit of sentient beings: "For a moment he should med
itate on emptiness and so calm his mind. Having recollected his previous 
vow, he should again recall just the seed-syllable. Then he should abandon 
inactive emptiness, being filled with compassion for others, thinking, 'I 
have betrayed [my fellow] creatures. [For] how shall I rescue them from the 
bottomless ocean of samsara if I am in this state of complete quiescence?'"290 

Creating the Circle of Protection 

w. In the next stage of the sadhana, the yogin aims to re-create the ordinary 
I3 - I5> meditation site into a pure, adamantine realm, suitable for the "birth" of 
§3 _§5 Vajravarahi. This is described here in w. 13—15 with a prose redaction taken 

from Cakrasamvara sources in prose paragraphs §3—§5. The newly created 
meditation site is referred to as the "circle of protection" (raksdcakram), for, 
in the course of the visualization, the yogin imagines a protective shield of 
vajras that encompasses the entire universe.291 Our sources describe a struc
ture somewhat like that of a traditional temple. The outer walls define an 
immeasurable square precinct above which soars the domed "roof (liter
ally, "cage," pahjaram) with a dangling canopy (in classical fashion) over 
the central point. 2 9 2 It is here, within an elaborate temple palace, that the 
deity will be generated, 

w. The meditation begins with the visualization of hum, the seed-syllable 
I3~I4 of a vajra. The yogin then sees the syllable transforming into a double 

vajra (fig. 26). Other sadhana writers embellish the process, adding that 
the double vajra is also empowered by hum at its hub, or that it is visual
ized on a sun disk and is blue in color. 2 9 3 In our text the circle of protec
tion is constructed from light rays that blaze out from the first double 
vajra. It consists of five component parts: the vajra ground, vajra roof, 
vajra canopy, a net (best understood here as a "shield") of arrows (s'ara-
jdlam), and four outer vajra walls. In comparison, the sequence given in 
the Abhisamayamanjari describes the installation of six pans, starting with 
the walls and including a ring of flames, all to be visualized simultane
ously.2 9 4 (See table 12.) 
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Table 12. Circle ofprotection 

Vajravardhi Sadhana 
(GSS11) 

Abhisamayamanjari 
(GSS5) 

ISt ground (bhilmih) vajra walls (vajraprdkdrdh) 

2nd roof (panjaram) ground (bhumih) 

3rd canopy (vitdnah) shield of arrows (sarajdlam) 

4th shield of arrows 
(sarajdlam) 

vajra roof (vajrapanjaram) 

5th [four outer] walls 
(prdkdrdh) 

vajra canopy (vajravitdnah) 

6th vajra flames (vajrajvdlah) 

Sadhanas often elaborate on the circle of protection. Its parts are said to 
be composed of burning vajras, or of the blazing rays that issue from the 
vajras themselves. Where the vajras or rays interlace, they fuse together so 
entirely that they become "a single mass without interstices."295 Commonly, 
the vajra ground is made of vajras that "reach to the bottom of the world" 
(e.g., GSS5 Sed p. 129, Ki8n) and thus encompass the whole universe. Rays 
then issue out from the ground to produce the roof and canopy. Alterna
tively, the rays from the hum may shoot upward to form the canopy, down
ward to produce the floor, and sideways to produce the walls.296 The arrows 
in the net, or "shield" of arrows, are also composed of vajras, as the 
Abhisamayamanjari reveals: "above [the vajra ground is] an extremely dense 
shield of arrows (sarajdlam) [clustered] in the form of five-pointed vajras."297 

The vajras are so vibrant and blaze with rays so intense that their efful
gence engulfs the whole mandala. This forms a protective outer layer of 
flames or fiery vajras that complete the circle of protection.2 9 8 When 
depicted in tangkas, the flames are either flame-colored, or the colors of the 
five buddha families—usually yellow, blue, red, and green (Beer 1999: 23)— 
symbolizing the supreme protection of wisdom. The direction in which the 
flames swirl is also significant. As Sanderson (1994a n. 47) has shown in an 
analysis of 139 mandalas from the Ngor monastery's collection (bSod-nams-
rgya-mtsho 1989), the mandalas drawn from tantras in the cycles of Samvara 
and Hevajra in the yoganiruttara class nearly all depict the flames swirling 
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counterclockwise, while mandalas of other tantric cycles depict the flames 
swirling in the auspicious, clockwise direction. 

The creation of the vajra walls is often more complex still, as we see in 
the Vajravardhi Sadhana (v. 14 and §4). The yogin visualizes the syllables 
of four mantras, which he sees shooting out into the four directions of 
space, emitting "a net of quivering rays": 

om sumbha nisumbha hum hum phat. 
om grhna grhna hum hum phat. 
om grihndpaya grihndpaya hum hum phat. 
om dnaya ho bhagavdn vajra hum hum phat. 

The blazing rays from the mantras "fasten in place" the four vajra walls in 
a gigantic square. This is confirmed by a parallel passage from the 
Abhisamayamanjari, which also shows how the yogin generates the 
walls from the light issuing from the syllables (which, according to one 
Tibetan Cakrasamvara sadhana, are themselves the color of their respective 
directions):299 

With a snap of his left forefinger and thumb he should project 
out (utsdrya) the mantras, [uttering] (iti)—om sumbha nisumbha 
hum hum phat—om grihna grihna hum hum phat—om 
grihndpaya grihndpaya hum hum phat—om dnaya ho bhagavdn 
vajra hum hum phat. [Then,] with rays from the mantras begin
ning [om]sumbha [etc.], in the directions east, north, west, and 
south respectively [i.e., counterclockwise], he should imagine 
four vajra walls [stretching] as far as he wishes, colored [respec
tively] black, green, red, and yellow, vast in size, blazing, [and] 
extending from the top of the world of Brahma ("Brahmanda") 
to the underworld ("Rasatala"). 

In the Cakrasamvara tradition, this four-part mantra is prescribed as a 
method for installing the complete circle of protection, and is referred to 
as the "four-faced mantra" (caturmukhamantrah)?00 The function of the 
walls is to define the outermost limits of a meditation ground that encom
passes the cosmos. In some texts, they are said to form a "vajra binding" 
(vajrabandhah) or a "boundary" (siman), that is, the topographical limit of 
the area that the sadhaka is to bring under his control.3 0 1 

The circle of protection is installed in some sadhanas simply through the 
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recitation of a set of six mantras.302 Most of the mantras refer to the feature 
they install (the noun in stem form), and revolve around the seed-syllable 
of the vajra, hum. For the shield of arrows, however, the mantra is based 
on the seed-syllable of the arrow (tram), while the mantra for the final ring 
of flames is the invocation of Vajrajvalanalarka. Vajrajvalanalarka appears 
in the yogatantra corpus as the wrathful head of the vajra family (see Ricca 
and Lo Bue 1993: plate 44). His connection with the circle of protection is 
found in the Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra (p. 134), where his mantra fol
lows its installation. The installation mantras are shown in table 13. Vari
ous features of the circle of protection are also visible on tangka paintings 
encircling the temple palace, as in plates 12-14. 

Table 13. Mantras for installing the circle of protection 

I ground (bhiimim) om medini* vajribhava vajrabandha hiim 

2 walls (prdkdrdm) om vajraprdkdra hiim vam hum 

3 roof (panjaram) om vajrapanjara hum pam hiim 

4 canopy (vitdnam) om vajravitdna hiim kham hiim 

5 arrow shield (sarajdlam) om vajrasarajdla tram sdm tram 

6 ring of flames om vajrajvalanalarka hiim hum hum 

* • medini] conj.; medini K (GSS3, GSS31). I emend on the basis of GSS5 (Ki8r3), which 
preserves a vocative, medini. However, medini is attested in the Tibetan translations to 
the Advayavajra texts SM251 and SM217 (Sanderson 1994a), and in the Vdrdhyabhyudaya-
tantra (from ADUT 4.28). 

15, The next verse in the Vajravardhi Sadhana continues the visualization 
§4 of the circle of protection by explaining how to purify the space within. It 

describes a method for expelling any demonic beings (v. 15 mdras) or neg
ative obstacles (§4 vighnas) that may have become trapped inside the vajra 
zone during its construction. This is done by means of eight fearsome god
desses. The first four (Kakasya, Ulukasya, Svanasya, and Sukarasya) occupy 
the cardinal directions. They are produced from the same four mantras 
that the yogin has just imagined producing the four vajra walls (om sumbha 
nisumbha, etc.). The remaining four goddesses (Yamadadhi, YamadutI, 
YamadamstrinI, and Yamamathani) occupy the intermediate directions and 
are produced from the brilliant rays emitted by the four mantras. These rays 
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"near" (samipa) the vajra walls.3 0 6 The goddesses now force the obstacles 
into these wells by means of two aggressive mantras: first, the "staking 
mantra" common to the higher tantras {kilanamantrah; cf. GS ch. 14, w. 
59-65), and next the "hammering mantra" (dkotanamantrah). In the par
allel account of the Abhisamayamanjari, the mantras also transform the 
slain obstacles into enlightened consciousness "by means of great bliss" 
(mahdsukhena), so that they have "the single form of suchness" (tathataika-
rupam). This text adds that once they have served their purpose, the yogin 
imagines the goddesses themselves dissolving into the walls, leaving him 
convinced that "the world is made of one solid mass without interstices and 
is free of obstacles."307 

A final note on the circle of protection concerns its position within the 
structure of the sadhana as a whole. In the Vajravarahi Sadhana it appears 
immediately after the yogin has completed the bodhisattva accumulations 
of merit and wisdom. In some sadhanas, however, it is prescribed before 
the practitioner has performed the latter with its meditations on emptiness. 
Indeed, this seems to have been the earlier version.3 0 8 The Abhisamaya
manjari explains the different methods by stating that, for advanced prac
titioners, their understanding of emptiness affords supreme protection in 
itself, and so they do not need to reinforce the effect of the emptiness med
itations with the additional protection of the vajra ground, as ordinary 
practitioners do: 3 0 9 

However, in the [Heruka-JAbhisamaya (the "[Heruka] Method 
of Realization") of Luyipada, the meditation on emptiness is 
taught following the canopy of protection and so forth, because 
one who has exceptional insight is qualified [by his spiritual 
maturity to do so]. For him, emptiness itself (s'iinyataiva)im is the 
supreme protection. But in this [sadhana], because [of the needs] 
of the mass of ordinary folk, the canopy of protection and so on 
is taught immediately after the meditation on emptiness. And in 
many [other] methods of realization (abhisamayas) this same 
sequence is found. 

The Cremation Grounds 

v. 16a and The next line in the sadhana directs the yogin to visualize a suitable 
vy- 7°—76 dwelling place for the goddess inside the circle of protection. In accordance 
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with her kdpdlika character, this takes the form of (eight) cremation 
grounds. Although many tantric sadhanas mention the cremation grounds 
in brief, the Vajravardhi Sadhana is one of only a couple works in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld to give a full account of them.3" Although they 
are relatively undeveloped in earlier yoginitantras, in the Cakrasamvara 
corpus they appear as a set of eight charnel grounds that extend into the 
eight directions of space. It is upon these sources that our author draws 
when he appends seven verses (w. 70-76) to the end of the Vajravardhi 
Sadhana in order to describe the cremation grounds in more detail. In the 
discussion that follows, I draw upon these works. They are summarized in 
tabular form in table 14 (with notes).312 

w. 70— The Vajravardhi Sadhana verses describe the cremation grounds first in 
7<» the cardinal, and then in the intermediate, directions. Here we see that 

each cremation ground has its own distinctive characteristics. Each is indi
vidually named and has a named set of features and creatures dwelling 
within it. These include a tree, a protector, a serpent (ndgah), and a cloud. 
Other texts also mention demons (rdksasas), gteat adepts (mahdsiddhas), 
funeral monuments (caityas), mountains, fires, lakes (the abode of the 
nagas), and rivers (which in pictorial representations often divide the cre
mation grounds). Sometimes the inhabitants are described in relation to 
each other, as when the naga at the foot of the tree makes obeisance to the 
protector (see notes to table 14). 

Other accounts are given in more general terms. The cremation grounds 
are home to fearsome creatures, such as crows, owls, vultures, jackals, 
hawks, lion-faced and tiger-faced beings, lizards, camels, and so on. Grue
some corpses are found impaled on spears, hanging, half-burned, or decap
itated; their dismembered parts are scattered about: skulls, knees, large 
bellies, heads with tusks, and bald heads. Supernatural spirits haunt the 
grisly place, such zsyaksas, vetdlas, rdksasas, and others roaring with kilikild 
laughter. Finally, we find tantric adepts and spiritual beings resident there; 
siddhas with magical powers, vidyddharas, troops of yogins and yoginis, 
and so forth.3 1 3 Another sadhana from the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld col
lection (GSS34) describes the cremation grounds as follows:314 

In this [explanation?] there are the cremation grounds; they are 
harsh and terribly frightening; they [each] have a protector, a 
tree, a serpent lord, and a cloud king. They are replete with the 
eight [auspicious] signs. This is the characteristic of the crema
tion ground. It is said: He should perform the prior service 
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actually in the cremation ground in which [there are terrible dis
turbances] such as fearsome fights, which is disfigured, which is 
very gruesome, [and] in which there is a terrifying noise from the 
crowds of female ghosts. [He should perform it] in the company 
of female ghosts, female goblins, female jackals, and so on. 

The cremation grounds are often vividly depicted in tangkas. Com
monly, the different cremation grounds are separated by rivers (usually 
eight), which are seen running through them, as in plates i, u, and 13 (and 
on the detail of the tangka shown here on the back cover). Within the cre
mation grounds, we see depicted the protectors and their consorts on their 
appropriate mounts, often presiding at the center of each cremation 
ground, seated by a tree and surrounded by fearsome animals, birds, skele
tal remains, and plenty of bones. We can also see fires, caityas, nagas, 
mahasiddhas, devotees, and wild dancing figures. In some tangkas (as in 
the small details of plate 11), we find the cremation grounds depicted inside 
the circle of protection, with auspicious embellishments beyond that 
(although GSS34 cited above included the auspicious signs as features of 
the cremation grounds themselves). Other artists depict the cremation 
grounds outside the circle of protection (as in the crowded and lively scenes 
on plate 12). Where the cremation grounds appear as a pictorial backdrop 
to tangkas (as in plates 1 and 11), it is particularly clear that they are not 
meant to take a peripheral place in the outer reaches of the mandala, but 
that they underpin the whole scene, with the rest of the mandala super
imposed upon them.3 1 5 

As they fill the entire vajra ground (which itself fills all of space), the cre
mation grounds take on cosmic proportions. In this respect it is interest
ing to note that some of the cremation-ground features bear similarities to 
the traditional Abhidharmic cosmos. This suggests that the higher tantras 
are recasting the cosmos along kdpdlika lines so that the eight cremation 
grounds become a cosmological model in their own right. Thus, just as the 
cremation grounds, spread in the eight directions, are presided over by the 
traditional protectors and include eight mountains and eight lakes, so the 
cosmos according to the Abhidharma describes continents spreading in the 
directions (although twelve in number), with eight mountains (Mount 
Meru and its seven mountain ranges) and eight "lakes."316 Features of our 
own continent, Jambudvipa, may also be echoed in the composition of the 
cremation grounds, as it too contains sets of mountains, a lake (Lake Anava-
tapta beyond Gandhamadana Mountain), and rivers. The jambu tree is 
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located near the lake ( A D K ch. 3, v. 57), and there are also eight nagas who 
are said to sustain the earth ( A D K ch. 3, v. 83b—d with Pruden 1991 n. 472). 

The development of a cremation-ground cosmology is evident in myths 
from the yogatantra corpus dealing with the subjugation of Saiva deities. 
In the Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha (STTS ch. 6), the conversion of Siva 
brings about the creation of a new buddha field in the form of a cremation 
ground called "Covered with Ashes" (Bhasmdchanna), while Siva himself 
becomes the tathagata "Lord of Ashes" (Bhasmes'vara). The new cosmo-
logical perspective is strikingly illustrated in the contemporary (eighth-cen
tury) *Guhyagarbha. In this text, Heruka is emanated in warrior stance 
upon a mountain of bones surrounded by an ocean of blood—a clear ref
erence to the traditional cosmology of Mount Meru and its surrounding 
ocean. It is in just these terms that a twelfth-century Tibetan work seeks 
to account for the origin of the cremation-ground cosmos:317 

At the beginning of this kaliyuga, beings started contending with 
each other through their common animosity. As the bodies 
started piling up from their mutual slaughter, they were removed 
to the various directions, and the eight great charnel grounds 
formed. From the corpses ran blood and, as its vapor rose into 
the sky, the eight clouds evolved. When the clouds gave off rain, 
the eight rivers developed, and in them the eight divine nagas 
arose. Mists came from the rivers, and the eight trees grew, each 
of them with its own protector. Then to the south of Sumeru, 
in the continent of Jambudvipa, Mahes'vara's emanation arose. 
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xv Varuna is a prominent god in the Vedas; his later association is as lord of the waters. Hence, 
he is listed as Nagendra (in SUT ch. 17, v. 39b) and is described in the Adbhutasmasdndlam
kdra (Meisezahl 1980: 20) as mounted on a makara. He is red in color and brandishes a lasso 
(left). K. Gyatso states that he is white, has a hood of seven snakes, and holds a snake rope 
and skull cup. 

xvi Yama is associated with the south and with the sun (vivasvat, descended from Surya), hence 
he is also "Vaivasvata" (GSS34) ot "Yama Vaivasvata." He is also god of death, Kala, whose 
agents brings departed souls to Yamapuri. Iconographically, the Smasdnavidhi describes 
Yama as mounted on a buffalo (v. 10: mahisdrudha), black, red-eyed, fat, fearsome, hold
ing a stick/cudgel (dandah) and a skull bowl. This accords with the description reported by 
Meisezahl (1980: 20) in the Adbhutas'masdndlamkdra. 

xvii The northeast (ais'dni) is associated with Siva, hence Is'ana also appears as Nilalohita (in 
GSS34), a synonym of Siva in epic and Puranic tales, and Kapalis'a (in Smasdnavidhiv. 12). 
He is described as white, carrying a trident (s'uli), mounted on a bull, and wearing a tiger-
skin (in Smasdnavidhi v. 12 and Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra Meisezahl 1980: 20). 

xviii The southeast (dgneyya) belongs to Agni (in Smasdnavidhi v. 14 and the Adbhutas'masdnd
lamkdra Meisezahl 1980: 20). Here, the synonym "Vaisvanara" is given, the name of the fire 
in the Caturmasya sacrifice; hence it is also listed as Hutavahadigis'a (GSS34) and "Hutas'ana" 
(in SUT ch. 17, v. 39c = GSS16). He is described in the Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra as mounted 
on a goat, potbellied, red-limbed, having a "firepit skull bowl" (?kundakapdli) and a "pot 
with rosary" (sdksasutrakamanddluh). 

xix The southwest (nairrti) is the quarter of the demons, lorded over by the demon-imp Nairrti 
(in Smas'dnavidhiv. 16). Nairrti is the child of Nirrti, "Calamity/Death," wife of Mrtyu. He 
is also called Raksasa (as in Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra Meisezahl 1980: 20) and Nis'cares'a, 
"Lord of Night Wanderers" (in GSS34). "Jatudhana" also appears as Ydtudhdna (Monier-
Williams 1899), a kind of evil spirit or demon responsible for sorcery or witchcraft (ydtuh). 
He is described in the Smasdnavidhi (v. 16) and Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra as blue-back (nila), 
standing on a corpse, holding sword and skull bowl, naked, with men's skulls on his head 
[as a chaplet]. 

xx The northwest (vdyavi) is protected by Prabhanjana [Vayu], hence listed also as the wind, 
"Vata" (in Smasanavidhiv. 18), but—problematically, suggesting the southwest—as Raksa-
sendra/Raksasa in SUT (ch. 17, v. 39d) and Adbhutas'masdndlamkdra (Meisezahl 1980: 20). 
He is described in the Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra and Smasdnavidhi as blue/smoke-colored 
(respectively), mounted on an antelope (mrgah), holding a yellow banner (dhvajah) and 
skull bowl. 

xxi The naga kings (here, ndgardja-, ndges'a-, nagendra-, bhujages'a-) are described iconograph
ically in Luyipada's Smasdnavidhi and the related Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra reported by 
Meisezahl (1980:19). The descriptions are missing for the intetmediate directions NW and 
NE, possibly due to lost verses. This text states that all wear white ornaments (v. 19: 
sitduimkarabhusitdh). The plates to planche 1 (Meisezahl ibid.: 85—92) show that the nagas 
have human torsos above their coiled snaketails and raised hoods above their heads. 
Meisezahl (1980: 20—21) consults Bu ston for their colors and describes the markings that 
each bears upon his raised hood. They all make obeisance to the dikpatiwho is before them. 
They are seated beneath the tree (in Smas'dnavidhiv. 17). Their presence must be related to 
that of the cloud king, since nagas are associated with water and rain. More complex 
accounts (e.g., K. Gyatso and some tangkas) provide a lake in the cremation ground as an 
abode for the naga. 

xxii In the Smasdnavidhi (v. 5), Vasuki is white (Bu ston: yellow), with a blue lotus on his hood. 
He makes the afijali, bowing before the lord before him. 

xxiii The Smasdnavidhi states that Taksaka is red (v. 7: bandhukapuspasamnibhah) and has a 
svastika on his hood, making the afijali with bowed head. Meisezahl (following Bu ston) 
states that he is black. 

xxiv In the Smasdnavidhi (v. 9), the naga Karkota is described as "resplendent as datk-green 
dilrvd grass" (durvdsydmasamadyutih), with three lines on his throat, and making the afijali. 
(Meisezahl, following Bu ston, describes him as red.) 

xxv The Smasdnavidhi (v. 11) states that Padma is white and has on his hood speckles of 
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sea[water] (Meisezahl reads: vankabindus'ironkitah; Finot reads variga0, a type of flowet 
mentioned on the upavrhah in v. 24). He supplicates his teacher (ydcann djndm ca s'dstdram) 
in the usual manner with the afijali. (Meisezahl, following Bu ston, states that he is red.) 

xxvi In the Smasdnavidhi (v. 13), Mahapadma is "lovely like the moon," with a trident (trisillah) 
on his hood, making the usual afijali. (Meisezahl, following Bu ston, states that he is green.) 

xxvii Huluhulu is also "Ananta" (in the Smasdnavidhi v. 15 and Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra 
Meisezahl 1980: 20), described there as [colored] like a peacock's neck (sikhikanthanibha), 
with a lotus on his hood, making the afijali before his lord's feet. (In Meisezahl, following 
Bu ston, he is yellow-white.) 

xxviii Kulika/Kulisa is described in the Smasdnavidhi as smoke-colored, having a half-moon on 
his hood, seated beneath the mass of creepers (latdjatydm), making the afijali. (In Meisezahl, 
following Bu ston, he is yellow-white.) The mss. of GSS report Kulis'a (see GSSn edition, 
apparatus to v. 77). 

xxix Sankha is also listed as Sankhapala (GSS34). In Smasdnavidhi (v. 19), there is a very brief 
description of him as yellow, with spots [on his hood] (kalarikita), or a tilaka (Meisezahl 
reporting the Adbhutas'mas'dndlamkdra). 

xxx The clouds, or cloud kings (meghardja GSS34), in the cardinal directions have names that 
are associated with the loud noises of thunderclouds; the names of the clouds in the inter
mediate directions (GSSn v. 77) are associated with tain. The names in the Smasdnavidhi 
(v. 21) are different in some cases (the sequence for the ditections is insecure): Jayabhadra, 
Srinando (Tib: "Srighana, Meisezahl 1980: 37), Vrstisupriya, Drutaghosa, Canda, Varsa, 
Purana, and Capala. As these names suggest, the clouds are loud and terrifying, emitting 
lightning and torrents of tain (Smasanavidhiv. 22). Their presence in the cremation grounds 
may be connected with the appearance of the nagas who ate deemed responsible for rain. 

xxxi Avartaka: "Personified Cloud," also listed as Balahaka, "Thundercloud" (in GSS34). 
xxxii Purana (in SUT ch. 17, v. 41c), but GSSn mss. report prapurdna. 
xxxiii Varsa is also given as Varsana (GSS34). 
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The Cosmos and Temple Palace 

(See The commonest method of visualizing the deity's dwelling place in main-
•35) stream sadhanas—even in higher tantric sadhanas, such as the Abhisamaya

manjari—is not as a cremation ground but as the traditional Abhidharmic 
universe. This begins with the visualization of the elements that underpin 
the earth's surface; the yogin then sees the axial mountain Sumeru (or 
Meru) rising up into the heavens. Above this (or encompassing it all), he 
installs the circle of protection and the dharmodayd, or "origin of existents." 
Finally, upon the mountain's peak, he visualizes an elaborate and decora
tive temple palace (kutdgdrah) as the future abode of the deity. This more 
traditional method is also mentioned briefly in the Vajravardhi Sadhana, 
which offers it as an alternative at the end of meditation stage i (v. 35). In 
our text, the visualization includes the generation of the elements and 
Mount Meru inside the vajra ground, but it omits any mention of the tem
ple palace. Before exploring why this is so, we will look in more detail at 
the visualization of the cosmos itself. 

Umapatideva's prescriptions for the meditation can be filled out from 
the account in the Abhisamayamanjari. Here we see how the cosmic ele
ments are produced from their own seed-syllables, yam, ram, vam, and lam, 
and how each has a particular shape and is adorned with its own symbols.3,8 

The meditation also states that the yogin sees his own consciousness "as" 
the elements, a reminder that the practitioner's normal ego identity has 
been dissolved as a result of the previous emptiness meditations:319 

Arising from the meditation on emptiness under the influence 
of the latent impressions (dvedha) [established in his conscious
ness] by his original resolve [i.e., the bodhisattva vow], he should 
visualize his own consciousness as the mandalas of wind, fire, 
water, and earth, one above the other. [These are] generated from 
the syllables yam, ram, vam and lam in the shape of a semicircle, 
triangle, circle, [and] square, colored blue/black, red, white, and 
yellow, [the semicircle] having a fluttering flag marking both 
tips, [the triangle] marked by a flame, [the circle] marked with 
a vase, and [the square] with three-pronged vajras in the four 
corners as symbols. Then on top of that, generated from the syl
lable sum, he should visualize Sumeru as four-sided with eight 
peaks and made of silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, and gold on its east
ern, sourhern, western, and northern sides [respectively]. 
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the right, the elements according to the cosmos of the Kalacakra (suggest
ing, perhaps, that this later tantric system was informed by the develop
ments in the yoginitantras). The traditional cosmos is described in the 
Abhidharmakos'a and bhdsya (ch. 3, "The World"). It is said to exist upon 
a substrate of space (dkds'ah), upon which rest cylindrical layers of wind, 
water, and gold, one upon the other, each diminishing in size. Upon the 
topmost layer of gold is the ocean, which is encompassed by an iron ring 
at its rim and dotted with twelve continents in the four directions. At the 
center of the ocean are the mountains: seven ranges separated by lakes with 
Mount Metu in the center. (See plate 15.) 

Comparing this with the sadhana visualization, it is clear that several 
changes have taken place.320 Firstly, the higher tantras replace the substrate, 
space—which is a metaphor for emptiness—with emptiness itself. This is 
appropriate to the sadhana because the visualization of the cosmic sub
strate "emptiness" arises out of the experience of emptiness that the yogin 
has cultivated in the foundational meditations on emptiness that precede 
it (sometimes directly preceding it, as in the Abhisamayamanjari cited, ear
lier).3 2 1 Next, the sadhana visualizations introduce the element fire between 
the mandalas of wind and water, producing the new sequence: wind, fire, 
water, and earth. This sequence mirrors the traditional list of the elements 
within the human body ( A D K ch. 3, v. 44b) and has the effect of corre
lating macrocosm (the cosmos) and microcosm (the practitioner). This 
correlation is a theme developed later in the sadhana, particularly in the 
meditations upon the body mandala. Finally, the sadhana visualization 
directs the meditator to visualize Mount Meru resting ditectly upon the ele
ment earth, somewhat simplifying the traditional cosmic features of the 
ocean and its continents. 

In contrast, the visualization of Mount Metu itself may be elaborate. 
Once again, the earlier citation from the Abhisamayamanjari fills out details 
that are absent in the brief prescriptions of the Vajravardhi Sadhana (v. 35c). 
The Abhisamayamanjari is typical of mainstream sadhanas in that it accords 
with the Abhidharmakos'a and its commentaries, in which Mount Meru is 
described as square, with four immeasurable walls made of gold, silver, lapis 
lazuli, and crystal facing north, east, south, and west respectively (ADK ch. 
3, v. 50a, with Vydkhyd by Yas'omitra). Sadhana literature often refers to the 
"eight peaks" of Meru (ADK ch. 3, w. 48b—49c), that is, its own central peak 
(the square of four jeweled substances), plus the seven golden "peaks" in 
diminishing height that form concentric squates around Mount Meru. 3 2 2 

Meru itself also has four "terraces" (parisandas) that are the abode of vari-
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ous types of beings. In a visualization of Sumeru supplied by mKhas grub 
rje (p. 175), which he ascribes to the kriyatantra, the terraces are to be embel
lished with stairs of precious stuffs, wish-fulfilling trees, and victory banners. 
(These are also visible on plate 15.) 

In traditional, Abhidharmic cosmology, Meru is crowned by the city of 
the thirty-three gods (Sudars'ana) with Sakra's palace (Vaijayanta) at the 
center, surrounded by parks "for pleasure and for love" ( A D K ch. 3, w. 
65-68). In the higher tantras, Sakra's temple palace is taken over by their 
cult deities, and the central mountain becomes a stage to the cosmic dra
mas of enlightenment played out by new buddhas at the head of new divine 
retinues.323 Mainstream sadhanas frequently draw on formulaic verse from 
older yogatantra sources to describe the ornamental features of the temple 
palace: It is made of jewels, is square with four or eight pillars, and has 
four multilevel porticoes. The eaves are supported by makaras (mythical 
sea monsters), flanked to the right and left by a buck and a doe, and topped 
by a Dharma wheel. It is beautified with strings of pearls, cloth banners, 
vases, mirrors, yak-tail fly whisks, multicolored pennants and bells, and 
may sport a cupola adorned by a jewel and a vajra, or vajras resting on 
sickle moons at the four corners.324 In tangka paintings, the porticoes are 
aligned with the four tips of the double vajra upon which the whole edi
fice rests (vis'vavajravedikd).3" These elaborate gates are usually drawn as if 
seen from in front, as in plates 12 and 13—although the rest of the mandala 
is shown from an aerial perspective. In plate 14, however, we see the entire 
temple palace in three-dimensional elevation.326 

Fig. 26. Double vajra. 

In rejecting the temple palace as the residence of the deity, the Vajra
varahi Sadhana makes significant strides toward a more integrated higher 
tantric practice. We have seen that the prescriptions for the cremation 
grounds are given weight in the sadhana with an extra series of verses (w. 
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70—76) supplementing the main prescription (in v. 16). In contrast, the 
visualization of the cosmos is merely appended in brief at the end of the 
first meditation stage. The Vajravardhi Sadhana therefore represents an 
interesting phase of development within the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld col
lection as a whole. It appears to be midway between sadhanas that remain 
rooted in the cakravartin temple palace tradition, and those that depict a 
more consistent representation of kdpdlika praxis. Thus, we can broadly 
identify three types of sadhana composition, all roughly contemporane
ous, in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. 

1. First are the mainstream sadhanas that follow the traditional cakra
vartin model. These locate the temple palace upon Mount Meru (visu
alizing it inside the circle of protection and the origin of existents 
[dharmodayd]). They make no reference at all to the cremation 
grounds as a location for the self-generation, despite the fact that they 
deal with the generation of a kdpdlika deity—for example, the Abhi
samayamanjari (GSS5; based on the Herukdbhisamaya f. 3v) and 
sadhanas by Advayavajra (e.g., GSS3). 

2. Next are the transitional sadhanas that combine an implicit temple 
palace model with a greater focus on kdpdlika praxis. This is the mid
way position of the Vajravardhi Sadhana. As the mandala is built up 
in the subseqent meditation stages, we will see that its structure is 
that of the temple palace, in which deities of the tetinue are placed 
formally around a central cakravartin-style deity. Despite this, the 
Vajravardhi Sadhana omits any mention of the temple palace itself, 
perhaps an admission that the formal symmetry of this structure is an 
anachronism within the cremation-ground culture of a kdpdlika cult. 
Although our author does include the visualization of the traditional 
cosmos, he downgrades it to a lesser alternative by placing it at the end 
of his first meditation stage (v. 35). His preferred emphasis on the cre
mation-ground cosmology highlights the fact that the deities of 
Vajravarahl's mandala inhabit a very different setting and command 
a very different worldview. These developments have their base in 
scripture, for it is notable that Umapatideva's omission of the temple 
palace mirrors the Samvarodayatantra (ch. 13, w. I2-I3ff.).3 2 7 

3. Moving a stage further still toward the integration of kdpdlika inter
ests, the Guhyasamayasddhanamdldalso includes a group of "skeleton 
arch" (karankatorana) sadhanas (GSS32—34). In these, we find that 
the anomalous temple palace has been testructuted in a style more 
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architecturally suited to its cremation-ground setting. The self-
generated goddess is enthroned beneath an arch of human skeletons 
that is ornamented with skeletonic parasols. These developed kdpdlika 
sadhanas also show a greater degree of internalization within the med
itation techniques espoused, based on the yogic methods of svd-
dhisthdna ("self-consecration") practice (see the appendix for more 
details). 

Self-Generation through the Awakenings 

v. 16 The next stage in the visualization is perhaps the most important in the 
sadhana as a whole: the self-generation of the yogin "as" Vajravarahi. The 
yogin begins by creating a locus for the forthcoming meditations at the 
center of the cremation grounds (v. 16a). He first visualizes an inverted tri
angle that (in our text) is white in color, 3 2 8 and within which he sees a 
vibrant red lotus (v. 16b—d). The triangle is the "origin of existents" 
(dharmodayd) or "source of [all purified] dharmas" (dharmodayah), a spatial 
and visual metaphor for the unoriginated, transcendental plane of real
ity. 3 2 9 Terms such as the Dharma body (dharmakdyah), suchness (tathatd), 
and the sphere of Dharma (dharmadhdtuh) are also applied to the dharmo
dayd, and it is often said to "have the nature of the dharmadhatu" (dharma-
dhdtusvabhdva) or to be "one with the dharmadhatu" (dharmadhdtumaya). 
As a "source" or "origin," the dharmodayd is also equated with the female 
sex organ or womb (bhagah, yonih). This imagery is highlighted by its 
inverted triangular shape (V), which is a simulacrum of the pubis. As in 
north Indian post-Gupta scripts, V happens to represent the letter e, so the 
dharmodayd is sometimes referred to simply as e.ii0 

The fact that the origin of existents represents both the reality of empti
ness and a woman's sex reflects the sexual soteriology of the higher and 
highest tantras.331 In these systems, emptiness is desctibed experientially as 
the ecstatic, all-consuming great bliss, the tantric metaphor for which is 
orgasm. Thus, the experience of emptiness or bliss is said to "arise in" or 
to be "produced from" the dharmodayd, or the woman's sex. This imagery 
is employed in both the Guhyasamaja (yogottara) and Hevajra (yoganirut-
tara) traditions, in which the root tantras famously begin: "Thus have I 
heard: At one time the Lord sported in the vaginas of the vajra maidens."332 

Here, because the vagina represents the bliss of enlightenment, it becomes 
another spatial metaphot for buddhahood. Its locus is the blissful dwelling 
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place of the buddhas, a tantric reworking of the Mahayana concept of the 
pure land Sukhavati.333 Where tantric deities are in sexual union, the female 
deity represents bliss, emptiness, or wisdom, while the male partner sym
bolizes compassion, or means (updyah). In the Vajrayogini tradition, how
ever, the goddess is without a consort, and so she represents in herself the 
union of both wisdom (female) and means (male). Nevertheless, sexual 
symbolism still permeates the visualization. For example, during the med
itation representing Vajravarahi's "conception" (v. 17), we will see that her 
seed-syllable vam is visualized inside the dharmodayd. Here, the syllable 
vam is also the seed-syllable for the vajra, which is a tantric euphemism for 
penis, while the dharmodayd triangle symbolizes the woman's sex or womb. 
Because of the coincidence of V with the letter e, the word evam (syllables 
e + vam) is often said to symbolize this union: "Homage to you, Vajra
yogini; [you] who is seated in the syllables e(V)-vam, whose form is innate 
(sahaja) bliss, who is the knowledge of wisdom, and who is placed in the 
body!"334 

w. The following verses describe the conception and birth of the deity. The 
I 7 - I 9 a terse lines of the Vajravardhi Sadhana in fact describe a sequence of med

itations known in exegetical works as the five awakenings (pancdbhisam-
bodhikramah). These are significant in that they define the Vajravardhi 
Sadhana as a sadhana of the "generation method" (utpattikramah). The 
five awakenings have their roots in the yogatantras, where the term "awak
ening" (abhisambodhih) refers to a meditation on the five wisdoms as part 
of the preliminary emptiness meditations.335 The term seems to have been 
first applied to the process of self-generation in the Hevajratantra, although 
it is chiefly the Hevajra commentarial tradition that is responsible for its 
analysis into the five awakenings.336 The subject proved to be a fertile 
ground for meditative and exegetical elaboration. Indeed, the five awak
enings are only one of many sets of correlations that surround the self-
generation process, including an earlier systematization in the yogottara 
tradition that produced a rather different [set of] four vajras (vajracatuska). 
A set of "six gods" is also taken up in one Tibetan tradition and correlated 
with the five awakenings.337 

Because the Vajravardhi Sadhana deals with the subject only briefly, a 
fuller exposition of the five awakenings is cited below from an elaborate 
prose passage in the Abhisamayamanjari. Following the exegetical tradi
tion, Sakyaraksita correlates each stage with a wisdom, signifying that the 
deity "born" in the self-generation is endowed with every aspect of enlight
ened wisdom. 3 3 8 
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At the center of that [temple palace]339 he should perceive a red 
pam transforming into an eight-petaled lotus symbolizing the 
eight worldly dharmas (astalokadharmatd-). On the pericarp, on 
a sun disk symbolizing the extinguishing of the darkness of igno
rance, [he should visualize] a <vam> seed-syllable situated on a 
sun disk inside the central hub of a vajra, which has [itself] been 
produced from a red vam, and which is in the space between a 
sun disk and a moon disk (samputamadhye). [The vam syllable is 
understood as] the great bliss of the union of the moon [on the 
one hand], which is produced by the transformation of a double 
row of vowels and is identical with mirror wisdom (ddars'ajndna-
svabhdva-), and the sun [on the other], which is produced by the 
transformation of a double row of consonants including d dh d 
dh ya la and is identical with the wisdom of equality (samata-
jndnasvabhdva-). [The vam syllable itself is] identical with dis
criminating wisdom (pratyaveksandsvabhdva-). With rays created 
by that [vam] that have the form of the goddess, he should [then] 
irradiate the ten directions, [and then] perform the welfare of [all] 
beings, [followed by] the withdrawal [of the rays] back again into 
[the vam] itself. [This is] the performance wisdom (krtydnusthd-
nam). With the transformation of all that, [he should visualize] 
himself as the goddess Vajravarahi, identical with the wisdom of 
pure reality (suvis'uddhajndnasvabhdvd-). 

The sequence of the awakenings, and their correlating wisdoms, is sum
marized in table 16. 

Table 16. The five awakenings 

Sequence of Generation Correlated Wisdom 
I. the moon disc mirror wisdom (ddars'ajndnam) 
2. the sun disc wisdom of equality (samatdjndnam) 
3- the seed-syllable (or emblem) discriminating wisdom 

(pratyaveksandjndnam) 
4- the emission and retraction 

of rays 
performance wisdom (krtydnusthdnajiidnam) 

5 the transformation of the 
seed-syllable into the deity 

wisdom of pure reality 
(suvisuddhadharmadbdtujhdnam) 
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v. 17a The Vajravardhi Sadhana covers the first two stages of the five awaken
ings in one line (v. 17a). It instructs the sadhaka to imagine a moon disk (the 
first awakening) and a sun disk (the second awakening); these are seen lying 
upon the red lotus that is inside the dharmodayd. The passage just cited 
from the Abhisamayamanjari describes a more complex version of the med
itation. In a tradition following both the Hevajra and Samvara scriptures, 
the disks are generated from the letters of the alphabet. The moon disk is 
produced from a sequence of vowels, and the sun disk from a sequence of 
consonants, which is termed in brief the "yoga ('union' or 'practice') of vow
els and consonants" (dlikdliyogah).340 The alphabetical sequence of letters 
has been shown above in the vdgvisuddhi (GSS5 Sed p. 125, K14V5); but here, 
the Abhisamayamanjaristates that the sixteen vowels (a diiuurflue ai 
0 au am ah) should be visualized as a double row, thus making thirty-two 
letters, and that the thirty-three consonants (ka to ha) should also be 
extended by the addition of ksa and six other letters (da dha da dhaya la), 
to make forty. This row of forty letters is also visualized as a double row, 
making eighty consonants in all. This embellishment introduces the added 
symbolism of the thirty-two auspicious "major marks" (laksanas) and the 
eighty "subsidiary marks" (anuvyanjanas) of a buddha. Some sources add 
that the rows of letters are seen to revolve, the vocalic turning counter
clockwise and the consonantal turning clockwise, before they transform into 
the moon and sun disks respectively.341 

At the close of the second stage of the awakenings, the sun disk and 
moon disk should be seen to mingle. This is a simulacrum of sexual union 
and gives rise to great bliss. For just as the vowels and consonants formed 
a pair of opposites that represented the polarity of female and male, this is 
true also of the two disks. In this case the red sun disk symbolizes the blood 
of the female partner, and the white moon disk the semen of the male part
ner (e.g., Beyer 1978: no), thus supplying two of the three essential factors 
required for conception in traditional embryology (ADKbh ch. 3, w. 
10-17). The third factor, the intermediate being, arises in the course of the 
next awakening. 

v. I7b-d In the same verse, the Vajravardhi Sadhana describes the third awaken
ing: the visualization of Vajravarahi's seed-syllable, vam, between the two 
disks. This represents the third requirement for conception, namely, the 
presence of the intermediate being (gandharvasattvami)3*2 that is generated 
when the great bliss of intercourse gives rise to the implantation of a "seed" 
in the womb. 3 4 3 Our author instructs the meditator to visualize the vam as 
ted, quiveting with light fays, and vividly clear. In some Vajravarahi 
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sadhanas, the seed in the womb is represented instead by a vajra that is 
empowered by a vam syllable enscribed upon its central point. 3 4 4 In his 
Amnayamanjari, Abhayakaragupta explains that the seed is a five-pronged 
vajra, and that each of its prongs correlates with a limb (head, two feet, and 
two hands) of the divine embryo, or (as elsewhere in the same text), with 
the five fingers and toes, and the five sense organs on the head of the 
embryo (Beyer 1978: 124). The vajra is in fact the emblem (cihnam) of 
heruka manifestations such as Hevajra and Samvara through their familial 
genesis in the vajra family of Aksobhya, and as such is sometimes produced 
from hum, the seed-syllable of the vajra family. Although Vajravarahl's 
emblem is the wheel (cakram), from her association with the buddha fam
ily of Vairocana, her tradition preserves the vajra as an established part of 
the sequence of awakenings, 

v. 18 The next verse (v. 18) describes the fourth awakening, namely, the emis
sion and retraction of rays from the seed-syllable into the universe, where 
they provide spiritual benefit to all beings. The power of mantric rays to 
remove sins, to benefit beings, and to attract or impel deities is often 
referred to in this stage. Their agency is lavishly described by mKhas grub 
rje (p. 161) : 3 4 5 

Then one imagines that from those letters emanate innumer
able rays of light, from the ends of which issue innumerable 
aspects of the body of that god to be intensely contemplated. 
They purify all sentient beings from their sins, obscurations, and 
sufferings, and they give joy to all the buddhas and their sons by 
making offerings to them. Then the rays, together with the gods, 
are withdrawn, absorbed by the letters; and the moon, together 
with the letters, transforms itself into the perfected body of the 
god to be contemplated. 

Once the rays have accomplished their lofty purpose, they are seen retract
ing back into the seed-syllable. The Vajravarahi Sadhana states that, as 
they retract, they should bring back countless buddhas into the syllable; 
elsewhere they summon the entire world (e.g., GSS10 K47V3). The seed-
syllable vam is now pregnant with significance: It is at once the repository 
of the potentiality of buddhahood (GSS32 Ki05r2: buddhatvam hetu-
bhutam...) and a symbol of its actuality, Vajravarahi. 

" *9a The final awakening (described in v. 19a) transforms the seed-syllable 
into the body of the deity. This is understood as the deity's birth into the 
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world. The analogy is given in the second chapter of the Samvarodayatantra 
(w. 12C-20) in a passage that draws upon both traditional Indian embry
ology and upon the tantric topology of the inner body made up of chan
nels, winds, and drops.346 In the first stage of this account (w. I2b-i6b) , 
consciousness is said to arrive through the mouth, carried on winds that 
circulate in the seventy-two-thousand channels (nddti). The scripture (v. 
i6cd) then describes the attainment of highest bliss as the vowels and con
sonants melt together. This is the equivalent of the second awakening. 
Next, consciousness "exists between semen (s'ukram) and menstrual blood 
(sonitam) in the form of a dot (binduh)" (v. iyab), which is the moment 
when the gandharvasattva enters, the equivalent of the third awakening. In 
the fifth month of its germination, the embryo develops its fleshly form in 
five aspects (w. i7cd-iob), and these are correlated with the five buddhas. 
In the seventh month (v. itjcd), it grows hair, nails, and sex organs; in the 
eighth and ninth it develops its senses and full form; and in the tenth, it 
takes on sentience (v. 2od: cetana). The birth (which takes place accord
ing to Indian tradition in the tenth month after conception) is equivalent 
to the genetation of the body of the deity in the final stage of the five awak
enings. (The processes of gestation and birth described here are even more 
explicit in sadhanas where the deities to be evoked are in sexual union.) 3 4 7 

Together, the five awakenings are understood to correspond to the three 
bodies of a buddha. The dharma body (dharmakdyah) is the origin of the 
self-generated deity in the unconstructed transcendental plane of emptiness. 
Tsong kha pa remarks that "it is inadmissible that a Buddha could wish to 
serve the aim of those he takes in hand only through the Dharma Body 
without a body of form" (Beyer 1978:127). Thus, in the course of the self-
generation, the irradiating seed-syllable of the fourth awakening is seen as 
the emanation body (nirmdnakdyah) which, like that buddha body, is for 
the benefit of the world. The final form of the deity is understood to exist 
as an enjoyment body (sambhogakdyah), with all the major and minor 
marks of a tenth-stage bodhisattva (mKhas grub rje 1978: 27). Abhayakara
gupta explains that the sambhogakdya and the nirmdnakdya are conven
tional in that both are reflexes of emptiness and are therefore constructed.348 

Self-Visualization As Vajravarahi 

w. The next six verses describe the culmination of the self-generation process 
- 2 4 as the meditatot visualizes himself transforming into the sambhogakdya 
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form of Vajravarahi. The prescription to "make his own body Varahi" (v. 
24d) is a reminder to the yogin that it is "himself (dtmdnam) that he is to 
visualize becoming the deity.349 Strictly, this must be metaphorical, since 
the notion of an ordinary "self has already been dissolved during the med
itations on emptiness. Indeed, one sadhana adds the comment that after 
the emptiness mantras the body must be seen merely as an appearance.350 

The Vajravarahi Sadhana now gives the iconographical details for 
Vajravarahi, prescribing her color, face, attributes, and stance. As we will 
see, these reveal an iconography closely based on Vajravarahi as consort to 
Cakrasamvara (plate 11).351 In Tibetan works, it is a form very similar to this 
manifestation of Vajravarahi that is associated with the adept Naropa. 3 5 2 

Fig. 27. Vajravarahi in 
warrior stance. 
Drawn according to the Sanskrit 
text by Dharmacari Aloka. 
Cf. plates 7 and iof. 

Vajravarahi is deep red in color, a reflex of her red seed-syllable vam. The 
Vajravarahi Sadhana describes her as "saffron-colored" (v. 19b: kds'mira-
varndm),3" but elsewhere she is compared to vermilion powder (sindurah), 
or to startlingly ted flowers such as the China rose (javdkusumam), the 
bandhukah (Pentapetes phoenicea or Terminalia tomentosa), and the pome
granate flower (dddimah). Her radiance is likened to the fire that blazes at 
the end of the aeon. Throughout the visualization her redness contrasts 
vividly with white, as the yogin sees the red lotus juxtaposed against a white 
dharmodayd (GSS11 v. 16), a red sun disk against a white moon disk,3 5 4 the 
whites of her rolling eyes against her red irises, and streams of blood falling 
from her gleaming white skull bowl and splashing against her garland of 
white skulls. The colors are eloquent in the Indian tradition of primordial 
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polarities, such as hot and cold, bride and groom, passion and purity, rajas-
sattva, east and west, female and male. 

The Vajravarahi Sadhana describes Vajravarahi as having one head (v. 
19b), just as she had as consort to Cakrasamvara—that is, without her epony
mous characteristic, the hog's head (varahah), which appears in her other 
main manifestation (ch. 2). Her face is fanged (v. 2id) and has three eyes; 
these are a standard feature of tantric iconography drawn from the iconogra
phy of Siva.3 5 5 Other texts add that her face is distorted by wrath, with brows 
knit together in a fearsome frown, and eyes "red, round, and rolling." 3 5 6 In 
her two arms (v. 20) she holds her particular attributes, a vajra and a skull 
bowl filled with blood; these are held in her right and left hands respec
tively (as seen from the point of view of the meditator/deity herself).357 

Although the text of this verse is corrupt (v. 20c), it clearly prescribes a 
vajra. It seems that Indian iconography distinguishes between forms of 
warrior-stance Vajravarahi (who holds a vajra) and forms of warrior-stance 
Vajrayogini (who holds a vajra chopper).358 The vajra is usually red in color, 
and sometimes described as blazing and adorned with shining streamers. 
It is generally five-pointed—the four jutting angles plus the central spoke— 
which are said in the Abhisamayamanjari to symbolize "the five knowl
edges combined into one essence." Vajravarahi holds it outstretched, 
pointing her forefinger threateningly at all ignorance and evil. This is a 
gesture common among wrathful deities, who shake their weapons men
acingly so that they become "terrifying even to fear [itself]."359 

The skull bowl is held aloft in Vajravarahi's left hand, and she drinks 
the stream of blood that flows from it (v. 2oab), fixing her gaze upon it as 
she drinks. 3 6 0 The vajra and skull bowl are attributes adapted from the 
iconography of Vajravarahi as consort to Cakrasamvara, but when the deities 
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are in embrace, it is Cakrasamvara who drinks the blood as Vajravarahi 
pours it down into her lord's open mouth, "causing him to drink."3 6 1 The 
skull bowl itself is formed of a severed head, part of the standard insignia 
of kdpdlika praxis, while the blood within it is often said to be that of the 
four wicked mdras, or of other evils; in the Abhisamayamanjari, however, 
it has the taste of great bliss and great compassion.362 

Vajravarahi's third attribute is the skull staff (khatvdtigah/m) balanced 
upon her left shoulder (v. 21a). According to the Abhisamayamanjari^ 

On her left [side] resting on her arm, Vajravarahi is [visualized] 
carrying a skull staff (khatvdnga-) whose nature is the means [of 
enlightenment]. It is brilliant with a white stock that has a sin
gle prong at its base and a black five-pronged [vajra] at its upper 
end, and [beneath that vajra] a desiccated [human] head, a [fresh 
human] head wet [with blood], a pair of crossed vajras, a golden 
vase, and fluttering from the vase's base, multicolored streamers 
with tiny tinkling bells. 

Fig. 29. Skull staff (khatvdnga). 

In illustrations, the "dry and wet heads" (suskasdrdrasiras-) are usually 
depicted as whitish-yellow for the upper head, and blood-red for the freshly 
severed lower head, although there is a good deal of variation in artistic 
works.3 6 4 The Kriydsamuccaya distinguishes a different type of skull staff 
altogether, with three dried heads.365 The equation of the skull staff with 
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means (GSS5: updyasvabhdvd) is a common one and identifies the staff 
with the male consort.366 Stein (Cours 1975: 490) expands upon the sexual 
connotations: the staff is usually held on the left, the side associated with 
feminine consorts, and is not so much "held" as "embtaced" (d-sakta). 

Othet tantric ornaments adorn Vajravarahi's body. She wears a garland 
of heads (v. 21b), fifty in number corresponding to the fifty vowels and 
consonants, and said in the Vajravardhi Sadhana to be bloody, that is, 
freshly severed and dripping.367 This is another feature assumed from the 
male heruka fotms, as female consorts generally wear only a garland of 
dried skulls.368 The colors and characterization of the heads in tantric art 
are highly individual, and they are depicted strung together by the hair or 
with a cord thtough theit mouths.369 

Vajravarahi is also beautified by a set of five tantric ornaments (w. 
22-23), all made of human bone (perhaps embossed with vajtas),370 and 
known collectively as the five mudrds, or signs—indicating here the signs 
of kdpdlika observance. These incude a chaplet, earrings, a necklace, arm
lets, and a girdle. A sixth sign is also worn by male gods, consisting of ashes 
from the cremation ground smeared over the body. It is these six that 
became the prototype for tantric yogins, who wore them as part of their 
"skull observance" (kapdlikavratam).,7t Perhaps as a reflection of the god
dess's new cultic role as central deity, the sixth mudra of ashes is on occa
sion also assumed by female deities (see ch. 2). The Abhisamayamanjari 
lists both the fivefold and sixfold sets of mudras and comments on 
Vajravarahi's new status:372 

[Vajravarahi] bears the five signs of observance {mudrds), 
namely, chaplet (cakri), earrings (kundalam), necklace (kanthi), 
armlets (rucakam), and girdle made of pieces [of bone] (khan-
ddnkamekhald). There is the following verse (iti): "[Visualize 
her] adorned with necklace, armlets, earrings, head jewel,373 [and 
with] the sacred thread [and] ash. [These are] proclaimed as the 
six signs of observance." Some say (iti) she has the six signs of 
observance because of the fact that she is leadet of the mandala. 

As a set of five or six, the mudras are naturally equated with the five buddhas 
and the sixth, transcendent buddha.'74 They may also take on a ritual appli
cation, as they are on occasion installed on the yogin-goddess' body with 
mantta syllables rathet in the manner of an armoring.375 As we will see, this 
type of symbolism pervades each of the mudras individually. 
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For the chaplet, the Vajravardhi Sadhana describes an ornate forehead 
band (v. nd). The cloth band would once have been a tie wound countet-
clockwise around the head for binding up matted locks,376 but here (v. 22c) 
it is more decorative and sports a row of five human skulls interspersed with 
vajtas. The five skulls are identified with the five buddhas, and it is com
mon for the central skull to manifest the seal, the presence in miniature of 
the head of the buddha family to which the deity belongs—Vairocana 
(reserved in our sadhana for the next stage of the meditation; see v. 27).377 

The Vajravardhi Sadhana (v. 22ab) also notes that Vajravarahi's hair tie has 
come adrift, leaving het hair loose and disordered—a statement of her 
untrammeled sexuality.378 Some hair (perhaps her matted locks) is fastened 
on the top of her head by a hair clasp formed of a double vajra.379 The other 
mudras (v. 23) are also of human bone. Apart from the necklace and ear
rings (often depicted as two large loops), there are two sorts of armlet on each 
arm, a wrist bracelet (rucakam),m and an armlet worn on the upper arm 
(keyuram). There may also be anklets (niipurah), which Umapatideva says 
are "tinkling" (he lists them in v. 21c separately from the other mudras). 
The girdle is particularly ornate as it is "adorned with pieces [of bone]," and 
"swings seductively" around the goddess's hips, perhaps embellished with 
bells and strings of pearls. As the Khara Khoto tangkas (e.g., plate 11) show, 
artists like to exploit the beautiful lacelike effect of intricate ivory work.381 

Altogether, Vajravarahi reveals her passionate and abandoned nature 
through her exultant nakedness (v. 21b), her blood-red color, and her hair, 
which flies loose in defiance of socio-sexual constraint. On occasion she is 
even described as menstruating.382 She is tantalizing "with fresh youth" (v. 
24b), an aspect of the erotic sentiment (srngdrah) that the texts are eager to 
promote.383 Her breasts are firm and raised, and her form, tender and lovely. 
Despite her lone status, she is still overcome with lust (as when she was in 
embrace with Cakrasamvara), and she laughs with her mouth open and her 
body horripilating, a perfect "receptacle of great bliss" (v. 24c).384 

Another aspect of Vajravarahi's character is her compassionate wrath. 
This is particularly evident in her stance (v. ioxd). Like her former consort 
Cakrasamvara, Vajravarahi assumes the classical pose of the archer, the 
warrior stance (dlidha-dsanam): she steps onto het flexed left leg and 
stretches out her right leg behind, as described in the Abhisamayamanjari: 
"[Vajravarahi should be visualized].. .with the dlidha [stance], bending her 
left leg and stretching back her right five vitastis [i.e., sixty finger-breadths], 
indicating that the world is "licked up" (a + Vlih > dlidha) by emptiness."385 

And just as Cakrasamvara is visualized trampling upon the corpses of the 
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supreme Saiva deities, Bhairava and Kalaratri, so is the solo Vajravarahi.386 

The Vajravarahi Sadhana states that she stands with one foot (the left) 
upon Bhairava's head and the other (the right) upon Kalaratri's breast (v. 
i9cd). Bhairava is described in another sadhana387 "with four arms, his torso 
heart-[side] down, [his] face up gazing at the lady [Vajravarahi], with a 
chopper and skull held in the first pair of arms, wearing a tiger skin [as a 
lower garment], [and] in his other pair of arms holding a damaru and tri
dent, with three eyes, a snarling mouth, blue, with yellow hair, [and] 
adorned with [a chaplet] of white skulls." The subdued Saiva goddess, 
Kalaratri ("Kalaratri" and "Kalaratrika" are also attested in our texts, but 
in this instance she is called Carcika), is simply described as "red." Illus
trations generally depict her lying face up, holding a vajra chopper and 
skull bowl in her two arms.388 In general terms, the subjugation of the Saiva 
deities represents Vajravarahi's conquest over all evil, whether that repre
sented by another religious system (other brahmanical gods are sometimes 
trampled upon, too), or of evil per se in the classic guise of Mara, the Bud
dhist embodiment of the defilements and death.389 

The subjugation of deities is an expressive theme within the higher and 
highest Buddhist tantras as a whole, and has recently been the focus of 
scholarly attention.390 Its origins are twofold. In its widest sense, the topos 
of subjugation embraces the traditional Indian mythology of the battle 
between the gods and the demons, good and bad. This is a favorite theme 
of the Puranas, perhaps the most famous example of which is the fight for 
the nectar of immortality churned up from the ocean of milk. Some myths 
produce a variation upon the theme and recount tales in which a demonic 
foe is not only defeated and forced to submit, but in which the submission 
is then transformed into devotion (bhaktih) and service toward the gods.391 

In the higher tantras, the myth is given its own particular slant and 
brought into the service of Buddhism. The story first appears as a comic tale 
in the root scripture of the yogatantras, the Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha 
(ch. 6). It concerns the entry of Vajrapani, the tantric bodhisattva, into the 
mandala of the buddha Vairocana. Vajrapani has boldly announced that he 
will not enter (prati-Vpad) the mandala himself until he has seen the world's 
wickedness entirely transformed and brought within the mandala also. 
Vairocana therefore utters powerful mantras that drag all the evil beings of 
the world before his palace on Mount Meru, including the terrible Lord Siva 
(Mahesvara) and his retinue of evil gods whom none, not even all the tatha-
gatas, have succeeded in taming. Vajrapani then commands them to con
vert (prati-Vpad) by taking the three refuges and vowing to gain omniscient 
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knowledge. This outrages Mahes'vara who declares that he is none other 
than the creator and destroyer of the universe, the supreme God of gods— 
he will never stoop to taking orders from Vajrapani, a mere spirit (yaksam)\ 
Vajrapani boldly returns: "Submit, you who eat the human flesh of rotting 
corpses! You whose clothes, bed, and food are the ashes of the funeral pyres! 
Obey my command!" (p. 57: pratipadya bho kataputanamdnusamdmsdhdra 
citibhasmabhdksyabhojyasayydsanaprdvarana mamdjndm pdlayal). But the 
proud god pays no heed, and he is eventually overcome by the mantra om 
nisumbha vajra hum phat (uttered by Vairocana) followed by Vajrapani's 
explosive Mw/Instantly, Mahesvara is struck dead, while his retinue falls to 
the ground groaning. Thrice the gods plead for their lives, slyly arguing that 
they don't understand Buddhism, and so it would be un-Buddhist of 
Vajrapani—a compassionate bodhisattva—to kill them. Vajrapani at last 
restores them, and they experience divine blisses and serve him. But the 
conversion of recalcitrant Mahesvara is not so easy. Although he is restored 
to life, he insists that he would rather die than obey Vajrapani's demands. 
Thereupon, Vajrapani utters mantras that haul Mahesvara and his consort 
stark naked before him, and tramples them underfoot while the world looks 
on and laughs. With another mantra, Vajrapani stands with his left foot 
upon Mahesvara and his right foot upon Uma, and a great cry resounds 
through the three worlds proclaiming Vajrapani as the victor. Then through 
Vairocana's compassion, the touch of Vajrapani's foot becomes a source of 
consecrations, meditational powers, and so forth leading to enlightenment, 
and Mahesvara is transformed into a buddha (Bhasmesvaranirghosa) in 
another buddha realm (Bhasmacchanna) in a far-off world system.3'2 

The same themes of subjugation and conversion appear in other eighth-
century texts, some of which show a marked increase in sex and violence.393 

The myth in the *Guhydgarbha/Guhyakosa is a case in point, as the accounts 
by Sanderson (1995) and Davidson (1991) reveal. Following these scholars, we 
find that here Mahesvara's demonic activities are more pronounced. After a 
period in the hells (because of practicing transgressive tantras without an 
understanding of emptiness) he is at last reborn as Rudra, who terrorizes the 
universe with diseases and insanity. In order to rescue Rudra from samsara, 
the tathagata emanates a consort for himself (Krodhesvarl, Lady of Wrath), 
and from their mingled sexual fluids gives birth to a pantheon of wrathful 
deities who conquer the wicked tyrant and his retinue. The tathagata then 
assumes a wrathful form of a Heruka with three heads, six arms, and four legs, 
and stands in warrior stance upon a mountain of bones in a cremation ground 
surrounded by oceans of blood, with Mahesvara and his consort prostrate 
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beneath his feet. As this still does not overcome his antagonist, the Tathagata 
assumes an even more terrifying form with nine heads, eight legs, and eight
een arms, and resorts to even more extreme methods, which Davidson (1991: 
203) describes as follows: "Heruka, the cosmic policeman, seizes Mahesvara 
and his entire retinue, rips out their internal organs, hacks their limbs to 
pieces, eats their flesh, drinks their blood, and makes ritual ornaments from 
their bones—a model of thoroughness. Having digested all these gods [but 
discarding their hearts and sense organs], Heruka excretes them into an 
enormous ocean of muck, which one of his henchmen, Ucchusmakrodha, 
drinks up. The gods are then revived. Properly grateful for what can only have 
been an extraordinary experience, Mahesvara and his minions beseech 
Heruka and the divinities of his mandala to accept their wives, mothers, and 
daughters as ritual consorts while they take their correct places as the seats of 
the divinities in the mandala." 

The themes reappear in yoginitantra exegetical works, with some varia
tions."4 In Bu ston's account (related at length by Kalff 1979: 67ff.), the 
twenty-four sacred sites {pithas) have been wickedly usurped by low-class 
spirits and demonic gods; rdksasas, yaksas, ndgas, asuras, and so forth. Steeped 
in lust and savagely cannibalistic, they scheme to take over the whole universe 
by inducing Mahesvara himself to lead them. Mahesvara agrees but is too busy 
making love to Kalaratri to commit himself personally, and so he sends 
twenty-four stone lirigas to be installed in the pithas by which he can be wor
shipped vicariously. In response to this dire situation, Vajradhara (taking the 
form of Heruka on the summit of Mount Meru) causes the emanation of the 
Cakrasamvara mandala with himself as its lord. He presses Bhairava and 
Kalaratri beneath his feet so that they gain enlightenment, and then emanates 
the twenty-four pairs of heroes and dakinis who subdue the evil spirits and 
gods in the twenty-four sites. In this account, the Saiva deities are tamed 
through "subduing," "enjoying," and "absorbing" (KalfT ibid.: 73). They are 
subdued in body when their victors take over their names and physical appear
ance, throwing them down and pressing them underfoot; in speech, by the 
appropriation of their mantras, which are transformed by the insertion of 
om at the beginning and hum hum phatdX the end (cf. Vajravdrdhi Sddhana 
§33); in mind, by realization of the void of nonconceptual awareness. Tam
ing by "enjoying" consists in sexual yoga as the heroes copulate with the con
sorts of the vanquished gods, while sporting their bone ornaments, skull staff, 
and other attributes, and sitting upon their corpses as thrones. "Absorbing" 
is firstly the complete purification of their obscurations and then the fusing 
of their minds with the clear light of nonduality. Bu ston's account is typi-
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cal of the Cakrasamvara versions of the myth, which are based around the 
batde for the pithas. The victorious Buddhist heroes not only take their adver
saries' kdpdlika attributes and their consorts, but strip them entirely of their 
identities by assuming the exact guise of their conquered foes. Individual 
Saiva gods are no longer revived to serve in the Buddhist mandala, as in the 
earlier myths, but survive merely as thrones for Buddhist deities who have 
appropriated their cosmic status, mantras, and outward forms. 

The myth of subjugation lends another dimension to the Buddhist 
reliance upon tantric Saiva norms and methodology (p. 37 ff.). For although 
on their own level the myths clearly express the transcendence of the Bud
dhist tantras over the Saiva, they look suspiciously like a "doctrinal apology" 
(Sanderson 1995) for "an area of Buddhism so subjugated by Saivism that 
it has become little more than a Buddhist reflex of that religion." As apolo
getics go, however, they were a powerful means of lending legitimacy to the 
Buddhist tantric systems. At the same time, they declared Buddhism's inde
pendence of Saivism by the simple trick of demonizing it. Above all, the 
Buddhist function of the Saiva models is never in doubt (Sanderson 1994a, 
1995). As in the method of subjugation by absorbing described above, the 
purpose within Buddhism is to convert Saiva 'irreligion' by purifiying it of 
its wrong views, and bringing it within the orbit of universal enlightenment. 
The motivation is compassionate, and the myths are an uncompromising 
expression of skillful means. Throughout the higher and highest tantras, we 
see Buddhism confidently imposing its own doctrines and theory onto the 
underlying Saiva framework. This process is clearly illustrated by the 
Vajravdrdhi Sddhana, where we will find that even such features as the Saiva 

pithas are overcoded and correlated with the traditional formulations of the 
Buddhist path. In our account of the visualization of Vajravarahi herself, we 
have seen how her pan-tantric iconography is imbued at every step with a 
transcendental symbolism that is entirely Buddhist.395 

Armoring 

As the yogin has now imaginatively transformed his outer body into that 
of Vajravarahi, the next step is to transform his inner being also. He does 
this in two stages. First, he protects the body of "himself-as-goddess" with 
an armor (kavacam) of mantra syllables (v. 25~§6), and he then infuses it 
with transcendental knowledge (v. 26-§7). As we will see, the deity's outer 
form and its internal essence are distinguished as two "beings" (sattvas): the 
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pledge being (samayasattvam) and the knowledge being (jndnasattvam), 
and the infusion of knowledge takes place as the two beings are visualized 
merging together as one. The process of armoring (kavacanam) serves as 
the preparation for this essential moment. (In contrast, some texts state 
that the yogin-goddess is first infused with knowledge and then armored, 
so that the armoring functions as a purificatory prelude to the following 
consecration.)396 

25a-c, In the Vajrayogini tradition, the yogin-as-goddess performs the armor-
§6 ing with a placing or "installation" (nydsah) of six pairs of mantric syllables 

at six points on his/her body. The verse in the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana (v. 25) 
is based upon a scriptural citation that often accompanies the syllables, and 
that names the parts of the body upon which, or within which (the loca
tive is ambiguous) the armoring syllables are to be placed: navel, heart, 
mouth, head, crown, and all limbs "as the weapon" (astram)?1 

In some sadhanas, the armor syllables may take iconographical form as 
six armor goddesses. This is the case in the Abhisamayamanjari, which 
states that "because of the indivisibility of the mantra and the deity" 
(mantradevatayor abheddt), the meditator is to generate six kapalika god
desses. They all are disheveled with hair loose, naked, three-eyed, and stand
ing in the warrior stance. The goddess at the navel is a form of Vajravarahi 
herself. She is red, as usual, but she has three faces colored red, blue, and 
green. Her six arms hold, on her left, a skull bowl, staff, and noose, and on 
her right, a hook, Brahma's head, and chopper. The remaining armor god
desses are Yamini (blue-black), Mohini (white), Samcalini (yellow), 
Samtrasini (green), and Candika (smokey-gray), who are visualized at the 
heart, mouth, head, crown, and "all limbs." They have only one face and 
four arms. On their left, they hold skull and staff, and on their right, a 
damaru and chopper.398 

The armor goddesses are depicted in the Mongolian icons, almost iden
tically to our prescriptions, along with a set of the male armor gods.399 The 
Tibetan sadhana describes the generation and visualization iconography 
of the "armor heroines" (go cha V dpa' mo drug) more fully, endowing them 
with the five mudras and a garland of freshly severed heads. They are each 
said to stand upon a sun disk (except Mohani, who stands upon a moon), 
and upon a corpse (which is depicted as female).400 Plate 2 depicts an early 
painting of a red, dancing ddkiniioxm from Khara Khoto, distinctly Indian 
in style; she holds the same four attributes, though in slightly different 
positions. The two line drawings in figures 30 and 31 illustrate Armor 
Vajravarahi and Yamini. 
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Fig. 30. Armor Vajravarahi. 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 62, LC 572) 

Fig. 31. Armor Yaminl. 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 63, LC 573) 

In contrast to other descriptions, the armoring in the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana is quite simple. This is because it omits a set of prescriptions that 
prepare the meditator for the armoring, by asking him first to purify 
(s'odhayet) or "empower" (adhitisthet) all aspects of his/her pyschophysi-
cal organism. This empowerment is accomplished by equating mantric 
syllables with the skandhas, the sense organs and the sense fields, and the 
elements, as follows:401 
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Table 17. Syllables of empowerment 

skandhas om ah hrih/hrim hohlhum humlhom hrih/hih 

senses & fields bhrumlom hum/hum kham ah/dm hdm/hd ham 

elements lorn mam pam tdm kham 

The empowerment process is similar to the preparatory meditation with 
purifying equations {visuddhis) described earlier, although it lacks the cor
relation with a deity visualized in iconographical form (summarized in 
table 9). Although the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana eschews both the preparatory 
correlations and the empowerment (perhaps because they include male 
deities), these are important practices in the related texts. A commentator 
on the Yoginisamcdratantra, for example, repeatedly remarks that the pur
pose of identifying the five buddhas with the skandhas is to destroy the 
"ordinary idea of self (prdkrtdhamkdrah) by taking on the "divine idea of 
self (devatdhamkdrah). This is, of course, the process by which the tantric 
practitioner becomes "united" with his deity (devatdyogavdn).402 

Taken altogether, the stages of empowerment and armoring are also 
related to the body mandala described later in the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana. 
The body mandala correlates deities with the yogin's internal and external 
being in order to identify him with the full mandala, a process that can be 
difficult to distinguish from the armoring.403 In some texts, the purifying 
correspondences {visuddhis) of body, speech, and mind (with om ah hum) 
are also incorporated into the armoring meditation, a correlation that again 
points to the full mandala, with its three circles of body, speech, and mind 
(kdyacakra, vdkcakra, and cittacakra).m It seems that the armoring there
fore forms a specialized application of the broader themes of the body 
mandala. Its particular function is to prepare the yogin-deity for the infu
sion of knowledge that is to follow, and it is commonly distinguished by 
its use of mantra syllables and—in most texts—by the preceding empow
erment of the self-generated yogin's psychophysical being. 

Pledge and Knowledge Beings 

w. 2 jd - Having prepared the pledge deity (samayadevatd) with the armoring, the 
26, §7 Vajravdrdhi Sddhana (v. 25d) instructs the yogin to infuse it with the 
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knowledge deity (jndnadevata). The pledge deity is the imaginary form of 
the goddess created by the "pledge-holding" initiate through the self-
generation. In his Tantrdrthdvatdra, Buddhaguhya describes the pledge 
forms (samayasattvah, samayamandalam, samayacakram) as "those [forms] 
discerned by persons pledged (*samayin) [to them].. .ones imagined as aris
ing from the body of a deity and as having the shape of a deity which the 
pledge person has generated in conformity with that [body of a deity], or 
imagined congruently with the latter's parts."405 Buddhaguhya describes 
the knowledge forms (jnanasattvam, jhanamandalam, jndnacakram)'as "the 
self-existent (*svabhdvin) discerned as deity." The knowledge being is said 
to have both form and "inherent nature" (mKhas grub rje: 235, citing the 
Paramddyatantra). 

v. 26- The Vajravdrdhi Sddhana now describes how the two "beings" are fused 
§7 together to become one. The prose passage (§7) lists a traditional set of four 

mantra syllables, each of which has a particular function:406 

1. jah Summoning the knowledge being (akarsanam) 
2. hum Causing its entry into the pledge form (praves'anam) 
3. vam "Binding" of pledge and knowledge forms (bandhanam) 
4. hoh Gratification of the fused forms (tosanam) 

In the previous verse (v. 26), however, the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana prescribes 
a slightly different procedure, one also common in other sadhanas: 

1. Summoning the knowledge being (omitted in the Vajravdrdhi 
Sddhana) 

2. Worshiping the knowledge being (v. 26ab) 
3. Causing its entry into the pledge form (v. 26c) 
4. Merging of pledge and knowledge beings (v. 26d) 

In both the verse and prose, summoning or attraction (akarsanam) is the 
first step, and the yogin (that is, the yogin-as-goddess) must visualize the 
knowledge deity of Vajravarahi standing in space before him. One com
mentator explains that there are two kinds of summoning, "invitation from 
the Dharmadhatu Palace of Akanistha, and attraction from the worldly 
realms of the ten quarters" (Padmavajra's Tantrarthdvatdravydkhydna cited 
by Lessing & Wayman 1978: 236, n. 33). The first is reminiscent of the 
sadhana's preliminary worship visualization and indicates that the knowl
edge deity is Vajravarahi in her sambhogakdya form. The summoning of 
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deities from the ten directions is typical of the method used in the case of 
bali rituals, and indeed this is the ritual that generally provides the proto
type for the summoning here. Thus the meditator is instructed to summon 
the knowledge deity by uttering the syllable phet/phem, making a hand ges
ture (mudrd) at the forehead, and impelling the deities to descend with 
hooklike rays from the heart to the accompaniment of a scriptural verse 
{krtvdgragranthyd khalu madhyasuci...; see n. 505)—the very prescriptions 
laid down for the bait ritual itself.407 

Once summoned, the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana (v. 26ab) instructs the yogin 
to make offerings to the knowledge deity in the manner of the worship 
above (v. 4). The summoning and the worship are anyway interlinked, as 
Padmavajra actually explains summoning as "the invitation by offerings" 
(Lessing & Wayman op. cit).m In the case of the mantra syllables—jah 
hum vam hoh—it is the last syllable, hoh, that is for worship, or "gratify
ing" (tosanam).Am There is another well-attested tradition that states that 
hoh is not for gratification, but for the subjection and control of the deity. 
This is evidence of the power orientation typical of cremation-ground 
praxis and another reminder of the influence of the bali ritual.410 Padma
vajra {ibid. n. 36) seems to attempt a reconciliation between these two inter
pretations of hoh by remarking that "Subduing means making (them) 
rejoice, pleasing (them)." The Vajravdrdhi Sddhana ends the verse by direct
ing the yogin to make the knowledge being enter into the pledge being (v. 
26c) and "bind" the two of them together (v. 26d) (with the utterance of 
syllables hum and vam). The verse describes the fusion of the two beings 
as they mingle together, like water in water, or ghee in ghee. Elsewhere, 
texts describe them "becoming one" (ekikaranam, advaita-) or, in the words 
of Padmavajra, "Tying means binding so there is no distinction between 
the evoker [i.e., the pledge form of the yogin-goddess] and the thing evoked 
[i.e., the knowledge deity]" {ibid.: n. 35). 

Considering the overall structure of the sadhana, the infusion of Vajra-
varahi's outer form with knowledge is perhaps surprising. After all, the self-
generation stage has already endowed her with the five wisdoms and shown 
her to be a reflex of the dharmakdya. This kind of repetition, however, is 
a hallmark of the sadhana, as it seeks to identify the yogin ever more indis-
tinguishably with the essential nature of the deity. And it is this tendency 
that seems to have been at work in the evolution of the theory of different 
"beings" {sattvas), which has its roots in the yogatantras. The earlier mate
rial constantly expresses the urge to relocate the true essence of the deity 
in a more essential form. For example, in the sadhanas of Manjus'rl, it is 
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common for a deity to be visualized with the form of another deity or syl
lable placed at its heart as its "essence," "nature," or "source." In one 
instance, the text prescribes a visualization of the tathagatas with the bodhi-
sattva Manjus'rl at their hearts, and at the heart of Manjus'rl himself the 
syllable a from which he was himself produced (akdrasambhavah) (Ndma-
mantrdrthdvalokini in Tribe 1994: ch. 4). A is thus the most essential form 
of Manjus'ri, and hence the "limit of reality" (bhutakotih).m 

The same reductionist urge is expressed in yogottara sources (Isaacson 
1996b) as a theory of three "beings": the pledge being (samayasattvah), 
knowledge being (jndnasattvah), and meditation being (samddhisattvah). 
The pledge being bears the more essential knowledge being at its heart, 
and the knowledge being bears the even subtler meditation being at its 
heart. Thus, in the Pindikramasddhana (w. 91—92), the pledge being is a 
self-generated deity bearing six attributes; the knowledge being has the 
same form, but carries only the two most essential emblems; and the med
itation being is the seed-syllable in the heart of the knowledge being (Isaac
son: ibid.).412 This seems to be the system bequeathed to the yoginitantras 
in the slighdy simpler twofold theory of the pledge and knowledge beings.413 

This type of visualization is depicted in art in the early fifteenth-century 
paintings at Gyantse, which show a series of buddhas with an eight-armed 
deity at their hearts and a two-armed deity within the hearts of each eight-
armed deity (Ricca and Lo Bue 1993: plates 5-9). 

Consecration 

v. 27 The Vajrdvdrdhi Sddhana now directs the yogin to visualize enlightened 
~§8 beings bestowing consecration upon himself as Vajravarahi (v. 27-§8). The 

meditation begins once again with the emanation of the deities as the yogin-
deity radiates light from the heart, which summons or impels them into 
the sky before him (§8). 4 1 4 Our author states in the verse that these enlight
ened beings are tathagatas (v. 27b), but in the prose passsage, he describes 
them as eight yoginis. As both tathagatas and yoginis are traditionally pres
ent at the consecration, it is not entirely clear which our author has in 
mind. In the earlier Hevajra system, it is the tathagatas who administer the 
consecration, while ten attendant goddesses sing and dance in praise.415 But 
in the Cakrasamvara tradition, the tathagatas are summoned only in order 
to emanate the goddesses who will themselves bestow the consecration, or 
it is the yoginis alone who perform the ceremony.416 In the VajrayoginI 
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texts, the yoginis rise still further, and appear in the Abhisamayamahjari as 
a special class of ten consecration goddesses called vajravildsinis.4" The shift 
toward feminine power is mirrored by an increasing emphasis on cremation-
ground symbolism. Thus, the Vajravdrdhi Sadhana describes how the 
yoginis pour out the "nectar of innate knowledge" (that is, the five nectars) 
onto the head of the yogin-as-goddess from the skull bowls they hold in 
their hands; whereas in Hevajra and most Cakrasamvara texts, the vessel is 
instead visualized as a ritual vase (kalas'ah).m 

. zj'i As the enlightened beings pour the liquid, they recite a traditional accom
panying verse followed by the mantra om sarvatathdgatdbhisekasamayas'riye 
hum ("To the glory of the pledge [of?] consecration by all tathagatas!").4''' 
The verse (v. 27!) focuses upon the important purificatory function of the 
consecration, which is sometimes said to counteract ignorance and to wash 
away obscurations. In some sadhanas the liquid is imagined flowing through 
the yogin-deity's crown and filling him completely as it transforms into 
buddhas who transform all negativity whatsoever.420 Here it gives rise to the 
buddha who seals Vajravarahi on her crown—in this case, Vairocana. 

The consecration in the sadhana is, of course, based on the actual rituals 
enacted by the guru when he consecrates a pupil into the practices of the 
highest tantras. Such initiatory rites are divided into two types: the lower 
consecrations, of which there are usually five (pancdbhisekah), and the higher 
consecrations, often starting with the teacher consecration (dearydbhisekah)411 

For example, the first of the lower consecrations (the water consecration) 
begins with the pupil's request to his guru that he bestow the consecration 
upon him—an element also included in many sadhanas422—and the guru 
then sprinkles water from a vase as he recites an accompanying verse, exactly 
the same format as that in the sadhana. The influence of the teacher con
secration can also be seen, as this rite requires the guru to visualize the 
tathagatas bestowing the empowerment from a vase upon the head of a 
pupil who is already "in union with his chosen deity" (svestadevatdyoga-
yuktah); this is mirrored in the sadhana in all but the third-party interven
tion of the guru. The function of the teacher consecration is also significant. 
As the first of the higher consecrations, it permits and obliges the new 
vajrdcdrya to remain in union with his deity, to bestow consecrations upon 
pupils, and to progress to further esoteric consecrations, such as the taking 
of a consort for sexual yoga practice. Similarly, the consecration in the 
sadhana requires the yogin to preserve the form of the goddess (the conse
cration in HT1.4 actually ends with just this injunction: devatdmurtyd 
sthatavyam), and it paves the way for meditations based on sexual yoga. 
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r - 28 The Vajravdrdhi Sddhana follows the consecration with typical acts of 
worship (v. 28ab) in which puja goddesses are visualized in space worship
ing the newly consecrated yogin-goddess, the practitioner as Vajravarahi. 
This verse also refers to a ritual of worship called the tasting of nectar (v. 
28cd), although the rite's full exposition is reserved for the final section of 
the sadhana, which is devoted entirely to an explanation of the rituals of 
deity yoga. 

Inner Yogic Practices 

w. With the consecration, the process of self-generation is finally complete. 
-31' What follows in the sadhana is a series of contemplations based on the 
§9 seed-syllable or the mantras of the deity. They contrast to some extent with 

the visualizations of the generation (utpattih) by generally taking place 
within the subtle yogic body that the yogin imagines, or experiences, inside 
his physical body. This type of meditation tends to be non-iconograhical, 
in that the objects of focus include visualized mantra syllables, colored 
"drops" within the yogic body, and the sensations caused by energies or 
"winds" moving within the yogic body. The principal aim of this type of 
meditation is finally to dissolve all visual and oral symbols of reality into 
reality itself and thus to bring about an experience of emptiness that is 
formless and void of any type of proliferation, whether visual, oral, or men
tal. This is a goal already familiar to practitioners of the Mahayana 
(pdramitdnayah), and as Germano (1994: 220) suggests, the tantric tech
niques that the yogin applies to achieving it "can also be understood in part 
as attempts to formally incorporate the non-exoteric styles of meditation 
on emptiness (that were increasingly normative in orthodox monastic envi
ronments) into tantric practice and ideology." 

Such inner yogic practices are generally considered to contrast with 
generation-type meditations. In a distinction dating back to the eighth 
century and the Guhyasamdjatantra, the latter became known as the gen
eration stage and the former as the stage of "perfection" or "completion" 
(utpannakramah). A famous exposition of the completion method is Nagar-
juna's sixfold yoga (sadangayoga) developed in the yogottara exegetical tra
dition, and of particular importance in the later Kalacakra system, as expounded 
by Naropa.423 However, it is worth asking to what extent such labels apply 
within sadhana compositions themselves. Sadhana writers do, on occasion, 
refer to the yoga of the generation stage (utpattikramah/utpattikramayogah), 
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but they do not tend to make a distinction within the sadhana between 
those meditations revolving around self-generation and a subsequent "per
fection stage" involving the inner yogic practices—even if the latter evince 
features of what they may regard as perfection-stage praxis (GSS33 is an 
exception in our collection; see the appendix). Indeed, although most of 
our authors (although not necessarily all) were evidently aware of these 
classifications—and some, such as Ratnakarasanti or Advayavajra, com
ment upon them elsewhere—what scholars/practitioners of the time actu
ally meant by the terms utpattikrama and utpannakrama is by no means as 
clear as current secondary literature makes out. In significant research on 
this classification, Isaacson (1999, 2001) has revealed the tremendous com
plexity of the distinction, and I can do no more here than summarize a few 
of his key findings (robbing them of the extensive bedrock of his citations 
from the early sources). 

The renowned scholar and tantrika Ratnakarasanti explains the gener
ation stage as "that stage or type of yoga (utpattikramayogah) in which the 
yogin produces, in a series of steps, [himself in] the form of the deity" 
(Isaacson's summary of the author's commentary on Hevajratantra i.8.24cd-
25ab in 2001: 470). The aim is ultimately to realize nondual emptiness, 
free of the mind's proliferation (prapancah), although to achieve this, the 
meditation itself relies on prescribed sequences involving just such prolif
eration. So much, it seems, was generally accepted by tantrikas of the time. 
Nevertheless, on the exact function of the generation stage, and on its value 
relative to the so-called perfection stage, "there is evidence that there was 
a dispute, probably a long-running one" (Isaacson 1999). Thus, while 
Ratnakarasanti was content to see the utpattikrama as a necessary prelim
inary for ensuing higher stages of practice, Isaacson also cites authors who 
were dismissive, even contemptuous, of it. A thornier matter still is deter
mining what exactly these higher practices were, and how they were to be 
classified. Again following Ratnakarasanti, Isaacson explains the perfection 
stage, or utpannakrama, as the yoga of cultivating the sahaja or "innate" 
nature of the sadhaka himself, and of other beings.424 It is called the innate 
nature, Ratnakarasanti explains, in that it is "[already] arisen," and "does 
not need to arise or be produced..." {ibid.: 470). In other words, the deity 
already exists within the practitioner's deepest convictions (svdbhdvika), 
and is thus already "born" (utpanna)425—clearly a process that no longer 
needs the meditative apparatus of generation, such as the five awakenings. 
Indeed, in Ratnakaras'anti's terms, it relies upon a cultivation or contempla
tion of a sensation of great bliss (mahdsukham) that "spreads throughout 
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the sadhaka's body, and then is to be imagined pervading the entire uni
verse" {ibid.: 471). There is little call here for iconographical visualization, 
and the chief tool for creating the experience of this bliss is a progressive 
form of sexual yoga moving from imaginary, to symbolic, to actual prac
tice with a female consort. Ratnakarasanti then goes on to refine the med
itations involved in the perfection stage, pinpointing both "ordinary" and 
"extremely profound" (paramagambhira-utpannakrama) stages and stating 
that the latter is itself "of many kinds" {ibid.: 472). But as Isaacson points 
out, Ratnakarasanti's was by no means the only voice in the debate, and 
other authors defined the perfection stage quite differently. Advayavajra, 
for example, focused on its function as an accelerated means of practice but 
maintained that it is still fully iconographic {ibid.: 471, n. 99). 

A sure indicator of the diversity within the categorization, definitions, 
and usages of utpatti and utpanna is the variety of terms relating to the 
subject. Isaacson (1999) has shown that the term utpannakrama, or "per
fection stage," may be used interchangeably with nispannakrama. (The 
term "sampannakrama" sometimes encountered in secondary literature is 
an anomaly, which Isaacson states does not appear in any original Sanskrit 
source and appears to have crept in through another wrong back transla
tion from Tibetan.) In addition, the term nispannakrama may have been 
used by some, such as Candrakirti and Ratnakarasanti, to point to the term 
nispannayoga. This usage would have suggested to other scholars of the day 
a deliberate correspondence between the generation and perfection stages, 
and a different system of classification as found in the Mayajalatantra, 
namely, a series of yogas called nispanna-, kalpita-, and adhisthana-yoga. 
Other authors clearly knew of the categories of the Mayajalatantra and 
preserved them in their writings, but without attempting to equate them 
with other systems around at the time. Abhayakaragupta, for example, 
opens his Nispannayogavali (Cycle of Completion Practices) with a direct ref
erence to the Mayajalatantra's "completion yoga" (p. 1: yogo nispannah) 
(ibid.). Other systems and terms were also current, and we have also already 
noted a category of inner yogic practices called the "self-consecration," or 
svddhisthdna method, which corresponds in type to aspects of the perfec
tion stage. 

My brief summary of Isaacson's research would be incomplete without 
pointing to his comments on the possible motivation for these early debates. 
In a unique observation, Isaacson (1999) cites the earliest known source for 
the distinction between utpatti and utpanna from the Guhyasamdjatantra 
and reveals that it is unmistakably modeled upon Nagarjuna's declaration 
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of the two truths, a doctrine essential to Nagarjuna's philosophy, and key 
to the development of the pdramitdnaya.411' Isaacson writes, "such a con
scious parallel therefore suggests that the distinction of the two kramas is 
an equally fundamental one for tantric Buddhism." It is a correspondence, 
moreover, that is taken up by later tantrikas (e.g., Kanha YRM p. 104 gloss
ing HT1.1.1). But why should such distinctions be necessary? For Nagarjuna, 
the declaration of the two truths follows his assertion that all categories, 
including Buddhist ones, are empty. In the light of this, he needs to explain 
that on an "ordinary" level, Buddhism still requires its doctrines and paths, 
and that these remain true and effective. In other words, "the verse is actu
ally introduced to protect the lower (samvrtisat), not so much to justify the 
higher (paramdrthasat), [the fact of] emptiness, which has been established 
in the preceding chapters" (ibid.). Isaacson suggests that the parallel dis
tinction between generation and perfection stages serves a similar function. 
That is, the verse in the Guhyasamdjatantra protects or safeguards the teach
ings of the generation stage (which are after all the majority of tantric teach
ings) by proposing that they are a first stage, or a necessary preliminary, to 
the higher practices of the perfection stage. This way of framing the (tantric) 
teachings means that they are now being expressed in terms of a path, to be 
trodden step-by-step in hierarchical sequence. The introduction of a tantric 
"path" at the time of the Guhyasamdjatantra was, Isaacson proposes, moti
vated by the contemporary debate between gradual and subitist approaches 
to enlightenment, which he shows the Arya school of the Guhyasamdja
tantra to have taken very seriously. 

The inner yogic practices of the sadhana, as we have just seen, move 
beyond the iconographical visualizations of the self-generation and focus 
on experiences produced inside the meditator's body. This depends upon 
a complex analysis of the internal, subtle, or "yogic" body into "channels" 
or "veins" (nddis) and "body centers" (cakras), a topic well documented in 
published sources on the highest tantras.427 In brief, there are three main 
channels within the torso about a quarter of an inch in diameter. The cen
tral channel in particular is understood to be very straight (so that it can 
convey airs and liquids), soft like a lotus petal, bright and translucent, and 
either red or blue in color. It runs from the tip of the sexual organ, or at a 
point between the genitals and the anus, up to the top of the crown, usu
ally curving down from there to the point between the eyebrows. The side 
channels join the central channel at the navel and run up parallel with the 
central channel to the crown, where they curve away on each side to the 
two nostrils; they are a little thinner than the central channel. The channels 
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are known as avadhiiti (center), rasand (right), laland (left), and together 
they serve as conduits for a series of inner "winds," or energies. There are 
different kinds of winds, which are vehicles for different kinds of con
sciousness or mind, and those in the outer channels are understood to be 
impure, while those in the central channel are pure. Their flow is consid
ered vital to the healthy functioning of the body. The three main channels 
are assisted by 120 principal channels and 72,000 subsidiary channels that 
circulate the winds through the rest of the body. Normally, the winds are 
unable to enter the central vein because the two side veins twist around it 
at four vital points, like knots, obstructing their flow. These points are the 
four cakras (literally, "circles," but variously translated "plexus," "centers 
of veins," "psychic centers," etc.). They are placed along the central chan
nel, and depending on the yogic system followed, they are located at the 
head, throat, heart, and navel, or at the head, heart, navel, and sex organ, 
and are represented by different kinds of lotuses. The three main veins also 
carry a flow of "nectar" between the cakras, namely, urine in laland (cf. n. 
217; or sometimes male semen), blood in rasand (the female "semen"), and 
semen, or bodhicitta, in avadhiiti (sometimes understood as the fusion of 
the male and female components, wisdom and means; Tsuda 1974: 63). 

The purpose of yogic meditations is to bring the winds from the outer 
channels into the central channel, avadhiiti. The winds are said to do this 
naturally at death, so the yogin's ability to manipulate them at will indi
cates his transcendence of death. The section on completion methods in 
the Abhisamayamanjari includes prescriptions for such a practice (although 
it refers to the visualization of the complete mandala rather than the sin
gle deity as in the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana). Here the yogin is to use his absorp
tion in the vam syllable (or its subtle sound, the nddd) to manipulate the 
flow of the outer winds. When he causes the upward wind (here, prdnah) 
and downward wind to enter avadhiiti, an experience of intense heat rises 
through the channel from the navel, characterized as the fire, cdnddli (also 
understood as the red, female essence). Its blazing causes the nectar (bodhi-
cittam, or male essence) visualized in the topmost cakra to melt, and as it 
does so, it flows down and blissfully pervades the four cakras in turn. Thus, 
the yogin is said to experience four kinds of "joys" or "blisses" (dnandas) 
that culminate in the highest kind of bliss, sahaja or "innate" bliss. In this 
blissful state, dualistic perception is said to be transcended:428 

If he is unable to fix his mind firmly on so big a mandala circle 
for a long while, then, [he should] make the mind become firm 
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[by focusing on the ndda, that is,] on the ray of light in the form 
of a thread of lotus fiber from the vam seed [-syllable], which [he 
visualizes] in the space between the sun and moon disks on the 
lotus at his navel. [By so doing (-dvdrena), he] removes the flow 
in both [left and right] veins of the vital (prdnah) and down
ward (apdnah) winds, because of which (-parihdrdt) the [winds] 
enter the central [channel]. When [this happens, praves'e], [then] 
there is the arising of sahaja [which comes about] through the 
sequential [experience of the four] joys etc., [which occurs] 
because (kramena) the cakras are pervaded by the moon [i.e., 
nectar] in the head, which has been made to melt [lit.: "through 
the cakra pervasion of the moon in the head, which has been 
made to melt"] because of the blazing cdnddli. [When this hap
pens, sahajodaye], [there comes about] either the nonperception 
(anupalamabhah) of the mandala circle through the sudden 
removal of all proliferating thoughts or [through its] gradual dis
appearance (antarbhdvah) into emptiness. 

The Abhisamayamanjari goes on to describe how the entire world, the cre
mation grounds, the mandala and its goddesses, and the yogin himself 
(self-visualized as Vajravarahi) each dissolve into each other so that only the 
vam remains. This also dissolves away, starting from the lowest part of the 
syllable, so that only its uppermost particle, the ndda, remains, but with a 
form so subtle that it is imperceptible.42'' This reaffirms the yogin's inner 
experience of nonduality, expressed here in terms of the "highest point" 
(bhutakotih), clear light (prabhdsvarah), or yuganaddha—the fusion of the 
pair (emptiness and radiance)" (see n. 281):430 

He should also see that ndda as having the form of a one-
hundred thousandth part of a hair tip, but not even that is per
ceptible, due to its extreme [subtlety]. Because the goddess is 
identical with the knowledge circle, [she] enters clear light 
(prabhdsvare). In this way, again and again, [the yogin] should 
enter [clear light] and rise out [of it again]. So it is said: "Just as 
a puff (vdtah) of breath on a mirror dissolves entirely, so the 
yogin should enter the highest point (bhutakotih) again and 
again." By entering and leaving [this clear light] again and again, 
the yogin directly experiences (karoti) yuganaddha [produced] 
from the nondifferentiation of the two truths. 
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Another yogic practice is to take the deity's mantra or seed-syllable as the 
object of the internalized meditation and to circulate its syllables through 
the body via the central channel. It is this kind of meditation that the 
Vajravdrdhi Sddhana now describes. The verses describing the yogic med
itation (w. 29-31) are supplemented by a fuller prose description (§9). This 
explains how the mantra is to be simultaneously recited and visualized in 
coordination with the incoming and outgoing breaths. First, the yogin 
visualizes a moon disk at his navel cakra, upon which he sees Vajravarahi's 
seed-syllable vam (or the subtler ndda). He then begins to recite her mantra 
in its ten-syllable form (om vajravairocaniye svdhd). As he exhales, he sees 
the syllables of the mantra leaving the vam seed-syllable (i.e., breathing out 
"through" his navel). Through his ongoing recitation, he produces a great 
multitude of syllables, which irradiate the world as goddesses (probably 
still in syllabic form) for the benefit of all beings. As he breathes in, the 
yogin visualizes himself inhaling the mantra. Although our text does not 
say so, the syllables must now be understood to enter his mouth and 
descend down the central channel, avadhiiti, until they reach his navel. 
There they are absorbed back, taking on the form once again (v. 29c) of 
the seed-syllable vam (or the ndda), ready for the next exhalation of sylla
bles from the navel. This process of circulating the syllables is said to be 
like "drawing in a thread" (§9) or like "counting the thread of a rosary" 
(GSS5, cited later). This yogic practice also gives rise to the experience of 
clear light (v. 3id). 

A slightly fuller parallel to our text appears in the Abhisamayamanjari 
(following the meditations on the winds cited earlier). As it assumes the 
prior generation of the entire mandala, this passage offers the yogin the 
option of using one of the mantras for the goddesses of the retinue 
(mantras that are only described in the later meditation stages of the 
Vajravdrdhi Sddhana). It also offers alternative methods of visualizing the 
syllables, including their circulation in the reverse direction, so that instead 
of flowing from the mouth down to the navel, the yogin sees them mov
ing up the avadhiiti, out of the mouth, and back into Vajravarahi's body, 
via her sex:4" 

When he becomes tired, he should make his mind enter the vam 
syllable on the lotus at his navel, [and] simultaneously reciting 
either the heart or the auxiliary heart mantra described below 
(one of the two according to his [own] wishes), he should 
emanate the five [mandala] circles from the ndda of that [vam] 
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syllable, with the outgoing breath, and make them benefit the 
[entire] world. When the breath enters [his body again], he 
should make it enter into that very [vam syllable on his navel], 
with [the simultaneous recitation of] the mantra, in the way that 
one draws in the thread of a rosary. 

For those who want to recite the mantras of the individual 
goddesses [of the mandala], as given below, [he should do the 
meditation as before, but] when the recitation of the mantras 
of the individual goddesseses is over, he should emanate and 
withdraw [the syllables of each mantra] one by one, as he did 
before. 

Alternatively, [he should visualize] that same <syllable> as 
before, as a rosary of syllables rising up via the channel of 
avadhiiti, [and] having emitted [the syllables] from his mouth, 
[they should be seen] going to their own place in [Vajravarahi's] 
sex (padmah/m) [and] whirling around just there. While he is 
visualizing (bhdvayan) [this], he should [simultaneously] recite 
the garland [i.e., root] mantra given below or either the heart or 
auxiliary heart mantra. 

Alternatively, seeing the garland of mantras like a garland of 
flames placed (sthitdm) winding around that very seed-syllable 
[vam], [he should recite whatever mantra he has chosen] with
out haste, without hesitation, and avoiding false notions. 

The Mantra 

3zab, Mantras are usually given at the end of a sadhana, often as an alternative 
§9 to the visualization meditation, "when the yogin has grown tired." Our 

author's inclusion of Vajravarahi's mantras at this point indicates that the 
first meditation stage of the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana can be performed as a dis
crete sadhana, based on the generation of the single goddess, Vajravarahi. 

The Vajravdrdhi Sddhana (§9) prescribes a version of Vajravarahi's 
mantra with ten syllables: om vajravairocaniye svdhd. Its dative name ele
ment—vajravairocaniye—salutes VajravairocanI, a form of the goddess 
otherwise barely mentioned in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, but the pres
ence of the name in the mantra points to Vajravarahi's family association 
with the buddha Vairocana. This is the "heart mantra" (hrdayamantrah), 
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The mantra recitation is in some ways the most significant part of the 
sadhana because it deals with the deity in its most essential, most power
ful form. It is an audiovisual refraction of divine reality even more subtle 
and all-pervasive than its iconogtaphic manifestation. In his vision of the 
female deities of the Hevajra mandala, Marpa described the mantra at the 
heart of the consort "like a reflection in a mirror, clearly appeared, unob-
scured by her outer form."433 Given its importance, it is often emphasized 
that it should be recited properly, with resonant tone, neither too fast nor 
too slow.434 

w. A favorite theme in tantric texts is the supreme power of the mantra. The 
32cd, Vajravdrdhi Sddhana likens it to a wish-fulfilling jewel or a wish-fulfilling 
33cd t r e e a n d gUarantees that its constant recitation will bring speedy results; 

indeed "success" (siddhih), our author promises, will come about within six 
months. In the Sabara-related sadhanas, one month is said to bring "con
firmation of progress"—such as a dream or vision of the goddess—prac
tice for six months is said to bring about specific goals, and practice for a 
year is said to bring "magical powers" {siddhis) . w 

Its rather brief handling of the matter of siddhi is perhaps an indication 
of the Vajravdrdhi Sadhanas liberationist concerns. In its broadest sense, 
siddhi means "success" or "attainment" (the word is etymologically related 
to the verb Vsddh, and hence to sddhana, the "means of attainment"). But 
in the tantras it usually refers to the supernormal or magical powers that 
initated practitioners of tantric deity cults are able to develop. These include 
both white and black magic (although the Indian scheme uses a different 
color coding), the four most basic being the siddhis of welfare (s'dntih), of 
increase or restoring to health (pustih), of subjugating a victim (vasikaranam), 
and of causing death (mdranam). Other powers include drawing victims 
toward one (akarsanam), paralyzing them (stambhanam), and driving them 
away (uccdtanam). A common list of eight siddhis includes: invincibility 
with the sword (khadgasiddhih), invisibility (anjana°), ointment to make 
one swift-footed (pddalepa°), invisibility (antardhdna°), the alchemical abil
ity to transform base metals into gold or the elixir of immortality 
(rasarasdyana", sutaka"), flying (khecara", vidyddhari°), going anywhere in 
an instant (bhiicara°, "gulikd-/gutikd-°), and going to netherworlds 
(pdtdla°). Other popular siddhis are those that grant oratory powers (kavit-
vam), the powers of a sword-magician (khadgavidyddharah), and life for 
hundreds of years. Some texts make extraordinary claims for the power of 
the mantra, including its ability to remove even the consequences of the 
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"deadly sins" (dnantaryakarmdni).^ A siddhi that is particularly relevant 
to the sexual practices of mahamudra (as expounded from the orientation 
of its male practitioners) is the ability to gain power over women (strindm 
vasyakaranam). A yogin who recites the root mantra of Vajravarahi twenty-
one times during an eclipse of the sun or moon will, it is said, be 
approached by thousands of women (as well as gaining the ability to per
form other spectacular siddhis, such as summoning the gods, starting or 
quenching fires, and so on; SM222 p. 436). This is a prominent topos in 
the Candamahdrosanatantra (e.g., ch. 12.6.39), m which the yogin is to go 
to bed, hold his penis in his left hand, and recite the root mantra 108 times 
in order to attract the woman he has in mind. The system of mahamudra 
is so strongly identified with methods of magical attainment that liberation 
itself is classed as the most superior of siddhis. 

Dwelling As Vajravdrdhi 

w. The overall aim of the Vajravdrdhi Sddhana is expressed in the final verses 
33ab— 0 f the "short meditation" (v. 34d) that comprises its first meditation stage. 

'4 These are the concluding injunctions of any yoginltantra sadhana, namely, 
that the practitioner should continue to maintain the divine ego 
(ahamkdrah) of his chosen deity at all times (v. 33ab).437 In order to 
strengthen this inner conviction, the Abhisamayamanjari (K3or6—K3ir2) 
integrates the practices of deity yoga into the yogin's everyday activities: 
when he bathes, he imagines that he is receiving consecration; when he 
eats, he imagines that he is offering bali to the deity and her mandala ret
inue; while sleeping, he is aware of sleep as clear light.438 Thus, unless he 
loses his awareness (which is of course a possibility, see above, p. 116), the 
yogin will still imagine himself to be Vajravarahi when he sits down the next 
time to meditate at one of the three junctures (samdhyds) of the Indian tra
dition (v. 34cd): dawn, midday, and dusk—and in some tantric texts, also 
at midnight.43' The "means of attainment" presented by the sadhana is 
therefore a spiraling reinforcement of the tantric initiate's identity with the 
deity—and his eventual inner transformation into Vajravarahi herself. 

v- 35 (See above: "The Cosmos and Temple Palace," p. 1446°.) 
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w. The second meditation stage describes the fivefold mandala of Vajravarahi. 
36-37 This begins the prescriptions for the complete thirty-seven-fold mandala 

that will be built up in the remaining meditations of the sadhana, based on 
Cakrasamvara sources. It opens with a pair of scriptural verses that sum
marize the various stages of the mandala as follows: 

v. 36cd meditation stage 2 fivefold mandala 
Vajravdrdhi plus the four retinue 
goddesses on the petals of the 
central lotus, Ddkini, etc. 

v. 36cd meditation stage 3 thirteenfold mandala 
fivefold mandala plus eight 
outer goddesses, Kdkdsya, etc. 

v. 37 meditation stage 4 thirty-seven-fold mandala 
thirteenfold mandala plus 
twenty-four goddesses of the 
sites (pithas), Pracandd, etc. 

These meditation stages offer the meditator alternative and progressively 
more complex methods of visualizing himself as Vajravarahi within her 
mandala. They do not form discrete sadhanas, as the first meditation stage 
does, but sets of additional instructions that would be inserted optionally 
into the self-generation section of the first meditation stage (following w. 
19-24), depending on the length of the practice the practitioner chooses to 
undertake.440 

Fivefold Mandala 

§10 The prose prescriptions for the fivefold mandala refer back to the scrip
tural verses just cited (v. 36ab). Thus, the meditator is to visualize 
Vajravarahi standing upon the pericarp of an eight-petaled lotus, and sur
rounding her he is to see the four principal goddesses of her retinue upon 
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the four cardinal petals of the lotus: Dakini in the east, Lama in the north, 
Khandaroha in the west, and Rupini in the south (see plate 12, with fig. 
32). (As a rule in the yoginitantras, installation (nydsah) on the cardinal 
points is performed in a counterclockwise direction, and clockwise in the 
intermediate directions.)44' This level of the mandala is designated "the cir
cle of great bliss" (see below), 

w. The iconography of the dakinis (w. 38-40) is similar to that of their 
38-40 mandala leader. They are naked kdpdlika deities in warrior stance, with 

three eyes, loose hair, the five tantric ornaments, terrible fangs, garlands 
of oozing heads, corpse thrones (v. 41), and chaplets of vajras (§21). They 
have four arms, holding a skull staff and skull bowl in the left, and damaru 
drum and vajra chopper in the right. Each goddess is a different color, 
according to the direction in which she stands. Following the traditional 
colors of the buddha families, Dakini (east) is blue-black, Lama (north) 
is green, Khandaroha (west) is red, and Rupini (south) is yellow. The 
iconography of the arms is shown in the delightful red dakini from Khara 
Khoto (plate 2). 

§11 The four goddesses are presided over by the buddha Ratnasambhava, 
bearing him as the seal in their crown. Between them, on the intermedi
ate petals, are four skull bowls that contain semen (bodhicittam). In simi
lar texts, other impure substances are mentioned inside the skull bowls, 
such as menstrual blood, or the five nectars and five lamps (see below), all 
of which are transformed into an elixir like quicksilver. The bowls them
selves are pure white ("like a conch, jasmine, or moon") and may be visu
alized balancing elegantly on top of ornamental vases.442 

§12 The mantras for the fivefold mandala are supplied at the end of the sec
ond meditation stage, first for Vajravarahi as a mandala leader, and then 
for the four retinue goddesses. Vajravarahi's mantras include the ten-
syllabled heart mantra given already in meditation stage 1, based on the 
mantra deity Vajravairocani (om vajravairocaniye svdhd), and the auxiliary 
heart mantra, sometimes said to have twenty syllables (e.g., GSS4 Ki4r5: 
upahrdayam vimsatyaksaram), based on the mantra deities Sarvabuddha-
dakini and VajravarnanI (om sarvabuddhaddkinlye vajravarnaniye hum hum 
phat svdhd). There is also the eight-part mantra, which frequently occurs 
in a ritual context for praise.443 The mantras for the four goddesses on the 
petals follow the standard format for all goddesses of the retinue: om, the 
insertion of the goddess's name, then the insertion of the syllables hum 
hum phat.444 
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The fivefold mandala—like the rest of Vajravarahi's mandala—was orig
inally the mandala of the Heruka deity, Cakrasamvara. In his practice, the 
four goddesses on the petals generally appear with the same iconographic 
form as they have in the Vajravarahi mandala, despite dramatic changes to 
the central cult figure. Variations relate principally to whether they are 
two- or four-armed. Occasionally they assume a more radical form, as we 
have seen in the sadhana of the twelve-armed Vajravarahi redacted from 
the Abhidhdnottaratantra (GSS7), where they take the terrifiying theri-
anthropic form characteristic of that mandala, trampling the corpses of 
Bhairava and Kalaratri in ardhaparyanka pose, and holding a severed head 
(rather than the damaru of Vajravdrdhisddhana) ,445 

The four retinue goddesses are representatives of ideal classes of female. 
The yoginitantras have a special interest in characterizing and categorizing 
such types as consorts for sexual yogic practices. The Samvarodayatantra 
(ch. 31), for example, describes the "beautiful characteristics" of Dakini, 
Lama, Khandaroha, and Rupini, their physical attributes, character, voice, 
and smell, and the way of making love to them. Female types are divided 
into classes and, according to their attributes, belong to particular buddha 
families. A nine-pointed vajra on the lower joint of the fourth finger, for 
example, is said to indicate a member of the Aksobhya family (HT2.2.1-2). 
The Abhidhdnottara has chapters dedicated to the classes of yoginis, dakinis, 
lamas, and others; and Kalff (1979: 44-56; cf. 91-95)—who discusses this 
area in detail—suggests that the goddesses Rupini and Khandaroha (some
times interchangeable for Lama) also arose from among these generic clas
sifications.446 As individual goddesses, the goddesses of the petals therefore 
assume a generic quality associated with their type. Dakini represents all 
dakinis, and never appears as an individual goddess outside this set; Lama 
represents all lamas, and so on—in fact, these two only appear as classes of 
female within the Cakrasamvaratantra itself—and in this respect, the god
desses are akin to Vajravarahi, the supreme vajra-yogini. Their kinship is 
noted in the Abhidhdnottaratantra: Dakini is described as a vajra-dakini 
who has "arisen in the family of Vajravarahi"; the chapter on lamas 
describes the characteristics of "lamas who are varahis," while the com
mentary adds that lamas belong to "the varahi family" or "family of varahi's 
good qualities."447 Another chapter describes the "practice of the four 
dakinis" (ADUT ch. 19 Caturddkiniyogapatala) in which the goddesses are 
visualized with three faces and eight arms, trampling four maras, and with 
the vajra prefix to their mantras ("vajra-dakini," etc.). Although they are 
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in attendance upon Cakrasamvara in union with Vajravarahi, the com
mentary draws attention to their close relationship with Vajravarahi by 
describing the mandala as an essentialized form of the complete retinue, 
with Vajravarahi (and not Cakrasamvara) as the chief deity (cited Kalff 
1979: 217, n. 1). 



M E D I T A T I O N STAGE 3 

Thirteen/old Mandala 

§I3-§I5 In the third meditation stage, our author points once again to the verses 
v - 41 from the Cakrasamvara scriptures (v. 36cd) as the authority for the thir-

teenfold mandala.448 This is done by adding a further eight goddesses to the 
fivefold mandala and installing them in the outer portion of the mandala, 
said here to be part of the circle of great bliss. Four of the goddesses are visu
alized at the gates (dvdram), that is, at the four central porticoes of the tem
ple palace (see plate 12 with fig. 32). They are terrifying in form, with "faces 
to match their names" (§14): a crow's head for Kakasya, an owl for Ulukasya, 
a dog for Svanasya, and a hog for Sukarasya. Otherwise, their accoutrements 
and stances resemble those of the goddesses on the petals, and like them, 
they are four-armed and carry skull staff and skull bowl in their left arms, 
and damaru drums and choppers in their right. Their colors, we must 
assume, are those of the cardinal directions in which they reside: black, 
green, red, and yellow.44' (Plate 1 shows therianthropic attendant goddesses 
with two arms. In plate 14, the goddesses are visible at the gates.) 

In the intermediate directions (installed counterclockwise), the medita
tor visualizes four more goddesses in each corner (konah) of the mandala 
where the walls intersect. These are the fearsome yoginis of the god of death, 
Yama:450 Yamadadhi, Yamaduti, Yamadamstrini, and Yamamathani. They 
are similar in every other way to the gate goddesses except that they are 
human-faced and are bitonal because they straddle two directions of space. 
All eight outer goddesses are sealed by Amoghasiddhi, and their mantras fol
low the format of the other goddesses of the retinue (om + name element 
+ hum hum phat). No additional mantras are given for Vajravarahi at this 
stage, which suggests they remain the same as those for the fivefold mandala: 
heart, auxiliary heart, and eight-part mantras. 

The outer goddesses have already made an appearance in the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana during the installation of the circle of protection (v. I5ff.), where 
they took on a stakelike form for staking, hammering, and removing obsta
cles. Here, their theriocephalic forms again indicate their protective func
tion, following a trend set in the earliest yoginitantras. For example, the 
*Guhyakosa describes a mandala of fifty-eight wrathful deities surrounding 
Buddhaheruka and his consort Buddhakrodhesvari, in which there are eight 
theriocephalic divinities (phra men ma) and four "gate keepers" (*dvdrapdlis), 
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plus an outer circuit of twenty animal-headed deities (Sanderson 1995). 
Similarly, in a complex mandala from the Sarvabitddhasamdyogaddkinijdla-
samvara, the four gate keepers bear the heads of horse, hog, crow, and dog: 
*Hayasya, *Sukarasya, *Kakasya, and *Svanasya (ibid.).w This mandala is 
a forerunner to the mandala of six cakravartins, a Cakrasamvara-based prac
tice that includes the eight outer goddesses beginning with Kakasya (e.g., 
NYA p. 79). This, in turn, is the prototype for a rather different Vajravarahi 
mandala drawn from the Vajravdrdhyabhyudayatantra and found in the 
Guhyasamayasddhanamdld (GSS7), the forty-one-fold mandala discussed 
earlier of twelve-armed Vajravarahi that is based upon the four mothers. 
In this mandala the outer goddesses are all strongly individual and pre
serve features quite distinct from the other goddesses of their mandala; the 
corner goddesses, for example, have protean (visvarupa-), theriocephalic 
forms, with the faces of buffalo, ass, camel, and horse. 

Terms for Aspects of the Mandala 

The Vajravarahi Sddhana gives the designation "circle of great bliss" 
(mahdsukhacakram) for the central lotus with Vajravarahi and the four god
desses of the petals (§10) and for the eight goddesses in the outer walls of 
the temple ( § 1 3 ) . In other texts, however, the terms seem to vary. In the 
Abhidhdnottaratantra, for example, the term "pledge circle" (samaya-
cakram) covers (both individually and collectively) the central goddess, the 
petal goddesses, and the outer goddesses, and therefore seems to be used 
synonymously with "circle of great bliss." Other terms are also found. The 
goddesses in the outer reaches of the mandala are frequently said to reside 
in the "outer circle" (bdhyacakram) (e.g., GSS5 Sed p. 136, K 2 3 V 3 ) , while 
in the Abhidhdnottaratantra, we also find the fivefold central mandala 
referred to as the vagina (bhagah), and the lotus petals distinguished as the 
knowledge circle (jndnacakram).w The origin of these terms is not alto
gether clear.453 



M E D I T A T I O N STAGE 4 

Thirty-seven-fold Mandala 

§16 At the start of the fourth meditation stage, our author once again cites the 
scriptural verse (v. 37) as the source for the meditation. Here, the medita
tor is to visualize three concentric circles (cakras) between the central lotus 
and the outer walls of the temple palace, and upon each circle he is to see 
eight goddesses. With the addition of these twenty-four goddesses, the 
thirty-seven-deity mandala of Vajravarahi is complete. In this meditation 
stage, the Vajravarahi Sadhana first states how to visualize the three circles 
with their twenty-four goddesses (§i6-§2i), then gives instructions for a 
series of meditations on the mandala (§22-§3i), and ends in the usual man
ner with the mantras (§32-§34). Through these descriptions, we will see how 
successive layers of meaning and significance are woven into the completed 
mandala so that it represents or "becomes" transcendental wisdom (the 
mandala as wisdom), the thirty-seven bodhipdksikadharmas (the mandala as 
doctrine), and the body of the meditator himself (body mandala, kaya-
mandald). The structure of the full mandala is shown on plate 12 with fig. 32. 

Circles of Mind, Speech, and Body 

§17- The three circles visualized around the central lotus are called the circles of 
mind, speech, and body. The innermost circle is the "mind circle" {citta-
cakram, §17) understood to exist in space. This is blue-black (nila) in color 
and surrounded by a ring of blue-black vajras. It is said to have eight spokes 
or sectors that are aligned to the cardinal and intermediate directions (the 
"eight directions of Meru"). These sectors "have the nature of (GSS5 Sed 
p. 133, K2ir2: pithasvabhava-) certain semimythical sacred sites (pithas). 
Their individual names, Pulllramalaya, etc., are given in the text as the 
dwelling places of the eight goddesses of the mind circle, who are referred 
to collectively as the "congregation of sky-dwelling goddesses." The next 
concentric circle is the speech circle (vakcakram, §18), understood to exist 
on the "circumference of the earth." It is red, encircled with red lotuses, and 
with eight goddesses similarly installed on its eight sacred sites. These god
desses are described collectively as the "congregation of earth-dwelling 
goddesses." Finally, the outermost concentric circle is the body circle 
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(kdyacakram, §19), understood to exist "on the surface of the earth encir
cled by the oceans." This is visualized as white and surrounded by white 
wheel emblems (cakras). The goddesses dwelling there are described as the 
"congregation of goddesses abiding in the underworld, or hell (pdtdlab)."454 

The three circles of mind, speech, and body also appear in the Cakra
samvara mandala, where they are occupied by twenty-four site gods, 
Khandakapalin, etc., in embrace with their consorts, Pracanda, etc. (see 
table 23). If we compare the structure of Vajravarahi's mandala with that 
of Cakrasamvara, we find that the two mandalas are identical except that 
in the mandala of Vajravarahi all the male gods have been removed. The 
mandala leader, Cakrasamvara, has been superseded by his consort, 
Vajravarahi, and the goddesses appear alone in the twenty-four sites, thus 
reducing the size of the mandala from sixty-two to thirty-seven deities. 
This adaptation of the Cakasamvara mandala to a new, all-female model 
is not without its problems. We will see later how it creates inconsistencies 
in the meditations that correlate the full mandala with the body, and how 
mantras must be adapted to omit the names of the male gods. 

§20 The next prose passage reveals the familiar kdpdlika character of the site 
goddesses. They each have one face and four arms, and hold the same 
implements as the other retinue goddesses: skull bowl and staff (left) and 
chopper and damaru (right). They stand in the warrior stance without a 
corpse throne and wear the five tantric ornaments and a garland of "hang
ing human heads." Their colors are determined by the color of the circle 
in which they dwell, itself a reflex of the buddha who presides over it. Thus, 
the goddesses on the mind circle, sealed by Aksobhya, are blue-black; those 
on the speech circle, sealed by Amitabha, are red; and those on the body 
circle, sealed by Vairocana, are white. Some of the names of the site god
desses are strikingly un-Buddhist, reflecting the influence of esoteric 
Saivism.455 

§2.1 The following paragraph repeats the installation of the eight outer god
desses. These protective goddesses have already been visualized in the third 
meditation stage, where they were located at the "gates" and "corners"— 
suggesting the traditional structure of the temple palace walls (§13—§15). 
Here, however, Kakasya, etc., are said to inhabit the eight cremation 
grounds "on the level of the underworld within rings of fire and wind."456 

The repetition of the outer goddesses is slightly odd. One rationale may be 
that our author is attempting to give them a cosmological bearing akin to 
that of the site goddesses because he wishes to include them alongside the 
site goddesses in the body mandala meditation, for which they will need 
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a cosmological status. Another explanation may be the ambiguous pres
ence of the temple palace in this sadhana. Umapatideva never actually 
prescribed the visualization of the temple palace. Instead, he located the 
self-generation within the setting of the cremation grounds (v. 16); and 
even when he offered the traditional alternative of Mount Meru, we noted 
that he omitted any reference to the temple palace (v. 35). The location 
he prescribes here for the outer goddesses—the cremation grounds sur
rounded by protective rings of fire and wind—in fact harks back to their 
visualization earlier in the sadhana, when they appeared in the construc
tion of the circle of protection (at §4). If this cosmological orientation is 
an original contribution by Umapatideva (and it is absent in the other 
sources studied here), it is consistent with his attempt to replace the 
cakravartin-style architecture of the mandala palace with the cremation 
grounds. 

Clearly following, and adapting from, his Cakrasamvara sources, our 
author ends his prescriptions in §21 with a final comment covering all the 
goddesses in the retinue, stating that all of them are to be visualized wear
ing chaplets of vajras.4" It is at this point that the Abhisamayamanjari 
(GSS5 Sed p. 139, K26r5) offers alternatives to the visualization of the full 
mandala, which are credited to the Vajrdvaliby the author's guru, Abhaya-
karagupta. These include the optional visualization of Vajravarahi as either 
yellow or blue, and changes to the colors and attributes of the deities of 
the retinue.458 

With the visualization of the retinue goddesses on the three cakras, the 
mandala is complete. 

The Mandala As Wisdom 

Once the full mandala is complete, its interweaving layers of symbolism 
come more clearly into focus. One of the most evident is the association 
with wisdom, as all the goddesses in the mandala are presided over by a bud-
dha, each indicating a different aspect of enlightened wisdom. The sequence 
in the Vajravarahi mandala is exactly that of the Cakrasamvara mandala 
(excluding the presiding Buddha Aksobhya for Cakrasamvara himself).459 

The correspondences with the buddha families rarely work evenly through
out a given mandala, however. For example, Vairocana, who seals the god
desses of the body circle, appears twice in the Vajravarahi mandala, since 
he is also the buddha who seals the central goddess, Vajravarahi (§8). What 
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is more, only the site goddesses of the three cakras reflect the color and 
emblem of their buddha family, while Vajravarahi herself retains the char
acter and attributes of a typical vajra family member, despite her allocation 
to the Vairocana family within the Cakrasamvara mandala.460 The result, 
nevertheless, is that all deities are associated with a different buddha, and 
that the mandala overall is a symbol of perfect wisdom. 

Table 19. Mandala as wisdom 

Aspect of Mandala Buddha Seal Goddess Color 

central goddess 
(mahdsukhacakra) 

Vairocana 
(white) 

red 

petal goddesses 
(mahdsukhacakra) 

Ratnasambhava 
(yellow) 

color of the 
directions 

site goddesses 
(cittacakra) 

Aksobhya 
(blue/black) 

blue/black 

site goddesses 
(vdkcakra) 

Amitabha 
(red) 

red 

site goddesses 
(kdyacakra) 

Vairocana 
(white) 

white 

outer goddesses 
(mahdsukhacakra) 

Amoghasiddhi 
(green) 

color of the 
directions 

The Mandala As Doctrine 

- § 2 9 Following the visualization of the full, thirty-seven-fold mandala, the 
Vajravarahi Sadhana continues with a meditation that correlates the 
mandala with the entire Buddhist doctrine. The text states that this med
itation deepens the meditator's conviction of himself as Vajravarahi within 
her mandala and leads to enlightenment (§22). In the course of the con
templation, each of the thirty-seven goddesses is equated with one of the 
thirty-seven bodhipdksikadharmas, "factors that favor enlightenment." This 
Abhidharmic grouping of Buddhist doctrines is made up of traditional sets 
of teachings, which are contemplated as follows: 

(§23) The four bringers of awareness (anu-smrtyupasthdnas) 
(§24) The four means of mind concentration (rddhipddas) 
(§25) The five empowering faculties (indriyas) 
(§26) The five powers (balas) 
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The Mandala As Cosmos 

Another major feature of the mandala is its symbolic representation of the 
cosmos. In fact, several cosmological systems are at play within it. First, we 
have seen how the whole visualization takes place within a cosmos con
ceived of as eight great cremation grounds—or alternatively upon the more 
traditional cosmic setting of Mount Meru. 

Next, we have seen that the three mandala circles of mind, speech, and 
body are tiered according to the popular division of the world along its 
vertical axis. This is usually understood as the division of the three worlds 
(tribhuvanam) of space, earth, and underworld, as in the Abhisamayaman
jari (GSS5 K28r6). However, the Vajravarahi Sddhana describes a fourfold 
division of space in order to include the cremation grounds within the cos
mological picture:461 

(§17) mind circle in space 
(§18) speech circle in the circumference (valayah) of the earth 
(§19) body circle on the surface (talam) of the earth 

encircled by the oceans 
(§21) cremation grounds on the surface of the underworld 

within rings of wind and fire 

Our author's adaptation from the usual cosmological scheme is slightly 
awkward because, according to the Abhidharmic system, the underworlds 
are actually located within the element water (illustrated by Brauen 1997: 
20; 1994: 54). It also means that the site goddesses who are collectively 
termed "underworld dwellers" (§19)—and who, in the Abhisamayamanjari, 
are happily located in the underworld—are said, less logically, to dwell on 
the "surface of the earth encircled by the oceans." Table 21 compares the 
Abhisamayamanjari with the Vajravarahi Sddhana and shows the slight 
inconsistencies of the latter. By comparing the cosmological structure of 
our mandala with that of the Kalacakra, it also reveals how the Vajravarahi 
Sddhana seems to foreshadow that system, in which the cosmos is gener
ated upon the elements air, fire, water, and earth (see also fig. 25). 
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Table 21. Mandala as cosmos 

aspect 
of mandala 

GSS5 GSSn inhabiting 
goddesses 

Kalacakra 
cosmos 

mind circle sky space site goddesses 
"sky-dwellers" 

12 winds 
orbiting Meru 

speech circle earth circumference 
of earth 

site goddesses 
"earth-dwellers" 

circle of earth 

body circle underworld surface of earth 
encircled 
by oceans 

site goddesses 
"underworld-
dwellers" 

circle of 
water 

outer 
mandala 

surface 
of underworld 
within rings of 
fire & wind 

outer goddesses 
in cremation 
grounds 

circle of fire 
& air 

The Sacred Sites (pithas) 

Another important cosmological structure in the full mandala is that of the 
twenty-four sacred sites {pithas), listed §i7-§i9 (and table 23). These, as we 
have seen, are understood to exist within the mandala, on the three circles 
of mind, speech, and body, with eight sites on each. The sacred sites have 
their origins in Saiva myth, which relates how Siva's body was dismembered 
and fell to earth (or how Siva scattered the dismembered body of Sati/Par-
vati across the world in his grief), thus creating sites of sacred power.462 The 
existence of these sites here in the Buddhist tantfic systems has its root in 
the accounts of Siva's subjugation, which—as we saw earlier—generally 
begin with Mahes'vara's (Siva's) demonic tyranny of the universe and end 
with his defeat and conversion at the hands of the Buddhist heroes. In 
Cakrasamvara exegetical literature, however, Mahesvara's overlordship is 
represented specifically in terms of his occupation of the twenty-four sacred 
sites, while his subjugation is framed in terms of the Buddhist takeover of 
those sites from the wicked gods of his mandala retinue. The inclusion of 
the sacred sites in the meditation and ritual texts of tantric Buddhism is also 
due to its "pious plagiarism" of tantric Saiva methods, in particular, the eso
teric system of the Trika (Sanderson 1994b, 1995).463 Kalff (1979: 103-4) 
states that the names of most sites are those of towns or counrries "from 
almost every part of India," while the actual pilgrimage sites are holy sanc
tuaries within those countries—predominantly of Kali-type deities.464 
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The significance of the sacred sites within the mandala is that they con
firm the mandala "as" the universe. This plays a vital part in the coming 
meditations, in which the mandala as cosmos is correlated with the body 
of the meditator. 

The Ten Places (des'as) 

In the meditations that follow, yet another aspect of the cosmos is woven 
into the symbolic textures of the mandala. This is a set of ten "places" 
{des'as) made up of five primary places, and five secondary or "nearby" 
places. Each of the places contains two or four of the twenty-four sacred 
sites (w. 43-53), as shown in table 23. The places are correlated during the 
course of the body mandala with the ten bodhisattva stages (w. 43—53)-
They also appear within a slightly different, twelvefold account in the 
Hevajra system.465 These are summarized in table 22.466 

In the semi-mythical world of the highest tantras (and drawing once 
again on Saiva praxis), the places and sites serve as dwelling places for var
ious classes of yogini. Such texts devote some time to explaining the means 
of identifying and conversing with these types of women, as in a passage 
from the Samvarodayatantra: "A woman who is always fond of meat and 
spirituous liquors and forgets shame and fear is said to be an 'innate woman' 
(sahaja) born of the dakini family. They are born in each district [i.e., 
place]; (these) yoginis should be worshiped at all times."467 The idea is that 
the yogin should visit the places in search of his consort. The lord himself, 
in the Hevajratantra (1.7.8-11), specifically refers to them as the "meeting 
place" (meldpakasthdnam) for yogins and yoginis who know the "secret 
signs" (choma). The texts clearly suppose that the places and the sacred 
sites that they contain have a real, external existence because, on occasion, 
they make derogatory remarks about such goings-on, complaining that the 
expert yogin need not "tire himself out by wandering around the twenty-
four sites in person," and emphasizing that the sites are mentioned merely 
"for the benefit of simple fools who wander about the country."468 

Within the mandala as a whole, the different cosmological systems do 
not fit easily together. A comment by Bu ston illustrates this. In his account 
of the subjugation of the Saiva gods (quoted by Kalff 1979: 68-69), ̂ u s t o n 

first describes the Buddhist occupation of the Saiva sites and then states that 
four kinnaris and four phra men ma take control of the eight great crema
tion grounds. He then proceeds to cite "the opinion of others" who instead 
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of naming the eight cremation grounds mention yet another system, namely 
the pilavas and upapllavas (i.e., the places). Within the mandala of the 
Vajravarahi Sadhana we can also see evidence of some competition between 
the different systems. For example, the cremation grounds are one of the 
categories of place, and as such appear on the body circle (see table 23. This 
is awkward for the overall scheme of the mandala, in which they are other
wise located beyond the outer circle, within the circle of protection. 

Table 22. The ten places 

1. site p'fha 

3. field ksetra 

5. chandoha chandoha 

2. nearby site upapitha 

4. nearby field upaksetra 

6. nearby chandoha upacchandoha 

pilava (HT) nearby pilava (HT) 

7. meeting place meldpaka 

9. ctemation ground smasdna 

8. nearby meeting place upameldpaka 

10. nearby cremation ground upasmasdna 

Body Mandala 

42 Our author now introduces a meditation known as the body mandala 
(kdyamandalam). The practice involves correlating the mandala as cosmos 
with the practitioner's own body. This type of purifying equation (visud-
dhih)—of a divinity with an aspect of the yogin's body—has already 
appeared in the sadhana, first as a preliminary purification of the practi
tioner's psychophysical organism, and again as the armoring. In some scrip
tural sources, the correlations of the body mandala serve to generate the 
mandala directly within the body without any prior generation (e.g., in 
ADUT ch. 9). Indeed, mKhas grub rje defines it as a means of self-gener
ation ranking above that of the generation method (utpattikramah) and 
completion method (nispannakramah).m The Yoginisamcdratantra empha
sizes the importance of the practice in the Cakrasamvara tradition by ascrib
ing it to the mythical Laksdbhidhdnatantra (although the practice was in 
fact Saiva in origin).470 

The method of producing the body mandala is described in an explana
tory prose paragraph. This explains that the yogin must begin by uttering 
(and visualizing) the seed-syllable for the site, which is created from its firsr 
syllable (e.g., pu for Pulllramalaya) with the added nasalization of the 
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anusvdra (pum). He should then see the seed-syllable transforming into an 
empty circle that is understood to represent Pulliramalaya itself (and so 
on for all twenty-four sites). Simultaneously, the yogin installs the empty 
circle, Pulliramalaya, on a certain point on his body (in this case, his head), 
as shown in figure 33. Meanwhile the goddess Pracanda, who dwells within 
the site, is transformed into a channel or vein (nddi) inside the head. The 
placing of each site on a body point relocates the external world or cos
mos symbolized by the mandala "on" or "in" the meditator's body, so 
that his body actually becomes, or contains, the world of the sacred sites 
and places. In this way, the body mandala internalizes the yogin's prac
tice of actually wandering through the sites and places in the real world 
in search of a consort. It is to be undertaken by an "internal yogin" 
(adhydtmayogin GSS5) and is deemed to be superior to ordinary external 
pilgrimage.471 

w. 43—54 The purifying equations of the sites and their goddesses with points on 
the yogin's body are given in a series of verses. After each verse, the text 
gives a one-line description allocating the sites to the ten places, and cor
relating those with the ten bodhisattva stages. These are summarized in 
table 23. 

The vertical division of the cosmos into three (or four) "worlds" also 
transfers to the body through the processes of the body mandala. Once 
again, the correlations are somewhat approximate. The sites of the mind 
circle, equated with the sky, relate to points of the body around the head 
and shoulders. The sites of the central circle, the speech circle, are associ
ated with earth (the central world), and this is roughly correlated with the 
midpoints of the body (the tip of the nose and mouth are also included in 
this set). The sites of the body circle (usually associated with the lower 
world) are equated with the lower body. Although in the Vajrayogini tra
dition the body mandala should be undertaken by the yogin who imagines 
himself as the goddess (fig. 33a), the correlations with the body points fit 
more naturally upon a figure seated in meditation (fig. 33b), perhaps an 
indication that the practice first arose outside the systems of deity yoga. For 
example, the body points for the hands and feet are grouped together for 
a figure seated in meditation, but are forced apart for the body standing in 
warrior stance. Above all, the preservation of the sixteenth body point 
"penis" (medhram) is an anomaly if the meditator is visualizing himself in 
female form. 

By verse 53, our author has finished describing how to install the sites 
and site goddesses (i.e., the circles of mind, speech, and body) onto the 
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meditator's body, and he has correlated those sites with the ten places and 
ten bodhisattva stages. 

Verse 54 appears only as a marginal insertion in one manuscript, com
menting on the value of the correlation with the ten bodhisattva stages (see 
Textual Notes). 

vv. In the following couple of verses, our text widens and extends the prac-
55-56 tice by equating other points of the body with the outer goddesses (v. 55) 

and the goddesses of the four petals (v. 56). This is not entirely faithful to 
the original method of the body mandala, in which a body point should 
correlate with one of the twenty-four sites. It is also difficult to see any par
ticular rationale governing the new body points (except perhaps that the 
petal goddesses are located at the heart), especially since the parallel corre
lations in the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) seem just as haphazard, and only 
vaguely related to those offered by the Vajravarahi Sadhana.4'1 These incon
sistencies arise in the Vajrayogini tradition because of its adaptation from 
the Cakrasamvara practice. There, the correlations of the body mandala 
applied to the body of the twelve-armed heruka in embrace with his con
sort (e.g., Abhidhdnottaratantra ch. 9), in which scheme the four petal god
desses and eight outer goddesses were installed on the twelve handheld 
attributes of the male god. Since these arms and attributes are absent in the 
self-generated form of Vajravarahi, those goddesses are left without a clear 
function in her body mandala. Another inconsistency in the Vajravarahi 
Sadhana (as in the Abhisamayamanjari) is that our author is forced to 
reduce the body mandala by not including the more subtle aspects of the 
yogin's psychophysical body (see table 9). The psychophysical body points 
were correlated with male deities in the Cakrasamvara mandala and are 
therefore inadmissable in the all-female Vajravarahi mandala. 

None of the correlations given here overtly explains the designations of 
the mandala circles themselves as "mind circle," "speech circle," and "body 
circle." However, this correlation of the mandala with the fundamental 
division of the person demonstrates, on the simplest level, that the mandala 
as a whole is understood to "be" the practitioner. Conversely, the practi
tioner "is" the mandala and thereby embodies not only the chosen deity, 
but her entire retinue and the worlds in which they dwell. 

§3i The correlations of the body mandala also incorporate the subtle yogic 
body in the form of the channels or veins (nddis). At §30, our text stated 
that the channels are to be established through the "transformation" of the 
site goddesses. In other words, the site goddesses dwell "within" the sites 
identified at a particular point on the body (e.g., Pracanda within Pulliraya-
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already occurs in the Pali canon in almost the same order.476 The twenty-
four aspects of the body are listed in table 23 beside the male god who puri
fies them. Once again, this part of the body mandala is omitted in the 
Vajravarahi Sadhana because of its references to the male gods. 

In a (presumably) later work in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld, the 
inconsistencies noted in the Vajravarahi Sddhana's version of the body 
mandala are are avoided by the invention of a new body mandala medita
tion that draws exclusively upon the cosmology of the cremation grounds.477 

This practice finishes the series of contemplations on the mandala. 
The Abhisamayamanjari ends this portion of text with a reminder ro the 
yogin to dwell in meditation, "firmly convinced" of the completed body 
mandala.478 

Mantras for the Complete Deity Mandala 

§32 The fourth meditation stage ends with the mantras to be inserted within 
the sadhana, as in the first meditation stage. First, our author gives the root 
mantra (mulamantrah) for Vajravarahi as leader of a full mandala, adding 
it to her mantras for earlier stages of the practice (namely, the heart, aux
iliary heart, and eight-part mantras). The root mantra is full of terrifying 
epithets, aggressive imperatives, fearsome laughter, and general clamor. 

§33- Next, the text supplies mantras for the site goddesses (§33). These con-
§34 tain cryptic mantric elements called "vajra words" (kulisapaddni) and owe 

their form to the mantras of the site gods in the Cakrasamvara mandala. 
Thus, in Cakrasamvara sources, the mantras for the site god and the site 
goddess are listed side by side, as follows:475 

om khandakapdlina kara kara hum hum phat svdhd 
(for site god, Khandakapalin). 
om pracande hum hum phat svdhd 
(for site goddess, Pracanda). 
etc. 

Another Cakrasamvara source, Luyipada's Herukdbhisamaya (f. 13O, col
lapses the two mantras into one and omits the name of the male deity, 
thereby producing a version closer ro the mantras given in the Vajravarahi 
texts: om kara kara hum hum phat pracande hum hum phat (for site god and 
goddess, Khandakapalin and Pracanda), etc. The Vajravarahi texts take the 
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process one step further, and omit both the name element of the male god, 
Khandakapalin, and its following mantra syllables: om kara karapracande 
hum hum phat (for site goddess Pracanda alone), etc. With the discussion 
of the mantras, the fourth meditation stage comes to a close. 



R I T U A L PRACTICES 

Tantric Ritual 

The next portion of the Vajravarahi Sadhana deals with ritual practices. 
These are chiefly rites of worship and offering, but adapted for the context 
of deity yoga. A comment on the nature of tantric ritual in general is found 
in an oblation text in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. attributed to Indra
bhuti, the Pradipdhutividhi (GSS14). This draws on the ancient shamanic 
or magical understanding of ritual, namely that: "X here produces Y there" 
(v. 17): "Such is the true nature (dharmatd) of the worlds: for one who acts 
with intensity (lit: 'whose deeds are sharp') it may be only a flower [that he 
offers] here, [but] in the next world it [bears] a great fruit."480 While ritual 
is a mechanistic process, it does not simply operate on an external plane. 
Indrabhuti describes how mental intention, too (see p. 215), is a means to 
generate results (w. 24—25): "Whatever merit is dedicated with a mind 
firmly convinced, with whichever method, in whatever place, in whatever 
way, <fruit?> arises in a corresponding form, in a corresponding place, in 
a corresponding way, like the pot of a potter."481 In a Yogacara-Madhyamaka 
environment, such promises are made possible by the infinite possibilities 
of emptiness. Once appearances are understood to be empty and thus unreal 
(in that they lack intrinsic existence), then they are no different from mag
ical appearances, which are also empty and unreal. As Indrabhuti explains: 
(v. 26) "Whatever he cultivates further, and whatever more is dedicated, that 
bears fruit, like a reflection in a mirror that is both real and not real," (v. 
28) "Only through the mind, not through anything else, does one resort to 
the dualities 'good' (sreyas) and 'bad'; for samsara is nothing but the mind, 
and nirvana [too] is nothing but the mind."482 It is not the case, however, 
that the ontology of Mind-only renders external ritual actions meaning
less, as they are justified on the basis of Nagarjuna's doctrine of two truths 
(cf. Bentor 1996: 13-21). Although on the level of ultimate truth (para-
mdrthasatyam), ritual action is empty, it is meaningful because it is under
stood to operate on the level of conventional truth (lokasamvrtisatyam). 
This is the basis upon which the yogin proceeds: (v. 22) "The buddhas 
(munisvarah) say that with one hundred and eight oblations, [performed] 
on the basis of an understanding of the two truths, the fruit of universal 
monarch-hood or buddhahood [is attained]."483 

The rites described by the Vajravarahi Sadhana are as follows: 
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(v. 57-§4o) offering bali (balividhih) 
(w. 59-66) tasting nectar (amrtdsvddanam) 
(§41—§49) external worship (bdhyapujd) 
(§46) hand worship (hastapujd) 
(§49) alternative external worship (bdhyapujd) 
(§51) internal oblation (adhydtmahomavidhih) 
(§52) rite for leftover bali (*uccchistabalividhih) 

Our text here is very similar to that of the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5), 
and both works base their prescriptions on rites described in Cakrasamvara 
literature. Their comparison with a series of Cakrasamvara rituals by 
Sas'vatavajra (published by Finot in 1934 under the editorial title *Vidhi-
samgraha, Collection of Rites) demonstrates how simple the redaction of 
material into the Vajravarahi corpus was. The *Vidhisamgraha describes 
the same series of rites, but directs the prescriptions to the yogin in union 
with Cakrasamvara rather than with Vajravarahi. Sas'vatavajra's descrip
tions of the rites are very similar to our author's and are almost identical 
with those of the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5), differing from the latter 
sometimes only in phrasing. Despite their close relationship, significant 
differences between the three texts also emerge, and these suggest that the 
authors of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld were probably not redacting 
directly from Sas'vatavajra's text, but that all three authors were looking to 
a common Cakrasamvara-based source.484 (The contents of the three texts 
are compared in table 24.) 

The Bali Ritual 

v. 57 The first ritual taught in the Vajravarahi Sddhana is the bali ritual (bali
vidhih), a propitiatory food offering (balih) to local spirits and deities and— 
in our sources—to the principal deities of the mandala. The offering of bali 
is essentially a brahmanical ritual, and probably predates the Vedas; such 
offerings certainly form a large part of Vedic prescription.485 A more imme
diate source for the Buddhist tantras is the bali offering in Saiva and 
Vaisnava rites, in which the bali is often a concluding rite.486 The 
Vajravarahi Sddhana introduces the bali ritual by stating that rites such as 
worship are to be preceded by bali offerings (v. 57). So if the bali is a pre
liminary rite, why do our rexts tend to teach it at the end—and not at the 
beginning—of the practice?487 
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(v. 57-§4o) offering bali (balividhih) 
(w. 59-66) tasting nectar (amrtdsvddanam) 
(§4i-§49) external worship (bdhyapujd) 
(§46) hand worship (hastapujd) 
(§49) alternative external worship (bdhyapujd) 
(§51) internal oblation (adhydtmahomavidhih) 
(§52) rite for leftover bali (*uccchistabalividhih) 

Our text here is very similar to that of the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5), 
and both works base their prescriptions on rites described in Cakrasamvara 
literature. Their comparison with a series of Cakrasamvara rituals by 
Sas'vatavajra (published by Finot in 1934 under the editorial title *Vidhi-
samgraha, Collection of Rites) demonstrates how simple the redaction of 
material into the Vajravarahi corpus was. The *Vidhisamgraha describes 
the same series of rites, but directs the prescriptions to the yogin in union 
with Cakrasamvara rather than with Vajravarahi. Sas'vatavajra's descrip
tions of the rites are very similar to our author's and are almost identical 
with those of the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5), differing from the latter 
sometimes only in phrasing. Despite their close relationship, significant 
differences between the three texts also emerge, and these suggest that the 
authors of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld were probably not redacting 
directly from Sas'vatavajra's text, but that all three authors were looking to 
a common Cakrasamvara-based source.484 (The contents of the three texts 
are compared in table 24.) 

The Bali Ritual 

v. 57 The first ritual taught in the Vajravarahi Sddhana is the bali ritual (bali
vidhih), a propitiatory food offering (balih) to local spirits and deities and— 
in our sources—to the principal deities of the mandala. The offering of bali 
is essentially a brahmanical ritual, and probably predates the Vedas; such 
offerings certainly form a large part of Vedic prescription.485 A more imme
diate source for the Buddhist tantras is the bali offering in Saiva and 
Vaisnava rites, in which the bali is often a concluding rite.486 The 
Vajravarahi Sddhana introduces the bali ritual by stating that rites such as 
worship are to be preceded by bali offerings (v. 57). So if the bali is a pre
liminary rite, why do our texts tend to teach it at the end—and not at the 
beginning—of the practice?487 
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Table 24. Rituals in parallel texts 

Vajravarahi Sadhana 
GSSn 

A bhisamayamahjari 
GSS5 

*Vidhisamgraha 
Finot1934 

amrtasvddana, 
following self generation 
(K2 3n) 

amrtasvddana 
(w. 60-67) 
within balividhi 
(v. j8-§37) 

balividhi (K2$)r3) 

(without balimantra 
of our §36) 

Smasdnavidhi 

by Luyipada 
(pp. 49-51) 

(+ bali mantra §36) midday & 
midnight junctures 
(K3OV4) 

*"Mantrapatha " 
(PP- 53-54. '-e-. 
balimantra as 
GSSn §36) 

bdhyapujd (§38) bdhyapujd (K3H2) bdhyapujd, 
by Sasvatavajra 
(pp. 52-53) 

hastapujd (§40) hastapujd (K32r2) hastapujd by 
Sasvatavajra 
(PP- 54-55); 
also SM253 
(pp. 498-500) 

alternative bdhyapujd 
+ implied hastapujd 
(P41: athavd) 

alternative bdhyapujd 
+ implied hastapujd 
(K32V5: yadvd) 
(p. 55-56: yadvd) 

alternative 
hastapujd with 
bdhyapujd 

adhydtmahomavidhi 
(§42) 

adhydtmahomavidhi 
(K33V1) 

Cakrasamvarabalividhi 
by Sasvatavajta 
(pp. 56-58) 
(with preparation as 
for amrtasvddana) 

*ucchistabalividhi (§43) *ucchistabalividhi 
( K 3 3 V 2 ) 

Vajravarahi 
Sadhana 
(pp. 59-61) 

ctemation grounds 
(w. 71-75) 

reference to 
desiderative homa rites, 
considered too lengthy 
to be described by the author 
(K33V4: vistarabhaydn 
na likhitdh) 

Sekakriydkrama 
(incomplete) 
(pp. 61-62) 
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v. 58 Our author (v. 58) answers this supposed question by explaining that, 
since the bali must be offered by the practitioner in union with the deity, 
the instructions for self-generation are a necessary prerequisite and must be 
taught first. Despite this careful apology, it is clear that bali rituals are usu
ally taught at the end of a text as a concluding rite (as well being a prelim
inary ritual), and perhaps his statement is best understood as a comment 
upon ritual within the highest tantras, in which self-generation is a pre
requisite to the performance of all rites. 

Tasting Nectar (amrtdsvddanam) 

§35 As a preliminary part of the bali ritual itself the Vajravarahi Sddhana teaches 
v. 28) t n e rite of tasting nectar (amrtdsvddanam). Earlier in the sadhana our author 

promised a description of this rite, because it was prescribed as part of the 
worship following the consecration of the newly fledged yogin-deity (v. 
28). The tasting of nectar is also prescribed in the parallel sources (Abhi
samayamanjari and Cakrasamvarabalividhi), from which it seems that our 
texts are incorporating an independent ritual of tasting nectar into the bali 
offering and using it to serve as a preliminary for that rite.488 This is also 
the method employed in the Vajrdvali (SP f. i2or7), in which 
Abhayakaragupta joins the two rites together by first describing an 
Amrtasddhana for the preparation of the nectar, and then relating how the 
bali should be offered according to the Samaja, Hevajra, and Cakrasamvara 
systems. In contrast, the Advayavajra-based sadhanas clearly treat the tast
ing of nectar as a distinct rite of worship.489 In some Guhyasamayasddhana-
mdld texts, the two rites are simply sequential, the tasting of nectar first 
comprising an imaginary offering of nectar, and the subsequent bali, the 
offering of real (or imagined) foodstuffs with the recitation of bali 
mantras.490 

A hint in our texts suggests that our Cakrasamvara-based bali rituals 
may be appropriating the tasting of nectar rite, and thus joining two inde
pendent rites together. In the Cakrasamvarabalividhi, the rite of tasting 
nectar requires the yogin to generate an imaginary bowl in which he will 
visualize various substances transforming into the nectarized offering. 
Because the independent bali ritual also requires a bowl for the food offer
ings, the text then prescribes the generation of a second—but now strictly 
unnecessary—offering bowl (also GSS16 cited n. 490: dvitiyam bali-
bhdjanam). Sas'vatavajra perhaps attempts to accommodate this problem 
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with a remark that justifies the "transferral" of the nectar from the first 
bowl into the bowl generated for the bali (balisvikdrdrtham). If the bali rit
ual has appropriated the rite of tasting nectar, the reasons for it are clear. 
The relationship between the two rites is close, and the tasting of nectar is 
itself a type of bali offering. It is particularly well suited to the bali offer
ings in the Cakrasamvara tradition, in that it describes an imaginary food 
offering resulting in great bliss, to be offered within the context of inter
nalized meditative performance. Moreover, it describes a handy means of 
purifying offerings that in our tradition are composed of transgressive sub
stances, and of transforming them into nectar fit for the gods, 

w. The first step in the rite of tasting nectar is the preparation of a hearth, 
59-60 whereon the food offerings may be cooked, purified, and turned into nec

tar. First, raging flames are generated from the combination of wind and fire, 
represented by their elemental symbols and the syllables yam and ram (v. 59). 
Above this, a hearth (cullikd; v. 60b) is then fashioned from three heads 
arranged like the base of a tripod; these are produced (in our tradition) from 
the syllable kam.4<)] On top rests a skull bowl generated from ah, as the caul
dron. 4 9 2 (See fig. 34.) 

Fig. 34. Preparation of nectar. 
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v. 61 The next verse (plus the following prose) describes the preparation of 
the nectar inside the cauldron. The ingredients are generated from seed-
syllables and comprise the usual esoteric offerings, namely, the five nectars 
and the five meats, or "lamps" {paiicapradipas). The five nectars are semen, 
blood, flesh, urine, and feces, and the five lamps are the flesh of cow, dog, 
horse, elephant, and man.4" The seed-syllables are not a very stable set, 
and the Advayavajra-based sources, for example, prescribe the generation 
of the ten transgressive substances from the five syllables of the buddhas 
alone.494 

v. 62 Our author then describes the cooking process itself. The fire should be 
visualized blazing up and heating the ingredients and turning them bright 
red. The Vajrdvali (seemingly following Cakrasamvara scripture) adds that 
the ordinary color, smell, and potency of the ingredients are removed with 
the syllables ha ho hrih.4'''' 

v. 63 Next, a white, inverted skull staff is visualized above the mixture, pro
duced from hum. From its contact with the heat or steam rising from the 
liquid below, the skull staff melts and drips into the cauldron, cooling the 
red liquid and turning it white, or "quicksilver," in the process.496 

w. 64—66 It only remains for the liquid to be empowered by the syllables om ah 
hum. These three syllables are generated from the letters of the alphabet and 
visualized above the liquid. The syllables then emanate the deities of the 
mandala into the universe to benefit beings. Finally, the deities are retracted 
and dissolve into the three syllables, and the three syllables themselves dis
solve into the nectar below. The liquid is now empowered by the syllables 
and is complete. The meaning of this stage of the visualization is clearer in 
the parallel texts, which imply that the nectars and meats in the cauldron 
are pledge forms, as they require the infusion of knowledge. In the 
Abhisamayamanjari, the three syllables emanate rays rather than deities, 
and these draw out the "knowledge nectar in the hearts of all tathagatas."497 

The Cakrasamvara balividhi (based on both male and female deities of the 
Cakrasamvara mandala) reads as follows:498 

Next above that [liquid], [he should visualize] om ah hum as 
transformations of the vowels and consonants, in sequence, one 
above the other. With the ray[s] emanated from those [three syl
lables], using the "method of transferral" (samkramananyayena), 
he should draw down in the form of the three [mandala] circles 
(tricakrakaram) [the "knowledge" forms of the "pledge" nectars 
and meats, namely] the "knowledge nectars" and "knowledge 
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lamps" (jndndmrtapradipam) of the heroes and heroines in the 
ten directions.499 Having [caused those deities of the three 
mandala circles] to accomplish the welfare of the world, he 
should visualize them (avalokya) first coming together [in sex
ual union] [and then] melting (dravibhuya), and as entered 
accordingly (yathdyatham) into those [three syllables] t and that 
in all the oceans\. Then, having seen om, etc. melted in sequence 
(kramavilinam) [i.e., one into the other, and then back into the 
liquid], he should empower [it] for as long as he wishes with the 
three syllables. 

If the nectar had been prepared for an independent rite of tasting nec
tar, it would now be fed through tubes of light to the mandala deities, who 
would "taste" it and experience great bliss.500 In our text (§36), however, 
the nectar becomes the ^//offering, and thus the so-called "tasting of nec
tar" has served simply to prepare the offering. 

Bali Offering with Mantras 

§36 The Vajravarahi Sadhana now prescribes the method for offering the bali.m 

The first step is to summon the deities to the spot with a hand gesture, simul
taneously uttering a mantra syllable. Some texts add that the yogin has an 
upward gaze to the left, so that he projects his powerful yogic stare at the 
deities he wishes to ensnare.502 The syllable uttered is phet (or in other texts, 
phetor phem),™ while the hand gesture is the flame mudra (jvdldmudrd)?04 

Fig. 35. Flame gesture (jvalamudrd). 

In one Tibetan tradition, the flame mudra is formed by making the trian
gular flame symbol with thumbs and forefingers, and splaying out the other 
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fingers like flames (see fig. 39; also K. Gyatso 1999: 495). At this point, 
many texts cite a verse that explains that, having made the mudra, the yogin 
"should place it at the center of his forehead and move it around several 
times."505 This is understood to summon the deities. 

Next, the yogin should generate the imaginary skull bowl that is used 
to serve nectar to the deities. He does this in a sequence that mirrors the 
self-generation of the deity described in the first meditation stage. It begins 
in the same way, with the preliminary worship and mantric contempla
tion of emptiness. Then comes the sequence of awakenings. The hands 
are cupped in the gesture of reverence, and these become the sun and 
moon disks (generated from the vowels and consonants in parallel texts, 
as in the first awakening).506 In between them, the seed-syllable hum arises 
and is visualized transforming into the bowl of nectar. This visualization 
procedure is still followed even in the Cakrasamvarabalividhi, which 
prescribes the use of actual foodstuffs in a real bowl placed between the 
hands.507 

v. 67 Before the nectar is offered to the gods, our text prescribes the utterance 
of a benedictory verse "for the sake of obtaining the desired siddhi" (cf. 
SUT ch. 8, v. 26). The aim of the same verse in Sas'vatavajra's Cakra
samvarabalividhi is more specific in its application and perhaps makes bet
ter sense: it states that the verse is recited for the purpose of "appropriating" 
the bali (p. 57: balisvikdrartham). In other words, the nectar—which has 
been prepared inside a different skull bowl according to the tasting of nec
tar—must "belong" inside this bowl (a remark that seems to rationalize 
the appearance of this second offering bowl within the rite). The nectar is 
then offered to the deities of the mandala in the eight directions, passing 
the bowl counterclockwise in the cardinal directions—a prescription pecu
liar to the Samvara tradition (it is absent in bali rituals described in the 
Vajrdvali from the Samaja and Hevajra systems).508 While the offering is 
made, the yogin must keep the metaphysical basis of emptiness in mind. 
The ontology of nonduality is reflected by the generation of white "vajra 
tongues" for the deities. 

§37 Our text next supplies two bali mantras with which to offer the nectar 
to the deities. Since the Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 58) names the deities 
who are to receive the offering with these mantras, we discover that the first 
mantra given in the Vajravarahi Sddhana is for the site goddesses. It is 
recited once only. 

§38, In the same way, we know that the next mantra is for the mandala 
v- 69 leader plus the goddesses on the petals and in the outer circle (i.e., the 
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thirteenfold mandala). This is to be repeated five times and is accompa
nied by a scriptural verse (v. 69) for the purpose of achieving siddhi (in 
the Cakrasamvarabalividhi, this is visualized with the addition of music 
and betel). 

Our author then names the recipients of the final offering as the ten 
protectors of the directions. The mantra is uttered twice. 

The recipients of the bali offering vary in other texts. In the Samvaro-
dayatantra (ch. 8, v. 25), it is given to the deities of the three mandala cir
cles alone; shorter texts may give a more limited selection (often the 
goddesses of the thirteenfold mandala, or the ten protectors), with or with
out verses. In contrast, the offerings described by Abhayakaragupta in 
the Vajravali (f. i23r—v) are for many different categories of being, and 
include (1) a general bali mantra serving all beings (sarvabhautika), absent 
in GSSn; (2) bali mantras begging the beings of the thirteenfold mandala 
to accept the offering (similar to §38); (3) the longer mantra for the site 
deities on the three mandala circles (as given in §37); (4) mantras inserting 
the individual names of the ten krodhas ("wraths"; see n. 513); and (5) the 
mantra for the protectors (as in §39) "outside" the circle of protection. 

As the protectors are offered the bali, they are imagined granting mag
ical powers (siddhis) to the yogin (§39). Related texts add that the mantrin 
also sees the protectors experiencing great bliss.509 This reflects the desider-
ative function of the bali ritual. The Samaja-based bali ritual in the 
Vajravali (SP f. I22r.7ff.) states that the method of performing the rite 
depends upon which class of siddhi is foremost. This will influence the 
time at which the rite is performed, the direction in which bali is offered, 
and the color of the bali offering. For example, a black-magic rite 
(abhicdrah) would be performed at midnight to the south, with black 
balis?w A desiderative bali ritual may also be performed on behalf of 
another person. This is described in the Samvarodayatantra (ch. 8, w. 19ft), 
where the worship of the mandala with food offerings, etc., is performed 
on behalf of a third party (ddnapatih), and the "teacher's assistant" (karma-
vajrin)'in therefore meditatively generates the donor as well as the mandala 
(v. 23ab: utsarjayed ddnapatim mandalam capurahsaram). The same is true 
in the Vajravali accounts, in which the mantras from all three systems 
leave the name of the beneficiary to be supplied (amuka-). The Samaja rit
ual adds that it is the sadhaka's own name that should be used and not that 
of the third party for whom the ritual is performed. He should instead be 
convinced that he "is" that third party:512 "Even when offering bali on 
another's behalf, one should just recite 'of me, mine' as appropriate in the 
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mantra exactly as it is. And [the ritual performer] should have the firm 
conviction of [the other person] as being himself. Through having the atti
tude that 'if he is helped, I am helped,' there is the attainment of benefit. 
Immediately after that he should make the request for him." 

The main function of the balividhi, however, is propitiatory: It is to 
calm obstacles and to appease malevolent influences. This is evident in the 
meaning of the mantras themselves, which focus upon destroying or paci
fying negative forces. In the Vajravali account, the individual mantras for 
the ten krodhas actually include the name of the person who requires their 
cooperation.513 This is the function of the ̂ //offering when it is performed 
as a preliminary rite and when (along with other preparatory procedures) 
it serves to purify the site and to quell obstacles, particularly those of wild 
or malevolent spirits that may impede the practice.514 The propitiatory 
agenda explains the emphasis in many bali mantras on the outermost (i.e., 
"lesser") beings of the cosmological mandala. Frequently, it is only the last 
bali mantra (§39: om kha kha khahi khahi...) that appears in a text, that is, 
the mantra designated in our work for the protectors, overlords of the wild 
cremation grounds. In the Samaja rite, Abhayakaragupta states that after 
all the deities have received their bali offerings, the mandala circle is 
absorbed back into the mantrin, whereas the protectors and krodhas are 
posted outside the mandala hut in the ten directions, "intent on protec
tion and fulfilling desires." 

The fact that the bali rituals in our texts go beyond a merely protective 
function is perhaps the logical consequence of extending the bali offerings 
to the complete mandala. The bali becomes another powerful means of 
worshiping deities within the practice of deity yoga for recognized rewards. 
Another feature of the Vajrayogini bali ritual is that actual foodstuffs are 
often superseded by imaginal transgressive offerings, purified and nectarized 
according to the methods given for the rite of tasting nectar. This is again 
symptomatic of an upgrading of the bali, as it transforms the ancient food 
offering into a means of inducing great bliss. The deities so propitiated are 
understood to be all the more powerful in that they fulfill desires on both 
the mundane and transcendental levels. These developments are borne out 
by Abhayakaragupta in a liberationist coda to his account of the bali ritu
als of the Samaja, Hevajra, and Samvara systems. He classifies these meth
ods as generation-method practices, then adds a final bali ritual to be 
performed according to the superior completion method. The completion-
method bali ritual intensifies the "internalization" already evident in those 
of the generation method. The visualized forms of the deities are distilled 
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in the crucible of pure awareness, and the bali transformed into an offer
ing of knowledge itself:515 

These three bali rituals [of the Samaja, Samvara, and Hevajra sys
tems] are within the generation method. In the completion 
method, however, the bali ritual [consists of] an offering of bali 
that is not distinct from the [unique] flavor of knowledge. [It is 
offered] to [the protectors of the directions] starting with Indra 
togethet with the [mandala] deities, beginning with one's own 
lord of the mandala, whose forms are wisdom and means [and] 
who have been drawn [down] merely by focusing the attention 
on them, with a mind "not shaken" from wisdom and means. 

Rite of Completion 

§40 The bali offering ends with a rire of completion (also taught at §45, §48, 

(§45> and §49) , the purpose of which is to compensate for any omission or addi-
^48j tion that the yogin may have accidentally made during its performance. 

This is an integral part of the ritual system, which is founded on the prem
ise that only the correct performance of a prescribed act ensures success. 
Correct performance supersedes all other factors, such as the intention or 
mental state of the ritual performer. If this seems to contravene the Bud
dhist canonical definition of action as "intention" (Anguttaranikaya III.415), 
this is somewhat counterbalanced by the emphasis we find in the sadhanas 
on cultivating and maintaining the correct ontological understanding of 
action, with frequent reminders of its basis in emptiness. Thus, the yogin's 
mental attitude is still deemed to be crucial, as he must maintain the cor
rect attitude toward his actions, and the texts supply frequent reminders 
of their basis in nonduality (e.g., §36 following v. 67: pujyapujapujakdn 
abhedena pasyei) and frequent injunctions in the course of the rituals them
selves to recite the emptiness mantras. 

For the rite of completion, betel and other foodstuffs are first offered to 
the assembled deities all together. Secret hand signals (choma) are per
formed, and the bell is rung. The hundred-syllabled mantra is then recited, 
followed by the recitation of an emptiness mantra, and the deities are simul
taneously gratified with the gesture of "turning the lotus" (kamaldvarta-
mudrd). For this gesture, the sadhaka holds a vajra and vajra bell in his 
outstretched fingers and revolves them with a fluttering motion—a "dance" 
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that resembles "a blossoming lotus stirred by the wind." (The bell is another 
symbol of the feminine aspect or consort, and as such is often visualized 
along with the vajra, representing the male aspect.)516 The deities are then 
dismissed as the yogin moves his arms into the crossed gesture of embrace, 
snaps his fingers (or touches the ground),517 and then withdraws the mudra, 
while reciting the syllables of dismissal. Finally, the practitioner absorbs the 
mandala into himself. 

External Worship 

§41 The Vajravarahi Sddhana now moves on to the external rites of worship 
(bdhyapujd), the essential features of which are (1) the generation of the 
goddess in a locus external to the yogin's own body, (2) her worship in 
that locus, and (3) a rite of completion. Our author describes two rituals 
of worship. The following paragraphs (§4i-§4$) give detailed prescriptions 
for the first, and this is followed below (at §49) with a second, briefer 
account, involving the imaginal feasting of deities with food offerings. Both 
optionally involve the "hand worship" (§46). (The parallel texts for these 
portions are cited in full in the Textual Notes to §4i-§52.) 

Like the sadhana meditation, these rites were probably intended to be 
performed three or four times a day. Indeed, the self-generation is the nec
essary preliminary to their performance, as they are to be undertaken by 
the yogin in union with the goddess (GSS5 Sed p. 145, K3K2: vajravairo-
caniyogavdn mantrt). However, the practitioner of deity yoga may also 
undertake the rites independently from the self-generation meditation, as 
the passage (§41) begins with prescriptions to rise early and to purify the 
place. With the appropriate mantras, the yogin also visualizes a circle of pro
tection that imaginally constitutes the ground in front of the yogin as the 
"vajra ground." Next, a mandala diagram is drawn onto the vajra ground. 
Here, the text prescribes a triangle containing a circle, which represents 
the lotus within the dharmodayd, the origin of existents (as in the self-
generation of the sadhana). In the alternative external worship (§49), the 
yogin draws only the simple (inverted) triangle of the dharmodayd (and 
the shape of the diagram does vary in other texts).518 The diagram is drawn 
using a paste made of esoteric substances, or failing those, of cow dung 
(and, in the second rite, of wine §49). The nectars are described as a "pill" 
(gulikd; here vatikd or gudikd) made of the five nectars, and sometimes 
called the samaya p i l l . 5 1 9 Elsewhere prescriptions require the yogin to draw 
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the diagram "using saffron, bright yellow orpiment, and vermilion powder, 
or with [just] one of them." Other esoteric substances may also be used, 
such as the first menstrual blood of a young girl, a highly valued substance 
in pan-Indian sakta traditions, or a mixture of blood and onion. 5 2 0 The 
yogin draws the diagram by tracing it with the liquid or paste onto the 
ground with the fourth finger of his left: hand (§49). According to other 
accounts he does this with an implement such as a golden stylus (GSS35), 
or a brush made of the hair of thieves executed in the cremation ground.521 

Within the drawn dharmodayd, the yogin then generates the pledge form 
of Vajravarahi from her seed-syllable, vam, which has issued from his heart, 
and the knowledge form is drawn into the pledge form with rays in the 
usual way. Our author adheres to his sequential approach, prescribing only 
the generation of the central deity, Vajravarahi, at this stage. The method 
of doing the practice with the fuller mandala may be inferred (§45) from 
the meditation stages taught above. In contrast, the Abhisamayamanjari is 
faithful to its method of self-generating the mandala in its entirety upon 
the elements and Mount Meru. 

The stage is now set for the worship itself, which constitutes a number 
of different ceremonies. It begins with traditional offerings visualized bil
lowing from the sadhaka's heart. Next he makes an actual external offer
ing from his left hand of a flower, which has been ritually purified for the 
purpose (perhaps with mantras, or with a rite similar to that supplied for 
the mantra bath). Next the usual mantras for the central goddess are uttered 
along with the eight-part mantra "for praise" (given earlier, §32), and this 
section of the worship closes with a final offering mantra to the eight pro
tectors (as in the bali ritual), this time with their names included in the 
mantras. 

Next, the yogin offers a flower to the deities that he has visualized "on 
his hand." This is a slightly ambiguous reference to the hand worship (full 
details for which are only given by the author below, §46) but one con
firmed by the parallel texts (see Textual Notes). The hand worship also 
appears in two Nepalese Sanskrit ritual texts of the yoginitantra tradition; 
they confirm its usage in this context.522 In these works, the opening 
sequence (termed adiyogd) is similar to the Vajravarahi Sadhana in that it 
includes: preparations, the generation of the mandala and its infusion with 
the knowledge deities (as at §41), the offering of a flower to each deity of 
the mandala with the appropriate mantra followed by the eight-part mantra 
(as at §42), and finally the hand worship (apparently here at §43). 5 2 3 The 
practice as described in the Vajravarahi Sadhana (§43) ends with the 
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absorption of the deities on the yogin's left hand into himself, which again 
points to the the hand worship. 

§44-§45 The following paragraph continues the worship of the mandala with 
mantras and verses of praise and concludes with the bodhisattva prepara
tions. This again mirrors the ddiyoga in the Nepalese ritual texts, which end 
with the supreme worship (it perhaps also overlaps with their mandalddiyoga 
portion, which begins with the brahmavihdras and meditations on empti
ness). A rite of completion (§45) marks the end of the external worship. 

Worship on the Hand (hastapujd) 

§46 The hand worship is to be inserted into a rite of external worship in the 
manner just described (§43). Our sources (parallel text is cited in the Tex
tual Notes) all state that the hand worship is derived from the Yogini-
samcdratantra (§48), although this scripture sheds no further light on the 
practice.524 

The hand worship begins (§46) by stating that the mantrin is "in union 
with his own chosen deity" (svestadevatdyukto mantri), that is, self-
generated as Vajravarahi. He visualizes her within the festive "circle of the 
assembly and so on" (ganamandalddau). The gathering of an actual 
ganamandala or ganacakra included a tantric feast at which alcoholic sub
stances such as soma were drunk, delectable foods eaten, and sexual yogic 
rites with consorts performed. The orgiastic nature of the rites is explic
itly described in the Kriydsamuccaya, for example in its Nisdcakra, which 
recommends eight types of taboo consort—all female relatives. Indeed, 
according to its Ganacakravidhi, "that sacramental circle (ganacakra) that 
is without [sex with] a female partner (prajnd) is a [mere] meeting of rice 
scum" (cited Gellner 1992: 297).525 In the Vajravarahi Sddhana, however, 
the feast is performed imaginally, and the tantric assembly comprises a 
mandala of armor gods and armor goddesses. There is also the alternative 
of visualizing the goddesses of the three mandala circles (whose associa
tion with the sites as meeting places for sexual yogic practices has already 
been discussed. 

In the first stages of the rite, six syllables are placed on the fingers on the 
palm side of the left hand. These are the syllables of the armor gods in the 
Cakrasamvara tradition and are represented by the six buddhas (variants 
to the syllables are shown in the footnotes to the translarion).526 The San
skrit text states that the syllables are placed on the fingers and thumb of 
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§47 The worship itself (§50) is performed by smearing purified wine on the 
syllables/deities on the hand. This consititutes a transgressive food offer
ing so irresistible to the yoginis that they are attracted into the presence of 
the yogin, where they "preside" over him. 

§48 The hand worship concludes with the hundred-syllabled mantra as a rite 
of completion (cf. §45, §48) and verses of supplication that again express 
the wish that the "yoginis preside." The text also tells the yogin how to dis
pose of the transgressive liquids that remain after the worship has ended. 
This involves daubing points of his body as he utters the three syllables in 
their inverted sequence: hum (heart), ah (throat), om (forehead).528 Finally, 
the visualized deities/mantras are absorbed back into the body of the yogin. 

Alternative External Worship 

§49 The Vajravarahi Sddhana describes another rite of external worship (bdhya
pujd), which is offered as an alternative (athavd...) to the previous one (at 
§41). It is conducted along similar lines to the first rite but involves a few 
variations. Here the yogin is to imagine feasting the single goddess 
Vajravarahi with food offerings, but in a different external locus. He visu
alizes her within a triangle drawn upon the ground, dwelling in the eight 
cremation grounds. The offerings of food are visualized as the production 
of the nectars and so on, and the beings of the cremation grounds are again 
to be gratified with a final mantra offering in the manner of a final bali rit
ual. At this point in the previous rite of worship, the hand worship was per
formed, and it seems likely that the hand worship is also intended here 
despite no overt directive, as the final prescriptions (§50) are for the dis
missal of the "deity mandala on the hand."5 2 9 

§50 The rite ends with a rite of completion that is very similar to that pre
scribed for the hand worship and that states that the goal of the worship is 
for the "deity to preside" (devatddhisthdndrtham). The text then provides 
the option for the external worship to be performed for the fivefold, thir-
teenfold, or full mandala, according to the sadhana's meditation stages (the 
goal of which would be to induce all the chosen goddesses of the mandala 
to preside).530 
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Internal Oblation 

The final rite described in the Vajravarahi Sadhana is an oblation (homah), 
and is based upon a traditional external rire of oblation—an offering made 
into fire. In our text, however, the oblation ritual takes the form of a visu
alization performed internally, within the yogin. For an external oblation 
ritual within the Vajrayogini tradition, we can turn to the Pradipdhutividhi 
(GSS14).531 This text describes how the mantrin in union with his deity cre
ates a fire pit (v. 5), within which he lights a fire, both by kindling wood 
(v. 7a) and through mentally drawing down the "supreme fire of knowl
edge (jndndgni-) of the conquerors" with the seed-syllable in his own heart 
(v. 6ab). He then visualizes the fire deity in the heart of the fire (the only 
solitary male deity mentioned in the GSS) and his own deity (Vajrayogini) 
seated in its heart. He worships Vajrayogini by making oblations into the 
fire consisting of the five nectars and of scented woods. The Vajravarahi 
Sadhana adapts and internalizes this kind of external oblation to suit the 
context of meditative yogic performance. Thus we find that the fire pit is 
understood to be the yogin's own navel, and offerings are made to the god
dess who is visualized within it engulfed in the "fire of wisdom." 5 3 2 

The process of internalizing the oblation ritual can also be observed in 
two other Vajrayogini texts. In an internal oblation described in the Sam-
putodbhavatantra (w. i8-22ab), the "blazing fire of wisdom" is located 
within the meditator's genitals (while the Vasantatilakd adds that the wind 
that fans the fire is within his feet):533 

(18) The oblation (homah) should be made into the greatly blaz
ing fire of wisdom, with the offering (havis) that inwardly is 
semen [in the central channel, avadhuti,] and [blood in the right 
channel, rasand, and urine in the left channel, laland], and out
wardly is [the skandhas] beginning with form. 
(19) [The "outward" worship] of the six sense fields, elements, 
[and] skandhas etc., which have the fotm of the deities, likewise 
of the dakinis, 
(20) is called yoga worship, since these [deities] are worshiped 
by him. Whereas (tu) [in the "inward" homa], this head skull 
(kapdlam) [where semen (s'ukra) is stored]534 is the offering ves
sel (bhdjanam). 
(21) The ladle is called rasand; rhe heart cakra is identical with 
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laland, taught to be the [offering] bowl (pdtri) (or: the [offering] 
bowl is the mouth), and the fire pit is the navel. 
(22ab) The fire is in the loins (trikati-), fanned up by the winds 
of karma [which are in the feet].535 

As this passage shows, the oblations that are to be made into the wisdom 
fire are said to have an "outer" and "inner" value. The "outward" level is 
that of a body mandala, in which the psychophysical body of the yogin is 
identified with the mandala of goddesses. In this oblation, the offering 
consists of the skandhas, which are burnt up as "fuel,"5 3 6 while the offer
ings into the fire are not to the goddess Vajravarahl but to the buddhas and 
mothers (dakinis) who are equated with the psychophysical organism. The 
"inward" level is that of internal yogic practice, in which the oblation offer
ings are understood to be the contents of the three central veins or chan
nels (semen, blood, and urine), which will all be drawn into the central 
channel in the course of being offered into the fire. 

In these internal oblation texts, the traditional ritual tools of an external 
oblation rite are also represented. For example, traditional oblation requires 
a ladle (sruvah) held in the right hand, and the vessel holding the oblation 
of ghee ([ghrta]pdtri) held in the left hand (there is also a larger ladle, the 
sruk, sometimes used instead of the sruvah) , 5 3 7 In the internal oblation, the 
ladle and the vessel are understood to be the two lateral channels. Rasand 
on the right is the ladle, and laland on the left is the oblation vessel (SpUT 
v. i9d: havirbhdjanam; referred to in GSSn simply as the "oblation": 
ahutih). This scriptural passage also seems to identify the ritual parapher
nalia with yogic cakras, as the heart cakra is said to be laland (v. 20b). 

The ritual prescriptions of the Vajravarahl Sddhana close (§52) with a 
rite that is concerned with an offering of balim3.de up of actual foodstuffs. 
(This is probably because the source text continued with a series of exter
nal oblation rituals, as shown in the parallel texts and Textual Notes.)538 The 
bali is offered to the eponymous deity of leftovers, Ucchistavajra (as the 
imperative of the mantra reveals). With the offering of the leftover bali, the 
yogin induces him to preside. This rite appears also in the Samvarodaya-
tantra (ch. 8, v. 38), in which the remnants of the oblation are offered to 
the spirits (bhutas) as well as to the god, "Ucchusma." 

http://balim3.de
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Concluding Verses 

vv. The remaining verses of the sadhana append a detailed account of the 
70-76 nature of the eight cremation grounds (discussed above). It is possible that 

Umapatideva's source material included an account of the cremation 
grounds, since the so-called *Vidhisamgraha (Finot 1934) includes the 
Smas'dnavidhi by Luyipada. 

v. 77 The text concludes in the proper manner with a dedication of merit, and 
a colophon stating Umapatideva's authorship. 
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Vajravarahl Sadhana by Umapatidevapada 

[Meditation Stage i] 

Salutation to the glorious Vajrayogini! 

(1) Having saluted the lotus-like foot of the glorious vajra goddess 
(vajradevi) by which the encircling noose of conceptual thought 
(samkalpah) is broken asunder, I will carefully relate her sadhana 
according to the teaching, t O Vikramasena t-

(2) In a terrifying cremation ground, on a mountain, in a mountain 
cave (girigahvare),539 or (ca) near a river [or] ocean, or elsewhere 
in a place pleasing to the heart, [the practitioner] should con
template this practice (yogah) in order to [obtain] the desired 
success (siddhih). 

(3) Having observed the seed-syllable vam in the heart, on the cen
ter of a lotus emitting the [red] glow of a bandhuka flower,' he 
should see all about [him] a mass of buddhas and so on in the 
sky, which is irradiated by rays from that [seed-syllable]. 

(4) Having worshiped those deities with manifold flowers, [incense, 
lamps, perfumed powders, and food]'' issuing from the rays from 
that seed-syllable, he should perform the sevenfold worship 
taught by the conquerors, [and then] he should do the medita
tion on the four sublime abodes (brahmavihdras). 

Pentapetes Phoenicea (Terminalia tomentosa). Its red flower (bandhukam, bandhil-
kapuspam) is one of the commonest similes for the red color of Vajravarahi. 
The Sanskrit has "flowers, etc.," a typical abbreviated reference to the traditional 
fivefold offering (pancopacarah). 
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[§i] In this, worship is of seven kinds, as follows: [i] confession of faults, 
[ii] rejoicing in merit, [iii] going for threefold refuge, [iv] transfer
ence of merit, [v] arising of the will to enlightenment, [vi] resort
ing to the path, and [vii] dedication of one's body (dtmabhdvah). 

(5) The definition of these teachings and [practices] beginning 
with the confession of faults, etc., as it is in the sequence [of 
practice], is as follows'"— 

[i] I confess before these [deities] all the sins that I have done. 

(6) [ii] I rejoice at all the merit that has been accumulated by the 
teachers, [buddhas, and bodhisattvas].'" 

[iv] By that good that I have done [in the past], will do [in 
the future], and am doing [now], may beings become conquerors. 

(7) [iii] I go for refuge to the Three Jewels. 

[v] May I be a king of righteousness for the welfare of the 
world. 5 4 0 

[vi] I resort to the path of the conquerors. 

[vii] Accept [it], lords—I offer my own body! 

As for the four sublime abodes—namely, [i] loving-kindness (maitri), [ii] 
compassion (karund), [iii] rejoicing [in the attainments of others] (muditd), 
and [iv] equanimity (upeksd)—those are also (at) [defined] in sequence as 
follows: 

(8) [i] Just as the conduct (pravrttih) of [ordinary] people toward 
their own son is (vrttd) invariably permeated with affection 

iii I have numbered the successive stages listed in the prose (§1). This shows that the 
verses (w. 5cd-7) are not, in fact, in sequence. However, the stages of the puja 
in sadhana texts are very unstable. 

iv Literally, "teachers and so on (ddi-)." This refers to the tantric list, "teachers, 
buddhas, and bodhisattvas" (gurubuddhabodhisattva-). 
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(snehd), so they should also have that (yd) [loving-kindness 
(maitri)] toward the son[s] of others: you should now (atra) 
cultivate that loving-kindness that destroys hatred.541 

(9) [ii] He should cultivate that compassion with regard to the 
world that is the antidote to cruelty (dgbatacitta)," [namely] 
the wish to extract the entire mass of beings from suffering 
and the causes of suffering. 

(10) [iii] "It is not possible to extract numberless beings [from suf
fering]!" He should cultivate rejoicing that is skilfull at 
destroying this kind of depression, being [himself] one who 
has gained energy [by] considering that "Even a worm became 
a buddha!" 

(11) [iv] "This belongs to me!" [or] "I belong to that!" It is a 
puffed-up mind that thinks so (iti)—and this is just delusion! 
Contemplate equanimity that destroys such [thoughts] 
because it is free of grasping. 

(12) He should see [everything, both] external and internal, as false 
like the moon [reflected] in water, because it is produced in 
dependence [upon causes]. The mantrin should establish the 
conviction of emptiness through the recitation of the mantras 
that have the opening "[om] svabhdvasuddhd.. „" 

[§2 ] For this there are the following two mantras: 

om svabhdvasuddhdh sarvadharmah svabhdvas'uddho 'ham."' 
[and] 
om s'unyatdjndnavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham."" 

V 

vi 
vii 

Literally, "a mind of striking." 
"All existents are pure by nature; I am pure by nature." 
"I am identical with the essence of the nondual (vajra) knowledge of emptiness." 
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(13) Next in this [meditation], he should visualize a hum syllable 
transforming into (-ja) a double vajra, having all about it a net 
of quivering rays. It is with this [net of rays] that he should 
then visualize the ground, and then the domed roof (pan
jaram), [then] the canopy and the [outer] shield (jdlam)"" of 
arrows [as the circle of protection]. 

(14) He should cause the four mantras beginning with "[om] 
sumbha''to enter the directions, east, north, [west, and south] 
in [a counterclockwise] sequence; he should fasten in place 
(vibadhydt) four walls that have been produced from a net of 
rays [issuing] from those [four mantras] at the very exterior 
[of the circle of protection]. 

(15) Moreover, he should visualize eight goddesses, Kakasya and 
so on, produced from the mantras beginning "[om]sumbha" 
[He should see them] hammering and nailing down the evil 
ones (mdras), which they have made to enter eight wells pro
duced from hum. 

In this [visualization], these are the [four] mantras: 

om sumbha nisumbha hum hum phat. 
om grhna grhna hum hum phat. 
om grihnapaya grihnapaya hum hum phat. 
om anaya ho bhagavdn vajra hum hum phat" 

Here, the eight goddesses are as follows: Kakasya, Ulukasya, 
Svanasya, [and] Sukarasya* [in the cardinal directions]; Yamadadhi, 
Yamaduti, YamadamstrinI, and Yamamathani"' [in the intermedi
ate directions]. 

Literally, "net." 
"O [demon] Sumbha! O [demon] Nisumbha! Seize! Make [them] seize! Take! O 
Blessed One! O Vajra!" 
Crow-face (Kakasya), Owl-face (Ulukasya), Dog-face (Svanasya), and Hog-face 
(Sukarasya). 
Death's Tooth (Yamadadhi, dddhd is probably from damstrd, but may also mean 
"wish, desire." The Tibetan text consistently translates Yamadadhi brtan ma "the 
Stable One," as if from drdhd), Death's Messenger (Yamaduti), Death's Fang 
(YamadamstrinI), and Death's Destruction (Yamamathani). 
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[§4] The teaching on this [is as follows]: He should give a snap of the 
forefinger and thumb of the left hand, [and while] uttering the 
mantras beginning "om sumbha nisumbha hum hum phat," he 
should make <the vajra walls> enter into the directions starting in 
the east in a countetclockwise sequence; [they are] colored black, 
green, red, [and] yellow, extending from the underworld to the 
sphere of Brahma, burning [and] vast. 

Outside the [vajra] zone (panjaram),™ he should see the four god
desses starting with Kakasya who are produced from these four 
mantras. At the same time that they are produced [he should visu
alize] the four goddesses starting with Yamadadhi produced from 
rays [issuing] from the corner angles of the two (ubhaya) mantras 
[that intersect at the intermediate points], starting from the south
east [proceeding] in a clockwise direction. 

These eight [goddesses] have two arms and one face. In this con
text,™ they are [described as] spike-shaped beneath the navel. In 
their right [hands] they hold a vajra hammer; in their left they have 
in their hands a stake that has their own form. He should visual
ize those [eight goddesses] going forth through self-projection [to 
the limits of the universe] (spharanayogena gatvd),i41 fetching the 
entire mass of obstacles found (sthita) in the cardinal directions 
and intermediate directions, placing [the mass of obstacles] in eight 
wells that have been produced from the syllable hiim [and that are] 
located (-vartisu) near the walls of the same color as the respective 
(sva) mantras [from which they were produced], staking and ham
mering the mass of obstacles with the recitation of the mantras for 
staking and hammering down, and [finally he should see those 
eight goddesses] dissolving into the [vajta] walls. 

xii The domed "roof or (literally), "cave" (panjaram) of the circle of protection is 
that which surrounds the structure on the top and on the sides, and which defines 
the space within. K. Gyatso (1999:119) describes it as having "the shape of a Mon
golian tent." 

xiii The text is distinguishing the appearance of the eight goddesses here within the 
topic (prastdvah) of the expulsion of obstacles from the circle of protection, from 
their later appearance within the deity mandala. 
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In this [meditation] the "staking mantra" is as follows: 

om gha gha ghataya ghataya sarvadustdn phat. om kilaya kilaya 
sarvapapan phat hum hum hum. vajrakila vajradhara ajnapa
yati. sarvavighnanam kayavakcittavajram kilaya hum phaf^1 

The "hammering mantra" is as follows; 

om vajramudgara vajrakildkotaya hum phaf 

(16) Placed in the center of [eight] cremation grounds dwelling 
(-vasat-)™ within the zone (panjaram) of that [circle of pro
tection], he should visualize, with its broad side uppermost 
[i.e., inverted], a triangular dharmodayd, white as the autumn 
moon [and] containing a red lotus. 

(17) In the center of that lotus, between a sun disc and a moon 
disc, he should visualize a vam seed-syllable in such a way that 
it is [all] vividly clear, with a quivering net of rays [emanat
ing from it, and] with the color of blossoming [red] coral. 

(18) Having sent forth [the buddhas and so on] from the net of 
rays produced from the seed-syllable, he should make multi
tudes of people share the awakening of the conquerors; then 
(hi) he should imagine [Vajravarahl] with the buddhas and so 
forth retracted inside [her] (nivesitdntar-) into that same seed-
syllable. 

"Ki l l all evils! Stake all sinners! O Vajrakila! O Vajradhara!—He commands [it] 
for the body-, speech-, and mind-vajras of all obstacles. Stake [them]!" 
"O vajra hammer! O vajra stake! Hammer [them]!" 
In v. 73, the cremation grounds are also said to "dwell" Vvas. 
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(19-24) He should visualize himself (dtmatanum) as [Vajra]varahi 
(v. 24d), who is produced from the moon, sun, and seed-
syllable [vam], with three eyes, having the color of [red] saf
fron, with two arms and one face, trampling in the warrior 
pose on the head and breast of Bhairava and Kalaratri, who 
lie face up [beneath her] (v. 19); drinking blood that streams 
down from the "lotus bowl" (padmabhdndah)"" placed in her 
upraised left hand, with a vajra in her right hand f... f threat
ening all who are wicked with the index finger pointing 
threateningly to the ground (bhutarjani) (v. 20); [her] left side 
adorned with a skull staff (khatvdngah), with a bloody 
(raktdkta) garland of human heads hanging [around her 
neck], naked, her feet decorated with tinkling anklets, [and] 
with a face terrible with its tusks (v. 21); with her head topped 
by a double vajra,""1 with her hair-tie fallen off, [and] with 
five skulls in her headband gleaming in the midst of a row of 
vajras (v. 22); with head, ears, throat, both wrists, [and] hips 
glistening with the chaplet, swinging earrings, charming neck
lace, glittering bracelets, [and] girdle [respectively] (v. 23); 
covering the three worlds with quivering rays, with a body 
full (dkrdnta-) of fresh youth, [and] filled with the single taste 
of great bliss""1 (v. 24b-d). 

xvii The "lotus vessel" is the tantric term for skull bowl, e.g., HT2.3.58b: kdpdlam 
padmabhdjanam. 

xviii Litetally, "having her topmost limb (uttamdngam) passed over (or 'subjected,' 
krdntd) by a vajra preceded by the word vis'vd [i.e., a vis'vdvdjra\." 

xix Literally (v. 24c): "She is filled with the single taste (rasdikd) that has the aspect 
(dkdrdh) of great bliss (mahdsukham)." 
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(25) And then on this [body], on the navel, heart, mouth, head, 
crown, and on all the other limbs, he should establish the 
armor with the six mantras, [and then] introduce the knowl
edge [deity] into the pledge [deity]. 

[§6] The six [armor] mantras here are: om vam, ham yom, hrlm mom, 
hrem hrlm, hum hum, phat phat. They embody Vajravarahl, 
Yamini, Mohini, Samcalini, SamtrasinI, and Candika" and are col
ored red, blue-black, white, <yellow>, green, [and] smoky-gray. 

(26) He should [first] honor [the knowledge deity] with flowers 
and so on"' that are produced from rays [which themselves 
issue] from the vam [syllable] on the circle [of the lotus peri
carp] in his heart. [Then] he should cause that [knowledge 
deity], which is [visualized before him] in the sky, to enter into 
the pledge [deity], just like ghee into ghee, or water, water. 

xx Lady of Night (Yamini), Deluder (Mohini), Agitator (Samcalini), Terrifier 
(Samtrasini), and Terrible One (Candika). 

xxi This is another reference to the traditional offerings. See ch. 3. 
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[§7] Know that when the knowledge being enters, there are four 
mantras [to be uttered], namely, jah hum vam [and] hoh. These 
attract [the knowledge being], make [it] enter, bind [it in place], 
and propitiate [it]. 

(27) Correctly visualize the tathagatas in the sky consecrating [you] 
with the mantra. [Then] visualize Vairocana on [your] head 
[imagining that he has] come forth from the drops of the 
water remaining from the consecration. 

The consecration mantra here is: 

(271) "For even as the tathagatas were bathed as soon as they were 
born, so I will wash [you], purified?^ with heavenly water." 

om sarvatathdgatdbhisekasamayasriye hum"" 

[§8] In this [rite] there is the following instruction: With [the transfor
mation of] a ray from the [vam] syllable in the heart, he should 
[first] visualize himself being consecrated by eight yoginis544 who are 
reciting [the verse invocation] beginning "For even as..." ending 
"... with [heavenly] water." [He should visualize them consecrating 
him] with streams of water, which is the nectar of innate knowl
edge, from the slightly inclined skull bowls full of the five nectars 
in [their] left hands, [so that he is] full of great bliss. [Next], having 
visualized Vairocana on [his] head produced from the remaining 
liquid, he should recite the mantra beginning " [om] sarvatathdgatd-
bhiseka etc." 

xxii "To the glory of the pledge [of?] consecration by all tathagatas!" 
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(28) [Then] having visualized goddesses in the sky worshiping 
[Vajrajvarahi and praising her, he should perform the tasting 
of nectar—for which the method of production will be taught 
below [w. 59-66]. 

(29) Having pervaded all the limits [of the universe] by emanat
ing [goddesses in mantric form],""'" and having [thereby] 
accomplished all the needs of sentient beings, he should visu
alize them entering [i.e., assuming] a form according to the 
seed-syllable [vamj. He should repeat this procedure until 
he tires. 

(30) In order to make his mind firm he should visualize a very fine, 
brilliant ray of light rising from the subtlest resonance [of the 
visualized syllable] (nddah), [or from] the syllable vam 
[itself],545 which is located in (varti) the enclosed space 
(samudgah) between the moon and sun at his navel. 

(31) In this [yogic practice], he should meditate upon the yoga of 
nonperception, the path that is obtained through (krama) 
instruction [from a guru], in order to obtain the state of clear 
light (prabhdsvarah), which is (bhuta) the cause of fulfilling 
the aims of all beings. 

xxiii A prose explanation of this yogic practice appears below [§9]. 
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(32) When he has grown tired in the meditation, the mantrin 
should utter, according to the rules, the best of mantras, the 
ten-syllabled [heart mantra of Vajravarahi, §9], which has 
been compared (upamoktd) by the Buddha himself with the 
[wishing] tree [or] wish-fulfilling jewel. 

(33) When he is tired of that, too, he may [end the meditation 
and] dwell as he wishes, providing that he preserves the [con
viction of his] identity (ahamkrtih) with his chosen (sva) deity. 
In this way, through constant practice of mantra recitation 
and meditation, the yogin attains siddhi after six months. 

(34) Even one who is not able to practice (bhdvayitum) continu
ously may attain success if he performs a short meditation 
(ksanabhdvand)™" in the correct [way] at dawn, midday, and 
the close of day, [that is,] at the times called the "junctures." 

[§9] In this [meditation], the ten-syllabled heart mantra is: 

om vajravairocaniye svdhd 

The procedure for its utterance is as follows:"" When [the practi
tioner] becomes tired in the meditation, he should immediately be 
convinced of [himself as] the deity, [and then, on the basis of this 
conviction], he should see on the moon [disc] on his navel a red 
vam syllable, or the [even more subtle] ndda. Uttering the mantra 
[as given], he should emanate the multitude of goddesses from that 
seed-syllable, or from the ndda, with his outgoing breath. Once 
(ca) he has fulfilled (krtvd) the welfare of [all beings in] the world 
[through them], the mantrin, once more uttering the mantra, 
should make [the goddesses] enter into that very seed-syllable or 
ndda [on his navel] with his incoming breath t • • • t in the way that 

XXIV 

XXV 

This "short meditation" is probably a reference to the first meditation stage, com
prising the self-generation of Vajravarahi alone, without her mandala. 
This rite was described in v. 29 above. 
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(nyayena) one draws in a thread.1"' He should repeat [the medita
tion] in this way until he becomes tired. 

(35) Alternatively,'0™' he should visualize the goddess herself (api) in 
the same way, [but she is to be generated instead] upon 
Mount Meru, which is situated on top of the [four] elements 
of wind, fire, water, and earth; [these are] to be visualized 
inside the [vajra] zone, produced from their own seed-syllables 
[one on top of the other]. 

Here ends meditation stage 1. 

[Meditation Stage 2] 

Next: 5 4 6 

(36) He should visualize the four goddesses starting with Dakini 
in between four skull bowls, or, in addition, eight goddesses 
beginning with Kakasya. 

(37) Alternatively, the knowledgeable [practitioner] should do the 
extended meditation [with the twenty-four goddesses], start
ing with Pracanda seated on the three circles [of body, speech, 
and mind]. This would be the complete mandala.™™ 

[§10] For someone wishing (icchantam) to visualize Vajravarahl on the 
circle of great bliss, accompanied by Dakini, Lama, Khandaroha, 
and Rupini in the cardinal directions to the east, north, west, and 
south [respectively], [scripture] says: "the four goddesses starting 
with Dakini in between four skull bowls." [v. 36ab] 

xxvi GSS5 describes this as like dtawing in the thread of a rosary. For a similar but 
extended rite in this Sadhana, see p. 177 above. 

xxvii This vetse gives an alternative location for the generation of Vajravarahl from that 
described above in v. 16. The syllables for the visualization of the elements are: 
yam, ram, vam, and lam. 

xxviii Prescriptions for the complete mandala are given in meditation stage 4 below. 
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So it is said [in scripture]: 

(38) Dakini, Lama, Khandaroha, and Rupini: he should place 
[these goddesses], who grant all siddhis, in position (sthdne) 
in the cardinal directions of the lotus. 

(39) They are black, dark-[green], red, and white (gaurd), they 
have one face and four arms; in [their] left [hands] they have 
a skull staff and skull, in their right they have a damaru and 
chopper. 

(40) They have three eyes [and] loose hair, stand in the warrior 
stance, have fanged, grimacing faces, [and] are adorned with 
the five signs of observance (mudrds). 

[§11] [Scripture also says:] "In the intermediate directions there are four 
skull bowls [full] of semen." 

The fourfold group [of goddesses] starting with Dakini are to be 
understood as sealed (mudrita-) by Ratnasambhava [on their 
crowns]. 

[§12] In this [fivefold mandala], the [ten-syllabled] heart mantra of the 
[central] goddess has already been taught [§9]. The auxiliary heart 
mantra is as follows: 

om sarvahuddhaddkiniye vajravarnaniye hum hum phat svdhd. 

As for the mantra in eight parts,547 [it is] as follows:™'" 

i) om namo hhagavati vajravdrdhi vam hum hum phat.''*1' 

xxix (The numbering is mine.) (i) Homage! Blessed Vajravarahl! (ii) Noble invinci
ble! Mother of the three worlds! O goddess of great knowledge! (iii) You who are 
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ii) om nama aryaparajite trailokyamate mahavidyesvari hum hum 
phat. 

iii) om namah sarvabhutabhayavahe mahavajre hum hum phat. 
iv) om namo vajrasane ajite parajite vasamkari netrabhrdmini 

hum hum phat. 
v) om namah sosani rosani krodhani karalini hum hum phat. 

vi) om namah samtrasani marani suprabhedaniparajaye hum hum 
phat. 

vii) om namo jaye vijaye jambhani stambhani mohani hum hum 
phat. 

viii) om namo vajravarahi mahdyogini kdmes'vari khage hum hum 
phat. 

The mantras for Dakini etc. [are]: 

om ddkiniye hum hum phat 
om lame hum hum phat 
om khandarohe hum hum phat 
om rupiniye hum hum phat 

Here ends meditation stage 2. 

253 

terrifying to all creatures! You with a mighty vajra! (iv) Vajra-throned! Invinci
ble! Invincible to othets! Subduer! Eye-roller! (Lit: "you who cause [your own] 
eyes to toll!") (v) Withering one! Angry one! Enraged one! Gaping one! (vi) Ter
rifying one! Exterminator! Finely piercing one! Invincible! (vii) Victorious one! 
Very victorious! Crushing one! Paralyzing one! Bewildering one! (viii) Vajravarahl! 
Mighty yogini! Mistress of love! Sky-goer! 
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[Meditation Stage 3] 

[§13] Now for someone wishing (icchantam) to visualize the circle of 
great bliss [namely, Vajravarahl], along with [the goddesses] 
Kakasya, Ulukasya, Svanasya, [and] Sukarasya installed at the gates 
to the east, north, west, [and] south [i.e., in the cardinal points, 
counterclockwise], and Yamadadhi, Yamaduti, YamadamstrinI, 
[and] Yamamathani placed in the corners to the southeast, south
west, northwest, [and] northeast [i.e., in the intermediate points, 
clockwise], [scripture] says: 

Or, in addition, he should visualize eight goddesses begin
ning with Kakasya. [v. 36cd] 

[§14] The four [goddesses] Kakasya (Crow-face), plus [Ulukasya (Owl-
face), Svanasya (Dog-face), and Sukarasya (Hog-face)] have the faces 
of their names, but [the four goddesses] Yamadadhi (Death's Tooth), 
plus [Yamaduti (Death's Messenger), YamadamstrinI (Death's 
Fang), and Yamamathani (Death's Destruction)] have human faces 
and are of two colors. [All] eight are sealed with Amoghasiddhi [on 
their crowns]. They are similar to [the four goddesses on the petals] 
starting with Dakini, and have the further (param) distinguishing 
feature of corpse thrones. It is taught [in scripture]: 

(41) Just as of Dakini and her crew, so, with some differences, [the 
four goddesses] Kakasya, etc., and the [four] goddesses of the 
intermediate directions with their charming two colors.™1 [All 
eight] have corpse thrones. They are very fearsome [and are] 
intent upon accomplishing the welfare of [all] beings. 

XXX These four goddesses are bitonal as they occupy the corners of the mandala where 
the colors of the four directions meet. 
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[§15] Their mantras are as follows: 

[gate goddesses] om kdkdsye hum hum phat; om ulukasye hum 
hum phat; om svanasye hum hum phat; om sukarasye hum hum 
phat 

[corner goddesses] om yamadadhiye hum hum phat; om 
yamadutiye hum hum phat; om yamadamstriniye hum hum 
phat; om yamamathaniye hum hum phat 

Here ends meditation stage 3. 

[Meditation Stage 4] 

[§16] Now for someone wishing (icchantam) to visualize the circle of 
deities actually complete, [scripture] says [the verse beginning]: 

Alternatively...etc. [v. 37] 

By the expression "the three circles" [in v. 37] is meant the mind 
circle, the speech circle, [and] the body circle. 
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[§17] Of those [three circles of the full mandala], the mind circle is in 
space in the eight directions of Meru, 5 4 9 with eight "sectors" 
(dram),""' blue in color [and] surrounded by a ring of blue vajras. 
On its sectors in the east, north, west, [and] south, in those [sites] 
called Pulliramalaya, Jalandhara, Oddiyana, [and] Arbuda respec
tively [i.e., installed counterclockwise] are to be imagined [the god
desses] Pracanda, Candaksi, Prabhavati, [and] Mahanasa/™" On the 
sectors in the southeast, southwest, northwest, [and] northeast [i.e., 
installed clockwise], in those [sites] called Godavari, Rames'vara, 
Devikota, [and] Malava are [the goddesses] Viramati, Kharvari, 
Lankesvari, [and] Drumacchaya.™"" This is the mind circle, the con
gregation of sky-dwelling [goddesses]. 

[§18] The speech circle is on the circumference of the earth in the eight 
directions of Meru, with eight sectors, red, surrounded by a ring 
of red lotuses. On its sectors in the east, north, west, [and] south, 
in those [sites] called Kamarupa, Odra, Tris'akuni, [and] Kos'ala 
are to be visualized [the goddesses] Airavati, Mahabhairava, 
Vayuvega, [and] Surabhaksi.""™ On the sectors in the southeast, 
southwest, northwest, [and] northeast, in those [sites] designated 
Kalinga, Lampaka, Kanci, [and] Himalaya are [the goddesses] 
Syamadevi, Subhadra, Hayakarna, [and] Khaganana."™ This is the 
speech circle, the congregation of earth-dwelling [goddesses]. 

xxxi Literally, dram means "corner," or perhaps "spoke" if the circle (cakrdm) is 
thought of as a wheel. 

xxxii Tetrible One (Pracanda), Fierce-eye (Candaksi), One Who Has Light (Prabha-
vati), and Great-nose (Mahanasa). 

xxxiii Heroic One (Viramati), Dwarfish One (Kharvari), Queen of Lanka (Lankesvari), 
and Tree Shade (Drumacchaya). (Ldrikes'vdri may mean "Queen of Demons," as 
Lankesvara is another name of the demon king, Ravana. The Queen of Lanka is 
associated with cremation-ground-dwelling rdhdsas and meat-eating dakinis 
whose main dwelling was Lanka.) 

xxxiv Elephant Queen? (Airavati; feminine of Indra's elephant), Gteatly Terrible 
(Mahabhairava), Wind Turbulence (Vayuvega), and Wine Drinker (Surabhaksi). 

xxxv Blue Queen (Syamadevi, Tib.: sngo bsdngs, pale blue), Good Lady (Subhadra), 
Horse-ears (Hayakarna), and Bird-face (Khaganana). 
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[§19] Then (tato), on the surface of the earth encircled by the oceans, is 
the body circle, with eight sectors, white, surrounded by a ring of 
white wheels (cakras). On its sectors in the east, north, west, [and] 
south, in the [sites] Pretapuri, Grhadevata,550 Saurastra, [and] 
Suvarnadvipa, are to be imagined [the goddesses] Cakravega, 
Khandaroha, Saundini, [and] Cakravarmini.™"' On the sectors in 
the southeast, southwest, northwest, [and] northeast, in those [sites] 
called Nagara, Sindhu, Maru, [and] Kulata 5 5 1 are [the goddesses] 
Suvira, Mahabala, Cakravartini, [and] Mahavirya.™"'' This is the 
body circle, the congregation of [goddesses] abiding in the under
world (pdtdlam). 

[§20] In that [mandala] the goddesses placed in the mind circle, speech 
circle, and body circle are [colored] respectively, b l a c k , r e d , 
[and] white, and are sealed with Aksobhya, Amitabha, and Vairo
cana [on their crowns]. A l l [twenty-four] goddesses beginning with 
Pracanda have one face [and] four arms. In their [two] left [hands] 
they hold a skull staff and a skull bowl; in their [two] right [hands] 
they hold a chopper and a damaru. They have three eyes, loose 
hair, they are naked, and are adorned with the five signs of obser
vance {mudrds). They have garlands of human heads hanging 
around their necks and are in the warrior stance. 

[§21] Then, on the surface of the underworlds within rings of fire and 
wind, in the eight directions of Meru, in the eight cremation 
grounds, ate to be visualized [the goddesses of the outer mandala] 
starting with Kakasya.552 

Al l of the [thirty-seven goddesses of the mandala], from Vajravarahl 
on, have a garland of vajras on their foreheads. 

xxxvi Discus Speed (Cakravega), Khandaroha (literally, "sprouting in bits," also the 
name of a goddess of the cardinal petals), Wine-seller's Wife (Saundini, Tib. 
"wine-seller" chang 'tshong ma), Armored with Cakras (Cakravarmini). 

xxxvii Great Watrioress (Suvira), Mightily Strong (Mahabala), One Who Rules with 
the Wheel (Cakravartini, Tib. 'khor los sgyur ma), Mighty Energy (Mahavirya). 

xxxviii For black (krsna), the Tibetan reads "blue" (sngon mo). 
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[§22] [The thirty-seven factors that favor enlightenment (bodhipdksika-
dharmas) §§22-29] 5 5 3 

Next, in order to establish the ego identity (ahamkdrah) of the deity, 
also to gain omniscience, the factors that favor enlightenment (bod-
hipdksikadharmas) are to be applied through [the practice of] deity 
yoga. Moreover, these factors are thirty-seven [in number]. 

[§23] [The four bringers of awareness (anu-smrtyupasthdnas)]™ 
[The first] of these are the bringers of awareness (anusmrtyu-
pasthdnas) because they oppose the four inverted views (viparydsas), 
[namely: that what is not pure, pleasurable, permanent, or possess
ing a self really is] pure, pleasurable, permanent, [and possessing] a 
self.555 They are four [in number and are embodied in the mandala] 
as follows: (i) bringing awareness of the body, as Dakini, (ii) bring
ing awareness of feelings, Lama, (iii) bringing awareness of reality, 
Khandaroha, and (iv) bringing awareness of mind, Rupini. 

"Awareness" (smrtih > smaranam) means a cognition (jnanam) that 
grasps what has already been grasped [on a previous occasion]. [The 
compound smrtyupasthdnam means] "the upasthdnam of this 
awareness" [whete] upasthdnam means "that which brings" 
(upasthdnam > upasthdpakam). The term bahula "in diverse cir
cumstances" (in Panini 3.3.113) allows this suffix lyut[> -ana] to be 
added in the sense of the agent to this root ("to come forth") in a 
causative sense ("that which causes to come forth") without that 
causativity (ni) being explicit in the form itself [i.e., upasthdnam 
rather than upasthdpanam]. Because it brings back (punah... 
upasthdpakatvdd) what has been previously experienced, it is the 
antidote to forgetting qualities of oneself (? dtmaguna) [such as 
body, feelings, reality, or mind]. 5 5 6 

"Body" (kdyah) is a conglomeration of elements and senses. "Feel
ing" (vedand) is the experience of pleasure and so forth. "Reality" 
(dharmah) is [in the sense of] highest reality. "Mind" (cittam) is 
mere appearance (pratibhdsah). [In compound], the bringers of 
awareness of body, [feeling, reality, and mind] indicate a genitive 
relationship, [namely] the bringing (upasthdpaka) of that [aware
ness], i.e., recollection (anusmaranam) that (-tvena) those [four 
"qualities of oneself," body, etc.] are [all] like an illusion. 5 5 7 
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[§24] [The four means of mind concentration [rddhipadas)]™ 
[Then] there are the four means of mind concentration {rddhi
padah). Of these, (i) desire (chanda rddhipadah) is Pracanda, (ii) 
energy (virya rddhipadah), Candaksi, (iii) investigation (mimamsa 
rddhipadah), Prabhavati, and (iv) mind (citta rddhipadah), 
Mahanasa. 

[In the compound chanda rddhipadah], chandas (desire) means 
longing for [the development of wisdom by] learning, [reflection], 
and [meditation]559 in the sphere of Buddhist (sad) teaching. 

[In the compound rddhipadah], rddhi means samrddhi, i.e., con
centration of the mind. 5 6 0 The rddhipadah are the means (pdddh > 
arigdni/6' of [accomplishing] rddhi [so understood]. The com
pound chanda rddhipdda should be analyzed (vigrhya) as a karma-
dhdraya compound [meaning, the means of mind concentration 
that is desire]. The terms virya rddhipadah, etc., should be under
stood in the same way. [The application of the grammatical rule 
means] there is no substitution of the guna vowel [ar in the place 
of r- (in rddhih)] because [it] remains in its natural state by the rule 
rly akah (Panini 6.1.128).562 [In compound with rddhipadah], viryam 
(energy) means mental energy with regard to [the ten] skillful 
actions, mimamsa (investigation) means the deepest cogitation, cit-
tam (mind) means cognition (jnanam). 

[§25] [The five "empowering" faculties (indriyas)]™ 
The eyes and other [sense organs] are called indriya because when 
they are present [and active], cognition is empowered (Vind). 
Because they share this character, the term indriya is also used for 
faith, [energy, awareness, meditation], and [wisdom]. This 
["empowerer" (indriyam)] is of five kinds: (i) faith (sraddhen-
driyam), which is Viramati, (ii) energy (viryendriyam), Kharvari, 
(iii) awareness (smrtindriyam), Lankesvari, (iv) meditation 
(samddhindriyam), Drumacchaya, and (v) wisdom (prajhendriyam), 
Airavati. 
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Of these, "energy" has [already] been discussed [under virya 
rddhipadah, §24]; "awareness" too has been discussed [under 
smrtyupasthdnam, §23]. As for "faith," this is clarity of mind (citta-
prasddah) in respect of the correct view in its worldly and supra-
mundane [sense], and in respect of the experience of the fruits of 
one's actions. "Meditation" is one-pointedness of mind. "Wisdom" 
is understanding what is to be abandoned and what is to be 
taken up. 5 6 4 

The faculty of energy is that which "presents" (uddnayati > 
upadhaukayati) those existents {dharmas) that rest on the faculty 
of faith. Awareness (smrtih)is the nondestruction of things (arthah) 
[i.e., existents] presented by [the faculty of] energy. The faculty of 
meditation is that which makes actual those existents that rest on 
the faculty of awareness. The faculty of wisdom is that which 
imbues (vidhyati) those existents that have been brought into focus 
(ekdgrikrta) through the faculty of meditation.565 

[§26] [The five powers {halas)] 
These same faculties, when they have reached their highest degree 
through gradual intensification, are called the "powers" (halas).566 

Accordingly, (i) the power of faith (sraddhdbalam) is Mahabhairava, 
(ii) the power of energy (viryabalam), Vayuvega, (iii) the power of 
awareness (smrtibalam), Surabhaksl, (iv) the power of meditation 
(samddhibalam), Syamadevi, and (v) the power of wisdom 
(prajhdbalam), Subhadra. 

[§27] [The seven causes of complete enlightenment (sambodhyangas)]567 

[The next elements in the list of thirty-seven are] the sambo-
dhyarigas, the causes (angdni > kdrandni) of complete enlighten
ment (sambodhih > samyag bodhih). They are seven [in number]: 
(i) meditation (samddhisambodhyangam), which is Hayakarna, (ii) 
energy (viryasambodhyangam), Khaganana, (iii) joy (pritisambodh-
yatigam), Cakravega, (iv) serenity (prasrabdhisambodhyangam), 
Khandaroha, (v) investigation of dharmas (dharmapravicayasam-
bodhyangam), Saundini, (vi) awareness (smrtisambodhyangam), 
Cakravarmini, and (vii) equanimity (upeksdsambodhyangam), 
Suvira. 
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Meditation (samddhih) is one-pointedness of mind. Samddhibodh-
yariga, the cause of complete enlightenment that is meditation, is 
to be analyzed (vigrhya, cf. §24) as a karmadhdraya compound. The 
same [type of compound] is to be understood in relation to the 
cause of complete enlightenment that is energy, and so on. 
"Energy" gives no opportunity for sluggishness. "Joy" is the state 
of focusing the mind on dharmas. "Serenity" is the adherence of 
body, speech, and mind to [the ten] good actions because of the 
cutting off of latent impressions (vdsand), such as those related to 
[the ideas of] self and ownership. The investigation of existents 
(dharmas) is ascertaining that existents are by nature without self. 
"Awareness" is not losing hold of [one's] learning, reflection, and 
meditation, [nor of one's] vow to attain enlightenment caused by 
[one's desire for] the welfare of the entire [mass of] beings. "Equa
nimity" is the state of having [one's] mind uninvolved. 

[§28] [The eight factors of the path (astdngamdrga)] 
In the term drydstdngo margah (the path having eight noble fac
tors), the word margah (path) is qualified by the hahuvrlhi adjec
tive, drydstdngo ([that] whose eight factots are noble). This refers 
to the fact that the path has eight (asta-) factors that promote it 
(angdni), namely right view and so on. These factors are termed 
drya (noble) because they oppose the barrier of the defilements 
(kles'dvaranam). The word mdrga (path) is from the verb Vmrg "to 
seek" as it is that which is sought (mrgyate > anvisyate) as the means 
of accomplishing [the stage of] meditation through which one may 
remove the barrier of [the perception of] objects [as other than 
consciousness] (jneydvaranam).568 

The factors of that [eightfold path] are as follows: (i) right view 
(samyagdrstih) is Mahabala, (ii) right resolve (samyaksamkalpah), 
Cakravartini, (iii) right speech (samyagvdk), Mahavirya, (iv) right 
action (samyakkarmantah), Kakasya, (v) right livelihood (samyagd-
jivah), Ulukasya, (vi) right effort (samyagvyayamah), Svanasya, (vii) 
right mindfulness (samyaksmrtih), Sukarasya, and (viii) right med
itation (samyaksamddhih), the goddess Vajravarahl. 

Of these, right view is supreme respect for the Buddha's word; right 
resolve is not giving up a task that has been begun; right speech is 
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speech that is not contradictory to the welfare of beings; right action 
is an act [performed] without transgressing the ten virtuous acts; 
right livelihood is supporting oneself with income (vittam) that has 
been honestly acquired; right effort is bodily, spoken, or mental 
action that aims at fulfilling the welfate of oneself and others; right 
mindfulness is recollection of the word of the Buddha; right med
itation is assuming the form of Vajravarahl. 

[§29] [The four means of complete abandonment (samyakprahdnas)]'1'''' 
[Then] there are the samyakprahdnas, "the means of complete aban
donment," passion and the other [defilements] being what is com
pletely abandoned. They are four [in number]: (i) The giving rise 
to skillful dharmas that have not [yet] arisen, which is Yamadadhi, 
(ii) the protection of skillful dharmas that have [already] arisen, 
Yamaduti, (iii) the abandoning of unskillful dharmas that have 
[already] arisen, Yamadamstrini, and (iv) the nonarising (anut-
pddanam) of unskillful dharmas that have not [yet] arisen, Yama
mathani. 

[The body mandala (kdyamandala)} 
(42) Now I shall teach the highest body mandala; [I will do this] 

through the sequence that begins with the sites (pithddi),**"" 
with their purifying correspondences (vis'uddhita-) for the ten 
stages (das'abhumi-). 

[§30] Scripture relates:570 

pujd 0 a go rd de md kd 0 tri ko ka la ka hi pre gr sau su 
na si ma ku 

xxxix The meaning of the abbreviation pithddi is expanded upon in the prose below 
(§30) and the following verses (w. 43-53). It indicates the correlations of the 
twenty-four sites with the twenty-four goddesss of the three mandala cakras of 
body, speech, and mind. These are further equated with points on the yogin-
deity's body. Table 23 gives a summary of the following correspondences. 
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The meaning here is that the first syllables of [the sites] beginning 
with Pulliramalaya, pu, jd, etc., are [to be] pronounced adding a 
nasal ending (anusvdrah) [i.e.,pum, jam, etc.]. One is to understand 
the syllables pum, etc., transforming into [twenty-four] empty cir
cles in front [of one], simultaneously [perceived to be identical 
with] the places beginning with the sites, Pulliramalaya etc., [which 
are themselves understood] as [the points on the body] starting 
with the head. [Finally] one imagines that the goddesses Pracanda 
and so forth [reside in the sites, and that they] have transformed 
into the channels (nddis) [that issue] within those [points on the 
body] starting with the head. [As follows:] 

(43) One should visualize Pracanda"1 in Pulliramalaya in one's 
head,57' Candaksi in Jalandhara at the crown (s'ikhd). 

( 4 4 ) On the right ear he should imagine Prabhavati in Oddiyana; 
in Arbuda, on the back of the head (sirasah prsthe),''72 he 
should visualize Mahanasa. 

These are the sites {pithas) [that correspond with] the [first bodhi-
sattva] stage (bhumih), "joyful" (pramuditd).*1' 

(45) On the left ear in Godavari he should visualize Viramati; and 
in Ramesvara, the point between the eyebrows (bhriimadhye), 
see Kharvari positioned; and on the two eyes (caksurdvaye)5" 
in Devikota, Lankesvari. 

( 4 6 ) On the two shoulders (skandhadvaye}74 is the place known as 
Malava; just there, he should imagine the goddess named 
Drumacchaya. 

xl Literally, "[The goddess called] Canddpreceded by Pra-." 
xli Literally, "Thus the site, joyful stage." The twenty-foui sites, Pullitamalaya, etc., 

are further divided into ten kins of "places": pithas, upapitbas, ksetras, upaksetras, 
chandohas, upacchandohas, melapakas, upameldpakas, s'mas'dnas, and upas'mas'dnas. 
These are now equated with the ten bodhisattva states (hhiimis). Umapatideva 
gives the fifth and sixth bhumk as sudurjayd" and abhimukhi", which, according 
to the Dasabhumikasiitra (Dayal 1932: 283-91), is in reverse order. The text for 
the eighth bhiimi (acala°), has dropped out, as shown in Textual Note to <v. 
jii>. The places are also shown in table 23. 
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These are the secondary sites (upapithas), the [second bodhisattva] 
stage, "stainless" (vimala). 

(47) In the two armpits (kaksayoh),''1'' in Kamarupa, he should 
imagine Airavati; similarly in Odra, on the two breasts, the 
goddess Mahabhairavika. 

These are the fields (ksetras), the [third bodhisattva] stage, "illu
minating" (prabhakari). 

(48) On the navel in Trisakuni, he should see Vayuvega of scin
tillating light (sphuraddyutim); and similarly in Kos'ala, on the 
tip of the nose, Surabhaksi. 

These are the secondary fields (upaksetras), the [fourth bodhisattva] 
stage, "blazing" (arcismati). 

(49) In Kalihga, on the mouth (vadane),576 he should visualize the 
goddess called Syama; and similarly in Lampaka, at the throat, 
the deity Subhadra. 

These are the chandohas, the [fifth bodhisattva] stage, "confident 
approach" (abhimukhi)."'" 

(50) In Kanci, at the heart, he should visualize the goddess 
Hayakarna; similarly on the penis (medhre)577 in Himalaya, 
Khaganana. 

These are the secondary chandohas {upacchandohas), the [sixth 
bodhisattva] stage, "invincible" (sudurjaya). 

(51) In Pretapuri (pretapurydm),''78 on the sexual organ, he should 
recollect Cakravega, of glistening light (lasaddyutim); in that 
[site] that is Grhadevata, in the anus, should be Khanda
rohika. 

Literally, "turning toward," but also confidence in, firm belief, or conviction. 
Note that, traditionally, the fifth bhiimi is sudurjaya., which is followed by 
abhimukhl as the sixth. 
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These are the melapakas, the [seventh bodhisattva] stage, "far-going" 
(durangamd). 

(511) <In Saurastra, on the two thighs, he should visualize the god
dess Saundini; and similarly in Suvarnadvipa, on the two 
shanks, the goddess Cakravarmini.> 

<These are the secondary melapakas (upameldpakas), the eighth 
bodhisattva stage, "immoveable" (acala)> 

(52) In Nagara, on the fingers and toes (angulikdsu)'19 [is] this 
yogini called Suvira; in Sindhu, on the back of the two feet/1"' 
that yogini Mahabala. 

These are the cremation grounds (smasdnas), the [ninth bodhi
sattva] stage, "good [thoughts]" (sddhumati).™ 

(53) In Maru, on the thumbs and toes (arigusthayoh),581 he should 
imagine the yogini Cakravartini; similarly Mahavirya is con
sidered [to be] in Kulata on the two knees. 

These are the secondary cremation grounds (upas'mas'dnas), the 
[tenth bodhisattva] stage, "cloud of Dharma" (dharmameghd). 

(54) "" 

(55) Kakasya, [Ulukasya, Svanasya, and Sukarasya] are placed on 
the mouth, navel, sexual organ, [and] anus respectively; and 
similarly, Yamadadhi, [Yamaduti, YamadamstrinI, and Yama
mathani] are on the hair-curl between the eyebrows, the ears, 
the eyes, [and] the nose. 

xliii The "back" of the foot is the uppet part above the toes, opposite to the sole 
(equivalent to the "back" of the hand), 

xliv This verse seems to be an incorrect marginal insertion in ms. K. See Textual 
Notes. 
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(56) The four goddesses Dakini, [Lama, Khandaroha, and Rupini] 
are in place (samsthitah) at the heart. Complete in this way, 
the supreme body mandala is to be visualized at all times. 

[§31] Just as outside there is nourishment in the sites [and other places] 
with the water of the river, so in the body, the flowing channels 
(nddis) nourish [aspects of the body, beginning with] the nails [and 
teeth]. 

"Outside" [refers to] the vajra seat (vajrapitham), the place of great 
enlightenment, [and] the river [is] Nirafijana. Whereas (tu) in the 
body, the circle of great bliss, is held to be the vajra seat, and [the 
central channel] Avadhuti, Nirafijana. 

[ §32 ] Now the mantras for the deities [of the mandala] are taught. 
Among these, Vajravarahl's heart mantra [ § 9 ] , auxiliary-heart 
mantra, and eight-part mantra [§12] have been given above, but her 
root mantra is told [here]:582 

om namo bhagavati vajravarahi vam — aparajite trailokya
mate mahavidyesvari — sarvabhutabhaydpahe mahdvajre — 
vajrdsani ajite parajite vas'amkari netrabhrdmini — sosani 
rosani krodhani karalini - samtrasani marani suprabhedani 
parajaye —jaye vijaye jambhani stambhani mohani — 
vajravarahi mahdyogini kdmes'vari khage —xlv 

xlv This is an abbreviated form of the eight-part mantra (see §12). 
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xWlprotturige — hana hana pranan — kirii kirii khirikhini 
khinkhini — dhuna dhuna — vajrahaste — s'osaya s'osaya — vajra-
khatvdrigakapdladhdrini — mahdpis'itamdmsds'ini — manusan
trapravrte — sdmnidhya — narasiromdldgrathitadhdrini — 
sumbhanisumbhe — hana hanapdpam mama sarvasattvanam ca 
— sarvapasundm mahdmdmsacchedani — krodhamiirte — 
damstrakaralini — mahamudre — s'riherukadevasyagramahisi — 
sahasragrive — sahasrabahave — satasahasranane — jvalitatejase 
—jvdldmukhi — pirigalalocane — vajrasarire — vajrasane — mili 
mili timili timili he he he he hum hum kha kha dhu dhu ru ru, 
dhuru dhuru muru muru — advaite — mahdyogini — pathita-
siddhe — om dhram he he ha ha — bhime — hasa hasa hd hd ho 

Elevated <?>, kill cteatutes! O female jackal!.. .O vajra hands! Parch! O holder of 
vajra-staff and skull! O eater of human flesh! O you who are enveloped by human 
entrails! Be present! (sdmnidhya: Sanderson [1998: personal communication] sug
gests this is a denominative form from sdmnidhydm, "presence"), O you who 
carry a garland with human heads tied together! O Sumbhanisumbha! (or: "O 
Sumbha Nisumbha," see §3); kill evil for me and all [evil] beings! O cutter of 
human flesh of all creatures (pas'uh)\ You with anger-form! Fanged one! Great 
consort! Foremost queen of the glorious god Heruka! Thousand-necked! Thou
sand-armed! One hundred thousand-faced! Flaming brilliance! Flame-faced one! 
Red-eyed one! Vajra-bodied! With vajra stance!... Nondual one! Gteat yogini! O 
you who ate realized when recited!... O terrible one!... Destroyer of the three 
worlds! O you with a retinue of 100,000 kotis of tathagatas!... You with lion 
fotm!... You with elephant form!... O you who have swallowed the three worlds! 
Whose girdle is the great ocean! Eat, eat!... One with heroes!... Stunner of great 
beasts! You ate Mahayoges'vari! Dakini! Saluter of all worlds! Creator of instant 
proof!... Terrifier of spirits! Great heroine! Peerless-magic yogini!... 
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ho hiim hum — trailokyavinas'ini — s'atasahasrakotitathdgatapari-
vdre — hiim hiim hum phat phat—simharupe — khah — gajarupe 
— ah — trailokyodare — mahasamudramekhale — grasa grasa — 
hum hiim phat phat — virddvaite — hum hum hd hd — 
mahapasumohani — mahayogesvari tvam — ddkini — sarva-
lokdndm vandani — sadyahpratyayakarini — hiim hiim phat — 
bhutatrasani — mahdvire — paramasiddhayogesvari™ — phat 
hiim hum hum phat svdhd. 

[§33] The mantras of Dakini [Lama, Khandaroha, and Rupini] have been 
taught [§12], and of the eight [goddesses] starting with Kakasya 
[§15]; but the mantras of [the twenty-four goddesses] starting with 
Pracanda are as follows, with vajra words (kulisapadakramena)™ 
in sequence [after the om and before the vocatives] 

(1) om kara kara pracande hum hum phat 
(2) om kuru kuru candaksiye hum hum phat 
(3) om bandha bandha prabhavatiye hum hum phat 

xlvii (1) Do! (2) Act! (3) Bind! (4) Terrify! (5) Make [them] shake!...(10) Burn! (11) 
Cook! (12) Eat! You with a hanging gatland of fat (vasa = vasd), blood, [and] 
entrails! Wine Drinker! (13) Seize the snake in the seven netherworlds, or the ser
pent! Threaten! (Note Kalff s translation 1979: 209: "Seize, seize the snake-demon 
gone to the seven regions under the earth or else threaten, threaten the serpent.") 
(14) Make them Eat (? dkaddatldkddyd). 
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(4) om trasaya trasaya mahanase hum hum phat 
(5) om ksobhaya ksobhaya viramatiye hum hiim phat 
(6) om hrem hrem kharvariye hum hiim phat 
(7) om hrah hrah lankes'variye hum hiim phat 
(8) om phem phem drumacchaye hum hum phat 
(9) om phat phat airavatiye hum hum phat 
(10) om daha daha mahabhairaviye hum hum phat 
(11) om paca paca vayuvege hum hum phat 
(12) om bhaksa bhaksa vasarudhirantramaldvalambini surabhaksiye 

hum hiim phat 
(13) om grihna grihna saptapatdlagatabhujangam sarpam va tarjaya 

tarjaya sydmddeviye hum hiim phat 
(14) om akadda akadda subhadre hum hum phat 
(13) om hrim hrim hayakarne hum hum phat 
(16) om jlom jlom khagdnane hum hum phat 
(17) om ksyam ksyam cakravege hum hum phat 
(18) om ham ham khandarohe hum hum phat 
(ip) om him him saundiniye hum hiim phat 
(20) om hum hum cakravarminiye hum hum phat 
(21) om kili kili suvire hum hum phat 
(22) om sili sili mahabale hum hiim phat 
(23) om cili cili cakravartiniye hum hum phat 
(24) om dhili dhili mahavirye hum hiim phat 
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[§34] In these mantras of Pracanda and the rest, the first hum is short [i.e., 
hum] and the second is long [i.e., hiim]. This is to be learned orally 
from the guru. But it will be stated below that according to the view 
of Bhavya[kirti?] and others their mantras are om pracande hum 
hum phat. om candaksi hum hum phat, etc. This is how they explain 
the text of scripture: 

for [these] mantras there is the utterance of [the goddess's] 
own name with hum hum phat. 

The mantra of each of these yoginis is her own name, but om is to 
be placed before it and hum hum phat after it. This is what is 
demonstrated by this line of scripture.585 

Here ends meditation stage 4. 

[Ritual Practices] 

(57) Those who desire siddhi should perform all rites of worship 
and so on that are taught in the scriptures, with a preceding 
offering of bali. 

(58) Since it is held that a bali should be offered by one engaged 
in deity yoga, the [ritual of offering] bali is taught here, after 
[teaching] union with that [deity, and not before it]. 
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[§35] In that [bali ritual], the tasting of nectar with the bali (balyamrta-
svddanam) is taught as follows: 

(59) [The practitioner should visualize] a bow-shaped wind 
mandala arisen from a black yam; above it, in the center, a red 
fire mandala as a transformation of ram. 

(60) [He should visualize] a white skull bowl generated from ah 
above (akranta-) a hearth (-cullikam) that has been fashioned 
from three heads (mundam) produced from three kam [sylla
bles].586 

(61) In the skull bowl, he should visualize the five nectars and so 
on, produced from the seed-syllables om, etc.; [he should see 
them] presided over by those [same syllables] in their [alpha
betic] form, and red, etc. [in color]. 

"om, etc." means: om <bum/vum> am jrim kham hiim lam mam 
pam tarn, [namely om plus] the seed-syllables of the five tathagatas 
and four [mother] goddesses."1"'1 

(62) With the heat of the fire blazing up because of the wind, he 
should see [the nectars and so on] that have been produced 
from the seed-syllables [being] dissolved in that [skull bowl], 
then [taking on] a bright luster like the color of a pomegran
ate flower."1'" 

xlviii The ten syllables (om plus the rest) refer to the five nectats and five meats, 
xlix A bright red color is intended; elsewhere the heated liquid is compared in color 

to the "very early morning sun" (GSS5 Sed p. 135, K23r2 = Cakrasamvarabalividhi 
p. 57: abhinavabhdnuvarnadravariipam). 
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(63) He should visualize a skull staff [above the skull bowl], pro
duced from hum, filled with nectar, inverted, [and] white [like 
quicksilver]; [he should see it] melting [because of the heat 
below], and then [visualize] its liquid form as white and cool. 

(64) [He should visualize] om ah hum, one on top of the othet in 
sequence, [the three syllables of which have been] produced 
through a transformation of the vowels and consonants [visu
alized] above that [liquid], [and] from this mantra, 

(65) he should emanate the circle of deities, and then fulfill the 
aim of [all] beings. [He should see] the circle of deities dissolve 
and enter the three syllables [and] the three syllables dissolve 
and enter the nectar,587 

(66) [and, finally,] he should see that liquid nectar empowered by 
the three syllables. When this has been produced, he should 
offer the bali according to the following method: 

He should draw down the circle of deities with the flame hand ges
ture (jvdldmudrd) and the syllable phet, and honor them with guest 
water and the other [offerings]. After reciting the mantra 

<om> anyonydnugatdh sarvadharmdh paraspardnupravistdh 
sarvadharmdh hum1 

"All existents (dharmas) mutually accord with each other; all existents are mutu
ally interpenetrating." 
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[he should visualize his hands as] a moon and sun disc [themselves 
produced from the vowels and consonants588] with a hum syllable 
on each in order to make them into (-parindmena) the vajra ges
ture of offering. Between the palms of his hands he should [then] 
place or visualize the bowl of nectar. He should [then] recite this 
[verse] in order to achieve his desired goals: 

(67) "The goddesses are the authority, the pledge is the authority, 
and the words spoken by them are the supreme authority. By 
the virtue of this truth may these goddesses bring me grace."589 

Then he should see the object of worship, the worship, and the 
worshiper without [any] difference [from each other]. Circulating 
the bowl in the cardinal directions beginning in the east in a 
counterclockwise direction, [and then] in the intermediate direc
tions starting from the southeast corner in a clockwise direction, 
he should offer that nectar to the deities whose tongues [should be 
visualized] as [white] vajras produced from hums. [He should do 
this] while reciting the two mantras [given below]. 

<v. 68>u 

[§37] Here is the [first ] mantra [for the twenty-four goddesses of the 
sites]:590 

om kara kara, kuru kuru, bandha bandha, trasaya trdsdya, 
ksobhaya ksobhaya, hraum hraum, hrah hrah, phem phem, phat 
phat, daha daha, paca paca, bhaksa bhaksa vasarudhirdntra-
maldvalambini, grihna grihna saptapdtdlagatabhujarigam 

li A verse inserted into the lower margin of ms. K. See Textual Notes. 
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sarpam vd tarjaya tarjaya, akadda akadda, hnm hrlm, jlom 
jlom, ksmdm ksmdm, ham ham, him him, <hum hum>, kili 
kili, sili sili, dhili dhili, dhili dhili, hiim hiim phat1" 

This mantra is to be recited once. 

[§38] And then this mantra [for the thirteenfold mandala]: 

om vajraralli hoh jah hum vam hoh, vajraddkinyah samayas 
tvam drs'ya hoh'" 

Having recited [it] once, twice, three, four, [or] five times, he 
should offer the nectar. Then having performed the sipping 
(dcamanam) [of nectar, accompanied by the mantra recitation and 
other rituals (?)],591 he should recite this verse in order to gain siddhi. 

(69) "O ye who are equally conjoined to existence and to quietude, 
by whom the obstacles of conceptualization have been broken, 
regarding all existing things as [like] space because of the state 
you have realized (bhdvatah), the oceans of whose hearts are 
filled with the water of extreme compassion: Pray, goddesses, 
bestow immeasurable compassion upon me!"592 

Iii See §33 for translation, and chapter 3 for a discussion of its structure. 
liii "O Vajraralli!... Vajradakinis! You [singular] are the pledge! Ah, pleasing!" 
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[§39] Then, circulating [the bowl] as before in the cardinal directions 
and intermediate directions, uttering the mantra twice or thrice, he 
should offer the nectar to the protectors of the quarters who are in 
the eight cremation grounds. This is the mantra [for the protectors]: 

om kha kha khahi khahi sarvayaksardksasabhiitapretapis'd-
conmdddpasmdraddkaddkinyddaya imam balim grhnantu 
samayam raksantu mama sarvasiddhim prayacchantu yath-
aivam yathestam bhunjatha pibatha jighratha mdtikramatha 
mama sarvdkdratayd satsukhavivrddhaye sahdyakd bhavantu 
hiim hum phat svdhd'" 

With this (iti), the protectors of the quarters should be seen being 
gratified [and thus] granting siddhi to the meditator. 

[§40] Next, 5 9 3 having given the betel and so on to those [deities and pro
tectors] collectively (samuddyena), he should make the signals 
(samcchomya) using hand signs (cchoma), [and then] he should first 
recite this mantra, ringing the bell with his left hand in order to fill 
out omissions or [to counteract] additions in the rite: 

om vajraheruka samayam anupdlaya, herukatvenopatistha, 
drdho me bhava, sutosyo me bhava, suposyo me bhava, anurakto 
me bhava, sarvasiddhim me prayaccha, sarvakarmasu ca me 
cittam sreyah kuru hiim, ha ha ha ha hoh bhagavan vajraheruka 
ma me munca, heruko bhava mahdsamayasattva ah hiim phat'" 

liv "...Eat! Al l yaksas, demons, spirits, hungry ghosts, pis'dcd demons, madness 
[demons], epilepsy [demons], dakas, dakinis etc.! May you accept this bali\ May 
you protect the pledge! May you grant me all siddhis! As you like it, as you want 
it, eat, drink, savor! Do not transgress [your pledge]! May you be my helpers so 
that [my experience of] excellent bliss may increase all-encompassingly (sarvd
kdratayd)!" 

Iv "O Vajraheruka! Guard the pledge! Be present to me as Heruka! Be firm for me! 
Be very glad for me! Be very abundant for me! Love me deeply! Grant me all sid
dhi! And in all actions, make my intention better!... (laughtet).. .O blessed one, 
Vajraheruka! Do not desert me! Be a Heruka, great samaya being!..." This invo
cation of Heruka is an adaptation from the more frequent invocation of 
Vajrasattva, also found in Vajravarahi texts (e.g., SM218 p. 430). 
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Then reciting [the emptiness mantra] 

om yogasuddhdh sarvadharmdh yogas'uddho 'hamh' 

he should gratify [the deities] with the lotus-turning gesture 
(kamaldvartamudrd))"" [then] releasing that mudra, he should 
make the gesture of embrace; [then] he should dismiss [them] 
with a snap of the thumb and fourth finger while reciting the 
mantra om muh,w [and finally] he should make that circle [of 
deities] enter into himself. 

[§41] Next 5 9 5 the rite of external worship is given. The yogin in union 
with his chosen deity should rise before sunrise (prdtah);'"" [then] 
having placed his left hand on a pure spot5 9 6 [and] having recited 
the set of four mantras beginning om sumbha nisumbha [§3], he 
should make a mandala [of] a triangle [V] with a circle inside, using 
a pill (vafikd)'" composed of the five nectars, fragrant powders, and 
so forth, or if [the full range of substances starting with] the five 
nectars cannot be found, [using a paste] mixed with [just] one of 
them, or with cow dung. [Having then traced a red lotus in the cen
ter of the mandala within the triangle V ] , he should install, on the 
pericarp of that red lotus within the mandala, a vam syllable, [which 
he should visualize as having] emerged from his heart. Having 
[then] drawn down the goddess in her wisdom form (jndnasva-
bhdva) with the rays from that seed-syllable, and having made her 
enter into the vam syllable, he should visualize her ttansformed out 
of that [vam]. 

[§42] Next, having worshiped [her] with flowers [and the other tradi
tional offerings] issuing from the seed-syllable in [his] heart, he 
should offer a flower with his left hand that has been purified 
according to the [correct] method, while reciting the mantra om ah 
hiim. Then he should also (ca) offer a flower with the heatt, 

lvi "All existents are pure by yoga; I am pure by yoga." 
lvii For kamaldvartamudrd, the lotus-turning gesture, see chaptet 3. 
lviii An hour and a half, or two hours, before dawn. 
lix Sometimes vatikd is interchangeable for gudikd or gulikd, meaning "pill," or as 

here, something more paste-like. 
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auxiliary-heart, and eight-part [mantras]. Then having worshiped 
the protectors of the quarters [and other inhabitants] in the cre
mation grounds with the three syllables, he should worship them 
by uttering their name followed by a single recitation of the three-
syllabled mantra (ndmavidarbhitena)!'''1 

[§43] Next, [according to the method of the hand worship to be 
described below, §46],598 he should offer a flower to the deities 
placed on his left hand in their respective positions with their 
respective mantras om ha, etc.,1" which I shall state presently. <Then 
(tatas)> having thrown onto the mandala <that flower in [his] left 
hand> with (purvakam) <the recitation of the eight-part mantra>, 
he should form the flower gesture of offering at his head, [and then] 
he should cause the circle of deities on his left hand to enter into 
himself. 

[§44] Next, having performed a praise [ritual] with the heart and eight-
part mantras and with other verses of praise, he should perform 
[the "bodhisattva preparations," namely, the sevenfold worship] 
starting with the confession of faults and the [brahmavihdra] med
itations, the recitation [of the emptiness mantras], and the [bodhi
sattva] vow (pranidhdnam).'" 

[§45] [And having performed these] he should recite the hundred-
syllabled mantra in order to fill out omissions or [to counteract] 
additions in the rite. Then, to the accompaniment (purvakam) of 
the mantra rectitation 

om yogasuddhdh sarvadharmdh yogas'uddho 'ham1™ 

he should gratify [the deities] with the lotus-turning gesture 
(kamaldvartamudrd), [then] releasing that mudra, he should make 
the gesture of embrace, and having given a snap [of the thumb and 

The syllables ate those of the armor (kavaca) deities and are thus a means of pro
tecting the deities genetated on the hand by armoring. 
The list describes the meditations preparatory to the sadhana. 
Translated as above §40 . 
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fourth finger (§40)], he should dismiss [them] with the mantra om 
muh, [uttered] while touching the ground, [and then] make that 
goddess enter into himself. Then [finally] he should erase the out
line (rekhd) of the mandala. 

Along the same lines (evam anaya dis'd), he should infer for him
self the sequence of worship for the deities in the second, [third], 
and [fourth] meditation stages. 

[§46] And now 5 9 9 the rite of hand worship (hastapujd) is explained. The 
mantrin, who is unified with his chosen deity in the festive mandala 
(ganamandala)'"'" and so forth, should place the mantras on the six 
[places of his hand, namely]: the thumb, first finger, middle fin
ger, fourth finger, and little finger of the left hand [and] on the [tips 
of their] nails,600 in sequence, in the form of [the buddhas] Vajra-
sattva, Vairocana, Amitabha, Alcsobhya, Ratnasambhava, [and] 
Amoghasiddhi, with the colors [pure] white (s'ukla), white (sita), 
red, black, yellow, and dark [green]: 

om ha, nama hi, svaha hum, vausat he, hum hum ho, phat 
ham'"" 

But in the hollow of the palm, having meditatively produced 
(nispannam... dhydtvd) a red five-petalled lotus all at once, he 
should see at the center of its pericarp the red <syllable(s)> om vam 
as Vajravarahi. In the eastern, northern, western, southern, <and> 
[southeastern] corner petals accordingly, he should see the syllables 

lxiii The tetm ganamandala is parallel to ganacakra, the gathering of those who meet 
on the occassion of a tantric feast. 

lxiv These are the Cakrasamvara male armor (kavaca) syllables that appear with many 
minor variants in the texts (and are represented iconographically in the Mongo
lian icons). See Textual Notes for details. 
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ham yom, hrim mom, hrem hrim, hum hum, phat phat 

in the form of [the remaining five armor goddesses], Yamini, 
Mohini, Samcalini, Samtrasini, [and] Candika, blue, white, yel
low, green, and smoky gray in color. 

On the back of his (etat) hand, underneath, he should see very 
clearly the mirror image of these seed-syllables on [the palm of] his 
hand, or alternatively, the three circles [of the mandala, with their 
mantra deities]. 

[§47] <*"> Then he should smear with liquid ingredient[s] (drava
dravyena) all the seed-syllables in his hand, [and] having contem
plated the palm of his hand as presided over by all the yoginis,1™' 
he should offer these liquids and other substances [that he has 
smeared onto his hand] (taddravadidravyam) with the three syl
lables or with the eight-part mantra. 

[§48] Then, having worshiped [the deities] [and] having recited the hun
dred-syllabled mantra in order to make good any defects of defi
ciency or excess in the rites, he should entreat [the goddesses] in 
order that VajrayoginI [may] preside, with the [verse] beginning: 

The goddesses are the authority, the samaya is the author
ity... (v. 67) 

He should [then] place the substance on his hand into the other 
offering substance[s] or into [another] vessel. [Then,] smearing 
[himself] with the liquid [still] stuck to his hand—which has been 
dabbed (grhita) by the left fourth finger onto the heart, tongue, 
and head—[while] pronouncing the syllables hiim ah om, he should 

lxv An additional sentence is added here in GSS5, cited in the Textual Note: "Next, 
he should be convinced that the elements earth, watet, fire, wind, and space, hav
ing the nature of [the goddesses] Patani, Marani, Akarsani, Nartesvari, [and] 
Padmajvalini, are on his hand." 

lxvi The parallel texts read: "...being convinced that the palm of his hand has the 
nature of the three [mandala] circles presided over by all the yoginis." (See Tex
tual Note.) 
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have the firm conviction that the mass of deities on that [hand] has 
entered into himself. Know that this ritual is that which has been 
taught in the [Yogini]samcdra Tantra.60' 

[§49] Alternatively, with the fourth finger of his left hand, which has 
been purified according to the rite described above using wine 
made pure according to the [correct] rite, he should trace (krtvd) 
on the ground, in a counterclockwise direction, a triangular 
mandala (mandalakam).ml [Then,] in the center of that [triangle], 
he should see Vajravarahl produced from the seed-syllable emanated 
from his heart, beautified by the eight cremation grounds [around 
her]. [Then] he should offer to this [goddess] food and so on that 
has been generated in the form of the five nectars and so on, with 
[the recitation of either] the three syllables or the eight-part mantra. 
[Then,] having taken, with the fourth finger and thumb, the sub
stance in the skull bowl or other vessel (?) (ddi), [that is,] the wine 
that has been turned into nectar, he should gratify the goddess 
[with it], with [the simultaneous recitation of] the three-syllabled 
mantra, the heart and auxiliary-heart, and eight-part mantras. He 
should satisfy the deities in the cremation grounds [i.e., the pro
tectors of the quarters] with the three syllables. 

[§50] Having worshiped [her] thus, he should [first] recite the hundred-
syllabled mantra in order to make good any defects of deficiency 
or excess in the rites, and [then], having prayed [to the goddess] as 
before for the deities to preside (devatddhisthdna),'"'' he should grat
ify [her] with the lotus turning gesture (kamaldvartamudrd), [while] 
reciting the [emptiness] mantra: 

om yogasuddhdh sarvadharmdh yogas'uddho 'ham1™" 

lxvii Presumably he prays as above, with the verse beginning, "The goddesses are the 
authority etc." (v. 67) 

lxviii Translated as above §40. 
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He should [then] dismiss [the goddess] first by withdrawing that 
[kamaldvarta]mudrd and making the gesture of embrace, [and 
then] by [giving] three snaps [of the thumb and fourth finget, §40] 
with (iti) [the syllables] om muh. He should [then] make that god
dess enter into himself. 

Next, having taken the wine on the ground [used for tracing the 
mandala] on the fourth finger of the left hand, he should smear [it] 
onto his heart, tongue, and head uttering hum ah om. He should 
also visualize the assembly of deities on his hand entering himself. 

In the same way he should worship the deities in the second and 
[in the third and fourth] meditation stages, using the mantras of 
each. 

[§51] Next, [the practioner] should make oblations to the goddess [who 
is visualized] standing (vyavasthita) on the pericarp on the lotus in 
his own navel, engulfed in flames, [and] with a white vajra tongue, 
[which he has visualized] transformed from the white syllable hiim. 
t [The practitioner understands Rasand as] his right hand holding the 
ladle (sruvah))"" and [Laland as] his left hand holding the oblation 
[vessel] (dhutih); his navel [at the Avadhuti] is the fire pit.mi t This 
is the rite of internal oblation. 

[§52] Next, 

om ah ucchistavajradhitisthemam balim hiim hum hum phat 
svaha)™ 

—with this (iti) mantra he should go outside and make [the deity 
of leftovers, Ucchistavajra], preside over the leftover bali. 

Ixix Monier-Williams (1899) defines sruvah as, "a small wooden ladle (with a double 
extremity, or two oval collateral excavations, used for pouring clarified melted 
butter into the large ladle or Sruk; sometimes also employed instead of the latter 
in libations)." 

Ixx "Om ah Ucchistavajra, preside [over] this bali..." 
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[Cremation Grounds] 

Now the cremation grounds are taught, as indicated above [v. 16]. 

(70) In the eastern, northern, western, [and] southern direction 
are the cremation grounds Candogra, Gahvara, Karankaka, 
and Subhisana.1™' 

(71) In these cremation grounds there are the trees Sirlsa, Bodhi, 
Kahkeli (As'oka), and Cuta, respectively. Know that Indra, 
Kubera, Varuna, and Yama are the lords [dwelling] in the 
"area" (? kone)'**" of the east, [north, west, and south]. 

(72) Vasuki, Taksaka, Karkota, and Padma are the serpents (ndgas) 
here. The clouds are Garjita and Ghurnita, Ghora, and 
Avartaka.1™"1 

(73) Then in the four intermediate points belonging to Isana (Siva, 
NE) , Vaisvanara (Agni, SE), Jatudhana (Nairrti, SW), and 
Prabhanjana (Vayu, N W ) dwell these very terrifying crema
tion grounds, in order: 

lxxi "Fierce/Formidable" (Candogra, east); "Deep/Impenetrable" (Gahvara, north); 
"[Place] with bones" (Karankaka, west); "Very Frightening" (Subhisana, south), 

lxxii (?) kone cannot here mean "intermediate point" or "corner(s)," but must be "part" 
or "area" encompassed by the cardinal directions, or possibly the corner of each 
cremation ground. 

lxxiii "Thundered" (Vgarj: to thunder, roar), "Rolled" (Jghilrn: to roll, shake), "Awful 
Cry" (Vghur: to frighten with cries), Avartaka, "Thunder Cloud" (personified). 
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(74) First is Attattahasa,1'"" Laksmivana is second, [then] the 
appropriately named Ghorandhakara (Terrible Darkness), 
and [finally] Kilakilarava. lxxv 

(75) The trees, in order, are the Trivata (Triple Banyan), Karafija, 
the glorious creeper Parkati, and Arjuna. Know Is'ana (Siva), 
Vaisvanara (Agni), Jatudhana (Nairrti), and Prabhafijana 
(Vayu) as the lords of the intermediate directions. 

(76) The ndgas are Mahapadma,lxxvl Huluhulu, Kulika, and Sahkha. 
These are the clouds [in the intermediate directions]: Ghana; 
Prapurdna (or: Prapurana),604 Varsa, and Canda as the fourth.'™™ 

(77) Having composed this [sadhana], I have accumulated merit 
that is as fair as the rays of the autumn moon. By it may [all 
beings], with the entire faults of conceptualization destroyed, 
attain the state (padavl) of the glorious vajra goddess (vajradevi)\ 

Here ends the sadhana of the glorious Vajravarahi. 
It was written by Pandita Mahopadhyaya1"™'' Umapatideva. 

lxxiv Litetally, "denoted by the name Attattahasa" (attatta is the sound of boisterous 
laughter especially associated with Siva), 

lxxv Boisterous Laughter (Attattahasa, NE), Fortune Fotest or Spring of Splendor or 
Abundant Wealth (?Laksmivana, SE), Terrible Darkness (Ghorandhakara, SW)> 
and Kila-kila Clamor (Kilakilarava, NW). 

lxxvi Literally, "Padma is distinguished by his 'greatness'" (i.e., because of the word 
mahd). 

lxxvii Cloud Mass (Ghana, NE), Very Old/Very Full (Prapurana/Prapurana, SE), Rain 
(Varsa, SW), Deluge Cloud (Canda, NW). 

Ixxviii Pandita (scholar) and Mahopddhyaya (great teacher) are academic titles. 
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Conventions in the Translation 

commentary Translation of terse Sanskrit passages dealing with 
the analysis of terms tends to be generous. The trans
lation of the term under discussion is given in dou
ble quotation marks, with its Sanskrit original 
appearing beside it in parentheses. If the author pro
vides an additional gloss of the Sanskrit word, this 
will be contained within parentheses with the sym
bol > showing that it is a gloss, thus: "Awareness" 
(smrtih > smaranam) means.... 

endnotes (n.) Endnotes provide additional comment on the trans
lation where necessary, although the main discussion 
of the text is found in chapter 3. 

English text Square brackets [ ] enclose material that is additional 
to the Sanskrit text, e.g., -ddi ("beginning with," 
"and so on") is often filled out with the intended or 
implied referents. 

footnotes (fn.) Footnotes translate terms and names not given in the 
main text of the translation, 

italics English words in italics indicate that the text, or an 
emendation to the text, is uncertain at this point. 
Some untranslated Sanskrit terms are also in italics, 

mantras Mantras and seed-syllables are supplied in lowercase 
in italics. Where necessary, a summary translation is 
supplied in the footnotes, omitting seed-syllables and 
onomatopoeic syllables, and aiming to represent the 
lack of syntax. 
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proper names Where a name seems to be an attempt to commu
nicate the nature of a deity, a loose translation is 
given, using English compounds 01 phrases that 
reproduce the sometimes ambiguous compounding 
of the Sanskrit. 

prose paragraphs [§] The numbering and arrangement of prose para
graphs (§) is editorial. 

Sanskrit text Sanskrit text in parentheses indicates the word or pas
sage translated, either because the translation needs 
clarification because the word is polyvalent, or 
because the translation is loose. Nouns in parenthe
ses usually appear with their nominative inflections. 

verse (v.) Numbering of verses is editorial. 
t t Daggers enclose text that the editor judges corrupt 

but cannot emend. 
$ A double dagger in the text refers to the Textual Notes 

covering linguistic points, problems, and parallels. 

Abbreviations and Symbols in the Sanskrit Text 

§ [e.g., §i] Prose portions of text are numbered editorially. 

v., w . Verse numbers are added editorially. 
% A double dagger indicates that there is a note in the 

Textual Notes on the associated word or passage. 
{} Braces contain new folio numbers for each ms., e.g., 

{D39W 

< > Angle brackets indicate text added editorially to the 
Sanskrit text or contain text added by a second hand 
in the manuscripts (as indicated). 

t t Daggers enclose letter(s) that the editor judges cor
rupt but cannot emend. 

- or v or " Indicate the missing heavy, light, or optionally 
weighted syllables respectively in a hypometrical 
verse, e.g., tathdgatdn — vyavalokya samyak. 

bold A syllable in bold indicates faulty meter that is left 
unemended. 

italics Words in italics indicate that the text, or an emen
dation to the text, is uncertain at this point. 
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punctuation Punctuation is used only where the Sanskrit requires 
elucidation, e.g., a comma may be used where a full 
stop (dandah) is inappropriate, but where the silent 
omission of the danda would be confusing. Hyphens 
are used for word breaks, to introduce quotes, or for 
some recitation passages. 

Abbreviations and Symbols in the Apparatus 

ac 

add/add2 

codd. 
conj./conj. X 
corr. 

corr. mark 

D 

dam. 
del/dek 
ditto. 

ed .X 
em./em. X 
f.,ff. 
haplo. 

hyper. 

"Before correction" (ante correcturam), e.g., kdkdsya-
kddydh] Kpc; kdkdsyodydh Kac. 
Added in the manuscript on the same line/added by 
a second hand on the same line, e.g., iddnim (idam) 
Kpc(add2). 
Identifies allusions to testimonia for comparison, 
either identical (=) or similar («•), that throw light 
upon the text, e.g., a paraphrase of its subject mat
ter or a passage in the same or another text sup
porting the editor's choice of reading. 
The manuscripts K, N, and D (codices). 
"I have conjectured."/"X has conjectured." 
"I have corrected." 
Correction mark of three dots over an aksara (found 
only in ms. D). 
Devanagari paper ms. (ff. 39r3~52v8). 
Damaged text. 
Deletion of letters in the manuscript by the first 
hand, or by a second hand, e.g., sthd(nam) K(deh). 
The reading in the manuscript is due to the scribal 
error of dittography. 
Edition by X. 
"I have emended'VX has emended." 
Folio, folios. 
The reading in the manuscript is due to the scribal 
error of haplography. 
A line of verse is hypermetrical, e.g.,...sndpitdh 
sarvatathdgatdm is shown in the apparatus, sarva
tathagatah] corr. (hyper.); sarvatathagatds codd. 
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A line of verse is hypometrical. 
Kutila Newari palmleaf ms. (ff. ftv^-yui). 
The reading in the manuscript is due to the scribal 
error of metathesis. 
"For the sake of the meter." 
Text is placed in the margin by the first hand/by a 
second hand, e.g., (sam)kalpa K(mg2). 
Manuscript/manuscripts. 
Newari paper ms. (ff. 36V7-50V2). 
Omitted by X. 
"After correction" (postcorrectionem), e.g., sthdnam] 
Kpc; sthd(nam) K(add2). 
folio recto. 
A line of verse is syncopated. 
Tibetan translation of Vajravdrdhisddhana by Uma-
patidatta. Toh 1581/Ota 2292, N (T) 292. 
The reading or suggested emendation is unmetrical. 
folio verso. 
Used inclusively to indicate a passage of text, "from 
X to Y," e.g., pratitya-* alikam, "The passage start
ing pratitya and ending allkam." 
A syllable in bold indicates faulty meter that is left 
unemended. 
Prose portions of text, numbered for cross reference. 
The square bracket encloses the lemma, presented as 
the accepted reading. 
A l l letters prior to or following 0 in the lemma are 
as they appear in the edited text. (The symbol is not 
reused for the variant readings or where the lemma 
is clear.) 
A tilda in the variant readings indicates the contin
uation of text as in the lemma, e.g., hantrim kuruta] 
K; hantim ~ N; hantl kuru D (where tilda indicates 
"kuruta"in N) . 
In a variant, parentheses enclose the letters that are 
described beside the, e.g., na(bha)sthdsK(mgi) means 
that bha has been added in K's margin by a second 
hand; mantredyd(va)tK(add) means the aksara "va" 
has been inserted into the line of text in K. 
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(X?) 

- (e.g., -7") 

® 

In a variant, the letter x is uncertain in the manu
script. 
In a variant, the lettet x is an unfinished aksara in the 
manuscript. 
A hyphen above the line indicates a marked omis
sion in the text, e.g., ya ' . 
A hyphen on the line indicates an unmarked omis
sion in the text of approximately one aksara. The 
estimated number of aksaras that the lacuna repre
sents will be given for larger gaps, e.g., vama -7- N 
Illegible syllables in the text are indicated by 
asterisks. 
Omission marker in the text. 
Decoration in the text. 

Other Editors 

Finot L. Finot (Cakrasamvarabalividhi ed. 1934). 
Isaacson Dr. Harunaga Isaacson (personal communication). 
Meisezahl R. O. Meisezahl (Geist undIkonographie, 1980). 
Sanderson Professor Alexis Sanderson (personal communication). 
Tsuda S. Tsuda {The Samvarodaya Tantra: Selected Chapters, 

1974). 

Silent Editorial Standardizations 

The text has been regularized in the following respects: 
1. Final m > m. 
2. Homorganic nasals in external sandhi of m > m. 
3. Seed-syllables are shown without external sandhi. 
4. Avagrahas have been added. 
5. Consonants after r, frequently doubled in the mss., are single. 
6. Double t's before v (e.g., tattva, bodhisattva) where the scribes regu

larly write a single consonant (tatva, "satva). 
7. Dandas are not shown, unless significant to the accepted reading or 

suggestive of the cause of corruption in a variant reading. 
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8. Numbered repetitions of mantra syllables within a mantra are written 
out in full, e.g., hum 2 > hum hunt. 

Scribal variations in these matters have not been recorded unless they are 
significant. 



































Manuscript Sources 

The Manuscripts of the Guhyasamayasadhanamala (GSS) 

Ms. K Oxford, Bodleian Library. Ms. Sansk c. 16 (R). No. 1455 (Winter-
nitz and Keith 1905). Palm-leaf, cataloged as probably fourteenth century, 
although it may date from as early as the twelfth or thirteenth centuries 
(Sanderson 1995: personal communication). The last folio is numbered f. 
147. The script is kutila-newdri} K is the oldest and most reliable witness 
for the collection of sadhanas, written in a clear, bold hand. Due to the 
derivative nature of the later manuscripts, citations from the GSS in the 
footnotes to the Edition are from manuscript K only, unless other manu
scripts contribute to the sense (significant variants alone are recorded). 

Each sadhana in K has a short colophon, but K does not provide an over
all title to the collection as a whole. The last work in the series is the 
Ddkiniguhyasamayasddhana (GSS46), which seems to have given its title to 
the collection as a whole in a later manuscript (D). The Bodleian catalog 
calls the collection the Sddhanamdld Tantra. The sadhanas themselves are 
not numbered (the scribe leaves a small gap between them), and the num
bering of the GSS collection (GSS1-GSS46) is thus entirely editorial. 

There are fifteen missing folios (ff. 96-100, and ff. 29-38 inclusive). Four 
highly damaged folios in a second hand have been placed at the bottom of 
the pile of leaves, and these may contain some of the missing passages of 
text. Most palm leaves have been reduced around the edges, and some are 
a little split, although this rarely impedes legibility. Most folios have cor
rections written in by either the first or a second hand, some with evidence 
of several hands, such as the addition of the mantra syllables to be extracted 
with a mantroddhdra (e.g., f. 52r-v, GSS10). Red sindiira powder appears 

1 The term kutila (curved) was coined by Bendall; Sahkrtyayana calls it "circular" 
(vartula) (Biihnemann 1994: 21). 
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on a number of leaves. Tibetan script is found in some of the margins, 
often bearing the colophon to a sadhana.2 The foliation is problematic. I 
found the folios of the manuscript out of sequence, a confusion that has 
been transferred to the photographs of the Bodleian microfilm (Reel No. 
SF. Or. 2584). I have now corrected the sequence of the folios and have the 
following observations to make on the foliation (and misfoliation) of the 
collection: 
1) The original foliation probably occurred after the text was first copied, 

because some folio numbers are not in text sequence, and because the 
hand of the first foliator may be different from that of the main scribe. 

2) At some stage, the sequence of the leaves was disordered, and the orig
inal foliation was tampered with by a second foliator without reference 
to the sequence of the Sanskrit text. This gave rise to the following 
problems: 

• There is a folio without a number containing the middle portion of 
GSS2. I have numbered this folio "o" (o.r. and o.v.). 

• The colophon Vajravdrdhisddhanam appears twice in the collection 
(GSS2 and GSS11). The two leaves containing the folios were placed 
together, the second colophon (for GSSn on f. 70) being placed before 
the first (for GSS2 on f. 11). The folio number on the former was altered 
from 70 to 10, to accord with its new position prior to folio 11. 

• The missing folios 96 through 99 were "replaced" with folios from the 
bottom of the pile (belonging to GSS46), and the numbers on these 
folios altered to read 96, 97, 98, 99, regardless of the actual text. (Folio 
100 remains missing.) 

• Folio 102 was misplaced under 128 and corrected to read 129. 
• Folio 80 was upside down and found following folio 70. It was num

bered by a second foliator after it had been put upside down since the 
numeral appears on the recto. 

• The number 139 was altered to 129 by a second foliator who didn't real
ize there were folios missing following folio 128. 

2 Folios bearing Tibetan script: folio ii recto and verso, 279V, 4r, nr-v, I3r, 14V, 

28r-v, 29r, 32r, 39r, 4or, 43V, 45r, 53V, 64r, 66v, 67r, 671, yoacv, jir, 71V, 74V, 
75v-76r, 82r, 82V, 83r/v, 84r, 85r, 87r, 88r-v, 9ir, 92V, 94r, 95V, ioir, 104V, io5r, 

io6v, 107V, io8r, io8v, H2r, 115V, n8r, I20v, I2iv, I22r, I23r, I24r, 125V, I27r, 128, 

I39acv, i4or, I43acv, I44acv, I45acr, I4jacv, 147V. 
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Because the Bodleian microfilm has photographed the folios out of 
sequence, and without a logical progression of recto and verso, I describe 
them here in text sequence (* = my foliation): 

folio *i Perhaps a leaf reused by a second scribe, as it contains two center 
holes (all other leaves have one center hole), and on both sides looks 
as if it once contained writing that has now faded or been washed off. 
On one side is a faint om and hum, and possibly a smudged vam. Two 
items of a list also appear in the top right corner, possibly a continu
ation of the "index" from the folio beneath (folio *ii). On the other 
side is a s'loka saluting the Buddha, Lokanatha, and Vajrasattva, deli
cately written, perhaps in the first hand but corrupt/illegible. 

folio *ii This leaf is discolored and may have suffered damage from water. 
It also appears to have been reused by the current scribe; its contents 
are smudged and faded. The side bearing the Bodleian stamp holds a 
list of numbered sadhanas (a few titles are legible). This list is contin
ued on the reverse of the leaf, which also contains some Tibetan script 
(and possibly on folio *i). 

folio 2jor Also discolored, as by water, with evidence of older writing 
underneath. A few lines on the left contain a salutation to the Bud
dha, Dharma, and Sahgha. A numbered list on the right contains a leg
ible list of the ten knowledges (dasajndna). 

folio 2jov GSSI(I)—the first side of GSSi. 
folio 2jir-v, or 2yor-v GSSI(2)-GSSI(3). The leaf is slightly discolored 

with the number added by a different hand, as the last numeral 1 or 9 
(?) is not like those of the other foliators. 

folio So (upside down) GSSi(4). The numbered side contains the earlier text, 
and the unnumbered side contains the later text. The leaf was upside 
down when the curvaceous numerals were added by a second foliator. 
I found the leaf following folio 70. An ink smudge approximately one 
inch across on the lower left happened once the leaf was upside down 
and ran through several leaves, but it doesn't obscure the text. 

folio 4r GSSI(6)-GSS2(I) and folio 4V GSS2(2). Ink stain continues. 
folio *o.r-v: GSS2(3)-GSS2(4). Ink stain continues. 
folios nr—6pv GSS2(5)—GSS11. These folios appear in the correct numer

ical sequence until folio 70ac/iopc (GSS11). 
folio joaclfolio iopc I found this leaf located before folio n and erro

neously renumbered 10. It contains the colophon for GSS11 
(Vajravdrdhisddhana), which has the same colophon as GSS2. It was 
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Ms. N IASWR M B B 1972 I-140. Nepali, paper. N.S. 1038 (=1918 C.E.). 
98 folios. Newdriscript. (Manuscript 7! of Sarnath edition of Abhisamaya-
manjari) A faint, delicately written manuscript, difficult to read but fairly 
correct. There is one leaf missing containing the end of GSS7 and the start 
of GSS8 (f. 29, with marginal note on f. 28: atra dvipatrakhanditau). There 
is no collective title for the series of sadhanas. Following the colophon to 
the last sadhana (f. 98^4: iti sriddkiniguhyasamayasddhanam samdptam), a 
second colophon states the year, month, and day of completion, and names 
the scribe as Nilavajra. On the first leaf (recto) there are four lists, a 
namaskdra with four verses, and an illegible colophon. The four lists are 
the ten knowledges (as in K), the ten paramitds, the ten dhdtus, and the ten 
kayos. The text of GSSi begins on f. iv, which also contains an attractive 
line drawing of two-armed ardbaparyarika-pose Vajravarahi trampling a 
single prone corpse, her hog's head clearly visible. The IASWR supplies a 
handwritten list of contents, with the sadhanas numbered 1 through 40. 
There are some mistakes in this handwritten index, and the numbering 
differs from that given editorially to K (GSS1-GSS46).4 

Ms. D IASWR Guhyasamayatantra MBB-II-126. Paper. Twentieth cen
tury. Although copied clearly and in good condition, the manuscript is the 
most corrupt and suffers from a large number of scribal errors. It omits GSS8 
(sri-Vajravdrdhigopyahomavidhi), the sadhana for which the first portion is 
lost in N due to a missing folio. Like N, it also omits GSS28, the sadhana 
for which the early folios are lost in K. This manuscript supplies an indi
vidual colophon to each sadhana that records the name of an overall title 
for the collection, namely, the sri-Guhyasamayatantra (e.g., iti sriguhya-
samayatantre srivajravardhisddhanam samdptam). This is a title drawn from 
the final sadhana in the collection (GSS46). This last colophon contains 
both the name of the final sadhana (Ddkiniguhyasamayasddhanamdldtantra-

4 The handwritten index is incorrect in the following respects: (1) GSS7 is incom
plete, and the leaf containing its colophon (f. 29) is missing; (2) The s'ri-
Vajravdrdhisddhana by Umapatideva (GSSn) is not recorded in this list, although 
appearing on fF. 36V-50V in the ms; (3) The Vidyddharikramabhdvand (GSS22) 
is not recorded as a separate work (see appendix); (4) the final bali mantra and 
colophon to the missing Vajrayoginisddhana GSS28 are omitted in N, which 
leaves no trace of this sadhana in the collection; (5) there is no record in the 
index of GSS40, the commentarial passage upon GSSi, although this appears in 
the ms. (fif. 87-88); (6) there is no record in the index of Vajravdrdbikalpa 
(GSS41), although this appears in the ms. with colophon (ff. 88-89). 
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raja), and the overall name for the collection, Guhyasamayasddhanamald-
tantrardja.'' 

Tibetan (Tib.) The Tibetan translation of s'ri-Vajravdrdhisddhana by 
"Umapatidatta" (GSS11). Toh 1581/Ota 2292, N (T) 292. (Bodleian refer
ence: Tibetan blockbooks a.68 vol. 24, pp. 32-49). The colophon states that 
the sadhana was translated by Vagisvaragupta with Lotsawa Chos-rab, and 
was composed by "One who has the lineage of the instructions of Virupa, 
s'rl-Umapatidatta" (p. 49.7). The translation omits many of the prose expo
sitions that interrupt the verses in the Sanskrit, also the Abhidharmika glosses 
on the body mandala and the final verses describing the cremation grounds.6 

It may therefore represent an older version of the text. It is cited here where 
it helps clarify the Sanskrit text, but minor variations from the Sanskrit text 
are not recorded. (My thanks to Dr. Peter Alan Roberts, Professor Sander
son, and Dr. Isaacson for helping me record the Tibetan variants.) 

Textual Transmission 

The three manuscripts, K, N, and D, are closely related. N is derivative of 
K. It shares the same colophons (different from those in D), and where K 
has been corrected or enlarged by text in the margins, N often incorporates 
the correction or the marginal text into itself.7 In places N does not incor
porate a marginal gloss, suggesting that, on those occasions, the transmis-

5 DIOIV: samdpto 'yam ddkiniguhyasamayasddhanamdldtantrardjeti. vipravamsairi-
vajrdcdryajlvaratnena guhyasamayasddhanamdldtantrardja<m> likhitam, subham 
bhuydt. • ratnena] corr.; ratnenena D . 

6 The Tibetan translation includes the following Sanskrit text: (omits om) "Homage 
to Bhagavan Vajrayogini," w. 1-4, (omits §1), w. 5-7, (omits v.8§), w. 8-12, §2, 
w. 13-15, (omits §3—§5), w. 16-25, (omits §6) , v. 26, (omits §7) , v. 27, (omits 
tatrdyam sekamantrah —* v.27§, §8), w . 28-34, (omits §9) , v. 35, (omitsprathamo 
bhdvandkramah.-^* athd), § i 6 - § 2 2 , §23-§29 (omits all exegetical glosses of doc
trinal terms; see Textual Note for details), v. 42, §30, v. 43-53, (omits v. 54), w. 
55-56, (omits §31), §32-§34, (omits §34 etac cagurupades'dd boddhavyam -* dars'i-
tam), w . 57-61 (omits om <bum> dm ...), w . 62-66, §36, (omits v. 68), §37~§48, 
(omits §48 em tu -» boddhavyah), §49 athavd -» kamaldvartamudrayd samtosya 
(omits mudropasamhdrend°'-» %<,\juhuyddity), §51 adhydtmahomavidhih -» bahir 
gatveti, (omits iddmm...w. 70—76), v. 77. 

7 E.g., ebhir] Kac; ebhi"(vi)r K(mg2), N(mgi); evirD. cf. candrdrkabljd] Kac; 
candrdrka(vahni) Kpc(add), N, D. cf. also the text of v. 68. 
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sion occurred before the latter was added in K . 8 N tidies the text of K on 
some occassions, as when it admits that the text of sadhana GSS28 is lost, 
and omits the final ^ / r mantra and colophon that remain in K (N91V1). 
Occasionally, it provides the correct reading where K fails. It does not 
descend directly from K, for it appears to rely upon an intermediary that 
on occasion is more correct' and on others, more problematic." 

Manuscript D is also very close to K and N, but introduces many more 
errors. The scribe may have been copying from the newdri script, since on 
many occasions he misreads a short vowel for a long." D is more closely 
derivative of N, and shares many of its errors.12 However, it also blurs the 
text of N, as when it fails to record lacunae carefully marked in N . 1 3 D 
sometimes seems to rely on a transmission closer to K, or produces a dif
ferent reading altogether, thereby suggesting that it is not N's direct descen
dant, and/or that it also had access to other sources, and/or that it 
innovates.14 This may be illustrated by two points: 

• There is a problem in N produced by a missing folio (f. 29). This loses 
the end of GSS7 including the colophon (in K: vajravdrdhyd dvddasa-
bhujdydh sddhanam) and the start of GSS8. At this point, D ascribes a dif
ferent (corrupt) colophon to GSS7 (oddiydnapithddisthitadevisddhanam) 
and omits GSS8 altogether. If it was reliant solely upon N after f. 29 had 

8 E.g., garjitaghurnitau ca] Kpc; garji(tagburni)tdu ca KfadcU); garjitd ca Kac; gar-
jitd ca N , D . Note that N also omits the mantra syllables that have been included 
in the margins to reveal the result of mantroddhdra in GSS10. 

9 E.g., mantrapdthdi\ N; mantrapdtK; mantredyd(va)tD(add). cf. purvddidiksu] 
N; piirvadiksu K, D.; pddas] N, D; pddds K. cf. diksu] N; diksuh K, D; 
upasthdpakam] conj.; upasthdnamyakam K, D; upasthdnayakam N. 

10 E.g., abhyullasan] K; -6- san N; sat D (no gap or marked omission in D); dadhato 
nabhahsthdn] em.; dadhato nasthdsKac, D; -na(bha)sthdsKpc(mgi); dadhatdnah 
sthds N; vlryam uktam] K; viryendriyam ukta - N, virya(m?) indriyam ukta D; 
dharma] em.;pradharmaK;pra~ rmma'N,pratidharmaD. 

11 E.g., vinds'dc] N; vindsdcK; vinds'dyaD; asydgamasydyam] K, N; esydgamasyoyam 
D; bhutdil K, N ; bhiitdte D. See also Insignificant Variants. 

12 E.g., dddhiye] K; dddiye N , D; punar] K, (su?)nar N ; su na D (marked faulty); 
ebhir] Kac; ebhi"(vi)rK(mgi), N(mgi); evirD. 

13 E.g., kila s'abdapurvam) Kpc; kila iabda "(purvam) K(add2); kila sabda N ; 
s'abda D. 

14 E.g., jandndm] K, D; janapram N; viryam uktam] K; viryendriyam ukta - N, 
virya(m?) indriyam ukta D; vighnavrndam] K; vmdam N; vighnavnidakam D; 
catvdra] D; catvdri K, N. cf. yamadamsmni] K, N; yamadustri D; daksinesu] D; 
daksindsu K, N. 
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been lost, it would not have been able to finish GSS7. It seems at this 
point to draw upon another source that attributes a different colophon 
to GSS7. The subsequent omission of GSS8 is also suspicious, as the 
start of this sadhana is lacking in N. 

• As stated above, D employs different colophons for each sadhana, 
attributing each to the Guhyasamayatantra, its overall title for the whole 
collection; perhaps a late innovation. 

Editorial Policy 

Except in the edition to GSS11, K is the only manuscript cited in the foot
notes to this book, unless the other manuscripts afford important contri
butions to the sense. Variants from the various (late) manuscripts relied 
upon in the Sarnath Edition (Sed) of Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) are not 
given, where clear readings from K exist. 



Textual Notes 

The Textual Notes (* in Edition) attempt to clarify linguistic problems and 
remark on textual matters. Parallel text for the ritual portion of the sadhana, 
from §41 to §52, is reported in full from the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) and 
*Vidhisamgraha (Finot 1934); see chapter 3 for details. 

v. i Verse numbers: A l l verse numbers are editorial. The meter is upajdti (w. 
1-35, 67, 70—77) with some verse citations in anustubh (v. 8§; v. 27§; w. 
36-67; v. 68§) and mdlini (v. 69). 

v. i vikramasena: Umapatideva addresses Vikramasena in his benedictory 
verse. Proper nouns in a benedictory verse would normally be those of the 
deity or the guru. Although "Vikramasena" may be the name of an 
unknown Buddhist preceptor, it is famously the name of the industrious 
and pious brahmanical king whose exploits are recounted in the Kathdsarit-
sdgara. If it were "King Vikramasena" who was addressed, it would suggest 
that our author is teaching—indeed, converting—the king. This epic-type 
frame story is not found in sadhana literature, and a "conversion" would 
be antithetical to the esoteric, initiation-based systems fundamental to 
tantric sadhanas. However, there is some doubt as to whether Umapatideva 
was himself an ordained monk, and it is just possible that the naming of a 
lay personage may have some significance. The Tibetan text is unconvinc
ing; it attempts a literal translation of Vikramasena, rendering vikramasena 
yatndt" fot the benefit (*artha) of the one(s) having the section (sde = *send) 
of force (rnam pargnon pa = *vikrama)" (p. 32.3: rnam pargnon pa'i sde Idan 
don du), indicating that the work is written for the sake of a student who 
may have asked him to compose the sadhana. Another possibility would be 
that the text is a corruption of the logical kramena, a reading that would 
accord with the careful divisions of the sadhana into meditation stages 
(bhdvanakramdh). 

320 
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§i Omitted in the Tibetan translation. 

§3—§5 tatrdmi te mantrah —» vajrakildkotaya humphad iti: Omitted in the 
Tibetan translation. 

§3 grihna: The orthography here is variable. K uses grihna; N and D both 
use the more correct grhna. These mantras in the Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra 
(after v. 30) read long vowels in hum (rather than hum). 

§4 <vajraprdkdrandn>: Umapatideva's text is ambiguous here, since with
out this conjectural addition it is not clear what exactly is projected into 
the four directions. The nearest available object is the "mantras" in the 
previous sentence. In contrast, the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5 Sed p. 12914, 
Ki7v-i8r, cited above: ... caturo vajraprdkdrdn) states unambigously that it 
is the walls that are projected into the directions (the adjectives that describe 
their color and size are the same as those used by Umapatideva). 
Umapatideva's prior verse description of the visualization also prescribes 
the erection of four vajra walls (v. i4d: vajraprdkdrandmnah). I therefore 
insert this object into the prose text at §4. 

§5 om gha gha ghdtaya: GST ch. 14 also reads ghdtaya rather than ghdtaya 
(Matsunaga 1978: 69): om gha gha ghdtaya ghdtaya sarvadustdn phat kilaya 
kilaya sarvapdpdn phat hum hum hum vajrakilaya vajradhara djhdpayati 
kdyavdkcittavajram kilaya hum phat. (Note that Candrakirti glosses the 
syallables gha gha as vocatives, PU p. 158: ghdtakety amantranam) The plu
ral genetive sarvavighndndm in our mantra (§5) is attested by the 
Pindikrtasddhana (facsimile edition in Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994 p. 2* 
ms. A f.2v, p. 31* ms. B f.2r-v). Both the "staking" and "hammering" 
mantras are found in the Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra: (after v. 30 and v. 31), 
with some corruptions and variants. 

v.i6a panjardntar: As in v. 13 and also in v. 35, the Tibetan text reads 
"wall" (ra ba) for pahjara: "The cremation grounds are (gnas = -sthal-sthita) 
within that very wall (ra ba de nyidf (Tib p. 34.1: ra ba de nyid nang na 
dur khrodyang dag gnas). The reading with panjara (Sanskrit mss.) rather 
than *prdkdrah (ra ba) is supported by two passages elsewhere in GSS11: 
(a) "within the canopy" (panjardntar) appears here in contrast to the pre
ceding passage that begins "outside the canopy..." (pafijardd bahih... 
yamadddhyddicatasro devih pas'yet); (b) the alternative method of generation 
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supplied below also reads "within the canopy" (GSS11 v.35: tatpahjardn-
tah. ..devlm vibhdvayed vd), although here the Tibetan again reads ra ba. 
Other Vajrayogini/Samvara sources also read panjara, e.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 
130'5, Kiqri): vajrapanjaramadhye dharmadhdtusvabhdvdm dharmodaydm 
ekdrdm upari vis'dldm adhah suksmdm vicintya; S U T ch. 17, v. 36ab: vajra
panjaramadhye tu smasdndstakabhusitam. However, the reading with 
prdkdra is also found, cf. Y R M on HT 1.3.16: vajraprdkdrasv antare 
ghordstas'mas'dndni tanmadhye kutdgdrodare viharati. 

v.i8a nihsrtya bijodbhavarasmijdldt: The Tibetan has instead "countless" 
dpagmed(*ameya, aparimita, aprameya, etc.). Tib p. 34.3: sa bon las byung 
'odzer dpag med phrospayis Iskye bo ma lus byang chub snoddu mdzad 'gyur 
bos, "Countless light rays that have radiated from the seed-syllable trans
form all beings into vessels (snod < bhdjana, etc.) of enlightenment." 

v.i8cd tatraiva blje hi-^vai: The Tibetan text has (p. 34.3): slaryangsa bon 
de nyid las ni rnal 'byor mas I ma lus pa rnams 'dus paryang dag bsgom bya 'o. 
"Again (slar yang) meditate (bsgom bya'o) correctly (yang dag) that the 
yogini(s) {rnal 'byor mas, instrumental) from (las) that very (de nyid) seed-
syllable (sa bon) gathers in ('dus par) everything (ma lus pa rnams)." Sander
son (1998: personal communication) suggests that the feminine 
°buddhddikdm would explain the Tibetan's "yogini." 

v.i9a candrdrkabijaprabhavam trinetrdm: The earlier reading (with bija) 
is a reference to the third stage of the series of awakenings (pancdbhisam-
bodhikramah) that has just been described (from w. 16—18) and therefore 
seems likelier than the corrected text reading vahni (probably inserted 
because it suggests the yogic symbolism of the three eyes as moon, sun, and 
fire; see ch. 3). The Tibetan supports "bija (p. 34.4: sa bon). 

v.2ocd savajrasavyetara—*dustavmddm: A literal translation of the Tibetan 
reads "[Her] other-than-left [hand, i.e., *savyetaral*vdmetara] is together 
with a chopper [shaped] like a leaf; through pointing made at the ground, 
the hosts of the angry [ones] are defeated." (Tib. p. 34.5): gyon pa las gzhan 
gri gug dang bcas shing lo 'dra I sdigs mdzub sa gzhir mdzad pas sdang pa 'i 
tshogs rnams joms. The Tibetan strongly supports Sanderson's conjecture 
in the first half of v. 20c, sa- (dang bcas) -vajrasavyetara °. However, Sander
son states that he sees no metrical solution to the second half of the c-pdda. 
He notes that the word prasrtih means the palm of the hand when the 
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fingers are contracted (Amarakos'a 2.85c: 152), as when it is holding some
thing—here, the vajra. (The Tibetan has "chopper" rather than vajra, which 
is interesting because the texts of the GSS prescribe a vajra for warrior-
stance Vajravarahi and a chopper for ardhavaryarika-pose Vajravarahi and 
Vajrayogini, an iconographical distinction that seems to be lost in Tibetan 
sources; see ch. 3). 

Sanderson also points out that the reading bhutarjani0 at the start of v. 
2od (supported by the Sanskrit mss.) is consistent with the Tibetan, which 
indicates the gesture to the ground (mdzub sa gzhir mdzad pas), and also 
with the Sanskrit, which clearly specifies the vajra—an implement for 
which a bhutarjani (presumably the finger pointing threateningly to the 
ground) is entirely appropriate. 

§6 ami te san mantrah: This prose paragraph is omitted in the Tibetan 
translation. The corruption san mudrah (for san mantrah) appears again in 
K when supplying mantras (below, §7), although N and D there have the 
variant mantra-. Other texts refer to six "mantras," e.g., GSS3 (Ki3r3): 
saddevatisuddhair mantrapadair bhagavatim kavacayet, but the mantra syl
lables may have been accompanied by hand gestures (mudrah), and it is just 
possible that the reading "mudrah in the mss. is correct. In a corrupt pas
sage, the Y S C T uses both mudra and mantra to describe the armoring in 
patala 7 (A4r.7, B5V): tatah kavacadvayam atmanam jnanacakram 
vibhavitam. samayacakre pravisy(asysa?) mudramantrena yogina. Some 
sadhanas supply the syllables and describe their accompanying mudras, 
e.g., S M i (p. 5); SM28 (pp. 68-69): tatah pancarigavinydsam mudrabhir 
mantrasamhatdbhih kurydt; etc. 

§7 jndnasattvapravese tu: §7 is omitted in the Tibetan text. 

v.27i tatrdyam sekamantrah —»v. 27i, §8: Omitted in the Tibetan text. 

v.27i "om sarvatathdgatdbhisekasamayas'riye hum " iti: There seem to be two 
traditions in the formulation of the mantra. Our texts (of the Cakrasam-
vara/Vajravarahi tradition from Luyipada) provide a single hum following 
the dative, "s'riye, e.g., HA (fi4r); GSS5 (Sed p. 1355, K22V4), SM218 (p. 429), 
SM251 (p. 493). Elsewhere, other syllables are found, including svaha, ah, 
and phat as, for example, in A D U T ch. 9 (p. 287): om sarvatathdgatd-
bhisekasamayasriye svaha ah hum, with variants svahah hum or hum hum; cf. 
A D U T ch. 14 (p. 321): a hum phat svaha (with variant hiim hiim). 
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§8 isaddvarjitapancdmrtabhrtavdmakarakapdlebhyo: The reading of the 
mss. ("amrtabhiita) is a scribal error due to the orthographical similarity 
between bhil- and bhr-. The skull bowls are "full" and do not themselves 
"become" the nectar; cf. SM250 (p. 489): pancdmrtadravdpurnaih kapdlair. 
The scribal error is found elsewhere, e.g., in Kumaracandra's pahjikd to the 
K Y T (p. 127): pancdmrtabhutakalasair abisicyate. The reading with Vbhr is 
well attested; see HT 1.4.2 pancdmrtabhrtaih pancatathdgatdtmakaih 
kalas'aih; cf. SM97 (p. 199); Ratnakaras'anti's Vajratdrdsddhana (SM110 p. 
231); SM228 (p. 446): pascdd amrtabhrtaih kumbhair abhisicyate, etc. 

v.29d dkhedam evam punar eva kurydt: Sanderson's conjecture is sup
ported by the prose (§9) and the meter. He notes (1998: personal commu
nication) that the corrupt reading—the more usual way of stating the idea 
in prose (d... paryantam)—may have entered the text by a substitution of 
an explanatory gloss for a less familiar term, the adverbial bahuvrihi, 
"dkhedam." 

§9 Omitted in the Tibetan translation. 

<iti> prathamo bhdvandkramah.^*atha: Omitted in the Tibetan transla
tion. (The other divisions into meditation stages are noted in the Tibetan.) 

§10 icchantam:The accusative present participle is correct Sanskrit, but the 
emendation is doubtful. The passage appears three times (§10, §13, §16), 
with the reading iccham in the second and third occurrences. Perhaps 
iccham should be preserved, taken loosely for icchantam? 

The Tibetan text from mahdsukhacakrasthdm^*iti {v. 36ab} reads "The 
above [i.e., w. 36—37?] is for the benefit of one who wishes to meditate on 
the four skull bowls in the four intermediate directions together with 
Dakini, Lama, Khandaroha, and Rupini, in the east, north, west and south 
of Vajravarahi, who resides in [the cakra of] great bliss." (p. 36.4-5): bde 
ba chen po la gnas pa 'i rdo rje phag mo V shar dang byang dang nub dang Iho 
phyogs rnams la gnas pa I mkha' 'gro ma dang Id ma dang khanda ro ha dang 
gzugs can ma rnams dang I mtshams bzhir thod pa bzhi dang bcas pa rnams 
bsgom par 'dodpa'idon du'o. At §13, the Tibetan text lists the goddess and 
their directions "Now Crow-face...residing on east..." and concludes: 
"That was said for the benefit for those wishing to meditate [on all the 
above] and the eight goddesses." (p. 37.5): ...danglha mo brgyadsgompar 
'dodpa rnams kyi don du gsungs zhes pa o. At §16, the Tibetan text reads: 
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"Now for the purpose of completing the circle of the goddesses, three cir
cles that are like this, the mind circle, speech circle, body circle," (p. 38.2): 
da ni lha mo 'i 'khor lo yongs su rdzogs par bya ba V don du 'khor lo gsum 'di 
Ita ste I thugs kyi 'khor lo dang I'gsunggi 'khor lo dang I sku V 'khor lo rnams 
zhes bya '0. 

w.38—40 The first verse (v. 38 dakini ca tatha lama) is scriptural, found 
in the Yoginisamcdratantra (A3r.2, B3V.2) with the reading dakini tu.... 
(The scripture continues with a few words qualifying the goddesses as four-
armed and one-faced, etc., and then gives a pdda similar to that cited at §11.) 
Luyipada also cites this verse in his HA (with ca: f. 6ri), and follows it with 
prose (or corrupt verse) similar to w. 39—40 plus the line opening §11. The 
metrically correct version produced by Umapatideva may be an example 
of "polishing." See also GSS12 (K71V1): the z-pdda by itself as in GSS11 
with ca; SM225 (p. 439): ddkinim tu...cited immediately below. These 
verses seem to form the basis for the prose exposition in GSS3 (Ki2v6) and 
GSS5 (Sed p. 132", K20V3). 

§11 vidiksu <caiva> catvdro...:This is another scriptural citation describ
ing the fivefold mandala. It was probably once anustubh, as reflected in the 
Tibetan upon which the conjecture is based (p. 36.7). A similar line appears 
in the Y S C T (a possible source text) preserving the anustubh meter (A f-3r.2; 
B f}v.2): vidisena tu catvdrahpancapurnakarotakam. It also appears in the 
SUT ch. 13, v. 28ab vidiksu ca catvdro bodhicittddibhdndakdh, which is cited 
in Luyipada's HA (f. 6^4-5, omitting ca). Cf. SM225, in which the first pdda 
is that of v. 36a, followed by a hypermetrical b-pdda describing the inter
mediate petals (p. 439): ddkinim tu tatha Idmdm khandarohdm tu rupinim 
I vidikpatre tatha bhdvydh karotds catvdrah sobhandh. This sadhana is repro
duced in the GSS collection (GSS12, K71V), but the first pdda appears 
alone without the b-pdda mentioning the skull bowls in the intermediate 
directions. 

§12 hrdayamantra uktah The Tibetan text cites the heart mantra in full. 

v.41 yathd ddkinijanasya...: This verse, with its unusual syntax, is attested 
elsewhere, e.g., the HA (f. 8r.6-8v); also in GSS44 (Ki39(ac)n) as follows: 

yathd ddkinijanasya tatha kdkdsyddi tu bhedatah 
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vidiksthds tu tatha devyo'5 dvau hi rupau1'' manoharau 
pretdsand mahdghordh sattvdrthakaranodyatdh 

The latter pddas also occur in the S U T ch. 13, v. 32: vidiksthdne" tatha devi 
dvau hi rupau manoharau Ipretdsanamahdghordh pahcamudrdvibhusitdh, 
and a portion of the verse in the YSCT, but with a different verse describ
ing the corpse thrones (A4r3, Bjr): savam dkramyapddena dlidhdsanam f 
asram? te f. 

§22-§29 atha devatdhamkdraldbhdya...: The opening line (devatdham
kdraldbhdya—* °dharmdh) was probably originally intended to be metrical, 
as it is translated into Tibetan in four pddas within quotation marks (p. 40.1). 
The same list of equations between the thirty-seven bodhipdksikadharmas 
and the site goddesses appears in GSS5 (Sed p. i40 6ff, K26v4-28r). These 
texts draw on the Y S C T (Aiv6-2r, B1V7): atha saptatrimsadbodhipdhikd 
dharmd devatdyogena (?) pujaniydh • ms. A may K&dyunjaniydh... and even 
more directly on the HA (ff. 8V3-9V5): -bodhipaksadharmadevatdyoga.... 

§23-§29 The Tibetan text omits all exegetical glosses of doctrinal terms, 
as follows: omits tatra caturviparydsdndm —* anusmrtyupasthdndni bhavanti; 
continues tad yathd kdydnusmrtyupasthdnam —» rupini; omits grhitagrdhi'-* 
tasyopasthdpakam kdyddyanusmrtyupasthdnam; continues §24 catvdra-
rddhipdddh —* mahdndsd, iti; omits saddharmavisaye —* §25 tad yathd; con
tinues sraddhendriyam viramati —» airdvati; omits tatra viryam uktam —» 
§26 tad yathd; continues sraddhdbalam mahdbhairavd —» subhadrd ceti; 
omits §27 sambodhyai —* tad yathd; continues samddhisambodhyangam 
hayakarnd^* suvireti; omits samddhis cittaikdgratd —* §28 asydngdniyathd; 
continues samyagdrstir mahdbald —* vajravarahi; omits tatra buddhavdkye 
—*• §29 tad yathd; continues anutpanndndm kusaldndm dharmdndm 
utpddanam yamadddhi —* yamamathani ceti, v. 42 etc. 

§23 catvdry anusmrtyupasthdndni: The usual Abhidharmic term for this 
doctrinal formula is smrtyupasthdnam. Umapatideva uses the variant anu-

15 devyo\ em.; deviK.. 
16 rupau] em.; riipoK. 
17 Tsuda reports vidiksthdne as an insecure reading, with certain mss. rendering 

something nearer to ours (e.g., -stham, -sthdm, -sthd). 
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vyavasthitd bhdvydh —yathd bdhye pithddisamipasthd nadyas toyena posanam 
kurvanti tadvad dehe 'pi nddyo nakhddindm posanam kurvantiti samdnatd. 
bdhye vajrapitham mahdbodhisamjhakam sthdnam niranjand ca nadi. dehe 
mahdsukhacakram vajrapitham avadhiiti niranjand.20 

§33 om kara kara pracande hum hiim phat: Both z-stem and tf-stem femi
nine nouns appear in this mantra with the suffix -ye. The dative inflexion 
-iye is discussed in n. 432. A l l feminine proper nouns are unemended here. 

§34 etac ca gurupadesdd boddhavyam^*darsitam: This is omitted in the 
Tibetan text. The Tibetan text transcribes all mantras with the distinction 
commented upon by the author here: hum hum phat (as noted in the foot
notes to the edition at §12). The distinction between hum and hum that 
Umapatideva makes here is clearly differentiated in K, but seems to be lost 
in other mss. N is small and faint but seems to read hum hum. D also reads 
hum hum. Umapatideva's statement is also not borne out in other sources 
examined for this book. A scriptural parallel for the key to the mantras is 
cited in another GSS sadhana extracted from the A D U T , in which the 
mss. supply a long vowel in hum (GSS7 K43V4-5): pranavam ndmasam-
yuktam humhumphatkdrasamyutam. 

v.6o dkrdntakamtrayodbhuta...: Sanderson (1998: personal communica
tion) notes that although our Tibetan witnessess prescribe ah, Stein records 
a different Tibetan tradition that supports kam (1976-77, p. 533: Puis trois 
tetes humaines issues de ka servent depierres du foyer); Sanderson adds that 
the reading kam is supported in the Sanskrit by the Kriydsamuccaya (SP 
405.1: kamjatriculikam dhydydt tadurdhva<m> prthubhdjanam d<h>kdra-
bijasambhutam). Therefore, this is probably the better reading. 

Our Tibetan witnesses are following a Sanskrit tradition attested by the 
ritual texts related to GSS11 and GSS5 (Sed p. 1357, K22V6): pascdd 
amrtdsvddanam kurydt. yamkdrena vdyumandalam tadupariramkdrajdgni-
mandalam. tatra s'ukla-dhkdrajam s'uklapadmabhdjanam mundatrayakrta<m> 
cullikdvasthitam; also Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 56 11. 25-26): tatra purato 
yamkdrena vdyumandalam tadupari ramkdrajdgnimandalam tatra sukla-
dhkdrajamuridatritayaknacullikdmdham suklapadmabhdjanam. • yam] em.; 
yam Finot • ram] em.; Finot ram; SM251 (p. 494): yamkdraparinatam 
vdyumandalam tadupari rephaparinatam agnimandalam tadupari rakta-

20 niranjand] em.; niranjandm K. 
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dhkdrajam padmabhajanam. Different syllables altogether are given in the 
VA om ah hum {Amrtasddhanam SP f.nov): tatrayamjavdyiipari ramjdgnau 
d<h>kdrajasubhrdbjabhdjanam omdhhumjatrimundastha<m>. 

v.6iff. omdditi-^bijdni: Omitted in the Tibetan translation. The seed-syllable 
for Vairocana (bumlvum) must have dropped out of the set in the Sanskrit 
since ten syllables are required. It is also absent from the parallel texts (GSS5 
Sed p. 1359, K23ri, and Finot 1934: 57). However, it is present in other texts, 
e.g., GSS16 (K8ir6) and SM251 (p. 494) cited in notes to chapter 3. 

§36 jvdldmudrd: The GSS mss. read jdldmudrd, along with the majority 
of Cakrasamvara/Vajrayogini texts. As stated (ch. 3), this is something of 
a hybrid between jvdld°and jdla°. The former (jvdldmudrd) is the version 
attested in Abhayakaragupta's Sdmvarikah Sdrvabhautikabalividhi in the VA 
(SP f. I23r4): laldtopari jvdldmudrdm krtvdpheditisdtopam trir uccdrya..., 
and is that transmitted into the Tibetan tradition. However, it appears 
only once in the GSS (GSS35), as shown in the (unemended) citations in 
notes to chapter 3. 

§36 <om> anyonydnugatdh sarvadharmdh: The om is omitted in all GSS11 
mss. but included in the Tibetan translation (p. 45.3). It also appears in the 
Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 57) and GSS5 (Sed p. 143'0, K ^ r j ) where the 
mantra is given in a slighdy different form (om anyonydnugatdh sarvadharmd 
atyantdnupravistdh sarvadharmd hiim). In other texts, (e.g., GSS4) the more 
common mantra appears (om yogasuddhdh sarvadharmdh yogasuddho 'ham), 
while other halt rituals omit the mantra altogether (e.g., GSS31, GSS35). 

§36 amrtabhdndam avasthdpya dhydtvd vd (conj.): The missing alternative 
verbal action is found in parallel texts cited ch. 5, e.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 14312, 
K29V1): tad amrtabhdndam avasthdpya dhydtvd vd*=Cakrasamvarabalividhi 
(Finot 1934: 57): tad amrtabhdndam avasthdpya dhydtvd ca; Sdmvarikah 
sdrvabhautikabalividhi (VA SP f.i23r-v): amrtabhdndam dropya dhydtvd vd. 

§36 humbhava vajrajihvdndm: The tongue is often described as white; cf. 
the parallel passages in GSS5 (Sed p. 143'7, K29V3): humbhavas'uklavajra-
jihvdndm;1' Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 57): hiimbhavasuklavajrarasandndm 
tricakradevatdndm. Other rites involving the transformation of the tongue 

2 1 jihvdnam] em.; jihvayanamK. 
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vdroccdritena dhaukayet; ¥'mot (1934: 58); GSS16 (K81V4): om vajrdrallibob 
jab hum vam boh vajraddkinyah samayas warn drsya hob. 

The sequence^/* hum vam hob has been discussed in chapter 3. Other 
elements of this mantra also appear in earlier texts, such as samayas warn, 
e.g., Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha (p. 23); Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra 
(p. 152): samayas tvam, (p. 181): drsya boh. The mantra element vajrdralli 
or dralli is obscure. There is no dictionary entry in Sanskrit for the word. 
Sanderson (1998: personal communication) has noted that dralli may be 
derived from Tamil and Malayalam arali meaning "oleander" (Burrow and 
Emeneau 1961. A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary. Oxford: entry 173), 
but that there are also other Dravidian possibilities, namely, Tamil aral 
"to be terrified" {ibid. s.v. entry 2980), and aral, "to burn," "to become 
angry" / arali, "fire" {ibid. s.v. entry 234); drral"power," "wisdom" {ibid. 
s.v. entry 239). 

The word appears in compound in GSSi=GSS2, cited in full in chapter 2 
(p. 53) (K28ov/ov): trikonamandalam ramyam vajrdrallivinihsrtam. Here it 
may be equivalent to padma, and hence the term would mean: "produced 
from [the union of] vajra (penis) and padma (vagina)." Isaacson (1996) has 
shown other instances of the term, including a possibly similar usage in 
Mahasukhavajrapada's commentary to the Canddmahdrosanatantra, in 
which the lord of the mandala is said to have "arisen from the vajrdralli" 
(ms. N A K 3-402 N G M P P B 31/7 f. 6v2). Here its function seems to be that 
of the dharmodayd, as in the Samputatantra ch. 1 (p. 238): ekdrdkrtimadhye 
rasasyaivam yathd bhavati I trikone mandale ramye vajrdralivinismrtam I 
dharmodayeti vikhydtamyositdm bhaga ity api I tasya madhyegatampadmam 
astapatram sakarnikam; cf. Vasantatilakd ch. 9, v.6 (p. 73): vajrdrallau 
padmagatdni pratidaladiksuvidiksu vinirgatdni, in which the commentator 
does not gloss the word and the Tibetan translation transliterates. There is 
a group of Vajrdrallitantras in the tantric canon (e.g., the Rgi-dralli), now 
known only through quotations in surviving literature (Isaacson 1997: per
sonal communication; cf. Bendall 1885: 171). The "A ra //'"tantras appear 
in Bu ston's analysis of the Tibetan canon within the Ye shes rgyud (wisdom 
tantras) within the Samvara (bDe mchog) groupings, that also contain the 
Laghusamvara and the Samvarodayatantra (see Tsuda 1974: 28 and Dawa-
Samdup 1919: 7—8). 

="§41 GSS5 (Sed p. 145'5, K3ir2): bdhyapujdvidhir ucyate. iha bhagavatim 
pujayitukdmah prdtar utthdya yathdvasaram vd vajravairocaniyogavdn 
mantri sucipradese hastam dattvd om sumbha nisumbhetyddimantram uccdrya 
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§46 om ha, nama hi...: The form chosen here is that which follows our 
ms. K most closely, and which seems to represent one tradition (while our 
ms. N follows another in some instances). In all cases but one, GSS11 agrees 
with Luyipada's HA (f. 1IV3): hum hum hoh. Sanderson (1994a n. 88) exam
ines the form of the kavaca syllables with reference to the Tibetan translit
erations and their description in the Cakrasamvaratantra and its Panjikd, 
and these are found to agree with K in all instances except svaha hum, 
which Sanderson reports as svaha hu. He notes (2001: personal communi
cation) that the short vowel u (in hu) is required to fit the sequence ha, hi, 
<hu> he ho, ham. Sanderson adds, "These vowels (a, i, u, e, i, with the syl
lable am) are known in the Saiva technical terminology of mantras'dstra as 
the "five shorts" (hrasva-). They are used to form the five "face mantras" 
of any miilamantra, when they are substituted for the vowel of the seed-
syllable (bijam). In the light of this, the presence of the syllable hum in our 
texts (in svaha hum) "is evidently the result of a scribe's error, a substitu
tion of the common for the exceptional." 

The Y S C T (A4J4-5) represents a different tradition, however, and its 
variants are shown here in table 26, followed by variants from other texts 
(including mss. of SM251 and KalfFs mss. of the A D U T , pp. 286-87 a n d 
p. 301): 

Table 26. Variants in Cakrasamvara armor syllables 

GSSn YSCT 
ms. A/ch. 7, v.2 

other variants 

om ha om hah om hum, om horn 

nama hi namah hih nama hih, nama hri 

svaha hum svaha hiim svaha hit 

vausat he vausat he vausat 1 vausat hem 

hum hum ho hum hiim horn hum hiim ho 

phat ham phat phat ham 

=§47 GSS5 cont. (Sed p.1474, K32V1): tatah karagatdn prthivyaptejo-
vdyvdkdsadhdtun pdtanimdrani-dkarsaninartesvaripadmajvdlinisvabhdvdn 
adhimuhcet.^ tatas tatkaragatdni bijdksardni dravadravyena^ mraksayitvd 

48 tatah-* adhimuncet] GSS5; this appears at the start of the rite in Finot. It is omit
ted altogether in GSS11. 

49 dravadravyena] GSS5; dravadravydni Finot. 
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GSS5 cont. (Sed p.1488, K33V2): om ah ucchistavajra6" adhitisthemam 
balim hiim svaha. sunyatdkarunddvayatraidhdtukacakrdkdrajndnavabnau tu 
yathopadesam skandhddindhanadahandn niruttarahomah. sdntikapaustikddi-
bdhyahomas tu homavidhau karmdnurupavihitakundakusumasamidha-
sosanddikam anusrtya vidhayo vistarabhaydn na likhitdh. evam tdvat 
pujdbalividhdnddisametam vistarena bhagavatyd bhdvandmandalam 
nirdistam. 

iddnim—*w. 70—77: Omitted in Tibetan text. 

v.70 karankakdkhyam ca subhisanam ca: For the textual sources referred to 
here, see chapter 3. Various names are given for the western and southern 
cremation grounds in these sources, and there is some confusion between 
them. For the western cremation grounds, texts give Vajrajvalakula-
karahkaka, Jvalakulakarahkaka, Karahkaka, and Jvalakula. For the south
ern cremation grounds, they may give Subhisana or Vibhisana, or omit 
Subhisana/Vibhisana altogether and split the compound for the western 
cremation grounds, to give Karahkaka (west) and Jvalakula (south). More 
textual research is needed to solve the problem, which may have arisen 
because both jvalakula and subhisana/vibhisana are possible qualifications 
of the proper nouns that designate the cremation grounds. From the 
sources examined so far, the names Jvalakulakarahkaka (west) and 
Vibhisana (south) are the most common (perhaps corroborated by the 
inclusion in this western cremation ground of the asokalkankeli tree, whose 
flaming red flowers also suggest a motif of flame), e.g., S U T ch. 17, v. 36cd: 
candogram gahvaram caiva vajrajvdldkararikinam, which suggests Vajrajvala 
west and Karankin south, although the text should read a dual 
(... vajrajvdldkarankini). GSS16, although corrupt, seems to cite the SUT 
text (i7_36cd) but, confusingly, adds Vibhisana in what may have once 
been an insertion or qualifying gloss (GSS16 K76V6): candogra<m> gahva
ram caiva vajrajvdldkarankakah. vibhisanam ca piirvddidiksu vdmena 
samsthitam. GSS34 (Kii3r5) gives Jvalakula west and Karahkaka south. The 
Adbhutasmasdndlamkdra (reported by Meisezahl 1980:19) gives Karahkakin 
west and Vibhisana south. Luyipada's Smas'dnavidhi (v. 8) gives 
Jvalakulakarahkaka west and (v. 10) Vibhisana south. Cf. K. Gyatso (1999: 
120-22). This is possibly corrupt, since the verse with the compound 

ucchistavajrd] corr.; utsistavajra K. 
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Jvalakulakarahkaka actually omits the name of the protector, Varuna (v.8): 
pracydm pddapo 's'oko jvdldkulakarankake I svetah saptaphanah past 
makarasthah kapdladhrk.m 

69 Finot takes the qualification "having a noose," pail, in the third pdda to indicate 
the proper name of a god Pasin = Varuna. Meisezafil notes that this is not the 
reading in the Tibetan, but he still translates past as "Varuna" on the basis of de 
Mailman's identification of the noose-bearing god Pasin as Varuna in the 
Mahdbharata (1980: 42 n. 33). 



Insignificant Variants 

A variant is judged "insignificant" when it is suggestive of scribal practice 
or scribal error rather than a separate manuscript lineage. (Variants in proper 
nouns are shown in the apparatus, however, except those showing faulty 
declensions.) 

Typical examples of insignificant variants: 

In all mss.: 

• scribal errors such as dittography or metathesis, e.g., yadakdrt] K, N; day 
akdriD (meta.) 

• some omission of anusvdra or visarga, e.g., sthdnam] N; sthdna K, D 
• omission of "r," e.g., sarva] N, D; sava K 
• "invisible" virdma, e.g., vidadhita] N; vidadhitK, D 
• some corrections to samdhi, e.g., phat.} corr.; phadcodd. 
• confusion between sibilants, e.g., sarpisi\ em.; sarpisi codd. 
• confusion between i/I, u/u, e.g., °vdrdht\ K, N; vdrdhiD 
• lacuna, or confusion in the source-text of a ms. that makes no difference 

to the reading, e.g., surdbhaksi] K, D; surd - bhaksiN 
• intentional lacunae or decoration dividing sections of the text, e.g., - ® 

- K ; -7-N. 
• additions or corrections by the first or second scribe in K that have been 

preserved in transmission, e.g., etasya] codd., Kpc; (e)tasya K(add2) 
• regular orthographical "mistakes," e.g., nairtya (codd.) for nairrtya; datvd 

(codd.) for dattvd; satva- (codd.) for sattva-. 

In ms. D: 

' haphazard addition and omission of strokes of the aksara producing long 
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Appendix: Summary of Sadhanas 
in the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 

The following summary of the contents of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld 
(GSS) provides a brief description of each sadhana and notes witnesses and 
publications where I am aware of them. I also give the reference to the work 
in BBK. A list of contents of the GSS (with citations) may also be found 
in Dhih I (Review of Rare Buddhist Texts, Sarnath: 7-41). For references 
to further discussions of the sadhanas, see the index. 

GSSI Vajrayoginimukhdgama (Oral Transmission ofVajrayogini) by 
Indrabhiiti1 

The sadhana begins with a benedictory s'loka and proceeds with the prepa
rations upon rising, including a mantra bath (mantrasndnam). The empti
ness mantras follow, and the sudden self-generation of ardhaparyarika-pose 
Vajravarahi at the navel. Her mantra is visualized whirling and blazing in 
her sex and is supplied in a mantra extraction (mantroddhdrah). This is fol
lowed by an external worship (parvapujd) and ten traditional frame verses 
on the topics of secrecy, transgressive discipline, Yogacara metaphysics, the 
success of the practice, and the guru. The bulk of this text (up to and includ
ing the mantra extraction, but excepting the concluding worship and frame-
verses) is the same as the Vajravdrdhisddhana (GSS2) by Luyipada. The 
only commentarial text in the collection (GSS40) is a loose collection of 

1 Witnesses: GSS K (the foliation in K is f. 279VI -» f. 27ir-v -* f. 80 -» f. 415), 
Nin—3VI, DIVI—3V6; cf. GSS2; Yum skor in which Sahara is given as the author 
(Toh 1545, Ota 2253, BBK: 275); sri-Vajrayoginirahasya-karndkarnamukhdmukha 
IASWR MBB-III-13 (BBK: 282). Tokyo University Library 307 ("Mrtasuga-
tiniyojana and Other Texts"); this ms. attributes the work to Srls'abarapada, as 
does the Tibetan translation above. 

355 
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glosses upon Indrabhuti's text, including his parvapujd and final verses. 
The work probably owes its title to its emphasis upon the role of the trans
mission lineage in the opening verse (K279V1) and the concluding line 
(K4T4): srivajrayoginirahasyam karndt karnam mukhdn mukham. 

GSS2 Vajravdrdhisddhana by Luyipada2 

The text is nearly identical to GSSi until the end of the mantra extraction. 
The ritual injunctions then include a puja and the offering of transgressive 
substances to a two-armed, dlidha-stz.nct Vajravarahi. The sadhana ends 
with the promise of siddhi, and external food offerings as the bali. 

GSS3 Vajravdrdhisddhana by Advayavajra1 

The work begins with the standard preliminaries and bodhisattva prepa
rations. Following the emptiness mantras, the cosmos is visualized with 
Meru and the temple palace, and the circle of protection is installed. The 
self-generation through the sequence of awakenings is of a two-armed, 
pratydlidha-st2.nct Vajravarahi within the fivefold mandala. The following 
prescriptions include the entry of the knowledge circle, armoring, mantras, 
and a concluding bali. GSS3 is almost identical to GSS31, except that the 
latter has an extended bali section. 

GSS4 Samksiptavajravdrdhisddhana (Brief Vajravarahi Sadhana) by 
Vildsavajra(?)4 

Brief prescriptions cover the preliminaries, bodhisattva preparations, awak
enings, visualization of the cremation grounds, and the self-generation in 
that place of a two-armed pratydlidha-stance Vajravarahi. After worship, 
the yogin-as-goddess puts on the armor with the armoring mantras, sum-

2 Witnesses: GSS K (the foliation in K is f. 4x5 -» f. 4V -» f. o.r-v —» f. nr-v7), 
N3V2-5V3, D3v6-6r7; cf. GSSi. Two authors in the GSS refer to Luyipada: (1) 
Sakyaraksita in the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5 Sed p.139", K26r4; see ch. 1); and 
(2) Dhyayipada, who refers three times to Luyipada as the source of the teaching 
(GSS34 KIIIVI, Kii5r6, K116V4). Toh. / Ota. - ? 

3 Witnesses: GSS Kuv7-i3r6, N5V3-6V5, D617-7V4 •» SM217; cf. GSS31. Yum skor 
(BBK: 273-74); Toh 3607, Ota 4429 (SS, B B K : 273-74,463). Edition of the San
skrit text by Meisezahl (1967,1980, with Tibetan text) and Finot (1934: 59-61). 

4 Witnesses: GSS Ki3r6-i4vi, N6V5-7v4, d7v4-8V4 = SM226; Jvalavali 10; Toh 
3300; Ota 4122 - 5130 (SS, B B K : 465); Jvalavali 10 (BBK: 493, but erroneously 
recorded as SM3, instead of SM226.); cf. GSS29 - SM227. For authorship, see 
GSS29 below. 

http://dlidha-stz.nct
http://pratydlidha-st2.nct
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mons deities, and offers bali with the bali mantra. The heart and auxiliary-

heart mantras are followed by a concluding yogic meditation. See GSS29 

below in this list for parallels. 

GSS 5 Abhisamayamanjari' (Flower Cluster of the Method of Realization) 

by Sakyaraksita'' 

The sadhana falls into two main parts. The first portion (K14VI-K33V5) 

describes the entire practice for the self-generation of the thirty-seven-fold 

mandala, from its preliminary prodedures to its closing rites. This includes: 

preliminaries, purification of speech (vagvisuddhih) and skandhas (skandha-

visuddhih), bodhisattva preparations, visualization of the cosmos with 

Mount Meru and temple palace, circle of protection, self-generation with 

awakenings of two-armed alidha-stznct Vajravarahi within a thirty-seven-

deity mandala, armoring, entry of knowledge circle, consecration, tasting 

5 Witnesses: GSS Ki4vi-39r2, N7v4-25r6, D8v4-28r8. Toh. 1582. Ota. 2294. A 
Sarnath edition (Sed) of the text (attributed to Subhakaragupta) has been pub
lished in Dhih (no. 13 1992: 123-154), and again as a separate booklet with a 
Tibetan edition in the Rare Buddhist Text Series no. 11,1993. References to the 
1992 edition are given in citations in this book, but without noting variants, as 
our manuscript K is the oldest and most reliable witness. The Sarnath edition is 
based on four Sanskrit manuscripts, as follows: the Guhyasamayasddhana-
samgraha (Microfilm Catalog of the Buddhist Mss. Nepal 1981. p.no); Wthe 
Ddkiniguhyasamyasddhanamdldtantrardja (a photocopy of a manuscript related 
to our ms. D); T the Guhyasamayasamgraha (our ms. N); a n d ^ the Abhisamaya
manjari (IASWR, MBB11-243) described as prdcina newdri. There are many por
tions of text in GSS5 that are found in similar or identical form in other sadhanas 
of the GSS and S M , listed as appropriate elsewhere in this book. 

6 Mss. K, N, and D all refer to the author as Sakyaraksita (K39r2). The same 
colophon appears in the Nepali paper ms. (Sed ms. ) but reading "Santaraksita," 
while the colophon to Sed (p. 154) reads "Subhakaragupta," although the source 
of this reading is unclear. According to BBK (p. 279), different mss. of the 
Tattvajfidnasamsiddhi attribute the work to Santaraksita and Subhakaragupta. 
The antiquity of the GSS manuscript K supports the authorship of Sakyaraksita. 
Moreover, Sakyaraksita states that his guru was Abhayakaragupta (see ch. 1), while 
Subhakaragupta was a scholar associated with Jagaddala at the end of the twelfth 
century just before its destruction (Dutt 1962: 378), and probably too young to 
have been Abhayakaragupta's pupil. Similarly, Santaraksita, the famous abbot of 
bSam yas in the latter eighth century is too early to be associated with Abhaya
karagupta. (For the dating of Santaraksita, see Snellgrove 1987: 366 and 43off., 
Dowman 1985: 233, Dhih on Tattvasamgraha no. 11, pp. 146-57, including notes 
in Hindi upon his authorship, and accounts of his reputed guru, Viriipa.) 
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GSS8 Vajravdrdhyd Gopyahomavidhih'0 (Secret Oblation Rite of 
Vajravarahi) 

gss8 includes oblations and mantras for black-magic rites of subordina
tion, attraction, inciting hatred in a named person, and stunning; it also 
includes desiderative oblations for prosperity and increase of wealth. 

GSSO Vajrayoginisddhana (lineage of Virupa?)u 

This is a short form of a TrikayavajrayoginI sadhana but without reference 
to a severed head. The text includes self-generation in a red dharmodayd, 
mention of two attendants flanking the central goddess, and offerings to 
the center, front, behind, and center again. Apart from a couple of minor 
variants, the text of gss9 is identical to that of gss30, except that gss9 
describes the two attendant goddesses as dakinis, where gss30 appears to 
intend s'aktis (s'aktidvayam] conj.; sdntadvayam K, sdktadvayam N) . The 
same text, under the same tide, in appears in the Sddhanamdld (sm234=gss9) 
following the "dakini" recension. The central goddess may be a red form 
of the severed-head Vajrayoginl. 

GSSIO Guhyavajravildsinisddhana by Sabard1 (Sadhana of Secret 
Vajravildsini) 

A lengthy sadhana of 152 predominantly s'loka verses (verse numbers are 
editorial), prescribing erotico-yogic techniques to be practiced on the basis 
of the self-visualization of VajravilasinI and her consort Padmanartesvara 
in the lovely mountainous setting of Manobhahga and Cittavis'rama. After 
a vasantatilakd verse of homage to Lokanatha (v. 1), and a sdrdulavikridita 
verse of homage to VajravilasinI (v. 2), Sahara states that he speaks the fol
lowing (s'loka) verses through the power of Lokanatha (v. 3). The body of 
the text is as follows: w. 4-7 describe the bejeweled mountainous setting 
of Manobhahga and Cittavis'rama where guru Karuna taught [the sadhana 
of] Vilasini, and where "I practiced it with [my consort] Sabari"; w. 8-10 
guarantee siddhis including mahamudra; w. 11-16 list those whose physi
cal and ethical qualities disqualify them from practice, and those who qual-

10 Witnesses: GSS K44n-44v5; N has missing folios until the final lines of the 
sadhana (f. 301-2), D31V6 omits the sadhana. Toh/Ota.-? 

11 Witnesses: GSS K44v5-45r6, N30r2-30V2, D3iv6-32r7;«»GSS30~SM234. For 
authorship, see Nihom (1992: 226). Toh./Ota.-? 

12 Witnesses: GSS K45r5-53V4, N30V2-36V7, D32r7-39r2; Jvalavali no. 2 (BBK: 
493); Dhih no. 17 pp.5-17. Toh./Ota.-? 
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ify; w. 17-24 prescribe preliminaries: the site of a fragrant cave or glade in 
which the sadhaka and consort wash themselves, rub their bodies with fra
grant flowers, put on eye liner and hair oil, adorn their naked bodies so that 
they resemble Padmanartes'vara and his consort, and then make love as 
long as the mind is not disturbed; w. 25-29 give times for the worship of 
the goddess (four times per month, etc.), to be done in a well-lit place so 
that the details of the body are illuminated, abandoning negative states, shy
ness, or inhibition for the attainment of mahamudra; w. 30-32 prescribe 
the positioning of the sadhaka with his consort modeled on the poses of 
the deities; w. 33-36 prescribe preparatory rites: the yogin draws a circle 
on his consort's dharmodayd-yantra using saffron and red-sandal, and 
within that, a dharmodayd triangle enscribed with the [five-syllabled] mantra 
(to be taught in the mantra extraction below), he then offers a flower, prac
tices the four brahmavihdras, and meditates on emptiness; w. 37-38 pre
scribe the armoring with the five-syllabled mantra on the sadhaka's body; 
w. 38-45 give the visualization of a blazing dharmodayd into which the 
whole world is seen to dissolve; w. 46—53 prescribe the visualization of the 
sadhaka's consort as VajravilasinI in sexual play; w. 54-62 prescribe the 
visualization of the sadhaka as Padmanartes'vara in sexual play; w. 63—64 
describe the fusion of the three worlds into an ocean of blood, with the 
sadhaka playing with the goddess in the center in the bliss of great passion; 
w. 65—66 give the consecration of the self-generated couple; w. 67—73 
detail the rites of worship, i.e., worship of the mandala (while uttering the 
mantra and the goddess's name), of the gw^ytf-mandala with flowers, fruit, 
etc., of the sadhaka's own penis (which has been fondled and is erect, 
svakiyam kulis'am ... Idlitonnatam), of the goddess' mantra, and of the parts 
of the consort's and the sadhaka's own body by waving incense; w. 74-79 
describe how the couple offer betel, etc., and recite loving verses to each 
other; w. 80-92 prescribe the embrace and practice of the navapuspi (nine 
kinds of sexual play) with the arising of sahajananda;w. 93-95 describe the 
pervasion of the world with rays (from lovemaking) and the propitiation 
of deities with sexual fluid (golakam); w.96-100 give an explicit descrip
tion of the lovemaking, which is accompanied by the yogin's visualization 
that he plays with the goddess Vilasini; this includes a yogic meditation of 
his body as empty; w. 102-9 describe the pendulum recitation (doldjdpah), 
a yogic meditation in which the couple is in union, each imagining the five 
blazing syllables of Vilasini's mantra circulating through their bodies. The 
syllables start on the vidyd's sex, enter the male via his penis, exit through 
his nostril, enter the vidydv'iz her nostril and again pass into her sex. The 
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mantra is recited up to five hundred times as it revolves through the bod
ies united in lovemaking. The recitation results in the fusion of ndda and 
bindu; it is followed by a repeated "mutual sucking" of the male and female 
sex; w. 110—18 prescribe the visualization of the "fusion of the identities" 
of the couple and the entire world in the lovemaking (dtmamelakah) with 
the result that the defilements are cut off, all kles'as are burnt up, and every
thing is dissolved into the ocean of awakening with the end of conceptu
alization; w. 119-20 describe how the female consort does the practice on 
the yogin, making the mandala on his penis and practicing the meditation 
and mantra recitation as described; w. 121-22 enjoin that the couple abide 
outside this meditation as Nartes'vara and Vilasini and recite the mantra; 
w. 115—28 give prescriptions for practice when no male/female consort is 
available; w. 129-37 give the mantroddhdra for the five-syllabled mantra (em 
nlim rim rum blim) and the bali mantra to be recited while making the bali 
offering; w. 138-51 comprise various frame verses praising the practice, 
guaranteeing mahamudra in twelve years, warning against undertaking the 
practice with illicit passion, prescribing secrecy, naming the teachers of the 
practice as Lokanatha (v. 146) and Karuna (v. 147), and advocating passion 
to destroy passion; v. 152 is a benediction, and is followed by the colophon. 

GSSII Vajravdrdhisddhana by Umapatideva" 

See chapter 3 for a study of the sadhana and above for an edition and trans
lation, with textual notes. 

13 Witnesses: GSS K53v4-7in (Bodleian reference: ms. Sansk c.16 (R)), N36V7-
50V2, D39r3~52v8; Toh 1581, Ota 2292, NCD292 (BBK: 279, 287); cf. Toh 1584, 
Ota. 2293. 

The author's name in the Tibetan is transliterated as "Umapatidatta (BBK: 
279): s'ri U ma pa ti dattahi shabs. The Tibetan colophon to GSS11 (Toh 1581/Ota 
2292, N (T) 292. Bodleian Tibetan blockbooks a.68, vol. 24, pp. 32-49) states that 
the sadhana was translated by Vagis'varagupta with Locchava (Lo tsa ba) Chos rab 
(i.e., Rwa Chos rab), and written by "One who has the lineage of the instructions 
of Virupa, s'ri Umapatidatta" (p. 49.7). The only other work known to be by this 
author is Umapatidatta's Vajrayogini mandalavidhi-ndma (Toh. 1581, Bodleian 
Tibetan blockbooks a.68, vol. 24, pp. 96-135), translated by the same translators. 
In total, Rwa Chos rab translated two texts in the bKY 'gyur and ten in the bsTan 
'gyur. Vagis'varagupta translated a total of four texts with Rwa Chos rab, includ
ing the two by Umapatidatta. 
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GSS12 Oddiydnavinirgatavajrayoginisddhanau (Vajrayogini Sadhana 
from Oddiydna) 

The text starts with the visualization of the cosmos with Mount Sumeru 
and is followed by the self-generation of the red two-armed Vajravarahi in 
urdhvapdda pose in the center of the fivefold mandala. It supplies heart and 
auxiliary-heart mantras (although SM225 gives only the latter). GSS12 
(Kyrvi) and SM225 both share pddas from the textual tradition of the YSCT 
(SM225 p. 469, ddkinim tu tatha Idmdm... cf. GSS11 v. 38a, with Textual 
Note). The a-padafrom GSS12 (Kyi r6 : tarjayantidis'ah sarvddustatarjana-
vajrikd) is also attested in the visualization of warrior-stance Vajravarahi 
(GSS4 K13V2, reading accusatives). 

GSS13 Vajrayoginimatena Gopyahomavidhi (Secret Oblation Rite 
According to the System of Vajrayogini) by Buddhadatta^ 

The text prescribes the generation of a red fire deity from ram in a trian
gular fire pit (he is four-armed, making the "fearless gesture" (abhaya-
mudrd), and holding a pitcher, a firebrand, and a rosary; he is then merged 
with the knowledge deity. There follow oblations of transgressive sub
stances, the recitation of mantras, and the worship of Vajrayogini with her 
mandala retinue in the center of the fire. The text explains the different sub
stances to be offered for rites of different kinds and concludes with the 
mandala cakra entering the practitioner's body, bali offerings, a supreme 
worship (lokottarapujd), and the request for siddhi. Two frame verses guar
antee siddhi and mahamudra. 

GSS14 Pradipdhutividhi (Gloriousfly Elucidated] Oblation Rite) by 
Indrabhuti)'6 

The thirty-seven (unnumbered) verses are ascribed in the colophon to 

14 Witnesses: GSS K7iri-7iv2, N50v3-5ir3, D52v8-53r8«»Srvi225 (iri-Odiydnavajra-
pithavinirgata-urddhvapddavajravdrdhisddhana);Tori 3299, Ota4i2i»»5i29 (BBK: 
465); cf. GSS5 (Sed p.148", K33v6-34r). 

15 Witnesses: GSS K7iv2-72r6, N5ir3-5iv4, Dj3r8-54r2; Toh 1556, Ota 2264 (BBK: 
278). This is the sixth of the Six Texts ofVajravdrdhi. A passage in the Blue Annals 
(PP- 393-97) describes how Buddhadatta came to compose the sri-Vajrayogini-
homavidhi. A layman receives initiation of Paindapatika and then requests that 
he write down the in- Tattvajndnasiddhi, the Sawarthasiddhi-sadhana-ndma, and 
the sri-Vajrayoginihomavidhi. The guru refuses, but permits his nephew Buddha
datta to write down the Vajrayoginihomavidhi. 

!6 Witnesses: GSS K72r6-74vi, N5iv4-53r7, D54r2-55V5. Toh, Ota.-? 
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Indrabhuti and, in the opening verse, to his lineage (K72r6). There are two 
further references to the doctrine (matam) of "King Indrabhuti" (v. 16 
K73r4, v. 35 K74rj) . The meter is mainly anustubh with two verses in upajdti 
and two in sragdhard. The text describes the preparation of the firepit, its 
shape depending on the rite (v. 5), the drawing down of the knowledge 
deity into the middle of the firepit (v. 6), and the visualization of the fire 
deity as a young man, colored red and mounted on a goat (cf. SM36, where 
a red AvalokitesVara is seated on two rams). The fire deity is seen as four-
armed, making the varadamudrd, with a rosary, a pot (kamandalu), and a 
firebrand (w. 7-8). The following verses enjoin offerings of wood, etc., to 
be made into the fire to the chosen deity (Vajrayogini) in the heart of the 
fire-deity (w. 9-11), also a hand worship (v. 12), the recitation of mantras, 
and various oblations (w. 13-15). The author then comments upon the 
method of the ritual (w. 16-33) a n a concludes with dedications of merit 
(w. 34-37)-

GSS15 Sarvdrthasiddhisddhana (Sadhana for [Gaining] Siddhi in All 
Things) by Advayavajra" 

The text opens with a bali offering and prescribes the generation from hrih 
of a hog-faced wrathful Vajravarahi in the dlidha stance (Vajraghond). This 
is followed by the entry of the knowledge deity and rites of worship for 
Vajrayogini to preside. 

GSS16 Trayodas'dtmikavajraddkinivajravdrdhisddhand* (Sadhana of the 
Thirteenfold Vajraddkini-Vajravdrdhi) (in the lineage of Advaya
vajra?)1'' 

The text opens with seven verses praising Vajravarahi and stating that the 

17 Witnesses: GSS K74VI-75VI, N53r7-54r3, D55v5~56r9; Toh 1552, Ota 2260 (BBK: 
278). This is the second of the Six Texts of Vajravarahi. Cf. GSS18; GSS5 (Sed 
p.149', K34r4). A translation of the self-visualizaton section from the Sarvdrtha
siddhisddhana appears in the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa (Willson and Brauen 2000: 
259), with some slight differences. Another sadhana with a similar name appears 
in the bsTan-'gyur, Vajravdrdhikalpasarvdrthasiddhisddhana (Toh 1578, Ota 
3610). 

18 trayodas'dtmika] D; trayodasdtmikd K, N. 
19 Witnesses: GSS K75vi-82r5, N54r3~59V2, Dj6r9-6iv7. Sanderson (1997: per

sonal communication) notes that the source for this sadhana is A D U T patala 56 
(NGMPP, E 695/3 ff. 220v3-222r3: hrdayamantrakavacau devyd hrdayabhdvand-
patalah). Toh 1595, Ota. 2306. 
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sadhana was taught by the lord in the Laksdbhidhdnatantra, on Mount 
Manobhahga/Cittavisrama. The visualization is of a six-armed warrior-
stance Vajravarahi and her generation from the thirteen syllables of the 
Vajravarahi/Vajrayogini heart mantra. The sequence of the prescriptions 
in the text is as follows: preliminaries (*= GSS3/GSS31) ending with a bodhi
sattva vow, armoring, circle of protection, temple palace (mahdvimdna) 
surrounded by cremation grounds (with a short description of the crema
tion grounds drawing on SUT), visualization of the thirteen-syllabled 
mantra as the thirteenfold mandala, the generation through awakenings of 
Vajravarahi in iconographic form surrounded by Vajradakini goddesses 
produced from syllables, the worship of the goddesses with imaginary offer
ings, entry of knowledge deities, armoring, praise, and bodhisattva vow, 
sevenfold worship with the recitation of flower-offering mantras followed 
by another bodhisattva vow, emptiness mantras with nonabiding, the rep
etition of the installation of the circle of protection and the subsequent 
visualization of Vajravarahi produced suddenly with the mandala retinue 
placed on points on the body, worship, the tasting of nectar, external bali 
offerings, another bodhisattva vow, concluding verses possibly by 
Advayavajra, and dedication of merit. 

This sadhana combines several important themes. In its preparatory 
stages, it describes the cremation grounds in detail, as well as prescribing 
the visualization of a palace (vimdnahlm). The erotic overtones of the 
sadhana may be associated with the fact that the sadhana was supposedly 
taught by the Buddha in the location of Mount Manobhahga and the pavil
ion, Cittavis'rama, a place associated with erotic manifestations of Vajra
yogini. The structure of the sadhana is also unusual. The mandala is first 
produced through an externalization of the thirteen syllables of the deity's 
mantra. This is then intensified by its transformation from mantric to 
iconographic form. The emanation of the iconographic mandala is then 
repeated in a completion-stage practice, by self-generating it "all at once" 
(jhatiti), thus indicating the sadhaka's complete integration of the external 
forms within himself. Finally, the mantra syllables of which the dakini god
desses are representations are placed upon his body in a short body 
mandala, thus internalizing the mandala back into the body of the yogin. 
Every step in this process includes an armoring, and the sadhana therefore 
includes far more armor sections than is normal. This may be related to the 
fact that its central form of six-armed Vajradakini-Vajravarahi seems to 
have emerged from the form of the armor goddess, Vajravarahi. 
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(om siddhih. vidyddharikramabhdvand). It has no colophon (ending sim
ply: iti dmndyah). Since the previous sadhana (GSS21) ends with a typical 
concluding balividhi and colophon, and the text that follows (GSS23) starts 
with an opening salutation, GSS22 is treated here as a separate text. Its 
contents also follow the standard structure of a sadhana except that it begins 
with a yogic emptiness meditation in which the body is dissolved in stages 
into clear light. See chapter 2 for a description of the "mad observance" 
(unmattacaryd) prescribed in the text and for this text's relationship to other 
Sabara-based texts. 

GSS23 Vidyddharivajrayoginydrddhanavidhi (Propitiation Rite of 
Vidyddhari Vajrayogini) according to Sahara27 

The Arddhanavidhi begins with a hagiographical account of Sahara's 
attempts to achieve a vision of the goddess, her eventual appearance to him 
in her mountainous setting, and her promise to teach a method by which 
even lazy practitioners can achieve a vision of her in six months 
(K87ri-88r2). The text then lists eight teachers in the transmission lineage 
(K88r2, cf. *Siddha-Amndya p. 10). Finally, it describes five kinds of rite: 
worship, visualization, subjection, bali offering, and accepting a pupil 
(K88r3: atrapujdbhdvandvas'ikaranabalisisydnugraha itipancaprakdrdh). 

27 Witnesses: K87ri-89v6, N6317-65V3, D65V4-67V8; cf. GSS21, GSS22, GSS10, 
GSS5 Sed p.153", K38n, Toh, Ota.-? Cf. *Siddha-Amndya. Sahara's lineage is 
only named directly in this Vidyadhari text (GSS23), although the rite in GSS22 
is related to the Arddhanavidhi in Sahara's lineage in GSS5. There are also simi
larities with the Guhyavajraviidsinisddhanaby Sahara (GSS10), such as the moun
tainous location, the wish to obtain a vision of the goddess, the goal of siddhi in 
six months, and the focus on mahamudra (also mentioned in GSS22, K86v2). 
GSS10 may also hint at the hagiography in GSS23 in which the sadhaka loses heart 
and decides that the lord's promise must be untrue (cf. GSS10 K5313-4 v. i^y.yadi 
candras tatha suryo bhumau patati siryate I tathdpi lokandthasya nedam vaco mnd 
bhavet). The * Siddha-Amndya is similar in structure to GSS23. It opens with a 
verse hagiography of Advayavajra's life, in the course ofwhich he discovers Sahara 
in the same mountainous location as that described in the GSS Vidyadhari/ 
Guhyavajravilasini texts. After the hagiographical introduction, both texts include 
a succession list and a Vajrayogini-based ritual. This is followed in the longer 
* Siddha-Amndya by another succession list, a repeat of its verse hagiography in 
prose, another succession list, and another Vajrayogini rite. 
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GSS24 Laksmisddhana2" by Laksmi/Laksmirikard?29 

After an opening namaskdra, the text describes preliminary preparations 
and the self-generation of Trikayavajrayogini with attendant goddesses 
Vajravairocani (left) and VajravarnanI (right). An external puja follows, 
with prescriptions for traditional offerings within a drawn mandala accom
panied by offering mantras to the goddesses, to four sites, to the four 
bodies of the Buddha, and ending with the utterance of a tripartite root 
mantra. The number of mantric utterances required for the purvasevd is 
supplied, with the siddhi they achieve. The sadhana ends with a frame 
verse and a concluding bali mantra. This sadhana varies slightly in phras
ing and content from the other Trikayavajrayogini sadhanas in the GSS, 
as in details of the awakenings, more elaborate external offerings, and the 
purvasevd section. Judging by Benard's translation of the Tibetan text (1994: 
74-75), the Sanskrit and Tibetan texts diverge only slightly, e.g., the seed-
syllable brim (GSS24) appears in my bsTan 'gyur edition as hrih. The offer
ings to the mandala are slightly expanded, and a corrupt passage in the 
Sanskrit describing the fruits oijapa is found intact in the Tibetan. 

GSS25 Trikdyavajrayoginisddhana>0 (Sadhana of Triple-Bodied 
Vajrayogini) by Virupa" 

The text covers the self-generation of Trikayavajrayogini with attendant 

28 Witnesses: K89v6-9ir5, N65V3-66V7, D67v8-69r3. This is the second of the Six 
Texts of Vajravarahi (Toh. 1554, Ota. 2262). Cf. Benard (1994: 66 & 79 n. 14). 

29 According to Benard (1994: 66), Laksmi in the title is a reference to the text's 
author, whom she identifies as Laksminkara. The Tibetan translation of the 
Laksmisddhana (GSS24) appears in the bsTan 'gyur as * Chinnamundd Vajra
varahi Sadhana. Its translator bLo ldan shes rab (1059-1109) names the Indian 
author as Srimatidevi. Bernard concludes that since the sadhana is not of the 
deity Laksmi, the title must refer to the author, and that Srimatidevi is therefore 
an epithet of the ninth Laksmi/Laksminkara. Laksminkara's best-known surviv
ing work in Sanskrit is the Advayasiddhi (ed. Mishra 1995). There are nine works 
attributed to her in the Tibetan bsTan 'gyur (listed by Robinson 1979: 306), 
although her fame rests chiefly upon her transmission of the Six Texts of 
Vajravarahi. 

30 "sddhanam] con.; itydtyatrik^avajrayogini(piutcchinmmastd)sda7janamK^2v6{mgi), 
-pitacchinnamastdsddhanam N68r2, ity dryaguhyasamayatantre trikdyavajrayogini-
citacchinnamastdsddhanam D7or7-8. 

31 Witnesses GSS K91T5-92V6, N66v7-68r3, D69r3~7or8. For close witnesses see 
GSS20. Toh. 1555, Ota. 2263 (?). 

See also Nihom's article (1992). The Vajrayogini text that Nihom presents 
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goddesses Vajravairocani (left) and VajravarnanI (right); utterance of the 
tripartite japa mantra; an external puja within a drawn mandala, with offer
ing mantras to the goddesses, to four sites, and to the four bodies of the 
Buddha; the subsequent utterance of the tripartite root mantra and a con
cluding bali mantra (called mulamantrah); and finally, a dedication of merit. 

GSS26 Pinddrthah Sodasaslokds Trikdyavajrayoginydh (Sixteen Praise Verses 
of Triple-Bodied Vajrayogini with Essential Meaning) by Viriipa32 

The text opens with four salutations to (1) the Three Jewels, (2) the guru, 
buddha, and bodhisattvas, (3) the vajravildsinis, and (4) the ten krodhas 
with their consorts. This is followed by a brief bali mantra and two intro
ductory praise verses. The sixteen (unnumbered) verses of the stotra praise 
different aspects of Vajrayogini's inner and outer nature, especially her 
universal aspect as a manifestation of all other goddesses. The stotra ends 
with a praise section of six verses (K94r3-6). 

(from a manuscript belonging to J. Locke) is identifiably our GSS25. According 
to Nihom's edition, Locke's manuscript differs in a few minor points. For exam
ple, there are a handful of variants and scribal errors, the omission of mantra 
units hiim and phat on a couple of occasions, and some differences in the final 
dedicatory verse. One significant difference is the addition in Locke's ms. of heart 
and auxiliary-heart mantras. These appear after the worship section with tripar
tite japa mantra, and before the bali mantra (om vajravairocaniye hiim phat 
hrdayamantrah. om vajrayoginiye upahrdyamantrah omkdrddi-dsvdhdntena pujdyitvd 
purvavad visarjayediti). This is a rather unwelcome addition. No other sadhanas 
in this set mention these mantras, and the auxiliary-heart mantra is, in any case, 
incomplete. It is followed by the phrase used in GSS5 to explain the formulation 
of the mantras with the sites and to finish the visualization (see ch. 2). I suggest 
that Locke's manuscript has become contaminated at this point. Some emenda
tions/corrections to Nihom's edition are desirable in the light of our texts. In 
particular, the flow of blood into Vajrayogini's own head should be from avadhiiti 
(Nihom 1992: 227, 229). Nihom 1992 n. 37 (kabandhdd avadhrtivartmandnihsrtd 
srgdhdrd) should read kabandhdd avadhutivartmand nihsrtd srgdhdrd.... Other 
conclusions reached in the article should also be revised or elaborated upon in 
the light of the evidence presented by the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld. 

32 Witnesses: GSS K92v6~94r6, N68r3-6~9r3, D7or8-7ir9; ed. Dhih (no. 2 1986: 
4-5). Cf. Benard (1994: 74) for an English translation from the edition in Dhih. 
The edition in Dhih omits the opening salutations, bali mantra, and two intro
ductory praise verses and, judging by its distinctive colophon, was based on our 
manuscript D or one related to it. Toh., Ota.—? 
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GSS27 Trikdyavajrayoginistutipranidhdna^ (Praise Contemplation of 
Triple-Bodied Vajrayogini) by VirupaP4 

The opening salutations are identical to GSS26. The text then gives a verse 
description of the iconography of Trikayavajrayogini and her attendents, 
which is followed by verses supplicating the compassionate goddesses to 
help the humble devotee. 

GSS28 Vajrayoginisddhana (incomplete)^ 
The bulk of the sadhana is lost due to five missing folios in K (ff. 96—100). 
The final folio of the work (f. ioir) contains the concluding bali mantra, 
injunctions to practice on auspicious nights, and the colophon. The final 
injunctions are similar to those in other texts that prescribe the visualiza
tion of a warrior-stance Vajrayogini. The sadhana also appears in a group 
of repeated sadhanas. It is not known whether the missing folios included 
one long work or whether other sadhana(s) may have been lost also. 

GSS29 Samksiptavajravdrdhisddhanai6 (Brief Vajravarahi Sadhana) by 
Vilasavajra?7 

The opening verse is almost identical to that in SM226/SM227. The text 
then continues parallel to GSS4=SM2±7 except that it prescribes the dlidha 
stance with the six signs of observance (mudrds) (rather than the pratydlidha 
stance as in GSS4, with no mention of the mudras), and it omits the armor
ing and summoning of deities and bali offering. 

33 trikdyavajrayoginistutipranidhdna] corr.; trikdyavajrayoginydh stutipranidhdnam 
codd. 

34 Witnesses: GSS K94r6-95v6, N69r6-70V2, D71V4-72V7. The author's name has 
been added by a second hand in the oldest manuscript (K95V7) and is included 
in N and D. Toh., Ota.-? 

35 Witnesses: Kio in-2 ; cf. GSS19, GSS5 (Sed p.15113, K36r4), SM236. 
36 Witnesses: GSS Kioir2-io2n, N7or2-7ir4, D72V8-73V2 •= SM227, Jvalavalino. 

11 (Vajravdrdhisddhanakalpa); Toh 3300; Ota 4i22»5i30 (SS, BBK: 465); cf. 
GSS4-SM226. 

37 Tribe (1994) has distinguished Vilasavajra, author of this tantric sadhana, from 
the mid to late eighth-century yogatantra exegete of the same name. A discussion 
of the two authors appears in Tribe's introduction to his doctoral thesis on the 
Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini commentary to the Aryamanjusrindmasamgiti by the 
earlier Vilasavajra (sometimes also called "Lilavajra" and occassionally confused 
with an eleventh-century "Lalitavajra," disciple of Maitripa, Tilopa, and Naropa). 
Tribe records that he was teacher to Buddhajnana/Jnanapada (a pupil of Hari-
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GSS30 Vajrayoginisadhana™ See above, GSSp. 

GSS31 Vajravdrdhisddhana^ 

The work is nearly identical to GSS3 except for an opening namaskdra and 
an additional balipiijd. 

GSS32 Binduciiddmanir nama svddhisthdnakramah 
(Self-Consecration Method Known As the Crest Jewel of the Drop) 
by Sahajdvalokanasamddhivajra*0 

This is the first of three svddhisthdna (self-consecration) method sadhanas 
in the GSS collection (GSS32, GSS33, and GSS34). The set is unusual in 
a number of ways. A l l three sadhanas focus upon the male deity 
Cakrasamvara as well as his consort, Vajrayoginl/Vajravarahl. Both deities 
are visualized as drops (bindus) within the sadhaka's body, which is visu
alized as a skeleton-arch (karankatoranam) located in the midst of the cre
mation grounds. The meditations espoused are often obscure, based on 
the visualization of the deities-as-drops produced from the syllables of the 
salutation (namah s'rivajrayogini): their fusion in yogic meditations is pro
ductive of great bliss. The visualization of iconic forms are sited on/in the 
sexual organs and often involve deities not mentioned elsewhere in the 
Vajrayogini corpus. The vocabulary of the sadhanas shows the influence of 
Hevajratantra systems in some of its citations and terminology, e.g., 
bola=vajra (penis); kakkola=padma (vagina), cf. HT2.3.53ff. Synonyms are 

bhadra, founder of the eponymous Jnanapada tradition of Guhyasamdjatantra 
exegesis in the eighth century), and that he also has a tenuous connection with 
the early Indrabhuti lineage in that he may be linked to the translator rMa Rin 
chen mchog, "known to be one of the first six or seven Tibetans ordained at 
bSam-yas by Santaraksita (779 c.E.)" (ibid.). Another work sometimes attributed 
to the earlier commentator, but which Tribe considers to be more likely that of 
the later author, is the Mahdtilakakrama (Toh 1290). Tribe states that it is "placed 
in the Hevajratantra section of the bsTan-'gyur...concerned with completion 
stage practices." Vilasavajra is hailed as guru by Sahajavalokanasamadhivajra, 
author of the first Svadhisthana text (GSS32). 

38 Witnesses: Ki02ri-i02v2, N7H4-71V4, D73v2-74r2 - GSS9 — SM234. Toh., 
Ota.-? 

39 Witnesses: GSS K102V3-104V5, N71V4-73VI, D74r2-75v8 — GSS3 — SM217, Toh. 
1542, Ota 2287 (BBK: 274), Yum skor (BBK: 273-74). Cf. Toh. 3607, Ota. 4429; 
Meisezahl (1967, 1980). 

40 Witnesses: K104V6-106V5, N73VI-74V7, D75v8-77r8; cf. GSS33, GSS34. 
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often found for mahdsukham (e.g., urusdtam, mahdsdtam, s'arman), as well 
as for Vajrayogini (e.g., Sarustri, Sahajangana, Suruyogini, Paviyogini, 
Vyadhamayogini). The development of the svddhisthdna wing of the 
kdpdlika movement requires further research. Isaacson (in his unpublished 
annotations to the Hevajrasekaprakriyd 1996) explores its textual prove
nance. He refers to the Pancakrama (chapter 3 of Svddhisthdnakrama), 
which provides the backdrop to the yoginltantra practices and to yogini-
tantra exegetes, such as Advayavajra (e.g., in the Advayavajrasamgraha: 
Pancatathdgatamudrdvivarana, Caturmudrdniscaya, and Amanasikdrd-
dhdra), Laksmlhkara (in Advayasiddhi'm Guhyddyastasiddhisamgraha Rare 
Buddhist Texts no. 1, Sarnath, 1987 pp. 162-63), Abhayakaragupta (in 
Buddhakapdlatantra), and Padmavajra (in Guhyasiddhih 4.61). Typical ref
erences to svddhisthdna refer to its completion methodology, its incon
ceivability, and its rejection of ritual, including diksd, homa, mantras, and 
special days for observance.41 Isaacson (1998: personal communication) has 
also pointed to the connection between svddhisthdna practices and the late 
tantric methodology of the Vasantatilakd, which also deals with internal
ized yogic practice (Vasanta/ Heruka as a drop in the heart merges with 
Tilaka/Varahi, a drop in the navel or sex, nirmdnacakra), but whereas the 
Vasantatilaka practices are internal and relate mainly to the movement of 
drops between the heart and navel, the emphasis in the GSS texts is upon 
the locus of the sex organs and the generation of sexual passion, either in 
practice with a consort or imaginally.42 

41 See SUT ch. 21, w. 6ff.; Pancakrama (ch. 3, v. 45): sarvapujamparityajya guru-
pujdm samdrabhet I tena tustena tal labhyam sarvajnajndnam uttamam (also cited 
SUT ch. 33, v. 27); YSCT (ch. 12, v. 1): na raksaniyam na bhaksaniyam na 
mandaleyam, na ca mandalam ca I na mantrajdpo na tapo na homah samdsatas 
cittasamdjarupi; ch. 15 (A7V): ndkdryam vidyate kimcitl ndcintyam vidyate sadd I 
ndbhaksam vidyate kimcit ndvdcyam yac chubhdsubham I... iti samcintya yogdtmd 
sarvamudrdmantravarjitam simhavad vicaret virah sarvdsdparipurakah; Aryadeva's 
Svddhisthdnaprabheda {Dhih vol. 10, pp. 20-24, v- 7): ndtra s'aucam na niyamo 
na tapo na ca duskaram I aduskarair aniyamaih sukhair harsais ca sidhyati. Cf. 
Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra w. 4-5. 

42 In terms of dating such practices, Isaacson (ibid.) notes that Abhayakaragupta was 
aware of the method, and refers to it in his commentary to the Buddhakapdla-
tantra. There is also a reference to vasantatilakd in the Samputodbhavatantra 
(6.2.ifE), here referring to the fusion of two drops (TilalcaVNairatmya in the navel, 
with Vasanta/hiim, the "unsounded syllable" andhatam bijam, in the heart). 
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GSS32 starts with three namaskdra verses. The first lauds the non
discriminatory mind "without rememberance and recollections" (asmrti-
manasikdra); the second salutes the supreme Binduraja; the third 
acknowledges the teacher Vilasavajra. The sadhana is divided into three 
"teachings" (upades'dh). The first upades'a states that in the svddhisthdna-
method practice (svddhisthdnakramayoge), there is no necessity for place, 
time, or purification in rites of the mandala, or for oblation with mantric 
utterances. It prescribes the contemplation of the Binduraja within the 
dharmodayd on the sex organ (nirmdndbjam). The second upades'a pre
scribes the cultivation of passion (anurdgam) in obscure Sanskrit (includ
ing a verse also found in HT1.9.19). The third upades'a describes the 
internalization of sites and places, the generation of Vajravarahi from hum 
in the navel, her contemplation as a bindu moving along the internal chan
nels, her embrace with Heruka, and the bliss (sdtam) of the union of the 
vagina (kakkolah) and penis (bolah). 

GSS33 Paramagambhirakarankatoranakramavajrayoginisddhanasvd-
dhisthdnakrama^ (Self-Consecration Method Vajrayogini Sadhana 
with the Supremely Profound Method of the Skeleton Arch) 

The sadhana is divided into profound (gambhira) expositions of the gen
eration (utpattih) and completion (utpannah) stages, with a teaching 
(uddesah) and a detailed teaching (nirdesah) upon each. 

1. gambhirotpattikrama-uddes'ah: The written syllables sri-va-jra-yo-gi-ni 
produce the shape of a skeleton arch. From the syllables na-ma, the yogin 
visualizes himself in its center as Cakres'a (Cakrasamvara) in union with 
Paviyogini (pavi = vajra). From the sexual yoga arise two throbbing bindus 
that fuse together. This gives rise to the armor goddesses produced from 
syllables s'ri-va-jra-yo, the first called Vyadhamayogini (vyddhdma = vajra), 
with YaminI, Mohani, etc. 

2. gambhirotpattikramanirdes'ah: The divine couple produced from na
ma are seen inside the temple of the skeleton arch. The Cakrasamvara/ 
Vajravarahi mandala of kdpdlika gods surrounding the central deity (called 

43 Witnesses: GSS Kio6v5-nir4, N74V7-78r3, D77r8-8ov9. Toh 1568, Ota. 2276 
"Kankdlatdlasddhana attributed to Darikapa." I thank Dr. Isaacson for noting the 
Tibetan translation (he adds that the Tibetan text is similar to GSS34, but with 
added material at the end, possibly from Toh 1569, which may be a commentary 
on 1568 by Kumarabodhi). 
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here Jndnasdgara) is visualized on the erect penis, which "whirls intensely" 
in the vagina. 

3. utpannakrama-uddes'ah: The syllables na-ma are internalized yogic 
drops; this introduces four yogas that describe the two bindus moving 
through the body creating great bliss (urusdtam, mahdsdtam, s'arman). The 
yogas describe different samddhis, in which Vajrayogini is denoted by syn
onyms (Sarustri, Sahajahgana, Suruyogini, Paviyogini, Vyadhamayogini). 

4. The final section of the sadhana describes a kumdripujd. (It quotes 
Saraha in an apabhramsa verse, part of which appears also in the HT2.4.67.) 

GSS34 ParamagambhiropadesoM Vajrayoginydh Karankatoranakramah 
Svddhisthdnam (Supremely Profound Teaching: Self-Consecration 
As Skeleton-Arch Method of Vajrayogini) by Dhydyipdda^ 

The author acknowledges that the work is written by the grace of Luyipada, 
and through the power of self-consecration (KIIIVI: luyipddaprasddena 
svddhisthdnabalena ca) and later ascribes a bhdvand to Luyipada (Ki±5r6). 
He cites many verses from other sources, referring by name to the s'ri-
Hevajradvikalpardja (Ki±4r3), Sahajanirdesa (K114V2), and Caturmudrdn-
vaya (Kii5r4) (none of which are listed in B B K although a Sahajasiddhi by 
Domblheruka is given on p. 351, and a Caturmudrdniscaya by Nagarjuna 
on pp. 352, 358). He refers also to the Tattvajndnasamsiddhi-svddhistdna-
krama (BBK: 277, now published). The opening sdrdulavikridita verse is a 
homage to Vyadhamas'riyogini. Its (perhaps willfully?) corrupt Sanskrit is 
followed by the author's claim that "To me [what matters is] reliance on 
meaning not reliance on syllables, and similarly, reliance on dharmas, not 
reliance on persons."46 In the choice of a site that follows, there is a sug
gestion of lay involvement (K111V3: svagrhe <vd> vijane nirupadrave vasan). 

44 paramagambhiropades'o] em.; paramagdmbhiropadesa K. 
45 Witnesses: Kinr4-ii8r2, ̂ 813-8314, D8in-86r4. I can find no other reference 

to the author, Dhayipada, who seems to have been a pupil in the lineage of 
Luyipada, as he refers three time to Luyipada as the source of the teaching (GSS34 
KIIIVI, Kii5r6, K116V4). Toh., Ota.-? 

46 GSS34 (Kinr6): arthapratisaranatd mahyam na vyanjanapratisaranata. dharma-
pratisaranatd caiva na pudgalapratisaranatd. • vyanjanapratisaranata] corr.; 
vyanjanapratisaranato K. In fact, this expresses a common idea in Buddhist lit
erature, and references are given by Edgerton q.v. pratisaranalapratisarana, e.g., 
Mahdvyutpatti 1546: arthapratisaranena bhavitavyam na vyanjanapratisaranena, 
"one must rely on the real meaning, not the 'letter,'" etc. 
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In outline, the meditations of the practice are as follows: 
1. The sadhana describes the visualization of the syllables of the obeisance 

na-ma-s'ri and the production from those of the skeleton arch and deities. 
First is visualized the skeleton arch (from na-) surrounded by fearsome cre
mation grounds, the corpse throne with sun disc (from ma-), and the god
dess Vyadhamayogini (from s'ri-). Next comes the teaching on the five 
syllables (pancdksaranirdes'ah) va-jra-yo-gi-ni, which produces the armor 
goddesses (K112V4). 

2. The twenty-four sites are then equated with the skeleton arch visual
ized in the nirmdna lotus, i.e., the vagina (Kii3r3). These are internalized 
(lit: suppressed, nirodhah). 

3. The cremation grounds are also internalized and equated with the 
psychophysical organism in a kind of yogic body mandala (Kii3r5-H4r3). 

4. A yogic meditation induces a deep meditative state (ascribed to a text 
called the Sahajanirdesa, K114V2). 

5. There is an installation (of syllables?) onto the limbs of four goddesses 
equated with the four types of consort (mudrd) (karma-, dharma-, samaya-, 
and mahamudra, K114V5). The meditations and quotes that follow expand 
upon the four mudras, e.g., the Caturmudrdnvaya is cited regarding the 
qualities of the karmamudrd (Ki±5r4). 

6. A six-spoked Cakrasamvara/Vajravarahi mandala is visualized on the 
erect penis and another within the vagina. The central figure is the lord 
under the arch; there follow yogic meditations of union. 

7. Meditations by Luyipada (Kii5r6) equate the cremation ground with 
the eight vijhdnas; the skeleton arch is visualized in their midst with the 
fusion of two bijas in its center productive of "great lust and passion" 
(mahdrdgdnurdga-). There is a reflection on the bindu upon the syllable 
hiim and the union of two bindus. 

8. An explanation follows of the samayamudrd'm which samaya is defined 
as twofold, raksanam, and bhaksanam (Kii6r2; see ch. 3), and each is fur
ther defined as tenfold. Yogic meditations on the ndda are prescribed, pro
ducing the nondual awareness called samayamudrd. 

9. The yogin is to meditate on mahamudra according to the teaching of 
Luyipada (K116V4), with the contemplation of the skeleton as compassion 
and the arch as emptiness, and mahamudra within that. The siddhi of 
mahamudra is attained through yogic meditations. (The text includes a 
citation from the Tattvajndnasamsiddhi K117V2-3.) 
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GSS35 Indrabhutikramena Vajrayoginisddhanam (Vajrayogini Sadhana in 
the Tradition of Indrabhuti) by Vijayavajra47 

The preparations stress the practitioner's assimilation to the form and iden
tity of the deity; they require him to face west, to understand himself to be 
in the "great cemetery, Oddiyana," and to wear red. Following his enjoy
ment of the five nectars and contemplation of the brahmavihdras, he sud
denly takes on the ahamkdra of the deity. The vajra ground is installed, 
followed by emptiness meditations and the visualization of the cosmos 
with Mount Sumeru. A four-armed Vajrayogini is generated internally. 
The knowledge deities are summoned and worshiped with the supreme 
worship and the tasting of nectar (Kii9r2), which is followed by a yogic-
type armoring (of the six cakras and nine orifices with hum, K119V4) and 
a yogic meditation in which mantras are visualized flowing through the 
body, culminating in the nonperception of dharmas. In an external rite, the 
form of the goddess is self-generated suddenly and empowered with an 
armoring (as before, K119V3). The ground is prepared with transgressive 
substances, a mandala is drawn, and offerings made. In this rite, the letters 
of the mantra are drawn counterclockwise on the surface of a mirror with 
vermilion powder, and the knowledge form is drawn into it. There follow 
rites performed with the left hand (Kii9v6-i2or), namely, the hand wor
ship, tasting of nectar, and ^//offerings, followed by praise, the bodhisattva 
vow, and a dedication of merit. Two short rites describe the means of 
accepting a pupil (Ki2or2) and of creating an amulet (Ki20r6-v). 

GSS36 Kurmapatanakramena Vajrayoginisddhana4" (Sadhana of 
Vajrayogini with the Method of the Falling Turtle) 

This form of Vajrayogini is generated in front of the sadhaka inside a dou
ble dharmodayd with the aid of an image of the goddess. She is produced 
through a sequence of awakenings and stands in the "falling-turtle" stance. 
It concludes with a bali ritual. 

47 Witnesses: Kii8r2-i20v3, N83r4-85r4, D86r4-88r4. Toh., Ota.-? 
48 Witnesses: K120V3-121V2, N85r4-85v6, D88r4-88v8. Bhattacarya (SM vol. 2, p. 

cxiv) provides a list of sixteen texts by Sahara in the bsTan gyur, including one 
called Kurmapddasiddhisddhana. This is not among the texts that Robinson lists 
from the bsTan 'gyur by Sahara (1979: 291). Toh. 1560, Ota. 2268; Toh. 1559, Ota. 
2267; cf. Ota. 5134. 
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yogic meditation with drops based on the four consecrations in the Heva-
jra system. It then comments upon theparvapujdand upon the frame verses 
praising transgressive practice. The remaining commentary is upon text 
that is not part of GSSi in this recension of the sadhana. 

GSS41 Vajravdrdhikalpa (Vajravarahi Ritual)H 

A sacrificial rite (ydgakriyd) in the cremation ground in which a wrathful 
form of Vajravarahi is visualized in the fire and is propitiated with ground-
up buffalo meats for the attainment of black-magic siddhis. 

GSS42 Vajrayoginiprandmaikavimsikd (Stotra) (Twenty-One Praise Verses 
for Saluting Vajrayogini)^ 

A twenty-one-verse stotra (verses are numbered in the text) praising 
Vajrayogini: her embodiment of the four blisses, her compassion, her tran
scendent wisdom (in Yogacara terms), and her ability to manifest with 
many different forms, including as the supreme goddess in other religious 
systems (Sakti, Candi, "Vedavati," Kubjika, VaisnavatI, etc., according to 
the different religious systems). 

GSS43 Vajravildsinistotra (Praise ofVajravildsini) by Vibhuticandrd* 
The stotra consists of forty-five (unnumbered) couplets. The meter is not 
dryagiti proper, since the final short syllable must often be read as long to 
make up the full sixteen mdtrds in each pdda; there is some rhyme and 
yamaka. The iconography and character of VajravilasinI are described. 

GSS44 Svddhisthdnakumdritarpanavidhi''7 (The Self-Consecration Rite for 
Propitiating a Virgin) 

After the namaskdra and an expression of the guru's worth, the text is lost. 
Ten folios are missing in K (ff. 129-38), and N and D note the lacuna. It 
seems that one lengthy sadhana is contained in the missing portion. The 
text resumes (Ki39ri) with a description of the outer portion of the thirty-
seven-deity mandala, citing a verse from the Y S C T / S U T group (= GSS11 

54 Witnesses: GSS Ki25r3-i25v5, N88v2-89r2, D9iv4-92r4. Toh., Ota.-? 
55 Witnesses: GSS Ki25v5-i27r2, N89r2-9in, 09214-9314; Ms. "C" (CUL ms. add. 

1697 IV, photocopy); ed. Dhih no. 1 (1986: 1-3). Toh., Ota.-? 
56 Witnesses: GSS Ki27r2-i28v4, N9ir2-9ir6, D93I4-94V2; ed. Dhih no. 1 (1986: 

4-6). Cf. Toh. 1602, Ota. 4681. 
57 Witnesses: GSS K128V5-139V2, N9ir6-9iv7, D94v2-95f4. Toh., Ota.-? 
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• SM224 Vajravdrdhisddbana-'GSSiS. 
• SM225 0diydnavajrapithavinirgata-urdbvapdaavajravdrdbisddbana>°GSSi2. 
• SM226 Samksiptavajravdrdbisddbana^GSS^. 
• SM227 Samksiptavajravdrdhisddhana**GSSz9*>SM22j. 
• SM232 Vajrayoginisddhana (Trikaya-Vajrayoginj)«GSS20«'GSS25. 
• SM233 Vajrayoginisddhana"GSSi% cf. GSS28. 
• SM234 Vajrayoginisddhana~GSS<)=GSS}o. 
• SM235 nandydvarttena siddhasavarapadiyamatavajrayoginydrddhanavidhih" 

GSS5 (K38n- 5 , Sed p. i 53)-GSS22 (K86r6-86); cf. GSS23. 
• SM236 Vajrayoginisddhana*>GSSi<). 
• SM237 vajrayoginyupades'ah. Fragment probably from the end of a sadhana 

describing yogic meditations with recitation of mantra. 
• SM238 vajrayoginyd balividhih=balimantra from GSS25. 

2 Isaacson (2001: personal communication) suggests that the Samvarodayatantra 
was influential chiefly in Nepal, and may even be a Nepalese composition, 
possibly dating from as late as the twelfth century. 

3 Guide to the Nyingma Edition of the sDe-dge bKa'-'gyurlbsTan-'gyur in two 
volumes, July 22,1980 (Berkeley CA: Dharma Publishing). 

4 The Six Texts of Vajravarahi (Phag mo gZhung drug) in the bsTan 'gyur (Toh 
1551-56) comprise the Sri-Tattvajndnasiddhi by Sunyasamddbi (Toh 1551), 
Sarvdrthasiddhisddhana by Avadhutipa (Toh i552=GSSi5), Jndndvesa by 
Sunyasamadhi (Toh 1553), Chinnamunddvajravdrdhisddhana by Srimatidevi 
(Toh I554=GSS24), Chinnamunddsddhana by Virupa (Toh I555=GSS 
25/GSS20), and Sri-Vajrayogini-homavidhiby Buddhadatta (Toh 1556 =GSSi3). 
All six were translated by Varendraruci and bLo ldan shes rab. The transmis
sion of this set is sometimes credited to Sabarisvara/Sabara (Robinson 1979: 
290; Bhattacharya 1928 vol. 2: cxv). However, it is elsewhere attributed either 
to Laksmlnkara (from her brother, Indrabhuti) and her disciple, Virupa, or to 
Kambala (a problem Dowman attempts to solve by suggesting that Kambala 
was Laksmiiikara's guru, 1985: 375). See the Blue Annals (pp. 389-94) for the 
transmission lineage from Indrabhuti and the eventual written composition of 
some of the six texts. 

5 This Tibetan lifestory, translated by Guenther (1963), is by Lha btsun Rin chen 
rnam rgyal (1473—1557) and is entitled mKhas grub kun gyi gtsug rgyan pancben 
na ropa 'i rnam thar ngo mtshar rmad byung. For the transmission from Tilopa, 
see Guenther (ibid.: 44), and for Naropa's famous vision {ibid.: 24-25)- Guenther 
(ibid: xv) dates this biography to the late twelfth century, but more recent schol
arship has shown its author to have been a follower of the "mad lama" (bla ma smyon 
pa), gTsang smyon Heruka (1452-1507), (Samuel 1993:522, citing Gene Smith 
1969: 26-27). For a discussion of the dating of Tilopa and Naropa, see Wylie 1982. 

6 The earliest lifestory by sGam po pa (1079-1153), the Ta'i lo dang ndro'i rnam 
thar, simply describes how a female deity (not identified as Vajrayogini, but 
vaguely as "mother of/from Khada") appears in a dream and persuades him to 
seek Tilopa; only after studying under Tilopa does he enter Nalanda and 
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become a fully fledged pandita. (sGam po pa bSod nams rin-chen 1974:18—30.) 
The other text ascribable to before 1200 is by sGam po pa's nephew's pupil, 
founder of the Tshal pa bKa' brgyud school, Bla ma Zhang (g.Yu bra pa 
brTson grus grags pa, 1123-93). This text appears in Bla ma Zhang's collection 
of life stories entitled Deeds and Lives (mDzad-pa rNam-thar gyi skor, 1972). 
Here, Naropa dreams of many dakinis (again, not specifically Vajrayogini); he 
becomes a pandita, again only after serving as a pupil of Tilopa, but at Vikra-
mas'ila. There is also a life of Naropa accredited to Marpa in the eleventh cen
tury, found within the collection brGyud pa yid bzhin nor bu'i mam par thar 
pa, The Life Stories of the Wish-Fulfilling Jewel Lineage. This collection is con
tained within a sixteenth-century compilation of texts by Byang chub bzang 
po entitled bDe-mchogmKha'-'grosNyan-rgyud(New Delhi: 1973. Reproduced 
from a rare manuscript in the library of Apho Rinpoche (no publisher given)). 
However, this compilation is in fact a later work clearly abbreviated from ear
lier sources (see Roberts 2002: ch. 2). I am indebted to Peter Alan Roberts (per
sonal communication: 2002) for providing this endnote and references, and the 
following details of transmissions within the bKa' brgyud traditions. 

7 There are two editions of dPa' bo's work on the Vajrayogini practice (details 
for which I thank Dr. Sobisch; 2001: personal communication), as follows: 

dPal rye btsun rdo rje mal 'byor ma 'i gsang ba 'i sgrub thabs kyi mam par bshad 
pa zab mo mam 'byed: A Detailed Exegesis of the Esoteric Meditation-Devotional 
Practice (Guhyasddhana) Focusing upon Vajrayogini According to the bKa' brgyud 
pa Tradition. dPa'bo gTsug-lag Phreng-ba of gNas-gnang. Bir: [s.n.], 1974. 1 
v. (unpaged). On boards: Cover title: rDo rje mal 'byor ma'i gsang sgrub kyi 
rnam bshad. Reproduced from a manuscript transcription of an ancient block-
print in the library of Nam mkha' rdo rje (Microfilm no.): Set 2-16. 
LMpj-012066. R-2241-74-901524. 

dPal rje btsun rdo rje mal' byor ma 'i gsang ba 'i sgrub thabs kyi mam bshad pa 
zab mo rnam 'byed: A Detailed Explanation of the Twelve Esoteric Instructions 
on the Guhyasddhana of Vajrayogini Transmitted by Naropa. Rumtek: Dharma 
Cakra Center, 1975. 512 pp.; 9 x 50 cm. Added Tibetan title on boards: dBal 
(sic.) rje btsun rdo mal 'byod (sic.) ma 'i gsang ba V sgrub thabs kyi mam par bshad 
pa zab mo mam 'byedches (sic.) bya ba bzhugsso. Study of Esoteric Teachings Prac
ticed by the Karma Kargyudpa (sic.) Tradition of Tibetan Lamaism. (Microfilm 
no.): Set 3-20. LMpj-012504. SB-2214. LCCN-76-900087. 

8 For example, teachings on the sadhana by Chogyam Trungpa have been pub
lished (1982, 1991, 1999), and Simmer-Brown's exploration of the dakini and 
her description of Vajrayogini (2001: ch. 4) is based mainly upon transmis
sions within the bKa' brgyud and rNying ma schools (ibid.: xii-xix). 

9 I owe this entire paragraph, with notes and references to a full letter written to 
me on the subject by Lama Jampa Thaye (January 15, 2002), whom I sometimes 
cite word for word. This was particularly kind given his reservations about 
bringing esoteric tantric material into the public domain. He points out that 
sources dealing with the topic are almost exclusively in Tibetan. Although this 
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overview is itself extremely condensed, other published references in English 
are far more fleeting; namely, Chogay Trichen's History of the Sakya Tradition 
(Bristol: Ganesha Press, 1983) and Sherab Gyaltsen Amipa's A Waterdrop from 
the Glorious Sea (Rikon, Swizterland: Tibetan Institute, 1976). 

10 The full details of the transmission lineages of these three are found in the lin
eage supplications (rgyud 'debs) attached to the relevant sadhanas. The initia
tions and sadhanas themselves have been published in recent years amongst Sa 
skya pas in India, in a six-volume collection of teachings on Vajrayogini, enti
tled the dPal Idan sa skya pa 'i lugs naro mkha' spyod ma ( skor. They are also 
found in sgrub thabs kun btus, the monumental fourteen volumes of Vajrayana 
teachings collected by Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo ('Jam dbyangs mKhyen 
brtse dbang-po, 1811-1892) and Jamgon Loter Wangpo ('Jam mgon bLo gter 
dbang po, 1847-1914), published some years ago by Dzongsar Institute for 
Advanced Studies, Bir, Kangra, H.P., India. 

11 There is an initiation and sadhana of Vajravarahi found in the "One Hundred 
Sadhanas of Bari" (in vol. 12 of sgrub thabs kun btus), the collection of Vajrayana 
practices brought from India by Bari Lotsava (b. 1040) and transmitted onward 
through Sa chen Kun dga' snying po. 

12 The initiations and sadhanas for these esoteric instructions are located in sgrub 
thabs kun btus. Unlike the two other forms of Vajrayogini and the rest of The 
Thirteen Golden Dharmas, Maitri Khecarl entered the Sa skya tradition with 
Sa chen Kun dga' snying po's son, rje brsun Grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216). 
According to the material on Maitri Khecarl (in dPal Idan sa skya pa V lugs naro 
mkha' spyod ma'i skor vol. 6, p. 203), he received it from one Dar ma Yon ten, 
a disciple of Sum pa Lo tsa wa. One Tibetan publication (with the English title 
A History ofthe Sa-skya-pa Sect of Tibetan Buddhism, by T. G. Dongthog, New 
Delhi, 1977:173), states that he received it directly from Sum pa Lo tsa wa. 

13 Found in volume 2 of dpal Idan sa skya pa z lugs naro mkha' spyod ma z skor. 
14 None of these teachers aims to present a textual analysis of his original sources. 

Indeed, Ngawang Dhargyey (1992:19) notes that in imparting the Sa skya lin
eage teachings, his own teacher, Kyabje Trijang Dorjechang, was often speak
ing from his own experience rather than relying on textual transmissions or 
commentaries. To what extent these works can help throw light on the Indian 
textual tradition studied here is very doubtful. Where I provide citations from 
these works, I do so with caution. This caution is all the more necessary because 
the teachers have tended to compose and edit their works from transcriptions 
of their oral commentaries (Tharchin 1997: Acknowledgments; K. Gyatso 1997: 
ix)—transcriptions made by pupils who themselves may have relied upon a 
translator. Apart from the difficulty in locating the sources used by the teach
ers, it is not always evident how a given translation relates to its explanation, 
as Dr. Sobisch has pointed out, e.g., Tharchin 1997:192. 

15 The appearance of Vajravarahi within rNying ma theology, hagiography, and 
myth is well attested, as in the definitive volumes by Dudjom Rinpoche (1991), 
as well as in many other published works, e.g., Germano and Gyatso (2000: 
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246ff.). Ye shes mtsho rgyal's lifestory (Bod kyi jo mo ye shes mtsho rgyal gyi 
mdzad tshul rnam par thar pa gab pa mngon byung rgyud mangs dri za z glu 

'phrengjhas been translated by Tulku (1983), Dowman (1984), and Changchub 
and Nyingpo (1999). References to Ye shes mtsho rgyal as the principal custo
dian and transmitter of "treasure" texts (gter-ma) abound, e.g., DancingMoon 
in Wateri^ (J. Gyatso 1998: 31-2), Dudjom (1991:581,586-87), Dowman (1984: 
73,121-41), Germano and Gyatso (2000: 244, 248). 

16 Literature on the meditative practice of Ye shes mtsho rgyal/Vajravarahi/Vajra-
yogini is plentiful, e.g., Klein (1995: 139, 144, 147), Patrul (1994: 313), Khyentse 
(1988), Thondup (1983,1992). The Tharpa'i bde lamwas composed by Jam mgon 
Kong sprul bLo gros mtha' yas (1813-99). This is the sngon 'gro of the extremely 
popular treasure cycle dKon mchogspyi dus derived from the treasure revealer, Rig 
'dzin 'Ja 'tshon snying po (1585-1656). Lama Jampa Thaye (to whom I owe this 
information) points out that the chief deity of the cycle is in fact the dakini 
Simhamukha (sic), who is the focus of the yang gsang ("utterly secret") part of the 
generation-stage practices. He writes, "The employment of Vajrayogini in the 
sngon 'gro may reflect the influence of the bKa' brgyud tradition among the 
rNying ma. 'Ja 'tshon sNying po, prior to his activity as a treasure-revealer, was a 
'Brugs pa bKa' brgyud monk and the sngon 'gro itself was formulated later by 'Jam 
mgon Kong sprul, who was of course a Karma bKa' brgyud pa." I also thank Rig-
dzin Shikpo for sending me his outline and explanation of the Thar pa z bde lam. 

17 The full name of the Tibetan text is rDzogs pa chen po sku gsum rang shar las 
thun monggtum mo'i nyams lenye shes me dpung bzhugs so, which the author 
translates into pidgin Sanskrit as Kayasahasarvam trisvayambiirpasya sdmanya-
canddugnibhyd jndjvdla tisma. I thank Dr. Peter Alan Roberts for this infor
mation and for providing me with a copy of his unpublished translation. 

18 Simmer-Brown's (op. cit.) wide-ranging survey includes an interesting analy
sis of the various Western encounters with the subject, in a critique of both the 
Jungian approach {pace Guenther 1963) and feminist models. Apart from 
Herrmann-Pfandt, other feminist writers in the field include Rita Gross (1989, 
'993), Janice Willis (1989), Miranda Shaw (1994), Anne Klein (1995), and June 
Campbell (1996). There is also the synthetic account of Chinnamasta Vajra
yogini from Buddhist and Saiva sources by Elisabeth Anne Benard (1994), and 
studies that touch on the subject from other academic disciplines, such as David 
Gellner's (1992) anthropological work, or Toni Huber's (1999) ethnohistorical 
study of Tsari, a region in Tibet associated with Cakrasarnvara and Vajravarahi. 

*9 The problems of defining tantra in the Buddhist context have been explored 
in recent years, for example by Hodge (1994:58-59). A full overview of the dif
ficulties and how various scholars have attempted to meet them is given in 
Lopez (1996: 78-104), and contributions to the subject continue, e.g., Williams 
and Tribe (2000:196,197 ff.). 

2° The figures for the Tibetan translations are reached by counting the texts in the 
tantric sections of the Tibetan bKa' 'gyur and bsTan 'gyur, both from the Tohoku 
Catalogue of the Derge edition (Toh/D) of 1733, and from the Otani Catalogue 
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of the Beijing Qianlong edition (Ota/Q) of 1717-20. (Figures remain approxi
mate, as there are other editions of the canon that vary slightly, and also manu
script editions that did not undergo revisions and so include texts not found in 
later editions.) The rGyud 'bum section of the bKa' 'gyur (Toh/D 360-845) 
numbers just under five hundred texts, and there are in addition about twenty-
four dharani texts (from the gZungs 'dus section, Toh/D 846—1108) not con
tained here. This means that in all there are about five hundred and ten tantric 
texts in the bKa' 'gyur of the Derge edition. The rGyud section of the bsTan 'gyur 
(Toh/D 1109-3785) includes just under two thousand seven hundred texts. An 
additional tantra collection appears in the Beijing and Narthang bsTan 'gyurs 
(Ota/Q 4604-5183) that contains about five hundred texts over and above those 
found in the Derge bsTan 'gyur. This brings the number of tantric texts in the 
different bsTan 'gyur editions to just under three thousand two hundred. I thank 
Dr. Hermann-Pfandt for this information (2002: personal communication). See 
also Sanderson 1998: 661, and Williams and Tribe 2000:195. 

As for the Sanskrit texts, BBK lists 1,500 Sanskrit tantric texts, although Isaac
son (1998) notes that there are many texts not listed there. Matsunami (1965) 
lists about forty pages of tantric Sanskrit texts. 

21 A portion of the Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini, Vilasavajra's commentary upon the 
Aryamanjus'rindmasamgiti (or Ndmasamgiti), has been edited and translated by 
Tribe in his unpublished doctoral thesis (1994) and discussed in a published 
article (1997: 109-36). For the life of this yogatantra scholar (also known as 
Lilavajra), see Dudjom 1991: 463. 

22 Skorupski (1994: 201 n. 47), for example, notes that the commentators on the 
Samputodbhavatantra, such as Indrabhuti, use the phrase "yoga and yogini 
tantras"; cf. Kriydsamuccaya f. 409: yoginiyogatantresu. 

23 Gellner (1992: 373, n. 5) notes that "veiled and peripheral references to sexual 
rites do occur" rather earlier in the yogatantras, for example in chapter 5 of the 
STTS. Cf. Sanderson I994i: 97 n. 1. 

24 Snellgrove (1959 vol. 1:12-13) dates the Hevajratantra from the latter eighth to 
early ninth century, using the myth of Padmasambhava's connection with King 
Indrabhti. Herrmann-Pfandt (Herrmann 1983) comments that this connection 
is doubtful because the Padmasambhava myth belongs to later rNying ma apolo
getics from the twelfth century. The evidence of Taranatha, who makes the 
eminent commentator Kanha a contemporary of the eminent King Devapala 
(first half of the ninth century; Snellgrove 1959 vol. 1: 14), is likewise untrust
worthy (see Isaacson 2001: 458 n. 4, who also discusses the commentator's name). 
It is, in fact, extremely difficult to date the emergence of the yoginitantras. 
Although Heruka-type material was in existence from the mid-eighth century 
(in the Sarvabuddhasamdyogaddkinijdlas'amvara, see n. 26 below), neither the 
Hevajratantra nor the Cakrasamvaratantra were transmitted into Tibet until 
the second diffusion (from the latter tenth century). The dating of translators 
and commentators is helpful, but this tells us only that the tantras were in exis
tence by the late tenth or early eleventh centuries at the time the commentaries 
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43 Btihnemann (1994: 19) shows that the basis of Bhattacharyya's edition is the 
third and largest of Bu ston's collections known variously as *Sddhanasdgara/ 
Sddhanasamuccaya/Sddhanamdld, which Bhattacharyya entitled Sddhanamdld 
according to the catalog description of one of the Cambridge manuscripts 
(Add. 1593). However, the catalog entry for the palmleaf manuscript of the 
Sddhanas'atapancds'ikd in Cambridge (Add. 1686) was also cataloged by Bendall 
(1883: 174) as the Sddhanamdld tantra (Biihnemann 1994: 17). This catalog 
entry, and the appearance of this title in manuscripts, misled Bhattacharyya into 
including it in his edition of sadhanas. 

44 These extracts from the Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra show how close its sub
ject matter is to the stages of the sadhanas in the Guhyasamayasddbanamdld. See 
Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra, 8a, for opening prescriptions and assurance of 
success (anenayathoktatantrdnusdrdnukramena vidhdnenapratyaham prabhdta-
kdla utpattikramena bhdvayamdno bhdvayet. devatdyogam samddhitrayam 
uttamam yatnato durgatiparis'odhanasiddhir bhavati.); 9b—10a for preliminaries 
(tatsddhanam s'dkyandthena bhdsitam. prathamam tdvad vijane mano 'nukilla-
pradese mrdusukumdrdsane nisannah sugandhena mandalam krtvd pancopahdra-
puja karaniyd. tatah sarvadharmanairdtmyam bhdvayitvd. dtmdnam humkdrena 
vajrajvdldnaldrkam bhdvayet. tasya kanthe hrihkdrena padmam <...genera
tions. .. > tena vajrajihvd bhavati, mantrajdpaksamo bhavet...); ioa-nb for the 
construction of the circle of protection, with the "binding" of creatures in the 
directions; a vajramdldbhiseka and armoring follow here, out of place accord
ing to later structures; I3ab for obeisances, twentyfold offerings and puja; 17a 
for emptiness mantras; 17b—18b for bodhisattva vow; 19b for the generation of 
the mandala and the summoning of previous puja deities who are then made 
to enter the mandala in the yogin's heart, and the two mandalas merge into 
one; self-visualization of the yogin himself as deity at the center of the mandala. 

45 GST ch. 12 w. 60C-63: vijndya vajrabhedena tatah karmdni sddhayetl 
sevdsamddhisamyogam bhdvayed bodhim uttamam I upasddhanasiddhyagre 
vajrdyatanavicdranam I sddhane codanam proktam mantrddhipatibhdvanam I 
mahdsddhanakdlesu bimbam svamantravajrinah I makute 'dhipatim dhydtvd 
sidhyate jndnavajrinah). Also GST ch. 18 v. i36ff. v. 136: sevdvidhdnam pratha
mam dvitiyam upasddhanam I sddhanam tu trtiyam vai mahdsddhanam catur-
thakam. Wayman (1977: 34, on ch. 12 w. 6o-6ia and pp. 156-57) translates the 
four "steps" as: "service" (sevd), "near-evocation" (upasddhana), "evocation' 
(sddhana), and "great evocation" (mahdsddhana). I suggest a better translation 
of sddhana here is that of "attainment [of the deity]," or "mastery [over the 
deity]." 

46 Texts of the generation and completion method in Nagarjuna's Arya school are 
the Pindikramasddhana and Pancakrama respectively, and in the Jfianapada 
school of Buddhas'rijnana, the Caturangasddhanasamantabhadrandmasddhana 
and Muktitilakanama (Matsunaga 1978: xxi-xxii; Wayman 1977: 93-95). Of 
these, the Caturangasddhana supplies the fullest elaboration of the four vajras 
as belonging to the generation stage (Matsunaga ibid.: xxii), while the stage of 
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completion is most famously expounded in the six yogas (Sadarigayogandma) 
attributed to the tantric Nagarjuna (Wayman ibid.: 36,163-73); see n. 423. 

47 The topics of the early chapters of the SUT (published by Tsuda, 1974) are also 
those of a mature sadhana such as GSS11 analyzed below. Like the sadhana, the 
SUT deals, in sequence, with birth and the generation method (chs. 1 and 2), 
the completion method (ch. 3), the armoring of the psychophysical organism 
(ch. 4), yogic prdndydma practices (chs. 5-6), yoga, yoginis, sites, etc. (ch. 
7-9=body mandala); and ritual acts (ch. 10). 

48 In the H T , the sequence of the topics is: self-generation (HT1.3), self-
consecration (HT1.4), meditation on emptiness (HT1.5), ritual performance 
(caryd) (HT1.6), sites and yoginis (HT1.7-1.8), and generation of the full 
mandala through vis'uddhk (HT1.9). 

49 GSSi (K279V2)*»GSS2 (K4r6): ddau tdvan mantri gurubuddhayor abhinna-
bhaktimdnaso drdhagrhitabodhicittah samyakprdptdbhisekah... • drdha] sudrdha 
GSS2. Cf. SM218 p. 431. 

50 GSSi (K4r2) and GSS5 (Sed p. 1549, K38V4): gurur buddho gurur dharmo guruh 
samghas tathaiva ca I gurur vajradharah srimdn gurur evdtra kdranam I gurum 
arddhayet tasmdd buddhatvapadavdnchayd. 'vdnchayd] GSSi; vdnchayati GSS5. 

The GSS produces many other citations on this vast subject. At the start of 
the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5) the author claims: "In the [tantric] system, the 
yogin is one whose devotion to the Buddha and the guru is undifferentiated" 
(Sed p. 125, K14V.4): iha gurubuddhayor abhinnasraddhah...yogi; cf. GSSi 
(K279V2): ddau tdvan mantri gurubuddhayor abhinnabhaktimdnaso...; GSS46 
(K147V) cites a number of verses from scripture extolling the guru, comparing 
him with various buddhas, and warning the pupil of the dire consequences 
that will follow if he transgresses the guru's commands, such as leprosy in this 
life and hell in the next. Frame verses also appear in GSS10 (e.g., K53r3): 
gurupddam vind vatsa ma gacchayogininayam, and GSS33 (Kinr3). For scrip
tural sources, see e.g., SUT ch. 8 w. 5-12, also SUT ch. 18 v. i-v. 6ab (some
what balanced by a description of a good pupil) within passages on 
consecration, e.g., STTS ch. 6 (cited Snellgrove 1987: 218). There is a great 
deal of primary and secondary literature available on this topic; especially use
ful is the work of Sparham (1999). 

51 For the samaya as post-initiatory observance, see the VA (SP p. 180): samayo 
mantratantramudrddih. The term has a double meaning, as it also refers to 
transgressive substances used in tantric rites (see p. 216 with n. 519), both of 
which are to be protected, e.g., Cakrasamvaratantra i.iocd, ncd: samaydn 
pdlayen nityam. Jayabhadra's Panjikd (NAK 3-365, f. 2ori-2) on the Laghu-
samvara states that the mantrin is "committed to the samvara, both those that 
have to be observed [i.e., the pledges of the initiate] and those that have to be 
consumed [the 'impure' substances of the cult]" (edited and translated by 
Sanderson 2001b). 

52 GSSi (K8or 3): .. .suguptam caiva kartavayam pujdkale samahitah. .. .yadi sid-
dhim pardm icchan raksayet samayam sadd... srivajrayoginirahasyam karndt 
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Ida.n), comprising these three collections is Rin 'byungsnar thang brgya rtsa rdor 
'phrreng bcas nas gsungspa 'i bris sku mthong ba don Idan (Tachikawa 1995: 7) • 

Rin 'byung brgya rtsa or Jewel Mine of Hundred [texts] is itself an abbrevi
ation for Taranatha's collection, the full title of which is: The Mine of Jewels, 
Sdcdhanas of the Ocean of Yidam Deities: Yi dam rgya mtsho V sgrub thabs rin 
che;n 'byung gnas. This collection has been reprinted in two volumes in New 
Dellhi, 1974-76, as Jo nang rje btsun Taranatha's Yi-dam rgya-mtsho z sgrub-
thabs rin-chen 'byung-gnas: A Collection ofSddhanas for Invoking the Various 
Tuitelary Deities of Lamaism (Willson and Brauen 2000: 231, 233 n. 1; 
Tachikawa op.cit.). 

Large as Taranatha's work already was, the fourth Panchen bLa ma added to 
it to compile his own text as the basis for the empowerment ceremony of 1810, 
presenting for each practice both a sadhana text and a rite conferring permis
sion. This work is called The Clear Meaning of the Jewel Mine, an Expansion of 
"Tlbe Mine ofJewels, Sddhanas of the Ocean of Yidam Deities" (Yi dam rgya 
mtsrho z sgrub thabs rin chen byung gnas kyi lhan thabs Rin 'byung don gsal). This 
was: also published in New Delhi in 1974 by Lokesh Chandra under the title 
Sacdhana-Mala of the Panchen Lama bs Tan-pa 'i-Nyi-ma Phyogs-las rNam-rgyal. 
The abbreviated title for this work, which appears in the margin of each page, 
is Rin lhan. Biihnemann (1994: 14-15) notes that the Rin lhan has its roots in 
the collection of sadhanas translated as the Sddhanas'ataka about the turn of the 
tweJfth century or earlier (and also, according to Chandra, in the Sddhana-
sagara; op.cit.: 45-46). The fourth chter of the Rin lhan is dedicated to sadhanas 
of Vajravarahi (Tachikawa 1995: 10, Chandra 1986 vol.i, p. 47). 

Where icons from the Mongolian pantheon are used below, I have com
parted the relevant Sanskrit sadhana of the Guhyasamayasddhanamdld with the 
Tib»tean source; for this, I have relied upon the translations of the Rin lhan/Rin 
bytung brgya rtsa given by Willson and Brauen {op.cit.: 252—62). In these 
inscances, I have noted the Tibetan title and mantras (although normalizing 
the orthography of the Sanskrit). I number the Mongolian icons according to 
the woodblock prints published in 1995 by Tachikawa et al., and to the painted 
imaiges of the Icons Worthwhile to See published in 2000 by Willson and Brauen 
(T/TWS), and I also crossrefer to the different numbering system of the line-
drawings commissioned by Lokesh Chandra (LC) on the basis of the wood
block prints, several of which are reproduced in chter 2. 

58 An analysis and critical comparison of these different publications is given by 
Willson and Brauen (2000: 7-22). The woodblock prints published by 
Tachikawa et al. are chiefly located at the Indian Institute of the University of 
Haimburg (the missing folios of this set—8 percent of the whole—being found 
in tlhe Library of Tibetan works and Archives in Dharamsala; Tachikawa et al. 
'995: 3). No further information is given by the editors as to the origin of this 
set. Willson and Brauen {op. cit.: 8) note, however, that there are apparently 
othier copies: two in St. Petersburg and one in Ulan-Ude. There is also one set 
in tlhe Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich. 
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Brauen's discussion highlights the difficulty of nomenclature for the Mon
golian icons. Lokesh Chandra (e.g., 1986, 1987) refers to them as the 
"Narthang Pantheon," apparently basing this on nineteenth-century scholar
ship that mistakenly claimed that the blockprints were from Narthang 
Monastery in Tibet (op.cit.: xvii). The title "Narthang Pantheon" has been 
mistakenly picked up by other secondary authors, such as von Schroeder 
(2001). Tachikawa et al. (1995) corrected this to Five Hundred Buddhist Deities. 
Brauen points out, however, that while there are just over five hundred (507) 
images (and Tibetan sources do refer to "five hundred images": sKu brnyan 
Inga brgya), many depict more than one deity, both male and female. He notes 
that the authentic Tibetan title of the blockprint set is Bris sku mthong ba don 
Idan, translated as Icons Worthwhile to See (IWS). Willson and Brauen's pub
lication of the painted icons therefore appears under the title Deities of Tibetan 
Buddhism: The Zurich Painting of the "Icons Worthwhile to See (Bris sku mthon 
don Idan)." 

59 As for the origins of the set published by Lokesh Chandra, he writes (2001: per
sonal communication): "The line-drawings are based on an original xylogra
phy my father Prof. Raghu Vira brought from Ulan Bator in 1955, on a 
photocopy of the Leningrad copy, and also on the copy of Prof. Lessing. The 
Tibetan artists who worked with me had to consult all the three prints to clar
ify the details. The work of tracing and drawing was completed in i960." In 
the absence of a clearer set of woodblock prints, such as that produced by 
Tachikawa et al., the Tibetan artists seem to have been concerned with pro
ducing both clear copies and images that were artistically pleasing in their own 
right. This led to a number of changes that are internally consistent within the 
set but that have altered aspects of the original woodblocks. Thus, the dimen
sions of the drawings differ and, while standard, are more rectangular than the 
woodblock prints; the mantras for each deity appear below the images (rather 
than on the reverse, as on the woodblock prints). The artists have also drawn 
clouds in the background, sometimes adding foreground landscape too (much 
as the painters of the IWS have done), replacing the simple sun and moon that 
flank the deities in some of the woodblocks. They have also used a different 
convention for the lotus, drawing downward-pointing lotus leaves rather than 
the upward-pointing leaves of the woodblocks. 

60 Sanderson (1988: 668) notes that these classifications are postscriptural and 
belong to a period of systemization of nondual Saiva traditions in the ninth and 
tenth centuries in Kashmir. For a detailed analysis of the dating of the Saiva 
tantras themselves, see Sanderson 2001b. The nouns mantra (masculine) and 
vidyd (feminine) in Mantrapitha and Vidyapitha signify "sacred sound-for
mulas" (ibid: 669), and Sanderson comments that the progression in termi
nology from masculine to feminine is another indication of the progressive 
tendency within the Bhairava tantras toward extolling feminine power. (It is 
worth noting, perhaps, that the pure, dualistic tradition of the Saiva Siddhanta 
also belongs to the Mantramargaj.See also Dyczkowski 1988. 
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61 For the chief cremation ground cults, the Picumatabrahmaydmalatantra is the 
authority (approximately 1,200 verses on the cult of Canda Kapalini and 
Kapalisabhairava; Sanderson 1995). The textual basis of the Trika system is the 
Siddhayoges'varimata and the Tantrasadbhdva (also the Nis'isamcdra and Mdlini-
vijayottaratantra). The text underpinning the worship of Kali is the Jayad-
rathaydmalatantra (or Tantrardjabhattdrikd), which teaches the kdpdlika cult 
of Bhairava, Kali, and the yoginis. These are "the main pillars of the esoteric 
Saiva tradition" (Sanderson i994i: 94). 

62 Vajrdvali (SP f. 219.5): viracarydvratam eva yauvardjyavratacaryeti vajrakd-
pdlikacarydvratam iti coktam srisamputatantre. Cited by Sanderson (i994i: 91, 
98 n. 2) who also describes and discusses the rite. 

63 Cf. HT2.5.59; Kriydsamuccayai. 409; HT1.5.2, HT2.5.59, Samputatantra ch. 
1, Skorupski 1994: 221-22). From the description of the Vajrdvali Guhyd-
bhisekavidhi (SP p. 210.3): s'isyo 'bhinavayauvanddisampannd<m> samayini<m> 
tadaldbhe 'nydm vdprajnd<m> guhydbhisekdrtha<m> gurave nirydtya krtdnjalir 
guru<m> vajrasatvamadhimucya... • tadaldbhe} conj.; tadandmeSP • nydm] em.; 
'nyds SP • nirydtya SP. Cf. GSi8.n8ab: atis'raddhdm mahdprdjnim surupdm 
sddhakapriydm. 

64 Mahdcandarosanatantra ch. 13: yenayenaivapdpena sattvdgacchanty adhogatim 
I tena tenaiva pdpena yogi s'ighram prasiddhyati (v. 5) II ... rdgena hanyate rdgo 
vahniddho 'tha vahnind I visendpi visam hanydd upadesaprayogatas II (v. 6) 'Pas
sion is destroyed by passion. One who has been burned by fire [is healed] by 
fire. Poison also is destroyed by poison, through the application of the recieved 
instructions." Cf. HT2.2.46—49 and HT2.2.5iab. 

65 I am grateful to Dr. Isaacson for his help in translating this passage, attrib
uted to Indrabhuti. GSSi (K*8ov5): vdmodbhavam jagat sarvam trailokyam 
sacardcaram I vdmdcdrah sadd yogi vdmapddah purah kramet \ [iv] I pujayed 
vdmahastena vdmatarpanabhaksanam I pahcavarnasamdcdram ekavarnam tu 
kalpitam I [v] I bhaksydbhaksyam tathd peyam ghrndm lajjdm ca varjayet I 
sarvasamkalpanirmuktah sarvadvandvavivarjitah I simhavad vicared yogi 
yoginijdlasamvaraih. [vi]. Lines from these verses, or variations upon them, 
appear also in YSCT, e.g., [v. i cd] ch. 15 v. i5ab, [v. iii cd] v. 13b simhavad 
vicared virah sarvds'dparipurakah; Luyipada's HA (f. 15V6, f. i6n); SUT 9.27a; 
cf. HTI.6.5ab. For yoginijdlasamvaram, see YSCT ch. 9 v. 3a with commen
tary; Tsuda's remarks (1974: introduction: 54-60), Herrmann-Pfandt (1992: 
39Sff-). 

66 For the categorization in Saivism see Heilijgers-Seelen (1994:126) citing Kubji-
kdmatatantra i8.78cd on their categorization, and Ksemaraja's commentary on 
Netratantra 2.13-14 for their malicious tendencies. 

67 The term ddkini is usually glossed from Vdai "to fly," as in the YRM (Snell-
grove 1959 vol. 2: 142), which states that ddkini derives from the root "to fly," 
understood literally as "to go in space, which is the Siddhi of moving anywhere 
in space." Hevajratantratikd f. 49V (cited Bauddhatantrakos'a: 45): dai vihdya-
sagamane dhdtur atra vikalpitah. sarvdkds'acari siddhir ddkinitr, Vasantatilakdtikd: 
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Brauen's discussion highlights the difficulty of nomenclature for the Mon
golian icons. Lokesh Chandra (e.g., 1986, 1987) refers to them as the 
"Narthang Pantheon," apparently basing this on nineteenth-century scholar
ship that mistakenly claimed that the blockprints were from Narthang 
Monastery in Tibet (op.cit.: xvii). The title "Narthang Pantheon" has been 
mistakenly picked up by other secondary authors, such as von Schroeder 
(2001). Tachikawa et al. (1995) corrected this to Five Hundred Buddhist Deities. 
Brauen points out, however, that while there are just over five hundred (507) 
images (and Tibetan sources do refer to "five hundred images": sKu brnyan 
Inga brgya), many depict more than one deity, both male and female. He notes 
that the authentic Tibetan title of the blockprint set is Bris sku mthongba don 
Idan, translated as Icons Worthwhile to See (IWS). Willson and Brauen's pub
lication of the painted icons therefore appears under the title Deities of Tibetan 
Buddhism: The Zurich Painting of the "Icons Worthwhile to See (Bris sku mthon 
don Idan)." 

59 As for the origins of the set published by Lokesh Chandra, he writes (2001: per
sonal communication): "The line-drawings are based on an original xylogra
phy my father Prof. Raghu Vira brought from Ulan Bator in 1955, on a 
photocopy of the Leningrad copy, and also on the copy of Prof. Lessing. The 
Tibetan artists who worked with me had to consult all the three prints to clar
ify the details. The work of tracing and drawing was completed in i960." In 
the absence of a clearer set of woodblock prints, such as that produced by 
Tachikawa et al., the Tibetan artists seem to have been concerned with pro
ducing both clear copies and images that were artistically pleasing in their own 
right. This led to a number of changes that are internally consistent within the 
set but that have altered aspects of the original woodblocks. Thus, the dimen
sions of the drawings differ and, while standard, are more rectangular than the 
woodblock prints; the mantras for each deity appear below the images (rather 
than on the reverse, as on the woodblock prints). The artists have also drawn 
clouds in the background, sometimes adding foreground landscape too (much 
as the painters of the IWS have done), replacing the simple sun and moon that 
flank the deities in some of the woodblocks. They have also used a different 
convention for the lotus, drawing downward-pointing lotus leaves rather than 
the upward-pointing leaves of the woodblocks. 

60 Sanderson (1988: 668) notes that these classifications are postscriptural and 
belong to a period of systemization of nondual Saiva traditions in the ninth and 
tenth centuries in Kashmir. For a detailed analysis of the dating of the Saiva 
tantras themselves, see Sanderson 2001b. The nouns mantra (masculine) and 
vidyd (feminine) in Mantrapitha and Vidyapltha signify "sacred sound-for
mulas" (ibid: 669), and Sanderson comments that the progression in termi
nology from masculine to feminine is another indication of the progressive 
tendency within the Bhairava tantras toward extolling feminine power. (It is 
worth noting, perhaps, that the pure, dualistic tradition of the Saiva Siddhanta 
also belongs to the Mantramarga).See also Dyczkowski 1988. 
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61 For the chief cremation ground cults, the Picumatabrahmaydmalatantra is the 
authority (approximately 1,200 verses on the cult of Canda Kapalini and 
Kapalisabhairava; Sanderson 1995). The textual basis of the Trika system is the 
Siddhayogesvarimata and the Tantrasadbhdva (also the Nis'isamcdra and Mdlini-
vijayottaratantra). The text underpinning the worship of Kali is the Jayad-
rathaydmalatantra (or Tantrardjabhattdrika), which teaches the kdpdlika cult 
of Bhairava, Kali, and the yoginis. These are "the main pillars of the esoteric 
Saiva tradition" (Sanderson I994i: 94). 

62 Vajrdvali (SP f. 219.5): viracarydvratam eva yauvardjyavratacaryeti vajrakd-
pdlikacarydvratam iti coktam srisamputatantre. Cited by Sanderson (i994i: 91, 
98 n. 2) who also describes and discusses the rite. 

63 Cf. HT2.5.59; Kriydsamuccayai. 409; HT1.5.2, HT2.5.59, Samputatantra ch. 
1, Skorupski 1994: 221-22). From the description of the Vajrdvali Guhyd-
bhisekavidhi (SP p. 210.3): s'isyo 'bhinavayauvanddisampannd<m> samayini<m> 
tadaldbhe 'nydm vdprajnd<m> guhydbhisekdrtha<m> gurave nirydtya krtdnjalir 
guru<m> vajrasatvamadhimucya... • tadaldbhe] conj.; tadandmeS? • 'nydm] em.; 
'nyds SP • nirydtya SP. Cf. GSi8.n8ab: atis'raddhdm mahdprdjnim surupdm 
sddhakapriydm. 

64 Mahdcandarosanatantra ch. 13: yenayenaivapdpena sattvdgacchanty adhogatim 
I tena tenaiva pdpena yogi sighram prasiddhyati (v. 5) II ...rdgena hanyate rdgo 
vahniddho 'tha vahnind I visendpi visam hanydd upades'aprayogatas II (v. 6) 'Pas
sion is destroyed by passion. One who has been burned by fire [is healed] by 
fire. Poison also is destroyed by poison, through the application of the recieved 
instructions." Cf. HT2.2.46-49 and HT2.2.5iab. 

65 I am grateful to Dr. Isaacson for his help in translating this passage, attrib
uted to Indrabhuti. GSSi (K*8ov5): vdmodbhavam jagat sarvam trailokyam 
sacardcaram I vdmdcdrah sadd yogi vdmapddah purah kramet I [iv] I pujayed 
vdmahastena vdmatarpanabhaksanam I pancavarnasamdcdram ekavarnam tu 
kalpitam I [v] I bhaksydbhahyam tathd peyam ghrndm lajjdm ca varjayet I 
sarvasamkalpanirmuktah sarvadvandvavivarjitah I simhavad vicared yogi 
yoginijdlasamvaraih. [vi]. Lines from these verses, or variations upon them, 
appear also in YSCT, e.g., [v. i cd] ch. 15 v. i5ab, [v. iii cd] v. 13b simhavad 
vicaredvirah sarvds'dparipurakah; Luyipada's HA (f. 15V6, f. i6n); SUT 9.27a; 
cf. HTI.6.5ab. For yoginijdlasamvaram, see YSCT ch. 9 v. 3a with commen
tary; Tsuda's remarks (1974: introduction: 54-60), Herrmann-Pfandt (1992: 
395ff). 

66 For the categorization in Saivism see Heilijgers-Seelen (1994:126) citing Kubji-
kdmatatantra i8.78cd on their categorization, and Ksemaraja's commentary on 
Netratantra 2.13-14 for their malicious tendencies. 

67 The term ddkini is usually glossed from Vdai "to fly," as in the YRM (Snell-
grove 1959 vol. 2: 142), which states that ddkini derives from the root "to fly," 
understood literally as "to go in space, which is the Siddhi of moving anywhere 
in space." Hevajratantratikd f. 49V (cited Bauddhatantrakos'a: 45): dai vihdya-
sagamane dhdtur atra vikalpitah. sarvdkds'acari siddhir ddkiniti; Vasantatilakdtikd: 
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41 (cited ibid.): tatraprthivydkds'e dayanddddkini, Vasantatilakdtikd: 60 (cited 
ibid.): dai vaihdyasi gamane buddho dhdturprakalpitah Isarvdkdsacard siddhd 
ddkiniti nigadyate. It is this etymology that is carried into the Tibetan term for 
dakini, kha'gro ma, "one who goes in space" (a translation of another term for 
dakini in Sanskrit, khe-cari). The word dakini, and its rich polyvalence, is dis
cussed elsewhere, e.g., by Herrmann-Pfandt (1992: njff.) and J. Gyatso (1998: 
305 n. 8; cf. 246-64). Heilijgers-Seelen (1994:126-128) reviews the diverse schol
arly opinions on the matter of dating. 

68 Oddiyana may be related to ddkini through the root Vdi "to fly, to soar." 
69 Sanderson (2001: personal communication) has collated detailed citations from 

Buddhist, Jain, and Saiva Sanskrit sources that confirm the location of 
Oddiyana (also spelled: Odiyana, Odryana, Uddiyana, Udiyana, Udyana, and 
Udyana) in the northwest of India, as well as references in Tibetan to Oddiyana 
(U rgyan or O rgyan), in Chinese (Wuzhangna guo (Pinyin), Wu-chang-na kuo 
(Wade-Giles)), and in Japanese (Ujona koku). Sanderson's findings shed light 
on the work of previous scholars, who have discussed and disputed the loca
tion, for example, Snellgrove (1987: 182) and Mishra (1995: 15-16), who sum
marizes the debate. 

70 Some of Sanderson's findings on the processes of redaction (1994!, 1995, 2001b) 
have been presented above (ch. 2). For other Buddhist literature on classes and 
types of female spirit, see also n. 446. 

71 GSS40 (Ki24r4): tirthikddiyogininirdkarandrtham vajra<m> <iti>. 
72 GSS24 (K89V6): namah srivajrayoginyaiyoginicakrandyikdyai... • ndyikdyat] 

em.; nayike K. 
73 For early stone sculptures of Marici from Nalanda, Bengal, Orissa, and else

where (from tenth to eleventh century), see Mullick (1991: 58-59, with plates 42, 
52, 56, 61, 66, 82); Ray (1986: plate 203), and S. Huntingdon (1984: plate 213). 
An early fifteenth-century mandala of Marici is found in the chapel devoted 
to her at Gyantse (Ricca and Lo Bue 1993: 227, plates 50, 87, 88, 89). Refer
ences and plates are also published by von Schroeder, mostly of Marici as an 
attendant to Tara (1981: 489, plate 138E and 2001:1055, plates 73A, 93C, 121D, 
267A (reproduced here as plate 5), and 357B). Studies of Marici, or references 
to her, appear in Bhattacharyya (1985/1924: 95-98, with plates), de Mallmann 
(1975: 55-56, 75, 259-265), Misra (1998 vol. 3: 92-93), and Patry and Thurman 
(1977: 35). Willson and Brauen (2000) provide translations and summaries of 
Tibetan sadhana texts relating to illustrations from the nineteenth-century 
Mongolian icons (nos. 195-96, 267, 430, 502), and (peaceful) forms of Marici 
appear likewise in the line drawings of Lokesh Chandra's version of this pan
theon (1961-72). A number of useful articles on Marici also contain early 
images, by Donaldson (1988, 1995), Mitra (1991), and Bautze-Picron (2000), 
who dates the earliest images recovererd at Bodh Gaya to the nineth and tenth 
centuries (ibid: 265, figs. 1-2) but proposes that images were being made "at 
least one century earlier." This article includes a helpful list of images of Marici 
(ibid.: 286-91). 
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following verse in the HT also describes a six-armed form of Hevajra embrac
ing a different, and now little-known goddess, Vajrasmkhala (HT1.3.18); also 
in NYA no. 5. 

80 Vasantatilakdtikd p. 41 (cited Bauddhatantrakos'a p. 45): sarvd eva ddkinyo 
vdrdhikulasam bhavdh. 

81 Theparydnka, as we will see (n. 238), is a seated meditation posture. In the half-
paryanka (ardhaparyanka), the deity is standing up and dancing, that is, with 
one leg on the ground, flexed with the movement of dance, and with the other 
raised up, the sole of the foot placed against the opposite thigh (similar to the 
seated meditation position). E.g., NYA (p. 14): [Hevajra] vamorau daksina-
carandgram samsthdpydrdhaparyanki"[Hevajra] is in the ardhaparyanka [pose], 
having placed the tip of his right foot on his left thigh." SM241 (p. 469): vis'va-
padmasurye vdmapddam tasyaivorau daksinacaranam vinyasya nrtyam kur-
vantam herukaviram bhdvayet. "One should visualize the hero, Heruka, with 
his left foot on a sun [disk] on a multicolored lotus, having placed his right foot 
on his [left] thigh, doing a dance." SM242 p. 490: [Heruka] suryamandalam 
tanmadhye samupavistham.. .ardhaparyankinam; SM254 p. 502: [devis] ardha-
paryankanrtyasthdh; etc. Sanderson (2002: personal communication) notes that 
Bhavabhatta's commentary to the Cakrasamvaratantra glosses the root text 
(19.10c: dkuhcitavdmapaddn tu) as: "The phrase, 'With the left foot bent' 
means, he should be seen dancing in the ardhaparyanka pose." (Cakra-
samvaratantravivrti IASWR MBB-I-33, f. 76V6): dkuncitavdmapddeti. ardha-
paryankandtyam dars'ayed ity arthah. 

Warrior-stance forms are also said to be dancing, but this posture is more 
clearly associated with dance, and I therefore tend to refer to the half-paryarika 
as the "dancing" pose; e.g., GSS2 (K28or3/Kor2): ardhaparyankatdndavdm; 
GSS7 (f<40r5): ardhaparyankam dsind nrtyamdnd; GSS32 (Kio6r2): nrtydrdha-
paryankini; and describing Heruka's form, e.g., KYT (p. 142): caturmdrasamd-
krdntam ardhaparyankatdndavam. For the rasas, see e.g., GSS34 (Kmvi): 
navandtyarasdnvitd, also of Heruka forms such as Samvara, e.g., NYA (p. 26): 
navandtyarasardsih, cf. SUT ch. 13.22b. 

82 The two texts are very similar. Cf. GSS5 (Sed p. 152, K37r3); Vasantatilakdch. 
9. GSSi (K28ori)=GSS2 (K4v6-or): tatah svadeham traidhdtukavis'uddha-
kutdgdram ity dkalayya jhatiti tato ndbhimandale dvibhujdm kartrika-
pdladhdrinim muktasiroruhdm nagndm trinetrdm—navayauvanaldvanydm 
pahcamudrdvibhusitdm I pancabrahmamahdmukutim ardhaparyankatdndavdm 
11 I somasurydgnimadhyasthdmjavdsindurasannibhdm I idrgrupadhardm devim 
bhdvayedyogavit sadd I 2 I koldsyam daksinam tasydh krodhdsyam vdmatas tathd 
I samvrtiparamdrthena vaktradvayam pragiyate I 3 I guriipadesamdrgena 

jiidtavyah kramavistarah I tasydh kuses'aydntahstham cakram sarvdrthasiddhidam 
14 I trigundlamkrtam cihnam raktavarnam mahddyuti I mantrdksaraswampurnam 
kuldlacakravad bhramet 15 I rdksasdsyam samdkuncya samujjvdlya vibhdvasum I 
koldsyasannidhau drstvd nandydvarte bhramed vapuh 16 I mudrddvayaprayogena 
trailokyam api sddhayet I jhatitdkdrayogdtmdyogi sidhyati ndnyathd I 7 I 
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centuries (von Schroeder 2001: plates I25A-E), and thirteenth-century Nepalese 
{ibid.: plate 173B-E) and twelfth-thirteenth-century Tibetan sculptures (ibid.: 
plates 289A-C, 295A, 94A-F; Leidy and Thurman 1998: plate 17). Slightly later 
are the fourteenth-fifteenth-century brasses of Vajravarahi from Central Tibet 
(Reedy 1997: C180, and C189), a beautiful laughing gilt-bronze Vajravarahi 
from fourteenth-century Tibet (Pal 1969: plate 55), the sixteenth-century sil
ver and gold free-standing sculpture (Sacred Art of Tibet: plate 113), the similar 
seventeenth-century Tibetan bronze (Rawson 1973: plate 73), the Tibetan (?) 
bronze of "Indrabhuti Vajradakinl" c. 1700 (Sacred Art of Tibet, p. 261), and 
the serenely ecstatic statues (of unknown date) in Snellgrove (1987: plate 27) 
and Pal (1974: plate 287). See also many plates in von Schoeder 1981: plate 70G 
(twelfth century, Pala style), plate 95F (fourteenth century, Nepalese), plate 
115A (fifteenth-century Tibetan), and 120F (sixteenth-seventeenth-century 
Tibetan). 

85 According to Lokesh Chandra, Taranatha's title for no. 586 is dPyal-lugs rDorje 
Phag-mo. The Tibetan text of the Chel form (but not of Indrabhuti's men
tioned below) prescribes the visualization of the mantra within the deity's sex, 
as in our Sanskrit text. The history of the dPyal family is given in the Blue 
Annals (p. 395), starting with the pupil of a mid-twelfth-century Nepalese mas
ter, Pham mthing pa, who was a pupil in the lineage of Naropa. 

86 For the set of three deities, see Willson and Brauen 2000: 258, with n. 1. Fur
ther references for Indrabhuti's Vajravarahi are also given (ibid.: 259): 
P22J3-54/Toh 1545-46 by Indrabhuti, and the first of the Six Varahi Texts 
(Blue Annals pp. 390-97), P2259/Toh 1551, known as "the Great Two-Faced." 
The root mantra in the Tibetan texts is the same as the tripartite mantra of the 
Sanskrit sadhanas, given below. 

87 Two examples of Tibetan sculptures, namely, Sacred Art of Tibet plate 113, 
and Snellgrove: 1987 plate 27, show no trace of a staff, consonant with the 
texts in the GSS. In contrast, the early Khara Khoto tangka of Vajravarahi 
(Sacred Art of Tibet, plate 93; Piotrovsky 1993, plate 22), the bronze in Raw-
son (1973: 94), and the Mongolian icons all show her with a staff. In two 
bronzes (Snellgrove 1987 and Rawson 1973) Vajravarahi is depicted standing 
upon a single corpse, while in plates 1 and 8 she stands upon a sun disk placed 
on top of the corpse. 

88 GSSi=»GSS2 (cited above n. 82): pahcabrahmamahdmukutim. In Saivism, the 
"five Brahmas" originate from the five faces of Sadasiva and refer to the five 
brahmamantras purified as Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpurusa, and 
Is'ana. See Kiranavrtti on Kiranatantra 3.i7c-i8b, further discussed in ch. 62 
entitled Pancabrahmavidhi (in Goodall 1998: 283, n. 373) and Dyczkowski 
(1988: 32, citing Tantrdloka 29.18-27). 

89 GSSi (K28or2): navayauvanaldvanyd-; GSS34 (Kii2v6): dosdnghriyugacdrupi-
vard • dosdnghri\ conj.; dosndkriK. 

90 GSSi (K28or5)»GSS2 (Kor3) w. 3D-4, cited n. 82 above; also in Vasantatilakd 
ch. 9. 
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on to describe the cremation grounds in some detail and ends with a ̂ //offer
ing typical of the Vajravarahi Sadhana (GSSn). 

98 Cakrasamvara's iconography is described, for example, by Abhayakaragupta in 
the NYA (p. 26.4): bhagavdn.. .savajravajraghantdbhujayugmdlingitavajra-
vdrdhiko bhujdbhydm prsthatah subhrasaraktaprasrtagajacarmadharas tadaparair 
damaruparas'ukartritris'uldni bibhrad vdmair vajrdnkitakhatvdngaraktapurita-
kapdlam vajrapds'am brahmas'irasca...; cf. A D U T ch. 9 (p. 156). 

99 The ArdhandrisvaralGaurisvara icon is well attested within Saivism, but andro
gynous deities of this kind appear within the Buddhist tantras also. Sanderson 
(1996: personal communication) notes that, apart from this instance in the 
GSS/'ADUT'I' Vdrdhyabhudayatantra, he has encountered this type in the 
(Yathdlabdha-)Khasamatantra, as transmitted in a manuscript of the Khasamd, 
Ratnakarasanti's commentary upon it. 

100 The corpses beneath Vajravarahfs feet are not mentioned in the Sanskrit text 
for the main deity, but all the goddesses of the retinue stand upon corpses, 
which in the case of the four goddesses on the petals are named as the Saiva 
deities (GSS7 K40r6): pretaprsthe 'rdhaparyanka vikatotkatabhisanah I bhairavab 
kdlardtris ca devydpddatale krtau. Cf. Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra^. 58. The corpses 
are clearly depicted beneath the central deity in the Tibetan tangka, plate 13. 

In this rather corrupt self-visualization passage, the attributes are listed in 
verse. In depicting the image from the text in figure 4, we have therefore not 
followed the particular order of the verses (which are determined by the meter) 
but base the drawing on the attributes as held by Cakrasamvara (table 5). The 
parallel in A D U T / Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra (w. 45-54, from A D U T patala 
12.3-12.44b, plus prosdpatala 9) is very similar in content, though its phrase
ology varies and the lines of various verses appear in different orders. GSS7 
(I<4or5): dvddasabhujd caturvaktrd trinetrd ca madanotkatd I ardhaparyankam 
dsind nrtyamdnd sus'obhand I digvdsd muktakes'd ca, ardhandris'varimukhi I 
sitaraktedrs'ariipd I f ... f I vis'vavajrdnkacandrdrikd kapdlamukutotkatd I 
vajraghantdkaravyagrd kamaldvartavartini I laldte jvdldmudrd tu naracarma-
patottari II karaih kapdhkhatvdngapdsdmkus'akrpitakam dadhati kartrikdm 
brahmamundam <ca> anyais f caturmukham. nilapitaharitadivyam f 
damstrdldsyd tathdrund I sanmudrdmudritd devi khandamanditamekhald I 
keyuranupurdbhydm cayathdsthdnam vibhiisitd I laldte vajramdldsydh I ... 
• sitaraktedrs'ariipd] Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra v. 49 (Tib); sitaraktadharirupdm 
K; sitaraktadharirupd ADUT'. • candrdnkd] em.; candrdnka K • naracarma-
patottari] Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra (ADUT=Tib.); naracarmapatordhvadhariK 
• vibhiisitd] em.; ca vibhiisitd K. Cf. Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra (w. 49-51): 
sitaraktedrsarupd kapdlamakutotkatd I vajraghantdkaravyagrd kamaldvarta
vartini I 49 I laldte jvdldmudrd tu naracarmapatottari I kapdlakhatvdngadhard 
pds'dnkus'adhard para I 50 I damarum kartri mundam ca I caturvaktram ca 
brahmakam I nilapitaharitadivyavaktropasobhitd I 51 I ... 

101 I have altered the prescriptions in the texts to allot the correct attribute to each 
direction. Surely incorrectly, the injunctions in the Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra 

http://12.3-12.44b
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and Abhidhdnottara (absent in GSS7) state that the double vajras ring the cakra 
in the south, and wheels in the north. Sanderson's (2001a: 22-23) edition of 
the former reads (v. 69): bdhydvestya tatas cakram I vajrdvali tu purvatah I 
cakrdvalyds tu uttare I pascime vis'vavajrdvalyd Ipadmdvalyd tu daksine I madhye 
vajrdvali sus'obhand I (v. 70) konabhdgesu sarvesu viivavajrdn samalikhet I 
tadbdhye vestsayed dhimdn Ipretdvalyd savis'vayd. (I do not reproduce Sander
son's apparatus here, as it contains no variants significant to this problem.) 

102 This chapter of the Abhidhdnottaratantra also prescribes an optional six-faced, 
twelve-armed form, with a hog's (vdrdha-) face on top (Sanderson 1996: per
sonal communication). 

103 (I do not generally attempt to emend the very faulty meter.) GSS6 (K39r5): 
athdnyam <sam>pravaksydmi vdrdhydh sddhanottamam I utpattikramayogena 
dtmabhdvam vibhdvayet I dvddas'drkanibham deham sinduraksodasamnibham I 
bandhukajavdprakhyam ca, trimukhdm sadbhujdm tathd I sarvdlamkdra-
sampurndm sattvaparyankasusthitdm I kapdlamdlamukutdm kes'avicchuritd<m> 
s'ubbdm I vajraghantdsamdpanndm updyddharapiditdm I bdnagdndivadhardm 
karndpuritaksobhitdm I kapdlakhatvdngadbardm amkus'dkarsanapardm I rakta-
padmasya madhyasthdmsarvakdmapraddyikdm \ ... 
• dhardm amkus'dkarsana] em.; dharamm akusdkarsandm K. 

104 The mandala of the "six-armed Vajravarahi Yab-Yum with Heruka" is also 
illustrated within her mandala in R. V. Chandra and L. Chandra (1961-72: 
part 14 no. 82). Here, however, the mandala includes four goddesses in the 
intermediate directions of the outer temple, instead of the bow and arrow 
described in our text. Other practices in the GSS, in which the female deity is 
the main partner, are those of Vajravilasini and Guhyavajravilasini, discussed 
below. The six-armed Vajravarahi and its sources are noted by Herrmann-
Pfandt (1997: 21-26) and its implications for feminist discourse discussed; 
Simmer-Brown (2001:158-60) offers a critique of this approach. Other exam
ples of ritual and meditative contexts for the yum yab practice are also docu
mented Herrmann-Pfandt (1992: 325-28; 2001: 580-82) and Simmer-Brown 
(op.cit.: 331-32 nn. 104-5). 

The Mongolian icons (IWS/T 88, LC 598) illustrate the figure entitled Sahaja 
Reversed (Go bzlog lhan skyes). Here, the male deity takes the role reversal so 
far as to adopt Vajravarahi's implements. In the sadhana of the Rin 'byung brgya 
rtsa (Willson and Brauen 2000: 261-62), Vajrayogini is white, with one face 
and two arms. She holds a lotus stem in each hand, one "marked" with (i.e., 
bearing) a vajra, the other a bell. She sits upon a spotted antelope skin in the 
vajraparyanka and holds Samvara "in her lap." Her consort is depicted smaller 
and with his back toward us, holding the attributes normally assigned to 
Vajrayogini. In his left hand he brandishes a chopper, and his right arm 
embraces Vajrayogini and simultaneously pours blood from the skull bowl into 
his own mouth. Neither wears any ornaments or garments. The mantra is given 
as om vajravairocaniye hiim hum phat I om hrih ha ha hum hum phat. 
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Endnote fig. i. 
"Sahaja reversed" 
(Go bslog IHan skyes) 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 88, LC 598). 

The Tibetan go bzlog ("reversed") translates the Sanskrit viparitaas in viparita-
surata- (also known as purusdyitam), which indicates a so-called reversed or 
inverted position for lovemaking (Sanderson 2001: personal communication). 
In the language of Indian erotology, this position is one in which the woman 
is said to "act like a man" in relation to her lover (Kdmasiitra 2.8.17: ndyake 
ndyikdpurusavaddcareditipurusdyitam), in that she lies on top of him (Kdma
siitra 2.8.1-3): ndyakasya samtatdbhydsdtparis'ramam upalabhya rdgasya cdnu-
pas'amam anumatd tena tarn adho 'vapdtya purusdyitena sdhdyyam dadydt (I) 
svdbhiprdydd va vikalpayojandrthini (I) ndyakakutuhaldd vd): "Having seen that 
the male lover has become tired because of [their] continual lovemaking [lit: 
practice] and that his passion is not yet assuaged, with his permission she should 
put him underneath [her] and help him by means of the purusdyita [position]. 
Alternatively, [she may do this] because she desires to unite differently by her 
own wish, or because the male lover is curious." 

Another example in Tibetan art oiayumyab figure is one mentioned to me 
by Robert Beer (2001: personal communication), who writes, "The only major 
deity I know of who appears in Yum-Yab is the Karma bKa' brgyud protector 
Palden Lhamo in union with Dorje Bernagchen. This union of deities is known 
as ma-mgon zhal-sbyor meaning 'Mother Protector Face to Face,' and origi
nates from a vision of the second Karma-pa, Karma Pakshi. Here the four-
armed form of Palden Lhamo/Sri Mata Devi (Rang- 'byunggyal mo) sits facing 
outwards on her blue 'iron mule,' whilst the dwarf form of Mahakala as Ber-
nag-can (the Black-Cloaked) is seated upon her lap. The mass of cloaks and 
silks that cover both deities depicts nothing of their sexual union." 
om s'rivajravdrdhi ah vam hum hum phat svdhd • hum hum] A D U T Bi47r2; 
hiim hum hum GSS ICpri. The syllables of attraction (see ch. 3) appear only 
in GSS6 and depend upon the following conjectural insertions (K4or2): om 
srivajrajvdlottame jah hum hum phat. om srivajrdmrtottame <hum?> hum hiim 
phat. om s'rivajrakrodhottame <vam?> hiim hiim phat. om s'rivajradamstrottame 
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traidhdtukamahdmadyamdkarsayajah. Ratndvalipahjikdm KYT ch. 17 (p. 126): 
miilaghondvadand. 

115 GSS5 (Sed p. 149s, K34r6): itisrivajraghondkramah; GSS5 (Sed p. 14915, K34V4): 
anena prathamato balim dattvd vajraghondsddhanam idam anustheyam. 

116 GSS15 (K74V3): tato baliddnapurvakam vajravdrdhim bhdvayet. tatra svandbhi-
madhye raktatrikoticakram vibhdvya. tanmadhye raktavartuLtdalakamalakarni-
kdydm savdrkamandalopari kalpdgnisamnibhd<m> raktahrihkrtim pasyet. tad ami 
tadbijaparindmajdm vajravdrdhim sindurdrunavarnd<m> padmapretdrkaman-
dale, dlidhdsanenasthitd<m>. urdbvakacaromardjikdmpancakapdlakmkrtaUldtdm 
mundamdldvibhusitagdtrdm pancamudrdkrtasobhdm ekavadandm trinetrdm 
bhrukutikoldnandm vajravajrapralambhdm lalajjihvdm ni<r>vdsasdm caturbhu-
jdm, dahine vajravajrdmkus'adhardm, vdme kapdlakhatvangatarjjanipds'ahastdm 
kharvalambodarim sarvadustaduhsahahasitakrodharupdm, itthambhutdm bhdva
yet. • bhriikuti] em.; bhrkuti K • itthambhutdm] em.; itthambhutam K. Cf. 
GSS5 (Sed p. 1497, K34r6): koldsydm; GSS18 (K83r2): urdhvapingalakesdm (the 
Tibetan text is translated [Willson and Brauen 2000: 259], "Her brown head 
hair twists upward and her body hair and pubic hair stand erect"); GSS18 
(K83r3): lalajjihvdm; GSS35 (KII8V6): lalitakrodhamukhdm. 

uj The same stance is illustrated in the other fully hog-headed illustration in the 
pantheon, "Vajravarahi in the Tradition of the Brdhmana Sridhara" {Bram ze 
dpal dzin lugs kyi rdo rjephag mo; IWS/T 86; LC 596; translation from Tibetan 
text in Willson and Brauen 2000: 261). In this form, the deity is flanked by a 
blue Varnani on her left and a yellow Vairocani on her right, as in our Trikdya-
vajrayogini sadhanas, with the mantras: om krodhabuddhaddkiniye hiim phat 
svdhd, om vajravarnnaniye hum phat svaha, om vajravairocariiye hum phat svaha. 
Willson and Brauen (ibid.: n. 1) supply the further references for Sridhara: 
P2297/T0I1 1586: Krodhavdrdhivajrayoginisddhana, and P4825/T0I1 1990 
Srivajravdrdhisddhana-ndma. 

Endnote fig. ii. Vajravarahi in 
the tradition of the Brdhmana 
Sridhara (Bram ze dpal 'dzin 
lugs kyi rdo rje phag mo) 
Mongolian woodblock print 
(IWS/T 86, LC 596) 
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118 om vajravarahi dves'aya sarvadustdn hrim svdhd • hrim] GSS5 (Sed p. 1499, 
K34r6-v), GSS18 (K83r3); hrih GSS15 (Kj5r$). This seems to have been a cru
cial mantra, as it is the only one prescribed for the japa in GSS15 (K75r3) and 
actually appears before the heart mantra in GSS18 (K83r3). 

119 E.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 14911, K34V2): mahdmdmsacumena dhupam dadydt, GSS5 
(Sed p. 149'3, K34V2): sarvamdraprasamandrtham nis'd balih pancopacdrena 
ddtavyah. 

120 GSS5 (Sed p. 14914, K34V3-4): tena vajrayoginyo 'dhitisthanti; cf. GSS18 (K83r6). 
GSS15 puts this same statement in the singular (K74r6): tato 'dhitisthati vajra
yogini nanyathd, 

121 GSS5 (Sed p. 14916, K34V5): adhikam hipras'asyata iti. kvacidiyam hrdraktapadme, 
dmkdrajasuryasthasitahrihkdrddhisthitdmnapancasukavajraparinatd 
bhojasthasuryasuptdjndnapurusopari, dlidhapadasthitd suryasthahrihkdrddhisthi-
tasuryasthavajrahrdayd, visvapadmasuryasthdksobhydbhisekajd. aparam sarvam 
purvavat. • sitalohitdmbhoja] conj.; sitdlohitdmbha K; Cf. Sed p. 149. 

122 Vajravarahi also appears in the Aksobhya family in the long sadhana by 
Kumaracandra, while Vairocana (the usual seal for Vajravarahi in our texts) pre
sides over Vajracarcika (Ratndvalipanjikd in KYT p. 127). Another white form 
of Vajravarahi is described in the sadhana as the consort to a manifestation of 
Krsnayamari called Dvesayamari/Vajrasattva (ibid.:p. 124). She is like her con
sort, namely, white with three faces and six arms. The Rin 'byung brgya rtsa text 
for the two dancing forms of Vajravarahi also states that she has Aksobhya on 
her crown (Willson and Brauen 2000: 257-58, 259). 

123 GSS38 (Ki22r5): namah srivajrayoginyai. pranamya vajravdrdhim satsukhd-
dhdrahetukdm I kriyate ruciram tasydh samksiptam raudrasddhanam I 
amkdra<ja>suryasthmitabrihkdrarasmijdUnirmitacan 
vajravdrdhyddikam sampujya svabhdvas'uddhety adhimucya siinyatddibhdvand-
purahsaram raktapadmopari amkarajasurye sitahrihkdrajapancasukavajrena 
nispanndm vajravdrdhim sukldm raktatrinetrdm damstrdkardlavaktrdm mukta-
kes'dm vajrdvalidvayamadhyikrtakapdlamdlddhardm pancamudrdmudritdm 
daksinakarasthitavajrdm vame khatvangam dhdrayantim dlidhapadasthdm 
nagndm devdsuramanusyabhayaddm anantaras'min sphdrayantim suryasthahrih-
kdrddhisthitahrdaydm vajravdrdhim dtmdnam bhdvayet. • suka] em.; suka K • 
sukldm] em.; s'ukla K • damsp-dkarala] em.; damstrddamsp-dkardmla K. GSS38 

(K122V5): pracandddibhir dtmdna<m> sampujydmrtdsvadam krtvd 
The unusual garland described in the GSS text is possibly explained by SM218 

(pp. 427-28). In describing the visualization of the twenty-four goddesses of 
the mandala circles, the SM text describes them with triple topknots bound up 
with a garland of vajras, lotuses, and cakras—i.e., probably the attribute of 
their own mandala circle—and skulls (p. 42710: vajrapadmacakrakapdlamald-
vabaddhatris'ikhdUmkrtasirobhih). In the visualization of Vajravarahi that fol
lows, she is described as having her triple topknot bound up with a garland of 
skulls between two rows of black vajras, i.e., probably pointing to her place in 
the vajra family of Aksobhya, her presiding buddha (p. 428s: krsnavajrd-
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validvayamadhyikrtakapdlamdldvabaddhatrisikhdm). Expertise in the ways of 
tying up matted braids would no doubt shed light on the matter! 

124 GSS5 (Sed: p. 1503, K35n)=SM2i8 (p. 429): tad anu svandbhau visva-
padmasthdrunas'ubhrasuryamandale sitahrihkdram drstvd tanmantramdldm 
aksasutrakdrdm sitdm cakrabhramanayogena vadanavivarena niscdrya buddha-
gunaganamanimantrausadhicandratdrdlipis'dstrakalddiprabhdvam dddya ndbhi-
vivarepravis'antim svaparesdm sarvdjndnadahandtmikdm dhydydt. GSS5 (cont.): 
drutddidosarahita<m> mantram japet. mantrah hrih. yadotthdtukdmo bhavati 
<tadd> td<m> mantramdldm ndbhisthahrihkdre 'ntarbhdvya pujddikam krtvd 
yathdsukham viharet. 
• svandbhau] SM218, ndbhau GSS5 • drunas'ubhra] GSS5; druna SM(ed.) • 
(sitajhrih] K(mg2); hrih Kac • mantramdldm] corr; mantramdldm K • ndbhivi-
vare] K; ndbhivivare(na) K(del) (Sed. p. 150 gives the mantra as hrim hrim, 
reporting two mss. with this reading and four, including the Tibetan, reading 
hrih.) (cf. GSS38 K122V6) 

125 GSS19 (K83V4): netrdm sabhrubhangabhrkutinim damstrdkardlavadandm lalaj
jihvdm muktakesim pitasavdrudhdm navayauvandm hdrdrddhahdrakinkinighur-
ghurdravaih sanmudropetdm vdme khatvdngakapdladhardm daksine vajrakartrikdm 
bhimarupdm s'mas'dnddau bhdvayedyogi mahdkrpah. GSS5 (Sed p. 151, K36n): 
urdhvajvalitaraktakes'dm; (K36r4): kvacidiyam raktahumkdrajdtd muktakunta-
lakaldpd drs'yate kvacic chavarahitd... 

126 GSS42 (Ki26r3-4 v. 8): vdme kapdlakhatvdnge daksine kartridhdrini I 
sunyatdkarundvdhi namas te vajrayogini I 8 I • daksine] K; deksine C • "dhdrini] 
C.; dhdrini K • vdhi] K; vdhinakartrir jagato duhkhachedani; cf. HTI.8.20ab: 
tathd mdnddisaddosdn kartitum kartrkd sthitd, KYT thirteenth patala, v. 1 (p. 
83): athdtah sarvasattvasya ydvantah pdpakarmakdh I tan vai kdrayitum kartri 
kosah kles'ddi chedandt. 

127 GSS19 (K84r.3): pujddikam kartavyam. GSS5 (Sed p. 151, K36r4): visesatvendsta-
myddau nisi s'masdne ddtavyah [balih]; GSS19 (K84r2): astamydm das'amydm 
caturdas'ydm vd; SM236 (p. 459): astamydm pancamydm caturdas'ydm; *GSS28 
(Kioin): astamydm pancadas'ydm caturdas'ydm. 

128 Tantrasdra, Ahnika 13, KSTS ed. (p. 151): sarvesu naimittikesu s'dkinityddis'abddn 
na vadet. Professor Sanderson (1998: personal communication) supplied this 
reference and the following: Tantrdloka i5-552ab: s'dkinivdcakam s'abdam na 
kadd citsamuccaret; cf. Siddhayoges'varimata6.$2cd (A=ASB 5465 [G] f. I2r6-vi; 
B=NAK 5-2403, NGMPP A 203/6): ddki(ki A: gi B)niti na vaktavyam 
pramdddn mantrind-m-api; Tantrasadbhdva (A=NAK 5-445, NGMPP A 44/2 
f. 56V1; B=NAK 1.363, NGMPP A 44/1, f. 103V3-4): s'd(s'd B : sdAjkiniti na 
vaktavyam dhappatim varavarnini I chindd{ndd A : nnaB)li<m> ca mahddevi 
sehdri<m> naiva-m-ucca (ccaB: tsaA)ret. 

129 The mantra offerings in GSS19 are (K83V2): om vajrayogini vajrapuspam 
praticcha svaha. purvadale. om ddkiniye hiim tram vajrapuspam praticcha svaha. 
daksinadale. om lame hum lam vajrapuspam praticcha svdhd. pas'cimadale. om 
khandarohe hum kham vajrapuspam praticcha svdhd. uttaradale. om riipini hiim 
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mm vajrapuspam praticcha svaha. • vajrapuspam] em.; vajrapuspe K • rum] em.; 
rum K. For similar sets of offering mantras, see n. 213. 

130 There is a variant to the usual root mantra: GSS19 (K83v6-84r) and SM236 
omit om before the second and third datives and give the final hum with the 
long vowel: om sarvabuddhaddkiniye vajravarnaniye vajravairocaniye hiim hum 
hum phat phat phat svaha. The heart mantra is either (in GSS5 Sed p. 151, K36r2, 
SM236) om vajraddkiniye hrim hiim phatsvdhdor (in GSS19 K84ri=SM236) om 
sarvasiddhim prayaccha hri<m> hum phat svdhd. The auxiliary heart mantra is 
om vajrayoginiye hum phat svdhd. 

131 The bali mantra is either (GSS19 K84r2) om vajraddkiniye hum hiim imam 
balim grhna 2 hah 2 jah 2 ah 2 hiim phat mama siddhim prayaccha svdhd, or 
(GSS5 Sed p. 151, K36r2, SM236) om vajraddkiniye imam balim grihna grihna 
ha ha ha ha kha kha kha kha aaaa mama siddhim prayaccha hiim phat svdhd. 
In GSS28 (Kioiri) only the latter part is preserved: ...kha kha kha kha aaaa 
mama siddhim prayaccha prayaccha hum phat svdhd. 

132 GSS35 (K119V5): caturnddisvabhdvacaturdalakamalopari. For the three chan
nels, see ch. 3. Isaacson (1999: personal communication) states that a fourth 
channel containing feces is mentioned in the Cakrasamvaratantra and in the 
Vasantatilakd (p. 79). 

133 GSS35 (Kn8vi): tatah sukla-akarad hetuvajradharasvabhdvdt prthivyddica-
turmahdbhutasvabhdvam yamramvamlamkdraparinatam caturatnamayam 
saptaparvatasaptasitakalpavrksadvddasadvipaparitam sumerum bhdvayet. tan-
madhye haritahumkdraparinatapahcdngasvabhdva<m> visvavajram tanmadhye 
rakta-ekdraparinata<m> lohitavarnam sarirasvariipam urdhvadharmodayam 
trikone vajrdnkitam jvdlamdlMahitanavadvdrasvabhdvdstadalapadmam f 
padmoparistham tadantas f caturnddisvabhdvacaturdalakamalopari canddm-
sumandale avadhutisvabhdvasubhrakartriparinatam vajrayogini<m> kimsuka-
sydmasamnibhdm sphutavarapitalohitdm sodas'dbddm sukumdranavayauvandm 
lalitakrodhamukhdm pancamudrdmudritdm pancdsannarasirohdradhardm dli-
dhacarandkrdntacatuhkUsavisuddhabrahmendraharihardm vairocanamukutinim 
prathamadaksinavdmakaratalakalitavajraghantd<m> updydlirigandbhinaydm 
punar daksinakare kartri vdmakarakalitordhvanabhastalavilasatkapdlavini-
vistadrstim vdmdngakhawdngasamgatdm <bhdvayet>. 
• saptas'ita] em.; saptas'itd K (cf. A D K ch. 5 v. 51) • lohitavarnam] em.; lohita-
varnd K • padmam padmoparistham] conj.(?); padma sadmoparistham K • 
kims'ukasydma] em.; kimsukasydmd(m) K(pc) • carand] em.; cardnd K • vairo-
cana] em.; verocanaK. • talakalita] conj.; talakaliK.. 

134 Varjayoginydrddhanavidhi by Sahara GSS23 (K88vi): bdhyasitdbhyantararak-
tapuritapadmabhdjanadhrtavdmakarenoddhrtasvavdmapddalin^andbhinaydm 
padmabhdjanastharaktadhdrdm anavaratam pibantim.. .dhydtvd • bdhya] em. 
bdhyeK* bhdjanadhrta] K (understand bhdjanadhara) • oddhrtd] corr.; odhrta 
K • dlingand] em; dlingitand K. 

135 The brief reference in the Abhisamayamanjari to the urdhvapdda pose of 
Vajravarahi likewise states its provenance in Oddiyana, (GSS5 Sed p. 148, 
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carmo] D88r6; bhairacarmo K120V5, N85r5 • karparadhardm] conj.; karparam K. 
For the yogin in this stance, see n. 142 below. It is worth noting that there 

was an adept called Kurmapada, who was associated with the Vajravarahi 
tradition through his lineal descent from Ghantapada (Blue Annals pp. 754, 
803). Ghantapada was one of the main transmitters of the Cakrasamvara tra
dition (n. 356), although whether he had any connection with this practice 
I do not know. 

140 GSS36 (Ki20v6-I2ir): ...divydmrtam iva yogidravyam niveddyet. Isaacson (1997: 
personal communication) suggests this may be the same as the Saiva viradravya, 
which consist of the five nectars, plus onion, garlic, human flesh, beef, goat's 
meat, fish, and fowl. 

141 For a description of the bali rite according to Vajravarahi texts, see ch. 3; cf. 
A D U T ch. 14 (p. 326) and GSS31 (Ki04ri). 

142 GSS36 (Ki2ir3): tato laldte jvdldmudrdm vdmdvartena bhrdmayet. phemkdram 
uccdrayet kurmapatanapdaordhvadrstyd, anena yoginydkarsanam. tatrapathet om 
aralli boh jab hum vam boh vajraddkinyah samayas warn drsya hoh. vajrdnjalyd 
urdhvavikacaya balim dadydt. om kha kha khdhi khdhi... (for mantra, see GSS11 
§39)-
• jvdldmudrdm] em.; jdldmudrdm K (cf. n. 504); • phemkdram] corr.; phem-
kdra(nd)dam K(del) • kurmapatanapdda urdhvadntyd] em.Sanderson; kurma
patanapddordhvadrstyd K • tatra] Kpc; tatah Kac. 

143 GSS36 (K121VI, N85V5, D88v6): satatam vajrayoginydlingitam atmdnampas'yet. 
svapatnim iva kalpayet, tato 'cirenaiva kdlena vajrayoginyddhisthdnam bhavati. 
siddhd sati vdnchitampurayati ndtra samsayah. • vajrayoginydlingitam atmdnam] 
D, vajrayoginydlingitam ****nam K(dam.); vajrayoginydlingi**m atmdnam 
N(dam/del?). 

144 Willson and Brauen 2000: 261. The Tibetan sadhana is a self-visualization in 
which Vajrayogini is described in typical kdpdlika terms, with three eyes, hair 
black and loose, and wearing all the bone ornaments with a garland of dry 
heads. (The artist of the IWS deviates from the text by giving her yellow hair.) 
The Tibetan text also ptescribes a Vajravarahi mantra, although one closer to 
her thirreen-syllabled mantra than the ten-syllabled mantra of GSS36: om vajra
vairocaniye hum phat svdhd. 

145 Three GSS works prescribe the self-visualization of the Vidyddhari goddess 
(GSS21, GSS22, and GSS23), and thete is also a reference to one of her rites in 
the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5 Sed p. 153, K38n-38r6). Other GSS texts also 
describe her mountainous abode (GSS10, GSS16). This manifestation of 
Vajrayogini has a particular association with the adept Sahara, as many of these 
texts will show, an association confirmed by the hagiography of Advayavajra 
that appears in the *Siddha-Amndya (see appendix). The classical reference to 
Vidyddharis is from Kalidasa's Kumdrasambhava 1.7. 

146 GSS21 (K85r6): tadbijaparinatdm raktdm urdhvapddordhvadrstim kapdlamdld-
vestitakaram puspamdldpds'asavydgrdm ddksine vajrahastdm sarvdbharanavini<r>-
muktdm vidyddharikramayuktdm sphuratsamhdravigrahdm, mdnddravds'okapdri-
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jdtakodbhutam ratnakutam <grham>(mgi) pravis'antim atmdnam bhdvayet. • 
sarvdbharana] em.; sarvdvarana K • savydgrdm] conj. (or: savya<kard>grdm); 
savyagrdm K • vidyddhart] em. vimdyusir K (cf. GSS22 K86ri vidyddharikram-
abhdvand) • mdnddravd] corr.; mdnddrdvdK* °odbhiitam] em.; °odbhutdmK. 

GSS22 (K86r3): jhatiti mdldvidyddharivajrayoginim udydnddastas'pigopetaratna-
grham pravis'antim sphuratsamhdravigrahdm atmdnam bhdvayet. • udydndd] 
corr.; udydndt. codd. 

147 The mantra appears twice in GSS22, first as the principle japa mantra (K86r.5): 
bhdvandt khinno mantram japet, with the mantra itself given as an addition in 
the lower margin in K, but incorporated into the text of N62r7 and D6$r6 
(K86r5): om vajravairocaniye om vajravarnaniye hum 3 phat 2 svdhd. It appears 
again as a mdldmantra with the name elements once again altered from the 
standard version (K86v6): om vajravarnaniye om vajravairocaniye om sarva
buddhaddkiniye hiim phat phat svdhd. 

148 Willson and Brauen (2000: pp. 258-59) give the Sanskrit equivalent as Maitri-
khecari Vidyddhari-keli. The text of the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa is similar to our 
Sanskrit sources in its description of Vajrayogini as naked and bearing a gar
land (though not a garland noose). Her pose is described as follows: "Her left 
hand holds a skull full of nectar and, embracing her left leg in the hollow of 
the knee, raises it up so that a stream of nectar pours into her mouth. Her right 
hand holds a five-pointed vajra, thrusting it toward the right heel. The right 
leg is not quite extended, as if flying. Holding in her left hand a garland of ndga 
tree flowers, she stands naked and without ornaments...." However, the 
Tibetan sadhana reveals a far more wrathful deity, with frown and bared fangs, 
who is aligned not with Vajrayogini, but with Vajravarahi ("I appear in the 
form of Lady Vajravarahi Vidyadhari-keli") and crowned with Aksobhya. The 
usual tripartite mantra is given {ibid.: 213): om om om sarvabuddhaddkiniye, 
vajravarnaniye, vajravairocaniye, hiim hiim hiim phat phat phat svdhd. 

149 GSS22 K85r6 (N63r4~5, D65V2): caryd tasydh kathyatesddhakdndm hitdrthdya. 
candragrahe suryagrahe vd darpanatale kimcit sindiiram <pdtayitvd> suvarna-
s'aldkayd bhatdrikdm likhya pancopacdrendbhipujya tasya (?) sindiiram grhitvd 
tdmrabhdnde sthdpayet. Idngaliyd gaccham utpddya svasthdne pdtayet. evam 
sanmdsdni pratyaham pujayet. mahdmudrdphalam daddhi me. pratyaham 
sampujya vandayet. evam sanmdsdni sampurnam krtvdyoginindm pancopacdra-
bhojanam krtvd pranamydjhdm prayaccha iti prdrthayet. Idngaliyd madhye 
sindiiram bharet. kapdlam grhitvd unmattacaryayd caret, sa kondkrti<m> 
sindiiram laldte krtvd bhramet. sanmdsdni s'iinyagehabhagnakupasamipe 
bahubhi<h> stri<m?> vdmdvartenapradaksindm drabhet. unmattacaryayd caret, 
sanmdsena pancdnantaryakdriyah so 'pi sidhyati. 
• candragrahe] N, D; candragrheK • kimcit] conj.; a Kac; (kdm)ciK(mg); vd 
jalataleD; N omit. • pdtayitvd] conj. (see GSS5 K38n) • tasya] codd. Possible 
conjectural emendation to tasmdt (?) • caryayd] conj. (or carydm); carydyd K, 
cdrydydm N63r4, caryd D65VI • samipe] corr.; same(pe) K(mg2). • unmatta
caryayd] conj. (or unmattacarydm); unmattacarydcodd. 
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utkutakas tisthed ity utkutakdsanam. When GSS10 prescribes this pose for the 
yogin's consort in the preparations, it adds that "her sex is clearly revealed" (v. 
32b K47r3-4): vyaktapadmotkatdsandm. 

177 GSS10 (v. j8d K48V1): kimciduttdnas'dyinam; GSS10 (v. 30cd-3ia K47r2): 
svajanghdm kinciddkuncya daksindm tu prasdrayet I tayor madhye gatdm vidydm. 
Cf. GSS10 (w. 58-59 K48V1). 

178 GSS10 (v. 59cd K48V2): suvyaktaguhyavajrena nartayantam vildsinim. 
iji) GSS10 (w. 18-19 K46V1): parvatddiguhdmadhye sugandhikusumds'raye I bhdva-

niyd sakdntena guhyavajravilasini I sunyavesmani svacchandam udydne vijane 
vane I pujaniyd sadd devi sddhaniyd yathdvidhi. 

180 GSS10 (v. 77 K49V1): anyonyavandandm kurydt madhurdksarabhdsanaih 
181 GSS10 (w. 123—27 K51V6). The male himself makes the mandala upon his penis 

and fondles it (without emitting semen) while reciting the mantra. The female 
makes the mandala upon her own sex, then puts her thumb and forefinger 
together as a "good pair." "She should perform the mantra recitation, medita
tion, and so on using this [substitute] penis in her sex." GSS10 (K52r2): 
updyamelakdbhdve vidydpi svdbjamandale I purvavad mandalam krtvd nitya-
pujdvidhim caret I tarjanydngulijyesthdbhydm ekikrtya suyugmakam I tadvajrdb-
janiyogena jdpadhydnddikam caret. 

182 E.g., Nitydsodas'ikdrnava (ch. 1 w. 130-50), also Sanderson (1988: 688), Pal 
(1981: 74-75), and Biihnemann 2000a: (154-57). 

183 The arrow syllables extracted from a mantroddhara by Jayaratha are dram, drim, 
klim, blum, sah (Vdmes'varimatavivarana on 4.61, quoting the Nitydkaula; 
emending nitydkdloktah to nitydkauloktah). Cf. Sivananda on the same (Rjuvi-
mars'anion Nitydsodas'ikdrnava 4.62): dram, drim, klim, blum, sah. Another set 
that may have influenced the form of the Buddhist mantra are the three bijas 
of Bala Tripurasundari (Vamaki 1.83C-86): aim, klim, sauh. (There is also 
another similar set of eight bijas, ibid.: 1.64-78.) I am grateful to Professor 
Sanderson for these references. 

184 Kames'vara is described in Kdmakaldvildsa 37 cited Khanna (1986), Renfrew 
Brooks (1992: 64). GSS10 (K48V3, v. 62): ityevambhutam atmdnam bhdvayet 
surates'varam I mahdsukham iva vyaktam padmanartes'varam prabhum. GSS10 
ends with a reference to the god of love, Kamadeva (whose banner is the myth
ical sea monster or makarah), promising that [practitioners of this sadhana] 
"fervently clasping their lover enjoy the makara bannered [i.e., fe/wa/Kama]" 
(K53VI-2, v. i5icd): kdmini<m> gddham dlingya bhujanti makaradhvajam. 

185 Synonyms for Siva Nataraja include Ndtyes'vara, Nates'a, and in an east Bengali 
inscription, Nartes'vara; see the study of Nataraja by Sivaramamurti (1974). 
Further research is needed to establish the origins of Padmanartes'vara and 
the sources behind the GSS sadhana here. Sanderson (1997: personal commu
nication) notes that the Lokes'varakalpa is concerned with Padmanatha/ 
Padmanartesvara, and that a possible root text for this is the Sarvabuddha-
samdyogaddkinisamvaratantra. In this proto yoginitantra, Padmanartes'vara is 
lord of one of six families headed respectively by Vajrasattva, Vairocana, 
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198 GSS26 (K94r6): buddhe virdgdvasaro nasty atra kim bahuneti. Cf. Candamahd-
rosanatantra (6.182-83, PP- 3°~3 I ) : anurdgdtprdpyate punyam virdgdd agham 
dpyate I na virdgdtparam pdpam na punyam sukhatah param. 

199 The preliminaries to the sadhana include the recitation of the emptiness 
mantra, and during the course of the subsequent love practices, the yogin is to 
contemplate his body as illusory. GSS10 (K50V3 v. 100): sphuratsamhdrayogena 
bhdvayed dtmavigraham I gandharvanagardkdram mrgatrmdmbucancalam. 

200 GSS10 (K49W. 83): cumbanam tu praddtvayam yatra puspaihsupujitam I masta-
kddipddaparyantam vis'aty ariga<m> fsamangatau fl Cf. Meghadiita (v. 99): 
arigendngam pratanu tanund... vis'ati. 

201 GSS10 (K48V4 w. 63-64). Other instances are at GSS10 K47VI-6 w. 39-45 
(visualization of the dharmodayd), K50r5 w. 93-100 (producing offerings from 
the lovemaking), and K53r3 w. 110-14 (dtmamelaka discussed below). 

202 GSS10 (K5in): ekadaiva samuccdrya vidyayd saha susvaram I nddabindulaydli-
nam idam jdpasya laksanam I (106) satam astottaram japtvd kurydd anyonyacu-
sanam I vajrdbjayos samam tatra muhur garudamudrayd / (107). 

203 GSS10 (K5ir5, v. md): samarasojjvalam; (K5ir5, v. ii2cd): chedayantam jagat-
kles'am trailokyasydpi mandalam. 

204 GSS10 (K5ir6-v, v. 114): s'akracdpakramenaiva tal linam gagandmbudhau \gaga-
nam sahaje linam bodhdmbhodhau mahodaye. 

205 GSS10 (K51V3): ity evam hi samddhisthah samagdbhydsaniscalah I taddyogi bhavet 
siddho mahdmudrdmaharddhikah I (v. 118) • bhavei\ em.; bhavetyogiK. (ditto.). 

206 The colophons to Virupa's sadhana and two stotras name her "Trikayavajra-
yogini," while in the colophons to GSS20, SM232, and SM238, and in the 
body of the texts themselves, she is simply referred to as "Vajrayogini." 

The epithet "She Whose Head Is Severed" appears in Tibetan translations. 
Chinnamunda is the name given by all the sadhanas in the bsTan 'gyur (Benard 
1994: 18 n. 35; see the appendix for details). Thus, for example, the Tibetan 
translation of the Laksmisddhana (GSS24) is entitled the * Chinnamundd-
vajravardhisddhana (Benard 1994: 66). Similarly, in the Nandydvartatraya-
mukhdgamandma attributed to Mekhala and Kanakhala (sDe dge bsTan 'gyur 
rgyud 'grelvol. 43 (Zi): 34-35), the sadhaka is instructed to visualize himself as 
dBu bead ma yum, i.e., as "Chinnamunda" Vajravarahi [ibid.: 14). A Chinna
munda Sadhana also appears in the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa, "Vajrayogini of the 
Severed Head" (rDo rje mal 'byor ma dbu bead ma), or, according to Taranatha, 
"Vajravarahi of the Severed Head" (rDo rje phag mo dbu bead ma) (Willson and 
Brauen 2000: 259-60), details for which see below n. 210. 

In the Sanskrit sadhanas and stotras, that I have seen, however, there are only 
two references to the name Chinnamasta, and these are made in a later hand 
in K (which in both cases are transmitted in N and D). In one instance, a sec
ond scribe adds to the original colophon in GSS25 that she is yellow and has 
a severed head (K92V6): ity dryatrikdyavajrayogini<pitachinnamastd>sddhana. 
In the second instance, a second scribe inserts a corrupt verse in sragdhard 
meter at the start of GSS24 that actually interrupts the first and second pddas 
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of the benedictory verse in anustubh. This states that the goddess generated 
inside the dharmodayd is Chinnamasta, "who has attained a threefold body, the 
triple path," GSS24 (K89V6): tasmin madhye trimdrgd tritayatanugatd cchinna-
mastdpras'astd • trimdrgd] em. trimdrgam codd. Cf. GSS27 (K94V5, v. 4cd): 
trimdrge samsthitd devi trikdyavajrayogini. 

207 SM232 is almost identical to GSS20, but it has no bali mantra. However, a 
"floating" bali mantra is printed as SM238 (Vajrayoginyd Balividdhih), which 
tallies with the longer bali mantra in GSS25, cited below. I suggest that SM232 
and SM238 therefore belong together. 

208 GSS25 (K9ir5): svandbhau vikajitas'ukUvarnapamkdraparinatam sitapadmam 
s'atadalam vibhdvayet. tatropari raktavarnarephajam suryamandalam bhdvayet. 
tatropari sinduravarndm dharmodaydm ca vibhdvayet. tatrdpi ca madhye pita-
hrimkdrajdpita svayam eva kartryd kartita<m> svamastakam vdmahastasthitam 
dhdrayanti daksinahastasthakartryd sahitd urdhvavistrta<vdma>bdhvi, adhona-
mitadaksinabhujd, vdsas'unyd, prasdritadaksinapddd dkuncitavdmacarand, kaban-
dhdd avadhutivartmand nihsrtdsrgdhdrd tasya mukhe patati pravisati ca. apare 
lalandrasandbhydm ca nihsrtya pdrs'vayoginyor mukhe pravis'ata iti bhdvyam. 
• sinduravarndm] em.; sinduravarniK* pitahrimkdrajd] em.; pitahrimkdrajdm 
K« vdsas'unyd] SM232; vdmas'unydK, vdmahs'iinydmGSSzo K84VI. Cf. GSS24 
(K9or4): digvdsasdm, GSS27 (K94V5): nagnd. • pravisati ca] conj.; pravisati vd 
K. Cf. GSS20 (K84V2): svamukhepravisati. 

GSS24 (K90n): tatah samayi svandbhimadhye raktavikasitakamalam vibhdva
yet. tadupari raktaravimandalam pas'yet. tasyopari raktahrimkdrasambhutdm 
dharmodaydm vis'vdbjdrkodard<m>, tatra hrimkdram vibhdvya taddhrimkdra-
parinatdm bhagavatim vajrayoginim pitavarndm raktacchdydm svakarakartyd 
svas'iram cchittvd vdmahastenordhvadhdrinim kartrikdsametadaksinakard<m> 
dhdrdprasdrinim dlidhapadasthitdm kapdldlamkrtas'irasdm muktakes'dm digvdsa
sdm mudrdmudritdngdm s'ribuddhaddkinim madhye, tatah cchinnas'irodhardm 
srotasam urdhvam sravantim rudhiradhdrd<m> svamukheplavantim bhdvayet. 
• raktahrimkdra^] corr.; raktahrimkdram K • vibhdvya] corr.; vibhdvyas K • 
dhdrd] em.; dhara K • srotasam] corr.; srotasam K • sravantim] corr.; sravanti K 

209 GSS27 (K95r2): karavadetayohpddau viparitau ca tausthitau; GSS20 (K84V4): 
ubhayor yoginyor madhye 'ntarikse cdtibhaydkulam smas'dnam bhdvayed iti 
bhavand* kulam] corr.; kuldm K). Cf. GSS25 K92n; GSS24 Kgor.5. 

210 Willson and Brauen (2000: 259-60). The text of the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa dif
fers considerably from our Sanskrit sources, as the three deities are first self-
visualized as one-headed forms of Vajrayogini (in warrior stance, trampling 
Bhairava and Kalaratri, and holding the usual attributes, chopper and skull 
bowl, including a skull staff for the central figure). They are visualized as orange 
(Sarvabuddhadakini in the center), green ("Vajravarnani" to the left), and yel
low ("Vairocani" to the right), with garlands and bone ornaments of the five 
mudras, very wrathful amid blazing fire. Their mantras are given separately 
and are to be visualized with the syllables "all stacked up" within their dharmo-
dayds (i.e., within the sexual organs): om sarvabuddhadakini hiim phat svdhd; 
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om vajravarnaniye hum phat; om vajravairocaniye hum phat. The self-visualization 
then continues, as the meditator sees the principal deity cutting off her own 
head and holding it aloft by the hair "with the three eyes looking downward." 
The text continues: "From the severed central channel in her neck, a jet of 
mixed white and red bodhicitta pours into her own mouth; from the left chan
nel, laland, a jet of'semen' (kunda) mixed with Aksobhya pours into the mouth 
of the left deity; and from the right channel, rasand, menstrual blood (rajas) 
mixed with ordinary blood pours into the mouth of the right one." The 
sadhana then continues with other meditations and rites. 

The Mongolian icons also depict this sadhana, illustrating each deity sepa
rately. The central deity, Chinnamasta (dBu bead ma), is not shown with her 
head severed (IWS/T 81, LC 591), and she is described as a form of Vajravarahi. 
"Vajravarnani" (rDo rje rab sngags ma) is seen as green, and painted in the IWS 
with a skull staff not given in the text or woodblock prints (IWS/T 82, LC 592, 
in which she is called "Vajrapranava"). "Vairocani" (rNam snang ma) is yel
low, also with the addition of a skull staff in the IWS (IWS/T 83, LC 593). 

211 GSS9 (K44V5): hrdi ndndvarnapamkdraparindmena vis'vapadmam bhdvayet. 
atropari raktarephaparindmena suryamandale dharmodayam samadhikarakta-
varnam bhdvayet. dharmodayopari raktavarnam hrimkdram. hrimkdrddibhih 
purvoktaih samastaih parindmena vajrayoginim kanakas'ydmdm surydsane padma-
madhye. tathdtra pdrs've ddkinidvayam bhdvayet. kartrikarotadhardm dlidha-
padasamsthitdm. • ddkinidvayam] SM234; sd(hu?)ladvayam GSS9 K45n, 
sdntadvayam GSS30 Ki02r3 (perhaps for saktidvayamT). 

212 GSS25 (Kc)2r2): iddnimpujocyate. mandalam caturasram tatra suryopari tallag-
ndm dharmodaydm likhitvd tanmadhye hrimkdram dlikhya pujayet, tadbhavdm 
vdpurvoktarupdm bhagavati<m> madhye dropya... (mantras given table 7). 
• tallagndm] GSS25 (cf. GSS20: surydlayalagndm) • hrimkdram dlikhya] conj.; 
hrimvdmdlikhya K (cf. GSS20: hrimkdrasahitdm, GSS5: hrimkdra<m> ca 
vicintya) • purvokta] conj.; purvoktdmK* madhye dropya] GSS25, cf. GSS20: 
tatahpurvoktabhdvanayd bhattdrikdm madhye dropya, GSS5: tajjdm uktarupdm 
bhagavatim pujayet. 

213 The mantric unit vajrapuspa also appears in GSS25, in the worship section of 
the Vajradakini mandala in GSS16 (K79r6): om vajravairocaniye hum hum phat 
vajrapuspe svdhd. om pranavdvajraddkiniye hum hum phat vajrapuspe svdhd etc., 
and in the installation of the fivefold mandala of the red two-armed Vajra
yogini in GSS19 cited above (K83V2): om vajrayogini vajrapuspam praticcha 
svdhd. om etc.; see n. 129. The association of the unit vajrapuspa- with rites of 
worship is apparently borne out by the Sddhanamald. Nihom (1992: 224) finds 
that of the 312 sadhanas of this collection, thirteen use the vocative vajrapuspe 
in mantras of worship, and the remaining 299 appear in the context of tradi
tional puja. Nihom states that the occasions upon which a single flower is 
offered are those upon which the name of the deity is specifically cited. Other
wise, vajrapuspe is usually found as first of a set of five relating to the five gifts 
of the standard puja (pancopacdrah). Nihom {ibid.: 224 and n. 15) offers the fol-
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GSS3 (Kiiv7-i2n) and SM251 (p. 490): vis'vavajrasamdsinah; GSS31 (K102V4): 
visvavajramayi-dsinah; GSS16 (Ky6r2) andSM2i7 (p. 424): vis'vavajrdsandsinah. 
The last is closest to the Tibetan translation of SM251, sNa tshogs rdo rje gdan 
la 'dug ste, cited by Sanderson (1994 n. 7); cf. A D U T 4.10 (ibid.), which 
describes the meditator, "[seated] with focused awareness on a lovely seat sealed 
with a vis'va [vajra-] over a spread [of kus'a grass]." visvamudrdsane ramye 
vistaresu samdhitah. • vistaresu] em. Sanderson; vistaresu. 

For the cotpse seat, see for example GSS5 (Sed p. 1258, K14V5): kvacic chma-
s'anaparvatddidese sukhdsanopavistah sdksac chavopavistho vd;cf. SM218 Korika-
datta's Prajnalokasddhana (p. 426): kvacit smasdndddu mano'nukule sthdne 
saccandanddyupalipte ndnapuspaprakaropasobhite sdksdt savdsane vd yathd-
sukham upavis'ya...; and (p. 430): kvacitprades'e savaparyankena sukhdsano-
pavisthah. 

237 Sanderson (1994, n. 7) notes that this is no different from the posture described 
by mainstream Mahayana exegetes such as Kamalasila, and traditionally under
stood to be modeled upon the Buddha's posture. He cites Bhdvandkrama II (p. 
4): mrdutarasukhdsane vairocanabhattdrakabaddhaparyankendrdhparyankena vd 
nisadya, "Having sat down in theparyanka [posture] adopted by the lord Vairo-
cana, or in the ardhaparyanka [posture], on a very soft and comfortable seat " 
And Bhdvandkrama I (p. 205): sukhdsanopavistahparyankam dbhujya samddhim 
abhinispddayet. Cf. SM81 (p. 157): mandalamadhye vajraparyankenopavistah, 
etc.; SM82 (p. 159): paryankenopavisya; SM110 (p. 224): -dhydndgarddikam 
pravisya sukhdsane paryankam baddhvd; etc. 

238 This is a quote from a longer passage (again cited by Sanderson 1994 n. 7) that 
appears also in the Kriydsamuccaya (66, 5-6): VA (ms. A f. nvi-6) (my under
lining): tatra vajraparyankam bhumisparsamudrdbandhanddvajrdsandbhinayah 
1, samddhimudrdbandhandd dhydndsandbhinayah 2, daksinajamghorumadhye 
vdmam pddam nyasya tadupari vamajamghorumadhye daksinam nyased iti vajra- 
paryankah }, daksinajamghaydm vdmajamghdm krtvdvanatam jdnudvayam 
kurydd iti padmdsanam 4, vdmorupari daksinam pddam vinyasya vdmam 
daksinorutalesthdpayet <iti> satvaparyankah5,... 

The passage in full describes a series of ten postures to be assumed one after 
the other by the Vajracarya during the preliminary ritual of "appropriating the 
site" (bhuparigrahavidhih). The fitst is the vajrdsana, in which the legs are in 
the vajraparyanka and the hands are in the earth-touching mudrd (see 
Sddhanamdld vol. 2 cxlviii plate I). The next is the dhydndsana, which is iden
tical except that the hands are in the meditation mudra. After the vajra
paryanka itself comes the padmdsana, in which both knees are on the ground 
with the left calf placed on the right. This is followed by another seated pos
ture commonly prescribed for sadhana practice, the sattvaparyarika (e.g., SM39 
p. 85; SM80 p. 154; SM147 p. 305). This reverses the position of the feet in the 
vajraparyanka and puts the left foot on top, as stated in the VA: "Having 
placed the right foot on top of the left thigh, he should position the left on 
the surface of the right thigh. This is sattvaparyarika [posture]." Cf. Cand-
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ddyatantra (w. 22—26). The practice is common in earlier tan trie systems also; 
note GS (ch. 17 v. 50): pancaskandhdh samdsena pahcabuddhdh prakirtitdh I 
vajrdyatandny eva bodhisattvdgryamanddlam; Candrakirti discusses this practice 
in the opening portion of his commentary (PU on GST ch. I, p. 18). 

There are various discrepancies between these texts. For the buddhas corre
lated with the skandhas, HA, YSCT, and Vdrdhyabhyuddyatantra read 
Vajrasurya for Ratnasambhava; Padmanartes'vara for Amitabha; Vajraraja for 
Amoghasiddhi; Srl-Herukavajra for Aksobhyavajra. For the buddhas corre
lated with the sense organs, the alternative buddha names (Mohavajra, etc.) do 
not appear in my mss. of HA, YSCT, or in the Vdrdhyabhyuddyatantra (except 
for AisVaryavajra, v. 24). For "whole body," A D U T ch. 9 (p. 286) reads "touch" 
(sparse). The set of goddesses correlated with the elements does not appear in 
the HA, while the YSCT mentions them, but without giving them their alter
native names. For Nartesvari the YSCT (ch. 1, v. 6, A1V5) reads Padmanartesvari, 
and Vdrdhyabhyuddyatantra (v. 26b), Nartani. For Padmajvalini there is the vari
ant Padmajalini (Ki6r2, Vardhyabhyudayatantraw. 26c). 

246 The alternate names appear only in GSS5: (Sed p. 1267, K15V5): tatra moha-
vinds'andn mohavajrah, dvesadvesandd dvesavajrah, irsydsarvdsangamatsarya-
vinds'dd irsyavajrddayas trayah, sarvais'varyaddndd ais'varyavajrah. 

247 The yogatantra "mothers" are identified with the elements in a verse from the 
GST (ch. 17 v. 51: prthivi locandkhydtd, abdhdtur mdmaki smrtd Ipdndardkhyd 
bhavet tejo vdyus taraprakirtitd). In earlier tantric systems they are the consorts 
of the five buddhas, the fifth consort being Vajradhvatisvari (e.g., Vimalaprabka, 
cited Bauddhatantrakos'a p. 85). 

248 GSSi«»GSS2 (K279V4/K4V2): tad anu kayavdkcittaparis'uddhaye mddhvim 
gaudim paistim trividham divyodakam yathdldbham pancapiyusasamyuktam 
arghapdtre samsthapya tryaksaramantrendbhimantryaitenodakena vamahastdd 
drabhya sarvangapratyangamantrasndnam kurydt tenaiva pujddravyam ca 
proksayet. tadanantaram <om vam?> ham yom, hrim mom, hrem hrim, hum 
hum, phatphad—ity etair mantraksarair vdmakardngusthddikam visodhya trivi-
suddhim uccdrayet.. .• mddhvim gaudim paistim trividham divyoddkani\ conj.; 
rnddhvigaudipaistitrividhadivyodakamGSSi mrdvikdmddhvikdgaudikdpaistikd-
caturvidham GSS2; • sarvangapratyangamantrasndnam] GSS2; sarvdngam 
pratyangamantram GSSi • om vam] GSS2, omitted GSSi. (The inclusion of om 
vam in GSS2 is possibly because it is the first of the set of six armor syllables 
(GSS11 §6), but the addition is perhaps unnecessary because the purification 
here is of the "thumb and fingers," for which a set of five syllables suffices. In 
the hand worship, om vam is placed on the palm, not on the digits of the hand; 
see above) • vamakarangusthddikam visodhya] GSS2; vdmakardngulisu sams'odhya 
GSSi. On the types of spiritous liquor, note SUT (ch. 26, w. 30-33). 

249 E.g., GSS35 (Kn8r4): nagno muktakesah. athavd raktakesaparidhdyiraktavastra-
sukhi. This process of assimilation to the deity is well attested in the Saiva tantric 
tradition. Khanna (1986: 217) describes the "special rule" that before approach
ing the deity, the devotee must abolish all distinction of sex and person and 
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assume the identity of the deity (tripurikrtavigraha, NitydsoOasikarnava 1,122b). 
The adept is to adorn himself in a manner that resembles his inner vision of 
the deity. Thus, in the Tripurasundari tradition, he dresses as a woman in fine 
red garments, hair and body adorned with red flowers, mouth filled with betel 
and herbs (ro dye it red), the body red with vermilion powder and scented 
with musk (Nitydsodds'ikdrnava ch. 1, w. 103-5). Assuming the guise of a 
woman (strirupadhdritvam) was accepted by exegetes such as Bhaskararaya 
(Setubandhu, ibid.: p. 78): raktakusumasya strivesasya vdparigrahah. In later 
sources, false breasts and wigs were also prescribed (Saktisamgamatantra vol. 
2.18, 72-75) in order to promote the sadhaka's "immersion in the religious sen
timent" (bhdvdvesah). See also Jayadrathaydmala (NAK ms. 1.1468, f. 3r 1.4 
cited Khanna op. cit: 219): rasdvesavasasthityd devatdkdrdlambanam. (Refer
ences as supplied by Khanna are to the Nitydsoads'ikdrnavav/ith Setubandbaby 
Bhaskararaya, eds. Kas'inatha Vasudeva Abhayamkara and Ganes'as'astri 
Ambadasa Joshi. 1976. ASG no. 56; and Saktisasamgamatantra, vol. 1 
Kdlikhanda, vol. 2 Tdrdkhanda, and vol. 3 Sundarikhanda, ed. Benoyotosh 
Bhattacharyya. 1932-47. GOS nos. 61, 91, and 104.) 

250 For the vis'uddbis as a preliminary practice in this way, see SM123 (p. 254): 
ds'ayavis'uddhir ahamkdramamakdraparitydgas ceti maitrikarundmuditopeksdm 
ca bhdvayet. Dvivedi (1992: 121) traces the statement "Having become a god, 
he attains the gods" to the Vedic corpus (Brhaddranyakopanisad), and interprets 
it in the light of comparable statements in the Satapathabrdhmana to mean that 
"having assumed the nature of one's chosen god, one should propitiate gods." 
It is this injunction (sivibhiiya s'ivam yajet) that is commonly cited in Saiva 
tantras; e.g., Khanna (1986: 22) notes its appearance in the Svacchanda-
tantroddyota. However, its meaning varies according to the different Saiva tra
ditions. Davies (1992: inff.) discusses its significance in the Saiva-Siddhanta, 
and Dvivedi (op. cit.) in nondual Saivism. 

251 E.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 128'0, Ki7r2): saptavidhdnuttarapujdm krtvd...maitrim... 
karundm... muditdm... upeksdm ca bhdvayitvopdrjitapunyasambhdrah. jndna-
sambhdrdbhivrddhaye om svabhdvasuddhdh sarvadharmdh svabbdvas'uddho 'ham 
ity arthdbhimukhikaranapurvakam pathet. • bhdvayitvo] em.; bhdvayitvd Kpc; 
bhdvayeyitvd Kac. Cf. SUT ch. 13, v. 7 (=SMi23 p. 254): cittamdtram tu vai 
tisthed bodhisambhdrabhdvanaih; SM67 (p. 138): etena punyasambhdrdrtham 
yogijagad dkalayati; SM71 (p. 142): pujayet vandeta ca s'ubhavrddhyartham; etc. 

252 For the rays as hooks, see SM24 (p. 55): hrihkdrabijdd nihsrtya.. .ankusdkdrair 
maricivisaraih...dknya; SM58 (p. 121):...dhihkdrabijavinirgatdnkusakdra-
ras'mydkrstdrapacana-; SM82 (p. 156): tanmaricisamcayair ankusdkdrair dkrsya 
bhagavantam...; cf, Ddkinijdlasamvara (ed. Sanderson 1994, n. 10) (fjr-v: 
bijahrdaydntardlamadhyavarttisphuradraktaravimanddUmadhyasthiuparamd 
aranirgatapdtaldms'uvisarair dds'adiganantdparyantalokajadhdtun avabhdsya fair 
evdms'uvisarair vydvarttamdnair ankusakarair gurubuddhabodhisattvayogini-
cakram aprameyamdkrsya...• bija°] em.; bija° ms. • visarair] em.; visarair ms. 
• dkrsya] em.; dkrsya ms.). Rays may take on the shape of the deity, or the colors 
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Gyatso 1999: 499). The mantras and hand gestures (mudrds) that accompany 
the offerings are illustrated in Beyer (1978:160 fig. 19), (quite differently) in K. 
Gyatso (1999: 492ff.), and (differently again) in Tsong ka pa (1987 vol. 2: 
127-3*)-

262 Table 10 summarizes the text of GSS5 (Sed p. 12715, Ki6r5-i7r). The same six
teen goddesses, with individual iconography, appear in the outer parts of the 
Vajrasatrva mandala from the Samputatantra (NYA p. 10). Two other sadhanas 
in the Sddhanamdld list offering goddesses starting with Lasya, either eight 
goddesses (cf. SM265 p. 518: astabhih guhyapujdbhihpujayet), or sixteen god
desses SM266 (p. 523: sodas'aldsydpujdbhih pujayei). The set of eight is given as 
follows (one has dropped out): Vajralasya, Vajramalya, Vajragita, Vajranrtya, 
Vajrapuspa, Vajradhupa, and Vajraloka. Charming line drawings of the offer
ing goddesses are provided by L. Chandra (1986: 141-42). Offering goddesses 
are depicted in plate 2. 

263 For sadhanas with typical Mahayana-style glosses on the worship, see SM24 
(pp. 55-57), SM44 (p. 90), SM51 (p. 106), SM56 (pp. 116-17), SM80 (p. 154), 
SM 171 (p. 344), etc. But for references to transgressive offerings at this stage 
of the sadhana, see GSS35 (Kii8r4): sevitapancamrtah prathamatas caturbrahma-
vihdrdn bhavayet; DdkinijdlasamvaraS. 3v~4r (cited Sanderson 1994, n. 16); also 
Beyer (1978: 158-59), who states that the offering is made by flicking drops of 
water with the right ring finger while reciting the mantra om pahcdmrta-
pujd<m> khdhi. 

264 E.g., Siksdsamuccaya (p. 15229): vandand sarvabuddhdn namasydmiti. The salu
tation may be verbal, bodily, or accomplished with body, speech, and mind 
(kdyavdkcitta), as attested in many sources. 

265 E.g., SM3 (p. 19): tatah sndnapujdmeghaprasaraih sampujya tatah pdpadesa-
ndm...tatah s'iinyatdm vibhdvayet; SM181 (p. 373): pujayitvdparamakdruniko 
yogi bhaktinamrah kdyavdkcittena vandayed iti vandand vanddyitvd ca pdpa-
desandpunydnumodanddikam kurute; etc. 

266 The brahmavihdra meditations do not appear in the proto-sadhanas of 
Vilasavajra (Ndmamantrarthdvalokini, adhikdra 4), or in the Sarvadurgatipari-
sodhanatantra (Skorupski 1983:132). They are found, however, in the scriptutal 
sadhanas of the HT(I.3.I) and SUT (13.7). Umapatideva's glosses are consonant 
with other sources, particularly those in the Sddhanamdld, e.g., on maitri in 
SM48 (p. 100): maitrim satputrasampritisahasragunitdm jane I duhkhahetor 
duhkhdccakrpdm uddhartukdmandmI...dhydtvd;cf. SM56 (p. 115), SM67 (p. 
138), SM87 (p. 192), SM98 (p. 202-3), SM185 (p. 385), SM187 (p. 389), SM206 
(p. 405), etc. Umapatideva's gloss on upeksd is more unusual in its direct ref
erence to Yogacara insight. A commoner explanation is found in SM48 (p. 57): 
keyam upeksd?pratighanunayanibandhanam apahdya hitdhitesu sattvesu parama-
hitdcaranam; expanded upon in SM98 (p. 203). Overall, Umapatideva's expla
nation of the four brahmavihdras is similar ro that of Advayavajra (Advayavajra-
samgraha, Kudrstinirghdtana pp. 4—5.24): sarvasattvesv ekaputrapremdkdrdm 
maitrim, duhkhdduhkhahetoh samsdrasdgardt samuddharanavdnchdsvabhdvdm 
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sattvdrtham abhiviksamdno mantri; SM248 (p. 482): tatah samsdraduhkhebhyah 
sattvdbhyuddharands'ayah I mdyopamam jagattattvam yathdbhiitam vilokyasah; 
SM54 (p. in); SM65 (p. 130), etc. Many sadhanas also comment on the mantrin's 
vow to make himself/the world "become" the deity, e.g., GSS3<=GSS3i (K102V5): 
aham vajravarahi bhutvd taddkdram jagat sarvam karisydmiti; GSS16 (K76r5): 
aham sarvavid bhutvd taddkdram jagat sarvam karisydmiti krtanis'caya<h>; 
SM251 (p. 490): prabhdsvardd utthdya svapnamdyavat vis'vam pasyan jaga-
darthdydtmanah s'riherukatvam vibhdvayet. • jagadarthdyd*] em. Sanderson; 
jagadutthdya SMed.; vibhdvayet conj. Sanderson; vibhdvayan SMed.; cf. other 
mainstream sadhanas, e.g., SM24 (p. 61): punahpunar anavaratandndprakdram 
pardrtham krtvdjagadapi bhagaval lokesvararupena nispddya.. .samddher utthito 
jagallokesvararupam viksya tadahamkdrenayathestam viharet iti; SM48 (p. 101): 
svayam manjuvaro bhutvd jagat pasyams ca tanmayam; SM51 (p. 106); ere. 

291 Sadhanas use the term "circle of protection" or raksdeakra interchangeably for 
vajra ground (vajrabhumih), vajra roof (vajrapahjaram), and so on, as citations 
below will show (the base of the structure is, of course, square and not circu
lar, as it is formed by the walls in the cardinal directions). E.g., SM179 sadhana 
of Uddiyanavinirgata-Kurukulla (p. 359): prdkdram panjarabandhanam {ca} 
vajramayim <ca> bhumim vibhdvayediti raksdeakram; cf. GSS35 (Kii8r5): tato 
jhatiti vaksyamdnadevyahamkdrena caturo humkdrdms caturdiksu ca samantato 
vajraprdkdravajrapahjaram bhdvayet, athavd sumbhanisumbhddicaturmukha-
mantrena raksddigbandhddikam vidadhydt. • ca] em.; carma K • (vajrajpahja-
ram] K(mg) • caturmukha] Kpc; caturmuntra Kac. The term can also have a 
more specialised sense, as in a Kalacakra mandala that describes a wheel with 
spokes in the cardinal and intermediate directions and the nadir and zenith 
inside the vajra zone, upon which are placed the protective deities of the 
mandala (NYA p. 83: kdlacakramandale vajrapanjardbhyantare raksdeakram 
ddsdram tasya purvadaksinapas'cimottararesv...) 

Umapatideva's prose text is telated to the Abhisamayamanjari (GSS 5, Sed 
pp. 129-30, Ki7V5-i9r and K20V2). The latter (GSS5 Sed p. 132, K20V cired 
below) refers to, and probably redacts from, Luyipada's HA. Unfortunately, 
there is damage to the relevant folios of the HA in the manuscript available 
(f. 3v). The previous folio (f. 3r) contains the emptiness meditation and 
mantras followed by the element visualization with Mount Meru (f. 3v), 
below which the folio is damaged. However, the missing text probably 
described the circle of protection, because the next folio begins with the self-
generation of Herukavajra "within the vajra zone" (f. 4r4): vajrapanjara-
madhye 

292 On the structure of a temple, note the ground plan of Bayon at Angkor given 
by Snodgrass (1985: 74-75 fig. 30). The underlying correspondences between 
the structure of the complete mandala and the religious architecture of India 
have been studied by Snodgrass (ibid.) and others. One classical reference to 
the canopy (vitdnah) suspended over the sacred spot in a temple is Kumdra-
sambhava(j.io): vitdnavantamyuktam manistambhacatustayena Ipativratdbhih 
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ba 'i 'odzer gyis I rdo rje'i ra ba gru bzhipa Iphyogs mdog.... This is explicit in 
the prose of dKon mchog ratna, which continues: " [The mantras] are emitting 
rays of light in their respective colors, 'cutting off [or eliminating] all enemies 
and obstructors. The rays of light are gathered [again and] dissolve into the 
mantras. Thereby a square vajra fence [arises]...." (p. 710): 'od zer rang rang gi 
mdogspros dgra bgegs thams cadtshar bead 'odzer tshur 'duspa sngags rnams la 
thim pas, rdo rje 'i ra ba gru bzhipa 

300 E.g., GSS35 (Kii8r6): athavdsumbhanisumbhddicaturmukhamantrenaraksddig-
bandhddikam vidadhydt. Note the slightly different fourth mantra with vidydrdja, 
as attested in Nagarjuna's Pindikramasddhana (Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994 
p. 1* ms. Af.2r, p. 31* ms. Bf.2r) and in the SUT ch. 10, v. 26; and SUT ch. 13, 
w. 2c—3b: digbandhanam tu prdkdram caturmukhamantram uccaret 12 I— om 
sumbha nisumbha hiim hum phat. purve. — om grihna grihna hum hum phat. 
uttare — om grihndpaya grihndpaya hiim hiim phat. pascime. — om anaya ho 
vidydrdja hum hum phat. daksine — chotikdm ddpayed diksu dustamdranam 
trdsanam I }ab. 

301 The idea of "binding" is prominent in the early account of the raksdeakra in 
the Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra (p. 134; 10a), which is constructed with a 
variety of mantras and mudras (interrupted by some other rituals, such as 
abhiseka and kavacana), and which results in the binding of its various parts 
plus aspects of the mandala, e.g., (10a): vajrabandham krtvd...; (na-b): 
mudrdyuktyd sarvavighnabandham kurydt. vajrabandham baddhvdngustha-
dvayam prasdrya.. .prasdritavajrabandham bhumydm pratisthdpyddhobandham 
kurydt.. .piirvam dis'am bandhayet... (nb) digvidiksv adha urdhvam ca vighna-
nikrntanam kurydt vajrakdlyottardm dis'am bandhet; (12a): vajrakarmand 
mandalabandham krtvd prdkdram dadydt. This usage remains in place, e.g., 
HT1.3.3: pahjarabandhanam, with Muktdvali: uparigataih prakarasikharod-
gatam panjaram, tdbhydm api sphuradbhih simdbandham (note that there is no 
vitana in the HT). For the boundary, see SMi (pp. 5-6) in which the 
vajramandapa is installed with hand gestures and mantras (p. 5): tato 
vajramandapamudraya svasthdnam vajramayam adhitisthet, in the following 
order: ground, walls, roof, Vajrajvalavahita mantra (i.e., flame ring), and 
"boundary" (p. 6): tatah simdn badhniydt; NYA (p. 1): anantd vajramayi 
bhitmih, tajjvalanmayukhajvdldvalisimdbandhah; SMno (p. 226): bahir dvdre 
simdbandhah karya iti..., etc. 

302 For the installation mantras following the sequence in the Advayavajra texts, 
see GSS5 (Sed p. 12913, Ki8t2, cited n. 294), also GSS3 (Ki2r6)<=GSS3i 
(Ki03r5)«SM2i7 (p. 424), and SM251 (p. 491). This is not part of the Hevajra 
system, which empowers the circle of protection with a different mantra, as in 
YRM (p. 114): om raksa raksa hum hum hum phat svdhd. 

303 The equivalent generation of the intermediate goddesses in the Abhisamaya-
manjari (GSS5) supplies a distributive, stating that they are produced "from rays 
from both [pairs of those mantras] individually" (Ki8r—i8v): ubhaya-ubhayara-
smisambhutd. It seems that there is no great difference between the walls and 
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the mantras: The SUT states, "As for the binding of the directions, he should 
utter the four-faced mantra as the wall." SUT ch. 13, v. 2: digbandhanam tu 
prdkdram caturmukhamantram uccaret. 

304 Devibhdgavatapurdna, skandha 5. The fourfold mantra appears prior to the 
kilanamantra in the Arya school of the Guhyasamdja (Pindikramasddhana 
by Nagarjuna, Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994 p. 1* ms. Af.2r, p. 31* ms. 
Bf.2r). Despite its reference to Puranic asuras, nisumbha in the Buddhist 
tantric tradition seems to have been generally understood as an imperative 
(cf. PU p. 153). 

305 See Huntington 1975: 2-5, with plate 45, etc.; Marcotry 1987: 29; and illustra
tions by Beer 1999: 245-49, with plate 114. The cult status of the kila as deity 
in the Vajrakilaya corpus has been studied by Bootd (1993) and Mayer (1996). 

Examples of deity daggers are given in Huntington (e.g., figs. 19, 21, 22, and 
24, all of which hold another dagger). The last shows a three-tiered dagger. The 
topmost deity is four-armed and holds instruments for staking and hammer
ing, the central deity holds a single hammer, and the third face above the blade 
is therianthropic. 

On the rite of staking (kilanavidhih), see VA Vighnakilanavidhi SP f. I7v-i8r. 
This rite is often associated with the ten krodhardjas. A vivid example is a 
Hevajra rite described by Davidson (1992:116), in which the creation of the cir
cle of protection is followed by the visualization of a "rimless wheel with blade
like spokes in the ten directions" that are occupied by the ten krodhas. The 
meditator as Usnisacakravartin, with retinue, sits in the center, summons the 
demonic forces with rays, and causes them to fill the area between the sharp 
spokes of the wheel. He then sees the wheel revolving, chopping the vighnas 
into pieces, burning them with fire, and dispersing them by wind. Their "men
tal principles" are sent to the realm of Aksobhya with the recitation of the 
appropriate mantra, and the wheel melts into space. 

306 Mote specifically, in GSS5, the wells are created from "the lengthy subde res
onance of the syllable when it is recited" (KI8VI): dasadiggatavighnavrndam 
dniya dlrghanddoccdritahumkdranispannesu prdkdrabdhyesu samipe digvidigas tu 
kupesupravesya. The instruction to dig the wells "near" the vajra walls is unclear 
to me and is not clarified by the Tibetan texts, which state that the wells appear 
"outside" the wall 01 fence. (Once again, I owe the translations to Dr. Sobisch.) 
Mi bskyod rdo rje comments on the "eight deep wells that appeared from the 
hum syllable(s?) on the outside (phyi la) of the vajra fence..." (4V): rdorje'ira 
phyir hum yig las I byung ba V khron zab brgyad... I (understanding ra phyir as 
ra ba'iphyi la). The commentary on a similar passage in dKon mchog ratna 
says, "Having moved toward the vajta fence, the ten female guardians of the 
gates that have been visualized earlier utter hum. Thereby the eight deep wells 
that arise from the hum behind the outer vajra fence...." (p. 715): rdo rje'i ra 
ba dang nye bar slebs nas, sngar bsgom pa 'i sgo mtshams ma bcuyis hum zhes brjod 
pas, rdo rje'i ra ba phyi ma z rgyab tu hum las byung ba z khron pa zab mo brgyad. 

ioj GSS5 (Sed p. 1309, K18V4): . . .dkotanakilandbhydm vighnavrndam mahdsukhena 
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before the worship section (p. 134, 10a: tato raksdcakrabhdvand kartavyd), the 
same sequence as that found in the SUT ch. 13, w. 2—8. The HT1.3.3 mentions 
the installation of the walls and canopy following the sequence of awakenings 
(1.3.2). Its commentators, however, are in line with our GSS texts, which place 
the circle of protection after the accumulations; e.g., YRM (p. 114). Cf. GSS5 
(Sed p. 129, Ki7v5-i8r), the Advayavajra-based sadhanas GSS3 (Ki2r6), GSS4 
(Ki3r7)=>SM226 (p. 440), SM227 (p. 442): humvajrikrtabhumydddu..., GSS16 
(K76V1), also SM40 (p. 83): sunyatabhdvananantaram, etc. In GSS35 (Kii8r5) 
the protective circle is generated after the accumulation of merit but prior to 
the emptiness meditations. Note SMi (pp. 10-11): yadis'akto bhavati apardhne 
pisarvam etat raksddiparikarampujddikam ca krtvdjapet, no cetpurvdhnakrtam 
eva raksddi avisarjitam sthitam eva drdham adhimucya... vikdle ca prakdrapan-
jarddikam visarjya ras'mimdlinyd kavacam kurydt. 

309 GSS5 (Sed p. 13213, K20V2): yat tu luyipdddbhisamaye raksdpanjardderanantaram 
sunyatdbhdvanoktd tad adhimdtraprajnddhikdrdt. tasya sunyataiva para rakseti. 
sarvajanasamgrahanai<h> punar atra sunyatabhdvananantaram raksdpanjard-
dikam uktam. bahusu cdbhisamayem iyam evdnupurvi drsyeta iti. • sunyataiva] 
conj.; sunyateva K. The suggestion that the realization of emptiness is the 
supreme protection is made elsewhere (Isaacson 1997), e.g., in the Yogimanohara 
Pancakramatippani, ed. Zhongxin Jiang and Toru Tomabechi. 1996. Bern. vol. 
23 (p. 13): tadanuparamdrthesunyataivaparamd rakseti; also by Ratnakaras'anti, 
Muktdvalion HT1.3.3: tatra maitryddibhdvanamprathamd raksd, sunyatdbodhir 
dvitiyd, trtiydm raksdm rephddislokendha. Cf. SMno (p. 226). 

310 This ttanslation depends upon the conjectural emendation of sunyateva (codd.) 
> sunyataiva (conj.). Without emendation, the text translates: "For him it is said 
(iti) other protection is like emptiness " The function of iti (rakseti) is not 
entitely clear. Perhaps it indicates a citation, for example, from Luyipada's HA. 

311 In the GSS collection, only two sadhanas apart from the Vajravarahi Sadhana 
elaborate upon the cremation grounds: the Trayodas'atmikavajraddkinisddhana 
(GSS16) and the "skeleton arch" practice of Dhyayipada (GSS34). These, and 
other sources for the cremation grounds, are discussed below in n. 312. It is com
mon, however, for GSS sadhanas to tefer in brief to the visualization of the god
dess within the cremation grounds, e.g., GSS4=>GSS29 (K13V1): vajrikrtabhumau 
s'masdndstakamadhye; GSS19 (K83V6): bhimarupdm smasdndddu bhdvayed yogi 
mahdkrpah;Tnka.yav!LJTayoffni sadhanas, e.g., GSS20 (K84V4): ubhayoryoginyor 
madhye ntarikse cdtibhaydkulam smasanam bhdvayed; GSS35 (Kii8r3-4): 
dhydnasthdne utpdditoddiydnamahds'masdnddhimoksah. • oddiydna] corr.; 
odiydnamK; GSS37 (K121V2): smasdndddu bhdvayedvidhipurvakam Cf. other 
tantric sadhanas, such as SM40 (p. 83): vajraprdkdram vajrapanjaram ca vibhdvya 
tanmadhyeghoras'masdnam tasya ca madhye raktdstadalakamalam...; etc. 

312 A detailed study of the evolution of the eight cremation grounds is yet to be 
made. In the Buddhist tantras, early references to the cremation ground appear 
in the yogatantra corpus, particularly within the subjugation myths. The ere-
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mation-ground culture pervades the HT, but without mention of the eight 
cremation grounds as such. For example, in its proto-sadhana (HT1.3.4), the 
yogin is to seat himself inside the vajra zone on a corpse; latet in the chapter, 
the text states that the lord plays in the cremation ground surrounded by his 
eight yoginis (HTi.3.i6ab): s'masdne kridate ndtho 'stayoginifbhihjpravrtah. The 
text later finds a convenient etymology (niruktih) of the word smas'dna from 
the verbal root "to expire" (HTi.3.i6cd): s'vasatity anayd yuktyd s'mas'dnety 
abhidhiyate. 

The locus classicus for the eight cremation grounds in the Samvara tradition 
is the SUT (ch. 17, w. 36-45), and it is to this passage that Umapatideva's 
verses are related. The scripture describes the types of inhabitants by group 
(eight named cremation grounds, eight trees, eight protectors, etc.). 
Umapatideva rearranges this grouping slightly and divides the cardinal cre
mation grounds (w. 70-72) and intermediate cremation grounds (w. 73-76). 
The SUT ends with a more generalized description of the terrifying contents 
of the cremation grounds, and this seems to be the basis for a similar account 
in the A D U T (ch. 9, p. 293)/' Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra (w. 103-9) that men
tions colors, animals, corpses, etc., but no individual features or names. An 
important exegetical work from the Samvara corpus is the Smasdnavidhi by 
Luyipada (in Finot 1934 and Meisezahl 1980). This text allots two verses to 
each feature (but gives the clouds separately, v. i8ff.), and like the SUT ends 
with a general description of the cremation grounds. The order of the inter
mediate cremation grounds in this text is suspect (southwest, northwest, and 
omitting northwest and northeast). Meisezahl (1980) discusses two Tibetan 
translations of Cakrasamvara exegetical texts in the Tibetan canon: the 
Adbhutas'masdndlamkdra (a subcommentary in the Cakrasamvara collection in 
bKa' 'gyur, Toh 413, reported in Meisezahl op. cit.: 18-21); and the Smas'dnd-
lamkdratantra (Toh 402, reported in Meisezahl op. cit.: 21-22). These seem to 
be related to Luyipada's Smasdnavidhi since they have many features in com
mon (including the same imprecision in the intermediare directions). 

In the GSS collection, the Trayodasdtmikavajraddkinisddhana (GSS16, 
K76V5-77O merely lists the direction and name of each cremation ground 
(drawing initially on SUT ch. 17 w. 36cd-37ab). The "skeleton arch" prac
tice of Dhyayipada (GSS34) gives a brief description of them as the setting for 
the skeleton arch (GSS34, Kii2ri) and then supplies a more detailed account 
as the cremation grounds are internalized by the yogin (Kii3r5) and used as the 
basis for a series of equations with his psychophysical being, in an intet nalized, 
cremation-ground version of the yogic body mandala (n. 477 with endnote 
table vi). 

Secondary materials on the eight cremation grounds are limited, and not 
consistent (which reflects the unstudied diversity of the primary sources). 
Meisezahl (op. cit.) examines the contents of cremation grounds and illustrates 
them with plates, but this is a short and preliminary study (with several mis-
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takes) that concentrates on a small number of Samvara-based texts (SUT, the 
Adbhutasmasdndlamkara, Smas'dndlamkdratantra, and Luyipada's Smas'dna-
vidhi). Tsuda (1974: 292, nn. 1-3) mentions a description of the cremation 
grounds in the Laghutantrapinddrthavivarana, in works by Tsong kha pa, and 
in a sadhana by Bu ston. Kalff (1979: 24) discusses the relevance of Pali sources 
describing meditations on decaying corpses. K. Gyatso (1999:120-23) gives an 
account of the meditation, also drawing upon Tsong kha pa and dGe lugs 
sources. Their symbolism is discussed by L. Chandra (Preface to Dawa Samdup 
1919: 28-32, citing the Vajrapradipatippaniof Suratavajra). 

I draw these primary and secondary materials together in the annotations to 
table 14. 

313 For birds and animals, see SUT ch. 17, w. 42-43^ A D U T ch. 9, p. 293; 
Smas'dnavidhi w. 25; Tsuda (SUT p. 293) gives references to them in Bu ston's 
Mandalavidhi. For descriptions of the corpses, see SUT ch. 17, w. 43c-44b, 
A D U T ch. 9, Smas'dnavidhi v. 26, and Smas'dndlamkdratantra reported in 
Meisezahl (1980: 22). For supernatural beings, see SUT w. 44-45 and the 
Smas'dnavidhi, which describes yoginis with chopper and skull bowl, drums, 
and food (v. 27) and eight siddhas (v. 28). Some features of the cremation 
grounds that are not included in the Samvara texts are also shown in table 14. 
Of these, only the Smas'dnavidhi (v. 28) mentions that eight caityas (unnamed) 
adorn the cremation grounds; Meisezahl {op. cit: 56) suggests these are drawn 
from the tradition of eight holy sites of the Buddha's life. The additional fea
tures are mentioned by Meisezahl in his annotations to planche 1 (Mandala of 
Chinnamunda-Vajravdrdhipicture no. 4072, Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, 
Leyden, Netherlands); he names the ksetrapdla, the caityas, and the mountains 
individually, but his textual sources for so doing are unclear (elsewhere, he 
mentions that Bu ston supplies a list of ten caityas, ibid.: 21). K. Gyatso's 
account (op.cit.) also mentions the additional features, such as a stupa 
(unnamed) on the top of the mountain (named). 

314 The Sansktit text of GSS34 is very uncertain (see the appendix), and I have not 
even attempted to make full emendations here. GSS34 (Kii2ri) : tatrdyam 
smas'dndni ddrunam atibhisanam I dikpdlavrksanagendrameghardjasamanvitd I 
cihndstakasamdyuktah s'mas'dnasya tu lanchanam I tad uktam — mahdhavdddu 
vikrte 'tighorepretdngandsamkulabhimasabde I bhutipis'dcis'ivayositddyaih kurydt 
smasdne khalupurvasevd<m> I • dik] corr.; digK • ndgendra] em.; ndgendrah 
K • samanvitd] K, understand samanvitam • cihnd] corr.; cihndK • samdyuktah] 
K, understand samdyuktam • lanchanam] em.; Idnjanam K. 

315 The artistic sources suggest a more fully developed and perhaps standardized 
version of the cremation grounds than that described in our texts. Further tex
tual research upon this subject is needed, drawing on Tibetan authors such as 
Bu ston and Tsong kha pa, against a study of the artistic representations. The 
cremation grounds do not just appear in tangkas in the Cakrasamvara tradition; 
there are many of Heruka-based mandalas, including those of the Hevajra tra
dition (e.g., mandalas of Hevajra, Nairatma, Buddhakapala, and Vajrahumkara 
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in Tibetan PaintedMandalas, Rossi and Rossi 1993). Some show the cremation 
grounds beyond the felly of the circle of protection and some within it. I see no 
basis from artistic works for Kelsang Gyatso's remark (1997: 89) that the crema
tion grounds are inside the circle of protection principally in Vajravarahi practices. 

316 See Abhidharmakos'abhdsya ch. 3, w. 53b—56 for the four continents (includ
ing Jambudvipa) extending in the cardinal directions. Each continent is 
flanked by two smaller continents. There are therefore twelve continents, but 
only eight cremation grounds. For the mountains, see ADK/B ch. 3, w. 
48D-49C; for the lakes, ADK/B ch. 3, w. 510-520 There are seven lakes (liter
ally "cools": sitds) that separate the mountain ranges, plus the great ocean itself 
beyond. The interpretation of sitd is debatable, however (see Pruden, nn. 
380—82). The Abhidharmic cosmology is discussed and helpfully illustrated by 
Brauen (1997: 18-21). 

317 A summary of How Heruka Was Born (dPal he ru ka'i byung tshul, SK 
III.298.4.2-300.2.6) by Davidson (1991: 2056°.). 

318 Sanderson (1994 n. 35) demonstrates that the use of the standard seed-syllables 
(yam ram vam lam) in the Buddhist sadhanas corresponds to that of the 
Vaisnava and Saiva tantric traditions, and he proposes that these, and the tra
dition of relating each to a symbol, are in origin brahmanical (on which see also 
Heilijgers-Seelen 1994: 20). 

319 GSS5 (Sed p. 1295, K17V3): tatahpurvapranidhdndvedhavasdt sunyatdsamddher 
vyutthdya svacittam evopary upari yamramvamlamparinatadhanustrikonavartu-
lacatMrasrdkdranilaraktas'vetapitavarnacalatpatakdnkakotidvayajvd 
a<tris'ukavajrdrika>mg2konacatustayam. vdyuvahnivamnaksitimandalasvabhd-
vam vicintya tadupari sumkdrasamudbhavam caturasram astas'mgam purva-
daksinapascimottarapdrs'vesu rupyavaiduryasphatikasuvarnamayam sumerum 
dhydtvd • astasrngam piirva] em. astasrngo purvo K. Cf. SUT ch. 13, w. 9-12; 
HA (f. 3v); and sadhanas showing various elaborations to the process, e.g., the 
red fire element may have the syllable ra- inscribed in each corner, e.g., SM110 
(p. 226): tato ramkdrendgneyam trikonam raktakonesu rephdnkam (cf. SM95, 
SM97); the elements may have the seed-syllable and the emblem upon them 
(as in Kumaracandra's commentary on the KYT patala 17 (p. 124); Vdrdhya-
bhyudayatantra w. 35-40; etc. 

320 Changes to the Abhidharmic model can be observed as early as the yogatantra 
corpus in the Vairocana sadhana of the Sarvadurgatiparis'odhana (p. 160), which 
includes the substrate of emptiness (in the form of the emptiness meditations) 
and the fire element. It also describes the water element as "the great ocean" 
(mahodddhih), and generates the mandala of gold above that from the syllable 
kam. The changes in the yoginltantras accord with the cosmic systems described 
in Saiva and Vaisnava tantric traditions and may evince their influence (Sander
son, op.cit.). Isaacson (1998: personal communication) notes that other mod
els were also in use, for example, the Buddhist tantric Catuspitha tradition uses 
quite different syllables: yum hum sum hum. 

Both cosmological systems are also beautifully illustrated in line drawings by 
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Beer (1999: plate 61 with pp. 108-9), and in computer-generated illustrations 
in Brauen's exposition of the cosmos (1994: 50—54 and 1997:19-20, figs. 5 and 
8). I do not attempt to reproduce the cylindrical shape of the elements here in 
fig. 25, as the dimensions are not even possible to reproduce with computer 
drawings. For example, although the height of the elements is given in the 
Abhidharmakosa, the circumference of the wind element is said to be "immeas
urable," and space is infinite; Mount Mem also dives beneath the gold/earth 
to a given depth, and Brauen (ibid.) shows how the mountain is formed dif
ferently in the different systems. There are also numerous heavens above Meru 
within the kdmadhdtu, the rupadhdtu (culminating in the Akanistha heaven), 
and the driipyadhdtu. 

321 Sadhanas that directly follow the emptiness meditation with visualization of the 
cosmos must postpone installing the circle of protection until after the cosmos 
has been set in place. This differs from the method in the Vajravarahi Sadhana, 
in which the emtpiness meditations lead on directly to the circle of protection, 
and in which the cosmos—whether the cremation grounds as in v. 16a or the 
traditional cosmos as in v. 35—is visualized inside the circle of protection. 
Examples of texts that place the visualization of the cosmos immediately after 
the emptiness meditations (and therefore before the circle of protection has 
been generated) include Sarvadurgatiparis'odhanatantra (p. 160); SUT ch. 13, 
w. 8-9; HA (f. it); GSS5 (Sed p. 1294, K17V3); GSS3 (Ki2r5); and GSS12 
(Kyiri). The difference is more apparent than real, since in these cases, the cir
cle of protection presumably encompasses the visualized cosmos, or as it says 
in GSS3, it is visualized "on top" (GSS3 Ki2r6: tadupari), perhaps "superim
posed"? The dharmodayd and temple palace are then visualized within the cir
cle of protection, on top of Mount Meru. 

322 E.g., GSS3, GSS12, cf. SUT 13.13: caturasram caturatnamayam astaspigopasobhi-
tam vicintya. 

323 E.g., STTS ch. 6 (p. 56): sumerugirimurdkni vajramaniratnakutdgdre samdjam 
dgamya 

324 E.g., STTS ch. 6 (p. 63): caturasram caturdvdram catustoranasobhitam...; 
Sarvadurgatiparisodhana (p. 160), Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini(Tribe 1994: 244); 
cf. GSS16 (K76V2), A D U T (ch. 14, p. 316), and similar descriptions in many 
other sources, e.g., HTi.10.20; KYT (p. 140); SM54; SM95; SM97; SMno; 
SM123; etc. See also Sanderson (1994, n. 48) and Wayman (1990: 82-89) for 
sources for the temple palace. In tantric visualizations, the various aspects of 
the temple palace also become the subject of purifying equations. The con
nection with the yogatantra corpus may explain the common visuddhi of the 
temple palace with the body of Vaitocana, e.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 13016, Ki9ri-2): 
-savidydvairocandtmakam kutdgdram... <bhdvayet>; Hevajrasekaprakriyd(vairo-
canasuddhyd kutdgdram.. J/SMuo (p. 227): parisuddhabuddhaksetram samksepa-
riipam mahdmoksapuram vairocanasvabhdvam ndndratnamayam kutdgdram..., 
etc. Studies have shown that the traditional Indian temple, based on the intri
cately conceived vdstupurusamandala, is equated with both the cosmos and the 
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body (Snodgrass 1985: 104-17). For a brief resume of work on this topic, see 
Brauen (1997: 73-74). 

325 Earlier sadhanas describe the generation of the temple palace upon a lotus (e.g., 
SM123 p. 255), but later texts add the detail that upon the pericarp is an altar
like foundation composed of a double vajra, e.g., SUT (ch. 13, v. 13); FLA (f. 
3v); Bhramaharandma Hevajrasddhana (ed. Isaacson 1997); SM97 (p. 136); 
SM110 (p. 227); NYA (p. 12); cf. K. Gyatso (1997: 86, 93). This is illustrated 
artistically in the sculpted Sumeru Temple in Chengde (Jehol, China), in 
Brauen (1997: 74 fig. 50). 

326 The manner in which rhe elevation of the temple is depicted within the two-
dimensional mandala is discussed by Brauen and illustrated with a helpful 
series of explanatory models (1997 fig. 47 and plates 15—21). 

327 Another "transitional" GSS sadhana is the Trayodds'dtmikavajraddkinisddhana 
(GSS16), which fuses the tradirion of the temple palace with the setting of the 
eight cremation grounds; ir is rhe only GSS sadhana to locate the self-generation 
within the eight cremation grounds and also to endow the goddess with a 
palace (vimdnam) within those cremation grounds. The setting of the temple 
palace within the cremation grounds is familiar from other tantric systems, 
and is that represented in all artistic representations of mandalas within the cre
mation grounds. Cf. commentary on HT1.3.16 (s'mas'dne kridate ndtho) in YRM 
(p. 115): vajraprdkdrdsv antare ghordstasmasdndni tanmadhye kiitdgdrodare 
viharati ndtho hevajrah. 

328 Cf. YRM (on HT1.8.3). Its color differs in other Vajrayogini sadhanas, in which 
it may be visualized as red and may rest upon a red sun disk generated from a 
red syllable ram. E.g., GSS35 (K118V3): rakta-ekdraparinatam lohitavarnam 
s'arirasvarupam urdhvadharmodayam; GSS10 (K47V2): tatra dharmodaydm 
dhydtvd raktddyaksarasambhavdm; GSS24 (Kc>or2): raktahrimkarasambhutam 
dharmodaydm. 

329 The compound dharmodayd is a feminine bahuvrihi whose gender is derived 
from the now absent referent, "womb" or "source" (yonih), i.e., "that [womb] 
which is the origin of dharmas' (dharmodayayonih > dharmodayd) (Sanderson 
1998: personal communication). However, it also appears as a masculine noun, 
functioning as a genitive tatpurusa compound, dharmoddyah. 

33° The triangular fire pit in the Gopyahomavidhi (GSS8) is referred to as "vagina 
shaped" (K44ri): bkagdkare vas'yakunde.... As for the letter e, see GSS5 (Sed p. 
I30'5, Ki9ri): dharmodaydm ekdrdm uparivis'dldm adhahsuksmdm vicintya. For 
its correlation with the female sex organ, see GSSi=2 (K280VI-2): dharmoddyeti 
vikhydtam yositdm bhagam ity api; also cited Vasantatilakd ch. 9, v. 2, p. 71. A 
corrupt passage in the SUT ch. 2, v. 25ab: dharmodayayonidvdrdndm 
abhimukham bhavati niscitam is translated by Tsuda: "It is certain that it (the 
seed) faces the aperture of the yoni, that is, 'the origin of dharmas.'" Sander
son (1999: personal communication) suggests that the sense is of rebirth: "It is 
certain that [the being to be reborn] approaches the exit from (dvara-) the 
vagina that is the source of existents (dharmodayayonih)." Similar instances are 
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cited in the Bauddhatantrakosa (p. 20) e.g., Vimalaprabhd (p. 39): e rahasye 
khadhdtau vd bhage dharmodaye 'mbuje. 

331 Sanderson (1999: personal communication) points out that the dharmoddydis 
already present in the root text of the Caryatantra, the Vairocandbhisambodhi-
tantra, as depicted in the 122-deity mandala based on the scripture in the Ngor 
mandalas of Tibet (1989; plate 20, also in color at the end). Here it has its scrip
tural form, downward pointing, with the vajra at its center. This tantra was 
translated into Chinese (T 848) in 725 c.E.; on the Far Eastern version, see 
Stein (1974-75: 481-88) 

332 GST 1.1, HT1.1.1: evam mayds'rutam ekasmin samaye bhagavdn sarvathatdgata-
kdyavdkcittahrdayavajrayosidbhagesu vijahdra. 

333 For the dharmodayd as Sukhavati, see HT2.2.38ab: vihare 'ham sukhdvatydm; 
sadvajrayosito bhage; HT2.2.4ia: yosidbhage sukhdvatydm; HT2.4.30c-3ib: 
strikakkolasukhavatydm evamkdrasvarupake I' sukhasya raksandd eva sukhdvatiti 
sabditam. The YRM (p. 139) states unambiguously: amitdbhasya tathdgatasya 
buddhaksetram sukhdvatity ucyate. iha tu nairdtmyddindm bhagdni sukhdvati-
samksepdni, niruttarasukhasya raksandt. Hence the dharmodayd is frequently 
described in terms of "self-perceived {svasamvedyam, known-in-itself) great 
bliss" (HTi.8.46b: svasamvedyam mahat sukham) and as wisdom and means, 
viz. buddhahood, HTi.8-49ab: dharmodayodbhavam jiidnam khasamam sopd-
yanvitam. On Sukhavati as a "generalized religious goal," see Schopen 1977. 

334 GSS42 (K125V5): evamkdrasamdsine sahajdnandarupini I prajndjndne ca dehasthe 
namas te vajrayogini 11 • prajndjndne ca dehasthe\ em.; prajndjndnadehastho K; 
prajndjndne ca dehdgre C. Cf. GSS17 (K82r5—6): ekdramadhye vamkdram; and 
the related sadhana GSS45 (K139V2): prathamam tdvadevamkdramadhye...; 
and citations in Bauddkatantrakosa (p. 20). Note that in the Hevajta tradition, 
evam designates innate bliss (sahajdnandah), the summation of four types of 
sexual activity that are equated with four tantric initiations. For example, 
HT2.3.2~4b: "The union (samvaram) of all the buddhas is grounded in the 
sound evam. Correctly produced through [the four] consecration [s], evam is 
great bliss... .the syllable e, which is divine, is adorned with vam in the center." 
samvaram sarvabuddhdndm evam-kdre pratisthitam [cf. SUT ch. 3, v. 17] I 
abhisekdjjndyate samyagevam-kdram mahat sukham 12.. .e-kdrdkni yad divyam 
madhye vamkdrabhusitam. Ratnaraksita's Panjikd on the SUT also explains 
evam with reference to the fourth abhiseka (Tsuda 1974: 246 n. 2); Kanha's 
commentary upon the HT (YRM pp. 103-4) identifies e as vagina (bhagah), 
and vam as penis (kulis'ah). In one Tibetan exegetical tradition, mKhas grub 
rje (pp. 333-36) describes three types of evam stating that the inseparability of 
bliss (vam) and void (e) is the principal subject matter of the highest tantras. 

335 Introduction to Adhikara IV, Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini by Vilasavajra (Tribe 
1994): samvaragrahanapurvakam bodhicittam utpddyapancdkdrdbhisambodhim 
bhdvayed anena kramena. See Tribe 1997: 122. 

336 See Kanha commenting on HTi.8.4b-8b in YRM (p. 115): yogasarirampunar 
atrapancdkdrdbhisambodhih; and Vajragarbha's Hevajrapanjikatd. Sanderson 
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states, "But in this [system] the Emanation-Body is taught with the form of 
Heruka etc. constructed thus and thus out of consideration for [the needs of] 
those to be trained, by means of the Dharmakaya. But the Emanation-Body, 
the 'constructed-Buddha' that is taught in the Paramitanaya, is [taught] here 
too, and it is similar because it is constructed. Even if it is the case that the 
Enjoyment-Body is constructed from the Dharmakaya, in the Paramitanaya 
[the Enjoyment-Body] is ordinary/conventional simply (eva) because it enjoys 
the Dharma" (cited Sanderson op. cit). Abhayapaddhati (f. 6rz): iha tv asau 
dharmakdyavas'ena vineydnurodhato herukddirupena tathdtathdnirmitena 
nirmdnakdya ucyate. yas tu nirmitabuddho nirmdnakdyahpdramitdnaye kathyate 
so 'trdpi tadvad eva nirmitatvdc ca. saty api dharmakdyanirmitatve sambhoga-
kdyasya pdramitdnaye prthaktvam dbarmasambhogdd eva. • nirmitatvdc] em. 
Sanderson; nirmitavdcvas. Cf. YRM (on HT1.1.5): nirmdnakdyah samayasattva-
s'abdendbhidhiyate. 

349 The reflexive pronoun is usually supplied, e.g., GSS34 (K112V3): mahddevim 
dtmdnam adhimuncayet. 

350 SM25 (p. 62): etadanantarampratibhdsamdtrakam svakdyam avalokya. 
351 Cakrasamvara is described, for example, in SUT ch. 13, w. 22C -24 , and NYA, 

Samvaramandala p. 26. 
352 Naropa's connection with Vajravarahi/Vajrayogini is described in his Tibetan 

life story (Guenther 1963: 24). Rhie and Thurman (1991: 261) refer to three 
Vajradakini forms, which are said to have been revealed to Indrabhuti, 
Maitripa, and Naropa. These three masters are all associated with separate lin
eages in the Tibetan tantric tradition, according to an anlaysis of nine Samvara 
schools by Tibetan commentator Ngag dbang rigs 'dzin rnam rgyal rdo rje, 
namely the three main lineages of Luyipada, Ghantapada, and Krsna/Kanhapa, 
plus the lesser-known methods of Prabhutacandra, Kambala, Nagarjuna, 
Indrabhuti, Maitripada, and Trinetra (L. Chandra in Dawa-Samdup 1919: 9). 

A sadhana of this form of Vajravarahi is found in the Rin 'byung brgya rtsa, 
in which she is called "Naro's Dakini" (Na ro mkha'spyod) (Willson and Brauen 
2000: 258). She is depicted twice in the Mongolian icons following this text 
(IWS/T 77, L C 587 and IWS/T 87, LC 597). The Tibetan sadhana (ibid.) dif
fers from our Sanskrit description in the following ways: Naro-Dakini holds 
in her right hand either a "knife marked with a vajra, or a damaru dangling from 
a vajra." Her skull staff may be held either "in her left armpit" (as IWS/T 87, 
LC 597), or "on the shoulder" (as IWS/T 77, LC 587). Her black hair is adorned 
with "five sorts of ndga-xxtt flowers," and her garland is of dried skulls; she 
wears only five signs of observance. The mantra given is: om om om sarva-
buddhaddkiniye, vajravdrnnaniye, vajravairocaniye, hum hum hum phat phat 
phat svdhd {ibid: 213). 

353 Sanderson (1998: personal communication) suggests that this may refer to the 
brilliant red of the stigmas of the saffron crocus before they have been removed 
from the flower and dried. 

354 E.g., GSS16 (K8or4): raktapadmacandrdsanasthdm; GSS20 (K84r5): vikasita-
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s'uklavarnapadmam bhdvayet. tatropari atiraktavamam suryamandalam bhdva
yet; GSS2 (Kiir4): vdmepadmabhdjanam sitavarnam asrkpilrnam, etc. 

355 The Saiva symbolism of the three eyes is as follows: "Spontaneously, I realize 
[my] three eyes as the three circles [in the earthly sphere of the cakra], whose 
form is the three luminaries: the sun, the moon and fire" (translation by 
Khanna 1986 of the Subhagodayavdsandhy Sivananda, v. 11): somasuryakrsdn-
vdtma tejas tritayarupam I netratrayam bhdvaydmi vrttatdtritayam anjasd. 

356 E.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 13115, K19V6): mithyddrstiprahdnddvikrtaikdnandm caturmd-
ravinds'andd damstrotkatabhisandm; GSS17 (K82V2): damstrdkardlavadandm; 
the goddess is also described as only "slightly fanged" GSS16 (K8or5): isaddam-
sp'dkardlinim; GSS4 (K13V3): damstrdkardlavadandm trinetrdm vikrtdnandm; 
GSS45 (K139V4): caladvartulatrinetrdm bhrubhangabhrkutini<m>; see GSS17 
(K82V2): raktavartulacalatpracandanayandm.. .atibhimarupdm; GSS19 (K83V4): 
ugrd<m>.. .caladvartularaktatrinetrdm; although also with a lustful or com
passionate expression, GSS7 (K40r5): trinetrd ca madanotkatd; GSS5 (Sed p. 
13116, K19V6): kdyavdkcittavis'tiddhakrpdraktanetratraydm. For Samvara, see SUT 
ch. 13, v. 21a: vikrtdnanam; NYA p. 26: -damsttavaktro, etc. 

357 Buddhist tantric sources follow Saiva conventions, which specify a stage-left and 
stage-right procedure for describing a deity, thus: "In this description, when 
we say 'left' [from the point of view of the deity] we mean 'right' [from the 
point of view of the observer] and 'right' means 'left' [in the same way]." 
Siddhayoges'varimata (6.i9cd-28): vdmam daksinam evdtra daksinam cottaram 
smrtam. ed. Torzsok 1999. 

358 See p. 72. This distinction seems to have been blurred by the traditions trans
mitted into Tibet (and subsequently by secondary sources). In the Textual 
Note to the corruption in verse 20, it is noted that, according to the Tibetan 
translation, the goddess holds a "chopper shaped like a leaf." The Tibetan 
sadhana of Naro-Dakini (Willson and Brauen 2000: 258) notes that she holds 
in her right hand either a "knife marked with a vajra, or a damaru dangling 
from a vajra." 

359 GSS5 (Sed p. 1319"1 2, K19V2): vajravdrdhim.. .samarasibhutapancajndnavisud-
dhydrunavajradhardm;SM218 (p. ̂ i%):...arunapancasilcikavajramdhydtvd. In 
contrast, Luyipada prescribes a vajra with a single point (GSS2 Kiir4): daksine 
ekasukavajram. In sadhanas of the tantric goddess MaricI, both types of vajra 
are prescribed, illustrating that they are classed as different attributes, e.g., 
SM138 (vajram); SM143 (ekasucivajram); SM134 (both vajra and suet); SM140 
(both visvavajram and ekasucivajram). Snodgrass (1985: 175 fig. 106) shows 
examples of vajras with one, two, three, four, five, and nine prongs, and dis
cusses the vajra as a multivalent symbol, {ibid.: 174). Beer (1999: 232-43, with 
plates 108-12) illustrates iconographical differences and discusses their sym
bolism. References to the threatening gesture abound, e.g., SUT ch. 13 (v. 
24a): daksine tarjanivajram. In the GSS, see; GSS3 (Ki2v): vajravdrdhim. ..dvi-
bhujdm daksinena vajratarjanikdkardm • kardm] em., karam K; GSS5 (K19V2): 

bhagavatim vajravdrdhim...satyadvayavisuddhyd bhujadvaydm daksinena 
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(rather than three), see the six attendant goddesses to the Khara Khoto 
Vajravarahi (ibid.:phte 93). A staff with only one human head is held by Rakta-
yamari (ibid.: plate 107). Beer (1999: 2.53-58, with plates 115-16) discusses and 
illustrates the variations. 

365 SP 459.7-460.1 (translated by Sanderson 1994: n. 64): "Next the skull staff. 
[There are two kinds.] The first is as follows. Its upper end is adorned with a 
samayavajra. Below that it is decorated with three dry heads [i.e., skulls: 
s'uskamundatraya]. It has a vis'vavajra at its middle, and part of [i.e., half] a 
single-pronged vajra at its base. [The other kind] has two heads at the top of 
its staff, one dessicated and the other fresh. Above them is a samayavajra. In 
its center is a vase adorned with mango leaves and the like. Above its mouth is 
a vis'vavajra-whh five streamers attached to it. In both kinds the staff is thick[er] 
at the top and narrow[er] at the bottom. It is adorned with tiny bells and the 
like. The heads etc. are to be depicted in whatever manner is beautiful." 

366 E.g., Y S C T ch. 15, v. 7 (p. 134): khatvdngam devatdmurtihprajna damarukal-
pitam I khandakapdlddayah sarve s'ariradhdtukalpitam. Cf. K. Gyatso 1999:126. 

367 E.g., GSS2 (Kiir4-5): dlikdlimundamdldmudritdm; and GSS5 (Sed p. 1324, 
K2or2-3): dlikdlipancds'adaksarasvabhdvdm grathitasdrdranaras'iromdlinim. For 
the dripping garland on Heruka forms, see S U T ch. 13, v. 2id: s'atdrdhana-
ras'iravibhusitam; Y R M on HT2-5.9a (p. 152): mundeti sdrdramundamdld, the 
Mahamaya sadhanas (SM240, SM242, SM244), etc. For the same on the lone 
Vajravarahi goddess, see GSS12 (K7K5): s'atdrdhanaras'iromdldpralambitd; 
GSS3=GSS3i (K12V5): sdrdramundamdldlamkrtagdtrdm. O n twelve-armed 
Marici , the dried skulls of the chaplet are distinguished from the dripping 
heads of the garland, SM139 (p. 185): s'uskapancamundamdldmaulikdm vigalan-
mundamdldpralambitakandhardm. 

368 E.g., N Y A (p. 26): niraktatvena s'uskanaras'iromdlini (see Sacred Art of Tibet 
plates 68, 69, 70). This is not a rule since Nairatma, consort to Hevajra, also 
wears the bloody garland of heads (NYA p. 20). Alternatively, the lone god
dess is commonly depicted wearing only a garland of skulls (e.g., Sacred Art of 
Tibet plate 114). 

369 For the former, see the Mahakala Brahmanarupa brass in Sacred Art of Tibet 
plate 72; and for the latter, the seventeenth-century brass of Begtse ibid: plate 
120. See Beer's discussion and illustrations (1999: 316-18, with plate 137). 

370 E.g., GSS7 (K42r2): nupurair mekhaldbhis ca keyurair vajraldnchitaih; SM245 
(p. 475): nardsthikundalinam. 

VJ\ E.g., Cakrasamvarapanjikd (f. 6v): avayave krtam lingam sd mudrd. Cf. the 
Carydvrataddnavidhi cited by Sanderson (1994 n. 69), and mentioned n. 381. 

372- GSS5 (Sed p. 13118, K2on, N n v , Di3r2): cakrikundalakanthirucakakhanddnka-
mekhaldkbyapancamudrddhardm. - kanthikdrucakakundaldni s'iromanivibhilsitdm 
I yajnopavitam bhasmeti mudrdsatkam prakirtitam — iti. mandalandyikdtvena 
sanmudritdm ity eke. • kanthi] K; kantbi N, D • khanddiika] K, N, Dpc; 
kha(dvdnga) D(mg) • mekhaldkhya\ em.; mekhaldkhydh codd. • kanthikd-^ 
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kapdlamaldmukutyah pancamudrdvibhusitdh; GSS16 (K77V3): pancabuddha-
mukutinim. E.g., GSS35 (Kii8v6-ii9r): vairocanamukutini. 

378 For Vajravarahi's loose hair, see GSS6 (K39r6: kes'avicchuritd), commonly 
expressed muktakuntalakaldpd-. This is a classical motif, and many kdvya poets 
describe the longing the absent husband feels for the moment when he may 
untie the bands (e.g., Ksemendra Kaldvildsa ch. 7.3: muktakesakakalapdh). 

379 The tied-up locks form a "crown" (mukutahlm), which Monier-Williams (1899) 
states may be crescent shaped at the top, pointed (kiritam, s'ikhd), or three-pointed 
(maulih, trisulajatd); e.g., ten-armed MaricI in SM13Z (p. 274): ndndratnavira-
citatrihkhdUmkrtajatdmukutim. The hair clasp, perhaps originally a piece of 
bone, appears in sadhana visualizations in various ways, including a double 
vajra, a half-crescent moon (famously, the attribute of Siva), and a head jewel, 
e.g., GSS4 (K13V2-3): muktakesa<m>... vis'vavajradhardm miirdhni vajrakapdla-
mdlds'obhitdm; GSS7 (K4or6): vis'vavajrdrikacandrdnkd kapdlamukutotkatd; 
HT2.5.9C: vis'vavajradharam murdhni. An elaborate clasp contained within an 
open lotus is illustrated in Sacred Art of Tibet plate 102. 

380 E.g., Muktdvalion HTi .6 .nd (f. i7r): hasta iti prakosthagata<m> rucakam. 
381 GSS37 (K121V4): hdrdrdhahdrakinkinijdUkhandamanditamekhaldmdladisan-

mudropetdm. • kirikini] em.; kinkinim K; cf. GSS5 (Sed p. 13220, K20V6): 
mekhaldsardvaghughurddivibhusitd; cf. SUT ch. 13, v. 22d. Exegetical works 
distinguish different types of girdle, depending upon the number of loops they 
contain. See the Carydvrataddnavidhi in the Kriydsamuccaya (cited Sanderson 
1994: n. 69), which describes the male's girdle of eight loops, the female's of six
teen, and the special rasand girdle. 

382 Sexual intercourse is prohibited at the time of menstruation (Manu 4.40-42), 
but the goddess in her aroused state is also described as "streaming," e.g., 
GSS3=GSS3i (K12V5-6): sravadrudhiram; GSS5 (Sed p. 1328, K20r5): rajoyogdt 
sravantim; GSS12 (K7ir6): kalpdgnivan mahdtejdsravanti rudhirapriyd; GSS16 
(K8or6): sravanti<m> rudhirapriydm; SUT ch. 13 (v. 23d): sravanti rudhira
priyd. For the goddess menstruating while in embrace with Cakrasamvara, see 
NYA (p. 26): rajahsvald. In contrast, Tsuda (1974: 284 n. 3) notes that the 
A D U T suggests "dribbling blood from the mouth, and fond of blood" ch. 7: 
khrag la dgyes shing zhal nas 'dzag (vol. 2, 48-5-7) and ch. 9: zhal khrag 'dzag 
cing khrag la dga' ba (vol. 2, 50-2-7). A graphic tangka in the Rossi collection 
shows the goddess as she "straddles a sea of blood fed from distant mountain 
streams and into which flows her own menses. The sea of blood is agitated, car
rying corpses and a skeleton, and is about to inundate even the mountain tops. 
Carried by golden rays emerging from her vulva are spiders, scorpions, other 
insects and birds, as if to suggest that she is the source of all of creation." (From: 
http://www.asianart.eom/rossi/gallery3/4.html: Dakini (sic). Tibet. 18th century.) 

383 Reference to the "sentiment of passion" (s'rrigdrarasah) is commonplace in 
descriptions of yoginitantra deities, cf. Halahala-Lokesvara in SM27 (p. 65): 
srngdrarasasundara, and tantric forms of Manjus'ri, e.g., SM59, SM60 (p. 124): 
mahdsrngaramurti, SM61, SM62, SM63 (p. 128): mahdrdgas'rngdrarasojjvalam. 

http://www.asianart.eom/rossi/gallery3/4.html
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"Paramasukha-Chakrasamvara" tangka (Sacred Art ofTibet: plate 69; see 69.2), 
and also in an eleventh-century Kashmirian bronze of ekavira Samvara (Pal 
1975: plate 64a, b), which vividly depicts a writhing Bhairava and an emaciated 
Kalaratri/Camunda holding a trident, a vajra chopper, a skull bowl, and 
another implement (? damaged). 

389 GSS35 prescribes the visualization of Brahma, Indra, Visnu, and Siva, sym
bolizing the four Maras (KII8V6): dlidhacarandkrdntacatuhklesavisuddha-
brahmendraharihardm. Cf. HT2.5.8C caturmdrasamdkrdntam; and SM3 (pp. 
19-20). For the equation of Mahes'vara/Rudra with Mara, see Davidson (1991: 
216) and Mayer (1996: 122, 1998). Sometimes, however, Vajravarahl subdues 
only a single, unnamed corpse representing ignorance (e.g., plates 1 and 3 and 
Khara Khoto Vajravarahl in Sacred Art of Tibet, plate 93 and Piotrovsky 1993, 
plate 22). 

390 A useful discussion of the scholarly work has been made by Mayer (1996: 
104-48, 1998), much of it based on research by Sanderson (1988, 1991, 1993). 
See also Stein (1995 based on 1971-77), Kalff (1979), Iyanaga (1985), Snellgrove 
(1987: 134-41,152ff.), and Davidson (1991). 

391 Mayer (1996:109ff.) discusses the subject in some detail, drawing on A. Hilte-
beitel 1989, W. Doniger O'Flaherty 1975, and others. 

392 This is followed by the conversion of the gods of the three worlds, Narayana 
(= Visnu), Sanatkumara (= Skandha), Brahma, and Indra, and the deities of 
intermediate space, space, earth, and hell, all of whom receive new names. The 
lesser evils (dustakrodhas, dakinis, illnesses, hells, and calamities) are converted 
or thrown into the sea, while for humans, the mandala of victory over the three 
worlds (trilokavijayamandala) is laid out. 

393 Davidson's highly useful article (1991), traces the myth from the eighth-century 
yogatantra sources, through into fifteenth-century Tibetan materials. He amus
ingly translates a portion of the STTS and describes the similar account in the 
eighth-century Trailokyavijayamahdkalparaja and Vajras'ekharamahdyogatantra. 
He then shows how the myth takes a more violent turn in the Candragubya-
manitilakamahdtantrardja and in the Guhyagarbhatattvaviniscaya (= Guhya-
garbhatantra/*Guhyakos'atantra). Another eighth-century text that shares the 
theme of subjugation is the Sawabuddhasamdyogaddkinijdlasamvara (discussed 
by Sanderson 1995). Its pantheon is similar to that in the *Gubyagarbhal 
Guhyakosa, and it also represents Heruka subduing the Brahmanical gods and 
taking their wives as his consorts. 

394 Sanskrit originals dealing with the Cakrasamvara-based myth are scant. Stein 
(Annuaire 1973: 468) has noted the existence in the Tibetan canon of transla
tions of (unspecified) Sanskrit commentaries by Indrabhuti, Vajra, and Naropa, 
but as yet no study has been made of this material (these are listed with refer
ences by Mayer 1996:118 n. 12). Davidson (1991: n. 14) notes that Naropa's ver
sion of the myth is not cited by other Tibetan exegetes, so that, in Tibet at least, 
its influence was "less than complete." Versions of the subjugation myth also 
appear in indigenous Tibetan texts. The Tibetan scholar Bu ston (1292-1361) 
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deals with it in some length in his commentary to the Cakrasamvaratantra 
(Kalff 1979: 67ft), admittedly relying on Sanskrit authors, including Bhava-
bhatta. A version of the myth (How Heruka Was Born) was also written by the 
late twelfth-century scholar Grags pa rgyal mtshan (1167-1216), a summary of 
which is given by Davidson (1991: 204). Davidson (ibid.: 209ft.) also discusses 
two indigenous Tibetan texts that are concerned with the myth from the Lam 
'bras tradition. 

395 A wry lampoon upon the Buddhist approach—and perhaps an admission of 
its success—appears in a thirteenth-century Saiva text, the Haracaritacintdmani 
of Jayadratha. Sanderson (1994, 1995) describes how, in this account of the 
Puranic myth, Jayadratha attributes a new ploy to the gods in their battle 
against the demons. As usual, the demons have attained near-invincibility 
because of their devotion to Siva, and so the teacher of the gods, Brhaspati, clev
erly sets about undermining their adherence to Saivism, the very source of their 
power (v. 13.74C-83): "I shall propagate the following system and call it Baud-
dha [Buddhist]—truthfully enough, since it will be no more than the inven
tion of my intellect [buddhi]. In it the famous Buddha will be represented as 
master over the [Hindu] gods. In his visualizations even our great cause deities, 
Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, Isvara, Sadas'iva, and Bhairava, will be portrayed as his 
parasol bearers, and the Buddhist idols will be shown standing on the heads of 
Ganapati and other high Saiva deities. When the demons get to know of these 
falsely conceived icons, they will undoubtedly fall into the delusion of believ
ing that these deities really are superior to Siva." Brhaspati does not stop here 
but devises the cunning scheme of culling mantras from Saiva tantras, and 
even lifting passages out of Saiva scriptures with which to "propagate a system 
of [Buddhist] tantric ritual." He would also attack the demons on the meta
physical front: "My liberation will be a 'voidness' calculated to undermine their 
faith in their Saiva rituals.. .and I shall deny the existence of the Supreme Lord 
by arguing that there is no self." In this way Brhaspati plots the demons' 
destruction through their conversion to Buddhism. Perhaps an even more 
direct acknowledgement of the success of the Buddhist methods appears else
where in the same text, when the Saivas respond in kind with the terrible form 
of Kali "Destroyer of the Buddhas" (Sugatasamhdrini), whose ornaments are 
created from the dismembered parts of Buddhist deities (cited Sanderson 1994 
n. 72 from Jayadrathaydmala, satka 2 21.9-14). 

396 The scriptural source for Umapatideva may be the SUT, which concludes the 
generation of Samvara's thirteenfold mandala in ch. 13 with "two armorings 
(referring to Cakrasamvara and Vajravarahl in union) and the subsequent infu
sion of the knowledge circle, (v. 34): tatah kavacadvayam jndtvd jndnacakram 
vibhdvayet. Another scriptural source is the YSCT, which describes the double 
armoring (kavacadvaya) in ch. 7 (as cited in textual note to §6), and the 
"cakrdkarsanam" in ch. 8. This is the method that informs Luylpada's HA (f. 
nv): tatah kavacadvayam krtvd jndnacakram vibhdvayet. samayacakre pravesya), 
and thus also the Abhisamayamanjari GSS5, which oddly preserves the "two' 
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Endnote table iii. Armoring in Sadhanamala no. 3. 

Purification Syllable Site Emblem Color 

body om head/forehead wheel white 

speech ah throat lotus red 

mind hum heart vajra black 

405 Tantrdrthdvatdra by Buddhaguhya translated from Tibetan (Toh 2501, 7b ff.) 
by Lessing and Wayman (1978: pp. 234—35, n- 3°)- Here (and in another lengthy 
note on this topic, ibid.: p. 162, n. 17) the authors translate samayasattva as 
"symbolic being," which expresses the "conventionality" (samayah = conven
tion) of the form. I prefer to translate it "pledge being" (samayah = pledge), the 
form created by the "pledge-holding" initiate (samayin). The samaya is the 
sadhaka's pledge of postinitiatory observences. 

406 This set dates from at least the yogatantras, e.g., Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra 
(19b; 21b) and STTS ch. 6, cited Snellgrove (1987: 216). For the four syllables 
in yoginltantra texts, see GSS3«=GSS3i (Ki3r2): tadanu bhagavatthrdbijanirgata-
ras'mi<bhi>r jahkdrena jndnacakram dntya humkdrena samayacakre jale jalam 
ivapraves'ya vamkdrena bandhanam hohkdrena tosanam kurydt • tad anu] em., 
tadagra K • samayacakre] conj.; svasamayacakre K; GSS5 (Sed p. 13412, K22r4): 
tato hmmadhyavartiraktdstaaakpadmasthitabhdnumandalopari raktavajravarata-
kdnMrgataravisthavambijarasmibhirdas'adigvartisawaviraviresvaripari 
jndnacakram jahkdrendkrsya tannirgatavinddisodas'adevibhir arghddipurahsaram 
pujayitvd phemkdrandditapdthapurvakam jvdldmudrdm baddhvd laldte vdmd-
vartena bhrdmayet. humkdrena samayacakre jale jalam iva pravesya vamkdrena 
bandhayitvd hohkdrena samtosya om yogaiuddhdh sarvadharmdyogas'uddho 'ham 
itipathet. • hrnmadhyd] corr.; hrtamadhyaYL' ravisthavambijaras'mibhir] em.; 
ravistham bimbijaras'mir K • sodas'adevibhir] corr. sodas'o devibhir K • jvdld
mudrdm] em.; jdldmudrdm K. Cf. Hevajrasekaprakriyd(p. $).jah hum vam hoh 
yathdkramam gauricaurivettdlighasmaribhi rajomandale dkananam pravesanam 
bandhanam tosanam caksurddyadhisthdnam kurydt; etc. mKhas grub rje (pp. 
235-49) discusses the four syllables as the "four seals" and describes the differ
ent ways of fusing them according to whether the mandala is generated in front 
or as a self-generated object (pp. 291-95). 

407 The similarity between summoning deities for the bali ritual and the sum
moning of the knowledge being(s) is attested in texts such as the YSCT ch. 7 
on armoring (A4r8, B5V3) and ch. 10 on bali ritual (A5r2, B6v); HA (f. I2r); 
likewise in the ADUT, e.g., ch. 14 (p. 321), prior to the infusion of knowledge 
and again (p. 326) for the bali. Sometimes the context is ambiguous, as in 
GSS4, which includes the scriptural verse after the armoring (as if to summon 
the knowledge deities), but then ends with mantras and the bali mantra, indi
cating the final balividhi. 
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408 For a fairly elaborate worship section at this point, see the Vajrasana sadhanas, 
e.g., SM3 (p. 21), which includes offerings, nectar tasting, and stutk; SM4 (p. 
23): tato hrdbija<ras'mi>samdkrstajndnasattvam arghyapddyddindndvidhapujd-
santarpanastutiprandmapurvakam samayasattvena sahaikikrtya); also the Khasar-
pana sadhanas, e.g., SM15 (p. 45) in which jah hum vam hoh is placed inside a 
vandandmantra; SM24 prescribes bdhya and guhya offerings with praise verses and 
the four syllables with mudras (p. 60): bhavantam jndnasattvdtmakam arcayet. 

409 For deities in union, gratifying (tosanam) may consist of the rays issuing from 
their lovemaking (anurdganam); e.g., A D U T ch. 9 (p. 321): pravesya baddhvd tu 
samtosya anurdgenayogatah. The lovemaking is described more fully elsewhere, 
and structurally may occur at different points, as in SM251 (p. 493) where it 
follows the consecration. Cf. SM239 (p. 462); SM248; Cakrasamvarasddhana 
in Beyer 1973:114. 

410 This tradition seems to be based in the yogatantra scriptures, e.g., the Sarva
durgatiparisodhanatantra 19b; 21b: jah hum vam hohpravartayet. yathdsthdnesu 
dkrsyapravesya baddhvd vas'ikurydt; and in generating the Vajradhatu mandala 
in the STTS ch. 1, w. 7-8: jah hum vam hoh.. .1 tato buddhddayah sarvamahd-
sattvah samagratah I dkrstd supravistds ca badhvdydmyanti tadvasam, a passage 
translated by Snellgrove (1987: 216; see also 223). The tradition also appears 
widely in the yoginitantra strata, e.g in Ratnakaras'anti's Bhramaharandma 
Hevajrasddhana (p. 10): jah hum vam hoh ity ebhiryathdkramam dkarsana-
praves'anabandhanavas'ikarandni krtvd samayajndnamandalayor ekalolibhdvam 
vibhdvya; SM110 (p. 230): om vajrdnkus'i dkarsaya jah, om vajrapds'i pravesaya 
hum, om vajrasphota bandhaya vam, om vajrdvese vasikuru hoh; SM226 (p. 441): 
jah hum vam hoh vajrdnkus'ddiyogena dkrsya praves'ya baddhvd vas'an nayet. 
vas'an] em.; vasan ed. The same "yoga of the vajra hook" is described in the 
A D U T (ch. 9, p. 287; cf. ch. 14, p. 321). See Snellgrove (1987: 235-40) on "The 
Power of Coercion." 

411 Manjus'ri-related texts may have been influential to the formation of the notion 
of a jndnasattva because of Manjus'ri's association with wisdom. Thus, Vilasa-
vajra's root text refers to the deity Manjus'rijnanasattva; the text describes itself 
as the "Ndmasamgiti of the Knowledge Being Mafijus'ri, who is the knowledge 
body (jndnakdya) of all the Tathagatas" (Tribe 1997:115, with n. 31). Although 
Vilasavajra shows no acquaintance with a mature sattva theory, he was famil
iar with the term jndnasattva (e.g., ch. 4, v. 27; Tribe 1994), and elements of 
the later theory are also present in his sadhana (Tribe 1997:116—17). 

The appearance of the samayasattva and jndnasattva in yogatantra texts is 
worth further study. mKhas grub rje (p. 235) gives little idea of the use of these 
terms in the yogatantra scriptures, citing only the explanatory tantras, the 
Paramddya and Vajras'ekhara, rather than the root yogatantra, the Sarvatathdgata-
tattvasamgraha. Mention of the samayasattva appears in the Sarvadurgatipari
sodhanatantra (19b) where it is described in terms that are associated in our texts 
with the jndnasattva, namely, the drawing down of deities into the heart mandala 
with rays, a process that, however, is said to complete the samayamandala. 
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The Mafijus'ri sadhanas of the Sddhanamdld also reveal an evolution toward 
a knowledge being, both in their reductionist tendencies and in their use of 
yogic practices based on the deity in the heart. Thus, in the Vddirdd-Manjusri-
sddhana SM51 (p. 107), which describes itself as following the kriyatantra, the 
seed-syllable is placed on the heart of the self-generated deity; in the Vddirdd-
Mahjusrisddhana SM54 (p. in) accredited to the Mahjusrikalpa, the self-
visualized god is said to have a knowledge body (jndnadeham) as a result of a 
five-colored seed-syllable mum (an early equivalent of the five awakenings). In 
the SM56 Arapacana-Manjus'risddhana (pp. 117-18) there is still no series of 
awakenings, but Mafijus'ri arises having "the knowledge essence of all 
tathagatas" (sarvatathdgatajndnasvarupa) and with the ego of the pledge being 
(samayasattvdhamkdravdn). Then am in the heart gives rise to the generation 
of Arapacana at the heart, with a syllable at his heart also, surrounded by 
deities with syllables of his mantra at their hearts; rays emitted from the whirling 
cakra in the heart then destroy ignorance. A similar practice in SM58 (p. 122) 
specifically mentions the jndnasattva (p. 122): tato ndyakahrdbijavinirgatdms'v-
dkrstajndnasattvena sahaikatdm ca cakram ca sighram bhramet. The Vajranga-
Manjusrisddhana SM59 (showing more higher tannic influences) again incorporates 
the jndnasattva within a yogic practice (p. 122): bijebhyah sphdrayed ras'min 
uccbvdsendtha ras'mibhih I nihs'vdsaughair jndnasattvam bijesv dkrsya samharet I 
visramya jndnasattvddyabijakasphdrasamhni \ svdsasya sthiradhih kurydt nirga-
magamayoh kramdt. In the following sadhanas, the wisdom being is unified with 
the self-generated Manjusri just as in the VajrayoginI sadhanas, SM60 (p. 124): 
tatah jndnasattvenaikikrtya om manjughosa hrihjah iti mantram japet; SM65 (p. 
132): samayasattvdbhinnasvarupam jndnasattvam dnayantim vibhdvayet. 

The letter A is widely regarded as the "source" or "essence." In the yogatantras, 
as Mafijus'ri is born from A, the syllable is hailed as dharmadhdtu, mahaksara, 
the "vajra womb of the buddhas," etc. (Tribe 1994 citing Aryamanjusri-
ndmasamgiti and its subcommentaries; see Tribe 1997: 123). Cf. the string of 
qualifications awarded the syallable in the Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini, ch. 4 
(ed. Tribe 1994; commentary below v. 27): taddhrdaye candramandalam 
vibhdvya tadupari prajndpdramitdsvabhdvam sarvajndjndnodayakdranam 
sarvasrdvakapratyekabuddhdndm utpattibhutam sarvamahdbhodhisattvdndm 
punyajndnasambhdrabhutam paramdrthdksaram sarvdksardndm kdranabhutam 
akdram vinyaset. In yogottara exegesis, the letter A appears at the heart of the 
buddhas in the illustrious company of om and ah (Pancakrama 1.42: akdroddesa-
kam jndnam buddhasya hrdayam bhavet) and is awarded the etymology from 
anutpannatvdt(Pancakramatippani:ms. F, f. 8a.i, ibid:p. 95*): akdroddes'akam 
jndnam ityddy anutpannatvdt sarvadharmdndm. Cf. GSS26 (K93r2), HT1.2.1, 
and HT2.4. 4iff. 
In Candrakirti's PU, the samddhisattva is again an aniconic, mantric entity 
(ch. 10, p. 92; ch. 11, pp. 98-99,115). See also GST12 w. 46-47 (in Wayman 
1977: 32). Dr. Isaacson (unpublished 1996b) cites many Samaja exegetes on 
this subject. 
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413 Dr. Isaacson (ibid.) also notes that the supposedly early Hevajraprakds'a by 
Rahulagupta has traces of both the twofold division of the yoginitantras 
(samayasattva and jndnasattva), and a threefold sattva theory, in which the 
"beings" are called samayas. Traces of the earlier samaya terminology survive 
in the ADUT, e.g., in ch. 14 (p. 317; cf. ch. 19, p. 353), in which Heruka is to 
have at his heart the jndnasamaya, a replica of the main deity, with the same 
color and arms. For the twofold sattva theory, see A D U T ch. 24, p. 362. 

414 In the Abhisamayamanjari, the deities of the consecration appear at exactly the 
same moment that the yogin draws down the knowledge circle (Sed p. 13416, 
GSS5 K22V1): jndnacakrdkarsanasamakdlam eva. There may be some overlap 
here with the earlier system, in which the generation of Heruka and his con
sort (HT1.3) is followed directly by their consecration (HT1.4, devatdbhiseka-
patalah) without a prior summoning of the knowledge deity. 

415 HT1.4: devatdbhisekapatalam. Cf. Mahayana-style sadhanas, such as the 
Simhandda-Lokes'vara sadhanas, e.g., SM25 (p. 63): tathdgatdn sphdrydbhisinced 
dtmdnam mauldv amitabhamudranam cintayet. The attendance of women 
singing and dancing at a bathing ceremony is, of course, a classical Indian 
motif, e.g., in the Kumdrasambhava (ch. 7.iocd), where women bathe Uma 
with water poured out from golden pots to the accompaniment of musical 
instruments. 

416 E.g., Advayavajra's Saptdksarasddhana SM251 (p. 493). The goddesses also 
appear as agents in some other Cakrasamvara texts, e.g., SM250 (p. 489): 
satcakravarticakrasthadevivrndakarasthitaih I pancdmnddravdpurnaih kapdlair 
abhisecayet; A D U T ch. 14 (p. 321): jah hum vam hoh prayendkrsya pravesya 
baddhvd vas'ikrtya ca. virayoginibhir gaganatalam paripurnam drstvd jndnd-
mbundmrtakalas'agrhitahastdbhih sincet. Cf. ch. 9 (p. 287); also SM36 (pp. 
81-82): ndndnirmdnadhdrinyo vajrayoginyo 'bhisekamprayacchanti; and SM67 
(p. 140), in which the consecration of Siddhaikavira comprises his bathing by 
pujddevh emanated for that purpose, to the accompaniment of dancing and 
singing. 

417 Abhisamayamanjari (Sed p. 134'6, GSS5 K22VI continued from n. 406): 
jndnacakrdkarsanasamakdlam evdkrstdbhir vajravildsinibhir jndnamaydmrta-
purnakapdUdamarudhdrinibhi<r> hrdbijanirgatavinddevipujitdbhi<r> -yathd 
hi jdtamdtrena sndpitdh sarvatathdgatds I tathdham sndpayisydmi suddham 
divyena vdrineti - pathantibhir isaddvarjitavdmakarakapdlanipatitajndndmrta-
dhdrdbhir abhisicyamdnam mahdsukham dtmdnam vicintya s'esdmbunispanndn 
tathdgatdn sirasi vibhdvya — om sarvatathdgatdbhisekasamayas'riye hum — ity 
adhitisthet. tatra bhagavatydh kulesah sirasi vairocanah. ddkinyddindm ratna-
sambhavah. cittavdkkdyagatdndm yathdsamkhyam aksobhydmitdbhasdsvatdh. 
samayacakrasthdndm amoghasiddhih. • jndnamaydmrta] corr. (or jndndmrta); 
jndnaramrta Kac; jhdna(mayajmrta K(mg2) * suddham divyena] K (see Textual 
Note to v. 271) * kapdlanipatita] corr.; kapdlanipatata K * kulesah] em.; kules'dh 
K * dmitdbha] em.; dmitdbhd K. 

418 Texrual descriptions of the consecration tend to have a distinctive structure. 
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The consecration is described within a prose passage in the passive continuous, 
with the consecration "being given by" the yoginis/deities who are described 
with a string of qualifying bahuvribi compounds in the instrumental as hold
ing the consecration vessel and pouring out its contents and uttering a verse. 
See the parallel account in the Abhisamayamanjari cited in n. 417. Cf. SM218 
(p- 4*9)-

419 The use of this mantra referring to "all tathagatas" in Umapatideva's text is 
somewhat incongruous, as he deals with the consecration of the solo deity, 
Vajravarahl, presided over by Vairocana. It makes more sense when it appears 
in the Abhisamayamanjari (cited n. 417) in which the water of consecration is 
understood to produce all five tathagatas as the seal; these are then allocated as 
presiding buddhas to the goddesses in different parts of the mandala. 

420 On the purificatory function of the consecrations, Dr. Isaacson (1996b) notes 
that in the VA, Abhayakaragupta states that the five consecrations (vidydbhi-
sekas) plus the "Garland Consecration as the sixth" counteract ignorance (VA 
B f. 73r): ete mdlodakddayah sad abhisekd avidydvipahayogyatdpddandd 
vidydbhiseka ucyate; see also YRM on HT1.4 (p. 115): abhiseko jndndmbubhih 
savdsanasarvdvaranaksdlandrtham. Elsewhere the consecration liquid is imag
ined transforming into the buddhas of hate, slander, envy, craving, ignorance 
(and the dharmadhatu for the sixth), which thereby purify those negativities, 
e.g., SM251 (p. 493), mKhas grub rje (p. 221, with Wayman's notes). Professor 
Sanderson (1994 n. 96) provides a full discussion of these correspondences. 

421 Published overviews of the topic in English include Kvaerne 1975, Lessing and 
Wayman 1978, Snellgrove 1987: 231-77 (also 1959 vol. I: 95, n. 1), and Bentor 
(1996: 240-61) on the rites of initiation, both lower and higher, within tantric 
rites of consecrating images, etc. 

The fivefold series of lower consecrations is also termed the vase consecra
tion (kalas'dbhisekah) after the vessel bestowing the empowerment, or the 
knowledge consecration (vidydbhisekah), either because of its association with 
wisdom (vidya) or after the female agents of consecration, vidyds, in our texts 
(mKhas grub rje, chapter 9, comments on both interpretations). The five con
secrations of this set generally comprise: the water consecration (udakdbhise-
kah), the head jewel consecration (mukutdbhisekah), the vajra consecration 
(vajrdbhisekah), the bell consecration (ghantdbhisekah), and the name conse
cration (ndmdbhisekah). However, research by Dr. Isaacson (1996b) has shown 
the classification of the consecrations to be a highly complex matter, with dif
ferent series of consecrations listed according the different tantric systems and 
to the individual scholars attempting to clarify the varying accounts. For exam
ple, Isaacson shows that not only was opinion divided over the exact contents 
of the lower consecrations just listed, but a certain group of influential exegetes 
actually included the teacher consecration (dcdrydbhisekah) within them (for 
example Abhayakaragupta, who gives an account of the various systems in his 
VA [ms. "B" f. 8iv]; Kuladatta, as implied in his Kriydsamgrahapanjikd Cam
bridge [f. io6v]; Kumaracandra in his Ratndvalipanjikd to the KYT [Sed p. 
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100]; the unknown author of the Hevajrasekaprakriyd; and Advayavajra in his 
Advayavajrasamgraha [pp. 36-38; also cited by Snellgrove 1987: 229]). The vase 
consecration and teacher consecration together are sometimes referred to sim
ply as the teacher consecration (dearydbhisekah), or as the irreversible conse
cration (avaivarytdbhisekah) since they operate as a prerequisite to the 
consecration of a guru (Snellgrove 1987: 231). 

The locus classicus for the vase consecration is the Uttaratantra portion of the 
GS (ch. 18, v. 113), which lists the consecrations as vase (kalas'a"), secret (guhya°), 
wisdom (prajnd"), and "fourth" (caturtha") (which was purely verbal in nature, 
Isaacson op. cit). Similarly in the Hevajra tradition (HT2.3.10), the main con
secrations are listed as teacher, secret, wisdom, and "fourth." Dharmakirti 
explains the first of these (the vase or teacher consecration) as follows (Snell-
grove's translation HT vol. 11959: 95, n. 1): 

"The first is called Jar consecration (kalas'dbhiseka) or the Master's consecra
tion (dcdrydbhiseka). It is called a baptism because impurity is washed away,-that 
is to say that the impurity of the body is washed away. It is called the conse
cration (or baptism) of the jar, because it is characterised by (the use of) a jar, 
and the consecration of the Master because it is far removed from evil and 
wickedness. It is also called the consecration of knowledge [vidydbhiseka] 
because it overthrows ignorance and arouses an awareness of the five spheres 
of knowledge (pancavidydjndna)." 

422 E.g., SM251 (p. 493): abhisekam anundthayet bhagavantah sarvatathdgatd 
abhisekam dadantu me iti; cf. HT1.4, Hevajrasekaprakriyd, etc. The consecra
tion verse supplied by Umapatideva (v. 27O would normally provide the "reply" 
to the request. 

423 Direct references to the utpattikrama in the GSS are found in GSS6 (K39rj); 
utpattikramayogendtmabhdvam vibhdvayet and GSS23 (K87ri): lokes'varena 
bhagavatoddista utpattikramasddhana<h>. The six arigas are treated in some 
depth in the final commentarial-style work of the GSS, the Ddkiniguhyasamaya-
sddhana GSS46 (K143V ff.). They are: (1) withdrawal [of the senses] (pratydhdrah), 
(2) dhydna-medhiLUon, (3) breath-control (prdndydmah), (4) concentration of 
the mind (joined with retention of the breath) (dhdrand), (5) recollection 
(anusmrtih), and (6) samddhi-mtdinaxion. Apart from their early exposition in 
the Sadangayoga-ndma (Peking Tibetan Tripitaka vol. 85), they are widely 
expounded in Sanskrit and Tibetan texts, e.g., in yogottara works such as the 
PU commentary to the Guhyasamdjatantra (PU p. n6ff. on GST ch. 12, w. 
60-64), in which Candraldrti cites and comments on the six yogas as given in 
the "Uttaratantra "portion GST ch. 18, v. 137 and w. 140-54 (also edited and 
translated by Wayman 1977: 38-50). Kalacakra texts dealing with the system 
include Naropa's Sekoddesatika from the Sekoddesa portion of the Kdlacakra-
tantra (see Orofino 1994), the main commentary on the root tantra, the Vimala-
prabhdtikd by Pundarika, and the Gundbharani ndma Sadangayogatippani by 
Ravisrijfiana (Sferra 2000). Note also the work of Cicuzza and Sferra (1997) and 
Cicuzza (2001). 
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singular feminine" form that has evolved from the Middle Indie forms, pri
marily Pali -iyd and Prakrit -la. (Details are given in Wackernagel's Altindische 
Grammatik band 3 §83-96.) Edgerton records that -lye may indicate the instru
mental (10.91), ablative (10.93), genitive (10.94), a n d locative (10.95) °f -zand 
-I stems, but, significantly, cites -lye only as the dative of -i stems. However, 
he states that -lye is extremely common in some manuscripts (10.90) and seems 
to suggest that -iy îs interchangeable with -lyai (10.131). Mantric syntax is gen
erally fluid. For example, many mantras may include the salutation namah but 
without supplying a dative inflexion, as in Vajravarahl's mantra here. (Cf. the 
eightfold mantra in GSS11 §32). 

433 Gtsang smyon Heruka. (1995:138). For the mantra "as" the deity, see GSS5 (Sed 
p. 1345, K22r2): athavd mantradevatayor abheddt...;cf. Kumaracandra on KYT 
p. 117. The same understanding of the mantra is found in other nondual tantric 
traditions, as in the Saiva Trika tradition noted by Khanna (1986: 225) from the 
Gandharvatantra (11, 54b): svam mantratanur bhutvddevlm mantramaylm yajet. 

434 For the proper manner of reciting a mantra, see GSS5 (Sed p. 1506, K35r3): 
drutddidosarahita<m> mantram japet; v. 43ab: dyutajdpaspastenadirgha-
nddena cdrund, KYT ch. 12 v. 7: na drutam na vilambitam na ca hrasvam na 
dlrghakam I na kincic chriiyate mantram japamdno narottamah; SMi (p. 10): 
tatah.. .jdpam abhyasan yathdbhilasitam mantram na drutam na vilambitam 
asatsamkalpavarjitam mantrdksaragatacittam tdvaj japetydvan na khedo bhavati; 
SM29 (p. 72): antarjalpam atispastam na drutam na vilambitam Iyathdsukham 
japam krtvd...;SM172 (p. 349): ...na mdtrdhlnam...;etc. mKhasgrub rjegives 
many details regarding recitation, e.g., (pp. 189-90) "While muttering, one 
should be neither hurried nor slow / Neither too loud nor too low / Neither 
speaking nor distracted / Nor disregarding the upper and lower vowel signs, 
the anusvdra, or the visarga" (citing Subdhupariprcchdtantra, Toh 805). In one 
Avalokitesvara-based dbdranl (SM41), the mantra is to be recited with 108 beans 
in the mouth (p. 87): somagrahe silryagrahe vdpancagavyenapraksdlya astottara-
satamdsdn mukhe praksipya tdvaj japet ydvan na mukto bhavati. Cf. Tharchin 
1997: 222. 

435 For the promise of siddhi in six months, see GSS23 (appendix), also GSS10 v. 
140 (K52V6): yathdsvdsaldbho bhaven mdse satmdse vdnchitam phalam I rddhi-
siddhir bhavedabde vasydkrstipunabsard • dkntipunabsard] conj.; dkrstihpunahsardh 
codd.; SM71 (p. 143): manjuvajrahamkdrenotthdya tathaiva viharediti. sanmdsena 
vdgisvaratdm dsddayati); SM7 (p. 30); SM28 (p. 70); SM80 (p. 156), etc. The 
nature of such guarantees is pan-tantric, e.g., Siddhayogesvarlmata i2.iocd-nab: 
kavitvam mdsamdtrena salankaramanoharam.. .sadbhir mdsaih svayam kartd 
sdstrdndm jdyate tu sah (edition supplied by Judit Torzsok at a seminar at All 
Souls College, Oxford, 1996). 

436 For an account of the principal siddhis and their attainment according to obla
tion rituals in the different Buddhist tantric systems, see Abhayakaragupta's 
Homavidhi (VA SP fif. n6r-n8r). On the eight siddhis, see e.g., SM172 (p. 
350), SM221 (p. 434), Vasantatilakd (p. 74), etc.; and on other siddhis, SM71, 
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sources that deal with this subject include the HT and its commentaries, e.g., 
HTi.6.8-9 ("vajrakanyd"), HT1.7 (with Snellgrove's quotations from its com
mentaries, p. 66); HT2.2.1-2, HT2.5.4-5, etc. 

447 The Cakrasamvaratantra (chs. 2 and 3) contains several references to the four 
goddesses, but with Dakini and Lama always as a class of females, e.g., 3.15: 
ddkinyo yogamdtardh, ddkinyo Idmayas caiva khandarohd tu rupini (draft edition 
by Professor Sanderson based on Oriental Institute, MS University, Baroda, 
Acc. no. 13290: "Herukavidhanatamtra," ff. 2v-3r). Cf. A D U T ch. 40 (p. 385): 
[Dakini] vajravdrdhikulodbhutd; ch. 41 (p. 391): vdrdhindm tu Idmdndm etad 
bhavati laksanam. For Surangamavajra's commentary, see Kalff 1979: 252, n. I. 

448 Umapatideva draws closely on the SUT (ch. 13) and cites verses from the YSCT 
(see Textual Note to v. 41), although he does not follow the structure of these 
sources, in which the outer goddesses are to be installed last (i.e., after the site 
goddesses of the fourth meditation stage). 

449 A similar description in GSS5 (Sed p. 134, K21V3) also omits the colors, but these 
are confirmed by SUT ch. 13, w. 29-33 a n d HA (f. 8r4). The iconographical 
schema generally echoes that of the SUT in which, however, the goddesses 
hold a chopper rather than a damaru (as did the petal goddesses in that source). 
The similarity between the gate goddesses and the petal goddesses is mentioned 
in GSS11 v. 41, and in related texts such as the YSCT (see Textual Notes). 

450 A classical image of Yama appears in the third book (Vanaparvan) of the 
Mahdbhdrata, in the Sdvitryupdkhydna, where Yama is described as handsome 
but dark, with red eyes, terrifying and holding a noose, wearing a yellow gar
ment and with bound-up hair. With his noose he forcibly extracts the "thumb-
sized person" from the dying body. Yama is taken over in Buddhist sources as 
the god of death, but other forms also appear, such as Yamantaka, "stopper of 
death," with a new iconography. The latter's main forms are Raktayamari, 
Krsnayamari, and Vajrabhairava Yamantaka (Sacred Art of Tibet pp. 283-89, 
with plates). 

451 This set of gate goddesses is similar to that of the Heruka-Hevajra mandala, in 
which Simhasya replaces Kakasya, e.g., Hevajra and Nairatma mandalas NYA 
(pp. 14 and 16). 

452 For other references to the outer goddesses in the "samayacakra," see GSS5 
(Sed p. 1357, K22V5): samayacakrasthdndm amoghasiddhih; NYA (p. 28); A D U T 
ch. 9 (pp. 289-90): samayacakravis'uddhih, and Surangamavajra's commentary 
to the A D U T (see ch. 14, Kalff 1979: 217 n.i). (Note that Kalff s translation p. 
180 needs revision.) For the association of the petal goddesses and the "knowl
edge" level of the mandala, see A D U T ch. 9 (p. 288): jndnapadmavisuddhih; 
also ch. 9 (p. 290): jndnaddkiriiyogena vis'vapadmddimadhyatah. Here, the site 
goddesses of the cittacakra are also called vajraddkinh (as they are surrounded 
by ring of vajras) and the vdkcakra site goddesses padmaddkinis (as they are sur
rounded by a ring of lotuses). The Tibetan tradition attested by K. Gyatso 
(1997: 44) describes the lotus petals as the level of "great bliss," and the outer
most cakra as the "pledge" (samayacakra). 
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453 "Circle of great bliss" may be a reference to the blissful conception of the god
dess in the sequence of awakenings within the dharmodayd, a synonym for 
vagina or womb. A "body of great bliss" (mahdsukhakdya) is also applied to a 
fourth buddha body, whose transcendent status may be reflected by the cen-
trality of the mahdsukhacakra in the mandala. The yogic system of body cakras 
also designates the head cakra as the mahdsukhacakra, but the fact that the 
terms coincide is probably incidental, as none of the other levels of the mandala 
are related, as such, to the body cakras. The terms pledge circle (samayacakram) 
and knowledge circle (jndnacakram), as we have seen, applied initially during 
the self-generation of the goddess and her mandala. The further testimony of 
the higher tantric commentaries would be of interest. 

454 Similar paragraphs describing the three cakras appear twice in GSS5 (Sed p. 1332 

K 2 i n and Sed p. 1422 K28r4). The first instance (GSS5 K 2 i n : tadbahir...) 
comes after the description of the fivefold mandala and describes the next level 
of the complete mandala, namely, the site goddesses on the three cakras that 
"have the nature of (svabhdvesu) the sites. Here, there is no mention of the site 
goddesses as generic groups within the cosmos, as in GSS11 (khecarindm 
samgrahah etc.). The next instance (GSS5 K28r4) is in the context of the body 
mandala (cf. §30). Here, the site goddesses are identified with a site and a body 
point; these are then associated with the ten places (as GSS11 v. 43ff.). The ref
erence to the goddesses as a generic group is made at this point. This assigns 
them to the level of the cosmos in which they "move" and accords with the cos-
mological location of their particular cakra. In the ADUT, as in GSS5 (K28r4), 
this detail is reserved for the descriptions of the body mandala. Thus, the 
A D U T (ch. 9 pp. 285-86) correlates the god/goddesses with the sites and body 
points, allocates them to the ten places, and finishes with the collective desig
nation of the goddesses of the cakra (pp. 285-86): cittacakrasya khecari...; 
vdkcakrasya bhucari...; kdyacakrasyapdtdlavdsini.... It is notable that this text 
refers to a single female goddess instead of to a "group," despite the fact that 
the text has just described a collection of eight site gods and site goddesses 
(male and female) in union on the cakra. The same phraseology is found in 
GSS5, which adds a possible explanation, i.e., that "with this [goddess]" (i.e., 
through her as a type) "there is the collection of those [male and female deities]" 
(Sed p. 1426, K28r6): ...cittacakrasya khecari. anaydsvargagatdndm samgrahah. 
... vdkcakre bhucari. anayd martydndm samgrahah... kdyacakre pdtdlavdsini. 
anaydpdtdlagatdndm samgrahah. • cittacakrasya] K; possibly emend: cittacakre 
• bhucari] conj.; khecari K. 

In GSS11, Umapatideva (§i7~§i9) speaks rather more lucidly when he describes 
"the collection of those [goddesses] who dwell...." Kalff (1979: 33 n.i) notes that 
in the HT1.8.15, there is a reference to the single, feminine goddesses Khecari 
and Bhucari. 

455 Sanderson (1995) has pointed to the Saiva provenance of these goddesses, par
ticularly their many correspondences with the twenty-four yoginls listed in the 
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Yoginisamcdraprakarana, the third satka of the Jayadrathayamala. This is also 
discussed by Kalff (1979: 8iff.). 

456 Redacting from his souce texts, Umapatideva gives goddesses on the three 
cakras a generic status as "the congregation of goddesses" (see n. 454 above). 
At §21, however, he is no longer redacting, and the outer-goddesses are simply 
"to be visualized" (bhdvydh) within the eight cremation grounds. 

457 The process of Umapatideva's redaction from the HA is evident here. Luyipada 
follows his description of the outer goddesses with a remark applying to the full 
mandala, namely, that vajra garlands are worn by all heroes and yoginis of the 
mandala, (f. 8v2): sarvesdm virayoginindm laldte vajramdld. Umapatideva has 
therefore borrowed the closing line of Luyipada's iconographical prescriptions 
to mark the end of this section of his text. Possibly incorporating a marginal 
note, the Tibetan text (p. 40.1) seems to have added that the goddesses are 
adorned by "five skulls residing in the center of (two? dag) vajramdlds" (the 
Tibetan syntax is not smooth). 

458 First, the AbhisamayamanjarisX3X.cs, that all the deities of the mandala may be visu
alized as two-armed, except (it seems) Dakini, etc., who are said to be four-armed. 
The two-armed outer goddeses, Kakasya, etc., hold only a skull bowl in their left 
hands (with the staff tucked into the crook of their arms) and a damaru in their 
right; everything else is as described before. Another alternative to the visualiza
tion is that the central form of Vajravarahi may be visualized as either yellow or 
blue. In this case, the four goddesses on the petals (Dakini, etc.) are all yellow, 
and presumably two-armed, as they are said to hold in their right hands a damaru. 
The yoginis of the three circles change their color and their attributes also. Those 
of the mind circle are now white, and (apart from the bowl and staff on their left 
sides) they hold a vajra threateningly in their right hands; those of the speech cir
cle are black and hold a lotus; those of the body circle are red and hold a wheel. 
The outer goddesses, Kakasya, etc., hold a chopper threateningly in their right 
hands, and Yamadadhi, etc., a damaru (with bowl and staff to the left). All twelve 
deites (of the petals and the gates) are in the dancing ardhaparyarika pose, and 
their iconography is otherwise as before. GSS5 (Sed p. 13917, K26r5): tatraiva 
mandalabheddnantaram vajrdvalydm asmadgurubhir upadars'itam. likhyate 
ndyikddayah sarvd dvibhujdh, ddkinyddayas' caturbhujdscatasrah, kdkdsyddayasca 
vdmena kapdlam bdhvdsaktakhatvdngam ca bibhrdndh savyena damarukam 
aparam sarvam purvavat. athavd bhagavati pitavamd nila vd. ddkinydaayas cata-
sras tupitdh savyena damarubhrtah. cittacakrasyayoginyah sitdh savajratarjanikasa-
vyakard, vdkcakrasya krsndh sapadmatarjani<ka>savyahastdh, kdyacakrasya raktdh 
savyena tarjanikacakrabhrtah, kakdsyddayah savyena satarjanikakartridhardh sarvd 
devyd vdmahastena kapdladhdrinah, yamadddyddayah savyena damarum vdmena 
tarjanikamundam bibhratyah, ddkinyddindm kdkdsyddindm ca vdmabdhau 
khatvdngam. etas' ca dvddasd <d>rdhaparyankena nrtyantyah. aparam sarvam 
purvavat. • kdkdsyddindm] Kpc(mg2); Kacomit. 

459 E.g., Cakrasamvara mandala in NYA (p. 28): kulesas tu bhagavato 'ksobhyo 

http://AbhisamayamanjarisX3X.cs
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vajravdrdhyd vairocano ddkinyddindm ratnes'ah. cittavdkkdyagatdndm aksobhyd-
mitdbhasds'vatdh samayacakrasthdndm amoghasiddhih. 

460 The rather haphazard nature of the correspondences of the buddhas with the 
levels of the mandala is highlighted by a survey of the mandalas in the NYA. 
For example, in the Aksobhya mandala, Aksobhya at the center is presided over 
by Vajrasattva {ibid.: 5, summarized p. 35), while in the Vajrasattva mandala, the 
leader Vajrasattva is presided over by Aksobhya (from the Samputatantra ibid.: 
8, summarized p. 37). The correlations are usually with five buddha families, but 
sometimes with the six, although on occasion they are "not reliable enough to 
be dependable" (see B. Bhattacharyya's comment, ibid.: 40). 

461 A fourfold division of worlds is not new; it appears, for instance, in the STTS 
ch. 6 (p. 59), which describes the conversion of the brahmanical overlord 
Narayana and his retinue. Here Visnu's retinue comprises the gods of inter
mediate space, of space, of the earth and the underworld, and their female 
counterparts (antariksacari-; khecari-; bhucari-; pdtdlavdsini-). 

462 Sircar (1948: 8—11) notes that the earliest written evidence of the pithas is prob
ably the reference to them as places of s'akti worship in the Mahdbhdrata 
(Tirthaydtrd, Vanaparvan) at a site actually associated with Bhimadevi. See 
Sanderson (1994K 94-95) for references to the Saiva ritual texts influential here, 
such as the Yoginilaksana, ch. 16 of Tantrasadbhdva. 

463 Sanderson (personal communication) points to the systems of twenty-four 
pithas in the Kubjikdmata (22.23-36) and in Tantrdloka zy.tf-jzb (especially 
Tantrdloka z^.yic—jzb): hrt kundali bhruvor madhyam etadeva kramdt trayam 
IIs'mas'dndni drumdh (drumdh em.: kramdted.) ksetrabhavam sadyoginiganam. 
He states (ibid.) that an earlier version in the Trika is seen in the Nis'isamcdra, 
patala 4 and the Tantrasadbhdva, patala 19 (ksetropaksetrdrcanam). The devel
oping cosmological model of the cremation grounds in the Buddhist tradition 
may have its roots in the Saiva model of the sites, which are each said to include 
a goddess, a cremation ground, a tree, and a Bhairava who is the ksetrapala 
(Mayer 1996:119, citing Sanderson, personal communication). 

464 The geographic location of the sites has been discussed by some secondary 
authors, e.g., Sircar (1948), Kalff (1979: 98-107) drawing on Sircar and others, 
and Boord (1994: 27-32) summarizing ancient and modern sources (including 
the accounts of Chinese pilgrims from Hazra 1983). 

465 There is a twelvefold system of places in the Hevajra tradition, which leads to 
a twelvefold enumeration of the bodhisattvabhumh (HT1.7.11, see Snellgrove's 
note p. 69). The Hevajra system describes the same list, but follows (or replaces) 
meldpaka and upamebxpaka with two other kinds of "place" called pilava and 
upapilava (HT1.7.10, HT1.7.13, HT1.7.17). Kalff (1979:101) notes that there is 
no agreement between the Hevajra and Cakrasamvara systems as to which sites 
belong to which category, and, moreover, only nineteen of the sites coincide 
and can be identified with each other. Snellgrove (1959: 70) attempts to rec
oncile the two lists. 

466 For references in Cakrasamvara literature to the division of sites into places, see 
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SUT ch. 9, w. 13-19; Tsuda (p. 271) also cites their appearance in the Samputa
tantra (kalpa 5, prakarana 1), the Ddkdrnava (patala 15, giving a "very unusual" 
account of the sites in comparison), A D U T (chs. 5, 9, 14, and 56), and the 
Yoginisamcdra (chs. 5 and 13). Davidson (1991) also gives detailed references for 
their appearance in the ADUT. The places are correlated with the bhumis in 
the context of the body mandala (SUT ch. 9, v. 22ff.). 

The translation or definition of the terms for the types of place is problem
atic. Dharmakirti's commentary on the HT (the Netravibhanga) glosses the 
"secondary" or "auxiliary" type of place (upa-) as "nearby to that [place]" 
(tatsamnivesam), cited in Snellgrove (1959: 68—69 n- J)- Snellgrove also discusses 
the difficulties this presented to Tibetan translators, who either rendered 
"absurd" translations (which exegetes then attempted to explain, see Blue 
Annals^. 980, 983) orwho resorted to transliteration (e.g., of the terms "chan
doha" and "pilava"). Indian exegetes had also struggled with the terms. Snell
grove mentions Dharmakirti's etymologies that attempt to explain the terms, 
for example chandoha: "because one desires and yearns, it is called chando." 
Kalff (1979: 158) also broaches this topic, noting: "There is no ready transla
tion for the term chandoha." 

467 Tsuda's translation of SUT ch. 9, v. 12: madyamdmsapriyd nityam lajjdbhaya-
nds'ani ca yd I ddkinikulasambhutdh sahajd iti kathyate I dese des'e 'bhijdyante 
yoginih sevayetsadd; cf. also SUT ch. 8, v. 25. Sanderson (1994!: 99-100, n. 20) 
cites a passage from the Tantrasadbhdva (Yoginilaksana 16, v. 63), the text from 
which the list of sites has been redacted in the Laghusamvara, which includes 
the comment: esu des'esu yah kanyd<h> striyo vd klinnayonayah I sarvds tab 
kdmarupinyo manovegdnuvrttayah. 

468 These remarks appear in the context of an internalized contemplation of the 
places and sites. See SUT ch. 4 (v. 29cd): pithaksetre tu samketeyoginiyogi-
melakam, and GSS11 v. 57. A D U T ch. 9 contains a rather unwieldy list of such 
goddesses or consorts, which includes among others "the innate woman" 
(sahajd), "one born in a field" (ksetrajd), and "one born in a site" (pithajd). 
These listings also include those of sky, earth, underworld, as in our texts (here 
described as gandharvari, yaksani, nagani, respectively). Kalff notes that such 
groupings are inconsistent and their origin as yet undetermined (1979 pp. 292 
and 34). 

469 In this context mKhas grub rje (pp. 253-54) describes the utpattikrama, the 
nispannakrama, and the *anucdravis'uddhi as three types of tantras. The implicit 
hierarchy here is corroborated by a (Tibetan) school cited by him (p. 257) that 
correlates different types of visuddhi with divisions of the tantric corpus: the 
purification of the (gross) psychophysical organism (skandhas, dhdtus, dyatanas) 
with the "father tantras" (yogottaratantra texts), the (yogic) purification of the 
veins with the "mother tantras" (yoganiruttara/yoginitantras), and the purifi
cation of both with the "nondual tantras" (Kdlacakratantra, Ndmasamgiti). 
Our yoginitantra texts are not, in fact, recognizable under this classification, 
as they include both types of visuddhi, gross and yogic. 
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9 (v. 2off.) and chapter 13 (w. 41-42). Tsuda (1974: 260 n. 4) notes that these 
correlations are found "repeatedly" in tantric literature, and that they "furnish 
important internal evidence as to the relations between tantras of the Samvara 
literature." 

475 This retranslates the passage from Tsuda's edition, expanding on the terse 
Sanskrit verses (SUT ch. 7 v. 3ff): nddisthdnam ca pitham ca caturvimsat-
pramanatah I tesdm madhye trayo nddya dsrayanti ca sarvagdh I'31pulliramalaye 
s'irasi nakhadantavahd sthitd I jdlamdharas'ikhdsthdne kes'aromasamdvahd 14 I 
oddiydne daksine karne nodi tvanmalavdhini I etc. 

476 Kalff (1979:197 n. 1) refers here to Digha Nikaya, sutta 22, vol. 2, Pali Text Soci
ety, London, 1903. 

477 In the "self-consecration" (svddhisthdna-) method sadhana of Dhyayipada 
(GSS34), the traditional Cakrasamvara contemplation of the mandala-as-
cosmos is replaced with a series of correlations for the eight cremation grounds 
in each direction of space. Here, each of the eight cremation grounds, and each 
of its eight features, is equated with a subtle aspect of the practitioner's psy
chophysical and yogic body, as shown in table iv below. 

478 GSS5 (Sed p. 1435, K29r3): iti sampurnam kdyamandalam muhurmuhu<r> 
drdham adhimoktavyam. 

479 For parallels, see footnotes to the Translation, § 33. 
480 GSS14 (K73r4): dbarmatd khalu lokdndm idrs'i tivrakarmanah Ipuspamdtram 

ihaiva sydtparalokephalam mahatIYJ. • paraloke] em.; paraloka K. 
481 GSS14 (K73V3): yenayena vidhdnenayatrayatrayathdyathdIadhimuktena cit-

tenayatpunyam parindmyate 124. / tena tendpi rupena tatra tatra tathd tathd I 
utpadyate tathd <phalam?> kumbhakdraghatddivat 125. 

482 GSS14 cont. (K73V5): yad yad bhdvyate bhiiyo bhuyas ca parindmyate I tat 
pratiphalaty eva darpane sadasadyathd 126 / . . . cittdd eva na cdnyasmdc chreyo-
heyadvayds'rayah I cittam eva hi samsdro nirvdnam cittam eva ca I'28 • v. 26 
bhdvyate] corr. (hypo.); bhyavyateK.* chreyoheya] conj.; chrethayaK. Cf. GSSi 
(Ki6r.i): yenayena hi bhdvena manah samyujyate nrndm I tena tanmayatdmydti 
vis'varupo maniryathd • yujyate] em.; pujyate K; "With whatever state (bhdva-) 
the mind of man is connected, it is to that [state] he goes, like the jewel in which 
everything [is contained]." This verse is widely attested, e.g., YSCT (ch. 11), and 
is clearlv related to a similar verse cited in Saiva sources, e.e., bv Tavadratha in 
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Endnote table iv. Yogic body mandala* 

8 cremation apertures of the body 
grounds 

8 protectors sense consciousnesses 

8 serpents <=> named winds 

8 trees o named veins (nddis) 

8 clouds <P> sense spheres (-dhdtum) 

mouth, right nostril, anus, left 
nostril, right and left earholes, 
right and left pupils 

tongue, nose, body, mind, 
ear, defiled-mind, store, and 
eye consciousness 

Astakoti, fKarkotakat, Kota, 
fKotibhat, Kola, Kolava, 
Kolagandha, Kolibha 

Ugra, Ghora, Agnivadana, 
Tejani, Khargadharani, Cakrl, 
Sucimukha, Kubji 

taste, olfactory, touch, "ideas" 
(dharmadhatum), sound, 
cognition (vijndna°), 
consciousness Qnana"), form 

"The practice requires a knowledge of the Cakramsavara/Vajravarahi body mandala, as the 
eight apertures of the body are referred to cryptically by the name of the site in those sys
tems. For example, the first cremation ground, Candogra, is correlated with the mouth, for 
which the text explains: "Candogra is in the entrance to Kalinga" (GSS34, Kii3r): tatra 
smasdndni kalingadvdre candogram Kalinga, we find, is the site for the mouth in the 
Calaasamvara/Vajravarahi body mandala. The cremation-ground body mandala therefore 
draws on the traditional language of the body mandala, but moves beyond it to a type of yogic 
practice based on exclusively on kdpdlika cosmology. 

The Smasdndlamkdratantra (reported by Meisezahl 1980: 21—2) also mentions "secret" 01 
"interior" cremation grounds (*guhyasmasdndni) and describes a similar subde body mandala. 
This relates the five features of the cremation grounds to five groups of nddis on the body: 
8 nddis at the tip of the nose (= 8 cremation grounds); 8 nddis at the navel (= trees); 8 nddis 
at the chest? snying kar red brgydd(= dikpdlas); 8 nddis at the throat (= nagas); 8 nddis at the 
head spyi bor rca brgyad(= clouds). The eight cremation grounds are also equated with the 
eight types of consciousness in the Visesadyota by Tathagatavajra in the Peking Tengyur 
(Otani 2224, described in Meisezahl 1980: 7). Elsewhere they are also correlated with the 
eight doors of liberation (ibid.: 9). 

§51 and §52 (in both GSS11 and GSS5). GSS5 also contains prescriptions for 
rites during the day and at midday and midnight junctures, (iii) The *Vid-
hisamgraha includes the Smas'dnavidhiby Luyipada, raising the possibility that 
cremation ground material appeared in a shared source, and that Umapatideva 
drew upon this while reworking the material into his own verses, and drawing 
upon other sources such as the SUT; GSS5 omits any account of the crema-
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tion grounds, (iv) The position and designation of the Amrtdsvddana differs in 
the three texts, (v) For the hastapujd, all three texts share a reference to the 
YSCT, stating that fuller prescriptions for the rite appear in that tantra. In 
Sas'vatavajra's text this appears in a colophon verse. Sasvatavajra's hastapujd 
text also appears by itself in the Sddhanamdld (SM253 pp. 498-500). (vi) The 
second, alternative, external worship in GSS11 (at §49) implies the (optional?) 
inclusion of the hastapujdwixhin the rite, an option that is explicit in Sasvatava
jra's text (yadvd...) because of his use of colophon verses to mark the separate 
rites in the series. 

485 See Kane (1941) History ofDharmas'dstra (ch. 20, p. 74iff.) on the "vais'vadeva" 
(including baliharanalbhutayajna), and (ch. 18, p. 6966°.) on the "pancayajna. " 
For the latter, Kane states that the Satapathabrdhmana (11. 5.6.1.) contains the 
locus classicus for the mahdyajiias {Taittiriya Aranyaka 2.10), where they are 
defined as devayajna (offering to fire), pitryajna (s'rdddha), bhutayajna (bali 
offering), manusyayajna (food to brahmins), and brahmayajha (study of the 
Vedas). The Grhyasutras and Srautasutras refer to the mahdyajnas in the same 
terms, although sources differ as to the order in which the five are presented. 
Similarities between the brahmanical rite and the bali taught here include the 
prescriptions to perform the ritual at specified junctures of the day, the prior 
cooking of the food offerings, the lowly type of recipient (see Manu III w. 
87-93, Yajnavalkya I.103, and sources cited by Kane ibid.: 745-46, e.g., 
Mahdbhdrata, Vanaparvan II.59), and their propitiatory and even liberationist 
function, e.g., Manu II.28: svddhydyena vratair homais traividyenejyaydsutaih I 
mahdyajnais ca yajnais ca brdhmiyam kriyate tanuh. 

486 For example, in the Saiva Svacchandatantra 3.206-210, bali is described as the 
concluding rite of the first day of initiation [adhivdsadinam] and is offered to 
all bhutas (celestial, terrestial, and aerial), to the ksetrapdlas, patitas, and s'vapacas. 
It is similar in the (unpublished) Nis'isamcdra, in which esoteric balk of the five 
nectars and wine are offered by Mahavratin sadhakas. The offerings are pre
sented by sadhakas when they enter a power site, in order to gratify (and so pla
cate) its guardian (ksetrapalalsthdnapdla), and are accompanied by wild laughter 
and the rattling of the damaru drum, with a balimantra (om hrim hum he hah 
phati...). This ritual has been taken over through the redaction of Nis'isamcdra 
into Buddhist tantras such as the Catuhpithatantra (Parapitha, patala 3) and 
the Vajraddkatantra 18.16. In Saiva rites, the bali offerings may be to animals, 
bhutas, the matrs, and yoginis etc., e.g., Netratantra 19.112c: trptyartham 
bhutasamghasya mantri raksdrtham udyatah (and its commentary): sangho 
mdtryoginyddiganah. The making of bali offerings to principal mandala deities 
seems to be an innovation in Buddhist sources. I thank Professor Sanderson 
(1998: personal communication) for these references. 

487 Of the twenty-six GSS texts that teach a bali ritual, most do indeed describe 
it at the end, or following the self-generation, e.g., GSS4, GSS5, GSS15, GSS18, 
GSS21 etc. 

488 As in the Vajravarahi Sddhana, the tasting of nectar appears in the Abhisamaya-
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manjari following the self-generation, but in contrast to Umapatideva's text, 
it appears in full at this stage. When he later describes the balividhi, Sakya-
raksita's text refers simply to the purification of the offering "as above," with
out naming it specifically as the amrtdsvddanam, and without describing it 
again (GSS5 Sed p. 1437, K29r3): tato balim dadydt. bhojyddikam puratah 
samsthdpyaprdguktakramena vis'odhya. Umapatideva's text is therefore closer to 
Sasvatavajta's Cakrasamvarabalividhi (pp. 56-58), in which the amrtdsvddana 
also appears as an integrated part of the balividhi. Curiously, although the 
Cakrasamvarabalividhi describes the same process as that given the GSS texts, 
it never actually names the rite as the "amrtdsvdaana. " 

489 In the Saptdksarasddhana (SM251), for example, the self-generation of the cop
ulating deities is followed by worship: first with the traditional offerings of the 
sixteen goddesses (p. 493), and then with the amrtdsvddana (p. 494). Similarly 
in GSS4, the tasting of nectar is a distinct means of worshiping the deity 
(K13V4): pujdstutyamrtdsvddam krtvd. In SM219 the tasting of nectar is the pre
liminary to a rite of subjugation (p. 432: vasyavidhih). 

490 E.g., GSS35 (K119V6): yathdldbhato hastapujayd sampujya amrtam dsvddya 
ganabhojanam ca vidhdya balim dadydt. GSS16 (K8ir6):... mantram japet. ydvad 
udvego na bhavati tdvad amrtam dsvddayet. evam balibhdjanam dlokya vum dm 
jrim kham hum dravibhutam cintayed iti. dtmano jihvdgre candramandalopari 
nilavajram yavaphalamdtram rasmispharantam vibhdvyam. taya rasmydvabhdsena 
ndlikdrupendtmdnampdyayet dvddas'adevibhih. evamprinayet. pitvd mahdsukham 
anuvartet<a>. pranidhdnam kurydt. dvitiya<m> balibhdjana<m> vistirnam 
vicintayet. tatra bhaktakulattha-indariparpati-vadivatSL{?)-matsyamdmsapupa-
vyanjanamadyasidhusurdphal f ophali f ndndrasasamtosanam krtvd puspadhupadipa-
gandhamdlyavilepananaivedyam casthdnasmas'dnavrksanadi fparvatasthitdlayesuf 
tebhyo ddpdyet— om vajrdralli hohjah hum vam hoh vajraddkinyah samayas tvam 
drs'ya hoh - puspdn avakirnayet. — om kha kha khdhi khdhi... — tatah 
pranidhdnam ca. 

alokya] corr.; dloksa K • candramandalo] con.; candramandalalo K • rasmispha
rantam vibhdvyam] em.; ras'mipharantam vibhdvyahK' rasmydvabhdsena] corr.; 
rasmydvabhdsena K • vadivataQ)] perhaps for "vadabdnald' (digestive powder)? 
• naivedyam] corr.; naivaidyamK*parvatasthitdlayesu] conj.?;parvatdsthitdlayete 
K. (Mss. N and D share the same corruptions, and introduce new ones.) 

In othet accounts, the "tasting of nectar" appears to be the ritual method 
"whereby" the bait is offered (e.g., GSS31 K104V2): tad anu nispdditabalim 
amrtdsvddavidhindnena mantrena dadydt. 

491 The text has "munda-," which could refer to a severed head, a dried-up head, 
or a complete skull. However the seed syllable kam (see note to Translation) 
suggests "head" (kam). K. Gyatso (1999: 61) also takes the tripod to consist of 
three heads. This is illustrated in Brauen (1997: 106, fig.61) and Sacred Art of 
Tibetphte 158 (pp. 380-81). However, skulls would perhaps seem more appro
priate in that their color and shape mirrors the white sphere of the water ele
ment that normally follows the elements of wind and fire. Two separate plates 
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in Tanaka (1997) illustrate the two possibilities: three heads are depicted in the 
rNying ma tangka of Nyi ma 'od zer (no. 34: 92-93), and three skulls in a 
tangka of six-armed Hayagriva (no. 57: 137). 
This is the method attested in the dGe lugs tradition vividly described by K. 
Gyatso (1999: 61) "From the state of emptiness a blue letter YAM appears. This 
is the seed of the wind element The YAM transforms into a gigantic wind 
mandala. This is blue, semi-circular in shape, and lies flat with its curved edge 
furthest from us. At both corners there is a fluttering white banner. The move
ment of the banners activates the wind mandala causing the wind to blow. 
Above the wind mandala there appears a red letter RAM This letter trans
forms into a triangular fire mandala that is flat and red. It has one corner point
ing toward us, directly above the straight edge of the wind mandala, and the 
other two corners above the semi-circular edge of the wind mandala. This red 
triangle, which is slightly smaller than the wind mandala, is the core of the fire 
mandala. As this core is fanned by the wind, red-hot flames blaze and cover 
the whole wind mandala. Above the fire mandala there appear three AH let
ters of different colors. The letter AH above the eastern point, the point clos
est to us, is white; the letter above the northern point, to our right, is red; and 
the letter above the southern point, to our left, is blue. These letters transform 
into three large human heads in the same colors as the letters from which they 
developed. A large white letter AH...appears above the center of the three 
heads. This transforms into a vast skullcup, white outside and red inside, which 
rests on top of the heads." 
In the Cakrasamvaratantra, the nectars are listed cryptically as: "honey, blood, 
and karpura, with rakta, and sandalwood." (i.iocd, ncd): ...madhu raktam 
sakarpuram raktacandanayojitam. Bhavabhatta decodes the list in his com
mentary on the root text: "When practising meditation, before it begins, he 
should eat a pellet of go-ku-da-ha-na [the flesh of a cow (go-), a dog (kukkurah), 
a horse (damyah), an elephant (hasti), and a man (narahj] and the five nectars; 
for this removes any obstacles [that might have impeded his practice]. In [the 
passage] beginning with the word 'honey' (madhu) the [revealer of the text] 
teaches another form of direct worship that consists in the practice of [these] 
five nectars. 'Honey' means semen, because of the latter's resemblance to it; for 
it is agreed that [semen] destroys the three defects when included. The term 
'blood' [that follows] is meant literally. 'Karpura'is flesh, that [whose existence 
is] established through the addition and elision of sounds, [the term karpuram 
being used here not in its literal sense, namely 'camphor,' but etymologically 
as] that which causes joy (kar- from kam 'joy') to fill (piira- from the causative 
of Vpr 'to be full') the body. "Rakta "t • • • t [means "urine"]. 'Sandalwood' means 
Vairocana [i.e., feces] because [defecation like sandalwood] is a source of 
delight]." Cakrasamvaravivrti(f. i8r-v); bhdvandn ca kurvvdnogokudahandndm 
pancdmrtasya ca vatikam bhdvandrambhe bhaksayet. tena hi nirvvighnatd.... 
aparam pancdmrtasevdrupdm sdksdtpujdm aha madhv ityddi. madhusddharmydt 
madhu sukram, samyoge tridosaghnatvena sanketitatvdt. raktam prasiddham. kam 
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samvara tradition, both the staff and the syllable hum are produced from the 
steam of the boiling liquid. He provides and translates the text of the com
mentary by bsTan 'dzin padma'i rgyal mtshan, as follows: "The hum syllable 
which is the form that manifests from the steam of that [boiling nectar] points 
head-down. Even though the syllable hum is not directly mentioned in the text 
[of the ritual of evoking the deity], one must visualize it, because the sDom 
'byung teaches: 'Above that a white khatvdnga staff arises from the mercury-
colored hum.' The hum melts and a white khatvdnga that is the nature of 
absolute bodhicittaof the Heruka's mental stream of consciousness [arises], the 
peak pointing down. A stream of bodhicitta nectar drips [down]. The staff, 
too, having melted [starting] with the braid(?) below, becomes inseparable with 
the nectar inside the scull cup by... Idemgyi Ihung ba (?). Visualize that thereby 
the ocean of nectar has turned white, is cool to the touch, and has become the 
own-nature of bodhicitta." (p. 690): de'i rlangs pa las grub pa'i rnam pa humyig 
mgo mthur bstan, humyig tshiggis ma zin kyangsdom byungdu, de'i steng ngul 
chu 'i mdog can gyi hum las byung ba'i kha twang ga dkar po gsungs pas dmigs dgos, 
de zhu ba dang he ru ka 'i thugs rgyud don dam byang chub sems kyi ngo bo kha 
twang ga dkar po rtse mo thur Ita, byang chub sems kyi bdud rtsi z rgyun 'dzag pa, 
de nyid kyang 'oggi slas(?) pas zhu nas thodpa 'i nang du Idem gyi Ihung bos bdud 
rtsi dang dbyer med du 'dres pas, bdud rtsi V rgya mtsho kha dog dkar po, reg bya 
bsil ba, byang chub sems kyi rang bzhin du gyur par dmigs. 

497 GSS5 (Sed p. 135", K23r2): tadupari tryaksaram uparyuparidrstvd tadras'mibhis 
trailokyodaravartisarvdmrtena sdrdham as'esatathdgatahrdayavarti jndndmrtam 
dkrsya tatraivdntarbhdvya kramas'a<s> tryaksarendpi vilinai<h>. Cf. SM251 (p. 
494): tatah om-dh-hum-ity uccarya sarvadevatdndm amrtam dkrsya tatraiva 
praves'ayet, anenaivddhisthdya... • hum\ conj. Sanderson; hum SMed. See also 
VA (SP f. I20v-i2ir) and the graphic descriptions in K. Gyatso (1999: 63). 

498 I am grateful to Professor Sanderson for explaining this passage (p. 57): tadu
pari dlikdliparinatdn om-dh-humkdrdn anukramenoparyuparisthitdn tebhyah 
sphuritaras'mind das'adigvarttiviravires'varindm jndndmrtapradipam samkrama-
nanydyena tricakrdkdram dkrsya jagadartham kdrayitvd samdpdttipurvakam 
dravibhuya yathdyatham tesu pravistam f sakalasdgarddistham ca f tata 
omkdrddikam kramavilinam avalokya tryaksarena ydvadiccham adhitisthet. • 
humbhavd] em.; humbhdvd Finot. 

499 Sanderson (1998: personal communication) explains samkramananydya as the 
yogin's method of extracting the essences of a victim, of transferring them 
to himself, and from himself into a skull bowl for offering to the mandala 
deities. This imaginary process of transferral is usually accomplished along a 
"circuit of energy" that runs from the sadhaka into the victim, and back 
again. In the tasting of nectar, the yogin visualizes the rays extracting the 
essences of the heroes, transferring them into the three syllables, and thence 
back into the nectar; the "circuit of energy" is here supplied by the rays from 
the syllables. 

500 See GSS16 K8ir6 (n. 490); also GSS5 (Sed p. 13515, K23r5 com.): punas 
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accord with the method used in the Tibetan tradition today (shown in fig. 35 
above); however, Sanderson proposes it is the prefered interpretation, as it is 
similar to the blossoming lotus mudra (vikasitakamalamudrd) described in 
SM24 p. 60 below (see n. 516). 

506 GSS5 (Sed p. 143s, Kzyt^Cakrasamvarabalividhip. 57): mandalacakram purato 
'vasthdpydrghddikapurahsaram sampujydlikdliparinatacandrasuryasvabhdvakara-
dvaydntargatahumkdram drstvd — om anyonydnugatdh sarvadharmdh atyantdnu-
pravistdh sarvadharmd hum — ity uccdranapurvakam candrasurydrudhahumkdra-
parindmena vajrdnjalikrtakaratale tad amrtabhdndam avasthdpya dhydtvd vd, 
abhimatasiddhyartham itipathet. — devyah pramdnam samayah pramdnam.. .etc. 

507 The Cakrasamvara-related balividhis describe a rite in which "actual" foods are 
also involved, laid out prior to the ceremony in front of the mantrin {Cakrasam-
varabalividhip. 56):prathamato...mantribhaksyabhojddikampuratahsamsthdpya. 
Cf. the rite according to the Samvaratantra in the Vajrdvali, in which the yogin 
points with his right hand to the bowl of nectar in his left (SP f. 123V): 
pddyddiddnapurvakam purvavat trimandalavisuddhyd vdmakaratale candrasthita-
humjavisvavajrandbhdv amrtabhdndam dropya dhydtvd vd vajramustikrtasavya-
karaprasrtatarjanyd tad dars'ayan. 

508 In the Sdmvarikasarvabhautikabalividhi (VA SP f. i23r), the VA provides a 
rather different version of the balividhi according to the Samvara system. This 
is more clearly related to the rite according to the Samaja system, Sdmdjika-
sarvabhautikabalividhi (VA SP f. mr.i), said to be according to the method of 
the Pindikrama (Nagarjuna) and the Caturanga (Buddhajnanapada), and also 
to the Hevajra-based rite, Haivajrikasarvabhautikabalividhi (VA SP f. 124 v. 6). 

509 Cakrasamvarabalividhi(p. 58)>=>GSS5 (Sed p. 144", ICjora): tadamrtabhaksandd 
dikpdlddayo mahdsukhasamarpitavigrahd bhdvydh; GSS16 (K8IVI): evamprinayet. 
pltvd mahdsukham anuvarteta (understand: causative). 

510 GSS31 (Ki04ri) prescribes a balitwxA to be performed in secrecy at midnight, 
in which the yogin is to assume the warrior stance of the deity and stand naked 
with loose hair on a hilltop facing south (cf. A D U T ch. 14, p. 326). Note also 
the bali ritual in HT2.4, which mentions protection (sattvdndm prdnaraksdya 
vighndd vindyakdddpi) and then lists the types of siddhi that will ensue from the 
worship of "all beings" through utterance of the bali mantras and apabhrams'a 
verses (HT2.4.89c-95d): vasyabhicdraripusainyands'anam uccdtammdrandkarsanam 
ca s'dntisukham paustikam bhavet ca. 

511 The term is unexplained by Tsuda, but Sanderson (1999: personal communi
cation) translates "teacher's assistant." According to the rites of the Kriydsamuc-
caya, the karmavajrin is a ritual specialist, much like the karmacdrya in Newar 
ritual practice, whose task is to ensure the correct performance of the rites 
(Gellner 1992: 273, with n.25). 

512 VA (SP f. I22ff.): anydrtham api balipraddne mantreyathdsambhavam me mameti 
vd yathdvasthitam eva pathaniyam. sa cdtmatvenddhimoktavyah. asyopakdre 
mamaivopakdro bhavatity ds'ayato hitakdryasiddhir bhavati. anantare ca tadar-
tham vijndpayed.... This Samaja bali ritual is more complex than the rite out-
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lined in our texts. The ball offerings are made to the ten krodhas and/or fifteen 
protectors (the eight protectors plus seven brahmanical gods in between), in 
an external rite that is to take place away from the meditation hut. In this rite, 
the recipients are represented by clay balls (mrtpindi) surmounted by appro
priately coloted banners arranged on the ground in their respective directions. 
Beyond those, the manttin should offer saucers of milk to the eight nagas who 
are either represented by clay balls or by circular cow pats (gomayakrtamandala-), 
and outside that, he is to strew ball of boiled rice and five streams of the "pure" 
nectars—ghee, honey, water, wine, and milk—while circumambulating. 
Sanderson (1997: personal communication) notes that this is very similar to the 
standard Saiva ball, also called "external" (bdhya-). 

513 The form of the mantra is: om vajra-[name of krodha] vajra imam balim grhna 
amukasya s'dntim raksdm ca kuru hum phat. The names of the ten krodhas to 
be inserted into the mantras are: (1) Vajrahumkara, (2) Vajradanda, (3) Vajrana-
larka, (4) Vajrakundali, (5) Vajrayaksa, (6) Vajrakala, (7) Vajramahabala, (8) 
Vajrabhisana, (9) Vajrosnisacakravarti, and (10) Vajrapatala. They are under
stood to occupy a circle of protection with ten "spokes" radiating from the 
central point of the meditation hut (sakrodhadasararaksdcakra-). For the pro
tective function of the ten krodhas, see also the "rite of expelling obstacles" 
{vighnanivdranavidhiVK, SP f. 252.3). 

514 E.g., GSS18 (K83r5): dadydt nis'aydm balim sarvamdrapras'amanam; GSS15 
(K74V2): samayi sthdndtmayogarahdyai sarvavighnopasamanamantram udirayet. 
om hrihgha 2ghdtaya2 sarvadustan humphatsvdhd. Cf. VajrdvaliSP (f. I20r7): 
atroktavidhisu kdrydntaresu cdddv ante ca vighnopas'dntaye balim dadydt. 

515 VA (SP f. I26r4): etac cotpattikrame balividhitrayam. utpannakrame tu prajno-
pdydnuccalitena cetasd samanvdhdramdtrdnitebhyah prajnopdyarupebhya evd 
svestamandaks'ddidtvatdsahitmdrddibhyojndnarasdvyatiriktasya baler upadhau-
kanam balividhih. 

$16 On the "kamaldvartamudrd'(GSS11, Finotp. 58) also "kamaldvartanamudrd" 
(GSS5 Sed p. 144", K3or5/ Sed p. 1481, K33r4), Durjayacandra's commentary 
on the Catuhpithatantra states (f. 4414—5): mdrutaprerandtprabuddhapadma-
syeva prasrtdnguler agrapdniyugasya nartanam kamaldvartah. (I am grateful to 
Dr. Isaacson for this reference.) The "blossoming-lotus mudra" in SM24 may 
be related (p. 60): kincit ucchritam samputanjalim krtvd madhyame sucikurydt 
sesds cdngulyah kimcit samkocya sammukham asamslistd dhdrayet, angusthau tar-
janidvayasamipe sthdpayed iti vikasitakamalamudreyam. There is also a dance 
movement of the hands called kamalavartanikd (Bose 1970:151-52). In GSS7, 
a twelve-armed Vajravarahi is visualized revolving the vajra and bell in her fin
gers with the kamaldvartamudrd (K4016): vajraghantdkdravyagrdkamaldvarta-
vartini, and the four-armed ekavird mothers also (each at the center of their 
individual cakras, K4ir3): tadvad ghantddhardh sarvdh kamaldvartavartinyah. 
For the bell as feminine consort, see Jndnasiddhii$.Z4: prajndghantdbhidhiyate 
(cited Bauddhatantrakos'a'p. 35). 

It is perhaps this gesture that is depicted in the bronze of Mahasiddha 
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Ghantapa and consort as Cakrasamvara and Vajravarahi, which depicts the 
male adept waving the vajra and bell gracefully aloft while his diminutive con
sort drinks from her skull bowl in his lap (sixteenth- to seventeenth-century 
Tibetan bronzes in the Victoria and Albert Museum illustrated in Sacred Art 
of Tibet plate 40, and Rawson 1973 plate 105). In a Tibeto-Chinese brass of 
Guhyasamaja Aksobhyavajra in embrace with Spars'avajra, it is the consort who 
holds a vajra and bell stretched aloft and to the side, perhaps with a revolving 
motion (fifteenth or sixteenth century in the Asian Art Museum of San Fran-
sisco, Sacred Art of Tibet phte 101, p. 277; the attributes are missing in the brass 
but can be inferred from the text of GSS6). 

517 The final gesture may comprise one snap of finger and thumb (GSS11 K67V, 
GSS5 Sed p. 14417, K3or5 and Sed p. 14611, K32ri), three snaps (GSS11 K69V), 
or the fourth finger (andmikd) touching the ground (GSS11 K68v, Sed p. 1482, 
GSS5 K 3 3 r 5 ) . 

518 Other texts specify a dharmodayd (i.e., a triangle) inside a triangle (e.g., GSS35), 
or a square containing a triangle (e.g., GSS25). The parallel account (bdhya-
pujdvidhi^GSS^) prescribes a square mandala in the first bdhyapujd, with the 
syllables of the sites (pu, jd, etc.) probably drawn onto it, representing the ten 
places. In the alternative bdhyapujd, the parallel texts enjoin a double dharmo
dayd with a circle inside it (Finot 1934: 55): trikonacakradvayam dlikhya tan-
madhye ca vartulamandalam. 

519 E.g., GSS5 (Sed p. 1258, K14V4): pancavatikddiprayogaparisodhitavaktro yogi; 
GSS3=GSSi6 (Kiiv7/K76r3): samayagudikdm mukhe praksipya. Referring to 
the root tantra (Cakrasamvaratantra i.iocd, ncd: samaydn pdlayen nityam,,,) 
Bhavabhatta also explains how "samaya "denotes the five nectars (cited Sander
son ibid): "he should preserve the pledges" means "eating the pledges, relish
ing the five nectars in the circle of the assembly with the drinking of soma," 
Cakrasamvaravivrti (f. i8r—v): samayapdlanam samayabhaksanam pancdmrtab-
haksanam ganacakre somapdnavatpancdmrtdsvddah. Jayabhadra, another com
mentator on the root tantra observes: "The word samaya has two meanings: (1) 
that which is to be observed [i.e., a post-initiatory rule] and (2) that which is 
to be eaten." Cakrasamvarapahjikd: samayo dvividhah raksaniyo bhaksaniyas ca 
(cited Sanderson ibid., f. jr). 

520 GSS35 (K120V1): kumkumagorocandsindurendnyatamena vd; GSS2 (K11V2): 
rajasvaldkanydprathamasvayambhukusumena; GSS2 (K11V3): asrkhingulamisram 
krtvd likhitvd ca. 

521 GSS2 (K1IV3): cauryakesdlekhanyd. Cf. cauryakesakrtdm mukutdm (HT1.6.15). 
Snellgrove notes that the intended meaning of cauryakesa is caudakesa "piled 
up hair," but Sanderson (1998: personal communication) points out that the 
meaning is rather a "crown" made from the hair of a thief (caurya for caura); 
and that this is confirmed by the Tibetan rkun ma'i (caura) skra las (-kes'a-) cod 
pan (mukuti-). Kanha glosses *caurakes'ah (em: cauryakes'ah Snellgrove) with 
the word, udbaddhakes'ah, but this does not mean the hair "piled up" (Snell-
grove's "cauda"), but "[a criminal] who has been hanged." Sanderson notes 
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several other citations in support of udbaddha- with this sense, e.g., Vajra-
garbha's commentary cited HT vol. I: 65, n. 1; KYT 7.10: udbaddhasya kes'ena; 
KYT-vydkhyd (p. 68): vrksdvalambitam udbdddham; and Saiva sources, e.g., 
Picumata i.^zd-yy tato nimbam samdlikhet Isaptaddlam mahdbhimam citibhih 
prajvalantibhih I ekaikasmim likhet dale nagnam udbaddhakam naram. "Then 
he should draw a Nimba tree with seven branches, most terrible with burning 
pyres, and on each branch he should draw a naked hanged man." Jayadrathaya-
mala, Yoginisamcdra (8.7id-72b): dis'air vrksdn samdlikhet I udbaddhanara-
pracchanndn, 

522 These texts were introduced to me by Professor Sanderson (1999: personal 
communication). They are the Cakrasamvarapujdvidhi (NGMPP D35/25) and 
Hevajrasamksiptatrisamddhipujd{Takaoka DH 372). Sanderson (ibid.) outlines 
the stages of the tite as follows: the ddiyoga section, followed by the mandald-
diyoga (similar sequences of preparatory meditations and self-generations, but 
for the full mandala), the suksmayoga (completion-stage practices), japa with a 
rosary, balividhi, and concluding rites. 

523 Sanderson (ibid.) lists the contents of the ddiyoga as follows: (1) s'unyatd-
bhdvand, (2) karas'odhanam, (3) ghantdvddanam, (4) s'ankhddhisthdnam, (5) 
balyadhisthdnam, (6) mandalddhisthdnam, (7) mantrapdtras'odhanam (skull 
vessel), (8) installation of twenty-four syllables of pithas etc., (9) anganydsah 
{om ha hi svdhd, etc.), (10) purification of body, speech, and mind, (11) instal
lation of deities in skhandas, dyatanas, and dhdtus, (12) generation-in-front of 
mandala (Heruka with eight yoginis), (13) protection, expulsion of obstacles, 
(14) bringing of knowledge deities, (15) offering of a flower to each deity on 
the mandala with their mantras, the five offerings, praise, etc., ringing of bell, 
(16) eight-part mantra, (17) hand worship, (18) one hundred-syllabled mantra, 
(19) anuttarapujd. 

524 The Textual Notes cite GSS5, which is almost identical to Sasvatavajra's Hasta-
pujdvidhi (Finot pp. 54-55) and SM253 (pp. 498-500). Sas'vatavajta's Hastapujd-
vidhi contains a colophon following the hastapujd (and its stated source in the 
fYoginiJ-Samcdratantra). It continues with the alternative bdhyapujd text 
(yadvd...) and supplies a second colophon vetse at the end of that, which also 
describes the rite as a hastapujd {cited in Textual Notes). This hastapujd text is 
also published in Meizezahl (1985: 29ft), although with some errors (e.g., he 
omits the buddha Aksobhya in his translation, thus mistakenly reducing the 
buddhas to five). 

Reference to the rite in the Yoginisamcdratantra scripture is scant, with only the 
passing remark that if the yogin is poor then he may obtain what he needs (food, 
drink, clothes, etc.) by means of the hand worship (Ayr4; Bnv2): yogidaridram 
arthi sydt hastapujena sepsitam (=satipsitam) prdpya..., and a further praise of the 
hastapujd'm the fourteenth patala. The consistent acknowledgment of a source in 
which the tite is not fully explained suggests either that out ritual texts relied on 
a different recension of the tantra, or upon a shared (Cakrasamvara-based) source 
other than the YSCT, which also makes this claim. 
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525 Kriydsamuccaya's Ganacakravidhi (cited Gellner 1992: 297, f. 411): prajndhinam 
yac cakram tac cakram mandamelakam. Gellner (ibid.) records that for Newar 
Buddhists today, a ganacakra is a sacramental meal after a tantric ritual. 

For alcoholic substances, see Cakrasamvaravivrti (f. i8r-v cited above n. 
519). The Kriydsamuccaya mentions foods, e.g., (f. 411): tad uktaganacakra-
vidhind mandaldgdre khdnapdnddibhis... and sexual yogic practice, including 
the types of consort spelled out in its Nis'dcakram, (f. 409): yoginiyogatantresu 
yaduktam ganamelakam. ... vajram padmepratisthdpya bodhicittam na cotsrjet. 
...evamvidhe nis'dcakre varjana<m> naiva kasyacit. janani<m> bhagini<m> 
caiva duhitam bhdgineyakdm. mdmakasya tathd bhdrydm svasrkdm' tathdpunah 
I pitubhagini mdtus ca astau prajnd<h> susiddhidd<h>. etdsdm pujanam 
karya<m> bolakakkolayogatah. 

526 The parallel texts also mention the goddesses who traditionally empower the 
psychophysical organism. As yoginitantra reflexes of the mothers, these god
desses are also consorts to the five buddhas. Sasvatavajra's Hastapujdvidhi opens 
with the yogin's conviction that on his hand are the elements with the nature 
of the goddesses (SM253, p. 498): svavdmakarasthdn prthivyaptejovdyvdkds'a-
dhdtun pdtanimdrani-akarsaninartesvaripadmajdlinisvabhdvdn adhimucya 
As the buddhas are then placed immediately on the hand, there is an implicit 
pairing of the deities in union. Sakyaraksita (GSS5) moves this prescription to 
a later point in the rite (between the text equivalent to GSS11 §46 and §47) that 
renders it less significant. Umapatideva's omission of this line may be to accom
modate his single-sex mandala; he is unable to remove the male buddhas from 
the hastapujd, but he can remove any trace of their union. 

527 GSS5 (Sed p. 14615, K32r3) (cited Textual Notes) describes them as "their nails' 
face" (-tannakhamukhesu). In the Tibetan text of the sadhana, the sixth buddha 
is placed only on "the thumb's face" (see apparatus: *angusthamukha). Sobisch 
(2001: personal communication), however, confirms that other Tibetan sources 
also place the syllables on all the nails collectively, in line with oral instructions. 
E.g., bsTan 'dzin padma'i rgyal mtshan's commentary reads: on the (lit.:) "com
bined nails" (p. 801: sen mo bsduspa). 

528 The same inversion of the three syllables is prescribed below in the alternative 
external worship at §50. For the traditional correlation see GSS5 (Sed p. 13411, 
K22r3): tad anu laldtakanthahrdayesu om-dh-hum-ityaksardni s'uklaraktanildni 
nivesayet, and for example, the Khasarpana-Lokes'vara sadhanas, e.g., SM13 (p. 
37): tatah s'irasi omkdram, kanthe dhkdram, hrdi humkdram, and for other pre
scriptions, SM70 (p. 142): [ahjalim]hrdi urndyam kanthe miirdhni nyaset; SM95 
(p. 191): kdyavdkcittesu om-ah-humkdraparinatdh khecari-bhucari-nairdtmds cin-
taniydh; Hevajrasekaprakriyd (p. 17): adhisthdya mahdmudrdm buddhais 
traidhdtukasamsthitaih, sirohrtpddades'esu om hum ah iti tryaksaraih. 

529 This is also suggested by Sasvatavajra's parallel text (Finot p. 57: "yadvd... "), 
as it is included as part of the text of the Hastapujdvidhi. This portion opens 
with a benediction and closes with a dedication of merit, both of which refer 
to the hastapujd. 
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530 In contrast, the parallel texts (cited in Textual Notes) state that it is for the 
ganacakra to preside (ganacakrddhisthdndrtham cddhyesya), presumably because 
they deal with the generation of the complete mandala in the first instance, 
and not optionally, as in Umapatideva's version of the rite. 

531 GSS14 (K72V3-6): kundam ca kdrdyet karmabhedadharmaprabhedatah I catura-
sram vartulam tryasram rephdnkitamadhyagam I 5. I svahrdbijdmsu<m> 
samutsrjya jndndgnim jainam uttamam I pradipakalikdkdram karsayed dipti-
vattaram I 6. I kundamadhye nyased agni<m> bhdva<ye>c cd caturbhujam I 
varadaksasutrakamandalulkddandadhdrina<m> I 7. I sphuradrupam kuma-
rdkdram raktavarnam prdbhdsvdram I kapilacchagaldrudha<m> pinga<la>-
jvdlaydvrtam 18.1 hrdaye tasya samvistdm bhdvayen nijadevatdm I argham dadydt 
sdcamanam prandmddipuraskrtam I 9. 

• v. 5cd unmetric; possibly emend 5d rephdnkitam ca madhyagam • (v. 6) 
pradipakali<kd>kdram] conj.; pradlpakalikaram K (lit: a great luster "with the 
form of a streak of a lamp") • (v. 7) sutrakamandalu\ unmetric. • (v. 8) 8a and 
8c unmetric; cf. SM36 where Avalokitesvara has a similar form. • (v. 9) 
samvistdm] conj.; samvista K. 

532 Samputodbhavatantra 6.3.i7d cited below: prajndgni-; GSS5, cited Textual 
Notes: sunyatakamnddvayatraidhdtukdcdkrdkdrajndnavahni-. 

533 I am grateful to Professor Sanderson and Dr. Isaacson respectively for point
ing out these two passages: Samputodbhavatantra (SpU) Vasantatilakdsection 
6.3.i8-22b (text supplied by Sanderson; see also Vasantatilakd (VT) 8.2OC-24 
pp. 66-7): abhyantaraih sukrddyais tu bdhyai rupddibhis tathd I hdvibhih kriyate 
homah prajndgnau tu mahojjvale 118 / saddyatanadhdtundm skandhddindm 
visesatah I devatdrupindm tesdm ddkinindm tathaiva ca I 19 / yogapujd 
samdkhydtd tena te pujita yatah I sirahkapdlam etat tu havirbhdjanam ucyate I 
20 /sruvam tu rasand khydtd hrccakram (hrccakram SpU; hrccandro VT 8.23d) 
lalandtmikd Ipdtriti ca samuddistam (ca samuddistam ed; mukham uddistam VT 
8.24a) kundam ca ndbhimandalam 121 / karmamarutanirdhuto vahnis trikati-
samsthitah (vahnis trikatisamsthitah] conj. Isaacson; vahnistrikatisamsthitah 
SpU; brahmdgnis trikate (trikate > guhye VT-tikd) sthitah VT 8.24) /22ab. 

534 E.g., Vasantatilakdtikd ibid. (p. 67): candrdjya, "moon-butter." 
535 Cf. VT ch. 8.3 (p. 61): sthitahpddatale vdyur vairambho dhanurdkrtih Isthitas 

trikatides'e tu trikone jvalanas tathd. 
536 GSS5 cited Textual Notes: skandhddindhanadahana-. 
537 Fot the pdtriheld in the left hand, see Kriydsdmuccaya SP f. 387.3 (cited Sander

son 1999: personal communication). The two ladles are referred to in the com
mentary to the Vasantatilakd 8.20C-24 p. 67, in which Lalana is identified 
with the srukancl Rasana with the sruvah. Accotding to the root text, the pdtri 
is the mouth (VT 8.24a). 

538 In the related Abhisamayamanjari, the bali seems to be offered into the "fire 
of knowledge" (blazing at the yogin-deity's navel) and is described as the 
"supreme oblation" (niruttarahomah) because it burns the "fuel" of the 
skandhas. 
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539 The compound girigahvara- is taken as a tatpurusa, meaning "mountain cave," 
but it could also be understood as a dvandva, "mountain and cave," despite the 
fact that it does not decline in the dual (girigahvarayoh or girigahvarddyoh). 
Both cave and mountain are mentioned independently in other texts, and are 
traditionally associated with meditative practice (Saiva texts frequently pre
scribe a "mountain top" parvatdgre, also giris'rnge). The compound could also 
mean "mountain thicket" (or "mountain and thicket"), because gahvaram also 
means a thicket (adjectively, it refers to something deep or impenetrable). How
ever, I prefer to understand "cave," because this site is suggested by the paral
lel compound giriguhd, e.g., SM24 (p. 61): vijanavanas'masdnagiriguhdsina-; 
SM24 (p. 54): vijanagiriguhdydm sthdne sucau vd kva cit. Sanderson (1994: n. 
8) notes that elsewhere gahvara means a "thicket." In the list of sites for siddhi-
sddhana in the SUT (ch. 11.2-3, f. 2r.3: girigahvarakunjesu mahodadhitatesu 
vd), gahvara is more closely defined in a following verse as a place "full of trees" 
(5ab: gahvare vrksasamkirne mandalam vartayet soda), despite the semantic over
lap with kunjah ("a place over run with plants or overgrown with creepers," 
Monier-Williams 1899). Bhavabhatta seems to recognize the problem with this 
interpretation, and glosses gahvara here as crevice or ravine, literally, "a space 
between two walls of the [mountain]" (Cakrasamvaravivrti f. 27r.2: girthpar-
vatah. gahvarasabdena tadbhittidvaydntaram) (Sanderson op. cit). It may be 
that there is some semantic overlap between "crevice" and "thicket" here, since 
ravines in mountains are often thickly wooded. Other sources follow the inter
pretation in the SUT itself, e.g., (i6.ijab f. 31 r.2), and the Tibetan translation 
of SM251, which takes girigahvara (in girigahvarddi-) as a dvandva compound 
meaning "mountain and dense copse" (ri bo dang tshang tshing) (cited Sander
son op. cit). Comparing Umapatideva'sverse 2 with the passage from the SUT 
(ch. 11.2-3), it is notable that the list of sites is almost identical, except that 
GSS11 omits kunjah. This might suggest the emendation <kuhje> smas'dnegiri-
gahvare ca. However, the conjecture ghore is adopted here on the basis of the 
Tibetan text as shown. The Tibetan translates girigahvare "on the peak of a 
mountain" (p. 32.4: ri bo'i rtse nyid na), and "samnidhau as "on the banks/ 
shore" (p. 32.4: 'gram dag). 

540 Lengthier sentiments of this kind in the Bodhicarydvatdra (e.g., ch. 3, v. 9: 
daridrdndm ca sattvdndm nidhih sydm aksayah...) are glossed in Prajfiakara-
mati's commentary—apparently on the scriptural authority of the Aryavajra-
dhvajasutra—as the "dedication" (parinamand) of "roots of goodness" (p. 39): 
sa tdni kusalamuldniparindmayan evamparindmayati. A more common expres
sion of the parinamana in the context of the sevenfold worship is found in 
many Sddhanamdld sadhanas, e.g., SM24, "I dedicate all that merit that has 
arisen here to the sake of complete enlightenment" (p. 57): punyam prabhutam 
yad ihdpi sarvam sambodhaye tatparindmaydmi. In v. 7b, the "King of Right
eousness" refers to the Buddha. Cf. SM51 (p. 106): ...anumodejagatpunyam 
buddhabodhau dadhe manah I utpddaydmi varabodhicittam nimantraydmi aham 
sarvasattvdn I istdm carisye varabodhicdrikdm buddho bhaveyam jagato hitdya.; 
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Buddhacarita (1.75b): lokasyasambudhya ca dharmardjah karisyate bandhanamo-
ksam esah. According to the prose list (§1), the resolve to become a buddha in 
v. 7b relates to the "arising of the will to enlightenment" (bodhicittotpddah). 

541 The simile derives, famously, from one of the earliest Buddhist texts, the Mettdsutta 
(Sutta Nipdta, 1.8 v. 7): "Just as a mothet would protect with her life her own son, 
her only son, so one should cultivate an unbounded mind toward all beings." 
(Norman 1985: 24). For this sentiment in sadhana literature, see SM98 (pp. 
202-3): tatra keyam maitri sarvasattvesv ekaputraprematd-; SM56 (p. 115), etc. 

542 The expression spharanayogena/sphuranayogena is common in meditative genera
tion for the process of emanating rays, mantras, or deites, e.g., SM56 (pp. 116-18): 
spharanasamharandkdrena; SM58 (p. 122): sphuranasamharanam cadhydydt, etc. 

543 The Sanskrit supplies a rather forced object for the causative sndpayisydmi, "I 
will bathe [you who are] purified (s'uddham)...." The use of the singular first 
person suggests that the verse may have originated in a rather different context, 
perhaps the bestowal of consecration by the guru upon a pupil. However, the 
reading with suddham in the d-pdda of the verse is well attested. It appears in 
Luyipada's HA (f. 14^4), and in all the GSS mss., such as the Abhisamayaman-
jari(GSS$ K22V3) and in SM26 (p. 65); SM180 (p. 364); SM218 (p. 429: sud
dham tu). Isaacson (1996: personal communication) notes an eatly text that 
has the same reading, namely, Rahulagupta's Hevajraprakdsa, which probably 
dates from the late tenth century, since the author was supposedly a teacher of 
Atis'a (palmleaf ms. IASWR MBB 1-34 f. xy). In the A D U T ch. 9 (Kalff 1979 
p. 303) reports three mss. reading s'uddhen, but perhaps these mss. are veering 
toward the reading attested by the Tibetan translation of his text, suddhena. 

544 The eight yoginis described by Umapatideva are possibly eight goddesses from 
the Vajravarahi retinue. In the Hevajra tradition, Ratnakarasanti (Muktdvali 
i. 21V4) describes the yoginis as the eight yoginis Gauri, etc. (gauryddibhih), i.e., 
the eight goddesses who surround the central couple. Only four goddesses 
(Dakini, etc.) surround the central deity in the Vajravarahi mandala, however. 

545 Sanderson (1998: personal communication) suggests that the visualization of 
the syllable vam is intended as an alternative (as is the case at §9), despite the 
lack of clarity in the verse. The ndda is frequently visualized as a subtle ray of 
light rising from the dot (binduh) of the nasal ending (anusvdrah) of the sylla
ble, e.g., SM79 (p. 153): nddo ras'mirekhd. 

546 The following verses (36-37) seem to be scriptural, although I have not ttaced 
their source. Umapatideva cites them as the starting point in each meditation 
stage to illustrate the composition of the mandala at its different phases. They 
do not appear in our recension of the YSCT (nor derivative HA), which is curi
ous, as other pddas earlier do (w. 38-40, §11). 

547 The eight-part mantra appears in abbreviated form within the longer milla-
mantragjven in §32. Significant variants in the parallel texts GSS5 (K24V3) and 
Vajravdrdhisddhana (Finot 1934: 60-61) are shown in the apparatus to the 
Sanskrit edition, including notable variants in the Tibetan (p. 37.1). (Minor 
variants in the Tibetan text are not noted.) 
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548 In the Tibetan text, each of the eight mantras end with the syllables hum hum 
phat. This is also true of the auxiliary-heart mantra (§12), of the mantras of the 
four petal goddesses, Dakini, etc. (§12), of the outer goddesses, Kakasya, etc. 
(§15), and of the mulamantra (§32), which similarly read hum hum. 

549 The "eight directions of Meru" (§17 and §18 meror astadiksu...) refer to the car
dinal and intermediate points of the compass. Meru is conceived as the cen
tral point. The parallel text in GSS5 (K2iri and K28r3) omits this cosmological 
reference to the eight compass points surrounding Meru. It is also absent in 
§19, which has a slightly different opening sentence describing the body circle, 
perhaps because the reference to Meru has dropped out accidentally. 

550 Sanderson (i994i: 95) shows that the inclusion of "Grhadevata" as a site is an 
anomaly, the roots of which lie in the Buddhist redaction of these lists from 
the Saiva Tantrasadhhdva (Adhikdra 19; Yoginilaksana). In the source texts, 
each site is equated with groups of deities. In these pairings, Saurastra is cor
related with the set of household deities (grhadevata). Sanderson concludes: 
"Evidently, while intending to extract only the place names from a list pairing 
names and deities, the redactor's mind has drifted without his being aware of 
it from the name-list to that of the deity-list and back again." 

551 The correct Sanskrit for the site is Kulutd (sometimes Kulutam, Kulutah); in 
the vernacular, Kulu. The Cakrasamvara corpus seems to have been responsi
ble for a preservation of the erroneous form, Kulutd, even in redactions out
side scripture (Sanderson 1997: personal communication). 

552 Following this prescription the Tibetan text continues, "Alternatively, medi
tate on them as being to the east etc. of the palace" (p. 39.7: yang na gzhalyas 
khanggi shar Lt sogspa mams su hsgompar bya'o). 

553 The translation "factors that favor enlightenment" (bodhipdksikadharmas/bodhi-
paksadharma) has been suggested by Sanderson (1997: personal communica
tion). The set is listed in Abhidharmakosalbhdsya ch. 6, v. 67ab and explained 
there (v. 67b—c) as favorable (anuloma) to enlightenment (bodhih). Gethin 
(2001), in his comprehensive analysis of the bodhipakkiyd dhammd, translates, 
"Dhammas that Contribute to Awakening." Having discussed the variations in 
the forms of the term in Pali and Sanskrit, with commentarial definitions of the 
set, he concludes {ibid.: 284-302): "we should not be misled by English transla
tions such as 'helping,' 'aiding,' 'favorable to,' 'conducive to' and so on, into 
thinking that the relationship between bodhi-pakkhiyd dhammd and bodhi is one 
of rather vaguely and generally assisting in the bringing about of awakening. On 
the contrary, they appear to be thought of as rather closely and definitely related 
to bodhi." Other scholars suggest "adjutants of bodhi," including Pruden (1991, 
n. 422, p. 1080), who also lists the appearance of the set in Pali and Sanskrit 
Buddhist sources. Gethin's book is the fullest and most recent analysis of the 
seven sets of doctrinal formulas that make up the thirty-seven factors. He deals 
first with each of the seven sets individually (chs. 1-6), and then turns to their 
appearance as a collective set in the Pali Nikayas and Abhidhamma, with some 
reference also to Sanskrit Abhidharmic sources (chs. 7-10). 
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Umapatideva's glosses on the bodhipdksikadharmas are the fullest example 
of Abhidharmic exegesis in the GSS collection. His work reveals the influence 
of Abhidharmic mainstays, such as the Abhidharmakosa and bhdsya (ch. 6) and 
the Arthavinis'cayasutra (chs. 13-19), and has a strongly traditional basis, as when 
he cites Panini (§23) to explain the smrtyupasthdnas, thus taking after Yas'omi-
tra (Vydkhydp. 104). However, we will see that it also has many unpredictable 
moments when the formulas are not listed in standard order. This may be 
unique to Umapatideva. Other tantric texts, such as the Samputatantra ch. 1 
(Skorupski 1994: 224-31), also cite traditional glosses, but use the correct 
sequences; similarly the Vasantatildkdtikd{di. 7, p. 51), although this text shows 
some overlap with Umapatideva's lists (e.g., anusmrtyupasthdnas ch. 7, v. 2, p. 
52, rddhipddas p. 53, etc.). For the bodhipdksikadharmas themselves, 
Umapatideva changes the traditional sequence, in which the four right exer
tions {samyakprahdnas) are second. See endnote table vi: 

Endnote table vi. Thirty-seven bodhipdksikadharmas 

ADK/B / Asu/N GSS11 

smrtyupasthdnas smrtyupasthdnas (§23) 

samyakprahdnas rddhipddas (§24) 

rddhipddas indriyas (§25) 

indriyas balas (§26) 

balas bodhyangas (§27) 

bodhyangas drydstdngo margah (§28) 

drydstdrigamarga samyakprahdnas (§29) 

The translation of anusmrtyupasthdnas {smrtyupasthdnas) as "bringers of aware
ness" is because of Umapatideva's own explanation of the term below. It is 
translated elsewhere as "Fields of Mindfulness" (Samtani 1971) or "Foundations 
of Mindfulness" (Pruden 1991). Gethin gives a full analysis of the satipatthdnas, 
mostly from Pali sources, which he terms "The Establishing of Mindfulness" 
(2001: 29-68). The sequence in Umapatideva's text differs from the norm, but 
follows the identical text of the YSCT ch. 3, v. 2, as follows in endnote table vii: 

Endnote table vii. anusmrtyupasthdnas 

ADK/B ch. 6, i4abff; Asu/N ch. 13 GSSn 

kdya" kdya° 

vedand" vedand° 

citta° dharma" 

dharma" citta" 
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555 For the smrtyupasthdnas as an antidote to the four viparydsas, see ADK/B v. 
i5cd., with Vydkhyd (p. 906); also Asu/N (p. 208). 

556 See ADK/B with Vydkhyd (following 6.15b, p. 904), where Yas'omitra cites the 
same Paninian sutra; cf. Asu/N p. 211, n. 4.1 am grateful to Professor Sander
son for his help in emending and translating this passage. 

557 ADK/B (ch. 6 v. I4cdff.) discusses the characteristics of body, etc. See Asu/N 
ch. 13 (pp. 212, 210): atha kdya itiko 'rthah? samghdtdrthah. 

558 The translation of rddhipddas is usually given as "elements (or bases) of super
natural power," e.g., by Edgerton (1953); Gethin (2001: 81-100), in his full dis
cussion of the set from Pali canonical and commentarial sources, translates 
iddhipddas as "Bases of Success." Umapatideva himself defines them later in 
this work as the "means of mind concentration," following the traditional asso
ciation of the set with samddhi {ibid.: 92, with n. 46). 

The rddhipddds traditionally come third in the list of bodhipdksikadharmas, 
following the prahdnas. Umapatideva's sequence for the rddhipddas also varies 
from any of the Abhidharmic sources but may represent the usual tantric 
account, since this is the list supplied in the Bauddhatantrakos'a from a num
ber of sources. However, the sequence and number vary even in earlier texts, 
and Sanskrit and Pali sources list between four and six. References are sup
plied by Pruden (1991: 1081 n. 434), Samtani (1971: 219 n. 1), and Edgerton 
(1953). The ADK/B does not, in fact, set out the complete list (ADK/B ch. 6, 
w. 66 and 69ff), which leaves it to Yas'omitra to clarify (Vydkhydp. 1015, cf. 
p. 1019 for the questionable inclusion of samddhi in the list). The Asu/N sup
plies more detail (ch. 15). 

Endnote table viii. rddhipddas 

Sanskrit sources 
(Edgerton) 

ADK-Vyakhya 
Asu/N 

Pali sources GSS11 

chandas" chandas" chanda" chandas" 

citta" virya" virya" virya" 

virya" citta" citta" mimdmsa" 

mimdmsa" mimdmsa" mimdmsa" citta" 

samddhi" 

prahdna" 

559 For wisdom as a result of hearing, reflection, and meditation (srutacintdbhdva-
ndmayiprajnd), see ADK/B ch. 1, v. 2b; ADK/B ch. 6, v. 15, and Asu/N ch. 13, 
p. 211. In these Abhidharmic texts, this threefold set is given within the expo
sition of dharmasmrtyupasthdna. Umapatideva deviates from the norm in 
placing them here within his exposition of the rddhipddas. 

560 Asu/N also explains rddhih with samrddhih meaning "wealth of all qualities 
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such as supernatural knowledges" (p. 219): sarvasydbhijnddikasya gunasya sam-
rddhih rddhih; cf. Samtani ibid.: n.2, Madhydntavibhdgabhdsya and Vibhanga-
atthakathd. 

561 The traditional gloss is pdda > pratisthd (ADK/B p. 1019; Asu/N p. 218: tasyd 
rddheh pratisthdnena pdddh rddhipdddh). Here, the author specifies that pdda 
means a subsidiary (angam), namely, that without which the principal (in this 
case, bodhih) cannot be accomplished. 

562 rti (when the vowel r follows) akah (there is no substitution in the place of the 
simple vowels a, i, u, r,}). I am grateful to Dr. James Benson for his help with 
this sentence. 

563 As Gethin (2001:105) points out, the complete list of indriyas, "probably com
mon to all Buddhist schools," contains twenty-two such faculties. This set 
comprises the "spiritual" faculties (i.e., numbers fifteen to nineteen). His dis
cussion of the set ends with comments upon their "ubiquity in the Nikayas" 
(ibid.: 138—40). I follow Professor Sanderson's suggestions for the translation 
of this paragraph. 

564 Some of these glosses appear in Asu/N, although not all relating to the indriyas. 
For sraddhendriya, the Asu/N also glosses s'raddhd, "cetasahprasddah"(ch. 16, 
p. 223; also given ADK/B ch. 2, v. 256°.) and supplies the same connections with 
samyagdrsti and karmavipdka (Asti/Asu/N ch. 16, pp. 31/224). For viryendriya, 
Umapatideva gives the gloss supplied in Asu/N (ch. 16, p. 223) but under 
virya-rddhipdda (§24). For smrtendriya, Umapatideva supplies a similar gloss 
to that in the Asu/N ch. 16 (p. 223): smrtir dlambandpramosah, which would 
indeed be repeating what he has said above (§23), although this does not pre
vent him from repeating it in the next paragraph. For samddhindriya, 
Umapatideva's gloss on samddhi is identical with the Asu/N (p. 223): samddhis 
cittasyaikdgrata. For prajnendriya, he differs from the traditional gloss on prajnd 
in this context (ADK/B ch. 6, v. 68ff., p. 1017): smrtyupasthdndni dharma-
pravicayasambodhyangam samyagdrstis ca prajnaiva; Asu/N (p. 223): prajnd 
dharmapravicayah. But his reference to mental states to be abandoned or devel
oped seems to draw on the description of chanda-rddhipdda given in the AsvJN, 
which defines these mental states exactly (Asu/N pp. 220-21). 

565 In this sequence, Umapatideva draws on traditional Abhidharmic exegesis, e.g., 
AKD/B ch. 6, w. 68-69 (p- 1020): indriydndm kimkrto 'nukramab? s'radda-
dhdno hiphaldrthdm viryam drabhate, drabdhaviryasya smrtir upatisthate...; cf. 
the identical analysis in the Asu/N (p. 224). Umapatideva's text, however, is 
closer to the Asu itself (ch. 16, p. 32; cf. Samputatantra ch. 1, p. 227). Like the 
sutra, Umapatideva omits s'raddhd {torn the sequence, having dealt with it first 
(and in the same manner). He then echoes the relative-clause construction of 
the sutra in dealing with the remaining indriyas. His exposition amounts to a 
short, derivative summary of the contents of the Asu, with some changes; for 
example, he glosses the verb samuddnayati with upadhaukayati and changes 
the phrasing na viprandsayati to abhimukhikaroti. (Asu ch. 16, p. 32):...idam 
ucyate sraddhendriyam. tatra katamad viryendriyam? ydn dharmdn s'raddhen-
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driyena s'raddhayati tan dharmdn virendriyena samttddnayati. idam ucyate viryen-
driyam. tatra katamat smrtindriyam?ydn dharman viryendriyena samuddnayati 
tdn dharmdn smrtindriyena na viprands'ayati. idam ucyate smrtindriyam. tatra 
katamat samddhindriyam? ydn dharman smrtindriyena na viprandsayati tan 
dharmdn samddhindriyena ekdgrikaroti. idam ucyate samddhindriyam. tatra kata
mat prajnendriyam? ydn dharmdn samddhindriyena ekdgrikaroti tan dharmdn 
prajnendriyenapratividhyate. sa tesu dharmempratyaveksanajdtiyo bhavati. idam 
ucyate prajnendriyam. 

566 Cf. ADK/B ch. 6, w. 68-70 (p. 1020): kasmdd indriydny eva baldny uktdni? 
mrdvadhimdtrdbheddd avamardaniydnavamardaniyatvdt; there is also a long 
exposition of this in the Vydkhyd. Asu/N follows suit, in brief (p. 226): tdny eva 
sraddhddinipancendriydni balavanti baldny ucyate. Cf. ADKB ch. 6, v. 7off. (p. 
1022): samddhisannis'rayena lokottaradharmddhipatibhutdni sraddhddinin-
driydni. tdny eva ca nirjitavipaksasamuddcdrdni baldni. Pali sources list many 
balas, including ten balds of a buddha (e.g., in in PED/Edgerton 1953); these 
are discussed in his analysis of the balas by Gethin (2001:140-45). 

567 Umapatideva's list of sambodhyangas differs from the norm in placing samddhi 
first instead of smrti, and in juggling the order of the other angas (see endnote 
table ix). This same sequence is attested in the Vasantatilakdtikd, which pro
vides similar glosses to some drigds (pp. 55-56). In his discussion of this set, 
Gethin (2001:146-89) translates the bojjhangas as "the Factors of Awakening." 

Endnote table ix. sambodhyangas 

ADK/B / Asu/AsuN (ch. 18) GSSn 

smrti" samddhi" 

dharmapravicaya ° viryd" 

virya" priti" 

priti" prasrabdhi" 

pras'rabdhi" dharmapravicaya 

samddhi" smrti" 

upeksd" upeksd" 

Umapatideva's glosses do not relate directly to passages in the ADK/B or Asu/N 
ch. 18 (see Samtani 1971: p. 228 n. 3 for references to other sources). On the 
sambodhyangas as part of the bodhipaksadharmas see ADK/B ch. 6, w. 67-69, 
and as a prelude to the astdngamarga, ADK/B ch. 6, v. 7off.; ch. 6, w. 71-73. 
For the role of priti and prasrabdhi in dhydna, see ADK/B ch. 8, v. 9b ff. and 
Asu ch. 8 (catvdri dhydndni); for prasrabdhi (also priti and upeksd) relating to 
the ten good gctions, see ADKB ch. 2, v. 25ff.; on the cultivation of the 
sambodhyangas see ADK/B ch. 7, v. nff. 

568 Vasubandhu notes that the four noble truths are called such because they are 
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the "truths of the noble ones (dryas)" (ADK/B ch. 6, commentary to v. 2c, p. 
874: dryasatydniti sutre ucyante. ko 'sydrthah? arydndm etdni satydni tasmdd 
dryasatydni siitre evoktam) Gethin (2001: 205-7) offers reflections on the sig
nificance of the term "noble" in Pali sources within his wider analysis of this 
sequence {ibid.: 190-226). 

The aim of the eightfold path is couched here in Yogacara terms as the anti
dote to jneydvdrana (the obstructive belief that things really exist as other than 
consciousness, i.e., belief in an object) and to klesdvarana (the obstructive belief 
in real individuality satkdyadrstih, i.e., belief in a subject). The Asu/N describes 
it in more traditional terms as the antidote to wrong views, etc.(ch. 19, p. 231): 
mithyddrstipratipaksena ydvan mithydsdmddhipratipaksena samyagdrstyddindm 
mdrgdngdndm yathdkramam vyavasthd 

The sequence of the eightfold path in relation to the sambodhyangas is dis
cussed in the ADK/B ch. 6, v. 67b ff. The wider context of the discussion is of 
the telative position on the path (mdrgah) of each of the bodhipaksadharmas 
(ADK/B ch. 6; cf. Vasantatildkatikd ch. 7, p. 51). It is to this discussion that 
Umapatideva refers here (ADK ch. 6, v. iab: klesaprahdnam dkhydtam 
satyadarsanabhavandt...). Abhidharmikas ennumerated five stages of the path 
(sambhdramdrga, prayoga", dars'ana", bhdvand", as'aiksa°), in the course of 
which all defilements (kles'as) would be removed. In this analysis, the eightfold 
path is said to belong to the path of seeing (dars'anamdrgah), that is, the path 
of removing (prahdnamdrgah) the kles'as of belief in a self (drstih). The type and 
number of kles'as are reckoned according to how "strong" they are, and how 
"weak" the practitioner is. The most subtle kles'as are destroyed only once the 
darsanamarga has been traversed (according to some, this happens in a flash), 
and the stage of "meditation" is reached. The bhdvandmdrgd comprises the 
path of removing more subtle defilements (rdgah, dvesah) (cf. Vasantatilakdtikd 
ch. 7, p. 56: kles'dvaranapratipakse darsanamdrgam uktvd jneydvarana-
pratipaksam bhdvandmdrgdm dhd). The subtlest kles'as are removed with the 
very highest meditation, called Vajropamasamddhi, and this opens the way to 
the final path of "no more training" (as'aiksa), which is characterized by the 
"knowledge of the destruction of the defilements" (ksayajndnam) and "knowl
edge that they will never arise again" (anutpddajndnam). In GSS11, Umapatideva 
ascribes the eightfold path to both paths, the darsanamdrga and bhdvandmarga. 
In the Vasantatilakdtikd it belongs only to the latter (ch. 7, p. 56: tatra 
bhdvandmarge jneydvarana<m> nihsvabhdvam itiyd dhih sd samyagdrstih...). 
The varying distribution of the bodhipdksikadharmas over the five paths is dis
cussed by Gethin (2001: 338-42). 

569 The change to the normal sequence of bodhipdksikadharmas (in which the 
samyakprahdnas appear second) has been discussed above. It may, possibly, be 
accounted for by the designation of the set samyak, since the prefix samyak in 
the case of the eightfold path gives it an inclusive and hence higher position in 
the sequence of bodhipdksikadharmas (see especially Vydkhyd on ADK/B ch. 6, 
v. 68, p. 1017). However, the traditional glosses on the firstprahdnas (ADK/B 
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69a, Vydkhyd p. 1015, Asu/N ch. 14) justify their original position in the 
sequence, in that they are causally related to the rddhipddas (for example, the 
abandoning of unskillful states gives rise to chandas, the first of the rddhipddas; 
prahdna is also defined as virya). 

The meaning of samyakprahana is "right abandonment," and this term 
Cprahdnam) is usual in Sanskrit sources. However, the Pali term for this four
fold formula was "right effort," samma-(p)padhdna (e.g., Dighanikdya II.120, 
Majjhimanikdya II.11, III.296; further references in PED). There is another 
similar set of four padhdnas in Pali literature, namely, restraint [of the senses] 
(samvarah), abandonment [of sinful thoughts] (pahdnam), cultivation [of skill
ful states] (bhdvana), and guarding [skillful states] (anurakkhand) (Dighanikdya 
III.225, Anguttaranikdya II.16, etc.). "Effort" (padhdnam, pradhdnam) seems 
to be the older term, and indeed this is what the older Chinese translations tend 
to translate. However, the linguistic similarity of the Pali (padhdnam) with the 
Sanskrit (prahdna), and the inclusion of the stage "abandonment" in both four
fold formulas, seem to have given rise to the later usage. Thus, later Chinese 
translations render prahdna, and it is this reading that also went into Tibetan 
translations (see Pruden's translation of Abhidharmakos'a 1991, n. 423, p. 1080 
to Abhidharmakos'a). For a fuller analysis of the terminology behind the "right 
endeavors," see Gethin (2001: 69-72) and following (72-80) for his discussion 
of the set. A different list of four efforts (samyak-pradhdna) is also found in San
skrit literature, namely: effort (prayatnah), endurance (utsahah), valor (viryam), 
and resolve (vyavasdyah). 

The sequence in which the stages appear in the texts varies, and although 
Umapatideva's coincide with none of the Abhidharmic sources mentioned here, it 
is a sequence found in the YSCT ch. 2, v. 8, as shown here in endnote table x. 

Endnote table x. Fourprahanas 

A D K ch. 6, v. 69a; 
Vydkhyd (p. 1015 on A D K 6.66) 
Asu (ch. 14, variation in 1 & 2; 
Samtani ibid. p. 29, n. 2) 

Pali sources GSS11 

(i) abandoning of unskillful (ii) (iii) 

(ii) nonarising of unskillful (i) (iv) 

(iii) giving rise to skillful (iii) 0 
(iv) protection of skillful (iv) (ii) 

570 The scriptural citation opens the description of the body mandala. The notes 
below show some variant readings from the Cakrasamvara/Vajrayogini tradi
tions, and comment upon some problems in the texts of the Cakrasamvara 
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sources and different manuscripts (e.g., gudavartih in SUT ch. 7, v. 10b; 
gunavarti in ADUT) and their Tibetan translations, arguing that the intended 
meaning is "coiled gut." Other readings include gunavatti (GSS7); gudavartti 
(HA f. I5T.I-2 and SUT); gulavati (YSCT B f. 31.4). 

577 The body mandala practice in the Cakrasamvara tradition gives this body point 
as "penis" (medhre) with the corrupt form medram (YSCT ms. B); medre(HA, 
GSS5, GSS11); medhrasthdne (SUT ch. 7, v. 11a); medhre (ADUT ch. 9). Cf. 
A D U T ch. 14 (with variants in different mss.: medre, madhre, mattre, Tib.: 
bshangsgo). Kalff {op.cit.: 159) reads medhre "penis" but notes that the Tibetan 
reads "gate of excrement" i.e., anus (although "anus" is already given in the San
skrit list for the eighteenth goddess Khandaroha in Grhadevata). One Tibetan 
tradition (K. Gyatso 1997: 41) gives "the two testicles" and for the next site, the 
"tip of the sex organ." An alternative reading, mede, apparently for medasi 
(»zftiz$="marrow/fat"), is found in GSS7, but this seems likely to be another 
corruption of medhre. The body point "penis" poses a problem for the Vajrayo-
gini tradition in that the body mandala is supposedly conducted by the yogin 
who has self-generated himself as the goddess Vajravarahi. If the body mandala 
is taken to apply to the body of the (male) meditator and not to that of the 
yogin-as-goddess, then the emendation medhre is justified. This is substanti
ated by the Tibetan, which reads "genitals" (mdoms). 

578 Other texts read Pretddhivdsini (YSCT ch. 13 and SUT ch. 7, v. 12a). 
579 Our tradition (GSS texts, YSCT ch. 13, HA) reads ariguli, meaning either 

"fingers" or "toes," although the Tibetan translates as "on the fingers" (p. 42.4: 
sor mo rnams). Kalff {op. cit.: 159—60) notes that there are two traditions here 
(as also for the twenty-third goddess, see angustha below). One tradition spec
ifies "toes" (e.g., SUT ch. 7, v. 14: pddangulau; also the A D U T commentary 
by Surangavajra: rkangpa'i sor mo kun la, "on all the toe(s) of the foot"). The 
other tradition is to understand both toes and fingers simultaneously. Thus, 
Luyipada states, "the sixteen fingers (and toes) {ser [sic] mo bcu drug, no refer
ence, Meisezahl 1967: 296); Cakrasamvarasddhana (Dawa-Samdup 1919: sor mo 
bcu drug); cf. Tucci (1935/1989: 41). It seems to me most likely that if one tra
dition is "correct," it would be that in which the nydsa takes place on two body 
parts at once (hands and feet), which is the same method as that employed for 
other body parts, such as the two shoulders, two thighs, two shanks, two knees, 
etc. In addition, the nydsa of sites/deities in the kdyamandala takes place on the 
body of the yogin who is seated in meditation; the toes and fingers are there
fore proximate to each other and can easily count as one site. This is not the 
case if the yogin-deity visualizes himself in the warrior stance as Vajravarahi for 
the kdyamandala. 

580 sddhumat (fcm.: sddhumati) is literally "having good," but this is usually trans
lated as if from sddhumati "having a good mind/heart," e.g., Dayal (1932: 290). 
This is the standard translation of the Tibetan "good intelligence/excellent 
knowledge" (legs pa V bio gros). 

581 Our tradition gives angusthayoh, also in the Tibetan translation (p. 42.5: mthe 
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bo dag) (e.g., GSS texts, HA, ADUT, also its Tibetan translation, and SUT ch. 
7, v. 15). This is ambiguous since it may mean "on the two thumbs" or "on the 
two big toes." Kalff (op. cit.: 160, n.i) again notes that two traditions exist. He 
states that Surangavajra's comment on the A D U T specifies the two big toes 
(rkangpa'imthe bognyisla). The Cakrasamvarasddhana(Dawa-Samdup op. cit.: 
21) and Luyipada (Meisezahl op. cit: 296) specify both thumbs and big toes 
(Tib.: mthe bongb'zi), as does Tucci (op. cit.: 41). Once again, I prefer the lat
ter, in line with the earlier arguments (v. 52a). 

582 Vajravarahi's root mantra in GSS11 has two parts. The first part comprises an 
abbreviated form of the eight-part mantra (see §12), in which the eight parts 
(indicated here by editorial hyphens) are run together by the omission of the 
mantra syllables enclosing the vocatives. The second part of the root mantra is 
a lengthy mantra beginning prottunge, introduced in the Tibetan by *tadyathd 
(p. 43.2). This also appears in GSS5 (Sed p. 13715, K24V6), directly following 
the full form of the eight-part mantra (GSS5 Sed p. 1376, K24V3), and the sec
ond part alone (prottunge...) appears in the Vajravdrahisddhana (Finot 1934: 
6o-6i=GSS3). In the Vajravdrdhisddhdnd (Finot op. cit) this is also called the 
mulamantra, but in GSS5 it is termed the "garland mantra" (GSS5 Sed p. 13715, 
K24V6: atha ca mdldmantro bhavati). Variants appearing in the text of GSS5 
are reported in the apparatus, with some variants from Finot (except where they 
seem to be the result of an illegible aksara or the result of the editor's misread
ing from his mss.). Notable variants from the Tibetan text (p. 43.1) are also 
shown. This toot mantra (with a few variants) is the bulk of SM221 (pp. 434-35). 

583 The Saiva flavor of this epithet is unmistakable since Paramasiddhayogesvari 
is the name of a Saiva goddess from the nondual Trika tradition. 

584 The term "vajra words" (kulisapaddh, vajrapaddh) refers to elements of mantras 
that cannot be understood as straightforward Sanskrit (cf. GS 9.17a). It refers 
here to those parts extracted from the mantras of the male deities in the 
Cakrasamvara mandala, e.g., kdrd kara. Another version of the mantra, con
sisting solely of the vajra words, appears in the ball ritual described below (§37). 
It also appears in this form in the *Mantrapatha (Finot op.cit.: 53-54) and 
Cakrasamvarabalividhi (ibid.: p. 57); also in the mantras of the twenty-four 
gods of the sites in the Cakrasamvara mandala, as in the HA (f. i3r) and A D U T 
(ch. 14, pp. 324-25). A comprehensive edition of the male site gods' mantras is 
not provided here, but significant variants to the text of GSS11 are shown in 
the apparatus from these sources. 

585 I am grateful to Professor Sanderson for clarifying the edition and translation 
of this passage. This may be the mantra recited during ritual performances, as 
Sakyaraksita states that it is a general mantra, applicable to all types of ritual 
(GSS5 Sed p. 1392, K25V4: sarvakarmiko 'yam mantrah). 

586 There seem to be two traditions for the generation of the heads. The Sanskrit 
prescribes the syllable kam (presumably based on the meaning kam, "head") and 
the Tibetan, the syllable ah. See apparatus to Sanskrit text, and Textual Notes. 

587 Translated by Professor Sanderson. 
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588 The Tibetan text adds that "from the transformation (yongs su gyur pa) of the 
vowels and consonants [comes] the moon..." (p. 45.3: a li kd liyongs su gyur 
pa laszla ba...). 

589 The verse is also recited by the practitioner during the hand worship [§46]. In 
the SUT ch. 8, w. 22cd-26, this indravajrd verse follows the offering of food 
stuffs to the emanated mandala (w. 22cd-24), and it is the gods and goddesses 
of the sites who are saluted specifically (v. 25). 

590 The same mantras are prescribed in the parallel texts, GSS5 (Sed pp. i43 1 8-44 1 3 , 
K29V3~3or3) and Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 58). The latter also indicates the 
recipients of each mantra offering (shown here in square brackets). 

591 "Sipping" (acamanam) is usually the ritual cleansing by sipping water and 
touching it to parts of the body (e.g., Kriydsamuccaya SP f. 414.3: pddydcama-
nadikam dattvd; f. 415.2: acamanam tato datvd sugandhair s'odhayet {s'odhayet 
conj.; suksayetSP) karam). Here the context may suggest the sipping of nectar. 

592 This mdlini verse appears in SUT ch. 8, v. 28 and is used in the context of bali 
offering in GSS5 (Sed p. 1443, 29V1) and Cakrasamvarabalividhi (p. 58). It is 
absent in the account of the bali mantras in YSCT (A5r) and HA (f. i4r-v). 

593 Parallels with almost identical text appear elsewhere in the GSS, e.g., in GSS11 
(§45, §48, §49); GSS5 (Sed p. 14414, K3or4): cchomdhastena samcchomya 
nyunddhikavidhipurandrtham s'atdksaramantramghantdvddanapurvakam pathet. 
= Cakrasamvrabalividhi (p. 58; a line has dropped out of the mantra in Finot's 
edition); cf. VA, Sdmvarikah sdrvabhautikabalividhi (SP f. i24r) and Mandalo-
pasamhdrddividhi (SP ff. n8r-U9v); and the hundred-syllabled mantra as short
hand for the fuller rite, sometimes with substitution of the earlier Vajrasattva for 
Heruka, e.g., SM29 (p. 74), SM71 (p. 145), SM218 (p. 430), SM247 (p. 480), etc. 

594 Umapatideva's text repeats this form of the dismissal mantra (§45, §50). How
ever, it appears as om vajra muh in GSS5 (Sed p. 14417, K3or6; Sed p. 14611, 
K32ri; Sed p. 1482, K33r5) and the Cakrasamvarabalividhi (Finot op. cit.: 58), 
and in the Mandalopasamhdrddividhi'm the VA (SPf.n8v) as om ah hum vajra 
muh. The final mantra syllable muh is associated with dismissal (e.g., 
Khasarpana-Lokesvara SM24 p. 57: om ah hum muh). It appears in (or in asso
ciation with) a much-cited scriptural verse for dismissing deities, e.g., GSS16 
(K82n): tatah. om ah hum mur iti mantrenapdniyaculukdm grhitvd mandalam 
sincayet. - om krto vah sarvasattvdrtha<h> siddhir dattdyathdnugd I gacchadhvam 
buddhavisayam punardgamandyd ca. • dattd] em.; datvd K. The ms. reading 
(datvd) seems to be influenced by the parallel in SUT ch. 23, v. 52a-d: om krto 
vah sarvasattvdrthah siddhim dattvd yathdnugdm I gacchadhvam buddhavisayam 
viharadhvamyathdsukham. For the emendation to dattd, and for other variants 
in the d-pdda, cf. SM29 (om krto vah... siddhir dattd yathdnugd... punardgama-
ndya ca), and for the final element muh, see SM67 (p. 138), SM211 (p. 417), and 
SM247 (p. 480): krto vah. ..siddhir dattd yathdnugd .. .punardgamandya muh. 

595 The parallel text of the Abhisamayamahjari (GSS5 Sed p. 14515, K3ir2) is cited 
in full in the Textual Notes and is indicated in the apparatus along with the 
closely related text of the Bdhyapujdvidhi of Sas'vatavajra (Finot op. cit.: 52-53). 
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Sasvatavajra encloses his work with a benediction and dedication of merit, both 
of which mention the Bahyapujdvidhi by name. Other puja texts mentioned 
are from GSS2 (Kiin), GSS20 (K84V5)=<GSS25 (K92r2), and GSS35 (K119V3). 

596 The text of GSS11 contains one injunction "to place the left hand (on)" 
vdmahastam dattvd following the locative s'ucipradese. The parallel texts 
(GSS5=Bahyapujdvidhi) cited in the Textual Notes contain two similar injunc
tions (hastam dattvd). The construction is familar from other texts, e.g., 
Hevajrasekaprakriyd (s'irasi hastam dattva), Kumaracandra's panjikd on Krsna-
yamdritantra (p. 110). 

597 The meaning of vidarbhanam is explained by Padoux (1977: 345) as the utter
ance of the mantra a single time after the name. Umapatideva tepeats the same 
sequence of offerings in the alternative bdhyapujd below (§49) but without the 
injuction to insert the names. The parallel texts (cited in the Textual Notes) 
differ at this point because they deal with offerings to the entite mandala. 
Umapatideva intends this last offering to be to the outermost inhabitants of 
the mandala, in the manner of the final bali mantra. The same method is 
adopted for the outermost deities, the ten krodhas, in the Samvara bali ritual 
in the VA (n. 513), their names likewise inserted before the manttas. 

598 The parallel texts include this instruction (vaksyamdna-); see Textual Notes. 
599 The parallel text in GSS5 is cited in the Textual Notes, with some variants 

from the very close text of Sasvatavajra's Hastapujdvidhi (Finot op. cit.: 54-55) 
reported where of interest. (Text dealing with the Cakrasamvara version of the 
rite and some of Finot's emendations are not shown.) These two texts are also 
related (a little more distantly) to SM253 (pp. 498-500), which also contains 
Sasvatavajra's Hastapujdvidhi, and which Finot uses to supply the missing por
tion of his ms. 

600 The Tibetan text states that the syllables are placed on the five digits, with the 
sixth syllable on "the thumb's face" (see the apparatus to the Sanskrit edition). 

601 The tite is mentioned only briefly in this tantra (see n. 524). 
602 Sanderson (1998: personal communication) notes that mandalakam is the term 

in both Buddhist and Saiva texts for this kind of simple outline traced during 
the course of most external rituals. 

603 I am grateful to Professor Sanderson for explaining the corrupt Sanskrit text, 
with reference to the Samputodbhavatantra 6.3.18—22b. 

604 The SUT ch. 17, v. 42c has Prapurana, which Umapatideva seems to have 
altered for metrical reasons to Prapurana, although the sense is not as good. 
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References to Vajravdrdhi Sddhana text are in boldface type. 

abandonment, means of 
(samyakprahdnas), 271, 509(table) 

Abhayadatta, I2-I3(table) 
Abhayakaragupta, n, 15,18,190, 

357(11.6), 373 
Amndyamanjari, 153 
dates of, I2-I3(table) 
on generation of deity, 154 
on meditation posture, 114 
Nispannayogdvali, 46, 48, 173 
Sdmvarikah Sdrvabhautikabalividhi, 

339 
Vajrdvall, xx, 29,190, 208, 210, 

212-14 
on vdmdcdra, 40-41 
works by, 390(^33) 

Abhidhdnottaratantra, 7, 22, 38, 49, 
381, 40j(n.ioi) 

and Cakrasamvaratantra, 109 
on deities, 184 
mandala, 187 
on Vajravarahi practice, 54, 56, 58, 

60,184 
Abhidharma, 138, 335-36 

and Buddhist doctrine, 192-93 
cosmology of, 144-47,145(fig)> J94 

Abhidharmakosd, 145-46, 451(^316), 
452^.320), 50301.553), plate 15 

Abhisamaya (Luyipada), 136 
Abhisamayamanjari (Sakyaraksita; 

GSS5), 10, 22, 99, 356(n.2), 
357. 379 

on armoring, 164 

on body mandala, 199, 203 
on central channel meditation, 

175-78 
on circle of protection, 131-33, 

I32(table), 136, 445(^303) 
on consecration, 170 
on cosmic visualization, 144-46, 

I45(fig), 148 
on external worship, 217 
on five awakenings, 150-53 
on mandala, 187,190,194, 

i95(table), 199 
on mantra, 126,134(table) 
on nectars, 492(table) 
on purification, 115-16 
on ritual, 206, 207(table) 
sadhanas in, no, in(table) 
on skull staff, 158 
on tasting nectar, 210 
on vajra, 156 
on Vajrayogini forms, 24,107 

dancing-pose Vajravarahi, 50 
Trikayavajrayogini, 95-96 
two-armed warrior-stance 

Vajrayogini, 71-72 
Vajraghona Vajravarahi, 66-68 
Vajravairocani, 103 
Vajravarahi, 63,157-58 
Vajravilasini, 84 
Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 80-81 
White Vajravarahi, 70 

on worship, 120-23, I22(table), 
i24(table) 
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four-armed warrior-stance Vajra
yogini, 74 

Red Vajraghona Vajravarahi, 67 
two-armed warrior-stance Vajra

yogini, 73 
Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 81 
White Vajrayogini with foot 

raised, 77 
Bayon temple (Angkor), 443(^292) 
Bhadracarydpranidhdna-gdthd, i25(n) 
Bhdgavatapurdna, 427(^224) 
Bhairava, 37-38, 78 

subjugated, 55-56, 63,162,166,184, 
239 

Bhairavatantras, 38, 396(n.6o) 
Bhairavl, 427(^224) 
Bhattacharyya, Benoytosh, 50 

Indian Buddhist Iconography, xxi 
Sddhanamdld. See reference 

Bhdvandkrama (GSS22), 23, 79-81, 84, 
337. 368 

Bhavya, 287 
Bhutaddmaratantra, 420^.193) 
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svddhisthdnakramah 
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mahdsukha, 136 
See also mahamudra 

Bodhicarydvatdra, 501(^540) 
bodhipdksikadharmas (factors that 

favor enlightenment), 188,192-93, 
263, 335-36, 358, 503^.553), 
508 (nn. 568-69) 

bodhisattva, 26 
and body mandala, 196,198-99 
and five awakenings, 154 
and identification with deity, 130-31 
preparations, 119 
and purification, 30 
states, 273(n.xli) 

vow, 301 
body mandala (kdyamandala), 100,166, 

197-203, 200-201 (figs), 271-79, 
488 (table) 

Brahma, 39, 51, 74, 76, i4i(n.xii) 
Brahmani, 43 
Brahmi, 43 
bringers of awarenesss (anusmrtyu-

pasthanassmrtyupasthdnas), 263, 
504(table) 

Brhaspati, 466(^395) 
Brief Vajravarahi Sddhana (Vilasavajra) 

GSS4, 22, 180, 356 
GSS29, 23,179, 371 

bsTan 'gyur, xxi, n, 19, 2o(table), 21, 
387(n.20) 

buddha(s), 3, 202, 365 
bodies of, 154 
and guru, 28 
and hand worship, 218-20, 

219 (table) 
identification with, 16, 116 
in mandala, 190, i92(table) 
and mudras, 158-59 
on Oddiyana, 44 
and seed-syllables, 153 
and sexual imagery, 149-50 
and Tilottama, 421(^193) 
and Trikayavajrayogini, 100-101 

Buddhadakini. See Sarvabuddhadakini 
Buddhadatta, 8(table), i2-i3(table) 

Vajrayoginimatena Gopyahomavidhi 
(GSS13), 22, 363 

Buddhaguhya, 2, 7, 25 
Tantrdrthdvatdra, 167 

Buddhaheruka, 186 
Buddhajfiana, 371(^37) 
Buddhakapala, 4 
Buddhakapdlatantra, 373 
Buddhakrodhesvari, 186 
Buddhism 

categorization in, 174 
and mandala, 192—93 
and Saivism, 163, 466(^395) 
and tantric literature, 2-8 

Bu ston (1290-1364), 6,162,196-97, 341 
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Dipa, izi, I22(table) 
Drumacchaya, 59(table), I9i(fig), 

20i(table), 259, 265, 273 
Dvddasabhujavajravdrdhisddhana 

(GSS7), 7, 22, 54,184,188, 359 
Dvesavajra, n8(table) 

eightfold path, 265-67 
Ekajata, 45,103 
elements, 249 

in mandala cosmos, 194,195(table) 
and purification, 116-17,118 (table) 
and tasting nectar, 209 
visualization of, 144-47,145(fig) 

empowerment (of yogin), 27,165-66, 
170 

empowering faculties (indriyas), 192, 
193, 201, 265-67, 504(n.553), 
5o6(n.563) 

See also spiritual faculties 
emptiness, 125, 231 

and ritual, 205, 212, 215 
See also mantra, emptiness; 

meditation, emptiness 
enlightenment 

causes of {sambodhyangas), 267-69, 

507(table) 
factors (bodbipdksikadharmas), 188, 

192-93, 263-71, 335, 336, 358, 
503(n.553), 504(table), 
508^.568-69) 

See also mahamudra; soteriology 
erotic practices. See sexual practices 

factors of the path (astdngamdrga), 
193, 269-71 

factors that favor enlightenment 
(bodhipdksikadharmas). See 
enlightenment, factors 

faculties 
empowering {indriyas). See 

empowering faculties 
spiritual. See spiritual faculties 

Gampopa, 102 
Ganacakravidhi, 218 

Gandavyuhasutra, I25(n) 
Gandha, 121,122(table) 
Gelug. See dGe lugs tradition 
generation. See self-generation 
Ghantapada, 14, 44, 413(11.139) 
Gita, 121, i22(table) 
Gloriousfly Elucidated] Oblation Rite 

(Indrabhuti; GSS14), 22, 205, 221, 
363-64 

Godavari, 59(table), 20i(table), 259, 
273 

goddesses. See deities; individual 
goddesses 

Grhadevata, 59(table), 20i(table), 261, 
275 

Guhyagarbha (8th cent.), 139,161 
Guhyakos'a, i2-i3(table), 161,186 
Guhyasamaja, xxv, 5,149 
Guhyasamdjatantra (GST), 5, 381 

mantra in, 127 
sadhana of, 25 
on yogic practice, 171,173-74 

Gubyasamayasddhanamdld (GSS), 
plate 16 

authors and works, 8(table), 9-14, 
i2-i3(table), 355-81 

compared with Sddhanamdld, 
383(n.i) 

manuscripts, 321-28 
sadhanas in, 22-23, 355—81 
See also individual authors and works 

Guhyasamayasddhanasamgraha, 

357(n.5) 
Guhyasamayottamapatala, 358 
Guhyasiddhih, 373 
Guhyavajravilasinl. See Vajravarahi, 

forms of 
Guhyavajravildsinisddhana (Sahara; 

GSS10), 22, 39, 82-84, 86, 88, 90, 
153, 360-62, 368^.27) 

Guhyes'vari, xxvii 
guru, 28,106, 287, 4i8(n.i69) 

consecration by, 170, 502(^543) 
and initiation, 27,106 
qualifications of, 16-17 
worship of, 120 
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Mahasiddha Kambala, 43 
Mahasukhavajrapada, 341 
Mahdtilakakrama, 372(11.37) 
Mahavarahamukhl, 420(11.185) 
Mahavidya, 427(11.224) 
Mahavlrya, 59(table), I9i(fig), 

20i(table), 261, 269, 277 
Mahayana, 1, 3-4 

bodhisattva, 119,131 
on emptiness, 129,171 
universities, 14-15 
worship, 120-23, i24(table), I25(n) 

Mahayogesvarl, 283(n.xlvi) 
Mahesvara, 160-62,195 
Mahesvari, 43 
Maitri-khecari xxiv, 105 
Maitripa(da), xxiv, 10, 50, 80,105 
Malava, 59(table), 20i(table), 259, 273 
male role, 4-5 

in body mandala, 199, 203 
as Mahamaya, 47 
in reversed position, 405-6 .̂104) 
in Saiva Trika cult, 40 
in thirty-seven-fold mandala, 189,193 
with Vajrayogini forms 

falling-turtle-pose Vajrayogini, 78 
Guhyavajravilasini, 89-94 
six-armed Vajravarahi, 60 

Mamakl, 56, 59(table), 117, n8(table), 

492(table) 
mandala, 4-5,16, 21-24,109-12, 

plates 12,13 
and bali ritual, 211-15 
as Buddhist doctrine, 192-93 
body. See body mandala 

(kdyamandala) 
of Cakrsamvara, 21, 100,103,105-6 
and circle of protection, 132-33 
cosmos: visualization of, 144-46, 

i45(fig), 148 
mandala as cosmos, 144-46, i45(fig), 

148,194,195(table) 
and cremation grounds, 138 
and external worship, 216-18, 220, 

i99-303 
and hand worship, 218-19, 3°3 _ 7 

Kalacakra, 443(̂ 291) 
Kali, 38 
and mantra, 53, 54(table), 179-80 
and oblation, 222 
and rite of completion, 216 
sacred sites in, 195-97 
stages of, 182-92,19i(fig) 
and subjugation of deities, 160-63 
and tasting nectar, 289 
in Trayodasdtmikavajraddkinivajra-

vdrdhisddhana (GSS16), 365 
and Vajrayogini forms 

dancing Vajravarahi, 52 
Red Vajrajarahi with foot raised, 75 
six-armed Vajravarahi with consort, 

60-61, 62(fig) 
Trikayavajrayogini, 97-100 
twelve-armed Vajravarahi, 56-59, 

58-59(table) 
two-armed Vajrayogini in warrior 

stance, 72-73 
Vajradakini Vajravarahi, 63-65, 

65(fig), 42o(n.2i3) 
Vajravarahi, n, 49,104,119-20,158 
Vajravilasini, 361-62 
White Vajravarahi, 69 

See also dharmodayd 
Mandasor temple, 43 
Manjusri, 26, 168-69 
Manobhanga mountain, 83-84, 87, 

360, 365 
mantra, 109-n 

and armoring, 163-64, i66(table), 
241 

and bali ritual, 211-15 
and central channel meditation, 

177-78 
and circle of protection, 131,133-36, 

I34(table), 233, 237 
of consecration, 170, 243 
diagram, 52, 54(table) 
eight-part, 251-53 
emptiness, 125-29, 231, 299-301, 307 
and external worship, 216-17, 299—303 
goddess, 253, 257, 283-87 
and hand worship, 303-7 
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heart, 179, 247, 251 
and mandala, 182-86, 203-4 
and mudra, 158 
and pledge/knowledge deities, 167-68 
power of, 153,180 
and purification, 115, 117, 119 
and oblations, 309 
recitation, 16, 29, 32 
and rite of completion, 215-16 
root, 279-83 
Saiva influence on, 39 
and tasting nectar, 291-99 
transcription/extraction of, 52-53, 

54(table) 
and Vajrayogini forms, 36 

falling-turtle-pose Vajrayogini, 
77-78 

four-armed warrior-stance 
Vajrayogini, 74 

flying Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 82 
GuhyavajravilasinI, 90, 93 
Red Vajraghona Vajravarahi, 61, 

67-68 
two-armed warrior-stance 

Vajrayogini, 73 
two-armed white Vajrayogini, 

405(n.i04) 
Trikayavajrayogini, 94-101, 

98 (table) 
Vajradakinl Vajravarahi, 64,103-5 
Vajravarahi, 178-81,179(table) 
Vajravarahi/Vajrayoginl, 51-53, 

54(table) 
Vajravilasini, 361-63 
Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 79-81 
White Vajravarahi, 69-70 
White Vajrayogini with foot 

raised, 76-77 
in Vajrayoginimukhdgama, 355 
See also seed-syllable 

mantramarga, 37, 40 
Mantrapdtha, 207(table) 
mantrapitha, 37-38 
Manu, 39 
Mara, 160 
Marani, 117, u8(table), 305(n.lxix) 

Marlcl, 46, 48,104, 461(^367), plate 5 
Mar pa the translator (1012-97), xx»> 

10,180 
Maru, 59(table), 20i(table), 261, 277 
Matangi, 427(^224) 
Matsaryavajra, n8(table) 
Mdydjdlatantra, 5,173, 381 
means of mind concentration 

(rddhipddas), 265, 505(table) 
meditation, 25, 27 

and body mandala, 198-99 
brabmavihdra, 123 
on central channel, 175-78 
and circle of protection, 131 
emptiness, 69-70, 74,125-30, 

144-46, i45(fig), 154-55,171-72 
on flying Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 82 
posture, 114 
stages, 109-10,182 
visualization in, 29-30, 32 
See also visualization 

Mekhala, 101 
Meru. See Mount Meru 
Mettdsutta, 502(^541) 
Mi bskyod rdo rje (8th Karma pa; 

1507-54). xxiii, 444(n.299), 
447^.307) 

Mi la ras pa system, xxiii 
Mohani, 374 
Mohavajra, n8(table) 
MohinI, 164, 2i9(table), 241, 305 
monasteries, 14-16, 21, 25 

See also individual monasteries 
monastic universities, xxii, 15-16 
Mongolian woodblock print 

illustrations, 36-37, plate 10 
monk, 16-17, 42 
Mount Meru, 144,160,162,187, 249, 

259-61 
and cosmology, 138-39,194, 

I95(table) 
and external worship, 217 
visualization of, 144-48 

Mrdanga, 121, i22(table) 
Mrtyu, i42(n.xix) 
mudras, 372 
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Sadhana of Noble White Vajravarahi 
(GSS38), 23, 69, 70, 379, 383(11.1) 

Sadhana of Red Vajravarahi (GSS6), 
22, 60, 358 

Sadhana of Secret Vajravilasini (Sahara; 
GSS10), 22, 39, 82-84, 86, 88, 90, 
153, 360-62, 368(11.27) 

Sadhana of the Thirteenfold 
Vajraddkini Vajravarahi 
(Advayavajra lineage; GSS16), 22, 
63-64, 83, 364-65, 453(11.327), 
492(table) 

Sadhana of the Twelve-Armed Vajra
varahi (GSS7), 7, 22, 54,184,187, 359 

Sadhana of Triple-Bodied Vajrayogini 
(Virupa; GSS25), xxi, 23, 95-99, 
369-70 

Sadhana of Vajrayogini with the 
Method of the Falling Turtle 
(GSS36), 23, 77, 377 

Sadhana of White Vajrayogini with 
Food Raised (GSS17), 22, 76, 366 

Sddhanasdgara (Bu ston), 19-20 
Sddhanas'ataka, 19 
Sddhanas'atapancds'ikd (1165), 18-20 
Sagara, 87 
Sahajangana, 373, 375 
Sahajanirdes'a, 375 
Sahaja Reversed, 405^.104), 4o6(fig) 
Sahajasiddhi, 375 
Sahajavalokanasamadhivajra, 8(table), 

372^.37) 
Binducuddmanir ndma 

svddhisthdnakramah (GSS32), 23, 51, 
106,148,153, 37^-74 

Saiva deities 
and Mara, 465(^389) 
subjugation of, 135, 139,160-63, 

195-96 

trampled, 55-56, 63, 74, 76, 78 
Saivism 

and bali ritual, 206 
on decapitation, 427^.224) 
and Guhyavajravilasini, 90-91 
and identification with deity, 

432^.249), 433(n.25o) 

influence of, 1, 27, 37-40, 44,104, 
107,160-63, 189,197, 512(11.583) 

and sacred sites, 195 
seed-syllables in, 344 
on three eyes, 459( .̂355) 
and Vajravilasini, 85-86 

Sakra, 76, i4i(n.xiii), 147 
Sdkta Pramoda, 427(^224) 
Sakti, 380 
Saktisamgamatantra, 427(^224) 
Sakya. See Sa skya 
Sakyanatha, 24 
Sakyaraksita, 10-11,105, 357(n.6), 

372(11.37) 
Abhisamayamanjari (GSS5). See reference 
dates of, 12-13 (table) 
on emptiness, 129 
on five awakenings, 150 
works by, 8(table) 

Samaja, 208, 212-15 
Samantabhadra, 117, u8(table) 
Samantabhadri, xxvi 
Samantas'ri, n 
Sambhala, 44 
Samcalini, 164, 2i9(table), 241, 305 
Samksiptavajravdrdhisddhana 

(Vilasavajra) 
GSS4, 22, 183, 356 
GSS29, 23,179, 371 

Samputatantra, 341 
Samputobhavatantra, 221, 373(^42) 
Samtrasini, 164, 2i9(table), 241, 305 
Samvara 

on letters of alphabet, 152 
mandalas, 132 
on mantra, 29 
on ritual, 212, 214-15 
texts of, 7 
and Vajravilasini, 85 
and Vajrayogini, 405^.104) 

Samvardrnavatantra, 52-53 
Sdmvarikah Sdrvabhautikabalivadhi 

(Abhayakaragupta), 339 
Samvarodayatantra, xxviii, 7, 26, 341, 

381, 468(n.403) 
on bali ritual, 213 
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on birth of deity, 154 
on body mandala, 202 
cosmology of, 148 
on cremation grounds, 449^.312) 
on goddess consorts, 184 
on mad observance, 81 
on mandala, 109 
on oblation, 222 
and Saivism, 39 
on triads, 101 
Tsuda translation, xxi 
on yogic body, 426(n.22o) 
on yoginis, 196 

Sangha, 28 

Sangs rgyas thams cad kyi mkha' 'gro 
ma, 105 

Sankhu temple (Nepal), xxviii, 45 
Santideva 

Siksdsamuccaya, I25(n) 
Santivarman, 88 
Saptaksara, 49 
Saptdksarasddhana, 492^.495) 
Saraha, 10 
Sarustri, 373, 375 
Sarvabuddhadakini, 47, 52, 94, 97, 

100,103,105,183, 423(n.2io), 
425(nn.2i5, 217) 

SawabuMhasamdyogaddkinijdlasamvara, 
5, i2-i3(table), 38,187, 389(^24), 
399(n.77), 419^.185) 

Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra, 24-25, 
134, 341, 445^.301), 447O1.308), 
45i(n.32o) 

Sarvanandanatha (15th c.) 
Sarvolldsatantra, 427(n.224) 

Sarvanlvaranaviskambhin, 117, 
n8(table) 

Sarvdrtbasiddhisddhana (Advayavaj ra; 
GSS15), 23, 66-67, 364 

Sarvatathdgatatattvasamgraha, 3, 48, 
135,139,160, 341 

Sarvavirasamdyoga, 38 
Sa skya, xxiii-xxv, 10,14, 358(^7) 
Sas'vatavajra, 206-8, 207(table), 342 

Cakrasamvarabalividhi, 207(table), 
208, 210-13 

Satapathabrdhmana, 433(n.25o) 
Satcakravartimandala, 49 
Saundini, 41, 59(table), i9i(fig), 

20i(table), 261, 267, 277, 337 
Saurastra, 59(table), 20i(table), 241, 277 
secrecy, xxiii, xxv, xxvii-xxviii, 28, 68, 

73.106 
Secret Oblation Rite According to the 

System of Vajrayogini 
(Buddhadatta; GSS13), 22, 363 

Secret Oblation Rite of Vajravarahi 
(GSS8), 21-22, 360 

seed-syllable, 
and bali ritual 211-12 
of body mandala, 197-98 
and central channel meditation, 

175-78 
and circles of protection, 131-34, 237 
and deities, 169 
and elements, 144,145 (fig) 
and external worship, 217, 299 
and hand worship, 218-20, 

2i9(table), 303-9 
and heart mantra, 68 
and meditation, 29,130 
and oblations, 309 
in Saivism, 344 
and self-generation, 150-54,15i(table) 
and tasting nectar, 209-11, 289—93 
of Vajrayogini forms 

Trikayavajrayogini, 97 
Vajravarahi, 155 
Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 80 

and worship, 120-21 
See also mantra 

Sekakriydkrama, 207(table) 
Sekkoddes'atikd, 381 
Self Consecration Method Known As the 

Crest Jewel of the Drop (Sahajavalo-
kanasamadhivajra; GSS32), 23, 51, 
106,148,153, 372-74 

Self Consecration Method Vajrayogini 
Sadhana with the Supremely 
Profound Method of the Skeleton 
Arch (GSS33), 23, 52,106,148, 
172. 374-75 
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Self-Consecration Rite for Propitiating a 
Virgin (GSS44), 380-81 

self-generation 
and bali ritual, 208, 214-15 
of deity, 149-55, i5i(table), 166-67, 

171-72 
and external worship, 216-17 

Seven Special Transmissions 
(Taranatha), 428(̂ .225) 

sexual practices, 5, 22-23, 28, 44,107, 
173, 365, 47o(n.409) 

and bindu, 372-75 
and consecration, 170 
and hand worship, 218 
and mantra, 181 
and menstruation, 463(̂ .382) 
and monastic vows, 17 
retention of semen, 92 
reversed position, 405-6(̂ 104) 
and Saivism, 40-42 
and s'akti, 4 
and skeleton arch, 376 
symbolism of, 149-50,152,154,158 
and Vajrayogini forms, 84 

falling-turtle-pose Vajrayogini, 
77-78 

Guhyavajravilasini, 89—94 
six-armed Vajravarahi, 60-61 
Vajradakini Vajravarahi, 63-64 
Vajravarahi, 159 
Vajravilasini, 360-62 

and vdmdcdra, 41-42 
See also consort; mahamudra 

*Siddha-Amndya, 14-15, 83-84, 87, 
102, 368(n.27) 

Siddhayogesvarimata, 38 
siddhis, 3, 40, 70, 91,101,180-81, 213, 

287, 295-97 
Siksdsamuccaya (Santideva), i25(n) 
Sindhu, 59(table), 20i(table), 261, 277 
sites, twenty-four (pithas), 57,100, no, 

162,196, 273, 376 
Siva, 78, 85-86, i42(n.xvii) 

bhairava, 37—38 
and cremation grounds, 311-13 
dance of, 50, 91 

subjugation of, 74,139,160-62,195 
Sixteen Praise Verses of Triple-Bodied 

Vajrayogini with Essential 
Meaning(Virupa; GSS26), 23, 
84, 95(table), 100, 370 

skeleton arch, 374-76 
skull bowl, 156-57 
skull observance, 39—40,158 
skull staff, 157-58, 210 
Smasdndlamkdratantra, i4i(n.xii), 

488(tabie) 
Smasdnavidhi (Luyipada), 140-43 

(nn.xii-xiv, xvi, xxv-xxx), 
207(table), 223, 343, 347, 449(̂ .312) 

Somapura Monastery, 14—15 
soteriology, 3-4, 40 

and bali ritual, 214 
and body mandala, 202 
and Guhyavajravilasini practice, 91-94 
and mandala, 192 
sexual, 149 
and subjugation of deities, 161-62 
and Trikayavajrayogini practice, 101 
See also enlightenment; mahamudra 

Spars'a, 122 
spiritual faculties, 506O1.563) 
sri-Bhagavadabhisamaya (Luyipada), 10 
Sribuddhadakini, 94 
s'ri-Dhanyakataka, 88 
s'ri-Guhyasamayatantra, 19 
Srihatta, 100 
s'ri-Herukavajra, u8(table) 
sri-Hevajradvikalpardja, 375 
Srimatidevi 

*Chinnamundd Vajravarahi Sadhana, 
367 .̂24), 369 .̂29) 

Srisabarapada, 355(11.1) 
s'ri- Vajravdrdhisddhana 

(Prajnabhadra), 358(̂ .7) 
s'ri-Vajrayoginihomavidhi, 363(̂ 1.15) 
s'ri- Vajrayogininirahasya-

karndkarnamukhdmukha, 355(n.i) 
Srividya cult, 61, 90 
Sthaviravadins, 18 
Subhadra, 59(table), i9i(fig), 

20i(table), 259, 267, 275 
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Subhakaragupta, 357(11.6) 
Sukarasya, 233, 255, 269, 277 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134, 
186-87, i9i(fig), 20i(table) 

Sukhavati, 150 
Sumeru. See Mount Meru 
summoning the deity, 167-68 
Supremely Profound Teaching: 

Self Consecration as Skeleton-Arch 
Method of Vajrayogini 
(Dhyayipada; GSS34), 23, 51,106, 
137-38,148, 375-76, 487(n.477) 

Surabhaksi, 59(table), i9i(fig), 
20i(table), 259, 267, 275 

Suruyogini, 52, 369, 371 
Suvarnadvipa, 59(table), 20i(table), 261, 

277 
Suvlra, 59(table), I9i(fig), 20i(table), 

261, 267, 277 
Svacchandabhairava, 38 
Svacchandatantroddyota, 433(̂ 1.250) 
Svddhisthdnakumdritarpanavidhi 

(GSS44), 380-81 
svddhisthdna-mexhod sadhanas, 23 
Svakarivajradakinl, 65 (fig) 
Svanasya, 233, 255, 269, 277 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134, 
186-87,19i(fig), 20i(table) 

Syama(devi), 59(table), I9i(fig), 
20i(table), 259, 267, 275 

tangkas 
circles of protection, 134,138 
cremation grounds, 138, 140 (n.iii) 
temple palace, 147 

Tangut empire (982-1229), 35 
Tantrdrthdvatdra (Buddhaguhya), 167 
Tantrasadbhdva, 38, 486(^470), 

503^.550) 
Tantrasdra, 427^.224) 
tan trie 

literature, 2-9, 26-27, 37-40 
mandalas, 132-33 
practice 

vs. academic study, xxii, 15-16 
and female spirits, 43 

systems, 1-5,163,195 
Tara, xxvi, xxviii, 85, 427(11.224), 

492(table) 
and Advayavajra, 87 
forms of, 45 
in mandala, 56, 59(table) 
and purification, 117, n8(table) 

Taranatha (1575—1634), 358(11.7), 
388O1.24), 390^.29) 

on destruction of Vajrasana temple, 18 
History of Buddhism in India, 9-10, 88 
Rin 'byung brgya rtsa. See reference 
on self-decapitation mythology, 101 
Seven Special Transmissions, 

428^.225) 
Tattvajndnasamsiddhi, xxi, 357(n.6) 
Tattvajndnasamsiddhi-

svddhistdnakrama, 375—76 
teacher. See gam 
temple palace, 144-49,189-90 
Thangbochi Monastery (Nepal), 

420^.185) 
Tibet, xxi-xxii, 2, 6 

armor goddesses in, 164 
Bon tradition, xxvii 
goddess transmissions in, 105-6 
self-decapitation mythology in, 101 

Tilaka, 373 
Tilopa (c. 928-1009), xxii 
Tilottama, 92 
transgressive discipline (vdmdcdra), 

41-43,117, 119 
translation, 2,19-21, 386O1.14), 387^.20) 
Trayodasdtmikavajraddkinivajravdrdhi-

sddhana (Advayavajra lineage; 
GSS16), 22, 63-64, 83, 364-65, 
453(n.327), 492(table) 

Trika cult, 38, 40, 43,195 
Trikayavajrayogini, 23, 47, 94-102, 

94(fig), 105 
in GSS5, 358 
in GSS9, 360 
in GSS20, 366 
in GSS25, 369-70 
and Sahara, 14 
texts of, 95(table) 
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forms of, 36,103 
ardhaparyanka (dancing) pose, 

45-46 
Chinnamunda/Chinnamasta, 23, 

94, 102, 387(n.i8), 424(n.2io), 
427(n.224) 

falling-turtle-pose, 23, 77-78, 
77(fig), 106, 377 

flying Vidyadhari, 23, 82-84, 
82(fig) 

four-armed, warrior-stance, 73-74, 
73(fig) 

Guhyavajravilasini, 86—93, 86(fig) 
red, warrior-stance, 358, 378 
severed-head, 360 
Trikayavajrayogini, 23, 94-102, 

94(fig), 105, 358, 360, 366, 369-70 
two-armed, warrior-stance, 71-73, 

7i(fig) 
urdhvapdda (raised-foot) pose, 22, 

366 
Vidyadhari, 23, 79-84, 79(fig), 

82(fig), 86-89,105-6, 367 
white, two-armed, 378-79, 

405(n.iO4) 
white, foot raised, 76-77, 76(fig), 

105-6 
identification with, 31 
subjugation of males, 40 
and vdmdcdra, 42 
See also Vajravarahi 

Vajrayoginimandalavidhi-ndma 
(Umapatideva), 362( .̂13) 

Vajrayoginimatena Gopyahomavidhi 
(Buddhadatta; GSS13), 22, 363 

Vajrayoginimukhdgama (Indrabhuti; 
GSSi), 14, 22,50-51,117, 355 

Vajrayoginiprandmaikavimsikd 
(GSS42), 23, 72, 380 

Vajrayoginisddhana 
GSS9 (Virupa lineage), 23, 95(table), 

96, 99, 360 
GSS19 (Sahara), 23, 71, 366 
GSS20 (Virupa lineage), 23, 

95(table), 96, 99, 366-67 
GSS28, 23, 71, 371 

GSS30, 23, 95(table), 96, 99, 372 
Vajrayogini Sadhana from Oddiydna 

(GSS12), 22, 75, 363 
Vajrayogini Sadhana from Oddiydna 

with the Self-Consecration Method 
(Virupa; GSS37), 23, 71, 378-79 

Vajrayogini Sadhana in the Tradition of 
Indrabhuti (Vijayava)ra; GSS35), 
23, 49> 73-74. 377. 477(n-43i) 

Vajrayogini Sadhana with the Method 
for Conquering Indra (GSS45), 22, 
381 

Vajrayogini Sadhana with the 
Vidyadhari Method (Sahara 
lineage; GSS21), 23, 79, 84, 367 

vdmdcdra (transgressive discipline), 
41-43,117,119 

Vdmakesvarimata, 90 
Vams'a, 121,122(table) 
Vanaratna, 10 
Varahamukhi, 46 
Varahl, 43, 47-48, 373. See also 

Vajravarahi 
Varahyabhyudaya mandala, plate 13 
Vdrdhyabhyudayatantra, 7, 54, 56, 58, 

330, 359. 404(1.101) 
Varendra, 14 
Vart(t)ali, 48 
Varuna, 64, i4o(table), 311, 348 
Vasanta, 373 
Vasantatilakd(tikd), 221-22, 336, 341, 

373 
"Vasya Vajravarahi," 50 
Vayu, i42(n.xx), 311-13 
Vayuvega, 59(table), I9i(fig), 

20i(table), 259, 267, 275 
Vedavati, 380 
Vibhuticandra, 8(table), 10, 

i2-i3(table), 18 
Vajravildsinistotra (GSS43), 22, 

84-85, 380 
Vidhisamgraha, 206, 207(table), 223 
Vidyadhari. See Vajrayogini, forms of 
Vidyddharikramabhdvand (Sahara 

lineage; GSS22), 23, 79-81, 84, 
337. 368 
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Vidyddharikramavajrayoginisddhana 
(Sahara lineage; GSS21), 23, 79, 
84. 367 

Vidyadhari Method Meditation (Sahara 
lineage; GSS22), 23, 79-81, 84, 
337.368 

Vidyddharivajrayoginydrddhanavidhi 
(Sahara; GSS23), 23, 81-83, 88, 
102, 368 

vidydpitha, yj-Afi 
Vijayavajra, 8(table) 

Indrabhutikramena 
Vajrayoginisddhanam (GSS35), 23, 
49. 73-74. 377. 477(n.43i) 

Vikramacarita, 427(^224) 
Vikramasena, 329 
Vikramas'lla Monastery, 14-15 
Vilasavajra, 3, 5, 8(table), 374, 

470(11.411) 
Ndmamantrdrthdvalokini, 25 
Ndmasamgiti, 3 
Samksiptavajravdrdhisddhana 
GSS4, 22, 183, 356 
GSS29, 23,179, 371 
Yogatantra Sadhana, 130 

Vilasini. See Vajravarahi, forms of 
Vimalaprabhd, 381 
Vina, i2 i , i22(table) 
Viramati, 59(table), I9i(fig), 20i(table), 

259, 265, 273 
Virupa, 9-10,14-15, 23,102, 357(n.6), 

358(11.7), 360 
Chinnamunddsddhana, 422(n.2o6), 

425(n.2i6) 
dates of, I2-I3(table) 
Oddiyanasvddhisthdnakramavajra-

yoginisddhana (GSS37), 23, 71, 
378-79 

Pinddrthdh Sodas'as'lokds Trikdya-
vajrayoginydh (GSS26), 23, 84, 
95(table), 100, 370 

on Trikayavajrayogini, 84, 94-96 
Trikdyavajrayoginisddhana (GSS25), 
xxi, 23, 94-99, 369-70 

Trikdyavajrayoginistutipranidhdna 
(GSS27), 23, 84, 95(table), 100, 371 

works by, 8(table) 
Virupa lineage 

Vajrayoginisddhana 
GSS9, 23, 95(table), 96, 99, 360 
GSS20, 23, 95(table), 96, 99, 
366-67 

Visnu, 47-48, 74 
visualization, 24-25, 29-30, 32,109-12 

and bali ritual, 212-15 
and body mandala, 198 
and circle of protection, 131-36, 

i32(table) 
and consecration, 170 
of cosmos, 144, i45(fig) 
of deity's dwelling place, 144-49 
emptiness, 125-30 
and external worship, 216-17, 2 2 0 

and hand worship, 218-19, 303-5, 309 
and identification with deity, 149-55 
and oblations, 221-22, 309 
and purification (vis'uddhi), 116-19, 

118 (table) 
tasting nectar, 210, 289-93, 299 
of Vajrayogini forms, 120-23, 

i22(table) 
Guhyavajravilasini, 89-93 
four-armed warrior-stance 

Vajrayogini, 72-73 
flying Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 82-84 
six-armed Vajravarahi, 60-61 
twelve-armed Vajravarahi, 56-58 
two-armed warrior-stance Vajra

yogini, 72 
Vajradakini Vajravarahi, 63-66 
Vajravarahi, 155 
Vajravilasini, 357-58 

Vidyadhari Vajrayogini, 79—81 
White Vajravarahi, 69-71 
White Vajrayogini with foot raised, 

76-77 
and worship, 120-22 
See also meditation 

vis'uddhi (purification), 30-31,116-19, 
n8(table) 

Vyadhama(s'ri)yogini, 373-76 
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worship 
external, 216-18, 220, 299 
hand, 217-20, 2i9(table), 301-9 
identification with, 293 
of knowledge deity, 168 
sevenfold, 229 
supreme, 122-23, i24(table) 
of Vajrayogini forms, 120-23, 

I22(table) 
dancing-pose Vajravarahi, 51-53 
falling-turtle-pose, 78 
four-armed warrior-stance 

Vajrayogini, 74 
Guhyavajravilasini, 90 
Trikayavajrayogini, 97 
twelve-armed Vajravarahi, 58 
two-armed warrior-stance 

Vajrayogini, 72-73 
Vajraghona, 68 
Vidhyadhari Vajrayogini, 80-81 

See also ritual 

yaksa, 64, i4i(n.xiv) 
Yaksadhipa, I4i(n.xiv) 
Yama, 64, i4o(table), 186, 311 
Yamadadhi, 233-35, 2-55, 271, 277, 

483(n.458) 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134,186, 

191 (fig), 201 (table) 
YamadamstrinI, 233, 255, 271, 277 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134,186, 

I9i(fig), 20i(table) 
YamadutI, 233, 255, 271, 277 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134,186, 

I9i(fig), 20i(table) 
YamamathanI, 233, 255, 271, 277 

in mandala, 57, 59(table), 134,186, 

I9i(fig), 201 (table) 
Yamantaka, xxv, 481^.450) 
Yamari, 48, 66 
Yamini, 164, i65(fig), 2i9(table), 241, 

3Q5> 374 

Yatudhana, i42(n.xix) 
Yemalavajradakinl, 65(fig) 
Ye shes rgyud, 341 
Yeshe Tsogyel, xxv-xxvi 
Yogacara, 125,129, 205, 414(̂ 1.156) 
yoganiruttaratantras, 5-6,132,149 
yogatantra, 2, 6 

on awakening, 150 
dates of, 12-13 (table) 
on deities, 168 
origin of, 3-4 
sadhanas in, 24 

Yogatantra Sadhana (Vilasavajra), 1; 
yogin. Sresadhaka 
Yoginijalas'amvara, 38 
Yoginisamcaratantra (YSCT), 7, 38, 

109, 334, 43i(nn.243, 245) 
armor syllables in, 344(table) 
on body mandala, 197 
on hand worship, 218, 307, 

494^.505), 498^.524), 
on identification with deity, 166 
Pandey edition, xxi 

yoginitantra 
dates of, 12-13 (table) 
origin of, 3-5 
and Saivism, 37-40 
in Tibet, 6 

yogottara, n 
on deities, 169 
origin of, 5 
purification in, 30-31 
on self-generation, 150 
sexual imagery in, 149 
systematization of, 25-26 
tantras, I2-I3(table) 
in Tibet, 6 

Yuganaddhaprakdsa (Advayavajra), 
44o(n.28i) 
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